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PREFACE

THE THIRD VOLUME OF THE FRENCH EDITION, COMMENCING BOOK NINTH.

A spiKiT of examination and research is ever more and more

pushing studious men in France, Switzerland, Germany, and

England, to inquire for the original documents that form the

groundwork of modern history. I would fain contribute my
mite to the accomplishment of the important task which the

men of our day seem to have proposed to themselves, not con-

tenting myself so far as I have gone, with the reading of con-

temporary historians, but interrogating eye-witnesses, letters, and

original narratives, besides availing myself of some manuscripts,

that of Bullinger in particular, which has since been printed.

(Frauenfeld, ] 838—1840.)
But still more urgent was the obligation of applying to un-

published documents when, as in the twelfth book, I entered

upon the history of the Reformation in France. We possess

but few printed memoirs relating to that history, owing to the

unceasing turmoil amid which the Reformed Church of that

country maintained its existence. In the spring of 1838, I

examined, with all the care in my power, the manuscripts to be

found in the public libraries of Paris; it will be seen that a

manuscript belonging to the royal library, to this day, I should

think, unknown, throws much light on the beginnings of the

Reformation. In autumn 1839, I consulted the manuscripts to

be found in the library of the pastoi's of Neuchatel, a very rich

collection as respects that epoch, inasmuch as it inherited the



manuscripts of Farel's library; and to the kindness of the lord of

the manor of Meuron I am indebted for having had communi-
cated to me the manuscript life of Farel by Choupard, where the

greater number of those documents are repeated. Aided by those

manuscripts, I have been enabled to reconstruct one whole phase

of the French Reformation. Over and above these aids, and
those furnished by the library at Geneva, I addressed an appeal

through the medium of the Archives du Ckristianisme, to all such

friends of the history of the Eeformation as might have manu-
scripts at their disposal; and I have now to express my thanks

for the various communications which have been sent to me, in

particular, by Mr. Pastor Ladeveze, of Meaux. But although

the religious wars and persecutions have destroyed many pre-

cious documents, there are many, no doubt, dispersed here and

there throughout France, which might prove of great import-

ance in the history of the Reformation; and I would urgently

entreat all who may possess or know of such, to inforai me of

them. These it is felt in our days form common property; and

I therefore hope that this appeal will not prove useless.

Possibly it will be found that in writing a general history of

the Reformation, I have gone too much into the details of the

early times of that event in France. But these beginnings are

little known ; the events that form the subject of my twelfth

book, occupy only three or four pages in the Histoire Ecclesias-

tique des Eglises Reformees au Royaume de France^ by Theodore

Beza; and other historians hardly relate more than the develope-

ments of the nation's political condition. It is true, that I have

not been able to discover nor have now to retrace any such im-

posing scenes as the Diet of Worms. Nevertheless, in addition

to the Christian interest which attaches to it, the movement,

humble, yet really derived from heaven, which I have attempted

to describe, has possibly had more influence upon the destinies

of Prance than the illustrious wars of Charles V. and Francis I.

In a great machine, not what makes most show, but often the

most hidden springs, constitute the essential part.

I have been blamed for the delay necessai'ily attending the

publication of this third volume; and some would even have

had me avoid printing the first until the whole work were
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finished. There are minds perhaps of a superior order on whom
people may impose conditions; but there are others from whose

inferiority one must be content to receive them, and I am
of that number. To publish a single volume at one time, then a

second at another as I best can, afterwards a third, such is all

the progress that my first duties and the paucity of my powers

permit me to accept. Add to this the intervention of extraor-

dinary circumstances; heavy afflictions have twice interrupted

the composition of this third volume, and have concentrated all

my affections and all my thoughts on the graves of two beloved

children. The thought that it was my duty to glorify the ador-

able Master who spoke to me so solemnly, and sent me such

divine consolations, could alone have given me the courage that

was required for continuing my work.

So much by way of explanation I have thought due to the

kindness wath which this work has been received, whether in

France, or, and especially, in England, where it has reached its

fourth edition in English, besides two others, of smaller size,

which my correspondents tell me are in course of preparation.

Hence it is, no doubt, that the Journal des Dehats} in an article

signed by M. Chasles, has spoken of this history of the Refor-

mation as an English work. The approbation of the Christian

Protestants of Great Britain, representing as they do the prin-

ciples and the doctrines of the Gospel, as far even as the most

remote countries of the globe, I estimate very highly, and my
feelings urge me to tell them that I find in that approbation of

theirs a much-prized encouragement in my labours. The first

book of my fourth volume shall be consecrated, if it please God,

to the Reformation of England and of Scotland.^

The cause of truth recompenses those who embrace and defend

it; and such has been the result with the nations that received

the Reformation. From the eighteenth century when Rome

• The Journal des Debate is distinguished among all the daily papers of Paris
for the excellency of its literary articles, and these are often subscribed by their

authors. Tk.

2 Perhaps I ought, also, to have kept back for the next following volume, the
last book of this one. But I preferred introducing the French Reformation in

the third volume, -which comes thus to be larger than the other two by about a
hundred and fifty pages.



thought to triumpli by means of her Jesuits and her scaffolds,

victory escaped from her hands. Rome, Hke Naples, like Por-

tugal, like Spain, became entangled in difficulties without end ;

meanwhile, two Protestant states arose, and began to exert an*

influence over Europe which had previously belonged to Roman

Catholic nations. England came forth victorious from those

Spanish and French attacks, which the pope had so long been

stirring up against her; and the elector of Brandenburg, in

spite of the wrath of Clement XI., bound his head with a royal

crown. England has since that time extended her domination

throughout the whole world, and Prussia has taken a new rank

among the continental powers, whilst another power also separ-

ated from Rome, namely, Russia, has been expanding itself in its

vast wildernesses. Thus have the principles of the Gospel exer-

cised their healthy influence on the countries that have received

them, and righteousness hath exalted nations. Let the evangelical

nations well understand this; it is to Protestantism that they

owe their greatness. From the moment that they abandon the

position which God has made for them, and shall lean towards

Rome, they will lose their power and their glory. Rome is now

making efforts to gain them; she employs by turns flatteries

and threats; she would, like Delilah, make them sleep on her

knees . . . but only to shave the locks of their head, and

put out their eyes, and to bind them with fetters of brass.^

Here, too, a great lesson may be read by France—a country

to which the author feels himself so intimately united by the

ties of ancestry. If, as has been done by her various govern-

ments, France shall turn anew to the popedom, we verily believe

that it will prove to her the signal of great disasters. Whoever

shall attach himself to the popedom will be compromised in its

destruction. France has no prospect of becoming powerful and

great, but by turning towards the Gospel. Would that this

grand truth were understood alike by the people and their

chiefs.

It is true, that in these days the popedom puts forth much

activity. Although attacked by an inevitable consumption, she

' JmUcs xvi. 21.



would persuade others, and herself too, by a hectic flush and

febrile excitation, that she is still in full vigour. This a Turin

theologian has endeavoured to do in a writing called foi'th by

this history, and in which we are happy to recognise a certain

talent for the production of testimonies, including even the

weakest, in a tone of candour to which we are little accustomed,

and with the manners of a gentleman, with the exception, how-

ever, of that deplorable and guilty facility with which, in his

twelfth chapter, the author renews those charges against the

Reformers, which have been so authentically demonstrated and

so openly acknowledged to be false, i

We shall give an example relating to the matters composing

this volume. Jacques le Vasseur, doctor of the Sorbonne, pre-

bend and dean of the Church at Noyon, wrote: "Annals of the

Church of Noyon," (16i3,) a work in which he cannot find

enough of expressions to pour forth against our Reformer, and

finds his sole consolation in the thought that St. Elias gites

Calvin his deathblow., (p. 1164). After saying that the Refor-

mer came early into the possession of certain benefices in the

Church at Noyon, the prebend introduces, while confirming this,

a declaration of Charles Desmay, also a doctor in theology, in

his " Life of Calvin, Heresiarch," who after having made a very

minute investigation into all that related to the Reformer, says,

" / have been unable to discover anything else in the said regis-

ters,'"" (Annals of Noyon, p. 1162). Then the devout historian

of the Church of Noyon, after having poured out all his wrath

on Calvin and all the members of his family, without ever

recounting a single deed done by the Reformer that was con-

trary to good morals, and contenting himself with the remark,

that to be called heresiarch implies the very crowning point of all

crimes (ib.), adds a xcvi. chapter, intituled: ''Of another John

Cauvin, vicar chaplain of the same Church of Noyon., not here-

tical," in which he says : "Another John Cauvin presented him-

self and was received into our choir, to a vicarial chapel, and

' La Papaute consideree clans son origine et dans son developpement au moyen

age, on rcponse aux allegations de M. Merle d'Auhigne dans son Hisloire de la

Reformation au seizihne sihle. par Vahhe C. Magnin, docteur en iheologie.

Geneve, cJiez Berlicr-Gucrs, ISlO.
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was shortly after dismissed /or his incontinence, after some punish-

ments to which he paid no attention. He discharged the func-

tions of a vicar thi'oughout the dioceses, and the behef of our old

people is, that, he departed this life in the parish cure of Trachy-

le-Val, in that diocese, where he did duty as vicar, and died a

good Catholic. He was not, however, beaten with rods behind the

altar curtain, as Desmay writes, in his little work, p. 89 and 40.

Besides, hewas a priest and not subject to such discipline." He has

therefore mistaken the right name, taking the latter for another

vicar, called Baldwin the Young, doubly young in name and in

manners, and who was not yet consecrated to the priesthood or

to any sacred order. The following is that capitulary conclusion.

. . . . Quod Balduinus, le Jeune, capellanus vicarialis. . .

pro scandalis commissis, ordinarunt prcefati domini ipsum coedi

viRGis, quia puer et nondum in sacris constitutiis. " I have thought

it my duty," (continues the dean of Noyon,) "to add this chap-

ter to the history of the first Cauvin, ad diluendam homonymiam^

lest people should take the one for the other, the catholic for the

heretic." Thus speaks the prebend and dean of Noyon, pages

1170, 1171. Now, what do we find done by Dr. Magnin, and

the writers in favour of the popedom whom he quotes? They

very gravely announce that Calvin was banished from his

country on account of his bad conduct; that, convicted of a

horrible crime, he would have been condemned to be publicly

burnt, if at the prayer of the bishop the punishment of fire had

not been commuted for that of being whipped and branded, &c.

(La Papaute, page 109.) Thus, notwithstanding all the pains

taken by the dean of Noyon to add a chapter, lest people should

take the onefor the other, the Catholicfor the heretic, the writers on

the side of the popedom fail not to attribute to the Eeformer the

misdeeds of his homonyme. What stood foremost in the dean

of Noyon's thoughts, was the glory of that John Cauvin who died

a good Catholic, and he trembled to think of any one attributing

Calvin's heresy to him. Accordingly, he very clearly distin-

guishes them : assigning to the one the heresies, to the other the

incontinence. But the contrary of what he thought has happened.

It is not "Calvin's heresy" that has cast a stain on John Cau-

vin; but it is the incontinence and the punishment of John



Cauvin that have been urged as a disgrace to the Reformers. ^

And such is the manner in which history is written ! . . such

we do not say is the bad faith, but the negligence and the ignor-

ance of the apologists of the popedom. These are blunders such

as occur in the writings of men, in other respects estimable, and

who ought to have nothing in common with the odious name of

calumniator. The true history of Calvin'^s early life will be

found in this volume.

As a sequel to his History of Luther, M. Audin has recently

published a History of Calvin, written under the influence of

deplorable prejudices, and in which one with difficulty recognises

the Reformers and the Reformation. Nevertheless, we cannot

find in that author the shameful charges which we have men-

tioned: he has treated them as they deserved, by saying nothing

about them. No man that respects himself can venture to repro-

duce these besottedly gross calumnies.

We may possibly, on some other occasion, add a few words

to what we have already said in our first book on the original

sources of the popedom. This is not the place for doing so,

I shall only recall, in a general way, that it is precisely the

human and perfectly natural causes that so well explain its

origin, to which the popedom appeals as demonstrating its divine

1 If I mistake not and other readers think with me, it were to be wished that

Mr. Merle had elucidated this point a little more clearly ;—that, first of all, he
had given us more fully the statements of Le Vasseur and Desmay in their con-

nection and aim, and then that he had expressed more distinctly the conclusion

that he drew from them. In the accounts, in the first place, given by both

writers, everything is singularly confused ; first, wo have the account of Le
Vasseur himself, then Desmay's explanation as reported by him, and, inserted in

that again, a quotation in Latin, taken, it appears, from the acts of the Capitu-

lary of Noyon. How can all this be reconciled? Not having it in my power to

consult the woi'ks mentioned, I really cannot say. Yet on a general compari-

son of the whole I view the matter thus :—In the first place, Le "Vasseur, know-
ing one other John Cauvin besides the Reformer, which other had been a priest

and steady adherent of the (R.) Catholic faith, was unwilling that he should

be confounded with the Reformer ; and it was for these reasons that after hav-

ing stated all that he knew about the Reformer, he added a special chapter

respecting that other John Cauvin. The dissolute manners of that person,

which he himself acknowledges, did not prevent him from considering such dis-

soluteness as less dishonourable than heresy. lie defends him, however, against

the accusation of being guilty of that particular offence, for which he should

have been flogged, and with which this catholic John Cauvin appears to have
been charged by Desmay: against which Le Vasseur defends his John Cauvin,

(and thus, also, by implication the Reformer) by remarking, that Desmay was
mistaken, inasmuch as this had happened to another young person, called

Balpuinus le Jeune, and this he establishes by quoting the acts of the chapter

of Noyon in I^atin.—If this be the right way to reconcile the different testi-



institution. Thus ancient antiquity tells us that the universal

episcopacy was committed to all the bishops, so that the bishops

of Jerusalem, Alexandria, Antioch, Ephesus, Eome, Carthage,

Lyons, Aries, Milan, Hippo, Csesarea, &c. felt an interest and

took a part in all that was passing in the Christian world.

Forthwith Rome arrogates to herself this duty which was incum-

bent on all, and reasoning as if she alone were concerned in it,

she employs it as a demonstration of her primacy.

Let us adduce another example. The Christian Churches

that were established in the great cities of the empire, sent mis-

sionaries into the countries with which they were connected.

This was what was done, first of all, by Jerusalem; next bj

Antioch, Alexandria, and Ephesus; and then at last by Rome;

and forthwith Rome concludes from what she did after the others,

and less than the others, in favour of her establishment above all

the rest. These examples will sufiice.

Let us only remark further, that Rome alone possessed in the

West that honour which was possessed in the East by Corinth,

Phihppi, Thessalonica, Ephesus, Antioch, and in a much higher

degree by Jerusalem,^ that of having had an apostle or apostles

among her first doctors. Hence the Latin Churches might

naturally be expected to entertain a certain respect for Rome.

But never did the Eastern Christians who honoured in her the

monies here cited, then, indeed, have they with good reason heen appealed to

by Mr. Merle in establishing the Reformer's innocence ; nay, that can be
doubly established, first, inasmuch as it thence appears, that granting there

was some accusation in the case, that must have regarded another John Cau-
vin ; but, secondly, that with regard to the precise olFence and the whipping
that followed, a complete confusion of persons had taken place, for these must
be put to the account of a person of quite a difFereut name, to wit, a certain

Balduinus le Jeuke. But if this be so, it must be owned, in the second place,

that Mr. Merle has not expressed his meaning with sufficient accuracy in the

conclusion he deduces therefrom. For he so expresses himself that men would
say that Le Vasseur would rather have had his John Cauviii guilty of the par-

ticular crime of incontinence, which was afterwards charged against the Refor-

mer, than of heresy, which the existing enemies of the Reformer just reverse

by imputing the unnatural crime of the other John Cauvin to the Reformer;
yet with respect to Le Vasseur this is not the case. lie might possibly have
preferred his John Cauvin's being guilty of incontinence rather than heresy,

but still he defends him also, if we rightly understand the mutual bearings of the

extracts that are quoted, against the charge of being guilty of the incontinence
distinctly alleged, just as we defend our John Cauvin against the same, and
refers it to a totally different person, namely, one called Balduinus.—L. R.

1 Saint Epiphany says that the Lord committed to James the first, at Jeru-.

salem. Ids throne on the earth (tov Sf^vav avrm itri Tjjf yr,;); and speaking of the

bishops that were met at Jerusalem, he declares that the whole world (vxv-a

xiff-f/.av') ought to follow their authority. (Epiph. Hseres. TO, 10.

—

18, 7.)
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Church of the political metropolis of the empire, desire to

acknowledge in her any ecclesiastical authority. The celebrated

universal council of Chalcedon assigned to Constantinople, pre-

viously the obscure Byzantium, the same privileges (to. to-a

irpeafte'ia) as to Rome, and declared that it ought to be elevated

like it. Accordingly when the popedom became decidedly formed

at Rome, the East did not care to acknowledge a master whom it

had never heard spoken of, and remaining on the ancient domain

of its catholicity, it abandoned the West to the power of the

new sect that had risen up in its bosom. The East calls herself

still at this day emphatically (par excellence) catholic and ortho-

dox, and when one of those oriental Christians whom Rome has

united to herself by granting them numerous concessions, is

asked: " Are you catholic?''''—" No," he instantly replies, "I am

papistain''' (popish). (Journal of the Rev. Joseph Wolf. Lon-

don, 1839, p. 225.)

While this history has been subjected to some criticisms

emanating from the Romish point of view, it seems to have met

with others proceeding from a point of view purely literary.

Men for whom I feel much esteem, seem to attach more import-

ance to a political or literary description of the Reformation,

than to an exposition that assumes as its starting point the

spiritual principles and eternal springs of that event.—I can

understand this way of viewing the matter, but I cannot take

part in it. What is essential in the Reformation, in my opinion,

is its doctrines and inward life. Any work in which these

two things do not hold the first rank, may be brilliant, but

it will not be a faithful and candid history. One would thus

resemble a philosopher who, in wishing to describe a man, should,

with much exactness and picturesque efiect, detail all that relates

to his body, but accord to the soul, that divine guest, quite a

subordinate place.

Much, no doubt, is defective in the feeble work of which I

here present a new fragment to the Christian public; but what

I find most reprehensible in it, is that one does not discover

still more of the soul of the Reformation. The more I shall

have succeeded in drawing attention to what manifests the glory

of Christ, the more shall I have been an historian and a faithful
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one. I willingly accept as my rule those words which an his-

torian of the sixteenth century, a man of the sword still more

than of the pen, after having written part of the history of Pro-

testantism in France of which I do not propose to treat, says to

those who might think of completing his work: " I would give

them the same rule to which I have subjoined myself; which is,

that in seeking the glory of this precious instrument, they would

have for their chief end the glory of the arm which has displayed,

employed, and plied it at its pleasure. For all the praises

bestowed upon princes are beside the point, and ill-placed, if they

have not for leaf and root the praise of the living God, to whom
alone belong honour and dominion to eternity."

At the Springs—near Geneva, Feb., 1841.



HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION

SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

BOOK EIGHTH.—1484.—1522.

OF THE SWISS.

At the time when the decree of the Diet of Worms appeared, an

ever-growing movement began to be felt among the quiet valleys

of Switzerland. The voices which were making themselves heard

in the plains of Upper and Lower Saxony, were responded to from

the bosom of the Helvetic mountains, in the energetic voices of

their priests, their herdsmen, and the burgesses of their warlike

cities. The partisans of Rome, seized with alarm, exclaimed

that a vast and terrible conspiracy was forming everywhere in

the Church against the Church. The friends of the Gospel

remarked to each other with delight, that as in the spring of the

year, the breath of life is diffused over the earth, from the sea

shore to the summits of the mountains, so the Spirit of God was

then melting the ice of a long winter throughout Christendom,

and from the lowest plains to the steepest and most barren

mountain peaks, was clothing it with verdure and with flowers.

It was not that Germany communicated the light of the truth

to Switzerland, Switzerland to France, and France to England;

all those countries received it from God, just as it is not one part

of the world that transmits the light to another, but that the

same blazing orb communicates it immediately to the earth.

Infinitely exalted above men, Christ, the day springfrom on Idqli.,

at the epoch of the Reformation as at that of the establishment

of Christianity, was the divine source from which life was dif-
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fused throughout the world. One single doctrine was in the six-

teenth century simultaneously established at the firesides and

in the temples of nations the most distant and most diverse;

simply because the same Spirit was present everywhere, and

everywhere produced the same faith.

^

This truth is demonstrated by the Eeformation of Germany,

and by that of Switzerland. Zwingli did not act in concert with

Luther. No doubt there was a bond that united these two men;
but we must look for it above this earth. He who gave the

truth to Luther from heaven, gave it to Zwingli also, and thus

God himself was their point of communion. " I began to preach

the Gospel," says Zwingli, " in the year of grace 1516, that is

to say, at a time when the name of Luther had not yet been

pronounced in our territories. It was not from Luther that I

learned the doctrine of Christ—it was from the Word of God.

If Luther preaches Christ, he does what I do;—that is all.""

But if of the same Spirit from which they had all proceeded,

the various reformations held one vast unity; they received,

likewise, some individual traits from the several nations amid

which th©y were accomplished.

We have already sketched the state of Switzerland at the

epoch of the Reformation,^ and will now add but a few words to

what we then said. In Germany it was the monarchical prin-

ciple that predominated; in Switzerland, it was the democrati-

cal. The Reformation had to wrestle with the will of the princes

in the one country, and with the will of the people in the other.

But as a collection of men, being more easily carried away by

1 Here we have the tnith of the matter—a truth concealed alike from the
blind adherent of the popedom, and from the Spirit-bereft Protestant of our
times. Both disown the work of the Lord's Spirit in the Reformation, and regard
it as the mere work of man ; hence they never can account for that simultane-

ous awakening, and that agreement of sentiment, which were manifested at its

first commencement. They persist in attaching themselves to those differences

which led to mutual estrangements, chiefly at subsequent periods, and when
what was divine became more alloyed with what was human, and this they do
for the purpose of making the whole work appear human throughout. But they
wilfully avert their regards from that truly marvellous harmony of sentiment which
appeared at first in various countries altogether independent of each other, and
which could be ascribed to nothing but to a higher principle, and to the truth

itself.—L. R.
* . . . 1516, eo scilicet tempore quum Lutheri nomen in nostris regioni-

bus inauditum adhuc erat . . . doctrinam Christi, non a Luthero, sed ex
verbo Dei didici. (Zwinglii Opera, curant. Schulero et Schulthesio, Turici,

182f), vol. i. p. 273,276.)
^ See vol i. p. 8T.
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the impulse of strong feeling than a single individual, is more

prompt, also, in its decisions, that victory over the popedom

which was the labour of years on the north of the Rhine, required

only months or days for its completion on the south of that

river.

In Germany, the person of Luther makes a lofty and impos-

ing appearance amid the inhabitants of Saxony; he seems to

stand alone as the assailant of the Roman colossus; and where-

ever we find the parties engaged in battle, we can descry that tall

figure moving upon the field. Luther seems the monarch of the

revolution that was effected there. In Switzerland, the conflict

was maintained in many cantons at one and the same time; we

there find a confederation of Reformers and are amazed at their

number; one head, no doubt, is seen over-topping the rest, but

no one commands the field; they compose a republican magis-

tracy, where all are observed to have original physiognomies and

distinct influences. There is Wittembach, there is Zwingli,

there is Capito, and Haller, and CEcolampadius; there is Oswald

Myconius, Leo Juda, Farel, and Calvin. And the conflict is

carried on at Glaris, at Basel, at Zurich, at Berne, at Neufchatel,

at Geneva, at Lucerne, at Schaft'liausen, at Appenzel, at St.

Gall in the Grisons. In the Reformation of Germany there is

but one scene, all of a piece, and having the flatness of the

country itself ; but the Swiss Reformation is partitioned out as

^Switzerland is by her thousand mountains. Each valley has,

so to speak, its own awakening; each Alpine peak its own

illumination.

A deplorable epoch opened for the Swiss after their exploits

against the duke of Burgundy. Europe, on becoming acquainted

with the vigour of their arms in battle, had allured them from

their mountains and robbed them of their independence, by

making them the arbiters, on battle-fields, of the destiny of her

states. Switzer pointed his sword against his brother Switzer's

breast on the plains of Italy and of France, and the intrigues

of foreigners introduced envy and discord into those upper valleys

of the Alps, which had for long been the homes of simplicity and

peace. Lured by the glitter of gold, boys, day-labourers, and

domestic servants would steal away from the huts of those Alpine

pastures, to try their fortunes on the banks of the Rhone or the
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Po. Helvetic unity crumbled to pieces under the slow -pacing

of mules laden with gold. Now, the Eeformation, which in

Switzerland, as well as elsewhere, had its political side, proposed

to restore the unity and ancient virtues of the cantons. Its

first cry was that the Swiss should rend the treacherous nets of

the foreigner, and should embrace each other in closest union at

the foot of the cross. But her generous voice was unheeded.

Rome, accustomed to purchase in those valleys the blood that

she lavished in her schemes of aggrandisment, rose in wrath,

excited Swiss against Swiss, and thus rent the body of the nation

by the new passions that she fomented in its breast.

Switzerland needed a reformation. To be sure, there was a

simplicity and goodness of heart among the Helvetians, which

the refined Itahans thought ridiculous ; but at the same time

they were considered as the people which most habitually trans-

gressed the laws of chastity. This astrologers attributed to the

constellations ; ^ philosophers to the peculiar temperament of

those indomitable tribes ; moralists to the principles of the Swiss,

who considered cunning, dishonesty, and calumny as much
graver sins than impurity.- Marriage was interdicted to the

priests, but it would have been difficult to find one who lived in

true celibacy ; what was required of them being that they should

live not chastely, but discreetly. That was one of the first dis-

orders against which the Reformation lifted its protest. It is

time that we were tracing the commencements of this new day

in the valleys of the Alps.

Towards the middle of the eleventh century, two recluses pro-

ceeded from St. Gall towards the mountains that lie to the south

of that ancient monastery, until they reached a desert valley

about ten leagues in length.^ To the north the lofty mountains

of the Sentis, the Sommerigkopf, and the Old Man, separate this

1 Wirz, Helvetische Kirclien Geschichte, iii. p. 201.
'* Sodoniitis melius erit in die judicii, quam rerum aut honoris ablatoribus.

(Hemmerlin, de anno jubilsco.) If this was an announcement from the pulpit,

it was more likely to differ from, than to express a popular opinion, in which

case the author's inference is decidedly wrong. The laws against theft seem to

have been particularly severe. " In 1480, during the short space of three months,

nearly 1500 assassins and robbers were sentenced to death; for in the Diet at

Baden, a law had been passed which made every theft, however trifling, a capi-

tal offence." See the History of Switzerland from the German, by Zschokke,

p. 162. Tr.
" The Tockenburg.
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valley from the canton of Appenzel; on the south, the Kuhfirs-

ten, with its seven heads, rises betwixt it and the Wallenzee,

Sargans, and the Grisons; on the eastern side, the valley opens

out before the beams of the rising sun, and discovers the magni-

ficent aspect of the Alps of the Tyrol. The two recluses, on

arriving near the source of a small stream, the Thur, there built

two cells. The valley gradually became peopled ; at its highest

point, about 2,010 feet above the lake of Zurich, there arose

around a church, a village called Wildkaiis, the Wild house, on

which there now depend two hamlets, Lisighaus, or the house

of Elizabeth and Schoenenboden. The fruits of the earth no

longer ripen on those heights, but a green carpeting of Alpine

freshness covers the whole valley, and rises along the mountain

sides until met by enormous masses of rock which tower to

heaven with savage grandeur.

A quarter of a league from the church, near Lisighaus, and by

the side of a path that leads to the pastures beyond the stream,

there is still to be found a house standing quite by itself. Tra-

dition reports that the timber required for building it was felled

on the very spot.^ Every thing indicates its having been built

at a very remote period. The walls are small; the windows

have little round panes, the roof is formed of shingles laden with

stones, to prevent their being carried off by the wind. A limpid

spring gushes from the ground before the house.

In this house, towards the close of the fifteenth century, there

lived a man called Zwingle, araman or baillie of the commune.

The family of the Zwingles, or Zwinglis, was ancient, and held

in much esteem by the inhabitants of those mountains.2 Bar-

tholomew, the baillie's brother, who was first priest of the parish,

and afterwards, in 1487, dean of Wesen, enjoyed a certain degree

of celebrity in the country .3 The amman of Wildhaus's wife

Margaret Meili, whose brother, called John, was afterwards

abbot of the monastery of Fischingen in Thurgovia, had already

' Schuler's, Zwingli's Bildung's Gesch. p. 29'^.

2 Diss Geschlacht der Zwinglinen, wass in guter Achtung diesser Landen, als

ein gut alt ehrlich Geschlacht. (H. Bullinger's Ilistor. Beschreiburg der Eidg,
Geschichten.) This precious work exists in manuscript only: lam indebted

for its being communicated to me, to the kindness of Mr. J. G. Hess. In the

quotations I preserve the orthography of the time and of the manuscript. The
friends of history are now printing it.

^ Ein Verrumbter Mann. (Ibid.)
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given liim two sons, Heini and Klaus, when on new year"'s day,

1484, seven weeks after the birth of Luther, the lone herds-

man's house witnessed the birth of a third, called Ulrich.* Five

other sons, John, Wolfgang, Bartholomew, James, and Andrew,

together with one daughter, Anna, farther enriched this Alpine

family. No one in the country round was more venerated than

the Amman Zwingli.2 His character, his office, and his many

children, made him the patriarch of those mountains. He tended

cattle, as did also his sons, and hardly had the first days of May
begun to gladden the mountains, than the father and his sons

went off with their herds and flocks, passing from pasturage to

pasturage, until about the end of July they reached the highest

elevations of the Alps. They then begun gradually to descend

again towards the valley, and autumn saw all the inhabitants

of Wildhaus restored to their humble cabins. Sometimes, during

summer, the young people who had to remain at home, in their

eagerness to enjoy the pure mountain air, would set off in groups

for the herdsmen's cots, accompanying with their voices the melo-

dies they performed on their rustic instruments, for all were

musicians. On arriving upon the Alps, the herdsmen hailed

them from a distance with their horns and shouts, and on meet-

ing presented them with a collation of milk prepared in various

ways; on concluding which, after many a turning and winding,

the joyous band would descend back into the valley to the sound

of their pipes. Ulrich, when a boy, doubtless took part occa-

sionally in those amusements. Having grown to boyhood at

the foot of those rocks that seem everlasting, and whose peaks

point to the heavens, " I have often thought," said one of his

friends, "that as he approached heaven on those sublime eleva-

tions, he must have thence derived something celestial and

divine." 3

Long fireside meetings were held during the winter evenings,

in the cottages at Wildhaus, and during these the young Ulrich

would sit by his father's hearth, and listen to the conversations of

* " Quadragesimum octavum agimus" Zwingli writes to Vadian I7th September,

1531
.

* Clarus fuit pater ob speetatam vitse sanctimoniam. ( Oswald Myconius, Vita

Zwingli.)
* Divinitatis nonnihil coelo propriorem contraxisse. (Ibid.)
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tlio baillie and the elders of the commune. He would hear them

tell, how once on a time the inhabitants of the valley lay under a

very severe yoke, and would exult with the old men at the thought

of the independence acquired by the Tockenburg, and secured to

them by their alliance with the Swiss. His heart would warm

with love to his mother country; Switzerland became dear to

him, and if any one uttered a word to the prejudice of the con-

federates, the child would instantly rise from his seat, and vig-

orously defend them.^ Further, he might often be seen quietly

seated during those long evenings, at the feet of his godly grand-

mother, and with his eyes iixed upon her, would listen as she

told him stories from the Bible and devout legends, all which he

received with avidity into his heart.

n. The good Amman rejoiced at the happy tendencies of his

son; and saw that his Ulrich was capable of higher things than

taking charge of the cows and singing the herdsman's songs on

mount Sentis. One day, accordingly, he took him by the hand

and went with him towards Wesen. He traversed the grassy

knolls that lie at the foot of the Ammon, avoiding the rough

wild rocks that border the lake of Wallenstadt; and on reach-

ing the town, he went to his brother the dean's, and handed the

young highlander over to him, in order that he might make trial

of his capacity.^ The dean soon came to love the boy as if he

had been his own son; was charmed with his sprightly dispo-

sition, and confided his instruction to a schoolmaster, who soon

taught him all that he himself knew. At the age of ten, there

were already observed in him such remarkable symptoms of a

noble spirit^ that his father and uncle resolved to send him to

Basel.

To this child of the mountains, quite a new world was opened

up on his arriving in that celebrated city. The lustre of the

famous council of Basel, the university founded there by Pius U.
in 1460, the printing presses which were there restoring the

master-pieces of antiquity, and shedding over the world the first

fruits of the revival of letters, the residence there of distinguished

1 Schuler's Zw. Bildung, p. 291.
* Tenerrimum adhuc ad fratrem sacrificum adduxit, ut ingenii ejus periculiun

faceret. (Melch. Ad. Vit. Zw. p. 25.)
2 Und in Ihm erschiuen merkliclie Zeichen eines edlen Gemuths. (Boll-

inger's Manuscript.)

II. c
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men, such as Wessel and Wittembach, and, in particular, of that

prince among the learned, the very sun of the schools, Erasmus,

all contributed to render Basel, at the epoch of the Reformation,

one of the grand centres of illumination in the West.

Ulrich was entered at the school of St. Theodore. Gregory

Binzli, a man of rare warmth of affection and gentleness of dis-

position, happened at the time to be one of the teachers, and

young Zwingli made rapid progress there. Learned disputa-

tions, quite the fashion at that time among university doctors,

had begun to be imitated even by boys at school. Ulrich took

part in these, and putting forth his rising talents in combatting

the boys at other such institutions, came off always victorious

in the conflicts by which he thus preluded to those which were

ere long to subvert the popedom in Switzerland. ^ These suc-

cesses excited the jealousy of rivals that were his seniors in age.

At length he outstripped the school at Basel as he had done that

at Wesen.

A man distinguished for his learning, Lupulus, had now

opened at Berne the first learned school that was founded in

Switzerland, and to it the baillie of Wildhaus and the parish-

priest of Wesen resolved to send their child. In 1497, Zwingli

quitted the smiling plains of Basel for the neighbourhood of

those higher Alps, amid which he had spent his childhood, and

whose snowy peaks he could descry from Berne as they glittered

in the rays of the sun. Lupulus, himself a distinguished poet,

introduced his pupil into the sanctuary of classical literature, at

that time a retreat little known, and whose threshold had been

passed by a few of the initiated only.2 The young neophyte in-

haled with ardour the fragrant breath of ancient lore, his mind

expanded, his style became formed, and he became a poet.

Among the monasteries at Berne, that of the Dominicans was

most in repute. Its friars were engaged in a serious quarrel

with the Franciscans about the immaculate conception of the

Virgin, a doctrine maintained by the former but denied by the

latter. The humiliation of their rivals became at last the all-

engrossing thought of the Dominicans wherever they happened

' In disputationibus quae pro more turn erant inter pueros usitata;, rictoriam

semper reportavit. (Osw. Myc. Vit. Zw.)
* Ab eo in adyta clas&icorum scriptorum introductus. (Ibid,)
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to direct their steps, before the gorgeous altars that adorned

their church, or among the twelve columns that supported

its vaulted roof. They had remarked the beautiful voice of

Zwingli ; they had heard of his precocious intellect, and think-

ing that he might confer a lustre on their order, they endeav-

oured to inveigle him into joining them, and invited him to

make their monastery his home until the proper time for passing

his noviciate. 1 The amman of Wildhaus having heard of the

allurements offered by the Dominicans, was alarmed for the inno-

cence of his son, and ordered him instantly to leave Berne; and

Zwingli thus escaped from those monastic enclosures into which

Luther voluntarily threw himself. What happened afterwards

may give us some idea of the imminent risk to which Zwingli

was then exposed.

Berne, in 1 507, was the scene of intense excitement. A youth

from Zurzach, called John Jetzer, having presented himself one

day at this same Dominican monastery, had been driven away

;

but the poor lad was so distressed at this repulse as to renew his

attempt to gain admission. Holding out three and fifty florins

and some silken stuffs; " there is all that I am Avorth," said he,

"take these, and admit me into your order." He was admitted

on the 6th January, as a lay brother. But from the first night

after his admission, a strange noise that he heard in his cell so

terrified him that he fled to a monastery of the Chartreux, from

which he was sent back to that of the Dominicans.

On the following night, being Saint Matthias's eve, he was

awakened by deep-drawn sighs, and on opening his eyes beheld

close to his bedside a huge white phantom. " I am a soul escaped

from the flames of purgatory," said a sepulchral voice. The

friar replied, trembling all over, " May God deliver you, I can do

nothing for you !"" whereupon the ghost went up to the poor friar

and seizing him by the throat, indignantly reproached him for

his refusal. Jetzer upon this roared out in his fright, "What
then can I do to save you?" "Flog yourself for eight days till

you bleed, and then lie down on the floor in St. John's chapel,"

and having said this, the ghost disappeared. This apparition

the lay brother communicated to his confessor, who was preacher

' Und alss er wol singen kceendt, loekten Ihn die prediger. Moenchen in dass

Kloster. CBuUinger. MSC.)
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to the monastery, and in compliance with his advice, submitted

to the disciphne that was required. Straightway it was told all

over the town that a soul had applied to the Dominicans to be

delivered out of purgatory. The Franciscans were deserted, and

all now ran to the church where the holy man was to be seen

lying prostrate upon the earth. The soul from purgatory had

announced that in eight days it would re-appear, and on the

appointed night it did, in fact, appear, accompanied by two spirits

which tormented it, and made it utter the most heart-rending

moans. "Scot," it said, "Scot, the inventor of the doctrine of

the Franciscans on the immaculate conception of the Virgin, is

among those who are suffering like torments with myself." This

news, which soon spread through Berne, still further increased

the perturbation of the partisans of the Franciscans. But on

this occasion, before vanishing, the ghost had given notice of a

visit from the Virgin herself, and, in fact, on the day appointed,

the astonished friar saw Mary appear in his cell. He could not

believe his eyes at this. She graciously approached him, gave

him three tears wept by Jesus, three drops of his blood, a cruci-

fix, and a letter addressed to pope Julius II. who, said she, "was

the man chosen of God to abolish the festival of her pretended

immaculate conception." Then, drawing still nearer to the bed

on which the friar lay, she told him with a solemn voice that a

great favour was about to be conferred on him, and, so saying,

pierced his hand with a nail. The friar here shrieked out, but

Mary wrapped his hand in a piece of linen which her son, she

said, had worn at the time of his flight into Egypt. This wound

was not enough; in order that the glory of the Dominicans

might equal that of the Franciscans, Jetzer was to have the five

wounds of Christ and of St. Francis on his hands, feet, and side.

The four others were now inflicted ; then, after giving him some-

thino- to drink, he was laid down in a hall hung round with

representations of our Lord's passion, and there he spent long

days fasting, until his imagination became highly excited. The

doors of this hall were then opened from time to time for the

admission of the people, who flocked in crowds to gaze with

devout wonder on the friar with his five wounds, extending his

arms, inclining his head, and imitating in his gestures and posi-

tion our Lord's crucifixion. At times he was beside himself,
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he foamed at the mouth, and seemed at the point of death. "He
is suffering Christ's cross,"" the people whispered as they stood

around. Eager for miracles, the multitude pressed unceasingly

into the monastery. Men deservedly enjoying the highest esteem,

including Lupulus himself, Zwingli's master, were exceedingly

discomposed, and the Dominicans from the pulpit magnified the

glory with which God was investing their order.

This order had, in fact, for some years felt it necessary to

humble that of St. Francis, and to call in the aid of miracles in

order to augment the respect and liberality of the people. For

the scene of their operations they had chosen Berne, " a city at

once simple, rustic and ignorant," said the subprior of Berne

to the chapter held at Wimpfen on the Necker. The prior, sub-

prior, preacher, and purveyor, had undertaken to act the chief

parts, but failed in the execution of them towards the close. A
new apparition of INIary having taken place, Jetzer thought he

could recognise the voice of his confessor, and having said thia

aloud, Mary vanished. She soon, however, re-appeared, and

began to reprove the unbelieving friar, " This time it is the

prior," said Jetzer, darting forward with a knife in his hand.

The sainted woman threw a pewter plate at the head of the poor

friar, and again disappeared.

In consternation at the discovery which Jetzer had made, the

Dominicans endeavoured to rid themselves of him by poison,

perceiving which he made his escape and told the whole story.

They showed a good face and sent a deputation to Rome. The

pope commissioned his legate in Switzerland, and the bishops of

Lausanne and Sion, to judge in the case; and the result was

that the four Dominicans, being found guilty, were condemned

to be burnt alive, and on the 1st of May 1509, were consumed

by the flames in the presence of more than thirty thousand

spectators. This afiair made a noise throughout all Europe, and

so far prepared the way for the Reformation, by unveiling one

of the most grievous sores of the Church.^
^

•*»

1 "Wirz, Ilelvetische Kirchen Gesch. vol. iii. p. SS7. Anshelm's Chronik, iii.

and iv. No event belonging to the epoch of the Reformation has given birth

to so many works. See llaller's Biblioth. der Schw. Gesch. iii.

* No wonder ! It discovered the profane deception by which people's eyes

had been blinded. In this instance the deception was happily discovered. But
can there have been less deception in many other cases in which similar appari-

tions have been pretended, although these may not have been so positively found
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Such were the men out of whose clutches Zwingli escaped.

He had been studying literature at Berne, and now behoved to

devote himself to philosophy, with a view to which he repaired

to Vienna. A youth from St. Gall, Joachim Vadian, whose

genius promised Switzerland a distinguished man of learning and

statesman ; Henry Loreti, of the canton of Glaris, commonly

called Glarean, and who seemed likely to shine among the poets;

a young Suabian, John Heigerlin, son of a blacksmith, and hence

called Faber, a man of supple character, fond of honours and dis-

tinction, and giving token of all the qualities of a courtier, tliese

were the companions of Ulrich's studies and recreations in the

capital of Austria.

In 1502, Zwingli returned to Wildhaus ; but on revisiting

his native mountains he felt that he had drunk from the cup of

learning, and could no longer live amid his brothers' songs and

the lowing of their herds. He was now eighteen; he repaired

to Basel, there to resume the study of literature; and there, at

once student and teacher, he combined giving lessons at St.

Martin's school with his studies at the university, so as from

that time forth to be able to dispense with assistance from his

father. He soon after took the degree of master of arts. An

Alsatian of the name of Capito, though his senior by nine years,

was one of his best friends there.

Zwingli now devoted himself to the study of scholastic theo-

logy;! for as he was to be called ere long to combat its sophisms,

he behoved first to explore its obscure labyrinths for himself.

But often was the jayous student from the mountains of the

Sentis, seen suddenly to shake off the dust of the school, and

making his philosophical labours give place to amusement, he

would seize the lute, or the violin, or the flute, or the dulcimer,

the shepherd's or the hunting horn, bring forth joyous sounds

from those instruments as if still in the meadows of Lisighaus,

make his own room, or the houses of his friends, resound with

his country's melodies, and accompany them with his beautiful

out, or rather though the general interests of the so called Church, have inter-

fered to prevent their being found out. For example, could there be any better

foundation in fact for the five wounds of St. Francis, or for so many speaking

and crying imases of (the Virgin) Mary? What other basis have the legends

of the saints, the alleged miracles of the present day, nay, the whole Romish

Church, but deception?—L. R.
' Ne diutius ah exercitio literarum cessaret. (Osw. Myc. Vit. Zw.)
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voice. In respect of music he was a true child of Tockenburg

—

a master limong all.l He played on the instruments we have

mentioned, and on others also. Enthusiastically fond of the art,

he diffused a taste for it in the university, not from love of dis-

sipation, but because he liked to refresh his mind when fatigued

with graver studies, and to put himself into a condition for

returning to them with fresh zest.^ No one had a more cheerful

humour, a more amiable temper, or more agreeable powers of

conversation.3 He was a vigorous Alpine tree, expanding itself

in all its strength and beauty, and which, unpruned as yet, threw

out sturdy boughs on all sides. The time was approaching

when these boughs were to turn powerfully towards heaven.

After having forced his way into scholastic theology, he relin-

quished that dry study, at once fatigued and disgusted, having

found nothing in it but confused ideas, idle babbling, vain glory,

and barbarism, unrelieved by a single sound doctrinal idea.

" It is mere waste of time," said he; and waited for something

better.

It was then, in November 1505, that tliere arrived at Basel,

Thomas Wittembach, son of a burgomaster of Bienne. Wit-

tembach had been teaching up to that time at Tubingen by the

side of Eeuchlin. He was in the prime of life, sincere and pious

as well as learned in the liberal arts, in the mathematics, and in

the knowledge of the holy Scriptures. Zwingli and all the youth

of the university instantly crowded round him. His discourses

glowed with a life that until then was unknown, and prophetic

words escaped from his lips. "The time is not distant," he would

say, "when the scholastic theology will be done away with, and

the ancient doctrine of the Church will be restored." 4
. . . "The

death of Christ," he would add, " is the sole ransom for our

sins."^ Zwingli's heart received these seeds of life with avidity.*^

1 Ich habe cauch nie von Keinem gelioert, der in der Kunst Musica . . .

80 erfahren gewesen. (B. Weissen, Fiisslin Beytrage zur Ref. Gesch. iv. 35.)
2 Ut ingenium seriis defatigatiim recrearetur et paratius ad solida studia

rediretur. . . . (Melch. Ad. Vit. Zw.)
3 Ingenio amoenus, et ore jucundus, supra quam dici possit, erat. (Osw. Myc.

Vit. Zw.)
* Et doctrinam Ecclesia3 veterem . . . instaurari oporteat. (Gualterus,

Misc. Tig. iii. 102.)
* Der Tod Christi sey die einige BezaUung fiir unsere slinde. . . . (Fiisslin

Beytr ii. p. 268.)
« Q,uum a tanto viro semina qnjedam. . . . Zwingliano pectori injecta esseiit.

(Leo. Jud. in Prsef. ad Ann. Zw. in N. T.)
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Among the students who were most enthusiastic in their attend-

ance on the new doctor's instructions, there was a young man of

three and twenty, of short stature, of a feeble and sickly aspect,

but who bore an expression at once of gentleness and intrepidity.

This was Leo Juda, the son of an Alsatian parish priest, and

one of whose uncles had died at Rhodes while following the

standard of the Teutonic knights, in the defence of Christen-

dom. Leo and Ulrich became intimate friends. Leo played on

the tympanum, and had an uncommonly fine voice. Tt was

often when met in his room, that these two young friends of the

arts indulged their passion for music. Leo Juda afterwards

became the colleague of Zwingli, and death itself could not destroy

this sacred friendship.

The place of pastor of Glaris happened now to fall vacant.

One of the pope's young courtiers, Henry Goldli, groom to his

holiness, and already invested with several benefices, posted to

Glaris with a letter giving him the appointment from the pontifi".

But the Glaronese herdsmen, proud of their ancient lineage and

of their combats for liberty, were by no- means disposed to bow

to a bit of parchment from Rome. Wildhaus is not far from

Glaris, and Wesen, where Zwingli's uncle was parish priest, is

their market town. The reputation of the young master of arts

at Basel had reached even those mountians, and him the Glar-

onese wished to have for their parish priest. They called him

thither in 1506. Zwingli was ordained at Constance, by the

bishop, preached his first sermon at Rapperswil, read his first

mass at Wildhaus on St. Michael's day, in the presence of all

his relations and family friends, and towards the close of the

year, arrived at Glaris.

III. Zwingli zealously devoted himself to the duties required

by his vast pai'ish. MeanAvhile he was but two and twenty

years old, and often allowed himself to be carried away by the

dissipation and loose ideas of that period. A priest of Rome
himself, he was what other priests around him were at the

time, but even in days when as yet his heart was unchanged

by the doctrines of the Gospel, he never was guilty of any of

those scandals which so often afilicted the Church,^ and ever felt

' Sic reverentia pudoris, imprimis autem officii divini, perpetuo carit. (Osw.
Mvc. Vit. Zw.)
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the necessity of subjecting his passions to the holy rule of the

Gospel.

A passion for war prevailed at that time in the tranquil valleys

of Glaris. There were families of heroes there, the Tschudis,

the Walas, and the ^blis, whose blood had been shed on fields

of battle. The veteran warriors used to relate to the young,

always eager to hear such tales, the wars of Burgundy, and of

Suabia, the battles of St. James, and Ragaz. But, alas ! it was
now no longer against the enemies of their liberty that these

warlike herdsmen took up arms; but at the call of the kings of

France, of the emperors, of the dukes of Milan, of (the pretended

successor of) St. Peter himself, they were seen to sweep down
from the Alps like an avalanche, and dash themselves with

thundering impetuosity against the regular armies of the plain.

l

A poor boy, called Matthew Schinner, who was attending the

school at Sion in the Valais, (this was about the middle of the

latter half of the fifteenth century), when singing one day

before the houses, like young Martin Luther somewhat later,

heard an old man calling on him to come to him; and the latter,

struck with the freedom with which the child answered the ques-

tions he put to him, told him with that prophetical accent which

man, it is said, sometimes finds when approaching the tomb:
" Thou shalt be bishop or prince."^ These words struck the

young beggar, who from that time forward became the slave of

the most unbounded ambition. At Zurich and at Como, he

made such progress as astonished his teachers. Having become

priest of a small parish in the Valais, he rose rapidly, and when
sent afterwards to Rome to request the confirmation by the pope

' Shortly before the birth of Zwingli, the Swiss had to encounter fresh attacks
on their freedom, particularly from Charles the bold, duke of Burgundy, who,
not content with his extensive dominions, among which was Holland, governed
by him as Grave, and oppressed with taxes imposed for the repayment of the
expenses of his ambitious designs, aimed at obtaining the title of king, and sought
to overcome Switzerland also, but was beaten in the attempt. There still sur-

vived in Zwingli's younger days, many of the gallant men who had defended
their country's freedom, and who aroused the spirit of the young by recounting
their feats of arms. Deplorable, indeed, it was that they fought at that time
no more for their mother-country, but for strangers. It is a well known fact

that from that time forward, while they themselves were secured by their moun-
tains, they hired out their courage to other nations, which custom of sending off

their soldiery into the service of other states in return for good pay, although
so far circumscribed by the circumstances of the time, remains down to this

day.—L. R.
2 Helvet. Kirch. Gesch. Von Wirz, iii. p. 314.

n. D
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of a bishop of Sion who had just been elected, he had the adroit-

ness to obtain the bishoprick for himself. This ambitious and

crafty, yet often noble and generous person, never looked upon

any dignity he might attain to, but as a step by which he was

to rise to something higher. Having made an offer of his ser-

vices to Louis XII., at a fixed price: " It is too much for one

man said the king." " I will show him," replied the bishop of

Sion, in a passion, "that I am a man who am worth many.'" In

fact he turned to pope Julius II., who gladly received him; and

in 1510, Schinner succeeded in attaching the entire Swiss con-

federation to the political interests of that ambitious pontiff.

As he received for his reward a cardinal's hat, the bishop smiled

at the thought of there being now but one step between him and

the throne of the popes.,

Schinner had his eyes perpetually turned to the Swiss cantons,

and wherever he discovered a man of influence, him he hastened

to attach to his interests. The pastor of Glaris attracted his

notice, and Zwingli soon was apprised that to encourage him in

the cultivation of literature, the pope had settled on him an

annual allowance of fifty florins. Debarred by poverty from

purchasing books, during the short time of his enjoying this

pension Ulrich devoted it wholly to the acquisition of classical

or theological works, which he had sent to him from Basel. '

Thenceforth Zwingli connected himself with the cardinal, and

thus became one of the Roman party. Schinner and Julius II.

at last let the object of their intrigues be seen; eight thousand

Smss, brought together by the eloquence of the cardinal-bishop,

crossed the Alps; but famine and the arms and money of the

French, made them return ingloriously to their mountains,

bringing back with them the usual consequences of foreign wars,

mutual distrust, licentiousness, party spirit, and acts of violence

and disorder of all kinds. Citizens refused obedience to the

magistrates, children disobeyed their parents; agriculture and

the care of their herds and flocks were neglected; luxury and

mendicity were seen to gain ground simultaneously; the most

sacred ties were broken, and the confederation seemed on the eve

of dissolution.

Then it was that the eyes of the young priest of Glaris were

' Welches er an die Biicher verwiindet. (BuUirger, MSC.)
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opened, and his indignation was enkindled. His powerful voice

was raised in warning the people of the abyss into which they

were on the point of rushing to their ruin. It was in the year

]510 that he published his poem intituled The Labyrinth.

Behind the windings of that mysterious garden, ^Minos had

concealed the Minotaur, that monster, half man, half bull, which

he fed with the flesh of the young Athenians. The Minotaur,

. . . that is, said Zwingli, sins, vices, irreligion, the foreign

service of the Swiss, which were devouring the sons of his people.

Theseus, a man of courage, would fain rescue his country; but

he is thwarted by numerous obstacles, and first by a lion with

one eye: that was Spain and Arragon; next by a crowned eagle,

with its beak open to devour him: that v^as the empire; then

by a cock with its comb erect and seeming to challenge to battle

:

that was France. The hero overcomes all obstacles, reaches the

monster, and saves his country by giving it its death blow.

"Thus it is now,"" exclaims the poet, "men are bewildered in

a labyrinth, and having no thread, are unable to regain the light.

No where do we find men imitating Jesus Christ. For a little

glory we risk our lives, torment our neighbour, run into quarrels,

wars and battles. . . . One would say that the furies had

escaped from the depths of hell."'

A Theseus, a Reformer, w'as required; Zwingli perceived this,

and thenceforth had a presentiment of his vocation. He shortly

afterwards composed an allegory, the meaning of which was

somewhat clearer.-

In April 1512, the confederates rose anew at the call of the

cardinal, for the deliverance of the Church, and Claris was fore-

most of the host. The entire commune was counted out as ready

for service, and stood in array around its banner with its land-

amman and pastor. Zwingli behoved to march. The army
crossed the Alps, and the cardinal appeared amid the confeder-

ates with presents from the pontiff, a ducal hat adorned with

pearls and gold, and surmounted with the Holy Ghost repre-

sented under the form of a dove. The Swiss escaladed fortresses

1 Das wir die hcellschin wiiterinn'n

McBgend denken abbrochen syn.

(Zw. 0pp. (Edit. Schiller und Schulthess,) ii. second part, p. 250.)
^ Fabelgedicht vom Ochsen und etlichen Thieren, iez loufender dinge

begriffenlich. (Ibid. p. 257.)
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and cities, they swam across rivers in the presence of their

enemies, divested of their clothes, and with halbert in hand;

the Frencli were everywhere put to flight; steeple bells and

trumpets resounded on every side; the inhabitants ran in crowds

from all parts; nobles made wine and fruits be brought to the

army in abundance; monks and priests mounted scaffolds and

proclaimed the confederates to be God's people, who avenged the

Lord's Spouse of her enemies; and the pope, becoming a prophet

like Caiaphas of old, gave the confederates the title of defenders

of the liberty of the Church."^

This residence in Italy was not without its effect upon

Zwingli as respected his vocation of Reformer. It was on his

return from this campaign tliat he applied himself to the study

of Greek, "in order," he said, "that he might obtain the doc-

trines of Jesus from their proper sources.- I have resolved so to

devote myself to Greek," he wrote toVadian, 23d February 1513,

" that none but God can divert me from it : I do so, not for the

sake of glory, but from love to sacred literature." Some time

after, a good priest who had been one of his school-fellows, hap-

pening to pay him a visit: "Master Ulrich," said he to him,

" 1 am assured that you are giving in to this new error, and that

you are a Lutheran."—"I am not a Lutheran," said Zwingli, "for

I knew Greek before I ever heard the mention of Luther's

naine."^ To know Greek—to study the Gospel in the original

tongue—such, according to Zwingli, was the basis of the Refor-

mation.

Zwingli did more than own, at this early date, the grand prin-

ciple of evangelical Christianity, the infallible authority of the

holy Scriptures. He further comprehended how the sense of

the Divine Word ought to be determined. "Those persons

have a low opinion of the Gospel," said he, "who consider all

that does not accord with their own reason to be unjust, vain,

and frivolous."^ Men are not entitled to bend the Gospel as they

' De gestis inter Gallos et Ilelvetios, relatio II. Zwinglii.
" Ante decern annos, operam dedi grsecis Uteris, ut ex fontibus doctrinam

Christi liaurire possem, (Zw. 0pp. i. p. 274 in his Explan. Artie, which is

dated 1523.)
^ Ich hab' graecae kbnnen, ehe ich ni niit von Luther gehot hab. (Salat.

Chronik. MSC.
* Nihil sublimius de evangelic sentiunt, quam quod, quidqmd eorum rationi

non est consentaneum, hoc iniquum, vanum et frivolum existimant. (Zw. 0pp. i^

p 202.)
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please to their own meaning and their own interpretation." ^

—

"Zwingli looked to heaven," said his best friends, "not wishing

for any better interpreter than the Holy Ghost himself.''^ 3

Such, from the very commencement of his career, was the

man whom some have not scrupled to hold forth as one who
wished to subject the Bible to human reason. "Philosophy and

theology," he would say, " cease not to annoy me with objections.

Then I begin to say to myself: All these things must be put

aside, and we must endeavour to find God's meaning solely in

his own Word. I set myself," he continues, "earnestly to sup-

plicate the Lord himself to enlighten me, and although I read

nothing but the Scripture, it became much clearer to me than

had I read many commentaries." He compared the Scriptures

among themselves, and elucidated the more obscure by the

clearer passages.'* Ere long he became thoroughly versed in the

Bible, and particularly the New Testament.'^ AVhen Zwingli

thus turned to Holy Scripture, Switzerland made her first step

towards the Reformation. Hence when he expounded the Scrip-

tures every one perceived that his instructions came from God

and not from a man.^ " Work altogether divine
!

" here exclaims

Oswald Myconius, "it is thus that the knowledge of divine truth

was restored to us
!

"

Zwingli, however, did not disdain the explanations of the most

celebrated doctors; he afterwards studied Origen, Ambrose,

Jerome, Augustine, Chrj^sostom, but not as authorities. " I

studied the doctors," he says, "just as one would ask a friend,

* Nee posse evangelium ad sensum et interpretationem hominum redigi. (Zw.

0pp. i. p. 215.)
2 In coelum suspcxit, doctorem qucerens spiritum. (Osw. Myc. Vit. Zw.)
3 Here we see the use that was made of Holy Scripture by the Reformers;

not following their own arbitary conceptions, not trusting to any inherent

powers of understanding, but submitting to its unsophisticated doctrines, and in

obscure things seeking no exposition but what the Holy Spirit communicates by
his illuminating influence. This may well put to shame, not only such protest-

ants as, under pretence of freely expounding Scripture, interpret it according to

their own caprice ; but, also, those persons of the Romish persuasion, who taking

advantage of this last mentioned corrupt practice, without choosing to advert to

the toto ccelo difierence between the two, however often it may be pointed out to

them, without making any answer thereto, and hence against their own better

knowledge, proceed to calumniate the free use of the Holy Scriptures in the

spirit of the Reformers.—L. R.
* Scripta contulit et obscura claris elucidavit. (Ibid.)
* In summa, er macht im, die H. Schrifft, Insonders dass N. T. gantz gemein.

(Bullinger, MSC.)
* Ut nemo non videret spiritum doctorem, non hominem. (Osw. Myc. Vit.

Zw.)
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how do you understand this passager"* According to him, Scrip-

ture was the touchstone by which it is our duty to test the

hohest of the doctors themselves.

^

Zwingh's course was slow but progressive. He did not come

to the truth as Luther did, who was driven to it by those tem-

pests that force the soul to flee in all haste to shelter; he reached

it by means of the quiet influence of Scripture, whose power over

men's hearts is one that gradually increases. Luther gained

the longed-for beach through the fierce storms of the mighty sea;

Zwingli by allowing himself to glide down the stream. Such are

the two principal ways by which God conducts men. Zwingli

was not fully converted to God and to his Gospel until the early

period of his residence at Zurich; nevertheless, the moment

when, in 3514 or loio, this strong-minded man fell on his knees

before God, to pray that he would enable him to understand his

Word, was the moment in which the day first dawned which was

afterwards fully to enlighten him.

It was at this period that a poem of Erasmus, in which he

introduces Jesus Christ addressing man while perishing by

his own fault, made a powerful impression on Zwingli. When
alone in his study, he would repeat this piece of poetry in which

Jesus laments that none come to seek grace from him, although

he be the source of all that is good. "All !

" said Zwingli, "all

!

''"'

And the word was ever present to his mind. "Are there creatures

then—saints, from whom any succours ought to be applied for?

No, Christ is our only treasure."^

Zwingli did not confine himself to the reading of Christian

authors. One of the characteristic traits of the Reformers of

the sixteenth century, was the thorough pains they devoted to

the Greek and Eoman authors. The poetry of Hesiod, Homer,

and Pindar ravished Zwingli, and he has left us commentaries

or criticisms on the peculiarities of the two last of these. He
thoroughly studied Cicero and Demosthenes, and learned from

them both the arts of oratory and the duties of a citizen. This

child of the Swiss mountains loved, too, to initiate himself in the

' Scriptura canonica, sicut Lydio lapide, probandos. (Osw. Myc. Vit. Zw.)
* Dass Christus unser arrnen seelen em einziger Schatz sey. (Zw. 0pp. i.

298.) Zwingli says in 1523, that he had read that poem of Erasmus some eight

or nine years before.
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mysteries of nature, in the writings of Pliny, while Thucydides,

Sallust, Livy, Caesar, Suetonius, Plutarch, and Tacitus taught

him the knowledge of the world. He has been reproached for his

enthusiastic admiration ofthe great men of (pagan) antiquity, and

it is true that some of his words on this subject are not to be justi-

fied. But in honouring them thus highly, he believed that he saw

in them, not mere human virtues, but the influence of the Holy

Ghost. The operation of God (on men's hearts) far from being

confined in ancient times within the limits of Palestine, extended,

according to him, to the entire world.^ "Plato, too," he would

say, "has drunk from the divine Fountain-head. And if the two

Catos, if Camillus, if Scipio, had not been truly religious, Avould

they have been equally high-minded."- 3

Zwingli diffused around him, likewise, a love of letters ; and

several choice young men had their characters formed at his

school :
" You have ofiered me, not books only, but, still more,

yourself," wrote to him Valentine Tschudi, son of one of the

heroes of the Burgundian wars ; and this young man, after hav-

ing studied at Vienna and at Basel, under the most celebrated

doctors, added, " I have found no one who explains the classical

authors with so much correctness and depth as you do."-! Tschudi

repaired to Paris, and thus could form a comparison between the

spirit tliat reigned in that university, with what he had found

in the narrow Alpine valley overhung by the gigantic summits

and everlasting snows of the Dodi, the Glarnisch, the Viggis, and

the Freyberg. " In what childish follies the youth of France

are educated!" said he. "Nothing so venomous as the sophisti-

cal art they are taught— an art that renders a man's senses

dull, deprives him of his judgment, and makes him like a beast.

Man under it becomes a mere echo—an empty sound. Ten

women could not equal one of these sophists.'^ In their very

prayers, I'll vouch for it, they present their sophisms to God,

* Spiritus ille ccelestis non solam Palestinam vel creaverat, vel fovebat, sed
mundum universum. . . . (CEcolam. et Zw. Epp. p. 9.)

2 Nisi religiosi nunquam fuissent magnanimi. (Ibid.)

3 Here admiration of the genius of tlie illustrious men of pagan antiquity,

seems to have blinded Zwingli to the grievously imperfect morality of even the
most unexceptionable of those worthies. Mr. Wilberforce, in his " Practical
Christianity," has more justly appreciated the morality of the heathens. Tr.

* Nam qui sit acrioris in enodandis autoribus judicii, vidi neminem. (Zw.
Epp. 13.)

* Ut nee decem mulierculse . . . uni sophistse adsequari queant. (Ibid. p. 45.)
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and pretend by their syllogisms to constrain the Holy Ghost to

hear them." Such at that time were Paris and Glaris; the

intellectual metropolis of Christendom and a pastoral township

in the Alps. A single gleam of the Word of God gives more

true light than all the wisdom of man can do.

IV. One of the great men of that century, Erasmus, exercised

much influence over the mind of Zwingli. Not a single publication

of the former appeared, but was immediately procured by the lat-

ter. Erasmus arrived at Basel in 151 4, was received by the bishop

there with marks of great esteem, and forthwith all the friends

of literature grouped around him. But the king of the schools

could easily discover the man who was to be the glory of Swit-

zerland. " I congratulate the Swiss nation," he wrote to Zwingli,

"on the efibrts you are making by your studies and your morals,

both alike excellent, to polish and ennoble \0 Zwingli felt a

burning desire to see him. "Why should I not," said he, "when

Gauls and Spaniards went as far as Eome to see LivyT

Accordingly he set off for Basel, and on his arrival there found

a man of about forty, of short stature, feeble body, and delicate

look, but full of amiability and very gracious.2 This was Eras-

mus—too pleasant a person not to make Zwingli lay aside his

shyness, and of too powerful a mind not to make him feel and

own its influence. " Poor like ^schines," said Ulrich to him,

"when each of the disciples of Socrates offered a present to his

master, I give you what ^schines gave. I give you myself !

"

Among the men of letters who formed the court of Erasmus,

the Amberbachs. the Rhenans, the Frobeniuses, the Nessens,

and the Glareans, Zwingli remarked a young man from Lucerne,

aged twenty-seven, called Oswald Geisshlisler. Erasmus, hel-

lenizing his name, had called him Myconius. We shall often

design him by his Christian name, to distinguish the friend of

Zwino-li from Frederick Myconius, the disciple of Luther. Oswald,

after having studied at Rothwyl, with a young man of his own age

called Berthold Haller, first at Berne, and next at Basel, had in

that latter city, become rector first of St. Theodore's school, and

afterwards of St. Peter's. The humble schoolmaster had but a

' Tu, tuique similes optimis etiam studiis ac moribus et expolietis et nobilita-

bitis. (Zw. Epp. p. 10.)
.

2 Et corpusculo hoc tuo minuto, verum minime inconcinno, urbamssime ges-

tientem videre videar. (Ibid.)
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very paltry income; yet he had married a young woman of such

simplicity and purity of soul as gained all hearts. We have

already seen that this was a disturbed time in Switzerland,

foreign wars giving rise to violent disorders, and soldiers, on their

return to their mother country, bringing licentiousness and bru-

tality along with them. One dark and cloudy winter's day

some of these ruffians, during Oswald's absence, attacked his

quiet home. They knocked at the door, threw stones, used abusive

language to his modest wife ; having at last knocked in the

window shutters and found their way into the school, they there

broke ever^^thing they could lay their liands upon; and then

went away. Shortly afterwards as Oswald was on his way home,

he found his son, little Felix, with loud cries running to meet

him, and his wife unable to speak, but giving evident signs of

alarm. He no sooner learns what has happened, than hearing

a noise in the streets he seizes a weapon; sallies out beside him-

self with excitement, and pursues the rioters into the Church to

which they had fled for shelter. There they made a stand, and

three of them throwing themselves on the schoolmaster, bring

him to the ground and wound him severely. But while others

are staunching the w^ounds he has received, the same wretches

make a new attack upon his house, uttering the most furious

cries. This is all that Oswald tells us.^ Such were the scenes

that disgraced the towns of Switzerland at the commencement

of the sixteenth century, and before the Reformation had softened

and disciplined their manners.

The upright character of Oswald Myconius, and his thirst for

learning and virtue, led him to become acquainted with Zwingli.

The rector of the school at Basel recognised the great qualities

that marked the parish priest of Glaris, but was so humble a

person himself as to refuse the eulogiums of Zwingli and Eras-

mus. "You schoolmasters," the latter would often say, "I
regard as the equals of kings." Not thus thought the modest

Myconius. " I do nothing but creep on all fours," he would

say, " I know not how it is, but from my very cradle I have

had something abject about me.""-

1 Erasmi Laus stultitise, cum annot. Myconii.
^ Equidem humi repere didici hactenus et est naiura nescio quid humile vel a

cunabilis in me. (Osw. Myc. Vit. Zw.)

II.

'

E
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A preacher who had arrived at Basel, much about the same

time with Zwingli, was now attracting notice there. Of a mild

and peaceable temper, loving a quiet life, slow and circumspect

in matters of business, he liked above all things to work in his

study, and to promote harmony among Christians.^ His name

was John Hausschein, in Greek CEcolampadius, that is to say,

" house-lamp," and he was born in Franconia, of wealthy par-

ents, a year before the birth of Zwingli. His godly mother

wished to consecrate to literature, and to God himself, the only

child that God had left her, but his father devoted him first to

trade and afterwards to jurisprudence. On his way home, how-

ever, from Bologna, where he had been studying law, the Lord,

who desired that he should become a lamp in the Church,- called

him to the study of theology. He was preaching in his native

town when Capito, who had known him at Heidelberg, appointed

him preacher at Basel. There he announced Christ with an

eloquence that filled his hearers with admiration.3 Erasmus

admitted him to his intimacy, and CEcolampadius was gratified

beyond measure with the hours that he spent in the society of

that great genius. " There is but one thing," the prince of

letters would say to him, "that we have to seek for in the holy

Scriptures, and that is Jesus Christ.''^ As a memorial of theii

friendship he gave the young preacher the commencement of the

Gospel according to St. John. Often would CEcolampadius

imprint a kiss on this pledge of an afi"ection so precious to him

and kept it suspended from his crucifix, " in order," said he,

"that I may never forget Erasmus in my prayers."

Zwingli now went back to his mountains with a heart full of

all that he had seen and heard at Basel. " I could not have

slept a wink," he wrote to Erasmus soon after his return, " had

I not had some conversation with you. There is nothing in

which I glory so much as in my having seen Erasmus."" Zwingli

had now received a new impulse. Such journeys often exert a

powerful influence on a Christian"'s career. The disciples of

1 Ingenio miti et tranquillo, pacis et concordiae studiosissimus. (M. Ad. Vit.

CEc. p. 5S.)
* Flectente et vocante Deo, qui eo in domo sua pro lampade usurus erat.

(Ibid. p. 46.)
^ Omnium vere spiritualium et eruditorum admiratione Christum prasdicavit.

(Ibid.)

* Nihil in sacris Uteris prseter Christum quserendum. (Erasmi. Epp. p. 403.)
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Zwingli, Valentine, Jest, Lewis Peter and Egidius Tschudi;

Iiis friends, the landamman ^'Ebli, the parish priest Binzli uf

Wesen, Fredolin Brunner, and the celebrated professor Glarean,

looked on with admiration as he advanced in wisdom, and in all

the accomplishments of a man of learning. Old men honoured

him as a courageous servant of their common country, and faith-

ful pastors as a zealous minister of the Lord. Nothing was done

in the country without first taking his advice, and it was the

hope of all well-disposed persons that he was to be the instru-

ment of restoring the ancient virtue of the Swiss. ^

Francis First having ascended the throne, and being desirous

of avenging the honour of the French name in Itah", the pope

became alarmed and sought to gain over the Cantons. This

gave occasion to Ulrich's again revisiting the plains of Italy in

1515, amid the close columns of his fellow-countrymen. But

here his heart was well nigh bi'oken by the discords introduced

into the confederate army by the intrigues of the French. He
was often to be seen in the midst of the camps, energetically yet

v.ith great wisdom, haranguing his hearers as they stood around

him, armed from head to heel, and ready for action.- On the

8th of September, five days before the battle of Marignan, he

preached in the great square at Monza, where such of the Swiss

soldiers as remained true to their standards were assembled.

" Had but Zwingli's counsels been followed at that time and

afterwards," said Werner Steiner of Zug, " how many woes

would our country have been spared
!

" But he found ears that

were shut to the language of concord, prudence, and submission.

The vehement eloquence of cardinal Schinner electrified the con-

federates, and made them rush impetuously into the fatal fields

of Marignan. There the flower of the Helvetic youth was tram-

pled down. Unable to prevent such disasters, Zwingli himself,

in the cause of Kome, dashed into the thick of battle. His hand

seized the sword.3 Sad error of Zwingli! Though a minister

of Christ, he more than once forgot that the weapons with which

he was called to fight were those of the Spirit, and he was

doomed to have fulfilled in his own person, in a striking manner,

1 Justitiam avitam per hunc olim resticucum iri. (Osw. Myc. Vit. Zw.)
^ In dem Heerlager hat er Flyssig geprediget. (Bullinger, MSC.)
' ... In den Schlachten sich redlich und dapfer gestellt mit Rathen, Worten

undThaten. (Ibid.)
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that prophecy of our Lord: He that takes the sword shall perish

with the sword.

Zwingli and his Swiss had proved unable to save Rome. The

first person in the city of the pontiffs who heard of the defeat at

Marignan, was the Venitian ambassador, who forthwith repaired

at an early hour in the morning, with great glee, to the Vatican.

The pope left his apartments when half dressed to give him an

audience. On being apprised of the news, Leo X. made no secret

of his terror, and in a moment of such general consternation,

he saw only Francis I., and hoped only in him: "Lord ambas-

sador," said he, trembling all over, "we must throw ourselves

into the arms of the king, and sue for mercy!" Luther and

Zwingli, in their moments of jeopardy, knew another arm to

apply to, and sued for mercy from another quarter.^

This second visit to Italy was not without advantage to

Zwingli. He remarked the differences that distinguished the

Ambrosian ritual, in use at Milan, from that of Eome. He col-

lected and compared the most ancient canons of the mass. Thus

the spirit of inquiry developed itself in him, even amid the

tumult of the camp. At the same time the sight of his country's

children, led beyond the Alps and devoted to slaughter like their

own cattle, made him boil with indignation. "The flesh of the

confederates," men would say, "is sold at a lower price than that

of their oxen and calves." The pope's faithlessness and ambi-

tion,2 the avarice and the ignorance of the priests, the licentious-

ness and dissipation of the monks, the pride and luxury of the

prelates, the corruption and venality which on all hands were

invading Switzerland, all these evils, forcing themselves upon

him more strongly than ever, gave him a still keener conviction

of the necessity that there was for a reform in the Church.

From that time forward Zwingli preached the Word of God

with more clearness. He explained those fragments of the

Gospels and Epistles which have been selected for public wor-

ship, always comparing Scripture with Scripture,^ He spoke

1 Domine orator, vederemo quel fara il re Christ"" se metteremo in le so

man dimandando misericordia. (Zorsi Relatione MSC.)
^ Bellisimoparlador: (Leo X.)prometeaassaEianonatendea. . . . (Relatione

MSC. di Gradenigo, venuto orator di Roma.)
3 Non hominum commentis, sed sola scripturarum biblicarum coUatione. (Zw.

0pp. i. p. 273.)
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warmly and powerfully,! and in dealing with his hearers pursued

the same course that God pursued with regard to him. He did

not, like Luther, proclaim what were the church's sores; but

according as the study of the Scriptures pointed out to him some
useful instruction, that he communicated to his flock. His first

aim was to obtain a lodgement for the truth in their hearts, and

he then looked to its producing its appropriate fruits there. ^

" If a man comprehends what is true," thought he, "he will

discern what is false,"—a maxim Avhich is well adapted to the

first steps of a reformation; but a time is sure to come when
error ought to be boldly and loudly signalled out. Zwingli was
well aware of this. "Spring time," said he, "is the season for

sowing." And it was now his spring time.

Zwingli has pointed to this period (1516) as the commence-

ment of the Swiss Reformation. In fact, if, four years previous

to this, he bent his head over the Word of God, he now raised

it, and turned it towards his people, in order that he might com-

municate to them the light that he had found therein. It forms

a new and important epoch in the history of the development of

the religious revolution in those countries; but people have

erroneously concluded from these dates that Zwingli's reformat

tion preceded that of Luther. Possibly Zwingli may have

preached the Gospel a year before Luther published his theses,

but Luther himself preached it four years previous to the appear-

ance of those famous propositions. Had Luther and Zwingli

confined themselves to mere preaching, the Eeformation would

not have made such rapid progress in the Church. Luther and

Zwingli were neither the first monk nor the first priest that

preached a doctrine more pure than that of the scholastics. But
Luther was the first to raise in public, and with indomitable cour-

age, the standard of truth against the empire of error; to call gene-

ral attention to the fundamental doctrine of the Gospel, salvation

by grace; to lead the men of his day into that new career of learn-

ing, faith, and vitality which has renovated the world ; in one

word, to commence a salutary and real revolution. The grand

struggle of which the theses of 1517 were the signal, was what

1 Sondern auch mit predigen, dorrinen er heftig wass. (Bullinger, MSC.)
- Volebat veritatem cognitam, in cordibus auditorum, agere suum ofBcium.

(Osw. Myc. Vit. Zw.)
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really produced the Reformation in the world, and gave it at

once a soul and a body. Luther was the first Reformer.

A spirit of inquiry now began to breathe over the mountains

of Switzerland. The parish priest of Glaris happening one day

to be in the smiling district of Mollis, in the house of Adam, the

priest of the place, together with Bunzli, the priest of Wesen,

and Varschon, priest of Kerensen, those friends discovered an

old liturgy in which they read these words: "After having bap-

tized the child, let the sacrament of the Eucharist be given to him,

and likewise the cup of blood." '
—"So then," said Zwiugli, "the

supper was given at that time in our churches in both kinds.""

That liturgy was about two hundred years old. This was a

grand discovery for those priests of the Alps.

The defeat at Marignan had its natural consequences among

the cantons. Francis I., the conqueror, in order to gain over

the confederates, lavished gold and flatteries among them, while

the emperor urged them by their honour, by the tears of widows

and of orphans, and by the blood of their brethren, not to sell

themselves to their murderers. The French party had the ascen-

dency in Glaris, and from that time forward his residence there

became burdensome to Ulrich.

At Glaris, from his whole life being absorbed with party in-

trigues, political pre-occupations, the empire, France, the duke of

Milan, and so forth, Zwingli would perhaps have become a

worldly man. But God never leaves amid the tumult of the

world those whom he desires to prepare for public service. He
withdraws them from the tumult, places them in some retreat

where they meet God and their own souls face to face, and find

inexhaustible sources of instruction. The Son of God himself,

when He spent forty days in the wilderness, presents a type, in

this respect, of the experience to which his servants must sub-

mit. It was time now that Zwingli were removed from that

political agitation, the perpetual recurrence of which might have

quenched the Spirit of God in his soul. It was time that he

were formed for a different scene from that in which courtiers,

cabinet ministers, and party leaders bustle out their days, and

in which he would have uselessly expended energies that were

• Detur Eucharistiae sacramentum, similiter poculum sanguinis. (Zw. 0pp. i.

p 266.^
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wortliy of a far loftier employment. Something very different

was wanted for his countrymen. What they now required was

the descent upon them of a new life from heaven, and that the

organ through whom it was to be communicated should unlearn

the things of this world, and learn the things that are from above.

These two spheres are wholly distinct: these two worlds are

widely separated, and before passing from the one to the other,

Zwingli behoved to spend some time in a neutral space—a ter-

ritory intermediate and preparatory—there to be taught of God.

God then took him while amid the party strife of Glaris, and

conducted him to the solitude of a hermitage as the place where

he was to make his noviciate. He inclosed within the narrow

walls of an abbey this generous germ of the Reformation, which

upon being transplanted into a better soil was to cover the moun-

tains with its shadow.

V. A German monk, Meinrad of Hohenzollern, having found

his way, towards the middle of the ninth century, into the country

that lies between the lakes of Zurich and Wallstetten, had halted

at a knoll that was enclosed by an amphitheatre of pinewood, and

there he built a cell. Robbers imbrued their hands in the blood

of the saint; the blood-stained cell was long deserted; but towards

the close of the tenth century a monastery and church, in hon-

our of the Virgin, were built upon that sacred spot. At midnight

before the day of its consecration, while the bishop of Constance

and his priests were at prayers in the church, a heavenly sound

proceeding from invisible beings, seemed suddenly to burst forth

in the chapel, upon which they cast themselves on the ground,

and listened with mute admiration. On the day following, when

the bishop was proceeding with the consecration of the chapel, a

voice was thrice heard to repeat: "Cease! Cease ! God himself

has consecrated it.""! Christ himself, it was said, had blessed it in

the course of the night: the music they had heard was the songs

of angels, apostles, and saints; and the Virgin, standing upon

the altar, had shone with the vividness of lightning. A bull from

pope Leo VIII. forbade the faithful to doubt the truth of this

legend, and ever since that time, immense crowds of pilgrims had

never ceased to repair to our Lady of the Hermits, "for the con-

' Cessa, cessa, frafcr, divinitus capella consecrata est. (Ilartm. Anna..
Einsied.p. 51.
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secration of angels." Delphos and Epliesus in ancient times,

and Loretto in modern, alone have equalled the glory of Eins-

idlen. Such was the singular spot to which Zwingli was called

as priest and preacher, in the year 1516.

Zwingli did not hesitate. "Neither ambition nor cupidity take

me there," said he, "but the intrigues of the French.^ Reasons

of a higher order fully determined his resolution to go, having

on the one hand, the prospect of more retirement, more tran-

quillity, and a less extensive parish, so that he could have ampler

time for study and meditation: on the other hand, having greater

facilities, in that resort of pilgrims, for diffusing the knowledge

of Jesus Christ'^ even to the most distant countries.

The friends of evangelical preaching at Glaris loudly testified

to their distress at losinfj him. " What more distressino; can

befal Glaris,"" said Peter Tschudi, one of the most distinguished

citizens of the Canton, " than our being deprived of so great a

man? 3 His parishioners, finding that he was not to be shaken,

resolved to leave him the title of pastor of Glaris, together with

part of the income, and the power of returning at pleasure.^

Among the most celebrated lovers of the chase in the quarter

to which Zwingli had now removed, was Conrad of Rechberg, a

gentleman of ancient family, grave, open, intrepid, and at times

a little rough. On one of his farms, the Silthal, he had estab-

lished a stud for breeding horses, the produce of which had become

famous in Italy. Such was the Abbot of our Lady of the Her-

mits. Rechberg held the pretensions of Rome and the discus-

sions of theologians in equal abhorrence. One day in the course

of a visitation of the order, some remarks were made to him

:

" I am master here, not you," said he somewhat sharply: "you

may go your ways." On another occasion, while Leo Juda was

discussing some difficult questions at table with the adminis-

trator of the monastery, the sportsman-abbot exclaimed: " Leave

1 Locum mutavimus non cupidinis aut cupiditatis moti stimulis, verum Gall-

orum teclinis. (Zw. Epp. 24.)
2 Christum et ejus veritatem in regiones et varias et remotas divulgari tam

felici opportunitate. (Osw.Myc. Vit. Zw.)
3 Quid enim Glareanae nostrse tristius accidere poterat, tanto videlicet pri-

vari viro? (Zw. Epp. p. 16.)
* Two years posterior Zwingli still subscribed bimself : Pastor Glaronse,

Minister Eremi. (Ibid. p. 30.)
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ofT your disputes there! I cry with Dcavid: Have mercy upon

'ine, God! according to thy loving-kindness, and enter not into

judgment with thy servant, and I have no need to know aught

else." 1

The baron Theobald, of Geroldsek, was administrator of the

monastery; a man of mild temper and genuine godliness, and

much attached to literature. A favourite project of his was by

brino-ins; learned men into his monastery to form a society of

them there, and it was this that led him to send a call to Zwingli.

Eager for instruction and reading, he begged to be directed in

these by his new friend. "Read the holy Scriptures," he replied,

"and thatyou may the better understand them, study St. Jerome.

Nevertheless," he added, " the day will come (and that at no

distant date with the aid of God's Spirit), when Christians will

set a high value neither on St. Jerome nor any other doctor,

but solely on the Word of God.'"^ Geroldsek's conduct bespoke

the progress he was making in the faith. He gave leave to a

nunnery dependant on Einsidlen, to read the Bible in the vul-

p-ar tonirue ; and some years after, Geroldsek came to live near

Zwingli at Zurich, and died with him on the field of Cappel.

The same charms ere long created ties of affection between Zwingli

and the chaplain Zink, the excellent (Exlin, Lucas, and the other

inmates of the abbey. Remote from the noise of parties, these

studious men joined in reading the Scriptures, the fathers of the

Church, the master-pieces of antiquity, and the writings of the

restorers of letters. This interesting circle was often enlarged

by the arrival of friends from other places, and one day Capito,

among others, arrived at Einsidlen. The two former friends at

Basel went over the monastery together and traversed the savage

scenes that lay around, absorbed in the subjects on which they

conversed, examining the Scriptures, and seeking to discover the

divine will. On one point they were agreed; it was this, that

the pope of Rome ought to fall ! Capito thought more boldly

then than at a later period.

Repose, leisure, books, friends, everything, in short, was

' Wirz. K. Gesch. iii. 363. Zwinglis Bildung v. Schiiler, p. 174. Miscell,

Tigur iii. 28.
^ Fore, idque brevi, Deo sic juvante, ut neqiie Ilieronymus neque casteri, sed

sola Scriptura divina apud Cliristianos in pretio sit futura. (Zw. 0pp. i. p. 273.)

U. F
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favourable to Zwingli in that calm retreat, and he grew in

understanding and in faith. It was then (May, 1507) that he

set himself to a task that proved highly useful to him. As in

former times the kings of Israel wrote out the law of God with

their own hand, Zwingli copied out the epistles of St. Paul with

his. The only editions of the New Testament to be had at that

time were very voluminous, and Zwingli wanted to carry it about

with him. I He learned those epistles by heart, afterwards he

committed the other parts of the New Testament to memory

—

then a part of the Old. Thus did his heart attach itself more

and more to the supreme authority of the Word of God; and

this authority he was not content with acknowledging ; he

desired further that his life should become truly subject to it.

By little and little he was continually advancing in courses more

and more Christian ; proving that the object for which he had

been conducted into that wilderness, was in process of being

accomplished. No doubt it was not until he went to Zurich

that the Christian life entered powerfully into his soul ; but even

at Einsidlen he made marked progress in sanctification. While

at Glaris he had been led to take part in the amusements of the

world ; at Einsidlen he made greater efforts to live apart from

all impurity and worldliness; he began to have a fuller insight

into the grand spiritual interests of the people, and learned by

degrees what God desired to teach him.

Providence had still farther views in conducting him to

Einsidlen; it was requisite that he should have a nearer view

of the superstitions and abuses that had invaded the Church.

The image of the Vii-gin, carefully preserved in the monas-

tery, was said to have the faculty of working miracles. Over

above the abbey gate this presumptuous inscription was to be

seen: " Plenary remission of all sins is to be found here;" and

that they might merit this favour by their pilgrimage thither,

a multitude of persons flocked to Einsidlen from all parts of

Christendom. The Church, the abbey, nay, the whole vale, used

to be filled with the Virgin's worshippers when her festivals

came round; but it was chiefly at the grand feast of the conse-

cration of the angels, that crowds overflowed the hermitage.

I This manuscript is to be found in the city library at Zm-icb.
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Several thousands of individuals of both sexes, advancing in

rows, ascended the slope of the mountain leading up to the

oratory, singing hymns and telling over the beads of their chap-

lets. These devout pilgrims pressed into the church in the

belief that they were nearer God there than anywhere else.

As regarded an acquaintance with the abuses of the popedom,

Zwingli's residence at Einsidlen produced an effect upon him

analogous to what Luther had experienced at Rome. There it

was that Zwingli completed his education as a Reformer. The

serious tone that his soul had acquired soon communicated itself

to the impressions that lie received from external objects; struck

at the sight of so much evil, he resolved to oppose it boldly. He
did not waver between his conscience and his temporal interests

but rose with fearless determination and attacked, energetically

and directly, the superstition of the crowd that surrounded him.

"Think not," said he from the pulpit, "that God is more in this

temple than in any other part of his creation. Whatever be

the land of your homes, God is around you and hears you as

much as at our Lady of Einsidlen. Shall it be useless works,

long pilgrimages, offerings, images, calling upon the Virgin and

the saints, that are to obtain for you God's favour? ... Of

what consequence is the multitude of words that we introduce

into our prayers! What matters a gray hood, a well-shaven

head, a long well-folded robe and gilded shppers!! . . . God
looks at the heart, and our heart is far from God.""'

But Zwingli wished to do more than merely oppose supersti-

tions; it was his desire that he might satisfy the ardent longing

for reconciliation with God, felt by many of the pilgrims who
repaired to the chapel of our Lady of Einsidlen. " Christ," he

cried like John the Baptist, in this new wilderness of the moun-
tains of Judea, "Christ, who hath once offered himself on the

cross, is the sacrifice and the victim that makes satisfaction,

even throughout all eternity, for the sins of all believers.''^ Thus
did Zwingli advance. On the day that such courageous preach-

ing was heard in the most revered sanctuary in Switzerland,

1 Vestis ohlonga et plicis plena, muli auro ornati . . . Cor vero interim
procul a Deo est. (Zw. 0pp. i. p. 236.)

2 Christus qui sese semel in cruce obtulit, hostia est et victima satisfaciens
in ffiternum, pro peccatis omnium fidelium. (Ibid. p. 263.

>
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the standard lifted against Eome began to show itself more dis-

tinctly above the mountains, and the Reformation produced a

sort of earthquake which shook it to its foundations.

Universal astonishment, in fact, seized the crowd upon hear-

ing the discourse of the eloquent preacher. Some withdrew

from the spot with horror; others hesitated betwixt the faith of

their fathers, and the doctrine that was to ensure their peace;

many went to Jesus, who was announced to them as full of kind-

ness, and took back with them the wax lights they had brought

as offerings to the Virgin. A crowd of pilgrims returned to

their various homes, everywhere repeating what they had heard

at Einsidlen: Christ alone saves, and he saves everyw^here.

Often did troops of people, in astonishment at what they heard,

retrace their steps without having concluded their pilgrimage.

The worshippers of Mary fell off from day to day. Their offer-

ings formed nearly the whole of Zwingli's and Geroldsek's

incomes, but this resolute witness to the truth was happy to

impoverish himself in spiritually enriching men's souls.

l

On Whitsunday, 1518, there was among Zwingli's numerous

hearers a learned person, of a gentle disposition and active

charity, Gaspard Hedio, doctor of theology at Basel. Zwingli

preached on the account of the man afflicted with the palsy,

given in Luke v, where we lind this declaration of our Lord:

"The Son of man hath power on earth to forgive sins," a text

well fitted to strike the crowd that had met in the temple of the

Virgin. The preacher's sermon, on this occasion, agitated,

ravished, and enflamed the congregation, and the Basel doctor

in particular.^ Long, long after, Hedio continued to express

his admiration of it. "That discourse," he would say, "how

fine, how profound, weighty, complete, penetrating, evangeli-

cal, and how it recalls the iripyeia (the energy) of the ancient

doctors !3 From that moment Zwingli became the object of

Hedio's admiration and love.^ He would fain have gone and

' Noble disposition ! How beautifully does it contrast with the low greed of

priests who enriched themselves by deception, and, in order thereto, purposely

kept men's sonls in blindness ! How much needed, then, was the Reformation !

And how inexcusable to calumniate men who gave such manifest proofs of dis-

interestedness in promoting it !—L. U.
2 Is sermo ita me inflammavit . . . (Zw. Epp. p. O0.)_

3 Elegansille, doctus, gravis, copiosus, penetrans etevangelicus . . . (Ibid. 89.)

* Ut inciperem Zwinglium arctissime complecti, suscipere et admirari. (Ibid.)
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opened his heart to him; he Scaun tared about the abbey but

dared not go forward, withheld, said he, by a superstitious

timidity. He again mounted his horse, and slowly retired from

our Lady, looking back upon a spot containing a treasure of

such value, and taking with him a heart filled with the keenest

regrets.'

Such was the preaching of Zwingli; less forcible, no doubt, but

more moderate and not less successful than that of Luther; he

precipitated nothing; he gave less direct offence to men's minds

than did the Saxon Reformer; he expected all things from the

force of truth. With no less wisdom did he conduct himself in

liis relations with the chiefs of the Church. Far from showing

himself their direct enemy like Luther, he remained for long

their friend. The latter were very forbearing towards him, not

only on account of his learning and talents, (Luther had like

claims on the regards of the bishops of Maintz and Brandenburg,)

but most of all on account of his attachment to the political party

of the pope, and the influence that such a man as Zwingli pos-

sessed in a republican state.-

In point of fact, sundry cantons were disgusted at the service of

the pope and ready to break with him ; but the legates flattered

themselves that they miglit retain several of these by gaining

over Zwingli as they had gained Erasmus, by pensions and hon-

ours. The legates, Ennius and Pucci, went often at that time to

Einsidlen, whence, owing to the near neighbourhood of the demo-

cratical cantons, they could carry on their negotiations with the

states more easily. But far from sacrificing the truth to the

demands, or to the bribes of Rome, Zwingli let pass no oppor-

tunity of defending the Gospel. The famous Scliinner, who had

at that time some annoyances in his diocese, paid a visit of some

length at Einsidlen. "The whole popedom," said Zwingli one

day, "rests on bad foundations,^ put your hand to the work, do

' Sicque abequitavi, non tine molestia, quam tamen ipse mihi pepereram.
(Zw. Epp. p. 90.)

- Many readers, regarding the example of our blessed Lord as the standard of
trice ivisdom, will dissent from the author in his giving the praise of superior
wisdom to Zwingli for the reasons he assigns. Besides, was not Luther the true
friend of Leo X. and Albert of INIaintz when he plainly told them their faults?

Tr.
^ Dass das ganz papstum cinen schlechten grund liabe. ("Zw. 0pp. ii, 1st part,

p. 7.)
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away with errors and abuses, or you may be sure you will see

the whole structure come to the ground with a frightful crash/'l

With no less frankness he spoke to the legate Pucci, and four

times returned to the charge. "With the help of God," said he

to him, "I will continue to preach the Gospel, and that preach-

ing will shake Home." He then represented to him what had to

be done in order that the Church might be saved. Pucci pro-

mised everything but performed nothing. Zwingli declared that

he would no longer receive a pension from the pope, but the

legate besought him to keep it, and Zwingli, not meaning at that

time to place himself in open hostility with the Church's chief,

consented to receive it for three years longer. "But think not,"

said he, "that for the sake of money 1 will retrench a single

syllable of the truth."- Pucci, in alarm, caused the Reformer

to be appointed acolyte chaplain to the pope,^ which was a step

to yet higher honours. Rome would fain have overawed Luther

by her sentences of condemnation, and gained over ZwingJi by

her favours; launching her excomnmnications at the one, and

casting her gold and her splendours before the other. They

present two different ways of attaining the one object of silencing

the bold lips that should dare, in spite of the pope, to proclaim

the Word of God in Germany and in Switzerland. The latter

was the better contrived of the two; but neither succeeded, for

the emancipated souls of the preachers of the truth proved inac-

cessible to the influences alike of acts of vengeance and of favour.

Another Swiss prelate, Hugh of Landenberg, bishop of Con-

stance, gave Zwingli at that time some hopes, having issued

orders for a general visitation of the churches. But Landen-

berg was a man of no fixed character, allowing himself to be

led one day by his vicar, Faber, and another day by a wicked

' Oder aber sy werdind mit grosser unriiw selbs umfallen. (Zw. 0pp. ii. 1st part,

p. 7)
2 Frustra sperare me vel verbulum de veritate deminuturum esse, pecunisp

gratia. (Zw. 0pp. i. p. 365.)
3 This was one of the inferior offices in the Church, through which the clergy

rose to the dignity of the priesthood. It consisted in this, that the acolyte

chaplain assisted the priest, particularly in celebrating mass, by lighting the

candles, and preparing the wine. Now Zwingli was already priest when called

to this service ; but it was besides a call to be acolyte chaplain to the pope, that

\b, to render those services to the pope himself when he performed mass, and in

this priests themselves were employed. To Zwingli, too, residing as he did in

Switzerland, and hence far from the pope, it was more a mark of honour than

an actual employment.—L. R.
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woman, whose influence lie was unable to shake off. At times

he seemed to hold the Gospel in honour, and yet if any one

courageously preached it, he regarded him as no better than a

public disturber. He was one of those men, too common in the

Church, who while loving truth more than error, deal more

tenderly with error than with truth, and who often end by turn-

ing against those who ought to have been their fellow-soldiers

in battle. Zwingli addressed himself to him, but with no suc-

cess. He was doomed to experience the same results as Luther

did, when he saw how useless it was to call for the assistance of

the chiefs of the Church, and found that the sole method for

restoring Christianity, lay in conducting himself as a faithful

doctor of the Word of God. An opportunity soon presented

itself.

A barefooted Carmelite friar, in August 1518, pushed his way
on the heights of the St. Gothard, along those high tracks which

have been laboriously cut in the faces of the cliffs separating

Switzerland from Italy. He had come from an Italian monas-

tery and carried along with him a stock of papal indulgences,

which he was commissioned to sell among the good Christians of

the Helvetic leagues. The brilliant success that had attended him

under two preceding popes, had given him a high repute in that

shameful traffic. He was accompanied in passing those regions

of snow and ice, as ancient as the world, by certain partners in

the trade, who were to cry up the value of the wares he was about

to retail ; and this greedy caravan, which was wretched enough

to look at, bore no small resemblance to a band of adventurers

looking about for plunder, as, with the spoliation of the simple

people of Helvetia in their eye, they pursued their silent march

amid the roar of those fierce torrents which form the Ehine, the

Reuss, the Aar, the Rhone, the Tessino, and other streams.

Samson, for that was the Carmelite's name, and his companions

came first to Uri, and began their traffic there, but being soon done

with those poor rustics, they passed on to the canton of Schwytz.

There it was that Zwingli was to be found, and there the conflict

was to take place between the servants of two such different

masters. "I can pardon all sins," said the Italian monk, the

Tetzel of Switzerland, on arriving in Schwytz. "Heaven and

hell are subject to my power, and I sell the merits of Jesus
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Christ to whosoever is pleased to buy an indulgence for ready

money.'"

Zwingli was informed of this, and his zeal was enkindled

forthwith. He preached with great energy, " Jesus Christ,"

says he, " the Son of God, has said : Come unto me all ye that

labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Is it not,

then, audacious folly and insensate rashness to say, on the con-

trary: Buy letters of indulgence ! run to Rome! give to the

monks! sacrifice to the priests! if you will do all these things 1

will absolve you from your sins.^ Jesus Christ is the only ofFer-

in<T; Jesus Christ is the only sacrifice; Jesus Christ is the only

way.'^-

Forthwith throughout all Schwytz, Samson was soon called a

swindler and a seducer. He took the road to Zug, and for that

time at least the two champions failed to encounter each other.

Hardly had Samson removed from Schwytz, when a citizen

of that canton, a man of eminent talents, and afterwards secre-

tary of state, Stapfer, fell, together with his family, into the

greatest distress. "Alas," said he, addressing himself to Zwingli

in his anguish, " I know not how to supply my own hunger or

that of my starving children." . . Now Zwingli knew how

to give while Rome thought only of taking, and was as ready to

practise good works as to combat those who taught that

they were the means of obtaining salvation. He daily brought

Stapfer an abundant supply. ^ "It is God," he said, desiring to

put away all glory from himself, " it is God who begets charity

in the believer, and who gives at once the idea, the resolution,

and the deed itself. All the good a righteous man doth, is done

by God by his own might."^ Stapfer continued attached to him

during his whole life, and when four years afterwards, on his

becoming secretary of state to Schwytz, he felt the urgency of

an appetite of a higher kind, he turned towards ZAvingli and said

to him with a noble candour: "Since you once provided for my

temporal necessities, how much more should I now look to you

for wherewithal to appease the hunger of my soul
!

"

' Roiricam curre ! redime literas indulgeiitiarum ! da tantumdem monachis

!

ofifer sacerdotibus, .tc. (Zw. 0pp. i. p. 222.)

\ - Christus una est oblatio, unum sacrificium, una via. (Ibid. 201.)

^ Largas mihi quotidie suppetias tulistis. (Ibid
)

* Caritatem ingenerat Deus, consilium, propositum et opus. Quidquid boni

prrestat Justus, hoc Deus sua virtute pra;stat. (Ibid. p. 226.)
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ZwinSiirs friends multiplied, and it was now no longer at

Glai'is, Basel, and Scliwytz, that he found souls that harmonised

with his own ; but at Uri, there was the secretary of state

Schmidt; at Zug, there were Colin, Muller, and Werner Steiner.

his former companion in arms at the battle of Marignan-, at

Lucerne, Xylotect and Kilchmeyer, Wittembach at Bienne, and

many besides in various other places. But the parish priest of

Glaris had no more devoted friend than Oswald Myconius, who
had left Basel, in 1516, to take the superintendence of the

cathedral school at Zurich. Neither learned men nor schools of

learning were to be found in the city at the time. Oswald

laboured there in concert with several well disposed men, and,

among others, with Utinger, notary to the pope, to rescue

the people of Zurich from the ignorance in which they were

plunged, and to initiate them into tlie study of antiquity. He
at the same time defended the immutable truth of holy Scripture,

and declared that were the pope or the emperor to command
things contrary to the Gospel, man was bound to obey God alone,

who is above both emperor and pope.

VI. Seven centuries had passed since Charlemagne attached

a college of prebends to the same cathedral over whose school

Oswald Myconius now presided. These prebends having fallen

away from their original institution, and wishing to taste the

sweets of a lazy life by making their benefices a sinecure,

appointed a priest as their substitute in preaching and under-

taking the cure of souls. This situation fell vacant some time

after Oswald's arrival, and he immediately thought of his friend.

What an acquisition for Zurich ! Zwingli's exterior was in his

favour. He was a fine looking man,^ of pleasing address, and an

agreeable person to have dealings with; his eloquence had already

made him famous, and the superiority of his genius made him
shine conspicuously amid all the confederates. Myconius spoke

of him to the provost of the chapter, Felix Frey, whom Zwingli's

fine appearance and talents had prepossessed in his favour, 2 to

Utinger, an old man enjoying much consideration, and to the

prebend Hoffman, a man of a frank and upright character, who

' Dan Zwingli vom lyb ein hubscher man wass. (Bullinger, MSC;
" Und als Imme sein gestalt und geschiLlichkeit wol gefiel, gab er Im syn

ttimm. (Ibid.)
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was the more disposed in Ulrich's favour, from his having been

preaching long himself against (the Swiss engaging in) the service

of foreigners. Other Zurichers had on several occasions heard

Zwingli at Einsidlen, and had retunied filled with admiration.

The election of a pivacher for the cathedral soon put all the

world in movement at Zurich, Opposite parties urged their

respective interests. Many toiled night and day to secure the

election of the eloquent preacher of Our Lady of the Hermits. ^

Myconius informed his friend of this.—" On Wednesday next,""

replied Zwingli, "I shall go and dine at Zurich, and we will talk

over all this,"" And so it happened; for while on a visit to one

of the prebends: "Could you come among us," said the latter to

him, "to preach the word of God to us?""""
—"Indeed I can," he

replied, "but not unless I be called," He then returned to his

abbey.

This visit spread alarm through the camp of his enemies, and

several priests were pressed to offer themselves for the vacant

post. A Suabian, called Lawrence Fable, even preached a trial

sermon, and it was reported that he was elected. "It is quite

true then," said Zwingli on hearing the report, "that a prophet

hath no honour in his own country, since a Suabian is preferred

to a Swiss, I know how to estimate the plaudits of the people." ^

Zwingli soon after received a letter from the secretary of cardinal

Schinner, informing him that the election had not taken place.

Still, the false report that had been conveyed to him sorely

annoyed the priest of Einsidlen. Knowing that so unworthy a

person as Fable was aspiring to the post, he wished the more to

have it for himself, and wrote to that effect to Myconius. Oswald

replied on the day following: " Fable will ever remain fable; my
masters have learnt that he is the father of six boys, and is

already provided with I know not how many livings.""^

Zwingli's enemies did not reckon themselves beaten. All men,

it is true, were agreed in lauding his learned accomplishments to

the skies,* but some said: " He is too fond of music! " Others-

"He is fond of the world and its pleasures!" Others still: "He

1 Qui dies ctnoctes laborarent utvir ille subrogaretur. (Osw. Myc. Vit. Zw.)
'^ Scio Vulgi acclamationes et illud blandum Euge ! Euge ! (Zw. Epp. p. 63.)
* Fabula manebit fabula; qaeia domini mei acceperunt sex pueris esse pat-

rcm. . . . (Ibid.)
* Neminem tamen, qui tuam doctrinam non ad coelum ferat. . . . (Ibid.)
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was too intimate once on a time with persons of light moral con-

duct."" Nay, there was even found a man who reproached him with

a case of seduction. This was a calumny ; but superior as he was

to the clergy of his time, Zwingli had more than once suffered

himself to be led astray, during the early years of his ministry,

by the passions of youth. It is not easy to conceive how much

the soul may be influenced by the corrupted atmosphere in which

it lives. In the popedom and among the priests, moral dis-

orders were established, admitted, and authorized as agreeable to

the laws of nature. An expression used by iEneas Sylvius,

afterwards pope under the name of Pius II., gives us some idea

of the sad state of public morals at that epoch : we give it in a

note.l Disorder had become the generally admitted order of

the day.

Oswald displayed incredible activity in the service of his

friend; he put forth his utmost endeavours to justify him, and

happily with success.- He went to the burgomaster Eoust, to

Hoffman, to Frey, and to Utinger, commending Zwingli's pro-

bity, civility, and purity of conduct, and confirming the citizens

of Zurich in the favourable opinion they had already formed of

the Einsidlen priest. Little credit was given to the allegations of

his adversaries. The most influential men said that Zwingli

was to be evangelist at Zurich, and this was said by the pre-

bends too, but in a whisper. "Hope," wrote Oswald to him

with a throbbing heart, "for I hope." He told him, however, of

the accusations of his enemies. Now, albeit that Zwingli was

not yet quite a new man, he was one of those persons whose

conscience is awake, who may fall into evil, but never w^ithout

resistance and remorse. He had often formed the design of living

a holy life, alone of his kind, in the midst of the world. But on

finding himself accused, he Avould not vaunt his being without

sin. "Having nobody," he wrote to the prebend Utinger, "to

accompany me in the resolutions I had formed, not a few being

offended at them, alas ! I have fallen, and like the dog spoken of

by St. Peter, (II. Ep. ii. 22.) I have returned to my vomit. ^

• Non esse qui vigesimum annum exccssit, ncc virginem tetigerit. (Zw. Epp.

p. 57.)
^ Reprimo h.^ec pro viribus, imo et repressi. (Ibid. p. 54.)
^ Quippe neminem habens comitem hujus instituti, scandalisantes vcro non

paucos, keu ! cecidi et factus sum canis ad vomitum. (Ibid. p. 55.)
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Ah, God knows with what shame and anguish I have taken these

sins from the dens of my heart, and have laid them before that

great God to whom, nevertheless, I less dreaded to confess my
guilt than to almost any mortal."^ But while Zwingli owned

that he was a sinner, he justified himself at the same time with

regard to the odious charges that had been brought against him.

He declared that he had ever put far from him the thought of

going into an adulterous bed or of seducing innocence ;2 deplor-

able excesses which were then but too common. " I here call to

witness," says he, "all those with whom I have lived."^

The election took place on the 11th of December; Zwingli

carried it by a majority of seventeen out of four and twenty

votes. It was now time that the Reformation should commence

in Switzerland. The chosen instrument which divine Provi-

dence had been for three years preparing in the retreat at Ein-

sidlen, was ready, and might be expected to be transferred to

some other spot. God who had chosen the new university of

Wittemberg, situate in the centre of Germany, under the pro-

tection of the wisest of the princes, as the place to which Luther

was to be called, chose the city of Zurich in Switzerland, con-

sidered as the head of the confederation, for Zwingli's residence.

There he was to go and find himself associated not only with one

of the most intelligent, simplest, promptest, and strongest Swiss

tribes, but also with all the cantons that lay grouped around that

ancient and powerful state. The hand which had taken a young

herdsman from mount Sentis, that he might be placed in the

first school in Switzerland, now established him, when powerful

in word and deed, in the presence of the whole nation to which

he belonged, in order that it might be regenerated. Zurich was

now to become a central light for all Helvetia.

The day that brought the news of Zwingli's appointment was

a day at once of joy and of sorrow at Einsidlen. The circle

formed there was about to be broken up by the retirement of its

most valuable member; and who could know but that supersti-

1 En, cum verecundia (Deus novit!) magna, hsc ex pectoris specubus de-

promsi, apud eum scilicet, cum quo otiam coram minus quam cum ullo ferme
mortalium confitcri vererer. (Zw. Epp. p. 53.)

^ En ratio nobis perpetuo fuit, nee alienum thorum conscendere, nee virginem

vitiare. (Ibid.)
^ Testes invoco cunctos, quibuscum vixi. (Ibid.)
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tion would return, and rc-occupy that ancient resort of pilgrims?

. . The council of state for Schwytz sent Zwingli the expres-

sion of its sentiments in a document calling him reverend, very

learned, most gracious lord, and good friend. i . . . "Give

us at least a successor to yourself who shall be worthy of you,""

said Geroldsek with a forlorn feeling, to Zwingli. " I have in

store for you,"" he replied, a little lion, simple but prudent, a man
initiated in the mysteries of sacred learning."" "I should like to

have him," said the administrator, "immediately " This was Leo

Juda, that at once mild and intrepid person, with whom Zwingli

had become so intimate at Basel. Leo Juda accepted this call,

which would bring him nearer to his beloved Ulrich. The latter,

after taking an affectionate leave of his friends, left the solitude

of Einsidlen, and arrived among those delicious scenes amid

which rises the cheerful and animated city of Zurich, embosomed
among vine-clad knolls, meadows, and orchards, and surmounted

by forests, above and beyond which appear the loftiest summits

of the Albis.

As Zurich was the centre of the political interests of Switzer-

land, where the most influential men in the country often met,

it was better fitted than any other place for acting upon Helvetia,

and scattering the seeds of truth among all the cantons. Ac-

cordingly, the friends of literature and of the Bible greeted with

their acclamations of delight the nomination of Zwingli; and in

Paris especially, the Swiss students, who were very numerous

there, exulted with satisfaction at the news.^ But if Zwingli

had the prospect of gaining a most important victory at Zurich,

there too he had to expect a rude conflict. Glarean wrote to him
from Paris: "I foresee that your learning will excite much
enmity against you,3 but take courage, and like Hercules you

will vanquish the monsters.""

Zwingli arrived in Zurich on the 27th of December 1518, and

alighted at the Einsidlen hotel. He received a cordial and hon-

ourable reception ;4 the chapter immediately meeting for that

' Ecverende, perdocte, admodum gratiose domine ac bone amice
(Zw.Epp. p. CO.)

- Omnes adeo quotquot ex II"lvetiis adsunt juvenes fremere et guadere.
(Ibid. p. 63.)

« Quantum invidise tibi inter istos eruditio tua conflabit. (Ibid. p. G4.)
* Do er ehrlich und wol empfangen ward. (Bullinger, MSC.)
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purpose, and inviting him to come amongst them. Felix Frey

presided ; the prebends, whether friendly or opposed to Zwingli,

sat without distinction around their provost. There was con-

siderable excitement felt at the meeting; for each was sensible,

although not disposed perhaps to question himself on the subject,

that there was something very serious in the commencement of

this new ministry. It had been agreed, as some apprehensions

were entertained with respect to the innovating tendencies of the

young priest, that the most important duties of his office should

be explained to him. He was gravely told, "you must do your

utmost endeavours to make the revenues of the chapter pro-

ductive, without neglecting the minutest of them. You will

exhort the faithful, both from the pulpit and in the confessional,

to pay rents and tithes, and to show by their offerings that they

love the Church. You will apply yourself to the multiplication

of revenues proceeding from the sick, from offerings, and in

general, from all ecclesiastical acts." The chapter added, "as for

the administration of the sacraments, preaching, and being pre-

sent among the people, these, too, form part of the duties of a

priest. Nevertheless, you may employ a substitute in these

various respects, and particularly in preaching. You are not

called upon to administer the sacrament except to persons of

consideration, and upon being required to do so; you are inter-

dicted from doing so without distinction of persons."!

What regulations for Zwingli! money, money, still money!

. . Was it for that then that Christ instituted the minis-

try? Meanwhile prudence tempered his zeal; he knew that a

man cannot at once sow the seed, see the tree grow, and gather

its fruits. Accordingly, without explaining himself as to the

duties imposed upon him, after a humble expression of his grati-

tude for the honourable choice of which he had been the object*

Zwingli informed the chapter what he reckoned upon doing:

"The life of Jesus," said he, " has been too long conce;:led from

the people. I will preach chiefly on the Grospel according to

Matthew, chapter after chapter, following the meaning of the

Holy Ghost, as it is to be found- in scriptural sources alone, by

I Schulers", Zwingli's Bildung, p. 227.
* Absque humanis commentationibirs, ex solis fontibus Sciipturcc SacriB.

(Zw. 0pp. i. p. 273.)
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a diligent collation of Scripture texts, and by prayers poured from

the heart, 1 It is to the glory of God, to the praise of His only

Son, to the true salvation of souls, and to their instruction in the

true faith that I shall consecrate my ministry 2 So novel a

language deeply impressed the chapter. Some gave open testi-

mony of their satisfaction, but the greater number expressed

their grief.^ "This mode of preaching is an innovation," they

exclaimed; "it will straightway lead to another, and where are we

to stop?" The prebend Hoffman, in particular, thought himself

bound to give warning of the woful effects of an election which

he had himself solicited, "That explanation of Scripture,'' said

he, "will be more hurtful than useful to the people,"—"It is no

new mode," replied Zwingli, "it is the ancient. Recollect St,

Chrysosthom's homilies on St. Matthew, and St. Augustine's

on St. John. As for the rest, I Mill speak with modesty, and

give no man cause to complain."

Thus Zwingli abandoned that exclusive use of fragments

of the Gospel which had been established ever since the days of

Charlemagne; restoring holy Scripture to its ancient rights;

from the commencement of his ministry, he associated the

Reformation with the primitive times of Christianity, and pre-

pared a more profound study of the Word of God for future

ages. But more than this; the firm and independent position

he then assumed as respected the Church, announced something

new; his bearing as a Reformer became distinctly marked in the

eyes of his fellow-countrymen, and the Reformation itself went

forward.

Having failed in obtaining the suffrages of the chapter, Hofi"-

man sent a written request to the provost, that he would pro-

liibit Zwingli from unsettling the people in regard to what they

believed. The provost sent for the new preacher, and spoke to

him very affectionately, but no human power could shut his lips.

On the 81st of December he wrote to the council of Claris,

entirely renouncing the charge of souls which until then had

1 Sed mente Spiritus, quam diligent! Scripturarum collatione, preciLusquo
ex corde fusis, se nacturum. (Osw. Myc. Vit. Zw.)

2 Alles Gott und seinem einigen Sohn zu Lob und Ehren und zu rechtcn Heii

e'er Seelcn, zur underricbtung im rechtcn Glauben. '(Bullinger, MSC.)
' Quibus auditis, moDror simul et Icetitia. (Osw. ]\Iyc.)
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been kept for him, and gave himself unreservedly to Zurich, and

to the -svork which God was preparing for him in that city.

On Saturday, being new year's day, Zwingli who on that day

completed his thirty-fifth year, entered the cathedral pulpit, a

great crowd attending, curious to have a sight of a man already

so celebrated, and eager to hear this new Gospel which began to

be generally talked of. " It is to Christ," said Zwingli, "that I

wish to conduct you; to Christ the true source of salvation. His

divine Word is the sole nourishment that I desire to provide for

vour lives and hearts." He then gave notice that from and

after the day following, which was the first Sunday of the year,

he would commence an exposition of the Gospel according to St.

Matthew. On the morrow the preacher and a still more nume-

rous audience, were found at their posts. Zwingli opened the

Gospel, that long-shut book; read the first page, and running

over the history of the patriarchs and prophets, (first chapter of

St. Matthew) he expounded it in such a manner that his hear-

ers were ravished with wonder and delight, and exclaimed "that

the like of it had never been heard." ^

He continued tlius to explain St. Matthew, following the

Greek text. He sliowed how the whole Bible found at once its

explanation and its application in human nature itself. Setting

forth in plain and easy language the highest truths of the

Gospel, his preacliing found its way to persons of every class ;

to the wise and the learned as well as to the unlearned and the

simple.2 He extolled the infinite mercies of God the Father,

and conjured all his hearers to place their confidence in Jesus

Christ alone as the only Saviour.^ He at the same time very

energetically called them to repentance; vigorously attacked

the errors that prevailed among his fellow-countrymen; and pro-

tested with dauntless zeal against luxury, intemperance, osten-

tatious dressing, the oppression of the poor, sloth, serving

foreigners, and receiving pensions from princes.4 "In the pulpit,''

1 Dessgleiclien wie jederman redt, ni gehbrt worden war. (B. Weise, a co-

temporary of Zwingli's, Fusslin Betrage, iv. 36.)
^ Nam ita simplices scqualiter cum prudentissimis et acutissimis quibusque,pro-

ficiebant. (Osw. Myc. Vit. Z\v.)

2 In welchem er Gott den Vater prysset und alle Menschen allein uflf lessum
Christum, als den einigen Heiland verthrauwen lehrte. (Bullinger MSC.)

* This was just the true Reformation. Without this the purification of doc-

trine could not avail. Perhaps in our days this is not sufficiently kept in view by
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says one of his contemporaries, "he spared no one, pope, emperor,

kings, dukes, lords, not even the confederates. All his heart's

confidence he cheerfully reposed in God alone ' and there, too, he

exhorted all in Zurich to place their sole reliance."—"Never had

any man been heard to speak with so much authority," said

Oswald Myconius who now watched his friend's labours with

high expectation and delight.

The Gospel could not be proclaimed in Zurich without effect.

An ever-increasing multitude of persons of all classes, and par-

ticularly of the common people, flocked to hear him preach.^

Many of the citizens had given up the habit of attending public

worship, "I get no good from the sermons of those priests,

Fusslin, who was at once a poet, an historian, and a counsellor

of state, would often say; "they do not preach, for they do not

themselves understand the things of salvation. I can see

nothing in them but covetousness and voluptuousness." So,

also, thought Henry Rauschlin, treasurer of state and a man
who assiduously read the Scriptures: "The priests," he would

say, "met in thousands at the council of Constance

there to burn the best that there was among them." These distin-

guished men had gone from curiosity to hear Zwingli's first dis-

course, and followed the preacher with an intensity of interest

that revealed itself in their countenances. "Glory be to God,"

said they on leaving the church, "that man preaches the truth!

He will be our Moses in directing our escape from Egyptian

darkness,"-^ and from that moment they became the Reformer's

friends. " Ye mighty ones of this world," said Fusslin, "no longer

proscribe the doctrine of Christ ! When Christ, the Son of God,

was put to death, fishermen arose. And now, should you des-

troy the preachers of the truth, you will see glaziers, carpenters,

potters, founders, shoemakers, and tailors appear in their place."^

At first nothing was to be heard in Zurich but loud expres-

those who set themselves especially to contend for purity of doctrine, but allow-
less importance to be attached to vigorously assailing moral defects, and in par-
ticular, luxury, ostentation, and oppression of the poor.—L. R.

1 All sein Trost stuhnd allein mit frblichera Gemuth zu Gott. . . . (E.
Weisse, Fusslin Beytrage. iv. 36.

* Do ward bald ein gross gelaliff von allerley menschen, Innsonders von dem
gemeinen Mann (Bullinger, MS'C.)

^ Und unser Moses seyn der uns aus EgT'pten liihrt. (Ibid.)
^ Werden die Glaser, MiiUer, ITafner, Giesser, Schuhmachcr und Schneider

lehren. (MuUer. Reliq. iii. p. 18.-.)

II. H
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sions of admiration ; but on the first burst of enthusiasm being

over, the adversaries recovered their courage. Men studious of

decorum, whom the dread of a reformation had filled with alarm,

gradually withdrew from countenancing Zwingli ; the violence of

the monks, though veiled for a moment, re-appeared, and the

chapter-house resounded with complaints. Meanwhile Zwingli

displayed an immovable determination of purpose; so much so,

that in contemplating his courage, his friends thought that a

man of the apostolic times had re-appeared among them.^ As
for his enemies, some laughed and jested, others uttered the most

outrageous threats; but he bore all with the patience of a Chris-

tian.2 " If a man would gain over the wicked to Jesus Christ,'*'

he was wont to say, ''he must affect not to see many things.''^

An admirable saying and well worth being preserved.

His character and behaviour towards all men, contributed no

less than his sermons to win men*s hearts. At once a true

Christian and a true republican, the equality of all men was no

cant phrase in his mouth, but as it was written on his heart, so

it displayed itself in his life.'* He had neither the pharisaic pride

nor the monkish grossness that shock alike the simple and the

sage of this world; people felt themselves attracted to him, and

at ease in conversing with him. Powerful and energetic in the

pulpit, he was affable towards all whom he met on the streets or

in public haunts; he would often be seen at those places where

the tribes, or the trades, corporations met, explaining the chief

heads of Christian doctrine to the burgesses of the city, or en-

gaged with them in familiar talk. Peasant and patrician were

received by him with equal cordiality. "He would invite the

Nobis, apostolici illius sasculi virum representas. (Zw. Epp. p. ^4.)
^ Obgannitint quidam, rident, minantur, petulanter incessant. . . . at tu

vere, Christiana patientia, suffers omnia. . . . (Ibid.)
' Connivendiimad multa, ei quivelit malo Christolucrifacere. . . (Ibid.)
* Tliis, too, is inseparably attached to the true Reformation, which cannot

endure any kind of despotism. In this respect the Swiss and Genevan refor-

mations were more complete than the German, but on that account, too, more
conformable with primitive Christianity.—L. R. That the true principles of

the Reformation, like those of primitive Christianity, with which they are essen-

tially identical, are opposed to all kinds of despotism there can be no doubt;

but no reader at all acquainted with history, can fail to be aware that as without

this true Christianity, republics may be equally despotic and tyrannical with

monarchies, so a truly Christian monarchy may consist with all due respect to

the natural equality of all men in the sight of God, and with as ample securities

for a well-ordered liberty as the condition of fallen humanity has as yet per-

mitted men to enjoy. Tr.
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rustics to dinner," says one of his bitterest enemies, "would walk

out with them, talk to them about God, and make the devil go

into their hearts, and his writings into their pockets. He even

managed matters so well that the notables of Zurich would visit

these peasants, give them drink, walk about the town with them,

and show them every mark of attention !
"^

. . .

He continued to cultivate music, "modestly," says Bullinger;

nevertheless the opponents of the Gospel took advantage of this,

and called him the evangelical flute and lute player.2 On Faber

reproaching him one day for this taste: "My dear Faber,"

replied Zwingli, with a noble candour, "you don*'t know what

music is. True, I have learned to play upon the lute, the violin,

and other instruments, and they help me to hush the babes

asleep ;3 but thou art too holy, man, for music! . . . Don't

you know that David was a good player on the harp, and that

it was tlms that he chased the evil spirit from Saul? ....
Ah, knew you but the sound of the celestial lute, the evil spirit

of ambition, and the love of riches, would come out of you also."

Possibly Zwingli may have shown a little weakness in this

respect; yet it was with a meek and evangelical spirit that he

cultivated an art which religion has ever associated with her

sublimest flights. He composed nmsic for some of his pieces of

Cliristian poetry, and was not afraid to amuse at times the very

youngest of his flock with his lute. "He ate and drank," says

one of his contemporaries, "with all who invited him; he des-

pised no one; he was most compassionate towards the poor,

always firm and always cheerful, alike in prosperity and in

adversity. No calamity could unnerve him; he spoke at all

times with great energy and with a confident spirit.""* Seated

by turns, like his master once, at the tables of the common

people, and at the festive boards of the great, and every where

manifesting the work to which God had called him, Zwingli saw

his popularity increasing every day.

In study, too, he was indefatigable. From day-break to ten

o'clock he read, wrote, and translated; Hebrew being the task

' Dass der Rath gemeldete Bauern besucht. . . (Salat's Chronick, 155.)
^ Der Lauthenschlager imd Evangelischer pfyffcr. (Bullinger, MSC.)
^ Dass kombt mir la wol die kind zu geschwcigen. (Ibid.)
* War allwogen trostlichcn Gemiith's und tajifcrer Red. (B. Wcisc, Ftiss

Bcytr. iv. p. 36.)
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to which he chiefly devoted himself. After dinner he attended

to such persons as had any communications to make to him, or

any advice to ask; or he would take a walk with his friends, or

visit the members of his flock. He resumed his labours at two;

took a short walk after supper, and then wrote letters, which

often kept him engaged till midnight. He always worked in a

standing posture, and having set apart certain hours for parti-

cular occupations, he would not depart from this arrangement

but for serious reasons.

^

One man's labours, however, were not enough. A person

called Lucian, waited on him one day with the writings of the

German Reformer, having been sent to him by Ehenan, a learned

man then resident at Basel, and an indefatigable circulator of

Luther"'s writings in Switzerland. Ehenan saw that hawking

books furnished a powerful means of diff'using the doctrines of

the Grospel. Lucian had traversed all Switzerland, and knew

everybody in the country. " See," said Rhenan to Zwingli,

"whether this Lucian possesses sufficient prudence and ability;

if you are satisfied with him, let him take from city to city, and

town to town, and village to village, and even from house to

house among the Swiss, the writings of Luther, and the exposi-

tion of the Lord's prayer in particular, written for the laity. 2

The more he is known, the more purchasers will he find. But

care must be taken that he hawk about no other works, for if he

have none but Luther's, he will sell them so much the better."

Thus did many families in Switzerland come to see some rays

of truth penetrating beneath their humble roof. There was one

book, however, which Zwingli ought to have seen to being

hawked about before those of Luther, and that was the Gospel

of Jesus Christ.

VIL He had not long to wait for an occasion for displaying

his zeal in a calling that was new to him. Samson, the famous

merchant of indulgences, was now slowly approaching Zurich.

This wretched trafficker came to Zug from Schwytz on the 20th

of September ] 518, and remained there three days. An immense

crowd gathered round him, in which the most eager were the

^ Certas stiidiis vindicans horas, quas etiam non omisit, nisi seriis coactus.

(Osw. Myc. Vit. Zw.)
^ Oppidatim, municipatim, vicatim, imo domesticatim per Eveltios circum-

fcrat. . . . (Z\T. Epp. p. 81.)
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poor, who thus hindered the rich from coming. This did not

suit the monk's calculations; one of his servants accordingly

began to shout to the populace: "Good people, don't press so

hard! Allow those who have money to come! We will

then endeavour to content those who have none." From Zug

Samson and his gang retired to Lucerne; from Lucerne to

Underwalden ; then, traversing fertile Alps and rich valleys, skirt-

ing the base of the everlasting snows of the Oberland, and expos-

ing their Eoman wares in these the most lovely localities of

Switzerland, they reached the neighbourhood of Berne. The

monk was at first formally forbidden to enter the town, but suc-

ceeded at length in finding admission, by means of an under-

standing which he kept up with persons within the walls, and

opened liis wares in St. Vincent's church. There he began to

shout louder than ever: "See," said he to the rich, "indulgen-

ces written out on parchment for a crown." " See,'" said he to

the poor, " absolutions on common paper, for two batzen
!

" One

day a celebrated knight, James of Stein, presented himself to

him, prancing on a grey dappled horse, which attracted the

admiration of the monk. "Give me," quoth the knight, "an

indulgence for myself, for my troop of five hundred men, for all

my vassals of Belp and for all my ancestors; I offer you my
grey dappled horse in exchange." It was asking a great deal

for a horse; but the steed pleased the barefooted friar, a bargain

was struck, the beast entered the monk's stable, and all those

souls were declared by him to be exempted for ever from hell. ^

On another day, one of the burgesses obtained from him, on

paying thirteen florins, an indulgence in virtue of which his

confessor was authorised to absolve him, among other things,

from every kind of perjury .2 Such was the respect in which

Samson was held, that the counsellor Von May, an aged person

and a man of enlightened views, in consequence of having spoken

some words against him, was obliged to ask pardon of the haughty

monk on his bended knees.

It was now the last day of his visit, and the monk's departure

was announced to Berne by the deafening sound of the steeple

' Um einem Kuttgrowen Ilengst. (Anshelm v. 335. J. J Hotting. Gesch. iii.

29.)
^ A quovis perjurio. (MuUcr's Reliquitn. iv. 403.)
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bells. Samson was in the church, standing on the steps of the

grand altar, while the prebend Henry Lupulus, Zwingli's former

master, acted as his interpreter. "When the wolf and fox set

out upon an expedition together," said the prebend Anselm, as

he turned to Sheriff Watterville, "your safest plan, gracious lord,

is to lose no time in seeing to your sheep and geese being well

secured." But the monk cared little about such criticisms,

which, besides, did not reach his ears. "Fall upon your knees,"

said he to the superstitious crowd, and say over three Paters

and three Ave Marias, and your souls will be immediately as

pure as at the moment of their baptism." Thereupon all the

people threw themselves upon their knees. Then, wishing to

surpass even himself, Samson shouted :

" I deliver from the tor-

ments of purgatory and from hell, all the spirits of the Bernese

who have died, whatever may have been the kind or the place

of their death!" These mountebanks, like those that attend

fairs, reserved their best hit for the last.

Loaded with money, Samson travelled on towards Zurich,

passing through Argovie and Baden. Tn proportion to the pro-

gress he made, the Carmelite who had looked so mean while

passing the Alps, advanced with more and more show and pride.

Angry at his not having applied to have his bulls legalised by

him, the bishop of Constance had forbidden all the parish priests

in his diocese to open their chapels to him, and yet, at Baden,

the priest durst not long oppose his traffic. The monk redoubled

his effrontery. While making the circuit of a church-yard at

the headof a procession, he seemed to fix his eye on some object

that appeared in th^ air while his acolytes were chanting the

hymn for the dead, and, pretending that he saw souls flying

from the church-yard to heaven, he exclaimed: '•' Ecce volant!'^

See how they are flying! " One day a man belonging to the

place, ran into the church-tower and mounted upon the clock;

soon a quantity of white feathers floating in the air, were seen

moving over the heads of the astonished procession: " See how

they fly," cried the Baden wag, as he shook out the contents of

a down cushion from the top of the tower. Many upon this

began to laugh, i but Samson grew angry, and regained his temper

Dcssen vicl lutli gnug laclitcii. (CuUingor, MSC.)
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only on learning that the man was at times wrong in the head;

he left Baden much disconcerted and abashed.

Continuing his journey, towards the close of February 1519

he reached Bremgarten, to which the sheriff and the second

priest of the town, who had seen him at Baden, had besought

him to pay a visit. Throughout that whole country, no man

enjoyed a greater reputation than dean Bullinger of Bremgarten.

Though little enlightened on the errors of the Church and the

Word of God, still, being open-hearted, very zealous, eloquent,

kind to the poor, and ready to do good turns to persons of no con-

sideration, he was a general favourite. He had in his younger

days formed a conscientious connection^ with a daughter of one

of the councillors of the place, such being the custom with

those among the priests who did not wish to live in dissolution.

Anna had given him five sons, and this numerous family had not

the least impaired the consideration enjoyed by the dean. There

was not a more hospitable house in all Switzerland than his. A
keen sportsman, he might be seen surrounded by ten or twelve

dogs, and accompanied by the lords of Hallwyll, the abbot of

Muri, and the patricians of Zurich, beating the fields and woods

of the neighbourhood for game. He kept open table and none

of his guests was ever gayer than he was. When the deputies

were on their way to attend the Diet at Baden, they never

failed in passing through Bremgarten to take their seats at the

dean's table. " Bullinger," people would say, " holds court like

one of the most powerful lords."

In this family strangers remarked a child of a singularly

intelligent countenance. Henry, one of the dean's sons, from

his earliest years had run many risks. Attacked by the plague

1 " Union de conscience," translated by Mr. Le Roy, "geheime verbindtenis,"
i. e. secret tie. But there seems to have been no secresy even affected. " Con-
scientious connection," I am aware, does not fully express the meaning, since
a regular marriage is such. It evidently means an union founded on, and
maintained by the conscience alone, in the impossibility, as the law stood, of
having a marriage regularly solemnised. From the distinction drawn by Luther
in a subsequent part of this work, between priests and monks, it would appear
that priests violated no vow by marrying, whereas the monks did. Hence the
dean of Bremgarten's union may be considered somewhat in the light of the
marriages of the Protestants in France, after the revocation of the edict of
Nantes, among whom " conscientious unions" took place, and were, even by the
confession of their opponents, most faithfully observed, although the regular
celebration of marriage was impossible. The dean, however, had himself to
blame for entering an order in which marriage was absolutely prohibited. Tb,
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on one occasion, he was about to be buried, when some signs of

life restored joy to the hearts of his parents. On another occa-

sion, a vagrant had enticed him from his home, and was in the

act of carrying him off, when he was recognised and rescued by

some persons that happened to be passing. By the time he was

three years old he could repeat the Lord's prayer and the apos-

tle's creed; and slipping one day into the Church, he went up

into his father"'s pulpit, there put himself into a serious attitude,

and said at the utmost stretch of his voice: " I believe in God

the Father," and what follows. At twelve, his parents sent him

to the Latin school at Emmerick, not without many painful

apprehensions, for those were dangerous times for an inexperi-

enced boy. Students were often seen, where they considered

the rules of the university to be too severe, to leave the school

in troops, entice children to go along with them, encamp in the

woods whence they would send out the youngest of the party

to beg for them; or at times they would even throw themselves,

with arms in their hands, on persons passing, plunder them,

and then waste the fruits of their robberies in debauch. Henry

was happily kept safe from mischief in those remote quarters.

Like Luther he gained a livelihood by singing before the doors

of the houses; for his father wished him to learn betimes to live

on his own resources. He was sixteen when he first opened a

New Testament. "I there found," said he, " all that is necessary

for man's salvation, and from that time I attached myself to this

principle, that we ought to follow holy Scripture alone, and to

reject all human additions. In this matter I believe neither

the holy fathers nor myself, but I explain Scripture by Scrip-

ture, without adding anything or taking anj'thing away.""

Thus did God prepare the youth who was one day to succeed

Zwingli. He is author of the manuscript clironicle we so often

quote.

It was about this time that Samson came to Bremgarten with

all his attendants. The courageous dean, undaunted by this

little Italian army, forbade the monk to retail any of his wares

within his precincts. The sheriff, town council, and the second

pastor, Samson's friends, had met in one of the rooms of the inn

where the latter had alighted, and were sitting much discon-

certed, with the impatient monk. The dean arrived. " See,
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there are the pope's bulls," said the monk to him, " open your

church."

The dean.—" I won't permit the pockets of my parishioners

to be emptied by means of letters that are not authentic," (for

the bishop had not legalised them.)

The monk, in a solemn tone.— " The pope is above the

bishop. I forbid you to deprive your flock of so distinguished

a favour."

The dean.—"Though it should cost me my life, I won't open

my church
!

"

The monk, with indignation.—"Eebellious priest! In the

name of our most holy lord the pope, I pronounce against thee

the greater excommunication, and I will not absolve thee until

thou shalt have redeemed such unheard-of audacity by paying

three hundred ducats." ....
The dean, turning his back, and walking away.—" I know

how to answer to my lawful judges; as for thee and thy excom-

munication, I have nothing to do with them."

The monk, beside himself with rage.—"Impudent beast !^

I am going to Zurich, and there I will complain of you to the

deputies of the confederation."

The DEAN.—" I can go there as well as you, and will proceed

forthwith."

While these things were transacting at Bremgarten, Zwingli,

who saw the enemy slowly drawing nearer and nearer to him,

preached energetically against the indulgences.- Faber, the

vicar of Constance, encouraged him, promising him the support

of the bishop.3 "I know," said Samson, as he approached

Zurich, " that Zwingli will speak against me, but I will shut his

mouth." Zwingli felt, in fact, too keenly the sweetness of Christ's

pardon, not to attack the paper indulgence of those rash men.

Often would he tremble, like Luther, on account of sin, but

found deliverance from his fears in the Saviour. This modest

but powerful man was making progress in the knowledge of God.

" When Satan," he would say, " frightens me, by reminding

1 Du fresche Bestie . . . ect. (Bullinger, MSC.)
2 Ich predgete streng wider des Pabsts Ablass. . . . (Zw. 0pp. ii. 1st part.

p. 7.)

3 Und hat mich darin gestarkt : er welle mir mit aller truw byston. (Ibid.)

II. I
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me: Thou dost not this or that, and yet God commands it!

forthwith the mild voice of the Gospel consoles me by saying:

That which thou canst not do, (and certainly thou canst do

nothing), Christ hath done and completed. Yes," continues

the pious evangelist, "when my heart is in anguish on account

of my impotency, and the weakness of my flesh, my spirit revives

at hearing that joyful news: Christ is thine innocence! Christ

is thy righteousness ! Christ is thy salvation ! Thou art nothing,

thou canst do nothing! Christ is the Alpha and the Omega;

Christ is the prow and the poop; Christ is all; he can do all

things.^, All created things will abandon and deceive thee; but

Christ, the innocent One and the Just, will receive thee and will

justify thee. . . . Yes, it is he," exclaimed Zwingli, "who

is our righteousness, and that of all those who shall ever appear

as just before the throne of God ! " ....
Before such truths as these the indulgences fell to the ground

of themselves; accordingly, Zwingli was not afraid to attack

them. " No man," he would say, " can remit sins. Christ

alone, who is very God and very man, has power to do so.2 Go,

buy indulgences. . . . But, be assured that thou art by no

means absolved. They who sell the remission of sins for money

are the companions of Simon the sorcerer, the friends of Balaam,

and the ambassadors of Satan.""

Dean Bullinger, still under the excitement caused by his con-

versation with the monk, reached Zurich before him, and laid

a complaint before the Diet against the shameless huckster and

his traffic. The same motive had brought envoys from the

bishop to the place, and, making common cause with them, they

all promised him their support. The spirit that animated

Zwingli had diffused itself over the town, so that the council of

state resolved to oppose the monk's entrance into Zurich.

Samson had now arrived in the suburbs, and had alighted at

an inn. He had just put his foot into the stirrup to make his

entrance into the town, when a deputation from the council

came to present the honorarium of Avine to him as an envoy

1 Christus est innocentia tua, Christus est justitia et puritas_ tua, Christus

est salus tua ; tu nihil es, tu nihil potes : Christus est A et fi, Christus est prora

et puppis; Christus est omnia . . . (Zw. 0pp. i. p 207.)
2 Nisi Christus Jesus, verus Deus et verus homo . . . (Ibid. p. 412.)
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from the pope, but to say to liirn, also, that lie might save him-

self the trouble of appearing in Zurich. " I have something to

communicate to the Diet in the name of his holiness," replied

the monk. This was a mere fetch. It was resolved, however,

that he should be admitted; but as he had nothing to speak of

but his bulls, he was sent back, after having been made to recall

the excommunication he had pronounced against the dean of

Bremgarten. He went out in a boiling rage, and was soon after

recalled by the pope into Italy. A car dragged by three horses,

and laden with money which his lies had filched from the poor,

preceded him across the craggy paths of the St. Gothard, which

he had traversed eight months before, poor, without show, and

having with him but some papers.^

The Swiss Diet shewed more resolution on this occasion than

the German Diet, no doubt, because no bishops or cardinals had

seats there."- Hence the pope, having none to support him in

the Diet, dealt more tenderly with Switzerland than with Ger-

many. As for the rest, the affair of the indulgences which had

so much to do in the Eeformation of Germany, forms but an

episode in the Swiss Reformation.

VIII. Zwingli did not spare himself, and so many labours

called for some relaxation. He was recommended to repair to

the baths at Pfeffers. "Ah!" said to him at parting Herus,

one of his disciples who lived in the house with him, and who

' Und fuhrt mit Ihm ein threspendiger Schatz an gelt, den er armen llithen

abgelogen hat. (Bullinger, MSC.)
^ Because of its more republican spirit, too, which alone can rightly agree

with a thorough Reformation.—L. R,.

A Dutchman may be excused for strong leanings to republicanism, in the

recollection of the intimate connection between the government of the old

United provinces, and the Dutch Reformed Church during the period of its

greatest freedom and purity. On the whole, howevar, history by no means
supports this decided testimony in favour of republicanism. Luther and the

Reformation were better received assuredly under the monarchical constitution

of Saxony, than they would have been under any of the republics of that day.

And in our own tmies we see republics opposing the Gospel, and " a thorough

Reformation," in every variety of way, while one monarchy at least, that of

Prussia, warmly patronises the Gospel, and is endeavouring at least to make
its Reformation at once evangelical and complete. Some of the Swiss repub-

lics have of late shown themselves much disposed to thwart the freedom and
purity of the Church of Christ. Zurich and Geneva have patronised rational-i

ism, the Canton de Vaud has no sooner seen its Reformed church return to the

true faith, than it has sought to enslave it by absolutely subjecting it to the

civil power, and Lucerne, by a very recent alteration of its constitution, seems

to have absolutely sold itself to Rome. These facts prove that the republican

as well as the monarchical spirit, until imbued with that of Christianity, cannot

agree with a thorough Reformation. Tr,
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thus expressed what was the general sentiment of all who were

acquainted with Zvvingli, " had I an hundred tongues, an hun-

dred mouths, and a voice of iron, as Virgil says, or rather, had

I the eloquence of Cicero, could I express all that I owe to you,

and all that this separation costs me?""! Meanwhile Zwingli set

off, and arrived at Pfeffers by that frightful chasm which has

been formed by the impetuous torrent of the Jamina. He des-

cended into that infernal gulph, as Daniel the hermit says, and

reached the baths which are perpetually shaken by the fall of

the torrent, and bedewed by the moist spray thrown up by the

dashing waters. In the lodgings occupied by Zwingli, torch

light was found necessary at noon. It was even positively stated

by the people about the place, that frightful spectres were to be

seen at times in the darkness.

And yet even there he found opportunities of serving his

Master. His affability gained the heart of several of the inva-

lids, among whom there was a celebrated poet, Philip Ingentinus,

professor at Friburg in Brisgau,^ and who from that time showed

himself full of zeal for the Eeformation.

God watched over his work and desired to hasten it. Zwingli''s

failing lay in his strength, for in point of physical powers, char-

acter, and talents he was strong, but behoved to see all his

strength shattered, in order that he might become such an instru-

ment as God loves to employ. There was wanting to him a

baptism—it was that of adversity, infirmity, weakness, and suf-

fering. Such had Luther been baptized with in the time of his

anguish, when he made the cell and the long corridors of the

monastery at Erfurt, resound with his piercing cries, and Zwingli

was to receive it by being brought into contact with sickness

and with death. In the case of this world's heroes, its Charles

Xllths, and Napoleons, there is a moment that is decisive of

their career and their glory; and it is that in which they all

at once became conscious of their powers. An analogous moment

is to be found in the life of heroes according to God, but in the

contrary sense; for it is that in which they are convinced of

' Etiamsi mihi sint lingusc centum, sint oraque centum, ferrea vox, ut Vir-

gilius ait. aut potius Ciceronia eloquentia. (Zw. Epp. p. 84.)

* Illic turn comitatem tuam e sinu uberrimo profluentem, non injucunde sum
cxpertus. (Ibid. p. 119.)
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their powerlessness and their nothingness, and forthwith receive

from above the strength of God. A work such as that of which

Zwingli was the organ, is never effected in the natural strength

of man ; it would soon wither like a tree transplanted in the

full expansion of its foliage and its sap. A plant must be weak

in order to its taking root, and a grain of seed must remain in

the ground in order to its becoming fruitful. God conducted

Zwingli and the work of which he was the hope, to the borders

of the tomb. It is from amid the rotten bones, the darkness

and the dust of death, that God is pleased to take those organs

by means of which he desires to diffuse over the earth light,

regeneration, and vitality.

Zwingli was hidden among the enormous rocks that encircle

the foaming torrent of the Jamina when the news suddenly

arrived that the plague, or, as it was called, death in the cfross,^

was at Zurich. It broke out with terrible violence in the month

of August on St. Lawrence's day, lasted until Candlemas, and

cut off two thousand five hundred persons. The young folks

then living in Zwingli's house, according to instructions which

he had left with them, instantly quitted it. It was emptied of

all its occupants, but this was the moment for him to return.

Instantly leaving Pfeffers, he showed himself again among his

flock while decimated by disease; he straightway sent back his

younger brother Andrew, who had wished to attend him, to

Wildhaus, and from that moment he devoted himself entirely

to the victims of that frightful scourge. He daily preached

Christ and his consolations to the sick.- Delighted as were his

friends to see him sound and safe, while so many mortal shafts

were flying around him,3 still they had their secret fears. "Be

doing good," wrote to him from Basel Conrad Brunner, who

* Der grosse Tod. (Bullinger, MSC.) La grande mart in French, and great

death in English, do not seem to convey the original idea, grande and great not

being associated with number and quantity as the German g^-oss, from which

our word gi-oss for twelve dozen, and our expression in the gross. Death by

wholesale seems to be nearer the idea than great. Tr.
- Ut in maiori periculo sis, quod in dies te novo exponas, dum invisis segrotos.

(Bullinger, MSC. 87.) iM. de Chateaubriand has forgotten this fact, and thou-

sands like it, when he wrote, "that the Protestant pastor abandons the needy on

his death-bed, and does not hasten into the midst of the plague." (Essai sur la

litt^rature anglaise,)
^ Plurimum guadeo, te inter tot jactus telorum versantem, illtesnm, hactenus

evasisse. (Ibid.)
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himself died of the plague some months aiter, "but at the same

time, don't forget to take care of your life!" It was too late;

Zwingli was seized in his turn; the great preacher of Switzer-

land was laid on a bed from which perhaps he was never again

to rise. He communed with his own heart and directed his

thoughts to heaven. He knew that Christ had given him a sure

inheritance, and poured forth the feelings of his heart in a hymn

replete with unction and simplicity, and whose rythm and literal

expressions we have attempted to reproduce, finding it impossi-

ble to translate its antique and simple language :
^

Methinks at length

Death storms my door 1^

My God, my strength

!

Cover me o'er!

Jesus, my Lord

!

Break thou this sword,

So keen, so fierce.

That me doth pierce;

Nought can withstand

Thypierced hand.

But if so soon

As ev'n life's noon,

I'm called to die,

Lord, here am 1 1^

Thine ev'n in death

My spirit flies.

Where to my faith

Heav'n open lies.

Meanwhile, disease was making progress, and his friends looked

on in dismay as the man who was the hope of Switzerland, and

of the Church, was about to fall a prey to the tomb. He gradu-

ally lost his powers of feeling and of motion. His heart quailed,

yet he still found sufficient vigour to turn himself to God an

exclaimed :

1 Wliat must the difEculty of reproducing it in the translation of a transla-

tion be? Te.
* Ich mein der Tod
Syg an der Thlir.—(Zw. 0pp. ii. 2d part p. 270.;

' AVillt du dann glych

Tod haben mieh
In mitts der Tagen mm
So soil's willig sin.—Clbid.)
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This body's ill

Grows fiercer still

;

And fear at last

Seizes me fast.

Now fails my sight

My tongue is dumb

;

For thee to fight

The time is come ;i

With parting breath,

Lord I be thou nigh

And make my death

A victory.

Satan this hour

Would me devour,

While he assails

My courage fails

;

With fear so tost,

Can I be lost?

His shafts, his call

No more appal.

As to thy feet.

Lord ! I retreat.

There while I lie,

Thy cross makes fly

Each enemy.

Sincere in the faith that he professed, the prebend Hoffman

could not endure the idea of seeing Zwingli die in the errors

which he had preached. He repaired to the provost of the

chapter. " Think,"" says he to him, "of the dangers of his soul

!

Does he not denounce as fantastic innovators, all the doctors who

have taught for the last three hundred and eighty years and

more, Alexander of Hales, Saint Bonaventura, Albert the Great,

Thomas Acquinas, and all the Canonists? Does he not main-

tain that all their doctrines are mere dreams they have dreamt

in their hoods, amid their cloister walls? . . . Ah! bettei

had it been for the town of Zurich, had Zwingli for a course of

years ruined our vineyards and our harvests ! And now, behold

him at the point of death. ... I beseech of you, save his

' Nun ist est um
Min Zung ist stumm

Darum ist Zyt
Dass du min stryt.—(Zw. 0pp. ii. 2d part p. 271.)
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poor soul!" It would appear that the provost, more enlightened

than the prebend, saw no necessity for converting Zwingli to

Bonaventura and to Albertus Magnus. He was left in peace.

The whole city was afflicted at the event, the faithful crying

to God day and night, and beseeching him to re-establish the

health of tlieir faithful pastor. i Alarm spread from Zurich to

the mountains of Tockenburg, and to those elevated regions the

plague also found its way. Seven or eight persons had fallen

victims to it in the village; among whom there was a domestic

servant of Zwingli's brother, Nicolas.^ No letter was received

from the Reformer. " Let me know," young Andrew Zwingli

wrote to him, " in what condition you are, O my beloved brother!

The Abbot, and all our brothers salute you."" It would seem

that Zwiugli's father and mother were by this time dead, since

there is no mention of them her:'.

The news of Zwingli's illness, and even the report of his death,

ran through Switzerland and Germany. "Ah,"" exclaimed Hedio

in tears, " the salvation of his country, the Gospel trumpet, the

magnanimous herald of the truth, has been smitten by death in

the flower and, so to speak, in the spring-time of his age." ^

When the tidings that Zwingli had fallen a victim to the

plague, reached Basel, the whole city resounded with expressions

of grief.*

Meanwhile, the spark of life which still survived in Zwingli

revived. Though all his members still lay smitten with languor,

his soul had the immovable conviction that God was calling

him to replace the light of his Word on the empty candlestick

of the Church. The plague forsook its victim, and Zwingli

feelingly exclaimed:

Thou, thou, O Lord

!

Hast me restored

;

And, free from pain,

I breathe again.

' Alle glaubige rufften Gott treuwillich an, dass er Ihren getreiiwen Hirten
wieder ufrichte. (Bullinger, MSC.)

2 Nicolao vero germane nostro, etiam obiit servus suus, attamen non in sedi-

bus suis. (Zw. Epp. 88.)
2 Quis enim non doleat, publicam patria3 salutem, tubam Evangelii, magnan-

imum veritatis buccinatorem languere, intercidere. . . . (Ibid. p. <J0.)

* lieu quantum luctus, fatis Zwinglium concecisse, importunus ille rumor, sue
vehementi impetu divulgavit. (Ibid. p. 91.)
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My sins no more

Oppress me sore,

But by my tongue

Thy praise is sung.

The unknown hour

May me o'erpower

And lay me dead

In form more dread,i

I need not care,

For joyful still

My yoke I hear

To Sion hill.s

When as yet hardly able to hold a pen, (it was about the

beginning of November,) Zwingli wrote to his family, throwing

them into a transport of joy,2 and particularly his young brother

Andrew, who died himself of the plague the following year, and

at whose death Ulrich shed tears and uttered cries, as no woman
would have done, he himself says.* At Basel, Conrad Brun-

ner, a friend of Zwingli's, and Bruno Amerbach, a famous

printer, both of them young, died after three days' illness. In

that city, too, it was believed that Zwingli had given way, and

the whole university was in mourning on the occasion: He whom
God loves is brought to his end in the bloom of his life.'^ But

what was the joy when Collinus, a Lucerne student, and after-

wards a merchant in Zurich, brought word that Zwingli had

escaped from the dire jaws of death.^ The bishop of Constance's

vicar himself, John Faber, that old friend of Zwingli, but after-

wards his most violent enemy, wrote to him: " my beloved

' Words which received a striking fulfilment, twelve years afterwards, on the

bloody fields of Cappel.
* So will ich doch
Den trutz und pocb
In diser welt

Tragen frblich

Um widergelt.

—

Although these three morsels of poetry bear as their dates, "the commence-
ment, the middle, and the end of his illness," and express the feelings really

experienced by Zwingli at those different stages, it is probable that they were
not put into the state in which we find them until after his recovery. See BuU-
inger, MSC.

3 Inspectis tuis litteris incredibilis quidam sestus Isctitise pectus meum subiit.

(Zw. Epp. p. 88.)
* Ejuiatum et luctum plusquam foemineum. (Ibid. 155.)

^'Ov T£ B-ioi (piXiovri, nKvl/TAos TsXtura. (Ibid. p. 90.)
® E diris te mortis faucibus feliciter ereptum negotiator quidam tigurinus. . .

(Ibid. p. 91.)

ir. K
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Ulrich, how much gladness do I feel on learning that thou hast

escaped the jaws of cruel death. When thou art in jeopardy,

the Christian commonwealth is threatened. The Lord has been

seeking by trials to urge you to a more ean:est pursuit of ever-

lasting life."^

This was in fact the object for which God had proved Zwingli,

and that object was attained, though not according to Faber's

ideas. The plague that raged in 1519, and the ravages of which

were so extensive in the north of Switzerland, became a power-

ful means in the hands of God, for the conversion of a great many

souls.2 But on none had it a greater effect than on Zwingli.

The Gospel which until that time had been to him a matter of

doctrine only, became a great reality, and he rose from the depths

of the tomb with a new heart. His zeal became more active,

his life more holy, his preaching more free, more Christian, and

more powerful. This was the epoch of Zwingli's complete

deliverance, and from henceforth he consecrated himself wholly

to God. But while the Reformer of Switzerland had a new life

imparted to him, so was it also with the Reformation there. The

rod of God, death in the pross, as it passed over all those moun-

tains, and went down into all those dales, imparted a holier char-

acter to the movement which was in course of operation there.

The Reformation was plunged, like Zwingli himself, into the

waters of affliction and of grace; it came out from these purer

and more vigorous than before; and thus that calamity formed

a memorable day in the course pursued by God for the regener-

ation of that people.

Zwingli drew fresh energy, and much did he feel that he

required it, from communion with his friends, among whom a

warm affection attached him most of all to Myconius. Like

Luther and Melanchthon, they went on mutually leaning on

1 Thus there was here, as the author remarked hefore also, some similarity

between the guidance of God with respect to Zwingli and Luther respectively.

Both behoved to be better fitted for the great work that God had in store for

them. Still, however, there was some difference between the two cases. In

that of Luther, trials served to give him a better personal acquaintance with

the doctrine of justification by grace, and to do away with all confidence in his

own works. This was no longer necessary in the case of Zwingli, who had

already been more enlightened by the Gospel ; but he needed trials to give

him a deeper sense of the power and supreme importance of that truth.—L. R.
2 Als die Pestilent im lahre 1519, in dieser Gegend grassirte, vielen neigten

sich zu einem bessern Leben. (Georg. Vogelin. Ref. Hist. Fiisslin Beytr. iv.

174.)
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each other. Oswald might be considered happily placed at

Zurich, for though his position, it is true, subjected him to

restraint, it was sweetened to him by the virtues of his modest

spouse, of whom Glarian said, " Were I to meet witli a young

woman like her, I should prefer her to the daughter of a king."

Yet the delightful intimacy that subsisted between Zwingii and

Myconius was often troubled by a faithful voice; that of the

prebend Xylotect, who, addressing Oswald from Lucerne, sum-

moned him to return to his native country. " Zurich is not

thy fatherland," he would say to him, "that is Lucerne!

Thou sayest that the Zurichers are thy friends, I grant it; but

knowest thou wbat the evening star may bring thee? Serve

thy country :
i I advise thee, I conjure thee, and if I may ven-

ture, I command thee so to do !" Suiting his actions to his

words, Xylotect obtained for Myconius the appointment of mas-

ter of the college school at Lucerne. Upon this Oswald no longer

hesitated ; he saw the finger of God in this appointment, and

great as was the sacrifice, he resolved that it should be made.

AVho could know but that he might prove an instrument in the

Lord's hands for introducing the doctrine of peace into Avarlike

Lucerne? But what a separation—that of Zwingii from Myco-
nius ! They parted in tears. " Thy leaving us," wrote Ulrich

to Oswald some time afterwards, "has no less damaged the

cause I am defending, than the destruction of one of its wings

would injure an army drawn up in battle array.2 Alas ! I can

now appreciate the capabilities of my Myconius, and see how
often, without my being aware of it, he has sustained the cause

of Christ!" . \ .

Zwingii was the more keenly afiected by the loss of his friend,

in that the plague had left him in a state of extreme weakness.
" It has impaired my memory," he wrote on the 30th of

November, 1519, " and worn out my spirits." Hardly was he

convalescent when he resumed all his labours. " But," says

he, "in preaching, I often lose the thread of what lam going to

eay. All my limbs feel weak, and I am almost like a dead

> Patriam cole, suadeo et obsecro, et si hoc possum, jubeo. (Xylotect. My-
conio.)

^ Nam res mese, te abeunte, non sunt minus accisas, quam si exercitui in
procinctu stanti altera alarum abstergatur. (Zw. Epp. p. 98.)
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man." Besides this, Zwingli's opposition to sinful indulgences,

excited the resentment of those -uho defended them. Oswald

fortified his friend by the letters he wrote to him from Lucerne,

and at this very moment, did not the Lord, in the succour he

supplied to the powerful Saxon wrestler who had gained victories

over Rome, give pledges of his support? ..." What
thinkest thou," said Myconius to Zwingli, " of Luther"'s case I

As for me I feel no alarm, either for the gospel or for him. If

God protect not his truth, who will protect it ? All that I ask

the Lord is, that he will not withdraw his hand from those who

hold nothing so dear to them as his Gospel. Continue as thou

hast begun, and thou wilt receive an abundant recompense in

the heavens."

Zwingli' was comforted at the departure of Myconius by the

sympathy of his old friend Bunzli, who, after having been his

master at Basel, and having succeeded the Eeformer"'s uncle,

the dean of Wesen, came to Zurich in the first week of 1520,

on which occasion Zwingli and he projected a joint visit to their

former friends at Basel, l The stay which the former made in

that city was productive of good results. " my dear Zwingli,"

wrote to him some time after, John Glother, " never shall I

forget you. What attaches me to you is the kindness with

which, during your stay at Basel, you came to see me, a petty

schoolmaster, an obscure person, without learning, without

merit, and of low condition ! What has made a conquest of me

is that elegance of manners, that incredible sweetness of temper,

by which you subjugate all hearts to you, and, if I may so

speak, the very stones. "2 But still more did Zwingli's former

friends profit by his visit. Capito, Hedio, and others, were

electrified by his powerful preaching; and the first of these,

commencing at Basel the work that Zwingli was carrying on at

Zurich, began to expound the Gospel according to Matthew

before an ever-increasing auditory. The doctrines of Christ

penetrated and inflamed men's hearts; the people gladly re-

ceived, and greeted with their acclamations, the revival of

Christianity. 3 The Reformation began to dawn; hence a con-

1 Zw. Epp. p. 103 et 111.
^ Morum tuorum clegantia, suavitasque incredibilis, qua omnes tibi devinciB,

etiam lapides ut sic dixerim. (Ibid. p. 133.)
^ Renascenti Christianismo mirum quam faveant. (Ibid.)
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spiracy speedily began to be formed against Capito by the priests

and monks. It was then that the young cardinal-archbishop of

Maintz, Albert, from a desire to attach so learned a man to his

person, called him to his courtJ In the view of the difficulties

his enemies were preparing for him, Capito accepted this call

;

but the people had become excited, and their indignation falling

upon the priests, there arose a tumult in the city. 2 Hedio was

proposed as his successor; but while some objected to his youth,

others said, "he is his disciple!"—" Truth is pungent," said

Hedio; " it is not quite safe to flay too delicate ears by speak-

ing it out. 3 It matters not! nothing shall withdraw mo
from the straight path." The monks redoubled their efforts.

"Believe not," they exclaimed from the pulpit, "those who tell

you that the sum of Christian doctrine is to be found in the

Gospel and in St. Paul. Scot has been more useful to Christianity

than St. Paul himself. All the learning that has ever been

spoken or printed has been stolen from Scot. Whatever

beyond that has been done by men in their greed for glory, has

been merely mingling with it a few words of Greek and Hebrew,

for the purpose of darkening the whole subject !"''4

The tumult went on increasing, and it was to be feared that

as soon as Capito should be gone, the opposition would become

more powerful still. " I shall be almost alone," thought Hedio,

" me, feeble and wretched, alone in a struggle with these most

pestilent monsters." ^ Accordingly, he prayed to God for assis-

tance, and wrote to Zwingli :
" Stimulate my courage by often

writing. Learning and Christianity are now between the anvil

and the hammer. Luther has been condemned by the univer-

sities of Louvain and Cologne. If ever danger impended over

the Church, it is now."^ . . .

Capito left Basel for Maintz on the 28th of April, and was

succeeded by Hedio. Not content with the public meetings

that were held in the church, and where he continued his expo-

sition of St. Matthew, he proposed, commencing from the month

1 Cardinalis illic invitavit amplissimis conditionibus. (Zw. Epp. p. 133-)
2 Tumultus exoritur et maxima indignatio vulgi erga ujsrj. (Ibid.)
^ Auriculas teneras mordaci radere vero, non usque adeo tutum est. (Ibid.)
* Scotum plus profuisse rei Christianse quam ipsum Paulum . . . quic-

quid eruditum, faratum ex Scoto . . . (Ibid. p. 120.)
Cum pestilentissimis monstris. (Ibid. p. 121.)

* Si unquam imminebat periculum, jam imminet. (Ibid. I7th March, 1520.)
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of June, as he wrote to Luther, to have private meetings in his

own house, for the purpose of giving evangelical instructions of

a more familiar kind to such as might feel that they required

them. This powerful means of teaching the truth, and of ani-

mating the interest and the zeal of believers, could not fail then

as ever, to excite opposition, whether among worldly people or

domineering priests, both, though from different motives, alike

desirous that none should worship God except within the space

enclosed by certain walls, ^ But Hedio was not to be over-

come.

At the same epoch that this good resolution was formed at

Basel, there came to Zurich one of those characters which are

usually thrown up by revolutions, like an impure scum.

One of the senators, called Grebel, a man held in much con-

sideration in Zurich, had a son of the name of Conrad, a youth

of remarkable talents, a relentless enemy of ignorance and

superstition, both which he assailed with the most caustic

satires; noisj'-, passionate, bitterly sarcastic in what he said,

without natural affection, given up to debauchery, ever loudly

proclaiming his own innocence, and incapable of seeing anything

but what was bad in another. We speak of him here because

he will be found afterwards acting a melancholy part. At this

period Vadian married a sister of Conrad's. The latter, who

was studying at Paris, where his misconduct had rendered him

incapable of walking, wished to be present at the wedding, and

about the middle of June, suddenly appeared in the midst of the

family. His poor father received this prodigal son with a gentle

smile, his tender mother with tears, but parental fondness

changed not his perverted heart. When his kind but unhappy

mother, some time after this, had been at the gates of death,

1 It is commonly these two sorts of persons that conspire against the truth,

men of the world who can ill bear relinquishing their depraved manners and
customs, and ecclesiastics who domineer in the Church, would have all things

ordered in it according to their views, and cannot well brook opposition in that

respect. The latter truly do not essentially differ from the men of the world,

whose protection they seek and whose manners they approve, and are themselves

fond of enjoying the pomps and pleasures of this life. Such is the origin of all

religious persecution.—L. R. Not surely of all. The ascetic, whose troubled

yet unenlightened conscience leads him studiously to renounce the society of

the worldly, together with all, even the most innocent gratifications of this life,

is often led to contemplate the freedom of the true Christian in this respect

with a malignant spite, and to take revenge for his own self-inflicted misery by
first envying and then persecuting Christ's freedmen. Tr.
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Conrad wrote as follows to his brother-in-law, Yadian; " My
mother is better again; she is anew mistress of the house; she

sleeps and rises again; she grumbles and takes her breakfast;

quarrels and dines; makes a racket and sups, and is constantly

burdensome to us. She runs, cooks and re -cooks, sweeps away

and heaps up again, toils and kills herself with fatigue, and will

soon bring upon herself a relapse."^ Such was the man who

afterwards pretended to lord it over Zwingli, and who made

himself famous as the leader of the fantastical anabaptists.

Divine Providence may have permitted such characters to

appear at the period of the Eeformation, in order that their

very disorders might place in bolder relief the wise, Christian,

and regulated spirit of the Reformers.

Every thing now presaged that the conflict betwixt the Gospel

and the popedom was about to commence. " Let us stir up the

temporisers," wrote Hedio to Zurich, "war is begun: let us nerve

our hearts! we shall have to engage the very worst of enemies.'"2

Myconius wrote about the same time to Ulrich, but the latter

replied to these warlike appeals with admirable mildness. " I

would fain," said he, " that those obstinate men w^ere rather

gained over by benevolence and an honourable obsequiousness,

than driven by an animated opposition.^ Let them call our doc-

trines, (which yet are not our doctrines) doctrines of the devil,

there is nothing but what is natural in that, and I see in it

grounds for believing that we are truly the ambassadors of God.

The devils cannot hold their peace in the presence of Jesus Christ.""

IX. While he had every wish to pursue mild methods, still

Zwingli was not inactive. Since his illness his preaching had

become more profound and more lively. Two thousand persons

and upwards, at Zurich, received the Word of God into their

hearts, confessed the doctrines of the Gospel, and could already

announce these themselves.*

1 Sie regiert das Ilaus, schlaft, steht auf, zankt, fruhstiikt, keift

(Simml. Samml. iv. AVirz, i. 76.

)

2 Armemus pectora nostra! pugnandum erit contra teterrimos hostes. (Zw.
Epp. page 101.)

^ Benevolentia honestoque obsequio potius allici, quam animosa oppugnatione
trahi. (Ibid. p. 103.) The grand difficulty lies in discovering this Iwnestum
ohsequium. Tr.

* Non enim soli sumus : Tiguri plus duobus miilibus permultorum est ration-
alinni, qui lac jam spirituale sugentes. . . . (Zw. 0pp. p. 104.)
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Zwingli had the same creed as Luther, but it was a more sys-

tematic creed. With Luther the predominant quality was

warmth of feeling; with Zwingli it was clearness of exposition.

In Luther's writings we find a profound personal appreciation of

the value of Jesus Christ to himself; and this sentiment, full of

warmth and life, is the soul of all that he says. We find the

same thing doubtless in Zwingli, but in a less degree. He saw

more of the general bearings of the Christian system ; he admired

it mainly because of the beauty that he beheld in it, the light

that it shed on the human mind, and the eternal life that it

brings into the world. The one is more the man of the heart,

the other of the mind; and thus Ave can see how those who do

not know from personal experience the faith that animated these

two great disciples of the Lord, fall into one of the grossest errors,

making the former a mystic and the latter a rationalist. The

one is more pathetic perhaps in the exposition of his creed; the

other, more philosophical; but both believe the same truths.

They do not perhaps contemplate all secondary questions, from

the same point of view; but that faith which is one, that faith

which quickens and justifies whoever possesses it, that faith

which no confession and no doctrinal article can express, is to be

found in both.l Zwingli's doctrines have been so often misre-

presented, that it is proper to recall what he was then preaching

to the people, crowds of whom were ever filling anew the cathe-

dral at Zurich.

Zwingli beheld in the fall of the first man, the key to the

history of human nature. "Before the fall," said he one day,

" man was created with a free will, so that, had he pleased, he

might have kept the law; his nature was pure; the disease of

sin had not tainted him : he had his life in his hand. But desir-

ing to be like God, he died . . . and not he only but all

his posterity. All men died in Adam; no one can recall them

to life, until the Spirit, that is, God himself, quickens them
again from death."-

1 It were to be wished that this remark of the author, with respect to Luther
and Zwingli, were commonly taken to heart. It might unite hearts by the same
faith which now misconceive or condemn each other, only in consequence of
differences in point of natural character, and of their apprehending modes of
faith more by the feelings or more by the intellect.—L. R.

^ Quum ergo omnes hominum in Adamo mortui sunt . . . donee per Spiritum
et gratiam Dei ad vitam quas Deus est cxcitentur. (Zw. Opp. i. p. 203.)

—
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The people of Zurich while they listened Avith avidity to this

m'.ghty orator, after being saddened at the exhibition of the

state of sin in which human nature is found, were made to hear

tidings of joy, and instructed where to find the remedy which

could recall man to life. "Christ, true God and true man,"

said the eloquent voice of the son of the herdsman of the Tock-

enburg, " has acquired for us a redemption which will never end.

It is the eternal Grod who hath died for us: his sufferings, then,

are eternal, and perpetually avail for salvation ;i they ever pro-

pitiate the divine justice in favour of all who rest upon his sacri-

fice with a firm and immovable faith. Wherever sin exists,"

exclaimed the Reformer, " it is necessary that there should be

death. Christ had no sin, neither was there any guile in his

mouth; and yet he died! . . . Ah! to this death he sub-

mitted in our place! He desired to die in order that thus he

might restore us to life; and as he had no sins of his own, the

Father, who is rich in mercy, transferred our sins upon him." 2

" rSince the will of man," the Christian orator further said,

"placed itself in rebellion against God who is over all, it was

necessary for the re-establishment of eternal order, and for the

salvation of man, that the human will should submit itself in

Christ to the divine will."^ He often repeated that it was for

believers, for the people of God, that the expiatory death of

Jesus Christ had taken place.'^ ^

Souls that longed for salvation in the city of Zurich, found

repose on hearing this good news; but men's minds were beset

with old errors, which it was necessary should be destroyed.

These words, and others which we have quoted, or which we shall yet quote, are

extracted from a writing published by Zwingli in 1523, and in which he collects

into one body of divinity, what he had been preaching for several preceding

years.—Ilic recensere coepi, says he himself, quae ex verbo Dei prffidicavi.

(Zw. 0pp. i. 228.) The words ad vitam quce Beus est are either inaccurately

printed in the above Note, or mistranslated in the text. Tr.

1 Deus enim seternus, quumsit qui pro nobis moritur, passionem ejus scternam

et perpetuo salutarem esse oportet. (Zw. 0pp. i. p 228.)
2 Mori voluit ut nos vitse restitueret. . . . (Ibid. p. 204.)
^ Necesse fuit ut voluntas humana in Christo se divin33 siibmitteret. (Ibid.)

* Hostia est et victima, satisfaciens in seternum pro peccatis omnium fidelium.

(Ibid. p. 253.) expurgatapeccatamultitudinis.hocestlidelis populi. (Ibid.p.264.)
* It will be seen from this leading proposition of Zwingli's doctrine given in

bis own words, both with respect to Adam's fall, and the redemption by Christ,

liow unfounded are the allegations of those who, in our times, would appeal to

Zwingli as supporting their erroneous views in that respect. He taught no
otherwise than Lutlier, and the whole Reformed Church from the beginning,

have taught under that head.— T,. R.

II. L
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Starting from the grand truth of there being a salvation which

is the gift of God, Zwingli powerfully remonstrated against the

pretended merits of human works. "Since eternal salvation,"

he would say, " proceeds wholly from the death of Jesus Christ,

the merit of our works is mere folly, not to say rashness and

impiety.l Could we have been saved by our works, there would

have been no necessity for the death of Jesus Christ. Who-

ever have at any time come to God, have come to liim by the

death of Jesus Christ.^

Zwingli saw the objections which this doctrine was raising

among some of his hearers. People called on him, and urged

these upon him, whereupon he went into the pulpit and said:

"Persons, perhaps more curious than pious, object that this doc-

trine renders men thoughtless and dissolute. But what matters

it what curious men may object or may fear? Whoever believes

in Jesus Christ, is assured tliat all that comes from God is neces-

sarily good. If then the Gospel be from God, it is good.3 And

what other power shall prove capable of implanting innocence,

truth, and love among men? . . . O God, most clement,

most righteous! Father of mercies," he exclaimed in a burst

of pious emotion, "with what love thou hast embraced us—even

us thine enemies ! ^ . . . With what great and sure hopes

hast thou filled us, we, who had nothing to look for but despair!

and to what glory hast thou called our littleness and our nothing-

ness in thy Son ! ... By such ineffable love, thou wouldest

constrain us to render unto thee love for love !
"

. . .

Next, pursuing this idea, he shows that love to the Redeemer

is a more powerful law than the commandments. " The Chris-

tian," he would say, " being freed from the law, depends entirely

on Christ. Christ is his reason, his counsel, his righteousness

and his whole salvation. Christ alone guides him, and he has

no need of any other guide.''^ And employing a comparison

' Sequitur meritum nostrorum operum, nihil esse quam vanitatem et stulti-

tiam, ne dicam impietatem et ignorantem impudentiam. (Zw. 0pp. i. p. 290.)
2 Quotquot ad Deumvenerunt unquam, per mortem Christi ad Deum venisse.

(Ibid.)
* Certus est quod quidquid ex Deo est, bonum sit. Si ergo Evangelium ex

Deo, bonum est. (Ibid. p. 208.)
^ Quanta caritate nos fures et perduelles. . . . (Ibid. p. 20 Y.)

* Turn cnim totus a Christo pcndet. Christus est ei ratio, consilium, justitia,

innocentia et tota salus. Christus in eo vivit, in eo agit. (Ibid. p. 233.)
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adapted to the comprehension of his hearers, he added: "If a

government prohibit, under pain of death, its citizens from receiv-

ing pensions and largesses at the hand of foreigners, how mild

and easily obeyed is such a law to those who from love of their

country and of liberty, should already be abstaining from con-

duct so culpable! But on the contrary how it torments, how
it overwhelms those who think of nothing but their own selfish

interests ! Thus does the righteous man live ever joyfully in the

love of righteousness, and the unrighteous man goes on, gnashing

his teeth beneath the burden of the law that oppresses him."^

The old cathedral at Zurich contained a good number of

veteran soldiers who could perceive the truth involved in these

words. Is not love the most potent of lawgivers? Is not instant

effect given to all that it commands? Does not he whom we
love dwell in our hearts, and does he not there himself perform

all that he commands? Zwingli, accordingly, emboldening him-

self, affirmed to the people of Zurich that love to the Redeemer

was of itself capable of effecting the doing by man, of things that

are pleasing to God. " Works done out of Jesus Christ are not

of any avail,"" said the Christian orator. " Since all things are

done of him, in him, and by him, what can we pretend to arro-

gate to ourselves? AVherever there is faith in God, there God

is; and where God is, there there is a zeal that presses and urges

to good works.^ Only take care that Christ be in thee, and

that thou be in Christ, and then doubt not that he then operates.

The Christian's life is but a continual operation by which God

commences, continues, and completes good in man." ^

Struck with the greatness of this love of God, which dates

from eternity, the herald of grace gave yet louder utterar»3e to

his sentiments when he came to address himself to irresolute or

fearful souls. "Would you be afraid," said he, "to approach

this tender Father who hath chosen us? Wherefore hath he

chosen us in his favour? Why hath lie called us? Why hath

he drawn us to him? is it because we dare not goto him?'"^, . .

' Bonus vir in amore justitia? liber et laetus vivit. (Zw. 0pp. i. p. 234.)
^ Ubi Deus, illic cura et studium, ad opera bona urgens et impellens . . . ( Zw.

0pp. i. p. 213.)
* Vita ergo pii hominis nihil aliud est, nisi perpetua qusedara et indefessa

boni operatio, quam Deus incipit, ducit et absolvit. . . . (Ibid. p. 295.)
* Qxinm ergo Deus pater nos elegit ex gratia sua, traxitque et vocavit, cut

cum acccdere non audcrenius? (Ibid. p. 287.)
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Such were the doctrines of Zwingli;—they were those of

Jesus Christ himself. "If Luther preaches Christ, he does what

I dp," said the Zurich preacher; " those who have been con-

ducted by him to Christ are more than those who have been led

to him by me. But it matters not ! I desire to bear no name

but that of Christ, whose soldier I am, and who alone is my
chief. Never has there been the single stroke of a letter written

either by me to Luther, or by Luther to me. And wherefore,

in order that it may be made clear to all that the Spirit of God

is consistent with himself, since, without any collusion on our

part, we teach with so much harmony, the doctrines of Jesus

Christ." 1

Thus did Zwingli preach with courage, and so as to carry

his hearers along with him.'- The vast cathedral could not

contain the crowd that came to hear him; all men praising God

that a new life had begun to re-animate the dead body of the

Church. Switzers coming from all the cantons, whether to attend

the Diet or from other motives, were affected with this new

preaching, and carried its precious seeds back with them into all

the Swiss valleys. A shout was sent up from the mountains

and from the cities, " Switzerland," wrote Nicolas Hageus,

from Lucerne to Zurich, "Switzerland before now has given birth

to Scipios, to Csesars, and to Brutuses; but hardly has it pro-

duced one or two men who have known Jesus Christ, and who

nourish men's hearts, not with idle disputations, but with the

Word of God. Now that divine Providence gives Switzerland

Zwingli as a public speaker, and Myconius for a doctor, the

virtues and sacred literature revive amongst us. O happy

Helvetia! if thou couldst but repose at length from so many

wars,3 and after having earned such a reputation by arms, couldst

gain still a higher reputation for righteousness and peace !

"

—

"It was said," wrote Myconius to Zwingli, "that thy voice could

not be heard three paces off. But I now see that that was not

true, for all Switzerland now hears thee! "4—"Thou hast put on

* Q,uam concors sit spiritus Dei dum nos tam procul dissiti, nihil colludentcs

tam concorditer Christi doctrinam docemus. (Zw. Epp. i. p. 276.)
2 Quam fortis sis in Cliristo praedicando. (Ibid. p. 160.)

3 O Helvetian! longe feliciorem, si tandem liceat te a bellis conqmesc ere

!

(Ibid. p. 128.)

4 At video mendacium esse cum audiaris per totam Helvetiam. (Ibid. p. 135.;
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a dauntless courage," wrote Hedio to him from Basel ; " I will

follow thee to the utmost of my power!" l—"I have heard

thee," said to him from Constance Sebastian Hofmaster of

Schaffhausen. "Ah! would to God that Zurich, which takes

the lead in our happy confederation, were delivered from disease,

and that health might thus return to the whole body !
"-

But Zwingli had his adversaries as well as his admirers.

" What would he be at," said some, "in occupying himself with

the affairs of Switzerland T' "Why does he in his religious in-

structions," said others, "every time say over the same things?"

Amid all these conflicts Zwingli's soul would often be oppressed

with melancholy. All things would seem to him as running into i

confusion, and society appear to be in a whirl.3 He was possessed

with the idea that nothing new can show its head without its con-

trary rising to confront it.^ No sooner did his heart conceive a

hope than by its side there sprung up a fear. Ere long, however,

he raised his head: "The lile of man here below," he would say,

"is a war; he who would earn glory ought to attack in the face

of the world and, like David, make this proud Goliath, who seems

so to vaunt his mighty stature, bite the dust. "The Church,"

he would say, like Luther, "sprang from blood, and by blood

must she be restored.^ The more stains she has, the more

Herculeses must we fit out for the cleansing of this Augaean

stable. 6 "I have few fears with regard to Luther," he would

say, "even should he be smitten by the bolts of that Jupiter." 7

Zwingli required some relaxation, and with this view he retired

to the Baden waters. The parish priest there, once one of the

pope's guard, a man of good character but absolute ignorance,

had obtained that living while carrying a halbert. Whilst, true

to a soldier's habits, he spent the day and a part of the night in

jovial company, Staheli, his curate, was indefatigable in the dis-

l
Sequar te quoad potero. . . . (Zw. Epp. p. 134.)
Ut capite felicis patrice nostrae e raorbo erepto, sanitas tandem in reliqua

membra reciperetur. (Ibid. p. 147.)
^ Omnia sursum deorsumque moventur. (Ibid, p, 142.)
* Ut nihil proferre caput queat, cuius non contrarium e regione emergat.

(Ibid.)

* Ecclesiam putout sanguine parta est, ita sanguine instaurari. (Ibid. p. 143.)
* Eo plures armabis Hercules qui fimum tot hactenus boum eflferant. (Ibid,

p. 144.)
' Etiamsi fulminc Jovis istius fulminetur. (Ibid.)
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charge of all the duties of his station. Zwingli sent for the young

minister, " I require Swiss assistants," said he to him; and from

that moment Staheli became his fellow-labourer. Zwingli,

Staheli, and Luti, afterwards pastor at Winterthour, resided

under the same roof.^

Zwingli's devoteduess was not doomed to remain without

recompence, and the Word of Christ preached thus energetically,

behoved to bear fruit. Several of the magistrates were gained;

in the Word of God they had found at once comfort and

strength. Grieved to see the priests, and the monks in par-

ticular, having the effrontery to preach from the pulpit whatever

'came into their heads, the council passed a resolution by which

they ordained them to advance nothing in their discourses " but

what they had drawn from the sacred fountains of the Old and

New Testaments.'''^ It was in 1520 that the civil power thus,

for the first time, intervened in the work of the Reformation;

acting as a Christian magistracy, say some, since the magis-

trate's first duty is to uphold the divine Word, and to guard the

most precious interests of the citizens; depriving the Church of

her freedom, say others, making her the slave of the secular

power, and giving the signal for that train of evils which have

since been generated by the union of Church and state. We will

pronounce no opinion here in this great controversy, so keenly

maintained in several countries at the present time; enough that

we indicate its origin at the commencement of the Reformation. 3

1 Misc. Tig. ii. 679—696 ; Wirz. i. 79, 78.

2 Vetuit eos Senatus quicquain prajdicare quod non ex sacrarum Literarum
utriusque Testamenti fontibus hausissent. (Zw. 0pp. iii. 28.)

^ I apprehend that it is not diflBcult fundamentally to determine this contro-

versy. What the author a little further on relates of the old man at Schaff-

hausen, who was persecuted and put to death by the magistracy, on account of

his zeal for the Gospel, and of Myconius, who by the magistracy also was
thwarted in his instructions at Lucerne, shows us how hurtful the intermeddling

of the civil government with religion may prove. Supposing that it be per-

mitted to interfere for the advantage of true religion, who can prevent its being
often directed to the injury of the same, inasmuch as each considers his own
religion to be the true. Let the civil government therefore permit every one
in his own church to uphold and defend what he considers to be the truth, in such
wise as he considers best ; but merely see to it that no one inflict civil injuries

on another, as happened in this case from the hatred of bitterly hostile monks.
—L. R.

Very inadequate premises surely for so sweeping a conclusion. Besides, as both
at Schaffhausen and Lucerne the magistracy but complied with the will of the
people, shall we conclude with the atheist that because religion has so often made
individuals, as well as corporate bodies, bigotted and persecuting, therefore the
sooner all men become indifferent to it, the better ! Be it remembered, also,

that civil government without moral ])rinciplcs and religious sanctions resolves
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But we have to point attention to another fact ; the act of these

magistrates was itself an effect wrought by the preaching of tho

Word of God. The Reformation then sprang in Switzerland

from simple individualities, and thence entered into the domain of

the nation. Originating in the heart of some priests, and some
men of letters, it expanded, and grew up, and took its place in

higher quarters. Like the waters of the sea, it rose and rose

until an immense extent of ground was at length covered by it.

The monks were interdicted; they were commanded to preach
nothing but the Word of God and that the greater number of

them had not even read. Opposition provokes opposition. This
public order became the signal for still more violent attacks

against the Reformation. Plots began to be formed against the

parish priest of Zurich, and his very life was in danger. One
evening that Zwingli and his curates were quietly enjoying

themselves at home, some of the burgesses arrived in great haste,

to say: "Have you stout bolts for your doors? Be on your
guard to night."—" We have often such alarms," adds Staheli;

" but we were well armed,l and people kept watch for us on the

street."

itself into the mere despotism of one or many, and that if we are to debar it

from being Christian, we necessarily compel it, if not fouVided on caprice, to be
regulated by a moral and religious system, which, not being Christian, must be
false. It is true that the adoption of a bad religion by a civil government is a
far more serious evil than when individuals only err in that matter, these gener-
ally having less capacity for mischief. But as flagrancy of religious error
in individuals is a great stimulus to the Christian to labour for their conversion,
so does it seem to be the order of divine Providence, that the same vice in
governments should stimulate Christian subjects to purify these from aU anti-
christian influence, and to render them the useful allies, not the oppressors, of
the Church. Nor should the bad example presented by religious indifferentism
in a government be forgotten.

The difficulty of having a really Christian government, I am aware, is much
insisted on. But does not experience demonstrate that it is at least equally
diflicult to secure perfect toleration from governments that abjure any religious
ascendency? Is it not true that while Christianity will never make either
government or people persecutors, but is in fact the true mother of all real
toleration, indifferentism or political atheism will not save the followers of
Jesus from persecution? Indeed Mr. le Roy's own country has of late years
proved this. The old Protestant ascendency of Holland was noted for its tol-
eration of religious opinions, however opposed to those which itself professed.
But after having abjured any such ascendency, both the government and the
mob of that country have of late years proved violent persecutors of men of the
most inofiFensive character, and whose sole crime was their zeal and sincerity in
the profession of true Christianity. The subject of religious toleration, as a
Christian virtue, not to be looked for in philosophical governments, has been
admirably discussed by Mr. le Roy's illustrious countryman, Groen van Prin-
sterer. Tr.

J Wir waren abcr gut gerusted. (Misc. Tig. ii. 681 ; Wirz. i. 334.)
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Recourse was had, notwithstanding, to other and still more

violent methods. An old man belonging to SchafFhausen, called

Galster, an upright person, and of an ardour rarely found at his

time of life, rejoicing in the light that the Gospel had imparted

to him, was endeavouring to communicate it to his wife and to

his children; and with a zeal perhaps indiscreet, he openly

attacked the relics, priests, and superstitions with which that

canton was replenished. He soon became an object of hatred

and of dread, even to his own family. Foreseeing that the

darkest designs were formed against him, the old man left his

house with a broken heart, and fled 1o the adjacent forests.

There he lived for some days, sustaining nature on what ho

could find, when all at once on the last night of the year 1520,

torches lighted up the forest in every direction, and the shouts of

men, mingled with the baying of furious dogs, rang through the

sombre shadows. The council had ordered a general beating up

of the wood for the purpose of discovering him. The dogs tracked

out their prey; the unhappy old man was dragged before a

magistrate, and as he remained unshaken when summoned to

adjure his faith, he was beheaded.

X. The year whose first day was marked b}-- this bloody

execution, had hardly commenced when Zwiugli was apprised

of the arrival at his house in Zurich, of a young man about eight

and twenty, of a fine height, and whose appearance indicated

candour, simplicity and shyness. ^ He said that his name was

Berthold Haller: a name no sooner mentioned than Zwingli

embraced the celebrated preacher of Berne with the afiability

that gave such a charm to his manners. Born at Aldingen in

Wurtemberg,2 Haller had studied first at Rotweil, under Ru-

bellus; after that, at Pforzheim, where Simler was his master and

Melanchthon his fellow-student. The Bernese had by that time

resolved to call literary men into their i-epublic which had been

rendered so powerful by arms, and Rubellus and Berthold, at

the age of one and twenty, had repaired thither in answer to the

call. Some time thereafter Haller was appointed prebend and

subsequently cathedral preacher. The Gospel as preached by

1 Animi tuicandorem simplicemet simplicitcatem candidissimam,hac tua pusilla

quidem epistola. . . . (Zw. Epp. p. 186.)
« Ita ipse in Uteris. MSC. (J. J. Ilott. iii, 54.)
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Zwingli had readied as far as Berne; Haller received it, and

forthwith was fain to see that powerful man whom he now

respected as a father. He proceeded to Zurich, where Myconius

had given notice of his coming. Thus met Haller and Zwingli.

Haller, a man remarkable for softness, made Zwingli the confi-

dent of his difficulties, and Zwingli, the strong man, inspired him

with courage. "My spirit," said Berthold to Zwingli one day,

"is overwhelmed; . . I cannot bear up under so many acts

of injustice. I would fain quit the pulpit, retire to Basel, and

join Wittembach there, -with the view of concentrating my whole

attention on sacred literature."—" Ah," replied Zwingli, " I too

feel discouragement overpowering me when I see myself unjustly

traduced; but Christ arouses my conscience with those strong

spurs, his terrors and his promises. He alarms me by saying:

Whosoever shall be asJmmed of me before meit, of him also shall I be

ashamed before my Father; and he restores peace to me by add-

ing: Whosoever shall confess me before men, him also will I confess

bfore my Father. my dear Berthold, rejoice! Our names are

written indelibly in the records of the citizens above.^ I am

ready to die for Christ.^ Let your ferocious bear's cubs," he

added, "hear the doctrine of Jesus Christ, and you will see them

become tame.^ But this task must be undertaken with great

gentleness, lest they turn again and rend you." Haller regained

his courage. " My soul," said he to Zwingli, " has awoke from

its dream. I must preach the Gospel. Jesus Christ must be

re-established within those walls from which he has so long been

an exile."'* Thus Berthold's torch was hghted at that of Ulrich,

and the timid Haller threw himself amid the ferocious bears

which, says Zwingli, gnashed their teeth, and fain would have

devoured him.

It was elsewhere, however, that persecution was destined to

commence in Switzerland; it was the war-enamoured Lucerne,

that presented herself, like an adversary armed from head to

heel, and with lance in rest. The military spirit prevailed in

1 Scripta tamen habeatur In fastis supernorum civium. (Zw. Epp. p. 186.)
- Ut mori pro Christo non usque adeo detrectem apud me. (Ibid. 187.)

2 Ut ursi tui ferociusculi, audita Cbristi doctrina, mansuescere incipiant.

(ibid.) Berne, it will be recollected, has a bear in its coat of arms.
* Donee Christum cucullcetis nugis longe a nobis exulem. ... pro virili

rcstituerim. . . . (Ibid. 187)

11. M
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that canton; it particularly liked the contracts for supplying

troops, called capitulations; and the leading men of the town

knit their brows on hearing words of peace fitted to bridle in

their passion for war. Meanwhile, part of Luther's writings

having found their way into the city, some of the inhabitants

began to read them and were seized with horror. To them the

lines seemed to have been traced by some infernal hand; their

imaginations were frightened; their powers of vision became dis-

ordered; they fancied that their apartments swarmed with

demons that stared at them with a sarcastic leer.l ....
They hastily shut the book, and threw it from them with terror. ^

Oswald having been told of these singular visions, spoke of

Luther to none but his most intimate friends, and confined him-

self to the simple announcement of the Gospel of Christ. Never-

theless, all over the town the cry was raised: " Luther and the

schoolmaster (Myconius) must be burnt .'"^ —"I am assailed

by my adversaries," said Oswald to a friend of his, " as a ship

is beaten about by gales at sea."'* One day, in the beginning

of 1520, he was summoned unexpectedly, to appear before the

council. "You are enjoined," he was told, "not to read Luther

s

writings to your pupils, not to mention him in their presence,

and not even to allow him to enter your thoughts. "^ It will

be perceived that their Lucerne lordships pretended to a pretty

extensive jurisdiction. Soon after, a preacher declaimed against

heresy from the pulpit; the whole congregation was thrown into

commotion; all eyes turned to Oswald, for who else could it be

that the preacher could have in view? Oswald sat unmoved, as

if he had nothing to do with the matter. But as the people left

the Church, while he was walking with his friend, the prebend

Xylotect, one of the councillors passed close to them and, still

under the excitement produced by the sermon, said to him

fiercely: " Well now, disciples of Luther, why don''t you defend

' Dum Lutherum semel legerint, ut putarent stubellam suam plenam esse

dsemonibus. . . (Zw. Epp. 137.)
^ It was superstition, therefore, that made some possibly honest hearts recoil

from Luther's writings. And may it not be so at the present day with some
honest-hearted Catholics, whom we thus have cause rather to pity than to regard

with disrespect?—L. R.
^ Clamatur hie per totam civitatem: Lutherum comburendum et ludi-magis-

trum. (Zw. Epp. 153.)
* Non alitor me impelluntquam procellse marinsenavem aliquam. (Ibid. 159.)
^ Imo ne in mentcm eum admitterem. (Ibid.)
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your master?" Tlioy made no reply. " I live," said Myconius,

" among savage wolves, but I have this consolation that most of

them want teeth. They would bite if they could; unable to do

that, they howl."

The tumult among the people continuing to increase, the

Senate was convened. " He is a Lutheran,"" said one of the

councillors; "he is a promulgator of new doctrines," said

another; " he is a seducer of youth," said a third.—" Let him

appear, let him appear!" The poor schoolmaster appeared, only

to have to listen anew to prohibitions and threats. His simple

soul was chilled and cast down, and his gentle wife could give

him no better comfort than was to be found in her sobs and

tears. " All are against me," he exclaimed in his anguish.

" Battered by so many tempests, whither can I turn, and how
can I escape? . . . But for Christ helping me, I should

long since have sunk under such repeated blows."l ... —
" Of what consequence is it," wrote to him Dr. Sebastian Hof-

master, of Constance, "whether Lucerne would retain you or

not? The earth is the Lord's. Every country is a home to

the brave. Though we ourselves wei-e the worst of men, our

undertaking is just, for we teach the Word of Christ." 2

While the truth was encountering so many obstacles at

1 Si Christus non esset, jam olim defecissom. (Zw. Epp. 160.)
- This self-evident truth is too much forgotten at the present day when the

Reformation is so often judged, not on its own merits, as a protest on Scriptural
principles, against all anti -Scriptural doctrines and practices, but by the merits
or demerits of the early Reformers. An attempt to invalidate St. Pcters's epis-

tles, though admitted to be of divine authority, by referring to that apostle
having denied his Lord, or to impugn the Baconian philosophy by insisting on
the moral weakness of Bacon's character, were equally absurd. Indeed the
studious industry with which real blemishes in the characters of men like

Luther, Zwingli, Calvin, Knox, Cranmer, &c. are at this day cherished, exag-
gerated, exposed, and added to by apocryphal slanders, may be regarded as very
substantial evidence that the enemies of the Reformation feel themselves sorely
at a loss to find sound arguments wherewith to assail it. This species of war-
fare is the more despicable, as the Reformers never pretended to teach an iota
of doctrine on their own authority, and were so far from endeavouring to palm
any doctrines upon Christendom that could not abide the test of holy Scripture,
that the study of the Old and New Testaments in the original tongues, and the
multiplication of versions in the vernacular dialects, formed on the principle of
giving the true meaning of the original, was, next to the direct preaching of the
Gospel, their greatest care. The slanders, indeed, of infidels and papists, have
served one good purpose, by calling forth the zeal of the friends of the Refor-
mation in defence of its maligned chiefs, they have proved that although its

principles could not ni.ike men perfect, they formed many a pure and noblo
character, and immensely advanced the morals and happiness of the nations
in so far as they embraced them, Tr.
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Lucerne, it was victorious at Zurich. Zwingli laboured without

intermission. Desiring to have the entire body of sacred Scrip-

ture as a subject of meditation in the original tongues, he

assiduously devoted himself to the study of Hebrew, under the

direction of John Boschenstein, a pupil of Keuchlin's. But if

he studied Scripture it was with a view to preaching it. The

peasantry who crowded to the town on Fridays with provisions

for the public market, showed themselves eager to hear the

Word of God, This feeling Zwingli was resolved to meet, and

accordingly from the month of December 1520, he began to

expound the Psalms each Friday, preparing himself beforehand

on the text he was to handle. The Eeformers ever united

learned studies with practical labours, these labours being the end

to which their studies were merely the means.^ They were at

once men of the closet and men of the people, and such an

union of learning and of love, forms one of the characteristic

features of those times. As for his Sabbath ministrations, after

having expounded the life of our Lord according to St. Matthew,

Zwingli, in an exposition of the Acts of the Apostles, proceeded

to show how the doctrines of Christ began to be diffused. He
next expounded the rules of Christian living according to the

epistles to Timothy; in combatting doctrinal errors he availed

himself of the epistle to the Galatians, and to that he joined the

two epistles of St. Peter, in order that he might demonstrate to

the despisers of St. Paul that one spirit animated those two

apostles; he concluded his course with the epistle to the

Hebrews, in order to show, in their entire extent, the benefits

that flow from the gift of Jesus Christ, the Christian's high-

priest.

Nor was it only with adults that Zwingli concerned himself;

he endeavoured to communicate to the young a sacred fire

which might enkindle their souls. One day, in 1521, while he

was engaged in his study, perusing the fathers of the Church,

collecting the most remarkable passages he could find in them,

and carefully arranging these in a large volume, a young man

' Just so ought it to be : and it is perhaps the greatest defect of our times,

that these two things are too much kept apart, and that some impute too much
worth to the feelings, and others too much to the understanding alone.—
L. R.
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entered, whose countenance warmly interested him.i This was

Henry Bullinger, Avho, on his way from Germany, had come to

see him, having felt impatient to become acquainted with that

doctor of his own country whose name had now become cele-

brated throughout Christendom. The good-looking young man
fixed his eyes alternately on the Reformer and his books; in

these there was a sort of call for him to go and do likewise.

Zwingli welcomed him with that cordial warmth which gained

him all hearts, and this first visit exerted a great influence on

the future life of the student upon his return to his father"'s

house. Another young man, also, had made a conquest of his

heart; this was Gerard Meyer of Knonau. His mother, Anna
Reinhard, who afterwards occupied an important place in the

life of Zwingli, had been a singularly beautiful person, and was
still more distinguished by her virtues. John Meyer of Knonau,

a youth of noble family, who had been brought up at the court

of his relation, the bishop of Constance, had conceived a violent

passion for Anna; but she belonged to a burgess family. Old

Meyer of Knonau refused his consent to their being united, and

on their marrying, disinherited his son. In 1513, Anna was

left a widow with a son and two daughters, and from that time

devoted herself without reserve to the education of her poor

orphans. The grandfather continued unrelenting. One day,

however, the widow's servant-maid having gone out with young
Ceroid, then a charming and spirited boy about three years old,

and happening to stop with him at the fish-market, old Meyer,

who chanced to be at a window,^ noticed him, watched his move-

ments, and asked to whom that lovely child, beaming with such

life and freshness, belonged. " It is your own son's," was the

reply. The old man's heart was touched, his icy coldness began

to melt; all was forgotten, and he threw his arms around his

son's wife and children. Zwingli became attached, with all the

warmth of a father's affection to the young, noble, and courageous

' Ich hab by Im ein gross Buch gesehen, Locorum commumum, AIs ich by
Ihm wass, A°. 1521,dorinnen er Sententias und dogmata Patrum, flyssig Jedes
an seinem ort verzeichnet. (Bullinger, MSC.)

2 Liiget dess Kindts grossvater zum fanster uss, und ersach das kind in der fis-

cherbranten (Kufe), so friich (frisch) und frolich sitzen . . . (Archives of the
Meyers of Knonau, quoted in a notice upon Anna Eeinhardt, Erlangen 1835,
by Mr. Ceroid Meyer of Knonau.) To the complaisance of that friend I am
indebted for some investigations on obscure points in the life of Zwingli.
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Gerold, who was doomed to die in the flower of his age, near

the Reformer, sword in hand, and surrounded, alas ! by the dead

bodies of his enemies. Thinking that Gerold might not find

sufficient resources for his studies at Zurich, Zwingli sent him,

in 1521, to Basel.

The young Knonau did not meet Zwingli 's friend, Hedio,

there; Capito, who had been obliged to accompany archbishop

Albert to the coronation of Charles V., having made himself be

replaced by Hedio. Thus had Basel lost, one after another, its

most fcxithful preachers ; that church seemed to be forsaken, but

other men appeared. Four thousand hearers pressed into the

church of William Roubli, priest of St. Alban's. He attacked

the mass, purgatory, and the invocation of saints; but was a

person of turbulent character, liked to draw public attention

to himself, and rather declaimed against errors than in favour

of the truth. On Corpus Christi day, he joined the grand pro-

cession, and in place of the relics that were usually promenaded

on that occasion, he made a copy of the holy Scriptures, magni-

ficently bound, to be carried before him, with these words in

large characters: "the bible: here is the true relic; the others

are but dead men's bones." Now, courage adorns a servant of

God, but affectation does the reverse, and it is the business of

an evangelist to preach the Bible, not to make a vain-glorious

display of it. The priests were angry, and accused Roubli

before the council—a proceeding which was followed immed-

iately by a crowd collecting at the cordelier"'s place. "Protect

our preacher," said the burgesses to the council. Fifty ladies

of distinction interceded in his favour; but Roubli had to leave

Basel. Like Grebel he afterwards tarnished himself with the

disorders of the anabaptists. In proportion as it developed

itself, the Reformation everywhere rejected the chaff that was

mingled with the good grain.

Then it was that from the most modest of chapels, a humble

voice might be heard clearly announcing the doctrines of the

Gospel; it was the voice of young Wolfgang Wissemburger, son

of a councillor of state, and chaplain to the hospital. All who

in Basel felt new wants, attached themselves to the meek chap-

lain more than even to the haughty Roubli. Wolfgang began

to read the service of the mass in German; the monks renewed
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their clamours, but this time they failed to succeed, and Wis-

semburger could continue to preach the Gospel; "for," says an old

chronicler, " he was a burgess, and his father a councillor, i

These first successes of the Reformation at Basel, were the

harbingers of still greater, and were at the same time highly

important in forwarding the work throughout the confederation.

Zurich did not stand alone. The learned Basel began to be

charmed with listening to the new preaching; the ground work

of the new temple was enlarged; the Reformation attained a

wider expansion in Switzerland.

Meanwhile the central movement remained at Zurich. Im-

portant political movements, however, to Zwingli'^s bitter distress,

occurred in the ^course of the year 1521, and so far drew oflF

people's minds from the preaching of the Gospel. After offering

his alliance simultaneously to Charles V. and Francis I., Leo

X. decided at length in favour of the emperor. War between

the two rivals was about to burst forth in Italy. "The pope

will have nothing left him but his ears,""^ was the remark of the

French general Lautrec—an ill-natured jest which still farther

augmented the pontiff's wrath. The king of France called for

aid from the Swiss cantons which, with the exception of Zurich,

had become his allies, and this aid he obtained. The pope

flattered himself that he might engage Zurich to espouse his

cause, and the cardinal of Sion, ever intriguing, and ever con-

fident in his abilities and his eloquence, hastened to that city

for the purpose of obtaining soldiers for his master. But he

experienced a vigorous opposition from his old friend Zwingli,

who was indignant at the thought of the Swiss selling their

blood to strangers, and already fancied that he saw on the plains

of Italy, the swords of the men of Zurich under the standards

of the pope and the emperor, crossing those of the confederates

ranged beneath the banners of France. At such fratricidal

scenes his patriot and christian soul shuddered with horror.

He thundered from the pulpit: "Would you rend and overthrow

1 Dieweil er ein Burger war und sein Vater des Raths. (Fridolin RyfTs

Chronik.)
2 Disse Che M. di Lutrech et M. de I'Escu havia ditto che'l volera che le

recchia del papa fusse la major parte retasse di la so persona. (Gradenigo,

Venet. ambass. at Rome, MSC. 1523.)
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the confederation?" 1 . . . People hunt do\vn wolves for

devouring the dumb animals that compose our herds and flocks,

and yet no resistance is made to those who prowl around us

with the view of devouring men ! . . . Ah! it is not with-

out reason that their mantles and their hats are red; shake

those garments, and ducats and crowns will fall from them:

but wring them, and there will be seen streaming from them

the blood of your brother, of your father, of your son, and of

your best friend/'^ . . . But in vain did Zwingli make his

vigorous voice be heard. The red-hatted cardinal carried his

point; and two thousand seven hundred Zurichers went off

under the command of George Berguer, Zwingli felt crushed

to the soul. His influence, however, was not departed; and for

a long period thereafter the banners of Zurich ceased to be

unfurled, and to go out from the city gates for the accommoda-

tion of foreign princes.

XI. Chilled in his feelings as a citizen, Zwingli now devoted

himself with fresh zeal to the preaching of the Gospel, and in

this task he engaged with an ever-growing energy. " Never

will I cease," said he, " to labour for the restoration of the ancient

unity of the Church of Christ."^ He began the year ]522 with

showing the difference that there was between the precepts of

the Gospel and the precepts of men. On the arrival of Lent,

he still more forcibly expressed his sentiments. After laying

the foundation of the new edifice, he wished to clear away the

rubbish of the old. " For four years," said he to the crowd col-

lected in the cathedral, " you have received the holy doctrines

of the Gospel with a burning thirst. Fired with the flames of

charity, replenished with the sweets of the heavenly manna, it

is impossible for you to relish any longer the miserable aliment

furnished by human traditions.* Then, attacking compulsory

abstinence from certain meats at stated seasons: "There are

those," he exclaimed with his rude eloquence, "who pretend that

' Sagt wie es ein fromme Eidtgnosschafft zertrcnnen u-nd umbkehren wiirde.

(Bullinger, MSC.)
^ Sie tragen billig rotlie hiit und mantel, dan scluite man sie, so fallen Cronen

und Duggaten heraus, winde man sie, so riint deines Bruders, Vatcrs, Sohns
und guten Freunds Blut heraus. (Ibid.)

^ Ego veterem Christi unitatem instaurare non desinam. (Zw. 0pp. iii. 47.)
* Gustum non aliquis humanarum traditionum cibus vobis arridere potucrit.

(Ibid. i. 2.)
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to eat flesh is wrong, and even a great sin, notwitlistanding that

God has never forbidden it, and who yet consider it as no crime

tc sell liuman flesh to the foreigner, and to drag it to the

slaughter house .'""1
. . . At these bold words those friends

of military capitulations who were present, started with indig-

nation and anger, and swore that they would not forget what

they had heard."^

Yet, while he preached thus forcibly, Zwingli continued to say

mass, observed the established usages of the Church, and even

abstained from flesh on the appointed days. He was convinced

that it was his first duty to enlighten the people. But certain

turbulent spirits did not act with this prudence, and lloubli, who

had fled to Zurich, allowed himself to run into the extravagancies

of an excessive zeal. The former priest of St. Albans, a Bernese

captain, and a member of the great council, Conrad Iluber, often

met at the house of the last of the three, to eat flesh on Fridays

and Saturdays, and gloried in so doing. The question of keep-

ing meagre days or not, engaged all men''s minds. A person

from Lucerne having come to Zurich: "You here, our dear

Zurich confederates," said he to one of his friends in that town,

"you do wrong in eating flesh during Lent."—The Zuricher:

—" You take no less liberty however, you Lucerne gentlemen, to

eat it on forbidden days." The Lucerner:—" We have bought

it from the pope." The Zuricher:—"And we from the butcher.

. . . If money be the question in this matter, both come to

the same thing."^ On having complaints preferred against those

who transgressed ecclesiastical ordinances, the council sought

the advice of the parish priest. Zwingli replied that the action

of eating flesh all days indifi'erently, was not blamable in itself,

but that it ought to be abstained from, until the competent

' Aber menschen fleisch vei'koufen und ze Tod schlalicn. (Zw. 0pp. ii.

second part, p. 301.)
2 Thus does it usually happen. As long as ecclesiastics confine themselves

in their controversies to the affairs of religion, the men of this world listen with
indifference, and think it not worth the wliile to pay any attention. But if in

addition to this, their depraved and corrupted morals, customs, and conduct be
attacked, then their resentment is provoked, and they take a side against those
who durst show any such boldness ; and as these are the very persons whose
views of the truths of religion are the soundest, we can see how it happens that
the latter class of religionists stir up against themselves and have to experience
the hatred of the world, however indifl'erent it may otherwise be with respect

to the truth.—L. R.
^ So hahen wir's von dem Metzger erkaufft. . . . (Bullinger, MSC.)
II. N
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authority shall have decided in the case ; an opinion to which

the other members of the clergy gave their adhesion.

This was too fortunate a circumstance for the enemies of truth

not to profit by. Their influence was escaping from them;

victory remained on Zwingli's side; they saw that it was neces-

sary to take strong measures. They assailed the bishop of

Constance. .

" Zwingli," said they, "is the ravager of the flock,

not its pastor."^

The ambitious Faber, Zwingli's former friend, had now

returned surcharged with zeal for the popedom, from a journey

he had made to Rome. The first troubles of Switzerland behov-

ed to issue from the inspirations of that haughty city, and a

decisive struggle between the truths of the Gospel and the par-

tisans of the Roman pontiff", was now inevitable. It is chiefly

from the attacks that are made upon it that the truth derives

its energies ; it was beneath the shadow of opposition and per-

secution that Christianity in its early days acquired the might

that overthrew all its enemies. At the epoch of that revival

whose history we are now relating, God desired to guide his

truth through such arduous paths. Then, as in the apostolic

times, the priests rose to put down the new doctrine, and with-

out such assaults, it might possibly have remained obscurely

seated in some faithful souls. But God took care that it should

be manifested to the people at large. Opposition opened up new

means of entrance, launched it into a new career, and brought

the nation''s eyes to bear upon it. It was like the windy blast

dispersing far and wide those seeds which, but for it, might have

lain inert in the place where they were first deposited. The tree

which was to provide a shade for the Helvetic races, though

firmly planted in the bosom of their valleys, required storms to

strengthen its roots and to expand its boughs. Perceiving the

fire that was now smouldering in Zurich, the partisans of the

popedom threw themselves upon it with the view of extinguishing

it, but they only spread its flames into new and remote quarters.

In the afternoon of 7th April 1522, three clergymen were

*een entering the walls of Zurich, deputed thither by the bishop

of Constance. Two of the three bore a grave and fretful expres-

1 Ovilis dominici populator esse, non custos aut pastor. . . (Bullinger, MSC.)
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sion; the third had a milder look; they consisted of the bishop's

coadjutor, Melchior Battli, doctor Brendi, and John Vanner,

cathedral preacher, an evangelical man, and who held his peace

during the whole affair.^ Night had now come on, when Luti

ran to Zwingli's house and said to him: " The bishop's officers

have arrived; a great blow is about to be struck; all the abettors

of the old customs are in movement. A notary is intimating

to all the priests that they are to meet to-morrow morning at

an early hour, in the chapter hall."

This meeting of the clergy being convened in fact next morn-

ing, the coadjutor rose and pronounced a discourse which his adver-

saries considered replete with violence and pride;- however he

affected not to mention Zwingli's name. Some priests who had

been lately gained over to the Gospel and were stillweak, felt anni-

hilated; their pale faces, their silence, and their sighs, showed

that their courage was gone.^ Zwingli rose and delivered a dis-

course which shut the mouths of his adversaries. At Zurich, as in

other cantons, the most violent enemies of the new doctrines

were to be found in the little council. Defeated in their appeal

to the clergy, the deputation carried their complaints to the

magistrates, and there, as Zwingli was absent, they had no reply

to dread. The result apparently was decisive. The Gosple and

its defender were about to be condemned without a hearing.

Never was the Reformation in Switzerland placed in such

jeopardy; it was on the eve of being smothered in its cradle.

Zwingli's friends among the councillors then appealed to the

jurisdiction of the great council; this was their sole remaining

plank of safety, and God made it available for saving the cause

of the Gospel. The Two-hundred were convened. The par-

tisans of the popedom did their utmost to prevent Zwingli from

being admitted, Zwingli meanwhile doing his utmost to secure his

appearing there. He knocked at every door, and turned every

1 Zw. 0pp. iii. p. 8.— J. J. Hettinger, (iii. 77.) Ruchat, (i. 134. 2d edit.)

and others say that the deputation had Faber at its head. Zwiugli names the
three deputies, and makes no mention of Faber. These authors have doubtless
confounded two different ofiSces of the Roman hierarchy—that of coadjutor,
and that of vicar-general.

' Erat tota oratio vehemens et stomachi superciliique plena. (Ibid. 8.)

^ Infirmos quosdam nuper Christo lucrifactos sacerdotes offenses easentirem
tx tacitis palloriDus ac suspiriis. (Ibid. p. 9.)
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Btoiie,^ he said, but all in vain! . . "The thing is impos-

sible," said the burgomasters; "the council has determined other-

wise."—" Thereupon," Zwingli tells us, "I remained quiet, and

laid the case with many sighs before him who hears the groan-

ing of the prisoners, beseeching him to defend his Gospel him-

self.""-^ Never has the patient and submissive waiting of the

servants of God, disappointed their expectations.

The Two-hundred met on the 9th of April. " We wish to

have our pastors here," was immediately said by such of the

members as were friendly to the Reformation. The little council

resisted; but the grand council decreed that the pastors should

be present at the accusation, and should even reply, did they

think fit. The deputies from Constance were first introduced

and then the three Zurich priests, Zwingli, Engelhard, and old

Roeschli.

After the opponents, when thus brought together, had for

some time eyed each other, the coadjutor arose. " Had but his

heart and head been equal to his voice," says Zwingli, "in

sweetness he would have surpassed Apollo and Orpheus, and, in

force, the Gracchi and Demosthenes."
—" The civil constitution," said the champion of the pope-

dom, " and the faith itself are threatened. Men have appeared,

who teach doctrines at once new, shocking and seditious.*'

Then, after many words, fixing his eyes on the senate before

him: "Abide with the Church," said he, " abide in the Church!

Beyond it none can be saved. The ceremonies alone can con-

duct the simple to the knowledge of salvation,^ and the pastors

of flocks have only to explain the meaning of these to the people."

No sooner had the coadjutor finished his discourse, than he

rose, and was about to leave the council chamber with his fol-

lowers, when Zwingli warmly said to him: " Mr. Coadjutor, and

you who accompany him, stay, I pray you, until you have heard

me justify myself."

The coadjutor. "We are not commissioned to dispute with

any person whomsoever."

1 Frustra diu movi omnem lapidcm. (Zw. 0pp. iii. p. 9.)
8 Ibi ego quiescere ac suspiriis rem agere coepi apud Eum qui audit gemitum

compeditorum. (Ibid.)
' Unicas esse per quas siinplices Christiani ad agnitionem salutis inducereu«

tnr. (Ibid. p. 10.)
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ZwiNGLi. "My wish is not to dispute, but fearlessly to explain

to you what up to this hour I have been teaching."

The burgomaster Roust, to the deputies from Constance:

—

" I pray you, hear what the parish priest has to say.""

The coadjutor:—" I too well know the man that I have to

do with. Ulrich Zwingli is too violent for a man to dispute with

him!"

Zw'iNGLi:—"When was there ever innocent man attacked with

so much force, and then refused a hearing? In the name of the

faith that is common to us, in the name of the baptism which

we have both received, in the name of Christ, the author of sal-

vation and of life, listen to me.^ If you cannot do so as depu-

ties, do it at least as Christians."

After having fired off a discharge into the air, Kome hastily

retreated from the field of battle. The Reformer asked only to

be allowed to speak, and the agents of the popedom thought only

of flight. A cause pleaded thus was already gained on the one

side, and lost on the other. The Two-hundred could no longer

restrain their indignation; murmurs broke out at the meeting;2

the burgomaster urged the deputies anew. Abashed and dis-

concerted, they returned to their places, whereupon Zwingli spoke

thus

:

" Mr Coadjutor speaks of doctrines that are seditious and

subversive of the laws of the state. Let him know that Zurich

is more tranquil and submissive to the laws than any other

city of the Helvetians, a result which all good citizens attribute

to the Gospel. Is not Christianity the strongest bulwark for

the maintenance of justice in the midst of a people?^ What do

all the ceremonies do but shamefully daub the visage of Christ

and of Christians ?4 Yes, there is another way besides those

vain practices for conducting the simple people to the know-

ledge of the truth. It is that which was followed by Christ and his

apostles; it is the Gospel itself ! Fear not that the people may
not comprehend it! Whosoever believes, comprehends. The

' Ob communem fidem, ob communem baptismum, ob Christum vitae salutis-

que auctorem. (Zw. 0pp. iii. p. 11.)

* Coepit murmur audiri civium indignantium. (Ibid.)

' Imo Christianismum ad communem justitiam servandam essepotentissimum.
(Ibid. 13.)

* Ceremonias baud quicquam aliud agere, quam et Christo et ejus fidelium oa

oblinere. (Ibid.)
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people can believe, they can therefore comprehend. Here the

work is that of the divine Spirit; not that of human reason. '

As for the rest, let him who thinks forty days not enough, fast,

if he pleases, all the year round; to me it is of little conse-

quence ! All that I request is that no one be constrained to do

so, and that for an observance of the pettiest description the

Zurichers be not accused of seceding from the communion of

Christians." . . .

" I did not say that," exclaimed the coadjutor.—" No," said

his colleague. Dr. Brendi, "he said not so." But the whole

senate confirmed Zwingli's assertion.

" Excellent citizens." the latter went on to say, "let not this

accusation discompose you! The foundation of the Church is

that rock, that Christ, who gave Peter his name, because of his

faithfully confessing him. In every nation whosoever believes

from the heart in the Lord Jesus, is saved. It is beyond this

Church that none can be saved.2 To explain the Gospel and to

follow it, such is the whole duty of us ministers of Christ. Let

those who live by ceremonies charge themselves with the expla-

nation of them !

" This was putting the finger upon the sore.

The coadjutor blushed and held his peace. The Two-hun-

dred separated, and that same day passed a resolution that the

pope and the cardinals should be invited to explain the point

in dispute, and that meanwhile flesh should be abstained from

during Lent ! This was to leave matters as they were, and to

reply to the bishop by gaining time.

This contest forwarded the work of the Reformation. The

champions of Rome and those of the new doctrines had met

face to face, as it were in presence of the whole people, and the

former had failed to gain the day. It was the first engage-

ment in a campaign which behoved to be long and rude,

and to be marked by many alternations of grief and joy. But

a first victor}'-, at the opening of a struggle, encourages a whole

army, and spreads alarm amid the enemy. The Reformation had

now gained ground which it was not again to lose, and though

the council might have considered itself obliged to maintain

some reserve, the people loudly proclaimed the defeat of Rome.

' Quicquid hie igitur divino fit afflatn, non humane ratiocinio. (Zw. 0pp. iii-)

' Extra illam neminem salvari. (Ibid. 15.)
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"Never," it was said under the excited feelings of the moment,
" never can they again bring together their beaten and dispersed

troops."^ Zwingh was told that he had " with the spirit of St.

Paul attacked those false apostles and their Ananias, those

whited walls. . . . The satellites of antichrist can now do

no more than gnash their teeth against you
!

" Voices from the

centre of Germany loudly proclaimed "the glory of the renascent

theology.'"-

But the foes of the Gospel were at the same time re-

assembling their forces. There was no time to be lost if they

wished to reach a blow at it, for it might soon be expected to be

beyond their reach. Hoffman handed in to the chapter a long

accusation against the Reformer. " Granting," said he, " that

the parish priest could bring witnesses to prove what sins and

what disorders have been committed by the ecclesiastics in such

a monastery, such a street, such a tippling house, still he ought

not to mention names! Wherefore does he give people to

understand (it is true, I have hardly ever heard him myself)

that he alone derives his doctrines from the spring itself, and

that the rest go for theirs only to sinks and puddles.^ Is it not

impossible, looking to the diversity of spirits, that all preachers

should preach alike?"

Zwingli justified himself, in full chapter, dispersing his oppon-

ent's accusations, " as a bull with its horns would toss chaff into

the air,"'-* and this apparently serious matter ended with laughter

at the prebend's expense. But Zwingli did not stop there; on

the 16th of April, he published a work on the free use of meaisP

XII. This immovable firmness on the part of the Reformer

gladdened the friends of the truth, and particularly the evangel-

ical Christians of Germany whom Luther's imprisonment in

the Wartburg, had so long deprived of that powerful apostle,

the first that had raised his head in the midst of the Church.

Already had pastors and others of the faithful, who had fled in

consequence of the pitiless decree obtained from Charles V. by the

popedom at Worms, found an asylum in Zurich. " Oh ! how ]

1 Ut vulgo jactatum sit, nunquam ultra copias sarturos. (Zw. Epp. 203.)
2 Vale renascentis TheologisB decus. (Letter of Urban Regius. Ibid. 205.)
^ Die andern aber aus Rinnen undPfiitzen. (Simml. Samml. Wirz. i. 244.)
* Ut coriui vehemens taurua aristas. (Zw. Epp. p. 203.)
' De delectu et libero ciborum usu. (Zw. 0pp. i. p. 1.)
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rejoice," wrote to Zwingli, Nesse, the Frankfort professor whom
Luther visited when on his way to Worms, " to learn with what

authority you preach Jesus Christ! Do you confirm, by your

exhortations, those who by the cruelty of bad bishops have been

removed from us in distress.""

^

But it was not in Germany alone that the adversaries plotted

the worst designs against the friends of the Reformation. Not

an hour passed at Zurich in which the means of disembarrassing

tJiemselves of Zwingli, were not talked over.2 He one day re-

ceived an anonymous letter, which he immediately communicated

to his curates. It told him "snares are surrounding you on all

sides ; a mortal poison is prepared to take away your life.^ Eat

no where but at home, and bread made by your own cook. The

walls of Zurich contain men who are planning your destruction.

The oracle that has revealed this to me, is truer than that of

Delphos. I am thine. You will recognise me afterwards."'*

The day following that of Zwingli's receiving this mysterious

epistle, just as Staheli was entering the Water church, a chap-

lain stopt him and said :
" leave Zwingli's house with all expedi-

tion; a catastrophe is preparing." Desperate characters, seeing

no prospect of the Reformation being arrested by argument,

armed themselves with the dagger. When mighty revolutions

take place in society, assassins are commonly thrown up from

the impure dregs of the fermenting populace.

Wliile cut-throats were thus witnessing the failure of their

machinations, the legitimate organs of the popedom were exert-

ing themselves anew. The bishop and his councillors resolved

to begin the war afresh, and reports to that effect poured upon

Zwingli from all quarters. It was then that, reposing . on

the Word of God, the Reformer said with a noble scorn :
" I

dread them. . . as the rock-bound shore dreads the threaten-

ing billows. . . .—(TV)' 7-w 5-£w—with God ! " he added.5 On
the 2d of May the bishop of Constance published a charge in

which, without naming either Zurich or Zwingli, he complained

* Et ut iis, qui ob malorum episcoporum ssevitiam a nobis submoventur, pro-

tlesse velis. (Zw. Epp. p. 208.)
* Nulla prseterierat bora, in qua non fierent. . . . consultationes insidi-

os ssimse. (Osw. Myc. Vit. Zw.)
^"Kroi^ia. (fa^fAiiKa. Xvk^oc. ( Zw. Epp. 199.)
* 2oj \i[ji,i; agnosces me postea. (Ibid.)
' Q,uo3 ita metuo, ut litua altum fluctuum undas minacium. (Ibid. 203.)
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that cunning men were reviving doctrines that had been con-

demned, and that the most awful mysteries were everywhere

made subjects of disputation by both the learned and the ignor-

ant. The first person attacked was John Wanner, cathedral

preacher at Constance. " I should prefer," said he, " to be a

Christian at the cost of having many to hate me, than forsake

Christ for the friendsbip of the world. "^

But it was at Zurich that heresy was to be crushed at its birth.

Faber and the bishopwere aware that Zwingli had several enemies

among the prebends, and this antipathy they wished to turn to

account. About the close of May, there came to Zurich a letter

from the bishop, addressed to the provost and his chapter. " Sons

of the church," said the prelate, "let those who choose to perish,

perish! but let no one remove you out of the church."- The

bishop at the same time besought the prebends to prevent those

culpable doctrines whicli were giving birth to pernicious sects,

from being preached and discussed among them, whether in pri-

vate or in public. This letter being read out in the chapter, all

eyes were fixed on Zwingli, who saw what those looks meant,

and said: "You suppose, I perceive, that I am the person con-

cerned in this letter; be so good as hand it over to me, and I

will answer it."

Zwingli replied in his Archeteles, a word signifying begin-

ning and ending; " for," said he, "I hope that this first reply

will also be the last." He spoke in it very respectfully of

the bishop, and threw back on some intriguing persons all the

attacks of his enemies. "What, then, have I done?" said he,

"I have called all men to the knowledge of their own sores; I

have earnestly endeavoured to lead them to the only God, and

to Jesus, his Son. For that purpose I have employed, not cap-

tious exhortations, but the words of simplicity and truth, such

as are level to the capacity of the sons of Switzerland." Then,

passing from defence to attack: "Julius Caesar," he finely added,

"when he found himself stabbed to death, endeavoured to gather

up the folds of his mantle, that he might fall with decency. The
fall of your ceremonies is at hand ! See at least that they fall

* Malo esse Christianus cum multorum invidia, quam relinquere Christiun
propter mundanorum amicitiam. { Zw. Epp. 200. of 22d May.)

2 Nemo V08 filios ecclesia;, de ecclesiae toUat. (Zw. 0pp. iii. 35.)

II. O
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becomingly, and that light everywhere be speedily substituted

for darkness."^

Such was the whole success that followed the bishop's letter

to the chapter at Zurich. Since all friendly remonstrances were

vain, it was needful that more decisive blows should be struck.

Faber and Landenberg looked to another quarter; to the Diet,

the grand council of the Helvetic nation, they tui-ned at last. ^

Deputies from the bishop there presented themselves; they

represented that their master had forbidden, in a charge, all the

priests of his diocese to innovate in matters of doctrine; that his

authority being slighted, he called for support from the chiefs of

the confederation, to assist him in maintaining the obedience of

rebels, and in defending the true old faith.^ 4 In that supreme

national assembly, the enemies of the Reformation had the

ascendency. It had already shortly before that, passed an order,

interdicting preaching to all those priests whose discourses were

said to promote dissension among the people. This order of the

Diet, which then for the first time occupied itself about the

Reformation, had been followed by no result: but now the meet-

ing wished to act with rigour, and summoned into its presence

Urban Weisse, pastor of Fislespach, near Baden, whom public

rumour accused of preaching the new faith, and rejecting the

old. Weisse was allowed his liberty for some time upon the

intercession of many, on finding caution to the amount of an

hundred florins, which was given by his parishioners.

But the Diet had taken a side : it had given proof of its hav-

ing done so; and everywhere the courage of the monks and

priests revived. Already, upon the passing of the first public

order of that assembly, these had been perceived to show them-

selves more imperious at Zurich. Several members of the

1 In umbrarum locum, lux quam ocissime inducatur. (Zw. 0pp. iii. 69.)

* Nam er cin anderen weg an die Hand ; schike seine Boten. . . . «tc.

(Bullinger, MSC.)
2 Und den wahren alten glauben erhallten. (Ibid.)

* The abettors of the Popedom in our times would fain exculpate that most
loving mother, the church, from the guilt of bloody persecutions on account of

religion, and would charge these on the secular power alone. They would,

accordingly, at the present day that the secular government should tolerate

every man in his own religion. Yet who were they then that in this case

instigated the civil power at Zurich to defend the ancient faith, and to punish

those whom they called rebels ? And how would it be now were they to have

the mastery as.iiii, and did they once but know how to possess themselves of

the upper hand?— L. K.
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council were in the practice of paying morning and evenino-

visits to the three monasteries, and even of takino- their meals
there. These good-natured messmates the monks indoctrinated

with their views, and solicited them to obtain an order in their

favour, from the government. '• If Zwingli won't hold his peace,"

they would say, "we will only cry the louder! " The Diet had
taken the side of the oppressors. The Zurich council was puzzled
how to act. On June 7th it passed an ordinance, in which it

prohibited prea<?hing against the monks: but hardly had the
resolution been passed, " when a sudden noise was heard in the
council chamber," says Bullinger's chronicle, " so that every one
looked to himself."! Peace was not restored; the contest waged
from the pulpit, grew warmer and warmer. The council nomin-
ated a deputation which convened the Zurich pastors, and the con-
ventual readers and preachers, at the provost's residence, when,
after a keen discussion, the burgomaster enjoined the two parties

not to preach anything that was likely to promote dispeace. " I

cannot accept of that injunction," said Zwingli; "I wish to preach
the Gospel freely and unconditionally, as was prescribed by the
preceding order. I am bishop and pastor of Zurich; to me the
care of souls has been committed, I, not the monks, have swoiii
to this. They, not I, ought to yield. If they preach lies, I will

contradict them, aye, even in the pulpit, and in their own mon-
astery. If I myself preach doctrines contrary to the Gospel,
then I ask to be reprehended, not only by the chapter, but, fur-

ther, by any citizen whomsoever ;2 and, which is more, to be
punished by the council."—" We," said the monks, " beg to be
permitted to preach the doctrines of St. Thomas." The com-
mission of the council having deliberated, ordained that Thomas.
Scot, and the other doctors, should be laid aside, and that nothincj

should be preached but the holy Gospel." Thus did the truth
once more win the day ; only, however, to increase the resent-

ment of the partisans of the popedom. The ultramontane pre-
bends could not conceal their rage, they impudently stared at
Zwingli in the chapter, and seemed by their looks as if they would
fain have had his life.3

' Liess die Rathstuben einen grossen Knall. (Bullinger, MSC.)
" Sondern von einem jedem Burger wyssen. (Ibid.)
^ Oculos in me procacius torquent, ut cujus caput peti guaderent (Zw Onn

iii 29.)
• V • ^Fi
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These threatening appearances did not stop Zwingli. There

was one spot in Zurich, which, thanks to the Dominicans, the

lio-ht had not yet reached; this was the nunnery of (Etenbach.

There the daughters of the chief famiHes of Zurich took the veil.

It seemed unfair that these poor persons, enclosed within the

walls of their convent, should alone be excluded from hearing

the Word of God. The great council appointed Zwingli tc

proceed thither. The Reformer entered the pulpit which had

till then been engrossed by the Dominicans, and preached from

it "on the clearness and the certainty of the Word of God." '

He afterwards published this remarkable discourse, which did not

fail to produce fruit—a result that still further incensed the

monks.

A circumstance now occurred which extended this feehng of

enmity, and lodged it in many other hearts. The Swiss, with

Stein and Winkelried at their head, had experienced a bloody

defeat near Bicocca. They had charged the enemy impetuously,

but Pescaro's artillery and the infantry of Freundsberg, the same

whom Luther met at the hall-door at Worms, overthrew both

chiefs and standards, and whole companies were seen all at once

to fall and disappear. Winkelried and Stein, the Molinens, the

Diesbachs, the Bonstettens, the Tschoudis, the Pfyffers, were

left on the field of battle. Schwy tz, in particular, had been mown

down. The blood-stained remains of that frightful conflict had

re-entered Switzerland, bearing everywhere the marks of mourn-

in"- as they passed. A groan of distress resounded from the Alps

to the Jura, and from the Rhone to the Rhine.2

But of all who mourned on this occasion, none felt a keener pang

than Zwingli. He immediately wrote an address to Schwytz,

' Declaritate et certitndine Verbi Dei. (Zw. 0pp. i. 66.)

* Zschokke thus recapitulates the disasters which disgusted the Swiss with

foreign service. " Tlie confederates now once more united witli him (Francis I.)

against the emperor, the pope, and Milan ; and, in 1521, a treaty of alliance and

amity was concluded between them. Year after year did the Swiss dye with

their blood, the plains of Italy, to be rewarded at last with the king's invitation

to become sponsors to his new born son. On this occasion a deputy from every

canton was despatched to Paris, to be present at the ceremony, each bearing

with him fifty ducats, as a baptismal present. Far more welcome, however, than

their donatives was the alacrity with which the Swiss sent 16,000 troops to his assist-

ance in Italy : but the loss of 3000 men on the 20th of April, 1522, near Bicocca;

the return in 152i, of scarcely 4000 out of 15,000 who had entered Lombardy,

together with the loss of 7000 men in the battle of Pavia, on the 24th of Feb-

ruary 1525, gradually damped their ardour for Italian wars. Tr.
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with the view of dissuading the citizens of that canton from

foreign service. " Your forefathers," said he, with all the warmth

of a Swiss heart, "fought with their enemies in defence of their

freedom; but never did they put Christians to death for the sake

of money. These foreign wars bring countless woes on the land

of our fathers. The plagues of God are now punishing our con-

federated tribes, and Helvetic liberty is ready to perish between

the interested caresses and the mortal enmities of foreign

princes.''^ Zwingli gave his hand to Nicolas de Flue, and urged

afresh the solicitations of tliat man of peace. On this exhortation

being laid before the assembled people of Scliwytz, such was

the effect it produced that it was decreed that the canton should

abstain provisionally from all capitulations for five and twenty

years. But the French party soon succeeded in obtaining the

revocation of this generous decree, and from that time Schwytz

was, of all the cantons, the one most opposed to Zwingli and his

work. The very disgraces in which the friends of foreign capi-

tulations had involved their country, only increased the hatred

that those men bore to tlie courageous minister who was struggl-

ing to rescue his native land from so many calamities and dis-

graces, and a party violently opposed to Zurich and to Zwingli,

showed itself more and more in the confederation. The Church's

customs and the artifices of the recruiting agents, being simul-

taneously attacked, mutually propped each other when shaken

by the impetuous blast that threatened to destroy both at once.

At the same time foes were multiplying beyond the confeder-

ation, and not only the pope, but other foreign princes besides,

vowed relentless hostility to the Reformation. It was endea-

vouring to deprive them of those Helvetic pikes to which their

pride and ambition were indebted for so many triumphs. . .

There remained to befriend the cause of the Gospel, Cod and the

most excellent of the people: it was enough. Besides, divine

Providence was now bringing to its aid, from various countries,

men who were persecuted at home on account of their faith.

Xni. On Saturday, the 12th of July, there was seen entering

the streets of Zurich, a tall lean monk, stiff and all of one cast,

dressed in the grey frock of the cordeliers, mounted on a she-ass,

1 Ein gottlich Vermanung andie cersamen, «tc., eidgnossen zu Sch'.vyz. (Zw.
0pp. ii. 2d. p. 206.)
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having a foreign aspect, and with his bare feet almost reaching

to the ground.^ Thus did he arrive from Avignon without know

ing a word of German, though with the help of Latin, he con-

trived to make himself understood. Francis Lambert, for that

was his name, asked for Zwingli, and handed him a letter from

Berthold Haller. "This Franciscan," the letter of the Bernese

priest came to say, " who is no less than the apostolic preacher

of the general monastery at Avignon, has been for some years

teaching the truths of the Gospel; he preached in Latin to our

priests at Geneva, at Lausanne before the bishop, at Fribourg,

and finally at Berne, treating of the Church, of the priesthood,

of the sacrifice of the mass, of the traditions of the Roman

bishops, and of the superstitions of the religious orders. To

me it seemed a thing unheard of to listen to such things from

a cordelier and a Frenchman, qualities which, you are aware,

both imply a sea of superstition." ^ The Frenchman himself

related to Zwingli, how on Luther''s writings being discovered

in his cell, he had been compelled to leave Avignon in all haste;

how, first, he had preached the Gospel _in the city of Geneva,

and afterwards near the same lake, at Lausanne. Overjoyed

at this recital, Zwingli opened the Church of our Lady to the

monk, and gave him a seat in the choir, on a chair, in front of

the high altar. There Lambert delivered four sermons, in

which he powerfully attacked the errors of Rome; in the fourth,

however, he defended the invocation of the saints and of Mary.

" Brother, you are mistaken," -^ forthwith exclaimed an ani-

mated voice. It was that of Zwingli. The prebends and chaplains

now thrilled with delight at the prospect of a quarrel between

the Frenchman and the heretical priest. " He has attacked

you," said they all to Lambert ;
" ask him to meet you at a

public disputation !" The man from Avignon did so, and on

the 12th of July, at ten o'clock, the two champions met in the

prebendal conference chamber. Zwingli opened the Old and

the New Testament, in Greek and Latin ; he discussed the

subject, he delivered instructions on it, until two o''clock ; and

1 . . . Kam ein langer, gerader barfflsser Mbnch. . . . ritte auf einer

Eselin. (Fusslin Beytrage, iv. 39.)
^ A tali Franciscano, Gallo, quae omnia mare superstitionum confluere faci-

unt, inaudita. (Zw. Epp. 207.)
* Bruder da irrest du. (Fusslin Bcytr. iv. p. 40.)
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then the Frencli monk, clasping his liands and raising them to

heaven, 1 spoko thus :
" I give tliee thanks, God ! in that by

such an illustrious instrumentality, thou hast given me so clear

a knowledge of the truth ! Henceforth," added he, turning

towards the meeting, " in all my distresses I will call upon

God alone, and throw all the rosaries aside. To-morrow I

resume my journey, and go to Basel to see Erasmus of Rotter-

dam, and from that to Wittemberg, to see the Augustinian

monk, Martin Luther." And, in fact, he did set off on his

she-ass. We shall again fall in with him. He was the first

to leave the French territory for the sake of the Gospel, and

appear in Switzerland and Germany ; the modest harbinger of

many thousands that followed.

Far from having any such sources of consolation, Myconius,

on the contrary, had to see Sebastian Hofmeister, who had

come from Constance to Lucerne, and had there boldly preached

the Gospel, compelled to quit that city. This still further

augmented Oswald's distress. The moist climate of Lucerne

disagreed with him ; he was consumed by a fever, and was told

by the physicians that unless he changed his residence he must
die. " No where should I like better to be than near you," he

wrote to Zwingli, " and no where less than at Lucerne. I am
tormented by the men, and consumed by the climate. My
bodily complaints, I am told, are the punishment of my ini-

quity : ah ! it matters not what I may say or do, all is poison

to them. . . . There is one in heaven on whom alone my
hopes repose."

2

This hope was not disappointed. March was now drawing

to a close, and the feast of the Annunciation was at hand. On
the preceding eve a great festival was held in commemoration
of a fire which, in 1S40, had reduced the greater part of the

city to ashes. Already a multitude of people from the neigh-

bouring territories had congregated at Lucerne, and several

hundreds of priests were to be found there. Some famous

preacher ordinarily preached on that solemn occasion, and the

Commander of the Johannites, Conrad Schmid of Klisnacht, had

1 Dass er beyde Iliinde zusammen hob. (Fiisslin Beytr. iv. p. 40.)
2 Quicquid facio venenum est illis. Sed est in quem omnis spes mea reclinat.

(Zw. Epp. 192.)
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come to discharge that duty. An immense crowd filled the

church. What was the general astonishment when the Com-

mander was heard to lay aside the display of Latin to which

people were accustomed; to speak in good German, so that all

might understand him ;1 to set forth with authority and with

holy fervour, the love of God in the sending of his Son ; elo-

quently to prove that external works cannot save, and that God's

promises are the very essence of the Gospel !
" God forbid,"

cried the Commander, before the astonished people, " that we

should receive a chief so laden with sins as is the bishop of

Rome, and that we should reject Jesus Christ !'^ If the bishop

of Rome distributes the bread of the Gospel, let us receive him

as pastor but not as head, and if he distributes it not, let us not

receive him in any way/' Oswald could not contain himself

for joy. " Such a man !" he exclaimed, " such a discourse

!

such majesty ! such authority ! what an abundance of the Spirit

of Christ!" The impression was general. The agitation that

pervaded the town was followed by solemn silence; but all this

proved transient. If nations will shut their ears to calls

addressed to them by God, these calls become daily fewer, until

they altogether cease. Such was the case at Lucerne.

While the truth was there announced from the pulpit, the

popedom was attacked at Berne in the festive meetings of the

populace. A distinguished layman, celebrated for his poetical

talents, and who was afterwards promoted to the first offices in

the state, Nicolas Manuel, feeling indignant at seeing his fellow-

citizens relentlessly pillaged by Samson, composed certain

dramas for the carnival, in which he attacked, with the pungent

arms of satire, the avarice, pride, and sumptuous living of the

pope and his clergy. On the Shrove-Tuesday of the Lords

(the lords were at that time the clergy, and the clergy began

Lent eight days before the people), nothing was spoken of in

Berne but a drama, a mystery, intituled the Devourers of the

Dead. It was to be acted by boys in Cross street, and the

people pressed in crowds to witness the show. Viewed as pieces

of art, these first attempts at the drama in the early part of the

1 Wolt er keine pracht tryben mit latein schwatzen, sondern gut teutsch reden.

(Bullinger, MSC.)
« Absit a grege Christiano, ut caput tarn lutulentum et peccatis plenum accep-

tr.ns, Christum a'-j'ciat. (Zw. Epp. 195.)
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sixteentli century offer some interest; but it is under another

point of view that we bring them before the reader; we woukl
rather, no doubt, that we had no attacks of this nature to quote

on the side of the Eeformation, for it is not by such arms that

truth triumphs. But history does not create; it gives what it

finds.

The pla}^ at last began, to the delight of the impatient public

which had met in Cross street. The pope was seen decked out

in brilliant attire, and seated on a throne. Around him were
placed his courtiers, his body-guards, and a confused crowd of

priests of higher and lower degree; behind these were nobles,

laymen, and beggars. By and bye there appeared a funeral

procession; that of a wealthy farmer, whose remains they were

carrying to their last home. Two of his relations slowly

paced before the coffin, v^ith handkerchiefs, at their eyes. When
the procession had come in front of the pope, the bier was placed

at his feet, and then the action commenced.

FIRST RELATION, {in a piteous tone.)

Oh tliat the noble army of saints

Would kindly listen to our complaints

!

Our cousin, alas I ev'n in life's bloom,

Has left us all, and gone to the tomb.

SECOND RELATION.

For his soul's repose we arc ready at once

To pay for the prayers of priests, monks, and nuns.

Although it should cost us ahundi'ed good crowns;

His relations at any such cost will glory

In delivering his soul from purgatory.

—

How dreadful those torments we shudder to think l*^

Tlie Sacristan, {quitling the crowd that surrounds the pope, and running in

all haste to priest More-and-more.)

Lord parson ! pray let me have something for drink,

A farmer of substance has breathed out his last.

THE PRIEST

One farmer ! . . . why one is too mean a repast.

One ! . . . would it were ten, for the more that there die

With our order life moves the more merrily.

2

That death is the best of diversions for me

—

' Kein kosten soil ons dauern dran
Wo wir Monch und Priester mbgen ha'n
Und soUt'es kosten hundert kronen. .

(Bern. Mausol. iv. Wirz. K. Gesch. i. 383.)
2 Je mehr, je besser ! Kamen doch noch zehn \ (Ibid.)

n. p
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THE SACRISTAN.

Ah would that thus it might ever he

!

I would rather toll

For a dead man's soul

Than he toiling still

The ground to till.

The dead—he has ever a liberal purse.

And pay as he may, he is never the worse.

THE PRIEST.

If the bell for the dead can an entrance find

To heaven I know not—as little I mind :

My house it enriches, which else were without

Both barbel and salmon, both jackfish and trout.

THE priest's niece. 1

'Tis well, but this soul must provide for my back

A dress of the richest, white, green, red, and black

Besides I insist that a handkerchief fine,

As my share in the spoil, shall this day be mine.

Cardinal high-pride, (wearing a red hat near the pope.)

Ah ! did we not love death's inheritance red,

We'd ne'er cause be number'd in youth with the dead,

Those thousands of soldiers—poor dupes of intrigue.

And victims of jealousies sown in the league.^

The blood of poor Christians JRome maketh fat

Hence blood gives its tinge to my cardinal's hat

;

By the dead I grow great—for they are the donors

To whom I'm indebted for riches and honours.

BISHOP wolf's-belly.

By the pope's code of law I'll live to life's end.

With silk for my clothing, and plenty to spend

;

I wager at matches, or hunt when it chimes.

With humours unknown in those primitive times.

When if I the Church's plain pastor had been.

No coarser stuff garment than mine had been scen.^

Ah ! once we were shepherds, but kings we are now,

Though shepherds at times to this day, I avow.

A VOICE.

Say when? . .

THE BISHOP.

. . When the flocks must be shorn, you'll allow,

Both wolves to the sheep, and their shepherds are we

—

They feed us ; or else they our victims must be.

1 The German has a clearer but not quite so decent an expression, Pfaffcn-

mctzc.
2 Wenn mir nicht wiir' mit Todten wohl,

So lag nicht mancher Acker voll, &c.

(Bern. Mausol. iv. Wirz. K. Gesch. i. 383.)

3 Wen es stiind, wie im Anfang des Kilchen,

Ich triige viellicht gobes Tuch und Zwilchen. (Ibid.)
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The pope has forbidden that priests sliould have wives ;

'Tis well ; but each priest some evasion contrives.

No doubt, those evasions must furnish a handle

To slanderous folks for surmises and scandal

;

I care not—no scandal shall e'er make me winco

That brings me in money to live like a prince.

I'm prudent, and never small gains can refuse,

Hence priests that bring money may live as they choose.

Four florins a year make me blink the offence

;

If children are added new bleedings commence.

I count upon two thousand florins a year,

While virtuous priests would bring nothing 'tis clear.'

The pope then be honoured ;—before him I bend ;

I hold by his creed, and his church I'll defend.

On no other god during life I'll depend.

THE POIK.

People think that from suffering souls are releast.

And sent straight to heav'n at the beck of a priest.

Preach, then, the decrees of the Conclave's elect.

Whom poor laymen slaves as a king must respect.

But soon from our throne must we look to be hurled.

The Gospel, if once, like a standard, unfurled

;

The Gospel no sanction affords for the cheat

That Christ's only sacrifice priests must repeat.

To follow the Gospel ! one cannot he sure.

It does not imply that we priests should be poor.

Instead then of coursers and equipage gay

In which friends and family make a display.

The pope's sacred majesty men might see pass

Unhonoured and slighted, astride a poor ass.2

No, never. I'll keep this magnificent throne

As popes, my august predecessors, have done.

I'll strike with my thunderbolts all who endeavour

The church from her riches and pleasures to sever.

A god !—lo, the people adores at my knees,

I only need wish, and I have what I please.

The people I tread on when mounting my throne ;

There seated, the world I survey as my own.

The earth's best delights to my servants I give

,

But strangers to such things poor laymen must live.

While honours and wealth 'mong the clergy I scatter,

To these I dispense drops of cheap holy water.

1 The German expressions are very strong :

—

So bin Ich auf gut Deutsch ein Hurenwirth, &c. (Bern. Mausol. iv. Wirz. K,

Gesch. i. 383.)

2 Wir mbchtcn fast kaum ein Eselein ha'n. (Ibid.)
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We will not pursue this literal translation of Manuel\

drama. The anguish of the clergy at perceiving the efforts of

the Reformers, and their resentment at those who threatened to

disturb their irregularities, are all depicted in the liveliest

colours. The dissolute morals of which this mystery presented

so striking a picture, were too prevalent for the representation

not to be recognised by every one. The populace became agita-

ted. Many sarcastic remarks might be heard as the spectators

withdrew from the Cross street show; but some of them viewed

the matter more seriously; they spoke of Christian liberty,

and of the despotism of the pope; they contrasted the simplicity

of the Gospel with the pomps of Rome. Ere long the contempt

entertained by the people broke out in the streets. On Ash-

Wednesday the indulgences were promenaded through the whole

town, the procession being accompanied by satirical songs. In

Berne, and throughout all Switzerland, a heavy blow had been

struck at the ancient edifice of the popedom.

Some time after the above exhibition, another farce was acted

at Berne, but in this case nothing was left to fiction. The

clergy, the council, and the burgesses were assembled before the

upper gate; they there waited for the arrival of the skull of St.

Anne, which the famous knight, Albert von Stein, had gone to

Lyons in search of. Stein appeared at last, holding the sacred

relic, which was wrapt up in silk stuff, and which the bishop of

Lausanne, as it passed that way, had worshipped on his bended

knees. The precious skull was borne in procession to the church

of the Dominicans, the steeple bells were tolled, the church was

entered, and the skull of the mother of Mary was solemnly

deposited on the altar, specially consecrated to it behind a sumpt-

uous trellis. But, lo! in the midst of all this rejoicing, there

comes a letter from the abbot of the monastery at Lyons, where

the remains of the saint were deposited, stating that the monks

had sold to the knight a profane skull, found in the church-

yard among other remains of the dead. This hoax upon the

illustrious town of Berne excited the indignation of the citizens

beyond measure.

The Reformation was now making progress at other points

of Switzerland. In 1521, Walter Klarer, a young Appenzeller,

returned from the university of Paris to his own canton.
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Luther's writings had fahen into his hands, and in 1522 he

preached the doctrines of the Gospel with all the fervour of a

young Christian. An innkeeper of the name of Rausberg, who
happened to be a member of the Appenzel council, and was

moreover a wealthy and godly person, opened his house to all

the friends of the truth. Bartholomew Berweger, a celebrated

officer, who had fought for Julius II. and Leo X., being then

come back from Rome, straightway began to persecute the

evangelical ministers. One day, notwithstanding, calling to

mind that he had seen much wickedness at Rome, he set him-

self to read the Bible, and to attend the ministrations of the

new preachers: his eyes were opened and he embraced the

Gospel. Perceiving that the crowds that frequented the churches

could not find room in them :
" Let there be preaching in the

fields and in the market places," said he; and in the face of keen

opposition, the knolls, and meadows, and mountain sides of Appen-

zell, from that time forward would often resound with the news

of salvation.

This doctrine found its way up the Rhine until it reached

even the ancient Rhetia. A stranger from Zurich happened

one day to pass that stream, and presented himself at the house

of the master saddler of Flasch, the first village of the Grisons.

The saddler, Christian Anhorn, listened with amazement to the

discourses of his guest. The whole village joined in inviting

the stranger, whose name was James Burkli, to preach; he

accordingly took his place in front of the altar; a body of armed

men, with Anhorn at their head, stood round to defend him
from any unexpected attack, and he preached to them the Gos-

pel. The news of this preaching spread far and wide, and on

the following Sunday, an immense crowd flocked to the spot.

Ere long a great proportion of the inhabitants of those parts

called for the administration of the supper as instituted by Jesus

Christ, but one day the parish bell was suddenly heard at May-
enfield; the people ran in alarm to learn what was the cause;

the priests pictured forth to them the danger with which the

Church was threatened, and then, at the head of the population

which they had thus excited to fanaticism, they hastened to

Flasch. Anhorn, who happened to be at work in the fields,

surprised to hear the pealing of church bells at so unusual an
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hour, ran home in all haste, and concealed Burkli in a deep

trench that had been dug in his cellar. The house was speedily

surrounded, the doors forced in, the heretical pi-eacher was every

where sought for but in vain, and the persecutors at length

abandoned the place.i

The Word of God now diffused itself throughout the entire

league of the ten jurisdictions. Returning from Rome whither

his rage at the success of the Gospel had sent him, the priest of

Mayenfield exclaimed; "Rome has made me a Gospeller! " and

he became a fervent Reformer. The Reformation soon spread

into the league of "the house of God:" "Oh, saw you but how

the inhabitants of the mountains of Rhetia cast away from them

the yoke of the Babylonish captivity!" wrote Salandronius to

Vadian.

Revolting disorders hastened the day when Zurich, and the

neighbouring cantons, entirely broke that yoke. A married

schoolmaster wishing to become a priest, in order to this obtained

his wife's consent and they separated; but the new parson, find-

ing it impossible to keep his vow of celibacy, from regard for

his wife, left the place of her residence, and establishing himself

in the bishopric of Constance, he there formed an improper

connection. His wife hastened to the spot. The poor priest

compassionated her, and, dismissing the woman who had usurped

her rights, he took back his lawful spouse. Forthwith the pro-

curator-fiscal drew up a charge against him; the vicar-general

put himself in movement; the consistorial councillors had the

case brought before them . . . and the priest was obliged

to abandon either his wife or his living. The poor woman left

her husband's house in tears: her rival entered it in triumph.

The Church declared itself satisfied, and from that time allowed

the adulterous priest to remain undisturbed.-

Shortly after this, one of the parish priests of Lucerne ran oft'

with a married woman, and lived with her. The husband hav-

ing gone to Lucerne, took advantage of the priest's absence to

take back his wife. But as he Avas convoying her home, the

clerical seducer met them, threw himself on the injured husband,

^ Anhorn, Wiedergcburt der Evan. Klrcli in den 3 Btind-ten. Cliur, ir>SO.

Wirz, i. 557.
^ Simml. Ramml. vi.—Wirz K. Gesch. i. 275.
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and inflicted a wound of which the latter died.' "^ All God-fear-

ing men felt the necessity of re-establishing the law of God

which declares that marriage is honourable in all.^ Evangelical

ministers acknowledged that the law imposing celibacy was of

purely human origin, the mere imposition of the Roman pontiffs,

and contrary to the Word of God, which in describing tlie true

bishop, speaks of him as a husband and a father, (1 Timothy,

chap, iii. v. 2—4.) They saw at the same time that of all the

abuses that had found their way into the Church, none had

caused more vices or scandals. They beheved accordingly, not

only that it was a lawful thing, but further, a positive duty

before God, to throw it off. Many of them returned to the old

way of the times of the apostles. Xylotect was married, Zwingli

married about the same time. No woman enjoyed more con-

sideration in Zurich, than Anna Reinhard, widow of Meyer cf

Knonau, and mother of Gerold. Ever since Zwingli's arrival

she had^been one of his most assiduous hearers; she resided in

his neighbourhood, and he had remarked her piety, her modesty,

and the tender love she bore her children. Young Gerold, who

had become like his adopted son, led him into greater intimacy

with his mother. The trials already experienced by that Chris-

tian woman, who was doomed to be one day the most cruelly

tried of all the women whose memory has been preserved to us

by history, had given her a seriousness which placed her evange-

lical virtues in still stronger relief.^ She was then about five

and thirty, and her own fortune amounted to no more than four

hundred florins. Upon her Zwingli cast his eyes as the person

whom he desired for his future companion through life. He

could enter into all that was sacred and mutually endearing in

' Hinc cum scorto redeuntem in itinere deprehendit, aggreditur lethiferoque

vulnere credit et tandem moritur. (Zw. Epp. p. 206.)

2 The most veliement antagonists of the Church-reformation, -who even in

our day cease not to calumniate and condemn it, yet cannot but aclvnowledge that

there did exist abuses that required a reformation, but insist that that Church

itself, as then constituted, that is to say, the hierarchy, ought not to have been

attacked on account of these. Yet when we contemplate such scandalous doings

as are related in the above, and the preceding statement, how can we suppose

that a hierarchy which could itself allow such godless deeds to remain unchecked,

nay. which even protected them, and by its arbitrary institution of the celibacy

of the clergy was the cause of them, could remain untouched? It was absolutely

necessary that it should be assailed and completely overthrown, and it had long

made itself deserving of such a fate.—L. R.
3 Ep. to the Hebr. chap. 13. v. 4.

* Anna Reinhard von Gerold Meyer von Knonau, p. 25.
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the conjugal union. He would call it, "a most holy alliance." '

"Just as Christ," he would say, "died for his own, and gave

himself wholly for them, in like manner ought spouses to do all,

and endure all things for each other." But while he took Anna

Reinhard as his wife, Zwingli did not as yet make his marriage

known.2 This was culpable weakness, no doubt. The light that

he and his friends had acquired on the question of marriage,

was not generally enjoyed. The weak might be offended. He
dreaded lest giving publicity to his marriage might paralyse his

usefulness in the Church. 3

XIV. Meanwhile, interests of a still higher order at that

time engrossed the friends of truth. We have seen that the

Diet, urged by the enemies of the Reformation, had enjoined

the evangelical preachers no longer to preach doctrines that

disquieted the people. Zwingli felt that the moment for acting

had arrived; and with the energy that marked his character, he

called upon such of the Lord's ministers as were friendly to the

Gospel, to hold a meeting at Einsidlen. The strength of Chris-

tians does not lie either in the force of arms, or in the flames of

bonfires, or in the intrigues of parties, or in the protection of the

mighty of this world. It lies in a simple but unanimous and bold

* Ein liochliciliches Bundniss. ( Anna Reinhard von Ceroid Meyer von

Knonau, p. 25.)
2 Qui veritus sis, te marito non tarn feliciter usurum Christum in negotio

Verbi sui. (Zw. Epp. p. 335.)
2 The most respectable biographers and historians, together with all the

authors who have copied them, place Zwingli's marriage two years later, namely,

in April 1524. Without entering here into all the reasons which have con-

vinced me that this is an error, I will simply point to the most decisive authori-

ties. A letter from Zwingli's intimate friend, Myconius, dated 22d July 1522,

bears : Vale cum uxore quamfelicissime. Another letter from the same friend,

written towards the close of that year, also bears : Vale cum uxore. The very

contents of those two letters prove that they are correctly dated. But what is

still stronger evidence, a letter written from Strasburg by Bucer, at the very

time that Zwingli's marriage was made public, 14th April 1524, (the date of the

year is awanting, but it is evident that the letter is of 1524), contains several

passages which show that Zwingli must have been long married by that time

;

take the following in addition to that quoted in the preceding note :
—

" Profes-

swm palam te maritum legi. Unum hoc desiderabam in te.— Qua; multo faci-

1ms quam connubii tui confessionem Antechristus posset ferre.—"Ay^^ov, ab eo,

quod cum fratribus .... episcopo Constantiensi congrcssus est nullus

crodidi.—Quaratione id tarn dm cela.res . . . non dubitarim, rationibus

hue adductum, qua; apud virum evangelicum non queant omnino repudiari . . .

etc. (Zw. Epp. p. 333.) Zwingli, accordingly, did not marry in 1524; but ho

then made public his marriage, which had been contracted two years before.

The learned editors of Zwingli's letters say :
" Num forte jam Zwinglius Annam

Beinhardam clandestine in matrimonio habebat ? " p. 210. This to me appears

not a matter of doubt, but a fact possessing all the historical certainty that can

be required.
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profession of those great truths to which the world must one

daj submit. God specially calls those who serve him to hold

these heavenly doctrines steadily before the whole people, with-

out allowing themselves to be frightened by the shouts of their

opponents. These truths can themselves answer for their tri-

umph being assured to them ; and idols fall to the ground before

them, as of old before the ark of God. The time was now come

when God desired that the great doctrine of salvation should be

thus confessed in Switzerland; and when the standard of the

Gospel behoved to be planted on some commanding spot. Pro-

vidence was now to draw forth humble but intrepid men from

unknown retreats, and to make them bear a clear and open testi-

mony in the face of the nation.

Towards the end of June and the beginning of July, 1522,

godly ministers were seen wending from all parts towards the

celebrated chapel of Einsidlen, on a new pilgrimage. ^ From Art,

in the canton of Schwytz, came the priest of the parish, Balth-

asar Trachsel; from Weiningen, near Baden, the priest Staheli;

from Zug, Werner Steiner; from Lucerne, the prebend Kilch-

meyer; from Uster, the parish priest Pfister; from Hongg,

near Zurich, the parish priest Stumpflf ; from Zurich itself, the

prebend Fabricius, the chaplain Schmidt, the hospital preacher

Grosmann, and Zwingli."^ All these ministers of Jesus Christ

were received into the ancient abbey with the utmost joy, by

Leo Juda, the priest at Einsidlen, which since Zwingli's resid-

ence there, had become one of the strongholds of the truth, and the

hostelry of the righteous.^ Thus did there meet, two-hundred

•and fifteen years before, on the solitary plain of Grutli, thirty-

three bold patriots fully resolved to break the yoke of Austria.

The yoke which was proposed to be broken at Einsidlen, was

that of human authority in the things of God. Zvvingli suggested

to his friends that a pressing request should be presented to the

cantons and to the bishop, with the view of obtaining the free

preaching of the Gospel, together with the abolition of forced

' Thaten sich zusammen etliche priester. (Bullinger, MSC.)
2 In the edition of Zwingli's worlis now before me, printed at Zurich in 1581,

the name Joannes Faher appears next before Huldrychus Zwinglius, which is

the last. Faber may have signed it afterwards. Tr.
^ Zu Einsidlen batten sie alle Sicherheit dahih zu gehen und dort zu wohneu

(J. J. Ilottinger Helv. K. Gesch. iii. 86.)

ir. Q
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celibacy, that prolific source of criminal irregularities. All were

of this opinion.! Ulrich had himself prepared the addresses. The

petition to the bishop was read first; it was now the 2d of July

1522; and all the evangelists we have mentioned put their

names to it. The preachers of the truth were united together

in Switzerland by warm mutual afi'ection. Many others sym-

pathised with those who had met at Einsidlen, such were Haller,

Myconius, Hedio, Capito, CEcolampadius, Sebastian Meyer,

Hoffmeister and Wanner. This harmony constituted one of

the finest traits of the Swiss Reformation. These excellent per-

sonages ever acted as one man, and remained friends until death.^

The Einsidlen men could perceive that by nothing short of

the power of faith, could the members of the confederation, after

being divided by the foreign capitulations, be made to form one

body. But their views went beyond that. " The heavenly doc-

trine," said they to their ecclesiastical chief, in their address of

2d July, " that truth which God, the Creator, hath manifested

by his Son to the human race, when immersed in evil, hath long

been concealed from our eyes by the ignorance, not to say by the

malice, of some men. But the same Almighty God hath resolved

to re-establish it in its original condition. Do you join those

who call on the whole mass of Christians to return to their Head,

who is Christ.3 .... For us, we have resolved to pro-

mulgate his Gospel with indefatigable perseverancfs and at the

same time with such wisdom that nobody shall have matter of

complaint against us.^ Do you favour this undertaking which,

however it may excite wonder, cannot be deemed rash. Be you

like Moses on the journey, at the head of the people as they.

' Und wurden eins an den Bischoff zu Constantz und gmein Eidtgnossen ein

Supplication zu stellen. (BuUinger, MSC.)
^ From such a spirited and harmonious union of right-minded persons, who

saw the corruption of the Church, and desired to set themselves against it,

something good might be expected. The fruits of it could not be long of

appearing. Thus may it be, also, in our own time ! In that case would the
Church receive speedy assistance. But every man now has his own plan to

propose ; and on account of some differences in their views, people abandon each
other as soon as the time for co-operation arrives. Many look only to orthodoxy
or purity of doctrine but do not take to heart the deep decline of the Church
in other respects.—L. R.

^ Ut universa Christianorum multitudo ad caput suum quod Christus est,

redeat. (Supplicatio quorundam apud Helvetios evangelistarum. Zw. 0pp. iii.

18.)

4 Evangelium irremisso tenore promulgare statuimus. . . . (Ibid.)
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depart out of Egypt, and do you yourself overthrow those obstacles

that would arrest the triumphant march of the truth."

After this warm appeal, the evangelists that met at Einsidlen

took up the subject of the celibacy of the clergy. ZwingU had

nothing further to crave on that point; he had for his spouse such

a Christian pastor's wife as is described by St. Paul, grave, sober,

faithful in all things. (1 Tim. iii. 11.) But he thought of his

brethren whose consciences were not yet emancipated, as his own

was, from human ordinances; and, besides, he sighed for the

time when all God's servants might live, openly and fearlessly,

in their own families, having their children in submission, says the

apostle, and in all 7nanner of honesty. " You are not ignorant,"

said the Einsidlen men, " how deplorably, down to this moment,

chastity has been violated by the priests. When, at the conse-

cration of the Lord's ministers, it is asked of him who speaks

in the name of all: Are those whom you present righteous?

—

He replies: They are righteous.—Are they learned?—They are

learned. But when it is asked: Are they chaste? he rephes:

In so far as human weakness permits.l Everything in the New

Testament condemns a licentious commerce, everything author-

ises marriage." Here follows the quotation of a great many

passages. " Therefore it is," they go on to say, " that we

beseech you, by the love of Christ, by the liberty which He hath

obtained for us, by the wretchedness of so many weak and

stumbling souls, by the sores of so many ulcerated consciences,

by all that is divine and human. . . . suffer what has been

rashly done to be wisely undone; lest the majestic edifice of the

Church should tumble to pieces with a frightful crash, and spread

ruin far and wide .2 See with what tempests the world is threaten-

ed! If prudent measures be not taken, it is all over with the

order of the priests."

The petition to the confederation was a longer document.3

"Excellent men," thus spoke the Einsidlen associates to the

confederates at the close of their petition, "we are all Swiss, and

1 Suntne c.asti ? reddidit: Quatenus humana imbecillitas permittit. (Sup-

plicatio quorumdam apud Helvetios Evangelistarum. Zw. 0pp. iii. 18.)

2 Ne quando moles ista non ex patris coelestis sententia constructa, cum
fragore longe perniciosiore cori'uat. (Ibid.)

3 Arnica et pia parenesis ad communem Helvetiorum civitatem scripta, ne

evangelicse doctrinaj cursum impediant, <&c. (Zw. 0pp. i. 39.)
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ye are our fathers. There are those among us whose fidelity

has been tested on fields of battle, in the midst of the pestilence,

and in other calamities. It is in the name of true chastity that

we address you. Who knows not that we might satisfy carnal

passions far more by not subjecting ourselves to the laws of a

legitimate union? But we must lay an arrest upon the scandals

that afflict the Church of Chi-ist. If the tyranny of the Eoman
pontiff will oppress us, fear nothing, ye courageous heroes. The

authority of God's Word, the rights of Christian liberty, and

the sovereign power of grace, guard and encompass us.i We have

all one country, we have all one faith, we are Swiss, and the

virtue of our illustrious ancestors hath ever manifested its

potency by its indomitable defence of those who have been the

victims of injustice."

Thus was it that at Einsidlen itself, that ancient stronghold of

superstition, and in our own days one of the most famous sanc-

tuaries of Roman practices, Zwingli and his friends had the

hardihood to unfurl the standard of truth and liberty. They

appealed in favour of these to the chiefs of the state and the

Church. They, too, like Luther placarded their theses, but it

was on the gate of the bishop's palace, and on that of the councils

of the nation. The friends who had met at Einsidlen parted from

each other, calm, joyful, full of hope in that God to whom they

had committed their cause; and passing, some near the field of

battle at Morgarten,^ others over the chain of the Albis, others

1 Divini enim verbi auctoritatem, libertatis Christiariaa et divinse gratise

prsesidium nobis adesse conspicietis. (Zw. 0pp. i. 63.)
* These Einsidlen Reformers could not fail to have their courage animated

in face of the vast preponderance of power arrayed against them, by the remem-
brance of the events with which the scenes amid which they met wei'e associated

in their country's annals. If the fathers could vanquish the might of Austria in

combatting for civil freedom, what might not the sons hope to do in the cause of

God? The great battle of Swiss independence fought at Morgarten, nearly
synchronises with that in which Scotland achieved her independence at Ban-
nockburn. Both were fought A.D. 1315. Duke Leopold of Austria advanced
with the flower of his army from Aegeri to Morgarten, towards the mountains of

Schwytz, carrying with him an abundant supply of ropes for the execution of

the rebellious chiefs of this people. The confederates posted themselves to the

number of about 1300 men on the height near the Einsidlen boundary. The
men of Schwytz had been joined by 400 from Uri, 300 from Unterwalden, and
50 others who had been banished from Schvrytz, but who now implored leave to

atone to their country by their courage. On November 16th the Austrian host

had commenced the ascent under the ruddy light of the morning sun, when the

confederates issuing from a narrow valley near the Ilaselmatt rushed upon them
with deafening shouts upon their reaching a grassy projection from the mountain.

The fifty exiles rolled down upon them huge fragments of rock from the Sigler Flue,
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still by other valleys or mountains, they all returned to their posts.

'•It was truly something great for those times,"^ says Henry
BuUinger, "that these men should thus have dared to stand

forward and expose themselves to every danger while rallying

around the Gospel. But God has protected every one of them,

so that no evil has touched them; for God at all times preserves

his own." Indeed it was something great; it was a great step

made in the progress of the Reformation, one of the must illus-

trious days in the religious regeneration of Switzerland. A.

holy confederation had been formed at Einsidlen. Humble yet

courageous men had seized the sword of the Spirit, Avhich is the

Word of God, and the shield of faith. The gauntlet had been

thrown down; the challenge had been given no longer by a

single man only, but by men from different cantons, ready to

sacrifice their lives; and the conflict might now be expected.

Every thing betokened that the encounter would be rude. So
soon as five days after, on July 7th, the chief magistrate of

Zurich, to satisfy the Romish party, summoned before him
Conrad Grebel and Glaus Hettinger, two of those men of

extreme views who seemed inclined to exceed the limits of a

wise Reformation. " We forbid you," said burgomaster Roust,
*' to preach against the monks, and on controverted points."

At these words a loud noise was heard in the chamber, says an

old chronicle. God so manifested himself in this work that

people would have had signs of his intervention everywhere.

Each looked round in amazement, without being able to discover

the cause of this mysterious circumstance.-

But it Avas chiefly in the monasteries that the indignation

was extreme, and at every meeting held in these, whether for

purposes of discussion or enjoyment, some new ebullition

took place. One day that there happened to be a grand enter-

tainment in the monastery at Fraubrunn, the wine began to

and then emerging from the morning mists, rushed upon them -wTiile unprepared
for the shock, and compelled them to retreat. Their enemies, hy the Swiss plan

of attack, were forced into a narrow pass hy the side of the lake Aegeri, where
the flower of the Austrian nobility fell beneath the halberts and iron-pointed

clubs of the herdsmen, Leopold himself narrowly escaping from his pursuers.

See Zsdiokke. Te.

1 Es wass zwahren gros zu denen Zyten. . . . (Bullinger, MSC.)
* Da liess die Stube einen grossen Knall. (Fiisslin Beytr. iv. 39.)
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aftect the heads of the guests, and they commenced assailing the

Gospel in the bitterest manner.^ What mainly excited the

resentment of the priests and the monks that were present, was

that point of Gospel doctrine which maintains that in the

Christian Church there ought not to be any sacerdotal caste

raised above believers in general. Only one friend of the Eefor-

mation, a simple layman, Macrinus, schoolmaster at Soleure,

was present; and at first he avoided the controversy by passing

from table to table. But at last, unable to endure any longer

the furious shouts of the guests, he boldly stood up, and said

aloud: " Yes! all true Christians are priests, according to what

is said by St. Peter: Ye are priests and kings." At these words

one of the most blustering of the bawlers, the dean of Burgdorfi"

a tall man, with a stentorian voice, burst into a horse laugh, and

intending to be jocose as well as insolent, exclaimed: " So then,

you Greeklings, you school rats, you are the royal priesthood I

. . . A fine priesthood! . . . Begging kings. . . .

priests without prebends, and without livings."- And instantly

priests and monks fell with one accord on the impertinent lay-

man.

It was in Lucerne, however, that the bold procedure of the

Einsidlen men could not fail to produce the greatest commotion.

The Diet was assembled in that town, and complaints came up

to it from all quarters, against those rash preachers who would

prevent Helvetia from quietly disposing of the blood of her sons

to strangers. On the 22d of July 1522, as Oswald Myconius

was dining in his own house with the prebend Kilchmeyer and

several other persons who were favourably disposed to the Gos-

pel, a boy sent by Zwingli, came to the door.^ He had brought

with him the two famous Einsidlen petitions, and a letter from

Zwingli, requesting that they might be circulated in Lucerne.

"My advice," added the Reformer, " is that this be done quietly

and gradually rather than all at once; for the love of Christ,

a man must be prepared to forsake all, and even his wife."

The crisis was thus approaching with respect to Lucerne; the

' Cum invalescente Baccho, disputationes imo verius jurgia. . . . (Z\

Epp. 230.)
^ Estote ergo grseculi ac Donatistse regale sacerdotium. . . . (Ibid.)

3 Venit puer quem misisti, inter prandendum. . . . (Ibid. 209.)
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shell had fallen there, and must soon be expected to burst. The

guests read the petitions. . - . "May God bless this com-

mencenient,'"'! exclaimed Oswald turning his eyes to heaven,

and then added: "That prayer ought from this moment to be

the constant occupation of our hearts." The petitions were

forthwith put in circulation, with more eagerness possibly than

Zwingli would have asked for. But the moment could not

occur again. Eleven men, the flower of the clergy, had placed

themselves in the breach; it was necessary that the people's

minds should be enlightened; that irresolute characters should be

brought to a decision, and that the most influential members of

the Diet should be gained to the cause.

Amid all this labour, Oswald did not forget his friend. The

young messenger had informed him of the attacks that Zwingli

had to endure from the monks at Zurich.- " The truth of the

1 Deus ccDpta fortunet ! ( Zw. Epp. p. 209.)
* Zwingli must hare offended the great body of the monks, both by the general

opposition of his theology to theirs, and by the opinions he expressed on the

subject of monastic vows in general, and the monks of his own days. Their

vows he treated with contempt as a profanation and absurdity ; and as endeav-

ours are made in our own days to throw a religious charm round the conventual

life, I subjoin some of Zwingli's views on the subject. In his Article De Votis

he gives some excellent answers to the practical difficulties that beset those

who had already come under vows ; he shows that what God requires of us in his

Word we are bound to do whether we vow it or not, and that in vowing what God
does not require, we subject ourselves to the reproof of the prophet—" Who
hath required these things at your hands?" He then compares the presump-

tion of those who take the monastic vows to that of Peter and the apostles, -when

they told our Lord that they were willing to go with him to prison and to death.

The words of his father, says he, will always avail more with an ingenuous son

than his own vows. We are the sons of God, and the brethren of Christ; of

ourselves, therefore, we neither can nor ought to vow anything, for we wholly

belong to God. The moment that we vow that lue ivill be God's, we acknow-

ledge that at the time ive are not God's. Even when vows are faithfully ful-

filled, they are wholly opposed to the Scriptural doctrine of justification by faith.

His opinion of the monks and monasteries is given in the 27th Article, intituled:

" All Christians are the brethren of Christ and of each other, therefore ought

they to call no man father on the earth. Factions and sects are opposed to this."

The monks must have been cut to the quick by such sentiments as the following,

and just the more so on account of the reservation he makes in favour of the

really godly among them. " I say nothing now of the impostures and vices of

the monks, who vow poverty while none so rich as they, and obedience while

they withdraw men from all true obedience. They withdraw themselves not

only from God, but from the magistrate, who is the minister of God. They obey

not God for he commands us to call no man father on earth, whereas they call

Bernard or Benedict their father. God enjoins us to honour our parents: this

they forbid, commanding men to forsake father and mother, wresting the words

of Christ into a false meaning. O ye corrupters of God's Word! Then doth

Christ teach that parents are to be forsaken when they turn men away from

Christ, from the faith, and forbid them to follow Christ. But say where hath

Christ commanded men to leave their parents to follow factions?
"

He proceeds to reprove their disobedience to magistrates and even to the
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Holy Ghost is invincible," Myconius wrote to him that very

day. " Armed with the buckler of the holy Scriptures, thou

hast come off victorious, not in one conflict only, not in two, but

in three, and the fourth is now commencing. . . Seize thou

those potent weapons, harder than adamant. Christ, in order

to protect his own, needs nothing but his Word. Thy struggles

are inspiring with indomitable courage all who have devoted

themselves to Jesus Christ.""^

The two petitions failed at Lucerne to produce the effect that

was expected from them. Some pious men approved of them,

but they were very few. Many, unwilling to compromise them-

selves, would neither praise nor blame.2 " These people," said

others, " will never succeed in obtaining their object
!

" All the

priests murmured, spoke low, and muttered between tlieir teeth.

As for the populace, they violently opposed the Gospel. A
mad passion for war revived in Lucerne after the bloody defeat

near Bicocca, and nothing was thought of but military expedi-

tions.3 Oswald, who was attentively watching these various

impressions, found his courage shaken by what he observed, and

the evangelical prospects which he had fondly anticipated for

Lucerne, and for Switzerland, seemed to vanish, " Our people

are blind as respects the things of heaven," said he with a deep

sigh. " We can expect nothing to be done by the Swiss in

matters that are likely to promote the glory of Christ."'*

pope's bulls—their sensuality—their worldliness—their extreme selfishness in

withdrawing themselves from familiar intercourse and community of interest

with their fellow-men, which notwithstanding, is the very essence of Christian
obedience ; that they did not condole with those that suffer ; nor share in tlie

toils of the laborious, or in the annoyances and vexations of those who were in

trouble, and never gave alms but when they themselves had a full stomach.
"What use of words?" says he, "the world does not contain more useless
creatures than these hypocrites and fatted pigs." He then goes on to say

:

" Meanwhile, I know that there are living in monasteries many godly believers

in Christ, who although they wear the hood, yet have a free conscience in

Christ, and are ready as soon as they can, to make a free profession of the
truth." These he begs not to be offended at reproaches intended only for the
ungodly. He mocks at monkish pretensions to chastity, and insists that the
monastic life was mere hypocrisy, an invention of Satan against the "Word and
deed of God. Observa crapulam eorum et ventris ingluviem ct statim videbis

quam sint casti, nam cibus eorum non in nihilum vertitur. Avaritiam etfastum
eorum cuncii vident, idque manifeste. (See Operum D. Huld. Zwinglii, &c.
pars prima. Tiguri. 1581. p. 66, 67.) Tr.

1 Is permaneas, qui es, in Christo Jesu. . . . (Zw. Epp. p. 210.)
" Boni qui pauci sunt, commendant libellos vestros; alii non laudant nee

vituperant. (Ibid.)
3 Belli furor occupat omnia. (Ibid.)
•» Nihil ob id apud Helvetios agendum de lis rebus quae Christi gloriam poss-

unt augere. (Ibid.)
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It was chiefly in the Council and at the Diet that resentment

ran high. The pope, France, England, the empire, all were

astir around Switzerland after the defeat at Bicocca and the

evacuation of Lomhardy by the French under Lautrec. Were

not political interests, it was said at that moment, sufficiently

complicated, without these eleven men thrusting themselves for-

ward with their petitions, and thus adding religious questions

to those already agitated.^ The Zurich deputies alone leaned to

the side of the Gospel. The prebend Xylotect, trembling for

his own life and that of his wife (for he had married a daughter

of one of the first families in the country), with tears in his eyes

had refused to go to Einsidlen and subscribe the addresses. The

prebend Kilchmeyer had displayed greater courage, and accord-

ingly had everything to dread. " I am threatened with a sen-

tence," he wrote to Zwingli on August 13th, "and am looking

for it without dismay." As he was tracing these words, the

usher from the council entered his room with an intimation that

he must next day appear before it.- " If I am thrown into

irons," he said, continuing his letter, " I ask your assistance;

bxtt it were easier to transport a rock from our Alps than to

withdraw me by a finger's breadth from the Word of Jesus

Christ." The regard that was considered due to his family, and

the resolution that had been taken to make the storm fall on

Oswald, saved the prebend.

Berthold Haller did not sign the petitions, possibly from his not

being a Swiss. But he had no lack of courage, and like Zwingli,

he expounded the Gospel according to St. Matthew. The

cathedral at Berne was crowded. The people were wrought upon

more powerfully by the Gospel than by ManueFs dramas. Haller

was summoned to the town house; the people accompanied that

meek man thither, and remained assembled on the open ground

in front. The council was divided. " This is the bishop's affair,"

1 Thus were worldly interests preferred to those of the kingdom of God. And
it is the same with many persons now. Religion is with most a matter of

indifference. Their sole aim is what men call their country's honour and wel-

fare. Would that there were now, as then, many who dare wisely and boldly

row against the stream, at the risk and sacrifice of themselves and theirs; then

should the cause of God's kingdom, now as well as then, triumph at last over all

opposition.—L. R.
2 Tu vero audi. Hsec dum scriberem, irruit prseco, a Senatoribus missus. . .

(Zw. Epp, 213.)

11.
• R
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said the most influential members; "we must hand the preacher

over to his lordship of Lausanne." At these words Haller's

friends trembled, and sent notice to him to withdraw without

delay. The people came around him, and convoyed him home;

a great many burgesses in arms remained in front of his house,

readv to make a rampart of their bodies in behalf of their humble

pastor. Before this energetic manifestation the bishop and the

council gave way, and Haller was saved. Moreover, Haller was

not the only one who was maintaining the conflict at Berne. It

was then that Sebastian Meyer refuted the pastoral letter of

the bishop of Constance, and that hackneyed charge in particular,

"that the disciples of the Gospel teach a new doctrine, and that

it is the old that is true."—" To have been in the wrong for a

thousand years," said he, "does not imply being in the right for

an hour; otherwise the pagans ought to have remained in their

faith. If the most ancient doctrines ought to carry the day,

fifteen hundred years are more than five hundred, and the Gos-

pel is older than the ordinances of the pope."^

At this period the magistrates of Friburg intercepted letters

addressed to Haller and to Meyer by a Friburg prebend, called

John Hollard, a native of Orbe. They threw him into prison,

deprived him of his place, and finally banished him. John

Vannius, a cathedral chorister, ere long declared himself for the

doctrines of the Gospel; for in that war, no sooner does one

soldier fall than another takes his place. " How can the nmddy

water of the Tiber," Vannius would say, "subsist by the side of

the limpid stream which Luther has drawn from the spring of

St. Paul?" But the chorister's mouth was shut. "There are

hardly to be found in all Switzerland, men worse disposed to

sound doctrine than are the people of Friburg," Myconius wrote

to Zwingli.2

Lucerne, however, as Myconius well knew, formed one excep-

tion. He had not signed the famous petitions, but if he had

not, his friends had done so, and a victim Avas required. The

ancient literature of Greece and Rome, had, thanks to him,

begun to shed some light in Lucerne; persons came from various

1 Simml. Samml. vi.

* Hoc audio vix alios esse per Ilelvetiam, qui pejus velint sanrc doctrinro.

(Zw. Epp. p. 226.)
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places to hear the learned professor; and the friends of peace

were charmed tliere with listening to softer tones than the clash

of halberts, swords and cuirasses, the only sound that till then

had resounded in that war-enamoured city, Oswald had sac-

rificed everything for his country; he had abandoned Zurich and

Zwiugli; he had lost his health; his wife was in a languishing

state ;i his son was a mere boy; were Lucerne once to reject

him, he could no where look for an asylum. But that was made

of no consequence; parties have no pity, and what ought to

make them compassionate, only makes them angry. Herten-

stein, burgomaster of Lucerne, an old and gallant soldier, who

had acquired celebrity in the wars of Suabia and Burgnndy,

urged the schoolmaster''s dismission, and along with him would

have banished from the canton his Greek, his Latin, and his

Gospel. In this he succeeded. On leaving the sitting of coun-

cil at which Myconius had been discharged from his office, Her-

tenstein met the Zurich deputy Berguer :
"We are going to

send you back your schoolmaster," said he to him with a sneer,

"you may be preparing good lodgings for him."—"We won"'t let

him lie out of doors," 2 was the instant reply of the courageous

deputy. But Berguer promised more than he could make good.

The news communicated by the burgomaster was but too

true. It was immediately intimated to the distressed Mycon-

ius, who found himself dismissed from office and banished, while

the sole crime charged against him was, his being a disciple of

Luther.3 He looked to every quarter, but no where could he find

shelter. He saw his wife, his son, and himself, all three very

sickly, spurned from their country . . . and all around him,

Switzerland lying tossed by a whirlwind that dashed to pieces all

who ventured to brave it. "See," said he then to Zwingii, "see

poor Myconius expelled by the council of Lucerne.^ . . .

Whither shall I go? ... I know not, . . . Assailed

as you are yourself by such furious storms, how shall you be able

to shelter me. I cry therefore in my tribulations to that God

in whom first I desire to hope. Ever rich and ever good, he

' Conjux infirma. (Zw. Epp. p. 192.)
* Veniat! efficiemus enim ne dorniiendum sit ei sub dio. (Ibid. p. 216.)
" Nil exprobrarunt nisi quod sim Lutheranus. (Ibid.)
* ExpclJitur cccc miser ATyconius a Sciiatu Luccrnano. (Ibid. p. 215.)
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does not allow any who call upon him to withdraw from him

without being heard. May he provide for my needs
!

"

Thus spoke Oswald, nor had he long to wait for the language

of comfort. There was then in Switzerland one who was well

seasoned in the battles of the faith. Zwingli went up to his

friend, and raised him from his depression. " The blows by which

people are endeavouring to subvert the house of God are so rude,"

said Zwingli to him, "and the assaults made upon it are so fre-

quent, that it is not only the winds and the rain that beat upon

it, according to our Lord's prediction, (Matth. vii. 27.) but

hail and lightning.^ Had I not perceived that the Lord was

preserving the vessel, I should long ago have thrown the helm

into the sea; I behold him through the tempest, strengthening

the cordage, adjusting the yards, spreading the sails; what do I

say? commanding the very winds . . . should I not then

be a coward, unworthy of the name of man, were I to abandon

my post in order to find a shameful death in flight? I commit

myself wholly to his sovereign goodness, let him govern, let him

transport, let him hasten, let him delay, let him accelerate, let

him retard, let him even plunge us into the bottom of the abyss.

. . We will fear nothing.^ We are earthen vessels that

belong to him. He can employ us in his service according to

his good pleasure, whether for honour or for dishonour." After

these words, expressive of so lively a faith, Zwingli continues:

"As for thee, my advice is as follows." "Present thyself before

the council, and there pronounce a discourse worthy of Christ

and of thyself, that is to say, fitted to aflfect, not to irritate

men's hearts. Deny that you are a disciple of Luther's, declare

that you are one of Jesus Christ's. Let your pupils surround

you and let them speak; and if all this succeed not, come to thy

friend; come to Zwingli, and look on our city as thine own

home."

Fortified by these words, Oswald followed the Reformer's mag-

nanimous advice; but his efforts were unavailing. The witness

for the truth had to leave his native land; and the Lucerners

so decried him that the magistracy was everywhere opposed to

1 Nee ventos esse, nee imbres, sed grandines et fulmina. (Zw. Epp. p. 21 Y.)

2 Regat, vehat, festinet, maneat, aeceleret, moretur, mergat 1 . . . (Ibid,

p. 217.)
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his being offered an asylum. "Nothing more remains for me,"

exclaimed this confessor of Jesus Christ, with his soul crushed

at the sight of so much hostility, "than to beg from door to door

for wherewithal to support a life of misery,^ Forthwith Zwingli's

friend and most powerful assistant, the first man in Switzerland

who combined the teaching of literature with the love of the

Gospel, the Lucerne Reformer, and afterwards one of the chiefs

of the Swiss Church, had with his infirm wife and child to leave

that ungrateful city, where, of all his family, one only of his sis-

ters had received the Gospel. He crossed its ancient bridges,

he hailed those mountains which seem to rise from the lake of

VValdstetten to the region of clouds. The prebends Xylotect

and Kilchmeyer, the only friends whom the Reformation could

reckon among his countrymen, followed close by. And at the

moment when that poor man, accompanied by two feeble beings,

who were dependent on him for their support, with his eyes

turned towards the lake, shed tears over his blinded country,

and bade farewell to the sublime scenes whose majestic grandeur

had encompassed his cradle, the Gospel itself forsook Lucerne,

and Rome reigns there down to this day ,2

Erelong the Diet itself, while met at J3aden, excited by the

rigorous treatment of Myconius, irritated by the Einsidlen peti-

tions which, having been printed, were everywhere producing a

great sensation, urged by the bishop of Constance, who insisted

on its smiting the innovators at last, threw itself into the course

' Ostiatim qusorere quod edam. (Zw. p. 245.)
^ As was remarked in a former note, Lucerne seems now to have become

more than ever an apanage of the popedom in consequence of the political pre-

ponderance, and influence in regard to the popular education, secured by a

recent revolution there to the Romish priesthood. This is a result, no doubt,

of the favour with which the Jesuits have been received in that canton as well

as in Friburg, yhere they have a college for the reception of five hundred pupils

from all countries ; receiving a liberal education in all things but religion, at

an extremely moderate charge.

The revival of the strictest principles of the popedom in the Roman Catholic,

and of the Scriptural principles of the Reformation in so many of the Protes-

tant cantons, such as Basel-city, Berne, Geneva, Neufchatel, Vaud, and Zurich,

among all of which indications of such a revival are visible, shows a return to

positive creeds and religious convictions after a long interregnum of scepticism

and worldliness. In this respect, indeed, Switzerland seems to be but a type of

Europe at large, and while the latter of these two phenomena refutes the infidel

prognostication that the philosophy of the 18th century would annihilate the

religion of the Bible, the former unhappily disappoints the sanguine expecta-

tions of many a superficial-minded Christian, that popular infidelity would at

least for ever destroy the influence, by exploding the delusions of the popedom.
Nowas ever the change from free-thinking to superstition is easy and natural. Tr.
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of persecution, ordained the authorities of the common baillio-

wicks to inform against all priests and laymen who should speak

against the faith, gave orders in its impatience for the appre-

hension of the evangelist who happened to be nearest within its

reach, Urban Weiss, pastor of Fislispach, who had previously

been set at large on giving bail, and caused him to be taken to

Constance, where it delivered him over to the bishop, by whom
he was long detained in prison. "Thus it was," says Bullin-

ger's Chronicle, "that a beginning was made of the persecutions

of the Gospel by the confederates, and that, too, at the instiga-

tion of the clergy, who in all times have accused Jesus Christ

before Herod and Pilate."^

Zwingli was not to remain beyond the reach of trial, and it

was now that he was doomed to suffer in a manner that most

keenly affected him. The report of his doctrines and his strug-

gles had passed the Santis, penetrated into the Tockenburg, and

reached the highlands of the Wildhaus, carrying alarm into the

pastoral family from wliich the Reformer had sprung. Of

Zwingli's five brothers some had never relinquished their peace-

ful mountain toils, while others, greatly to their brother's dis-

tress, had at times taken up arms, forsaken their herds and

flocks, and served foreign princes. Both the former and the

latter were in consternation at the news wliich fame had con-

veyed even as far as their huts. Already they seemed to behold

their brother apprehended, dragged perhaps to Constance before

the bishop, and a bonefire piled up for him at the spot where the

body of John Huss had been consumed. Those proud herdsmen

could not endure the idea of being called the brothers of a here-

tic; they accordingly wrote to Ulrich, and represented to him

what were their perplexities and their fears. Zwingli wrote in

reply: "As long as God shall permit me, I will discharge the

task committed to me, without any dread of the world and its

haughty tyrants. I am aware of all that may possibly come

upon me. There is not a danger, not a calamity, that I have

not long ago carefully estimated. My own powers are abso-

lutely nothing, and I know the power of my enemies; but I

know, also, that I can do all things through Christ strengthen-

1 Uss anstifften der Gcistlichen, Die zu alien Zyten, Christum Pilato und

Ilerodi viirstellen. (MSC.)
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ing me. Though I were to be silent, another would be con-

strained to do that which God is now doing by me, and as for

me, I should be punished by Crod. Put away from you, Oh my
dear brothers, all your anxieties. If, indeed, I have any feai',

it is that of having been milder and more tractable than our

age permits.^ In what disgrace, say you, our whole family' will

be involved, if you are either burnt or put to death in any other

way ! 2 my beloved brothers ! The Gospel holds that astonish-

ing peculiarity from the blood of Christ, that the most violent

persecutions, far from arresting its course, only accelerate it.

They only are the true soldiers of Christ, who are not afraid to

bear about in their bodies their Master's wounds. Now the sole

aim of all my labours is to make known to men the treasures of

happiness which Christ hath acquired for us, in order that all

may flee for refuge to the Father, by the death of his Son.

Should this doctrine offend you, your anger cannot stop mc.

You are my brothers, yes, my own brothers, sons of my father,

and we have been borne on the same breast . . . but if

you are not my brethren in Christ, and in the work of faith,

then I should be grieved so vehemently that nothing could equal

my sorrow. Farewell.—Never shall I cease to be your true

brother, if you will but never cease yourselves to be the brethren

of Jesus Christ."

3

The confederates seemed to rise as one man against the

Gospel. The Einsidlen petitions had given them the signal.

Affected with the fate of his beloved Myconius, Zwingli saw

nothing in his mishap but the commencement of calamities.

Enemies within Zurich, enemies without ; a man's own rela-

tions becoming his adversaries; furious opposition on the part

of priests and monks; violent measures pursued by the Diet and

the councils; coarse, possibly sanguinary attacks from the

partisans of the foreign service; those highest valleys of Switzer-

land which formed the cradle of the confederation, vomiting

forth their battalions of invincible soldiers, for the purpose of

saving 'Rome and annihilating, at the cost of men's lives, the

1 Plus enira metuo ne forte lenior, mitiorque fucrim. (De semper casta

virgine Maria. Zw. 0pp. i. p. 104.)
" Si vel igni vel alio quodam supplicii genere tollaris e medio. (Ibid.)
^ Frater vaster germanus nunquam desinam, si modo vos fratrcs Christi esse

perrexeritis. (Ibid. p. 107.)
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reviving faith of tlie sons of the Reformation, such were the

objects which the piercing ken of the Reformer descried in the

distance, and which he shuddered to contemplate. What a pro-

spect ! The work was hardly begun, and did it not seem about to

fall to nothing? Thoughtful and agitated, Zwingli then laid all

his anguish before his God. " Jesus
!

" said he, " thou behold-

est how wicked men and blasphemers stun the ears of thy people

with their cries.^ Thou knowest how much, from mine infancy,

I have hated disputes, and yet, in spite of me, thou hast not

ceased to urge me into conflicts. . . . Therefore do I con-

fidently appeal to thee, in order that thou mayest finish what

thou hast begun. If I have built up ought amiss, do thou with

thy mighty hand pull it down again. If I have laid any othei

foundation besides thee, do thou with thy dread arm demolish

it.2 sweetest Vine, of which the vine-dresser is the Father,

and of which we are the branches, forsake not thy post!^ For

thou hast promised to be with us until the consummation of all

things!"

It was on the 22d of August 1522, that Ulrich Zwingli, the

Swiss Reformer, foreseeing the descent of heavy storms from

the mountains on the frail bark of the faith, thus poured out

before God the disquietudes and the hopes of his soul.

' Vides enim, piissime Jesu, aures eorum septas esse nequissimis susurronibus

Bycophantis, lucrionibus. . . . (Zw. 0pp. iii. 74.)

« Si fundamentum aliud prater te jecero, demoliaris! (Ibid. 74.)
^ suavissima vitis, cujus vinitor pater, palmites vero nos sumus, stationem

tuam ne deseras ! ( Ibid.

)



BOOK NINTH.

FIRST REFORMS.

(1521—1522.)

I. An old doctrine had now for four years been preached anew

in the Church. The grand announcement of a free salvation,

published in former times by St. Paul and his brethren, in Asia,

in Greece, and in Italy, and found again in the Bible, after the

lapse of several centuries, by a Wittemberg monk, had resounded

from the plains of Saxony as far as Rome, Paris, and London;

and the lofty mountains of Switzerland had re-echoed its spirit-

stirring notes. The fountain-heads of truth, liberty, and life,

had been opened up afresh
;
people resorted to them in crowds,

and drank from them with delight, but those who eagerly pressed

the beverage to their lips, still observed the same appearances.

While all within was new, all without seemed to remain as

before.

The constitution of the Church, together with its service and

its discipline, had undertrone no change. In Saxony and even

at Wittemberg, in short wherever the new way of thinking had

penetrated, the papal worship continued gravely to display its

pomps; the priest at the foot of the altar, in offering the host to

God, seemed to work an ineffable change; monks and nuns

entered monasteries and convents, there to come under vows of

eternal obligation; pastors of flocks lived without families; reli-

gious confraternities met; pilgrimages were performed; the

faithful attached their votive offerings i to the chapel pillars, and

' Certain offerings or gifts, brought by persons who had been delivered from
peril or recovered from sickness, and devoted, in fulfilment of vows to that

effect, to such or such a saint, whom they had invoked in peril or sickness, and

i[. s
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all the ceremonies, even to the most insignificant act of the

sanctuary, were solemnised as before. A new word had gone

forth into the world, but it had not created a new body. The
priest's discourses presented the most striking contrast to the

priest's actions. He might now be heard thundering from the pul-

pit against the mass as a piece of idolatrous worship; and next

be seen to come down to the altar, and celebrate the pomps of

that mystery with scrupulous exactness. The new Gospel

everywhere struck the ear in the midst of ancient rites. The
very priest who oiFered the sacrifice was unconscious of this

strange contradiction ; and the same people that listened with

acclamation to the bold discourses of the new preachers, devoutly

practised their old customs, as if they never behoved to break

them off. All remained the same at family firesides and in

social life, as well as in the house of God. There was a new

faith in the world but there were no new works. The sun of the

vernal season had appeared, yet winter seemed still to bind up

nature, so that neither flowers nor leaves could be seen, and

there was nothing in the outward aspect of things to indicate a

change in the season. But these were deceptive appearances

;

a powerful though hidden sap circulated already in the lower

parts, and was about to change the whole world.

To this course, so full of wisdom, the Reformation may have

owed its triumphs.! Every revolution ought to be accomplished

to whom they ascribed their deliverance, and hung up as memoriab round the

statues of the saints in the churches, consisting chiefly of representations in

wax of the limbs that had been healed, or of paintings embodying the history

and main circumstances of their wonderful deliverances, with writings attached
to thorn, quite according to the taste of the heathen of old, and consisting, also,

of gifts from kings and princes, in the shape of massive pieces of silver plate,

vases, candlesticks, lamps, images, <fec. A fuller account of these will be seen

in the Heidensche Rome van Rousscl tocgelicht en uitgebreid, printed sometime
ago by the publishers of this work, bl. 12—18.—L. R. I am happy to find that

this Rome Payenne of my friend M. Roussel, has appeared in Dutch. A trans-

lation into English, intituled Pagan Rome, was published by Messrs. J. Nisbet
and Co., of London, some years ago. Middleton's Letters from Italy, also may
be consulted. Tr.

' Here again many British readers will dissent from the Author's views, and
I confess it is not easy to reconcile them with Scripture or sound morality.

No doubt the gradual enlightenment of the Reformers was wisely ordered. But
that " most striking contrast between the discourses and actions of priests,"

who thundered against the mass from the pulpit, and then scrupulously cele-

brated it at the altar, presents an inconsistency which must have been far more
gross, less excusable, and more hurtful than those of the Judaising Christians

of the primitive Church, who were so warmly reprobated by the apostle Paul
iu his rebuke to Peter, and in his epistle to the Galatian converts, whom l:e
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in the thoughts of men before it passes into overt acts. Tlie

contradiction to which we have alluded did not strike even

Luther at the first blush ; for he thought it quite natural that

while people were receiving his writings enthusiastically, they

should remain devoutly attached to the abuses which these

attacked. One might almost suppose that he had traced out this

plan beforehand, and had resolved to transform men's minds,

before he changed any outward forms; but this were to attribute

to him a wisdom, the merit of which must be ascribed to a

higher intelligence. He executed a plan which it was not he

that had conceived. At a later period he might recognise and

comprehend these things, but neither had he imagined nor had

he arranged them thus. God advanced in front; it was his

part simply to follow. ^

Had Luther begun with an external reform; if, immediately

after announcing his views, he had wished to abolish monastic

vows, the mass, the confession, and the existing forms of wor-

ship, he would assuredly have met with the keenest resistance.

Time is necessary for man to adapt himself to great revolutions.

But Luther was in no wise that violent, imprudent, rash inno-

vator which some historians have depicted.- Perceiving no

change in the ordinary routine of his devotions, the people felt

no apprehension in surrendering themselves to their new master;

iloes not scruple to call foolish Galatians. Nor is it easy to avoid the conclu-

sion, that the deplorable relapse of so large a part of Germany into popei-y in

the following century, may have been greatly owing to an impression among the

people, that priests who thundered against practices as idolatrous, which

nevertheless they encouraged by their own example, could not have been sincere

both in the pulpit and at the altar, and must have attached little real impor-

tance to doctrines which they so grossly contradicted by their deeds. In proof

of the wisdom of a directly opposite course—that ofuncompromising hostility, not

only to every directly idolatrous act of the Romish worship, but even to those

which though perfectly innocent in themselves, like kneeling at the supper,

tended to keep alive an old superstition, we may appeal to Scotland, whose

Reformers utterly repudiated the author's "wisdom," and where, nevertheless,

the Reformation has been far more widely and permanently established, and

more fruitful in good results, than in Germany. Te.
1 Had it been otherwise, the Reformation would have been a purely human

work and would not have made that blessed progress. What men in their wis-

dom may think, often disappoints their expectations ; and matters often take

quite another turn, altogether contrary to their preconceived and preconcerted

plan. Luther followed the leadings of Providence. It was God who arranged

all things beforehand beyond and without him, and matured everything in pro-

per time, sometimes even contrary to Luther's own views. Thus must it be

with every reform or amelioration truly proceeding from God, and from which

anything salutary is to be expected.—L. R.
^ See Hume, Arc.
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nay, they were even astonislied at attacks aimed at a man who

left them their mass, their rosary, and their confessor, and

imputed these to the paltry jealousy of obscure rivals, or to the

cruel injustice of powerful opponents. Meanwhile, Luther"'s ideas

stirred men''s minds, renewed their hearts, and so effectually

undermined the ancient edifice, that it fell ere long of itself,

and without the intervention of the hand of man. Ideas do not

operate instantaneously; they speed their course in silence, like

the waters that by filtrating behind our rocks, loosen them from

the mountains on which they repose; all at once the secret

Avorking reveals itself, and a single day suffices to give proofs of

the operation of many years, perhaps even of many centuries.

A new period was now opening for the Reformation. The

truth had already been re-established in doctrine, and now
sound doctrine began to re-establish the truth in all the forms

of the Church and of society. The agitation had become too

great to admit of men's minds remaining fixed and motion-

less at the stage which they had now reached. On the points

of doctrine now so powerfully unsettled, usages had depended

which were already declining, and which behoved with them to

disappear. The new generation had too much courage and too

much life to restrain itself in presence of error. Sacraments,

worship, hierarchy, vows, constitution, domestic life, public life,

all was about to be modified. The slowly and laboriously con-

structed vessel was now about to quit the building-yard, and

to be launched upon the vast sea. We shall have to follow its

course through many rocks and shoals.

These two periods were separated by the Wartburg captivity.

Providence, which was about to give so great an impulse to the

Reformation, had provided for its forward movements by conduct-

ing the instrument which it desired to employ, into a profound

retreat. The work for a time seemed to be buried with the

workman; but the grain of seed must be deposited in the

earth in order that it may bear fruit, and it was from that

very prison which seemed likely to prove the tomb of the Refor-

mer, that the Reformation was to go forth to make new con-

quests, and ere long to diffuse itself throughout the entire world.

Hitherto the Reformation had been concentrated in the per-

son of Luther. His appearance before the Diet of Worms was,
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witliout doubt, the most sublime moment of his life. His

character appeared then to be almost without a stain ; and this

led to its having been said, that if God, who during ten months

concealed the Reformer within the walls of the Wartburg, had

at that instant removed him for ever from the view of the world,

his end would have resembled an apotheosis. But God desires

not any apotheosis for his servants ; and Luther was preserved

to the Church in order that he might teach men by his very

faults, that the faith of Christians ought to be founded on nothing

but the Word of God, He was suddenly removed to a distance

from the scene where the grand revolution of the sixteenth cen-

tury was in course of accomplishment ; the truth which during

four years he had so powerfully announced, continued to operate

upon Christendom during his absence; and the work of which

he was the feeble instrument, from that time forth bore the seal,

not of a man, but of God himself.

Germany was deeply affected at Luther''s imprisonment. The

most contradictory reports ran through the provinces regarding

him, and his absence agitated men's minds more than his pre-

sence ever could have done. At one place it was positively

asserted that friends from France had provided for his safety on

tlie other side of the Rhine.i At another it was reported that

he had been put to death by assassins. Information about

Luther was in request even in the smallest villages ; travellers

were questioned with regard to him; the people met upon the

subject in places of public resort. At times some unknown

orator would entertain the crowd with an animated recital of the

manner in which he had been carried off, would describe how-

barbarous troopers had bound tight their prisoner's hands

together, urged on their horses while they dragged him after

them on foot, exhausting his strength, giving no heed to his

cries, making the blood spurt from his fingers.^ . .
" Luther's

dead body," he would add, "has been seen pierced all over." 3

Then would cries of lamentation be heard. " Ah!" the crowd

1 Hie .... invalescit opinio, me esse ab amicis captum e Francia

missis. (L. Epp. ii. 5.)

* Et iter festinantes cursu equites ipsum pedestrem raptim tractum fuisse nt

sanguis e digitis erumperet. (Cochlceus, p. 39.)

3 Fuit qui testatus sit, visum a se Lutheri cadaver transfossum. (Pallavicini,

Hist. Cone. Trid. i. p. 122.)
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would say, " we shall no more see him; we shall no more hear

that generous man whose words used to make our hearts thrill

within us!" Luther's friends were incensed beyond measure,

and vowed that they would avenge his death. Women, children,

men of peaceful temper or softened by old age, were alarmed at

the prospect of new struggles. Nothing could equal the terror of

the partisans of Eome. Priests and monks who at first had been

unable to repress their delight, and who had raised their heads

with an air of insolent triumph, would now fain have fled far

from the threatened resentment of the people,! Those men who

while Luther was at large, had given loud expression to their

fury, now that he was a prisoner, trembled with alarm.2 Ale-

ander in particular was in consternation, " The sole remaining

means we have of self-preservation," wrote a Eoman Catholic to

the archbishop of Maintz, " is to light so many torches, and

to seek through the whole world for Luther, so that we may

restore him to the demands of the nation, 3 One might have

said that the ghost of the Reformer, pale and dragging chains

after it, was everywhere spreading terror and calling for ven-

geance. " Luther's death,"" it was the cry, "will cause blood to

flow in torrents,"'*

No where did this excitement prevail more than at Worms
itself; there both people and princes gave utterance to their

sentiments in murmurs that showed the intensity of their feel-

ings, Ulrich of Hutten and Hermann Busch filled those parts

of the country with their plaintive songs, and with calls to arm

for war. Charles V. and the nuncios were openly accused; the

whole nation took up as its own, the cause of the poor monk
who, by the simple power of his faith, had become its chief.

At Wittemberg, his colleagues and friends, but most of all

Melanchthon, gave way at first to a moody melancholy. To that

learned youth Luther had imparted those treasures of sound

theology which thenceforth had wholly occupied his soul; it was

Luther that had given life and substance to the purely intellect-

«
1 Molem vulgi imminentis ferre non possunt. (L. Epp. ii. p. 13.)
2 Qui me libero insanierunt, nunc me captivo ita formidant ut incipiant miti-

gare. (Ibid.)
^ Nos vitam vix redempturos, nisi accensis candelis undique eum requiramus,

(Ibid.)
* Gerbelii Ep. in MSC. Heckelianis. Lindner, Leb. Luth. p. 244.
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ual culture which Melanchthon had brought with him to Wit-

temberg. The young Greek scholar had been struck with the

depth of the Reformer's doctrine, and had seen with enthusiasm

the courage with which, as a doctor, he had asserted the rights

of the eternal Word against all human authorities. He had

become an associate in his work ; he had taken up his pen and,

with a perfection of style derived from the study of antiquity,

his powerful hand had made the authority of the fathers and

that of the councils, to bow in succession before the sovereign

Word of God.

That decision of character which Luther exhibited in his life,

Melanchthon displayed as a scholar, and never did any other

two men present at once so much diversity and so much unity.

" The Scriptm-e," Melanchthon would say, " slakes the thirst of

the soul with a holy and marvellous deliciousness ; nay, it is a

celestial ambrosia."'^ " The Word of God," Luther would

exclaim, "is a sword, a war, a destruction; it springs upon the

children of Ephraim like a lionness in the forest." Thus what

the one mainly beheld in Scripture was a power to console, while

the other beheld in it an energetic opposition to the corruption

of the world; but to both it was the greatest of all things on

earth, and therefore they perfectlly understood each other.

"Melanchthon," Luther would say, "is a world's wonder: all

now acknowledge this. He is the most formidable enemy of

Satan and the schoolmen, for he knows their foolishness and the

rock which is Christ. This Greekling surpasses me even in

theology; he will be of as much use to you as many Luthers."

And he added that he was ready to abandon an opinion if Philip

did not approve of it. JNIelanchthon, on his side, so warmly

admired Luther s acquaintance with the Scriptures as to place

him far above the fathers of the Church. He loved to excuse

the strokes of wit with which some reproached the doctor, and

would then liken him to an earthen vessel, containing a precious

treasure in a coarse case. " I will be well on my guard against

finding fault with him inconsiderately,'" he would say.^

But now these two souls, after so much intimate union, were

1 Mirabilis in iis voluptas, immo ambrosia qusedam ccBlestis. (Corp. Ref. i,

128.)
^ Spiritum Martini nolim temere in hac causa interpeUare. (Ibid. i. 211.)
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placed apart; these two valiant soldiers could no longer march

on together to effect the deliverance of the church. Luther dis-

appeared, and seemed possibly to have been lost for ever. Great

was the consternation at Wittemberg : it seemed as if an army,

with sunken and sullen looks, stood before the bloody corpse of

the general that had led it on to victory.

Suddenly news arrived of a more cheering kind. " Our

beloved father is still in life,''! exclaimed Philip in the gladness

of his soul, " take courage and be strong." But depression soon

prevailed again ; Luther though alive was in prison. The edict

of Worms with its terrible proscription clauses,"^ had been cir-

culated by thousands of copies throughout the empire, even as

far as the mountains of the Tyrol.^ Might not the Refor-

mation come to be crushed by the iron hand that now pressed

it down! This thought threw Melanchthon's gentle soul back

upon itself with a sigh that told its grief.

But above the hand of men, a mightier hand now made itself

to be felt, and God himself deprived the dreadful bull of all its

efficacy. The German princes, who had ever sought to weaken

the power of Rome within the empire, trembled when they

beheld the emperor allied with the pope, and dreaded that the

result of that alliance might prove the ruin of all their franchises.

Accordingly, when in passing through the Netherlands, Charles

V. greeted, with an ironical smile, the flames which some flat-

terers and some fanatics were lighting in the public squares

with the works of Luther, these writings were read in Germany

with an ever-growing relish, and numerous pamphlets in favour

of the Reformation, were every day dealing new blows at the

popedom. The nuncios were beside themselves with rage at

seeing an edict which had cost them so many intrigues, produce

so little effect. "The ink with which Charles V. signed his public

order," they would bitterly remark, " has hardly had time to

dry, and already this imperial decree is in all places treated with

contempt." . . . The people became more and more attached

to that admirable man who, making- no account of the fulmina-

1 Pater noster carissimus vivit. (Corp. Ref. i. p. 389.)
2 Dicitur parari proscriptio horrenda. (Ibid. p. 389.)
^ Dicuntur signatse chartae proscriptionia bis mille missae quoque ad Insbruck.

(Ibid.)
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tions of Charles V. and tlie pope, had confessed his creed with

the courage of a martyr. " He has oflfered to retract on being-

refuted," it was said, " and no one has ventured upon the task.

Does not that prove the truth of what he teaches?" Hence,

both at Wittemberg and throughout the empire, the first move-

ment of alarm was succeeded by one of enthusiasm. The arch-

bishop of ISIaintz himself, on seeing the people thus loud in the

expression of their sympathy, dared not grant the cordeHers

permission to preach against the Eeformation. The university,

which seemed likely to have received its death-blow, again raised

its head. The new doctrines were too firmly established there

to be unsettled by Luther's absence; and the lecture rooms could

soon hardly contain the crowds that flocked to them.*

TI. Meanwhile, Sir George, for that was Luther's name at

the Wartburg, lived solitary and unknown. " Were you to

see me," he wrote to Melanchthon, " you would take me for a

knight, and even you would hardly recognise me."2 Luther at

first reposed himself a little, enjoying a degree of leisure which

down to that hour had never been afforded him. He could

range through the fortress at will but was not allowed to pass

beyond the walls.^ All his wants were satisfied, and he had

never been so well treated. 4 Many thoughts crowded into his

mind, but none that could disquiet him. By turns he looked

down on the forests that surrounded him and upwards to heaven

above. "A singular imprisonment this of mine," he would say,

" for here I remain both with my will and against my will !

"^

" Pray for me," he wrote to Spalatin; "your prayers are the

only thing I need. I never vex myself about what may be said

or done with me in the world; now at last I am at rest."^ That,

as well as several other letters belonging to the same period, is

dated from the Isle of Patmos, Luther comparing the Wart-

1 Scholastic! quorum sujjra millia ibitunc fuerunt. (Spalatini aonales. 1521.

October.)
2 Equitom videres ac ipse vix agnosceres. (L. Epp. ii. 11.)

2 Nunc sum hie otiosus, sicut inter captiros liber. (Ibid. p. 3. 12th May.)
* Quamquam et hilariter et libenter omnia mihi ministret. (Ibid. p. 13.

15th August.)
6 Ego mirabilis captivus qui et volens et nolens hie sedeo. (Ibid. p. 4. 12th

May.)
^ Tu fac ut pro me ores : hac una re opus mihi est. Quicquid de me fit in

publico, nihil mceror ; ego in quiete tandem sedeo. (Ibid. p. 4. 10th June,

1521.)

II. T
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burg to that celebrated spot to which, in former times, the

anger of the emperor Domitian banished the apostle St. John.i

The Reformer now reposed amid the sombre forests of Thur-

ingia, from the violent struggles that had been agitating his

soul, and there he studied truth, not for purposes of controversy,

but as a means of regeneration and of life. The commencement

of the Reformation was necessarily polemical, but new times

called for new labours. After having used the knife in clearing

the ground of briars and thorns, the next step was the peaceable

sowing of the Word of God in men's hearts. Had Luther been

destined to give battle unceasingly to his opponents, never could

he have effected any lasting good in the Church, but by his

imprisonment he escaped a danger which might have ruined the

Reformation, that of ever attacking and destroying, without ever

defending and building up.

That humble retreat was followed by a still more precious

result. When lifted up, as if on a shield, by bis people,^ he was

on the brink of the abyss; and a little giddiness would have

sufficed to precipitate him into it. Some of the earliest actors

in the Reformation, both in Germany and in Switzerland, made

ehipwreck of themselves by running upon the rocks of spiritual

pride and fanaticism.^ Now, Luther was a man very subject to

the weaknesses of our nature, and he was unable to shun these

dangers entirely. Meanwhile the hand of God rescued him from

them for a time, by suddenly removing him from intoxicating

ovations, and by casting him into the obscurity of a retreat

unknown to all men. While there, his soul drew near to God,

and concentrated its thoughts within itself; there it was plunged

again in the waters of adversity; his sufferings and h's humili-

I Luther, it appears, had other designations for his retreat, dating his letters

sometimes from the region of the air,from the region of birds, orfrom amid the

birds that sweetly sing upon the branches, and praise God day and night with
all their powers ; sometimes /rom the mountain. See Michelet, vol. i. p. 88.

Tr.
^ By this expression the author alludes to the ancient custom of raising the

person chosen as king or chief on a shield, and then carrying him through the
army.—L. R.

^ The author cannot refer here to anything that had occurred previous to

Luther's appearance, although his words might be understood in that sense, for

this would be inconsistent with history, but he probably refers to something that
took place afterwards, and of which he has yet to speak more at large, to wit,

in Germany, to the so-called new prophets and other fanatics, and in Switzer-
land, to certain imprudent zealots.—L. R,
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ations constrained him to advance, for some time at least, with

the humble, and the principles of the Christian life, from that

time forward, developed themselves more vigorously and freely

hi his soul.

Luther's peace was not one of long continuance. Seated alone

on the walls of the Wartburg, he would continue for whole days

immersed in profound meditations. At times he would place

the Church before him, arrayed in all its miseries.^ At times

looking hopefully towards heaven, he would say: " "Wherefore,

Lord, hast thou made all men in vain?" . . (Psal. Ixxxix.

48.) At other times, still, relinquishing that hope, he would

exclaim in the dejection of his spirits: "Alas! there is no one,

who in this the final day of his wrath, stands up like a wall

before the Lord for the salvation of Israel!" . . .

Next, reverting to his own calling, he dreaded being charged

with having abandoned the field of battle,^ and this supposition

quite overwhelmed him. " I would rather," said he, " be burn-

ing in the midst of live coals than stagnate here, half dead.''^

Transporting himself, then, in imagination to Worms, to

Wittemberg, into the midst of his enemies, he felt regret at

having yielded to the counsels of his friends, at not having

remained in the world, and presented his breast to the fury of

men.** " Ah," he would say, " there is nothing I desire more

than to expose my neck to the resentment of my cruel adver-

Baries."^

Some sweet thoughts, however, gave a truce at times to these

fits of anguish. All was not torment for Luther; his tempest-

tost spirit from time to time had its moments of calm and of

comfort. Next to the assurance that God would succour him,

one thing above all others solaced him in his afiliction, and that

was thinking of Melanchthon. " Should I perish," he wrote

to him, " the Gospel will lose nothing :6 you will succeed me as

Elisha did Elijah, having a double portion of my spirit." But

' Ego hie sedens tota die faciem Ecclesiae ante me constituo. (L. Epp. ii. 1.)

2 Verebar ego ne aciem deserere viderer. (Ibid.)

3 Mallem inter carbones vivos ardere, quam solus semivivus, atque utinam
non moi'tuus putere. (Ibid. 10.)

* CerTicem esse objectandam publico furori. (Ibid. 89.)
= Nihil magis opto, quam furoribus adversariorum occurrere, objecto jugulo,

(Ibid. 1.)
® Etiam si peream, nihil peribit Evangclio. (Ibid. p. 10.)
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recollecting Philip's timidity, he thus powerfully addressed him:

" Minister of the Word ! guard thou the walls and the towers

of Jerusalem, until the adversaries shall have reached you. We
stand alone on the field of battle; after me, they will strike at

you." I

That very thought of the last attack about to be made by

Rome on the rising Church, threw him into new torments. The

poor monk, now a lonely prisoner, engaged in rude conflicts with

himself, when a prospect of deliverance suddenly opened upon him.

It occurred to him that the assaults of the popedom might stir

the tribes of Germany into revolt, and that the soldiers of the

Gospel, proving victorious and surrounding the Wartburg,

would set the prisoner at liberty. " Should the pope," said he,

" lay hands on all who are on my side, there will be a rising in

Germany; the more speed he makes to crush us, the more will

he hasten his own end, and that of all his abettors. And as for

me. ... I shall be restored to you,^ . . . God arouses

the minds of many, and he makes the nations bestir themselves.

Let but our enemies clasp our cause in their arms, and attempt

to stifle it; it will expand in their clutches, and come out of them

tenfold stronger than before."

But sickness came, and brought on him a relapse from those

high thoughts which gave such an elevation to his courage and

to his faith. He had already sufi'ered much at Worms, and

now his disease grew worse in solitude.^ 4 His diet at the

Wartburg, somewhat less homely than that of his monastery,

was too much for him, so that he had to be provided with the

coarse fare to which he was accustomed. He passed whole

nights without sleep, and to bodily sufferings there was added

mental anguish. No great work is ever accomplished without

suffering and martyrdom, and Luther, alone upon his rock, then

endured, in his mighty nature, a passion which the emancipa-

tion of humanity rendered necessary. " Seated at night in my
chamber," says he, " I uttered cries like those of a woman in

1 Nos soli adhuc stamus in acie : te quserent post me. (L. Epp. ii. p. 2.)
2 Quo citius id tentayerit, hoc citius et ipse et sui pei'ibunt et ego rerertar.

(Ibid. p. 10.)
3 Auctum est malum, quo "Wormatiaa laborabam. (Ibid. p. 17.)
" Luther's bodily suffei-ings were so severe that he thought of going openly to

Erfurt, to consult the physicans or surgeons there. See Michelet, p. 91. Tr.
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labour; torn, wounded, bloody."! . . . Then interrupting

his complainings, and penetrated with the thought that his suf-

ferings were benefits at the hand of God, he exclaimed with

feelings of love: " Thanks be to Christ, who leaves me not with-

out the relics of his holy cross!"- But ere long he becomes

indignant at himself. " Insensate, hardened wretch that I am,""

he exclaims: " Wo is me! I pray little, I wrestle little with the

Lord, I groan not for the Church of God.3 Instead of being

fervent in spirit, it is my passions that inflame me; I continue

idle, sleepy, and slothful." . . . Then, at a loss to what he

ougnt to ascribe the state in which he found himself, and accus-

tomed to look for everything from the affection of his brethren,

he exclaims in the desolation of his soul: " O my friends! are

you forgetting then to pray for me, that God thus withdraws

himself from me?" . . .

Those who were immediately about him, as well as his friends

at Wittemberg, and at the court of the elector, were disquieted

and alarmed at this state of suffering. They shuddered at the

thought of a life that had been rescued from the stake prepared

for him by the pope, and from the aword of Charles V., sinking

miserably, and passing away like smoke. Was the Wartburg

then to become Luther's tomb? " I have my fears," said Mel-

anchthon, " that the vexation that he feels on account of the

Church, may bring him to his grave. He has lighted up a torch

in Israel; should it go out, what hope will then remain for us?

Would to God that I were able, at the cost of my paltry life, to

retain in the world that soul which is now its brightest orna-

ment !"-t "Oh! such a man!" he exclaimed, as if he were

already on the verge of the tomb, " we have never sufficiently

appreciated him !

"5

' Sedeo dolens, sicufc puerpera, lacer et saucius et cruentus. (L. Epp. ii. p.

50. 9th Sept.)
. . V u ,-n.'A ^

^ Gratias Christo, qui me sire reliquiis sanctfc crucis non derelinquit. (ima.)

^ Nihil semens pro ecclesia Dei. (Ibid. 22. 13th July.)
^

* Utinam hac vili anima mea ipsius vitam emere queam. (Corp. Kef. i. p.

415. 6th July.)
, ., ^ . ,.

« This whole mental conflict of Luther's, so ingenuously described in the pre-

ceding pasfes.clearlyshowsus how God had gradually prepared the Reformer more

and more for his momentous work, and convinces us the more that this work pro-

ceeded from God, and not from men. In Luther's oppressed mind all manner

of thouo-hts followed one after another, as to the turn that things would take;

thoucrhts that at times bore him up and anon would throw him down again,

while God in the meantime, pursuing his own course, went forth in silence, and
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What Luther called the unworthy indolence of his prison,

was a toil that almost exceeded the utmost powers of a single

man. " I spend the whole day here," said he on the 14th of

May, "in indolence and luxury,*' alluding, doubtless, to the

somewhat more delicate nutriment which was at first provided

for him. " I read the Bible in Hebrew and in Greek; I am

about to write a discourse in German, on auricular confession;

I shall go on with the translation of the psalms, and compose a

course of sermons as soon as I shall have received from Wit-

temberg the things I require. I write without intermission." ^

Still all this formed but a part of Luther's labours.

His enemies comforted themselves with the thought that

though he were not dead, at least they should never more hear

him spoken of ; but the satisfaction they felt was of short con-

tinuance, and doubts could not long be entertained in the world

as to his being alive. A multitude of writings composed at the

Wartburg, came out in rapid succession, and everywhere the

Eeformer's much cherished voice was enthusiastically welcomed.

Luther, at one and the same time, published works fitted to

edify the Church and polemical works that threw a cloud over

the premature joy of his enemies. For nearly a year he, by

turns, instructed, exhorted, reproved, and thundered from his

mountain top; and his confounded enemies asked themselves

whether there were not something mysterious and supernatural

in this prodigious activity.2 " He was incapable of taking any

rest," says Cochlceus.^

Now, the only mystery was the imprudence of the partisans

of Eome. They hastened to take advantage of the edict of

Worms, in order to give the Reformation its death-blow; and

Luther, condemned, placed at the ban of the empire, shut up

in the Wartburg, undertook to defend it as if he were still at

liberty and victorious. It was chiefly at the tribunal of pen-

had arranged and appointed all things beforehand. " A man's heart deviseth

his way, but the Lord directeth his steps :
" this is still truth, important truth,

which -we cannot sufficiently attend to, but is to none more seasonable than to

him who would willingly make himself an instrument in God's hand for the fur-

therance of the interests of his kingdom. He calmly follows the hand of Pro-

vidence, and the Lord, in his own time, will direct his paths.—L. R.
' Sine intermissione scribo. (L. Epp. ii. p. 6, 16.)
^ This was the more extraordinary as he found few books at the Wartburg,

Tr.
*" Cum quiescere non posset. (Cochloeus, Acta Lutheri, p. 39.)
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ance that the priests sought to rivet the chains of their docile

parishioners; the practice of confession, accordingly, was what

Luther first attacked. " People bring forward," says he, "those

words of St. James, Confess yourfaults one to another. Singular

confessor! He is called one to another'. Whence it should

follow that the confessors should confess likewise to their peni-

tents; that every Christian in his turn should be pope, bishop,

priest; and that the pope himself should confess to all!"!

Hardly had Luther concluded that small work when he com-

menced another. A divine of Louvain, called Latomus, who

had already acquired some celebrity by his opposition to Reuch-

lin and Erasmus, had attacked the Reformer; in twelve days

Luther^s refutation was ready, and it forms one of his master-

pieces.2 In it he clears himself of the reproach of want of mo-

deration which had been brought against him. " The moder-

ation of the world," says he, "consists in bowing the knee before

sacrilegious pontiflfs and impious sophists, and in saying to them

:

Gracious lord! Excellent master! Then, after having done

this, put to death whomsoever you please; you may even turn

the world upside down, you will not the less be a moderate man.

. . . Far from me be such moderation, I prefer being frank,

and deceiving nobody. The shell may possibly be hard, but the

fruit within is sweet and tender."3

Luther's health continuing bad, he had thoughts of escaping

from the Wartburg within which he was confined. But how

was this to be done? To appear in public was to put his life in

> Und der Papst musse ihm beichten. (L. 0pp. xvii. p. YOl.)

2 Milner quotes the following opinion of this work from Seckendorff, adding

that " all this is true in the strictest sense; " and it is singular to contrast so

many valuable testimonies to the value of one of Luther's Latin works with

Mr. Hallam's low appreciation of all of them, to the unfairness of which I may
yet allude :

" a confutation," says Seckendorff, "replete with so much learning

and sound divinity, that it was impossible to reply to it without being guilty of

obvious cavilling or downright impiety." " This little book," continues he,
'• shines among the contemporary publications like the moon among the stars ;

and I will vbnture to assert that if the author of it had never published anything

else in his whole life, he would, on account of this single tract, deserve to be

compared to the greatest divines which ever existed in the church. At the time

of writing it he was furnished with no other book but the Bible ; and yet ho

interprets'the leading passages of the prophets and the apostles, and does away

the deceitful glosses of sophistical commentators with so much exquisite erudition

and ability, that the genuine meaning of the inspired writers cannot but be clear

to every pious reader." See Milner, vol. v., p. 8. Tr.
3 Cortex meus esse potest durior, sed nucleus meus mollis et dulcis est (L,

0pp. xvii. sat. ii. p. 213.)
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jeopardy. The reverse of the height which was crowned hj the

fortress, was intersected by numerous bye-paths, bordered with

tufts of strawberries. The ponderous castle gate opened, and the

prisoner ventured, not without alarm, stealthily to gather some

of the fruit.^ Becoming bolder by degrees he began to traverse,

in his knight's habiliments, the surrounding country, accompanied

by a castle guard, a rough but faithful person. Happening one

day to be in an inn, Luther laid aside his sword, which he found

an incumbrance, and ran to some books that were lying there.

His guard frowned at this, dreading lest a movement, so unlike

what might be expected of a soldier, might suggest a doubt

whether the doctor were really a knight. On another occasion

the two soldiers alighted at the monastery of Reinhardsbrunn,

where Luther had slept not many months before when on his

way to Worms.- All at once a lay brother allowed an expres-

sion of surprise to escape him. Luther was recognised; the

guard perceived this; hurried him away at the utmost speed;

and both were already galloping off" at a distance from the mon-

astery before the poor confounded friar was well recovered from

his astonishment.

The chivalrous life now led by the knight had something in

it occasionally of a truly theological character. One day the

nets were prepared, the castle gates were thrown open; the dogs

with their long pendulous ears rushed out. Luther had felt a

wish to have a taste of the pleasures of the chase. Ere long the

huntsmen became keenly interested, the dogs beat the covers,

and drove the game into the brushwood. Amid all this tumult,

Sir George stood motionless, and was absorbed in serious reflec-

tions. Contemplating the scene around him, his heart was

crushed with grief.^ " Don't we here find," said he, " an image

of the Devil, who urges on his hounds, that is, the bishops, those

mandatories of antichrist, and sends them out in pursuit of poor

souls l"-^ A leveret happened to be caught; delighted at having

saved it, Luther carefully wrapt it in his mantle, and then

• Zu zeiten gehet er inn die Erdbeer am Schlossberg. (INIathosius, p. 33.)
" See vol. 1st p. GOO.
^ Theologisabar etiam ibi inter retia et canes. . . . tantum misericorditc

et doloris miscuit mysteriuni. (L. Epp. ii. p. 43.)
* Quid enim ista imago, nisi Diabolum significat per insidias suas et inipioa

magistros canes sues. (Ibid.)
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deposited it in a bush ; but hardly had it moved away when the

dogs scented the poor creature, and killed it. Attracted by the

noise, Luther uttered an exclamation of distress: " O pope, and
thou Satan! it is thus that you would fain destroy the very

souls which have already been saved from death !"^

III. Meanwhile as the doctor, now dead to the world, enjoyed

these recreations in the neighbourhood of the Wartburg, the

w^ork went forward of itself; the Reformation commenced; it no
longer confined itself to doctrines; it powerfully entered into

men's lives. Bernard Feldkirchen, who was the first under

Luther's direction to attack the errors of Rome,2 was the first,

also, to throw ofi" the yoke of her institutions. He married.

The German character loves a family life and the delights of

home; accordingly, of all the ordinances of the popedom, forced

celibacy was the one attended by the most unhappy conse-

quences. As imposed on the higher church dignitaries, that law

had prevented the fiefs of the Church from becoming hereditary

property. But as extended to the inferior clergy by Gregory

VIL, it had had effects the most deplorable. Many of the

priests slunk from the obligations imposed upon them, and by

indulging in the most shameful disorders, drew hatred and con-

tempt upon their caste; while such as submitted to the law of

Hildebrand, were in their own hearts indignant at the church

for condemning humble ministers, who nevertheless were her

most useful supports, to a self-denial so contrary to the Gospel,

while at the same time she invested her high dignitaries with so

much power, so much wealth, and so many terrestrial enjoy-

ments.

" Neither popes nor councils," said Feldkirchen and another

pastor, called Seidler, who followed his example, " can impose

upon the Church a commandment that endangers both soul and

body. The obligation of keeping the law of God, constrains us

to violate the traditions of men."^ The re-establishment of

marriage was, in the sixteenth century, an act of homage

rendered to the moral law. The ecclesiastical authority forth-

' Sic ssevit Papa et Satan ut servatas etiara animas perdat. (L. Epp. ii. p. 4-1.)

^ See page 196, vol. 1st.

' Coegit me ergo ut humanas traditiones violarem, necessitas servandi juris

divini. (Corp. Ref. i. p. 441.)

II. V
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with took alarm, and launched its decrees against the two priests.

Seidler, who happened to be settled within duke George's terri-

tories, was delivered over to his superiors, and died in prison;

but the elector Frederick refused to give up Feldkirchen to the

archbishop of Magdeburg. "His highness," said Spalatin, "has

no wish to do thework of a policeman." Feldkirchen, accordingly,

remained pastor of his flock, although he had become both a

husband and a father.

The Reformer's first feeling on being informed of these things,

was one of unmingled delight. " I admire," said he, " this new
Kemberg bridegroom, who fears nothing, but pushes on into the

midst of the tumult." Luther was convinced that priests should

be married men. But that question led to another, that of the

marriage of the monks; and here Luther had to endure one of

those inward struggles which marked his whole life; for every

reform behoved to be fought out by a spiritual struggle. Me-
lanchthon and Carlstadt, the one a layman, and the other a

priest, thought that the monks as well as the priests should be

absolutely free to enter into the bonds of matrimony. Luther,

who was a monk, did not at first think this. One day on the

commandant of the Wartburg bringing him Carlstadt's theses on

celibacy: " Is it possible then!" he exclaimed, " that we Wit-

tembergers should give wives even to the monks!" . . The

very thought of such a thing astonished and confounded him;

his soul was disquieted at it. He rejected for himself the liberty

which he claimed for others. " Ah," he exclaimed indignantly^,

" they never shall compel me at least to take a wife."l This say-

ing of his is, no doubt, not known to those who pretend that

Luther introduced the Reformation in order that he might marry.

Searching out the truth, not under the influence of passion, but

with honest intentions, he defended what seemed to him to be

true, although opposed to his system as a whole. He advanced

through a medley of truth and error, looking for the time when

all error should give way, and when truth alone should be left.

Between the two questions there was, in fact, a wide diff"er-

ence. The marriage of the priests was not to bring the priesthood

to its end ; on the contrary, it alone could restore popular

I At mihi non obtrudent uxorem. (L. Epp. ii. p. 40.)
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respect to the secular clergy; but the marriage of the monks

involved the destruction of monachism. The question then was

whether that powerful army which the popes kept under their

command, should be dissolved and dismissed. "Priests,"" Luther

wrote to Melanchthon, " are instituted by God, and conse-

quently are not subject to the commandments of men. But

monks have of their own free choice adopted a single life; hence

they are not free to withdraw from under the yoke which they

themselves have chosen.''^

This new position of the adversary the Reformer had to

advance upon, and carry by a fresh struggle. He had ere now

trampled under foot so many of the abuses of Eome and Eome

itself; but monachism still maintained its place. That mon-

achism which had introduced life of old into many a desert,

and which, after having come down through so many centuries,

was now filling many a cloister with sloth, often, too, with

luxury, seemed to have taken to itself a body and to have come

to defend its rights in the castle of Thuringia, where within the

conscience of one man, the question of its life and death began

to be agitated. Luther wrestled with it; at times he was at

the point of overmastering it, at times he was on the eve of

being himself overcome. At last, finding that he could not sus-

tain the combat any longer, he threw himself in prayer at the

feet of Jesus Christ and exclaimed: "Instruct us! deliver us!

establish us by thy mercy, in the liberty which is ours, for

assuredly we are thy people
!

" ^

This liberty had not long to be waited for; an important

revolution was wrought in the mind of the Reformer; and it

was still the doctrine of justification by faith that gave him the

victory. That weapon which had thrown down the indulgences,

the practices of Rome, and the pope himself, threw down the

monks likewise, both in the mind of Luther and in Christen-

dom. Luther saw that monachism and the doctrine of salva-

tion by grace were in flagrant opposition, and that the monastic

life was wholly founded on the pretended merits of man. From

1 Me enim yehementer movet, quod sacerdotum ordo, a Deo institutus est

liber, non autem monachorum qui sua sponte statijm eligerunt. (L. Epp. ii. p.

34.)
2 Doniinus Jesus erudiat et liberet nos, per misericordiam suam in libertatem

nostram. (To Melancbthon on the celibate, Gth Aug. 1521. Ibid. p. 40.)
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that time, under the conviction that the glory of Jesus Christ

was interested therein, he heard a voice ever sounding in his

conscience: " Monachism must fall
!

" "As long as the doctrine of

justification by faith shall abide pui'e in the Church, no one

will become a monk,"" said he.^ This conviction became stronger

and stronger in his heart, and about the commencement of Sep-

tember he sent "to the bishops and deacons of the Church of

Wittemberg" the following theses, embodying his declaration

of war against the monastic life:

"All that is not of faith is sin. (Rom. xiv. 23.)

" Whoever makes a vow of virginity, of chastity, of the ser-

vice of Grod without faith, makes an impious and idolatrous vow,

and he makes it to the devil himself.

"The making of such vows implies a man''s being worse than

the priests of Cybele, or than the pagan Vestals; for monks

. pronounce their vows, thinking that by these vows they are to

be justified and saved, and what ought to be attributed solely

to the mercy of God, is thus attributed to meritorious works.

^'Such monasteries ought to be utterly overthrown, as being

houses of the devil.

^'There is but one order that both holy is and holy makes;

that order is Christianity, or the faith.2 3

• L. 0pp. (W.) xxii. p. 1466.
* " Er ist nicht mehr denn eine einige Geistlichkeit, die da heilig ist, und

heilig macht," . . . (L. 0pp. xvii. p. T18.)
^ In a former Note the opinions of Zwingli on the monastic life were given in

his own words. Erasmus probably knew much more of that sort of life than
Zwingli did, and had seen it in many different countries, yet neither the general
moderation of his opinions, nor his adhesion to the Romish communion, deterred
him from reprobating it. So early as 1514 he expressed an opinion remarkably
corresponding with that which the Author here reports as held by Luther

:

" Consider even those (religious orders) that are in best esteem, and you shall

find in them nothing that resembles Christianity, but only I knov not what
cold and Judaical observances. Upon this the religious orders value themselves
and by this they judge and despise others. Would it not be better, according
to the doctrines of our Saviour, to look upon Christendom as upon one house,
one family, one monastery, and all Christians as one brotherhood? Would it

not be better to account the sacrament of baptism the most sacred of all vows
and engagements, and never trouble ourselves where we live, so we live well?"
See Jortin's Life of Erasmus, p. 61. The religious orders were commonly
called religious and the monks and nuns the religious, as if no other kind of life

could consist with real godliness, thus involving a severe satire on the general
state of society in Roman Catholic countries. It also shows that the name o{the
religion and people of the religion, commonly given afterwards to the Reformed
doctrine and the Reformed, in France, could only have arisen from the charac-
ters and habits of the Reformed being such as to impress the public mind with
the conviction that, though not bound by special vows, they had the special
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"Monastic institutions, to be useful, ought to be schools, in

which children may be brought up until they become adults;

whereas they are houses in which adults become children and

continue ever to be such."

Luther, it will be perceived, could still have tolerated, at this

period, monasteries as institutions for education ; but ere long

liis attacks upon those establishments became more energetic.

The immorality of the cloisters and the shameful practices that

prevailed in them, pressed strongly on his soul. To Spalatin, on

the 11th of November, he wrote: "I would rescue the voun"-

from that hell of the celibacy." ^ He next wrote a book against

the monastic vows, which he dedicated to his father: "Would
you," says he to the Mansfeld old man, "would you still have

me rescued from monachism? You have a right to do so, for

you are my father and I am still your son : but that is no
longer necessary; God has anticipated you and has already

mightily delivered me. What matters it whether I retain or

drop the tonsure and the hood ? Is it the hood, is it the tonsure,

that makes a man a monk? All things are yours^ says St. Paul,

and ye are Chrisfs. I belong not to the hood but the hood to

me. I am a monk, and yet no monk; I am a new creature,

not the pope's, but Jesus Christ's. Christ alone, and without

any intermediate person, is my bishop, my abbot, my prior, my
lord, my father, my master; and of these I know no other.

What though the pope should condemn and slay me? He can-

not make me come forth from the tomb to slay me a second

time. The great day approaches when the kingdom of abomina-

tions shall be overthrown. Would to God that it were worth the

pains for us to be slaughtered by the pope! Our blood would

cry to heaven against him ; hence his condemnation would be

hastened and his end would soon follow."^

The transformation took place in Luther himself ; he was no
longer a monk. No outward causes, no human passions, no
carnal precipitation produced this change. There had been a

devotedness of men who were so bound—in other words, that they realised the
idea expressed by Erasmus and Luther, that Christianity, or the faith, is the
true religious order. Tr.

' Adolescentes liberare ex isto inferno coelibatus. (L. 0pp. xvii. p. 95.)
* Dass unser Blut mbcht schreien, und dringen sein Gericht, dass sein bald

ein Ende wiirde. (L. Epp. ii. p. 105.)
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struggle: Luther had at first sided with monachism; but truth,

also, had gone down into the lists and monachism was van-

quished. Conquests won by passion are ephemeral; those won

by truth are lasting and decisive.

IV. While Luther was thus preluding to one of the greatest

revolutions ever to occur in the Church, and while the Refor-

mation was beginning to pass so powerfully into the very life of

Christendom, the partisans of Rome, with all the blindness com-

monly found in persons who have long been in possession of

power, supposing that because Luther was at the Wartburg, the

Reformation might be considered as dead and buried for ever,

thought that they might re-commence in peace their old prac-

tices after being disturbed in them for a time by the Wittem-

berg monk. The elector-arch-bishop of Maintz, Albert, was

one of those feeble souls who, all things being equal, declare

themselves on the right side, but the moment their own interests

are thrown into the scale, are quite ready to go over to the side

of error. The grand concern with him was that his court

should be equally brilliant with that of any other prince in Ger-

many, his equipages as rich, and his table equally well provided,

objects which the trade in indulgences was admirably calculated

to promote. Accordingly, hardly had the condemnatory sen-

tence against Luther and the Reformation issued from the

imperial chancery, when Albert, then with his court at Halle,

convened the traders in indulgences, while still smarting under

the infliction of the Reformer's words, and strove to re-assure

them by some such address as the following: "Be no more

alarmed, we have silenced him ; let us quietly begin again to

fleece the flock ; the monk is a prisoner ; bars and locks have

shut him in ; he must be a clever man indeed, should he succeed

this time, also, in troubling our affairs." The market was

re-opened, the wares exhibited for sale, and the churches of

Halle resounded anew with the discourses of the mountebanks.

But Luther still lived, and his voice was sufficiently powerful

to reach far beyond the walls and gratings behind which he was

hid. Nothing could have so enkindled his indignation. What

!

conflicts the most violent had been waged ; he had faced all

perils ; truth had won the day, and now forsooth, men dared to

trample her under foot as if she had been the vanquished ! . . ,
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She shall yet again sound forth those words which had already

subverted this criminal traffic. " I shall have no rest," he

wrote to Spalatin, " until I have attacked the idol of Maintz,

together with his prostitutions at Halle. "^

Forthwith Luther set to work ; he cared very little about the

mystery in which it was sought to envelope the fact of his resi-

dence at the Wartburg. Elijah in the desert forged new bolts

wherewith to smite the impious Achab. On the 1st of Novem-

ber he (Luther) finished a piece of writing, intituled Against The

New Idol at Halle.

The archbishop received intelligence of Luther'^s designs, and

so agitated and frightened was he at the thought of it, that,

towards the middle of October, he sent two officers of his court,

Capito and Auerbach, to Wittemberg, to conjure the storm.

*' Luther," said they to Melanchthon, who received them warmly,

" must moderate his impetuosity." But with all his mildness

Melanchthon was not one of those who consider wisdom to con-

sist in perpetual concession, tergiversation and silence. "It is

God himself who calls him," said he, "and these times of ours

require a strong and pungent salt."2 Capito then applied to

Jonas, and endeavoured through him to work upon the court,

where by this time Luther's design had come to be known and

had produced the utmost consternation. "What!" the cour-

tiers had been saying, " is the flame to be rekindled which it

has cost so much trouble to put out? Luther can save himself

only by making himself to be forgotten, and now he pretends to

lift himself up against the first princes of the empire
!

" "I will

not," said the elector, " suffer Luther to write against the arch-

bishop of Maintz, and thus to trouble the public peace."^

On these words being reported to him, Luther swelled with

indignation. It was not enough, forsooth, that his body should

be imprisoned, but an attempt was to be made to chain down

his mind and the truth itself ! . . . Could it be imagined

that he was led to conceal himself because he was afraid, and

that his retirement was the confession of his defeat? He main-

1 Non continebor quin idolum Moguntinura invadam, cum suo lupanari IIul-

lensi. (L. Epp. ii. p. 59. Tth October.)
^ Huic seculo opus esse acerrimo sale. (Corp. Ref. i. 463.)
* Non passurum principem, scribi in Moguntinum. (L. Epp. ii. p. 94.)
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tains for his part that it is a victory. Who, when at Worms,

dared rise to oppose him and contradict the truth? Accordingly,

when the Wartburg prisoner had read the chaplains letter

informing him of the prince's sentiments, he threw it away

from him and was resolved not to answer it. But, unable any

longer to restrain himself ; he again took up the letter. " The

elector will not permit!" ... he wrote to Spalatin ;

—

" and I, I will not sufier that the elector should not permit me

to write. . . . Better lose for ever you, the elector, and

all created things l^ If I have resisted the pope, who is the

creator of your cardinal, why should I yield to his creature?

All well, indeed, to hear you say that the public peace must not

be troubled whilst you are allowing the eternal peace of God to

be troubled ! ... It shall not be so, O Spalatin ! It shall

not be so, Prince!'^ I have sent you a book which I had

already prepared against the cardinal when I received your

letter. Let Melanchthon have it." . . .

The perusal of this manuscript made Spalatin tremble ; he

again urged upon the Reformer the imprudence of publishing a

work which would compel the imperial government to throw off

its seeming ignorance of Luther's fate, and to punish a prisoner

who could dare to attack the first prince of the empire and of

the church. Were Luther to persist, peace would be troubled

afresh and the Reformation possibly ruined. Luther consented

to delay the publication of what he had written ; he even

allowed Melanchthon to erase the more offensive expressions.3

Still, indignant at his friend's timidity, he wrote to the chap-

lain :
" He lives, he reigns, even that Saviour in whom you

gentlemen at court believe not, except in so far as he so accom-

modates his doings to your reason, that faith is no longer called

for." He then resolved to write directly to the elector-cardinal.

It is the whole episcopacy that Luther summons to his bar in

the person of the German primate. His words are those of a

bold man burning with zeal for the truth, and who has the con-

science to speak in the name of God himself.

1 Potius te et principem ipsum perdam et omnem creaturam. (L. Epp. il.

p. 94.)
^ Non sic, Spalatine, non sic, princeps. (Ibid.)

' Ut acerbiora tradat. (Ibid. p. 110.) It ought no doubt to be radat.
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"Youf electoral highness," he writes from the recesses of

this retreat where he had been secreted, " has again set up in

Halle the idol which devours at once the money and the souls of

poor Christians. You suppose, perhaps, that I am not in a

fighting state, and that the imperial majesty will easily stifle the

poor monk's cries. . . . Know, however, that I will acquit

myself of the duty that Christian charity imposes on me, with-

out fearing the gates of hell, and still less, of course, popes,

bishops, and cardinals.

" Therefore is it my most humble prayer that your electoral

highness would call to mind how this aftair began, and how,

from a mere spark, there burst forth a terrible conflagration.

Every body at that time, too, felt secure. ' This poor monk,'

it was thought, 'who would singly attack the pope, forsooth!

is too petty a person for such an undertaking.' But God inter-

vened ; and he has put the pope to more toil and anxiety than

he has ever had since first he seated himself in the temple of

God, there to lord it over the Church. That same God is living

still; let none doubt it.l He knows how to oppose a cardinal of

Maintz, even were he abetted by four emperors; for he loves above

all things to bring down the lofty cedars and to humble the

haughty Pharaohs.

"Therefore do I give your highness to wit in writing, that if

the idol be not taken down, it is my duty, in obedience to the

doctrine of God, to make a public attack on your highness, as I

attacked the pope himself. Let your highness act as now

advised. I look for a prompt and favourable reply within the

space of a fortnight. Given in my desert, Sunday after St.

Catherine's day, 1521.

"From your electoral highness's devoted and submissive,

"Martin Luther."

This epistle was sent to VVittemberg, and from Wittemberg to

Halle, where the electoral-cardinal was then residing, for none

dared to intercept it, foreseeing what a storm such a piece of

audacity would have been sure to produce. But Melanchthon

sent along with it a letter addressed to the prudent Capito, by

J Dcrselbig Gott lebet noch, da zweifel nur niemand an ... (L. Epp. ii. p,

113.)

II. X
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which he endeavoured to pave the waj for this difficult affair

turning out well in the end.

We cannot say what were the feelings of the young, and

weak archbishop on receiving the Reformer''s letter. The work

it announced against the Halle idol, was like a sword suspended

over his head. And, at the same time, what might not have

been expected to be the angry feelings enkindled within him by

such insolence from a peasant's son, an excommunicated monk,

daring to speak thus to a prince of the house of Brandenburg,

the primate of the German church ! Capito besought the arch-

bishop to comply with the monk's request. Dismay, pride,

conscience, whose voice he could not smother, produced a terrible

conflict in Albert's soul. At last, however, dread of the book,

and possibly remorse likewise, prevailed there ; he humbled him-

self; he brought together all that he thought likely to appease the

man at the Wartburg, and hardly had the fortnight elapsed,

when Luther received the letter that follows; a still more

astonishing production than even his own terrible epistle-.

"My dear Mr. Doctor, I have received and read your letter,

and have taken it in good part. Still, I think that the motive

which induced you to write such a letter has now for a long

while ceased to exist. It is my desire, with God's help, to con-

duct myself like a godly bishop and Christian prince, and I own

that I stand in need of the grace of God. I deny not that I

am a sinful man, who can sin and err, nay, who sins and errs

daily. I know well that without the grace of God I am no

better than useless and fetid mud, like other men, if I be not

even worse. In replying to your letter I have felt unwilling to

conceal from you this favourable disposition ; for I am more

than desirous to testify to you, for the love of Christ, all man-

ner of goodwill and favour. I know how to receive a Christian

and fraternal reprimand.

"With my own hand,

"Albert."

Such was the language held by the elector archbishop of

Maintz and Magdeburg, whose office it was to represent and

maintain the constitution of the church in Germany, to the

excommunicated of the Wartburg. Shall we say that, in writing

thus, Albert yielded to the generous inspirations of his conscience,
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or to slavish fears ?i In the former case, this letter is noble;

ill the latter, it deserves our contempt. We would rather

ascribe it to a good movement of his heart ; but, be that as it

may, it shows how immensely superior the servants of God are

to all that is great in this Avorld. While the solitary condemned

prisoner, Luther, found indomitable courage in his faith, the arch-

bishop-elector-cardinal surrounded with all the might and all

the favours of this world, trembled on his See. This contrast is

perpetually occurring, and it furnishes a key to the astonishing

enigma presented to us in the history of the Eeformation. The

Christian has no need to reckon up his forces and to make a cal-

culation of the means by which to secure a victory. The only

thing that need perplex him is to know whether the cause for

which he contends be indeed that of God himself, and whether

he have no other aim but his Master's glory. He has an exami-

nation to make, no doubt; but it is an examination wholly

spiritual; the Christian looks to the heart and not to the arms;

he weighs the justice of his cause, not the force he can com-

mand. That question once solved, his course is plain. He
may then fearlessly go forward, were it even against the world

and all its armies, in the unwavering conviction that God him-

self will fight for him.

Thus did the enemies of the Reformation pass from extreme

rigour to extreme weakness ; they had done so already at

Worms; and these sudden transitions are continually recurring

1 In reply to a letter from Capito blaming the bitterness of Luther's lan-

guage to the archbishop, the Reformer plainly enough intimates his suspicions
that the mildness of the prelate's letter was mere hypocrisy—he insists that the
Christian faith is a public and sincere faith, that sees things as they are, and
proclaims things to be as they ai*e^—and again appeals to the curse pronounced
by the prophet Jeremiah on whosoever shall do the work of the Lord negligently,

adopting the rendering of the margin of our Bible. Referring to St. Paul's
injunction with regard to him that is weak in the faith, he says :

" I hope I can-
not be charged with having been wanting, for my part, in charity and patience
towards the weak. . . . Had your cardinal written in the sincerity of his

heart. Oh, with what delight, with what humility should I have fallen at his

feet! how I should have thought myself unworthy to kiss the very dust of

them ! for as to myself, am I anything but dust and ordure ? Let him accept
the Word of God, and we will be to him as loyal and submissive servants. . .

."

These expressions show how ready Luther still was to return to those senti-

ments of humble deference to Albert's high rank in church and state, which we
have seen him exliibit in his first letter to the elector-archbishop, written in

1517; and may be added to the vast amount of evidence that might be brought
to refute the favourite idea of some modern historians, that the main-spring of

the Reformation was a spirit of revolt against all established authorities—

a

deinocratical contempt for superiority of every kind. Tr..
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in the warfare of error with truth. Every cause that is doomed

to fall, is inwardly affected with a morbid restlessness which

renders it tottering and uncertain, and makes it vacillate from

one extreme to another. It were better to be consistent and

energetic; one might possibly thus accelerate his fall, but that

fall, should it follow, would not at least be inglorious.

A brother of Albert's, the elector of Brandenburg, Joachim

J-, presented an example of that force of character which is so

rare, especially in our own days. Steady to his principles and

firm in his actions; capable too, when the occasion required, of

resisting the encroachments of the pope; he opposed the progress

of the Reformation with an iron hand. Before this, at Worms,
he had insisted that Luther should not obtain a hearing, and even

that, notwithstanding his safe-conduct, he should be punished as

an heretic. Hardly was the edict of Worms passed when he

ordained that it should be rigorously executed in all his states.

Luther could appreciate such a character, and distinguishing

Joachim from his other opponents: "One may still pray for the

elector of Brandenburg," he would say.^ And this disposition

on the part of the prince seems to have communicated itself to

his people. Berlin and Brandenburg long remained completely

closed against the Reformation. But what is slowly received, is

faithfully preserved; while other countries which at that time

welcomed the Gospel joyfully, Belgium for example, and West-

phalia, were erelong to forsake it, Brandenburg, which last of all

the states of Germany entered into the paths of the faith, was

at a later period to place itself in the first ranks of the Refor-

mation.2

Luther had his suspicions, on receiving cardinal Albert''s

letter, that it was to be ascribed to hypocrisy, and had been

written in compliance with the counsels of Capito. He held his

peace however, contenting himself with declaring to the latter

that as long as the archbishop, who was hardly capable of admin-

istering the affairs of a petty parish, did not lay aside the mask

of the cardinalship and episcopal pomp, and did not become a

' Helwig. Gesch. der Brandeb. ii. p. 606.

2 Hoc enim est proprium Morum hominum (ex March ; Brandenburg), ut

quum semel in religione sententiam approbaverint, non facile deserant. (Leui-

jngcri. 0pp. i. 41.)
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Simple minister of the Word, he could not possibly be on the

road to salvation.

1

V. While thus combatting error as if he were still on the field

of battle, Luther was at work in his retreat at the Wartburg as

if he never mingled in the least with what was passing in the

world. The time was now come when the Reformation was to

pass from the learning of theologians into the lives of the people

at large; and yet the grand machine by means of which this

advance was to be effected, did not yet exist. That mighty and

marvellous instrument, which was destined to launch from all its

parts those bolts against the edifice of Rome that were to level

her walls with the ground, to upheave the enormous weight

beneath which the popedom was smothering the Church, to com-

municate an impulse to the whole of humanit}^ and which was to

last as long as time itself, behoved to come forth from the old

castle of the Wartburg, and to enter the world with the Reformer,

on the day that his imprisonment was to expire.

The farther the Church was removed from the times when

Jesus, the true light of the world, was upon the earth, the more

did it stand in need of the torch of the Word of God, by

which the brightness of Jesus Christ is intended to be trans-

mitted intact to men in the most distant future ages. But that

divine Word was then unknown to the people. Attempts at

translation from the Vulgate,^ made in 1477, in 1490, and in

1518, had failed to succeed: they were almost unintelligible, and

owing to their dearness, were beyond the reach of the common
people.3 A prohibition had even been issued against giving the

' Larvam cardinalatus et pompara episcopalem ablegare. (L. Epp. ii. p. 132.)
- The common Latin verson received by the Romish church, and by it

accounted almost infallible, and held as equal to the original.—L. R.
^ M. Michelet in his " Additions and Elucidations," states that several Ger-

man versions of the Bible had already been published at Nuremburg, in 14*77,

1483, 1490, and at Augsburg, in 1518 ; but they were not made for the people.
(Nee legi permittebantur, nee ob styli et typorum horriditatem satisfacere
poterant. Seckendorf, lib. i. 204.)

" Previous to the close of the fifteenth century, Germany possessed at least
twelve editions of the Bible in the vulgar tongue, whilst Italy had by that time
only two, and France no more than one." (Jung. hist, dela Reforme a Stras-
burg.

)

These are highly interesting facts, and although the German Bibles of
the fifteenth century were not meant for the vulgar, and might have been rude
both in style and printing, their number shows that they were extensively in
demand somewhere, and must have greatly contributed towards the rapid and
extensive growth of the Reformation when it came. Tr,
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Bible in the vulgar tongue to the German Church. l Moreover,

the number of those who were in a condition to read it, became

considerable, only when there was to be found in the German
tongue a book of deep and universal interest.

Luther was called to give the Scriptures of God to the nation

to which he belonged. The same God who had conducted St.

John to Patmos to write his revelations there, shut up Luther

in the Wartburg that he might there translate his Word.
That great task, which he could with difficulty have undertaken

amid the distractions and occupations of Wittemberg, was to

place the new edifice on the primitive rock, and, after so many
ages had gone by, was to recall Christians from the subtilities

of the school to the pure first fountain-head of redemption and

salvation.

The necessities of the Church pleaded powerfully; they called

for this great work; and Luther''s deep and varied experience

might be expected to induce him to execute it. In fact, he had

found in the faith, that peace of soul which his troubled conscience

and monastic notions had for long led him to seek in his own

merits and holiness. The doctrines of the Church, the theology

of the school, knew nought of the consolations bestowed by faith;

but Scripture presents them very forcibly, and there it was that

he found them. Faith in the Word of God had set him free;

by it he felt emancipated from the dogmatical authority of the

church, from her hierarchy, from her tradition, from scholastic

opinions, from the power of prejudices, and from all domination

on the part of man. Those many strong ties which had for ages

kept Christendom in chains and swaddling-bands, were snapt

asunder and destroyed; they lay scattered all around him, and he

nobly raised his head, free from all things except the Word.

And the same independence of men and submission to God which

he had found in the holy Scriptures, he wished to see restored

to the Church ; but in order to this, it was requisite that she

should have restored to her the revelations of God. Some powerful

hand was required to roll back upon their hinges the ponderous

portals of that arsenal of the Word of God where Luther him-

self had found his arms, and that those antique vaults and halls

' Codex diijlom. Eeclesiaa Magimt. iv. p. -16fl.
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wliich no foot had traversed for ages, had at length to be opened

again to prepare the Christian people for the day of combat.

Luther had before this translated sundry detached parts of

holy Scripture; the seven penitential psalms had been his first

task.i John the Baptist, Jesus Christ, and the Reformation

commenced alike with the preaching of repentance; that lying

at the root of all true renovation, whether for man individually

OT for mankind at large. These essays had been received with

avidity; every body wanted more of them, and to Luther this

voice of the people was as the voice of God himself. He pur-

posed complying with the call, and finding himself immured

as a prisoner Avithin walls that forbade egress, he resolved to

devote his leisure to the translation of the Word of God into

the language of his countrymen. That Word would ere

long go down with him from the Wartburg; would traverse

the tribes of Germany, and put them into possession of spirit-

ual treasures up to that hour confined within the hearts of

a few godly men. "Let this sole book," he exclaimed, "bo

familiar to all men's tongues, hands, eyes, ears, and hearts
!

"" ^

Admirable words, which an illustrious society, by transferring

the Bible into the peculiar dialects of all nations, now undertakes

after the lapse of three centuries, to accomplish,' " Scripture

without any commentary," he further says, " is the sun from

which all the doctors derive their light."

Such are the principles of Christianity and the Reformation.

According to these venerable voices, it is not the fathers we

ought to take for the purpose of elucidating Scripture, but it is

Scripture that ought to elucidate the fathers. The reformers

and the apostles point to the Word of God alone for light, even

as they point to the sacrifice of Christ alone for righteousness.

If we would mingle ought of human authority with this absolute

authority of God, or ought of human righteousness with this

perfect righteousness of Christ, we vitiate Christianity in its two

foundations. Such are the two fundamental heresies of Rome;

such, also, are the two which certain doctors would introduce.

1 Psalm 6, 32, 38, 51, 102, 130, 14Y.
2 Et solus hie liber omnivim lingua, manu, oculis, auribus, cordibus vcrsaretur.

(L. Epp. ii. p. 116.)
^ The Bible society.
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though doubtless, in a less degree, into the heart of the Refor-

mation.

Luther now opened the Hellenic writings of the evangelists and

apostles, and undertook the difficult task of making these divine
_

doctors speak his mother tongue. Most important epoch in the

history of the Reformation ! The work of reform henceforth

was no longer in the hands of the Reformer. The Bible stood

forth; Luther withdrew. God unveiled himself and man dis-

appeared. The Reformer placed the book in the hands of his

contemporaries, and each could now hear what God himself had

to say. As for Luther, he forthwith mingled with the crowd,

and took his place among those who as one body drew from the

common source of light and life.

In translating the holy Scriptures, Luther found that abund-

ant comfort and strength which he did indeed require. Suffer-

ing from ill health, separated from all the world, grieved at the

efforts of his enemies and the vagaries of certain of his own

party, and seeing his life wasting away in a gloomy old castle,

he had at times to sustain terrible conflicts. There was a pre-

vailing tendency, in those days, to transport into the visible

world the conflicts which the soul had to maintain with its

spiritual enemies. Luther's ardent imagination easily embodied

the feelings of his heart, and the superstitions of the middle ages

had so far taken hold of his mind, that it might in this respect

be said of him as has been said of Calvin with respect to the

chastisements due to heretics, that he had some remains of

popery in him.^ Satan was not merely in Luther's apprehension

an invisible, though quite a real being: he thought that that

enemy of God appeared visibly to men as he had done to Jesus

Christ. Although the authenticity of several of the statements

that have been related on this subject in the " Table TalW and

elsewhere, are more than doubtful, still history has some ground

for noticing this weakness in the Reformer.^ Never did those

' M. Michelet, in his Memoirs of Luther, devotes above thirty pages to the

various accounts that have been given of the apparitions of the devil.

2 That part of the castle where Luther was lodged, seems to have been liable to

disturbance from such noises as are often heard in old houses, and lead to the idea

that they are haunted. No one was allowed access to Luther's apartments but two

noble youths who twice a day brought him his meals. These on one occasion

had brought for him a bag of nuts, which on his going to bed in a room adjoining

that where they were left, he thought began to rattle in the box they had been
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gloomy thoughts assail him more than in the solitude of the

Wartburg. He had braved the devil at Worms in the days of

his force; but now all the might of the Eeformer seemed

shattered and his glory to be in its decline. He was thrown

out of his ordinary course; Satan was victorious in his turn, and

Luther, in his souFs anguish, fancied that he saw him make his

giant form stand out before him, point his threatening finger at

him, exult over him with a bitter hellish sneer, and gnash his

teeth with a rage that was frightful. One day among others,

we are told, Luther while labouring at his translation of the

New Testament, thought he saw Satan resolved in his abhor-

rence of such a work, to harrass him while engaged with it, and

prowling around him, like a lion about to spring upon his prey.

At once terrified and angry, Luther seized the inkstand, and

threw it at his enemy's head. The figure vanished, and the

inkstand was broken by its striking against the wall.^ ^

Longer stay at the AVartburg was now to Luther intolerable.

He felt indignant at the pusillanimity of his protectors. At

times he would remain for a whole day plunged in silent and

profound meditations, out of which he would rouse himself only

to ejaculate: " Ah! that I were at Wittemberg ! " At last he

could endure it no longer; he had made sufficient sacrifices of

his own inclination: see his friends again he must, and hear

them, and converse with them. He must needs, it is true, risk

put into, and even to make a noise against his bed. After falling asleep he was

again awoke by a loud noise in the staircase, " as if a hundred hogsheads had

been tumbled "from the top to the bottom," yet the staircase was shut in with

chains and an iron door. The first of these noises might have been caused by

mice, the other by the waggishness of the two young nobles, or other inmates of

the castle. On Lutlier's shifting his quarters to another part of the castle on

his room being given to the wife of John von Berblibs, who on the suspicion of

his being at the "Wartburg, had come to see him, the noises did not follow him,

but were heard by the good dame who had taken his place, and seemed as if

caused " by a thousand devils." See Michelet. Tr.

1 The keeper of the Wartburg still carefully points out to the traveller the

mark left by Luther's inkstand. . . .

2 Who does not agree with us here in admiring, throughout this whole narra-

tive of the manner in which Luther was led to undertake the translation of the

Bible, and was directed therein, the Divine superintendence that made choice

of the proper time for it, that provided for Luther without his seeking it and
even against his intention, the requisite leisure and retirement, and while by his

residence in the Wartburg, it placed him in the condition of mind best fitted for

the task, at the same time by this very task provided for him a healthful diver-

sion of thought and recreation! How wise and good are not God's ways with

mankind, wi"th his own servants in particular, for the advantage and well-being

of his Church:—L.R.
If. Y
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falling into the hands of his adversaries, but nothing could stop

him. About the end of November he secretly left the Wart-
burg, and set oflf for Wittemberg.^

A fresh storm had just burst upon him. The Sorbonne^ had

broken silence at last. That illustrious school of Paris, the first

authority in the church after the pope, the ancient and vener-

able source of theological doctrines, had launched its verdict

against the Reformation.'^

The following are some of the propositions which it condemned.

Luther had said: "God ever gratuitously forgives and remits

sins, and requires nothing of us in return unless it be that for

the future we live according to righteousness."" He had added:

"Of all mortal sins, this is the most mortal, that any man should

believe himself not guilty in God's sight of a damnable and

mortal sin." He had said further: " The burning of heretics is

contrary to the will of the Holy Ghost."

To all these propositions, and to many more besides which it

had quoted, the theological faculty of Paris replied: " Heresy,

anathema!"^

But a youth of four and twenty, of low stature, and modest

and unassuming appearance, dared to take up the gauntlet

1 Machete er sich lieimlich aus seiner Patmo auf. (L. 0pp. xviii. p. 238.)
^ The Sorhonne, being the same that we in our academies call the theologi-

cal faculty, or that part of the ministers which is devoted to the study of theo-

logy, was the theological school in the academy or uni\ersity of Paris. That
academy was the first university properly so called, where all the various depart-

ments of science were taught. The school there specially intended for the study

of theology ( See Mosheim's Church History vol. vth) was established and richly

endowed in the year 1250 by a wealthy and religious man, of the name of

Robert de Sorbonne, a special friend and favourite of King Louis X., or

St. Louis, and hence it acquired the name of the Sorhonve. This theological

school was so famous that on several occasions its decision was called in for the

purpose of determining difficult controversies.—L. R.
2 Milner judiciously remarks that as in 1517, the university of Paris had ven-

tured to question the pope's infallibility, as Luther himself is charged with
having repeatedly acknowledged the Parisian doctors to be wise and orthodox
theologians, and with having promised also to submit his cause to their arbitra-

tion, it seems extremely probable that he must have been disappointed, and in

some degree chagrined, when hefoundthat that assembly.of divines on which he had
most relied, and among whom there probably were some spiritual persons of an
enlightened understanding, adhered in the main to the old prejudices and the

scholastic divinity, and had actually pronounced his doctrine to be " erroneous

both in faith and manners, and proper only to deceive simple people ; that it

was injurious ({. e. insulting) to all the doctors, and derogatory from the power
of the church; openly schismatical, contrary to Scripture, blasphemous against

the Holy Spirit, and pernicious to the Christian common wealth." Tk.
* Determinatiotheologorum Parisiensium super doctrina Lutherana. (Corp.

Kef i. p 306—388.)
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which had been thrown down by the first school in the world.

People were not ignorant at Wittemberg of the true meaning of

all these pompous condemnations; it was known there that Rome

had yielded to the suggestions of the Dominicans, and that the

Sorbonne had been led away by two or three fanatical doctors

who were commonly designated in Paris by ridiculous nick-

names.l Moreover, Melanchthon did not confine himself to a

mere defence of Luther in his apology, but with the hardihood

that characterises his writings, he himself carried the attack

into the camp of his adversaries. " You say: he is a manichean !2

he is a montanist ! let fire and sword repress his folly ! And

who is this montanist ? Luther, who would have people believe

in holy Scripture alone, or you, who believe the spirits of men

rather than the Word of God ?
"3

To attribute more to the word of man than to the Word of

God was, in fact, the heresy of montanists, as it is still that of

the pope and of all who place the Church's hierarchical authority,

or the inward suggestions of mysticism, above the positive

declarations of holy Writ. Accordingly, the young master

of arts who had said :
" I would lay down my life sooner than

the faith,"'* stopt not there. He accused the Sorbonne of dark-

ening the Gospel, of having extinguished the faith, of having

substituted a vain philosophy in the room of Christianity. ^

After the appearance of this book of Melanchthon s, the state of

the question was altered ; he unanswerably demonstrated that

heresy had its seat at Paris and at Rome, and the catholic truth

at Wittemberg.

Luther, meanwhile, little caring for the damnatory sentences

of the Sorbonne, repaired in his equestrian habiliments to the

university city. Sundry reports met him on the road that a

1 Damnarunt triumviri Beda, Quercus et Christophoriis. _ Nomina sunt

horum monstrorum etiam vulgo nunc nota Belua, Stercus, Chnsto tomus. ( Zw.

Epp. i. p. 176.)
2 The Rev. George Stanley Faber has in a late learned publication satisfac-

torily shown how easily the Waldenses and their predecessors came to be

accused of Manichean errors by opponents, whose ignorance of the language of

Scripture led them to attribute the simple use of sundry scriptural expressions

to the belief of Manichean opinions on the existence of a good and evil spirit.

3 Corp. Ref. i. 396.
* Scias me positurum animam citius quam fidem. (Corp. Ref. i. 396.)

' Evangelium obscuratum est, fides extincta. ... Ex Christianismo,

contra omnem sensum spiritus, facta est qusedam philosophica vivendi ratio.

(Ibid. p. 400.)
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Spirit of impatience and independence was manifested by some

of his adherents, and these vexed him to the heart.l At length

he reached Wittemberg without being recognised, and alighted

at the house of Amsdorff. Forthwith means were secretly taken

to assemble his friends,^ Melanchthon in particular, who had so

often said: " I could better bear death itself than being deprived

of him."3 They arrived: what a meeting ! what joy must have

been felt at it ! The Wartburg captive, again in the midst of

them, tastes all the delights of Christian friendship. He is told

of the progress of the Reformation, and the hopes of his brethren;

lavished with what he sees and hears,-^ he prays, returns thanks

to God, and then without waiting long, returns to the Wartburg.

VI. There was good ground for Luther's being satisfied: the

work of the Reformation was advancing at the time with rapid

strides. Feldkirchen, ever in the advanced guard, had first

mounted to the assault ; the main strength of the army was now

shaken, and that power which had caused the Reformation to

pass from the sphere of doctrine which it had purged from error,

into the worship, the life, and the constitution of the church,

now manifested itself by a new explosion, and a more formid-

able one for the popedom than the first had been.

On being rid of the Reformer, Rome had supposed that heresy

was at an end. But in a short time all was changed. Death

hurled from the pontifical throne the man who had laid Luther

under an interdict. Troubles broke out in Spain, and obliged

Charles V. to go beyond the Pyrennees. War burst forth

betwixt that prince and Francis L, and as if all this were not

enough to occupy the emperor, Soliman pushed his way into

Hungary. Attacked on all sides, Charles found himself con-

strained to dismiss from his thoughts the monk of Worms and

his religious innovations.

About the same time, the vessel of the Reformation, which,

after being tossed hither and thither by contrary winds, had well

nigh foundered, recovered itself, and proudly breasted the waves.

The monastery of the Augustinians at Wittemberg was the

» Per viam vexatus rumore vario de nostrorum quorumdam importunitate.

(L. Epp. ii. p. 109. ... ^^^^
2 Liess in der Stille seine Freunde fodern. (L. 0pp. xviii. p. 2o8.)

^ Quo si mihi carendum est, mortem fortius tulero. (Corp. Ref. i. 453, 45o.)

* Omnia vehementer placent qvirc video et audio. (L. Epp. ii. p. 109.)
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place where the Reformation first appeared ; a circumstance not

to be wondered at ; for although the Reformer was gone, all the

powers on earth could not expel from it the spirit that had

animated him while there.

Strange discourses had for some time been delivered at the

church in which Luther had so often been heard. Gabriel

Zwillung, a very zealous monk, and preacher to the monastery,

had preached the Reformation there with great warmth. As if

Luther, whose name was now famous everywhere, had become

too powerful and illustrious, God chose weak and obscure men

for the actual commencement of the Reformation which the cele-

brated doctor had prepared. " Jesus Christ," said the preacher,

" instituted the sacrament of the altar, as a memorial of his

death, and not that it might be made an object of worship. To

worship it, is an act of pure idolatry. The priest who communi-

cates alone, commits a sin. No prior is authorised to constrain

a monk to say mass alone.^ Let one, tw©, or three officiate, and

let all the rest receive the sacrament in both kinds.''"

Such was the demand of friar Gabriel, and these audacious

words were listened to with approbation by the other brethren,

1 We have seen in Luther's case, how tyrannical the older monks in a convent

could be towards their juniors. But as the authority of the abbot or prior was
almost absolute, he must often have had it in his power grievously to tyrannise

over the consciences of such of the friars as were beginning to be enlightened

by the study of the scriptures or other means of grace. We learn from Erasmus
that even when there was no such cause for exciting the enmity of an uncon-
verted heart in the person of the superior in a monastery, his despotism might be
of the most selfish and oppressive description, while the vow of obedience made
by the monks, was cruelly taken advantage of to charge those who dared to

resist, with the crime of perjury. Take the following passage from the

Ecdesiastes of the Rotterdam doctor :
" Some now preach up obedience to man

in such a manner as to obscure that highest obedience which we owe to God.
The pontiff exacts obedience so often from princes ; a bishop from his clergymen
and presbyters ; an abbot from his monks : an oath is added, that the charge of

perjury may lie against any one who does not humour another man's will, not

to say, his caprice [lihidini) in all things. For it sometimes happens that some
unlearned, stupid, perhaps not even sober superior, conjures a monk by holy

obedience, as if by something divine, to comply with his desires. In what? Not
that he should live chastely, abstain from drunkenness, and avoid hypocrisy.

But what? Not to learn Greek, or not so much as to touch the works of

eloquent authors, or something more foolish still, which I would rather should

be understood than that I should express it. Though the monk be given to

wine, though a gluttonous person, though incontinent, though he teem with

hatred and envy, though he never touch the sacred writings, he is neither per-

jured nor disobedient. But should he neglect the commands of a drunken and
haughty superior, then a horrible crime is committed, holy obedience is violated,

and the felony must be punished with imprisonment or death." Tr.
2 Einem 2 oder 3 befehlen Mess zu halten under die andern 12 von denen das

sacrament sm6 utraque specie, mit empfahen. (Corp. Ref. i. 460.)
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and particularly by such as came from the Low Countries.^ As
disciples of the Gospel, they naturally asked themselves, why
they should not be conformed in all points to its requirements.

Had not Luther himself written in August to Melanchthon

:

" From this time forth and for ever, never will I say a private

mass;"2 Thus did the very monks, those soldiers of the hier-

archy, on being set at liberty by the Word of God, boldly take

part against Rome.

At Wittemberg they found themselves doggedly thwarted by

the prior. Remembering that all things should be done in order,

they yielded; still however, declaring that to continue the mass

was to oppose the Gospel of God.

The prior having carried his point, one single monk having

proved more powerful than all the rest; this movement among

the Augustinians might have been supposed to be a mere caprice

of insubordination, such as often occurred in monasteries. But it

was in truth the Spirit of God himself which was then agitating

Christendom. One solitary cry uttered from the recesses of a

monastery, had found an echo in a thousand voices; and that

which people would fain have confined within the walls of a con-

vent, went forth and took a body to itself in the very midst of

civic life.

The report of dissensions having arisen among the monks,

soon spread through the city. The burgesses and the university

students sided either with or against the mass. The court of

tjie elector began to be disquieted on the subject. Frederick, in

astonishment, sent his chancellor, Pontanus, to Wittemberg,

'with orders to put down the monks, by restricting them to

bread and water should the case so require ;3 and on the 12th of

October, at seven in the morning, a deputation of professors,

among whom was Melanchthon, repaired to the monastery to

exhort the friars to make no innovations,* or at least to wait for

a time. Upon this all their zeal revived; being of one mind in

regard to the faith, with the single exception of the prior who

1 Der meiste Theil jener Parthei Niederlsender seyn. (Corp. Ref. i. p. 476.)

" Sed et ego amplius non faciam missam privatam in seternum. (L. Epp. ii.

p. 36.)
3 Wollen die Mbnche nicht Mess halten, sie werden's bald in der KUchen und

Keller empfinden. . . . (Corp. Ref. i. p. 461.)
'' Mit dem Messhalten keine Neucrung machen. (Ibid.)
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combatted their wishes, they appealed in the matter to holy

Scripture, to the minds of the faithful, and to the consciences of

the theologians, to whom, two days after, they transmitted a

written declaration.

Upon this the doctors set themselves to examine the question

more narrowly, and concluded with acknowledging that truth

lay on the side of the monks. They had come for the purpose

of convincing others, but, behold! were themselves convinced.

What were they to do? Their consciences powerfully spoke

within them ; their mental anguish was daily growing worse ; at

length, after much hesitation, they resolved to act with courage.

On the 20th of October, the university made its report to the

elector. " Let your electoral highness," it said to him after

exposing the errors of the mass, " abolish all abuses, lest Christ,

at the day of judgment, apply to you the reproach which he

addressed of old to Capernaum."

Thus it was no longer some obscure monks that spoke: it

was that university which all serious men had for some years

greeted as the school of the nation; and the very means by

which the Keformation was to have been stifled, were those

which were to promote its advance.

With the view of throwing light upon this subject, Melan-

chthon published fifty-five propositions, drawn up in the bold

spirit which he carried into learned disquisitions:

"Just as looking at the cross," said he, "is not the doing of

a good deed, but is the simple contemplation of a sign that

recalls to us the death of Christ

;

" Just as looking at the sun is not the doing of a good deed,

but simply contemplating a sign which recalls to us Christ and

his Gospel;

" So participating at the Lord's table, is not the doing of a

good deed, but simply the making use of a sign which brings to

mind the grace that has been bestowed upon us by Christ,

" But here lies the difference, to wit, that symbols discovered

by men simply recall what they signify, whereas the signs given

by God not only recall the things, but, further, assure the

heart with respect to the will of God,'

I Signa ab hominibus reperta admonent tantum; signa a Deo tradita, praj-
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" As the sight of a cross does not justify, so the mass does

not justify.

" As the sight of a cross is not a sacrifice either for our sins,

or for the sins of others, so the mass is not a sacrifice.

'•There is but one sacrifice; there is but one satisfaction;

Jesus Christ. Beyond him there is nothing of the kind.

" Let the bishops who do not oppose the impiety of the mass,

be anathematised." . . . Thus spoke the mild and godly

Philip.

The elector was in consternation. He had wished to keep

down the young monks, and behold! the entire university, and

Melanchthon himself, had risen on their side. To wait,

appeared to him in all things to be the surest means of success.

He had no liking for hasty reforms, and desired that every

opinion might be allowed to manifest itself. " Time," thought

he " clears up and matures all things," And yet the Keforma-

tion advanced in spite of him with accelerated speed, and

threatened to hurry everything along with it. Frederick did

his utmost to arrest its course. His authority, the influence of

his character, what seemed to him the most decisive reasons,

everything, in short, was employed by him for this purpose.

"Don't run too fast," he made it be said to the divines; "you

are too inconsiderable in point of numbers to attempt such a

reform with success. If it be founded on the holy Gospel,

others will perceive this and you will be abetted by the whole

Church, in abolishing these abuses. You may talk, dispute,

and preach on these matters as much as you please ; but con-

tinue the old usages."

Such was the conflict that began on the subject of the mass

The monks had mounted courageously to the assault; the

divines, though for a moment undecided, ere long came to

their assistance. The prince and his ministers were the sole

defenders of the place. It has been asserted that the Eefor-

mation was afi'ected by the power and authority of the elector;

but, far from that, the assailants had to fall back at the ven-

erated voice of Frederick; and for a brief space the mass was

saved.

cerquam quod admoneiit, certificant etiam cor de volnntate Del. (Corp. Rof.

i. p. 478 )
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For the rest, the main attack was by this time directed upon

another point. Friar Gabriel continued to deliver his fervid

harangues in the church of the Augustiniaus, but it was now

ao-ainst monkery itself that he aimed his reiterated blows; if the

mass contained the pith of the doctrines of Rome, monachism

was the strength of her hierarchy. These, accordingly, Avere

the two positions which had to be carried first.

"No one," exclaimed Gabriel, as reported by the prior, "no one

in a convent keeps God's commandments; no one can be saved

under a hood;^ whoever is to be found in a cloister, entered it

in the name of the devil. Vows of chastity, poverty, and obe-

dience, are contrary to the Gospel."

These strange expressions were related to the prior, who took

good care not to go to church, being afraid that he might hear

them,

" Gabriel," it was further told him, "would have every ejffort

made to have the cloisters emptied of their inmates. When
people meet with monks in the streets, they ought, according to

him, to be pulled about and laughed at ; and if ridicule fail to

make them leave their convents, they ought to be expelled by

force. Pull down, destroy, overthrow the monasteries, says he,

so that not a trace of them may be left, and so that on the spots

they have so long occupied, not a stone shall be found of all that

have served as a shelter to so much sloth and so many supersti-

tions.'"^

The monks were amazed ; their consciences loudly told them

that what Gabriel said was but too true, that the life of a monk

was not conformed to the will of God, and that nobody could

dispose of them but themselves.^

1 Kein Mbnch -n^erde in der Kappe selig. (Corp. Ref. i. p. 433.)
* Dass man nicht olien Stiick von einem Kloster da sey gestanden merken

moge. (Corp. Ref. i. p. 483.)
3 Few things resulting from the Reformation have furnished matter of more

violent ahuse and complaint than the voluntary abandonment of their monas-

teries by so many monks under the influence, real or pretended, of the new
doctrines, and the Author's opinions on the subject of the corruptions incident

to that species of will-worship, will be deemed by most Roman Catholics

among the most unfair portions of his work. We have seen Zwingli's opinion of

monkery; let us now see what the mild and studious Erasmus, a man uninflu-

enced by any Lutheran or Calvinistic prejudices, thought of the conventual life,

irrespective of the tyranny of abbots and priors. In 1514 he thus replies to a pro-

posal to return to the society of m.onks :
" Every time that I have thought of

returning to you, I have considered that many of you would envy me and all of

II. z
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Thirteen Augustinians all at once went out from the monas-

tery, and throwing aside the habits worn by their order, assumed

the common dress. Such of them as had received any school-

ing, attended the university lectures, in order that they might

yet be of use to the Church, and those whose minds had received

little culture, endeavoured to gain a livelihood by working with

their own hands, according to the precept of the apostle and the

example of the good burgesses of Wittemberg.^ One of these,

who could ^\j the trade of a carpenter, petitioned to be admitted

as a burgess, and resolved to marry.

If Luther''s entering the monastery at Erfurt had proved

the first germ of the Reformation, the exit of these thirteen

monks from that of the Augustinians at Wittemberg, betokened

its taking possession of Christendom. Erasmus had thirty

vears before this made an exposure of the uselessness, the folly,

and the vices of the monks ; he had made all Europe join in his

laughter and indignation : but it was no matter of mere sarcasm

now. Thirteen high-minded and courageous men went back

you would despise me. I have considered the insipid and frivolous conversa-

tions held amongst you, in which there is nothing that savours of Christianity;

your repasts altogether secular, and your whole way of life distinguished only

by those things which are commonly called ceremonies. . . . Why should

I return, only to die with you? But perhaps you imagine that it is a singular

happiness to die in a fraternity. Alas ! you are mistaken, and almost all the

world are mistaken along with you. We make Christianity to consist in dress,

in eating, and in little observances. We look upon a man as lost who quits his

white garment for a black one, who wears a hat instead of a hood, and often

changes his habitation. Shall I venture to affirm that the greatest mischief

that hath been done to the Christian religion arises from these religions (or

religious orders) as they are called, though perhaps a pious zeal first introduced

them? They have since been augmented by slow degrees and multiplied into

various kmds. The authority of popes, too easy and indulgent, hath supported

them. For what is more absurd or more wicked, than these relaxed religions?
"

See Jortin's Life of Erasmus, v. i. p. 61. Pasquier in his CatecJiisme des

Jesuites describes the rise of the religious orders ; the contrast between their

ricid ascetism and ardent though unenlightened devotion in early times, and

thi; corruption into which they had fallen in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries is minutely detailed in a small work intituled VApocalypse de Meliton

ou Revelations des Mysteres cenobitiques—a work which Voltaire was mistaken

in attributing to Camus, bishop of Belley, the real author having been Father

Claud Pithoys, who died a Protestant, at Sedan, in 1676, at the age of 80.

The still more recent corruptions of these institutions have been ludicrously

described in .another small work intituled Les Recreations des Capucins ou

Description Historique de la Vic que menent les Capucins pendant leurs Recrea-

tions. To readers who have no access to the larger works of Hospinian and

others, these small works afford a curious insight into many peculiarities of a

kind of life, little known to most Protestants, and apt to be regarded with a

romantic interest by the admirers of modern works of fiction. Tb.
' Etliche unter den Blirgern, ctliche unter den Studenten, says the prior in

his complaint to the elector. (Corp. Ref. i. p. 483.)
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among their brethren, there to render themselves useful to society

and to comply with the orders of God. Feldkirchen s marriage

was the first defeat sustained by the hierarchy; the emancipa-

tion of these thirteen Augustinians was the second. Monachism,

which became formally constituted on the Church's entering the

period of her bondage and her errors, behoved to fall the moment

that she recovered truth and liberty.

This bold deed produced a general fermentation in Wittem-

berg. People admired men who came to take their part in the

labours of the community, and received them as brethren. At

the same time some murmurs were heard at the expense of those

who persisted in remaining lazily concealed behind the walls of

the monastery. Such of the monks as continued faithful to the

prior, trembled in their cells; and the latter, under the impulse

of the universal movement, intermitted the celebration of low

masses.

The smallest concession, at so critical a moment, could not

fail to accelerate the march of events. Such an order on the

part of the prior was keenly felt both in the city and in the

university, and it led to a sudden explosion. Among the Wit-

temberg burgesses and students, there were to be found some of

those turbulent spirits whom the least excitement suffices to

rouse and hurry into culpable disorders. These were indignant

that the low masses, though suspended by the superstitious

prior, should continue to be said in the parish church; and on

Tuesday, the third of December, as the mass was about to be

chanted there, they suddenly advanced to the altar, took away

the books, and dispersed the priests. Indignant at their pro-

ceedings, the council and the university held a meeting with the

view of taking strong measures against those who had been

engaged in them. But it is not easy to calm men's passions

when once excited. The Cordeliers had taken no part in the

reforming movement of the Augustinians. On the following

day some of the students attached a menacing placard to the

gate of their monastery; after which forty students entered their

church, and without proceeding to actual outrages, by making

game of the monks, prevented them from venturing to say mass

except in the choir. Towards night-fall the fathers had warn-

ing sent them to be upon their guard. " The students," they
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were told, " are coming to attack the monastery! . .
." The

terrified monks, not knowing how to protect themselves against

such real or supposed assaults, lost no time in applying to the

council for protection; soldiers were sent to them, but no enemy

appeared. The university caused the students who took part in

these disturbances, to be arrested, on which it was discovered that

they were students from Erfurt, and already notorious for insub-

ordination.^ They were subjected to the penalties of university

discipline.

Meanwhile, people felt the necessity of carefully examining

the lawfulness of monastic vows. A chapter, consisting of the

Augustinians of Thuringia and of Misnia, met at Wittemberg

in December; Luther's viewwas found to be theirs; they declared,

on the one hand, that monastic vows were not sinful, and, on the

other, that they were not obligatory. " In Christ," said they,

" there is neither layman nor monk; every man is free to quit

the monastery or to remain there. Let him who leaves it, not

abuse his liberty ; let him who remains in it, obey his superiors,

but from love." They next abolished mendicity, and masses

said for money; they resolved, likewise, that the most learned

among them should apply themselves to teaching the Word of

God, and that the rest should support their brethren by labour-

ing with their hands.^

Thus the question with respect to vows seemed to be decided ;

but that of the mass remained in suspense. The elector con-

stantly opposed the torrent, and protected an institution which he

saw still maintaining its ground throughout all Christendom.

The orders of so indulgent a prince could not, however, restrain

men"'s minds for any length of time. The head of Carlstadt in

particular, fermented amid the general fermentation. Zealous,

straightforward, unflinching; ready, like Luther, to sacrifice all

things to the truth, he was less wise and moderate than the

Reformer; nor was he quite untainted with a love of vain glory,

and, with a decided disposition to go to the root of every ques-

tion, his ideas were not remarkable either for soundness of judg-

' In summa es sollen die Aufruhr etliche Studenten von Erfiurth erwerkt
haben, (Corp. Ref. i. p. 490.)

* Corp. Ref. i. p. 456. The editors place this decree in October, previous to

the friars leaving the Wittemberg monastery.
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ment or for clearness, Luther had drawn him forth from amid
the disciples of the schoolmen, and directed him to the study of

Scripture; but Carlstadt had not patience enough for the study

of the original tongues, and had not followed his friend in own-
ing the full sufficiency of the Word of God. Hence we see him
often attach himself to the oddest interpretations. As long as

Luther was at his side, the superiority of a master kept him
within just bounds. But Carlstadt was now free. This sallow

complexioned little man, although he had never sTione as an
orator, was heard at the university, at the church, everywhere,

in short, in Wittemberg, to express in a captivating manner
ideas profound at times, but often, too, enthusiastic and exagger-

ated. "What folly!"" he would exclaim, " to think that we
ought to leave the work of Reformation to the agency of God
alone! A new order of things is commencing. The hand of

man ought to intervene. Woe be to him who would lag behind

instead of mounting to the breach in the cause of the mighty

God. . . ."

The archdeacon's eloquence communicated to others the im-

patience that was felt by himself. "Every thing instituted by the

pope is impious," would be said by the sincere and right-hearted

men who adopted his tone. "Do we not implicate ourselves in the

guilt of these abominations by suffering them to subsist? What
is condemned by God's Word, ought to be abolished in Chris-

tendom, whatever may be the ordinances of men. If the chiefs

of the state and the church will not do their duty, let us do ours.

Let us have done with all negotiations, conferences, theses, and

debates, and let us apply the true remedy to so many evils.

We must have another Elias to destroy the altars of Baal."

The re-establishment of the supper at this moment of ferment

and enthusiasm, doubtless could not be attended with the solem-

nity and the sanctity of its institution by the Son of God on the

night before He died, and almost at the foot of his cross. But
if God now employed weak and perhaps impassioned men, still it

was his hand that re-established in the bosom of the Church

the repast first instituted by his love.

Previous to this, in the month of October, Carlstadt had

secretly celebrated the Lord's supper according to the institution

of Christ, with twelve of his friends. On Sunday before Christ-
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mas he announced from the pulpit that on the day of our Lord's

circumcision, the first of the year, he would administer the supper

under the two species of bread and wine, to all who should pre-

sent themselves at the altar; that he would omit all useless

ceremonies,' and in celebrating that mass, would put on neither

cope nor chasuble.

Alarmed at this, the council applied to councillor Beyer to pre-

vent so great an irregularity. Thereupon Oarlstadt resolved

not to wait for the time he had intimated. On Christmas day

itself, 1521, he preached in the parish church on the necessity

of abandoning the mass, and receiving the sacrament in both

kinds. After sermon he went down to the altar; pronounced

the words of consecration in German ; then, turning towards the

people, who were all attention, he said with a solemn voice:

*' Whosoever feels the burthen of his sins, and hungers and

thirsts for the grace of God, let him come and receive the body

and the blood of the Lord."^ Thereafter, without elevating the

host, he distributed the bread and the wine to all, saying:

" This is the cup of my blood, of the blood of the new and ever-

lasting Testament."

Various were the feelings that prevailed among those who

were present at this solemn scene. Some, impressed with the

conviction that God was bestowing a new favour on the Church,

approached the altar with deep and silent emotion. Others,

attracted chiefly by the novelty of the proceeding, went up to

it in a bustling manner and with a certain degree of im-

patience. Five communicants only presented themselves at the

confessional; the rest merely joined in the public confession of

sins. Carlstadt gave the general absolution to all, laying no fur-

ther penance on them than the following: " Sin no more."

The hymn Agnus Dei (Lamb of God) was sung at the close.

^

Carlstadt met with no opposition, for these reforms had already

obtained the public assent. The archdeacon again administered

the supper on New-year's day, then on the Sunday following

;

from which time forth it became an established practice. Ein-

J,

Und die anderen Schirymsteqe alle aussen lassen. (Corp. Ref. i. p. 612.)

Wer mit Siinden beschwert und nach der Gnade Gottes hungrig un<J

diirstig. (Ibid. p. 540.)
' Wenn mann communicirt hat, so singt man : Agnus Dei carmen. (Ibid.)
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sidlen, one of the elector's counsellors, having reproached Carl-

stadt with seeking his own glory more than the salvation of his

hearers: "Mighty Lord," he replied, "no kind of death can

deter me from complying with Scripture. The Word came so

swiftly to me. . . . Woe be to me if I preach not!" ^

Carlstadt married shortly afterwards.

The town council of Wittemberg and the university regulated

the celebration of the supper according to the new rite in the

course of January. Their attention was at the same time

directed to the means of restoring its moral influence to religion;

for the Reformation had simultaneously to re-establish faith,

worship, and manners. It was resolved that mendicants,

whether monks or not, should not be tolerated ; and that somo

godly men should be appointed to take the oversight of the poor,

and to summon scandalous offenders before the university or

the council.- -^

' Mir ist das Wort fast in grosser Geschwindigkeit eingefallen. (Corp.
Ref. i. p. 545.)

* Keinen offenbaren Sunder zu dulden. (Ibid. p. 540.)
^ Roman Catholic authors too often take advantage of the ignorance into which

the greater number of the members of their communion are consigned, in keep-
ing out of sight sucli facts as these and others of a like kind, among which we
may notice the regular catechisings for youth, a mode of promoting religion
and morals for the introduction of which Colbert, the celebrated bishop of
Montpellier, gives Protestants the credit, and to their zeal in which the minutes
of the first sittings of the famous Synod of Dordrecht bear noble testimony.
If the morals of Germany, after being greatly improved by the Reformation,
declined afterwai-ds, which they certainly did during the latter part of the eigh-
teenth and the commencement of the present century, to whatever other causes,
such as civil dissensions and foreign wars, this may be ascribed, it certainly was
not owing to any zealous preaching of the grand doctrine of the Reformation

—

salvation by grace—that having notoriously declined during the same period.
The great importance of diffusing the knowledge of such facts as the above

related of the Wittemberg Reformers, and of proving historically that the
Reformation found popular morality low, and either revived or originated
many admirable plans for its improvement, may be inferred from the following
extract from a small popular work, sold in Flemish and French at the door of
St. Gudule's church at Brussels, and which is but one of many such gross falsi-

fications of history at the expense of the Reformation, and to the enhance-
ment of the times preceding it. It is from the commencement of chap. x. of
" Histoire du Saint Sacrement dc MeracJe Bruxelles, 1835."
"Before the Lutherans and the Calvinists had propagated the poison of their

false doctrines, our ancestors enjoyed profound peace ; the people, obedient to
the voice of their pastors, lived in the fear of God ; the ofiices imposed by our
holy religion were strictly observed ; vice was unknown and man lived a better
life. Children being brought up in a Christian manner, were teachable and
obedient to their parents, the holy obligations of marriage were held in honour

;

families were numerous, concord and friendship prevailed everywhere; luxury,
the cause of so many evils, found no asylum in our country ; the people were
laborious and faithful to their duties ; arts and sciences made immense pro-
gress, «fec." Tk.
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Thus fell Kome''s chief bulwark, the mass ; thus did the

Reformation pass from the domain of doctrine into that of wor-

ship. Three centuries had gone by since the mass and transub-

stantiation were definitively established ;i and from that time all

things had taken a new course in the church; all things had

been done with an eye to the glory of man and the worship of the

priest. The holy sacrament had been adored ; festivals had been

instituted in honour of the greatest of miracles; much importance

liad been attached to the adoration of Mary; the priest who had

received at his consecration the amazing faculty of "making the

body of Christ," had been set apart from the laity and, accord-

ing to St. Thomas Acquinas, had become mediator between God

and man ;2 the celibacy of the clergy had been proclaimed an

inviolable law; auricular confession had been imposed upon the

people, and the cup had been taken from them ; for how could

humble laymen be placed on the same footing with priests

charged with so august a ministry ? The mass was an insult to

the Son of God; it was opposed to the perfectly free grace of his

cross, and to the unsullied glory of his eternal reign ; and while

it lowered the Saviour, it exalted the priest, whom it invested with

the unheard of power of reproducing in his hands, at will, the

supreme Creator. Thenceforward the church seemed to exist, not

that the gospel might be preached, but simply for the sake of

the corporeal reproduction of Christ in the midst of her.3 The

pontiff of Rome, whose humblest servants created at will the

body of God himself, sat as God in the temple of God, and attri-

buted to himself a spiritual treasure upon which he could draw

at will when he wanted indulgences for the pardon of souls.

Such were the gross errors which, together with the mass, had

for three centuries been imposed upon the Church. In abolish-

ing that human institution, the Reformation abolished all these

abuses ; so that the procedure of the archdeacon of Wittemberg

was really one of deep importance. The sumptuous festivals

which so much amused the people, the worship of Mary, the

haughty spirit of the priesthood and the power of the pope, all

' By the council of Lateran, 1215.
2 Sacerdos constituitur medius inter Deum et populum. (Th. Aquin. iii. 22.)
* Perfectio hnjus sacramenti non est in usu fidelium, sed in consecratioue

materia?. (Th. Aquin. Summa. Quest. 80.)
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tottered when the mass fell. Glory departed from the priests

to return to Jesus Christ, and the Reformation made an im-

mense step in advance.

VII. Prejudiced persons, however, could see nothing in the

work which was now in full course of accomplishment, but the

effect of a vain enthusiasm. The facts themselves could not fail

to prove the contrary, and to demonstrate that there is an abyss

between a reformation founded on the Word of God, and the

results of fanatical excitement.

When any great religious ferment takes place in the Church,

some impure elements are ever found to mingle with the mani-

festations of the truth. One or more false reforms are seen to

arise, proceeding from man, and serving as a testimony or

countersign to the true reform. Thus in the times of Christ,

many false Messiahs attested the appearance of the true. The

Reformation in the sixteenth century could not occur without

being accompanied by a like phenomenon, and in the small town

of Zwickau it ere long revealed itself.

Certain persons were to be found there who had become so

much excited by the great events then agitating the whole of

Christendom, as to aspire to direct revelations from the Divinity,

instead of simply endeavouring after sanctification of heart, and

vsdio pretended that they had received a call to complete the

Reformation feebly sketched by Luther. " What good is there,"

they would say, " in keeping so close by the Bible? The Bible !

always the Bible ! Can the Bible speak to us ? Is it not insuf-

ficient for our instruction ? Had God designed to teach us by

a book, would he not have sent us a Bible from heaven ? It is

by the Spirit alone that we can be illuminated. God himself

speaks to us. God himself reveals to us what we ought to do

and what we ought to say." Thus, like the partisans of Rome,

these fanatics attacked the fundamental principle on which the

whole Reformation rests; the full sufficiency of the Word of God.

A simple cloth-weaver, called Nicholas Storck, asserted that

the angel Gabriel had appeared to him during the night, and

after communicating to him matters which he could not yet

reveal, had said to him :
" As for thee, thou shalt be seated on

my throne. "1 A former student at Wittemberg, called Mark

> Advolasse Gabrielem Arigelum. (Camerarii Vita Melanch. p. 48.)

11. 2 A
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Stubner, joined Storck, and straightway abandoned his studies;

for, as he said, he had received the gift of interpreting the holy

Scriptures immediately from God. Their number was further

increased by the addition of Mark Thomas, also a cloth weaver;

and this new sect was indebted for a regular organisation to

a person of fanatical disposition, called Thomas Munzer. Storck,

wishing to follow the example of Christ, chose from among his ad-

herents twelve apostles and seventy-two disciples. All loudly

insisted, as has been done by a sect in our own days, that prophets

and apostles were at length restored to the Church of God. ^

These new prophets, professing to follow in the footsteps of the

old, soon began to deliver their message :
" Woe woe," said they,

" A church governed by men so corrupt as the bishops, cannot

be the Church of Christ. The impious governors of Christen-

dom are about to be overthrown. Within five, six, or seven

years, an universal desolation will break forth throughout tho

world. The Turk will make himself master of Germany; all

the priests will be put to death, even such aa have married. No

ungodly person, no sinner, shall remain alive ; and after the

purification of the earth by blood, God will establish a kingdom

in it ; Storck will be invested with the supreme authority, and

will hand over the government of the nations to the saints. -

There will then be but one faith and one baptism. The day of

the Lord is at hand, and we are on the eve of the end of the

world. Woe! woe! woe!"" Then, declaring that baptism received

in infancy, was of no value, the new prophets invited all men to

come and receive at their hands the true baptism, as the sign of

their introduction into the new Church of God.

This preaching profoundly impressed the people. Some godly

(Souls were afi'ected at the thought of prophets being restored to

the Church, and all who loved the marvellous, threw themselves

into the arms of the eccentric men of Zwickau.

But hardly had this old heresy, for it had appeared before in

the times of the Montanists and in the middle ages, found some

followers, when it encountered a potent adversary in the Refor-

1 Breviter de sesepraedicantvirosessepropheticos et apostolicos. (Corp. Ref.

p. 514.)
- Ut rerum potiatur et instauret sacra et respublicas tradat sacris viris ton-

endas. (Camerar. Vit. Melanch. p. 45.)
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mation. Nicholas Haussman, to whom Luther gave this beau-

tiful testimony: " What we teach, he does,"l was pastor of

Zwickau. That worthy person did not sufier himself to be led

out of the way by the pretensions of these false prophets. He

put a check on the innovations that Storck and his adherents

would fain have introduced, and his two deacons acted in con-

cert with him. Finding that they were rejected by the Church,

these fanatics ran into another excess. They formed them-

selves into clubs, in which subversive doctrines were professed.

The people rose in a tumult, public disorders commenced ; a

priest, while carrying the holy sacrament, was assailed with

stones;- the civil power interfered and threw the most violent

into prison.3 Indignant at this, and eager to justify themselves

and to complain of such treatment, Storck, Mark Thomas, and

Stubner repaired to Wittemberg.*

There they arrived on the 27th of December, 1521, Storck

marching at their head in the dress and with the bearing of the

soldiers called Lanzknecht,^ and followed by Mark Thomas and

Stubner. Their designs were favoured by the confusion then

prevailing in Wittemberg. The academic youth and the bur-

gess body, deeply excited and already in a state of ferment,

formed a soil well fitted for the new prophets.

Making sure of their support, they immediately repaired to

the professors of the university for the purpose of obtaining

their testimony. " We are sent by God," said they, " for the

instruction of the people. We have familiar conversations with

the Lord; we foresee things yet to come;^ in a Avord, we are

apostles and prophets, and we appeal on this point to Dr. Luther.""

This strange language astonished the doctors.

"Who has appointed you to preach!" asked Melanchthon of

his former pupil, Stubner, whom he received into his house-.-" Our

1 Quod DOS docemus ille facit.

^ Einen Priester der das Venerabile getragen mit Steinen geworfen. (Seek,

p. 482.)
3 Sunt et illic in vincula conjecti. (Mel. Corp. Ref. i. p. 513.)
* Hue advolarunt tres viri, duo lanifices, literarum rudes, literatus tertius est.

(Ibid.)
« Incedens more et habitu militum istorum quos Lanz Inecht dicimus. (L.

Epp. ii. p. 245.) The LanzJcnecht seems to have been a foot soldier armed

with a pike. Tr.
.

* Esse sibi cum Deo familiaria colloquia, videre futura. (Mel. Electori.2(th

December 1521. Corp. Ref. i. p. 614.)
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Lord God," was the reply.—" Have you written any books?"

—" Our Lord God has forbidden me to do so." Melanchthon's

feelings overcame him; he was amazed and frightened. . . .

" There are extraordinary spirits," said he, " in these men;

but what spirits ? . . . Luther alone can decide this. On

the one hand, let us beware of quenching the Spirit of God; and

on the other, of being seduced by the spirit of the devil."

Storck, who was of a restless disposition, soon left Wittem-

berg; Stubner remained there. Animated with an ardent zeal

for making proselytes, the latter traversed the whole city,

speaking now to this person, now to that; and not a few owned

him as a prophet from God. He addressed himself particularly

to a Suabian of the name of Cellarius, a friend of Melanchthon's,

who kept a school where he instructed a great many young

people in literature, and who ere long fully admitted the mission

of the new prophets.

Melanchthon felt more and more hesitation and disquietude.

It was not the visions of the Zwickau prophets that perplexed

him so much as their new doctrine on baptism. It appeared to

him conformable with reason, and he thought that it was worth

the trouble of being inquired into ; "for," said he, "we ought

neither to admit nor to reject anything lightly ."^

Such was the spirit of the Keformation, and these feelings of

hesitation and anxiety on Melanchthon's part furnish a proof of

the rectitude of his heart, which perhaps does him more honour

than a systematic opposition could have done.

The elector, whom Melanchthon called "the lamp of Israel,^
"

himself hesitated. Prophets, apostles, in the electorate of Saxony,

as of old at Jerusalem! "It is a great affair," said he; "and

as a layman I cannot comprehend it. But rather than do aught

against God, I will take a staff in my hand and quit my
throne.3

"

' Censebat enim neque admittendum, neque rejiciendum quicquid temere.

(Camer. Vit. Mel. p. 49.)

2 Electori lucernse Israel. (Ibid. p. 615.)
3 Excellent prince indeed ! Who does not behold in this the overruling pro-

vidence of God, -who at just the right time and place put such a prince in the

direction of affairs, and gave him, besides, so much weight and influence in the

affairs of Germany? But how fortunate was he not also, as respected him-

self, in postponing every other consideration for the sake of the truth, and in

devoting himself so unreservedly to her interests ! What a crown may we not

regard as bestowed by God, on one who even to the sacrifice of his princely
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At last he instructed his councillors to say to the doctors,

that there was already enough to embarrass them at Wittem-
berg; that very likely the pretensions of the Zwickau men were

£. mere seduction of the devil, and that the wisest course for him
to adopt seemed to be to allow the whole affair to drop; never-

theless, that in every circumstance in which his highness clearly

saw the will of God, he would take counsel neither of brother,

nor mother, and that he would hold himself ready to suffer all

things for the sake of the truth.l

Luther was apprised at the Wartburg of the agitation that

now prevailed at the court and at Wittemberg. Strange per-

sons had appeared, and people knew not whence theyhad received

their message. He immediately perceived that God had per-

mitted these sad events for the humbling of his servants, and to

excite them by trial to endeavour more after sanctification.

" Your electoral grace," he wrote to Frederick, " has during

long years employed persons in searching for relics in all coun-

tries. God has complied with your desires and has sent you,

without putting you to expense or trouble, an entire cross, with

nails, spears and scourges . . . grace and prosperity to

the new relic! . . . Only let your highness fearlessly

extend your arms, and allow the nails to enter your flesh ! . . .

I have always expected that Satan would send you this

wound. . .
.""

But, at the same time, nothing seemed to liipi of more press-

ing consequence than the ensuring to others of the liberty which

he claimed for himself. He was no man of two weights and two

measures. " Let people beware of throwing them into prison,"

he wrote to Spalatin ;
" let not the prince imbrue his hands in

the blood of these new converts!"- On the subject of religious

liberty Luther was far in advance of his age, and even of several

others of the Reformers.

Matters now began to assume a more and more serious aspect

at Wittemberg.3

Carlstadt rejected several of the doctrines of the new prophets,

dignity set aside all things for the truth. Under the administration of such a
prince something was sure to be done for the truth.—L. R.

' Dariiber auch leiden was S. C. G. leiden sollt. (Camer. Vit. Mel. p. 531.)
' Ne princeps manus cruentet in prophetis. (L. Epp. ii. p. 135.)

Ubi fiebant omnia in dies difSciliora. (Cam. Vit. Mel. p. 49.)
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and, in particular, their anabaptism; but there is something

contagious in religious enthusiasm from which a brain like his

could not easily defend itself. From the time of the arrival of

the Zwickau men at Wittemberg, Carlstadt advanced with still

more precipitation in a course of violent reforms. "We ought,"

he would say, " to rush to the attack of all impious customs

and instantly to demolish them." He recalled all the passages

of Scripture that bear against images, and stood forth with ever-

encreasing energy against the idolatry of Rome. " People

kneel and crouch before these idols," he would exclaim; "they

light tapers for them and present offerings to them. . . . Let

us rise and wrench them from their altars!"

These words were not sounded in the people''s ears in vain.

The churches were entered, and the images which they contained

were carried off and broken or burned.l It had been better to

have waited until their abolition were legitimately decided upon

;

but it was thought that the slowness of the leading men would

compromise the Reformation itself.

Ere long, if these enthusiasts were to be believed, there were

no true Christians in Wittemberg but those who never con-

fessed themselves, who persecuted the priests and ate flesh on

meagre days; and on the mere suspicion that a man did not

reject all the practices of the Church as inventions of the devil,

he was held to be a worshipper of Baal. The cry was raised

"that a church must be formed, composed of none but saints."

The Wittemberg burgesses laid before the council certain

articles to which they considered that it ought to adhere.

Several of these articles were conformable to evangelical morality.

It was craved, in particular, that all houses of public diversion

should be closed.

But Carlstadt was not long of going beyond this : he began

to despise academical studies; and the old professor might be

seen advising his students from his chair, to return to their

homes, resume the spade, follow the plough, and quietly till the

ground, inasmuch as man was to eat liis bread in the sweat of

his face.2 The master of the boys' school at Wittemberg, George

' Die Bilder zu sttirmen und aus den Kirchen zu werfen. (Matth. p. 31.)
^ From Milner it would appear that Melanchthon opposed Carlstadt, telling

him, when he avowed that he wished to be as much thought of as Luther, that
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Mohr, under tlie influence of the same whim, shouted from his

school window to the assembled burgesses to come and take back

their children. What good purpose could be served by their

studying, since Storck and Stubner had never been at the uni-

versity, and were prophets notwithstanding? ... A plain

workman was thus equally, if not better qualified, than all the

doctors in the world, for preaching the Gospel.

Thus did there arise doctrines that were directly opposed

to the Reformation. The revival of letters had paved the way
for it; it was with the arms of learning that Luther had attacked

Rome; and now the Wittemberg enthusiasts, like the fanatical

monks that had been opposed by Erasmus and Reuchlin, pro-

fessed to trample under foot all human accomplishments. Were
vandalism again to be established, hope for the world was gone;

and a fresh invasion of barbarians would extinguish the light

which God had rekindled in Christendom.

The effects of these strange sayings were soon manifest.

Men's minds were engrossed, agitated and diverted from the

Gospel; the academy was broken up; the students becoming

demoralised, disbanded and dispersed themselves; and the Ger-

man governments recalled such as belonged to their respective

jurisdictions.! Thus did those who would have reformed and
vivified everything, go about to destroy everything. "Yet
a last effort," shouted the friends of Rome, now recoverinf

courage on all sides, "yet a last effort, and all will be

gained!". . ?

The safety of the Reformation entirely depended on the

prompt suppression of the excesses of these fanatics. But who

"that was the language of pride, envy, and unchristian emulation." But
according to Maimburg. Melanchthon was so far wrought upon at this period
by Carlstadt, as to go and work with a baker, a proceeding in which the Jesuit
historian seems to think that he allowed himself to be led by an idiot {un foil).
Respect for manual labour, however, he might have found carried to an enthusi-
astic extreme among some of the monks of his own communion, and something
akin to the same principle seems to exist among the society of Friends, all whose
m.embers are brought up to some species of industry, such as, in the failure of
other means, they might live by. We are not told that Melanchthon renounced
his studies, nor does manual labour involve any such sacrifice, many havinw
made great advances in learning and science who have wrought with their own
hands, and eaten their bread in the sweat of their brow. Addiction to books
alone was probably associated in the minds of some with the uselessness of the
monastic life. Tr.

' Etliche Fiirsten ihre Bewandten abgefordert. (Corp. Ref. i. p 560 )
* Perdita et funditus diruta. (Camer. Vit. Mel. p. 52.)
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was to effect this ? Melanclithon? He was too young, too

feeble, and too much agitated himself by those strange pheno-

mena.^ The elector? He was the most pacific man of his age.

The favourite occupations of his life were the building of his

palaces at Altenburg, Weimar, Lochau and Cobourg, ornament-

ing his churches with the beautiful paintings of Lucas Cranach,

improving the singing in his chapels, promoting the success of

his universit}^ making his people happy, stopping amid the

children whom he might chance to meet on the road, and dis-

tributing trifling presents among them. And, at an advanced

stage of life, he must come into conflict with fanatics, and oppose

violence to violence ! How could the good, the godly Frederick

ever bring himself to do that?

The evil went on accordingly, and no one stepped forward to

arrest its course. Luther was no longer at Wittemberg. Pei--

turbation and ruin took possession of the city. The Reforma-

tion beheld the rise within its own bosom, of a still more

formidable enemy than the popes or the emperors. In short,

it was on the brink of utter destruction.

> Luther's profound respect for the judgment of Melanchthon, and confidence

in the influence he misrht exert, appear in some letters written at this epoch,

and quoted hy M. Michelet, hut omitted by M. M. d'Aubigne He wrote to

Spalatin that " Origen had a separate course of instruction for women ; why

does not Melanchthon try something of the same kind? He both can and

ought, for the people hunger and thirst."

" I should much desire that Melanchthon should also preach somewhere in

pviblic, in the city, on festivals, after dinner, so as to take the place of drinking

and gambling; people might thus habituate themselves to the return of liberty,

and to make it take on the fashion of the primitive church."
" For if we have broken all human laws, and thrown off the yoke, shall we

stop at the objection that Melanchthon has not been shaved or anointed (t. e.

received the tonsure and consecration to the priesthood)? or that he is married?

He is truly a priest and he discharges the functions of a priest, at least if the

office of priest consist in the teaching of the word. Otherwise Christ himself

is no longer to be reckoned a priest, since he taught sometimes in the syna-

gogues, sometimes in a ship, sometimes on the shore, sometimes on a mountain.

He acted every part, in all places, and at all seasons, without ever ceasing to

be himself."

The grand affair, however, was having the people thoroughly imbued with the

Bible.- Even in this Luther seemed to think none so well fitted for the task as

Melanchthon.
.

" Melanchthon," says he, " ought to read the Gospel to the people in Ger-

man, as he has begun to read it in Latin, so as to become by little and little a

German bishop, as he is already a Latin bishop," (9th September). Luther's

deviations from established order, it will be perceived, bore all upon the remedy-

ing of a defect which the order then established was mainly chargeable with

producing—universal ignorance of holy Scripture, except in so far as people

gTiessed at the meaning of the Latin excerpts used in the prayer books. Such

deviations would of course cease to be necessary when the established order of

the Church came to be as scriptural as it had been the reverse.
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Lutlier! Luther! was now the universal cry at AVittemberg.

The burq;esses urgently called for him; the doctors were eager

to have his advice; the prophets themselves appealed to him.

All besought him to return.!

It is easy to see what must have been passing at this time in

the Reformer's mind. All the rigours of Rome were nothing

in comparison with what was now afflicting his soul. It was

now from the midst of the Reformation itself, that his enemies

came forth. It was teai'ing its own bowels ; and that very

doctrine which alone restored peace to his troubled heart, was

becoming an occasion of deplorable troubles for the Church.

"Were I aware," he had said, "that my doctrine was injuri-

ous to any one, though but to one simple and obscure person (a

tiling which cannot be, for it is the very Gospel itself), better

to die ten times over than not to retract."^ And now a whole

city, and that city Wittcmberg, deviates into error! True, his

doctrine is in no wise to be blamed for it ; yet from all points

in Germany, voices were lifted up in accusations against him.

Then it was that he was assailed by keener sorrows than he had

ever yet felt, and disturbed by temptations altogether new. "Is

this then," he would say to himself, " the final result to which

the work of the Reformation is to lead?" . . . But no;

he puts away these doubts. God has commenced. . . .

God will finish. " I drag myself on my knees towards the

grace of the Lord," he exclaimed, " and I beseech him that his

name may remain attached to this work; and that if aught

impure has mingled with it, he will remember that I am a sin-

ful man. "3

What had been written to Luther about the inspiration of

the new prophets and their sublime communications with God,

did not make him waver for an instant. He was intimately

acquainted with the depths, the pangs, and the humiliations of

the spiritual life ; at Erfurt and at Wittemberg he had had

such experience of the power of God, as would not allow hira to

believe so readily that God would appear to the creature and

' Lutherum revocavimus ex heremo suo magnis de causis. (Corp Ref. i. p.

6G6.)
2 Mbchte ich ehe zehn Tode leyden. ( Wieder Emser. L. 0pp. xviii. p. 613.)

s Ich krieche zu seiner Gnaden. (L. 0pp. xviii. p. 615.)

II. 2b'
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converse with it. "Ask them,"" he wrote to Melanohtlion,

"whether they have experienced those spiritual straits, those

divine births, and infernal deaths tliat accompany trne regenera-

tion.^ ... If you hear nothing from them but smooth,

tranquil, and, forsooth, what they call devout, religious contem-

plations, regard them not, for there is wanting the characteristic

of the Son of man, of the man of sorrows; there is wanting the

cross, the only touchstone of Christians, and the sure discerner

of spirits. Would you know the place, the time, the manner

of divine conferences and communications ? Hear the written

word: As a lion will he hreah all my hones. And, / am cast out

of the sight of thine eyes. My soul is full of trouble, and my life

draweth nigh unto hell. No! the divine majesty (as they call

it) speaks not immediately, in a way that man should see it,

/or no man, it saith, can see one and live!"

But his conviction that the prophets were in error only aug-

mented Luthers grief. Could the grand truth of salvation by

grace, then, have so soon lost its attractiveness, that men should

turn away from it to attach themselves to fables ? He began

to perceive that the work was not so easily accomplished as he

had at first supposed. He stumbled on this the first stumbling-

block, thrown in his way by the erratic tendencies of the human

mind ; he was afflicted and in anguish ; and desiring, even at

the cost of his life, to remove it out of his people's way, lie

decided on returning to Wittemberg.

Great were the dangers that then menaced him. The enemies

of the Reformation believed themselves at the point of destroy-

ing it. George of Saxony, Avho was no friend either to Rome

or Wittemberg, had written on the 16th of October, 1521, to

duke John, the elector's brother, with the view of inducing him

to join the ranks of the enemies of the Reformation. " Some,""

he had told him, " deny the immortality of the soul. Others

(and these are monks) trail the relics of St. Anthony with

swine and bells, and cast them into the mud.^ And all this

' Quferas num experti sint spirituales illas angustias et rativitates divinas,

mortes infernosque. (L. Epp. ii. p. 215.) I have attempted to translate tiiese

words more literally than either M. Merle d'Aubign6 or Milner. Both seem

fo have missed Luther's precise meaning. Tb.
* Mit Schwpincn und Schellen ... in Koth geworfen. (Weym. Ana

Seek. p. 482.)
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comes of Luther's doctrine! Beseech your brother, the elector,

either to' punish the impious authors of these innovations, or to

give public intimation of the true nature of his opinions. Our

whitening beards and hair warn us that we have entered on the

last term of our lives, and urge us to put a stop to so many

evils."

George then set off to take his place in the imperial government

established at Nuremberg, where he had hardly arrived when he

put everything in movement to secure the adoption of severe

measures. That body, in fact, passed an edict on January 21st,

in which it bitterly complained of the priests saying mass with-

out having on their sacerdotal dresses, of their consecrating the

holy sacrament in the German tongue, administering it without

receiving the necessary confession, putting it into the hands of

the laity, and not even much troubling themselves as to whether

the recipients came fasting or not.'

The imperial government consequently solicited the bishops

to seek out, and rigorously to punish all the innovators to he

found in their respective dioceses, and these orders were eagerly

complied with.

Such was the moment chosen by Luther for re-appearing

upon the scene. He was aware of the risk he incurred, and

foresaw immense disasters. " Ere long," he would say, " there

will be a tumult in the empire, such as will sweep princes,

magistrates, and bishops, pell mell into its train. People have

their eyes open, and neither will nor can be driven by force.

Germany will swim in blood.^ Let us stand up like a wall for

the saving of our nation in the day of the Lord's great wrath.

VI IL Such were Luther's cogitations, but he saw a danger

more urgent still. Far from being extinguished at Wittemberg,

the conflagration there continued to spread from day to day.

From the heights of the Wartburg, Luther could see the horizon

illuminated with jets of frightful splendour, darting up in rapid

succession, and giving token of devastation. And was it not he

alone who could bring succour in this extremity? Shall he not

cast himself into the midst of the flames in a bold attempt to

In ihre laische Hande reiche. (L. 0pp. xviii. p. 285.)

Germaniam in sanguine natare. (L. Epp. ii. p. 157.)
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extinguish tliem ? In vain do his enemies prepare themselves

for striking a final blow; in vain does the elector beseech him

not to leave the Wartburg, and to prepare his justification for

the approaching diet. He has something still more important

in hand ; he has to justify the Gospel itself. " More and more

serious news reach me from day to day," he writes. " I am
about to go: matters themselves make it indispensable that I

should do so."^

In fact, on the Sd of March, he rose with the resolution of

leaving the Wartburg for ever. Bidding farewell to its ancient

towers and sombre forests, he passed the walls behind which he

had kept himself safe from the excommunications of Leo, and

the sword of Charles V. He comes down from the hill- top;

the world which lies stretched beneath, and in the midst of

which he is to re-appear, will soon perhaps assail him with

shouts demanding his death. But it matters not; he advances

joyfully; for it is in the Lord"'s name that he returns among his

fellow-men .2

Time had been hasting on, and a different cause led Luther

to quit the Wartburg from that which had placed him there.

He had come as the assailant of the old traditions and the old

doctors ; he quitted it as the defender of the word of the apos-

tles against new adversaries. He had entered it as an innovator

and because he had attacked the ancient hierarchy; he quitted

it as a conservative, and in defence of the faith of Christians.

Hitherto Luther had seen but one thing in his work ; that was

the triumph of justification by faith ; and with that weapon he

had beaten down mighty superstitions. But if there had been

a time to subvert, there behoved to be a time, also, for building

up. Beyond the ruins with which his arm had strewed the

ground, beyond the rubbish of letters of indulgences, broken

tiaras and torn hoods, beyond the heap of Romish errors and

abuses that lay pell-mell on the field of battle, he discerned, and

he exposed to view, the primitive catholic church, re-appearing

ever the same, and coming out from a long trial with her

unchangeable doctrines and her celestial voice. He could dis-

' Ita, enim res postulat ipsa. (L. Epp. ii. p. 135.)
^ So machte er sich mit unglaubicher Freudigkeit des Geistes, im Nahmen

Gottea auf den Weg. (Seek. p. 458.)
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tinguish between her and Rome; he hailed and embraced her

joyfully. Luther did nothing new in the world, as has been

falsely alleged of him ; he built up no structure for times

. future Ihat was not intimately linked with times past ; he

uncovered and exposed to the light of day the ancient founda-

tions which had been overgrown with briars and thorns, and

carried on the building of the temple ; he simply built on the

foundation that had been laid by the apostles. Luther saw that

the ancient and primitive church of the apostles, on the one

hand, required to be reconstructed in opposition to the popedom

by which it had so long been oppressed ; and, on the other, to

be defended against enthusiasts and unbelievers, Avho professed

to disown it, and making no account of all that God had been

doing in times past, wanted to recommence with a work alto-

gether new. Luther was now no longer the man of one only

doctrine, that of justification, although he ever reserved the first

place for that ; he became the man of the whole of Christian

theology; and though persuaded that the Church is essentially

the collective body of the saints, he guarded himself against des

pTsing the visible church, and acknowledged the assembly of all

who are called, as the kingdom of God. Thus a great move-

ment now took place in Luther's soul, in his theology, and in

the process of renovation which God was carrying on in the

world. The hierarchy of Rome might possibly have thrown

the Reformer into an extreme course; but the sects, which then

so boldly lifted their heads, brought hira back into the middle

course where lay the truth. His stay at the Wartburg divides

the history of the Reformation into two periods.

Luther was now ambling along the road to Wittemberg ; he

had reached the second day of his journey, and it was Shrove

Tuesday. Towards night-fall a terrible storm came on, and

deluged the roads with rain. Two young Swiss who were

travelling in the same direction, quickened their steps in hopes

of finding shelter in the town of Jena. They had been study-

ing at Basel, but the high reputation of Wittemberg drew them

to that university. Travelling on foot, fatigued, and soaked

with rain, John Kessler of St. Gall, and his companion hasted

on with increased speed. They found the town quite engrossed

with the rejoicings of the Carnival, and all its inhabitants
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engaged in dancing, masquerades, and uproarious feasting, so

that on the arrival of the two pedestrians, there was not an inn

in the place that could afford them room. They were directed

at last to the Black Bear before the town gate ; and to it they

betook themselves, fatigued, dispirited, and melancholy. The

landlord, however, gave them a kind reception.^ They seated

themselves near the public-room door which stood ajar, being so

much ashamed of the plight in which the storm had left them

that they dared not venture farther. At one of the tables there

sat a man by himself, dressed like a knight, with a red bonnet

on his head, and wearing trunk-hose over-lapped by the border

of his doublet ; his right hand rested on the pommel of his

sword, of which his left clasped the handle ; a book lay open before

him, and he seemed to be reading it with great attention. ^

Hearing the two youths at the door, this person looked up,

bowed to them with an air of aftability, and invited them to take

their places at the table with him ; then, offering them a glass

of beer, and in allusion to their accent, he said: "You are

Swiss, I can see, but from which of the cantons?"—"From St.

Gall."—" If you be going to Wittemberg, you will find a coun-

tryman of yours there. Doctor Schurff." Encouraged by this

kind reception, they added :
" Honoured Sir, can you inform

us whether Martin Luther be there at present?"—" I know for

certain," replied the knight, " that Imther is not at Wittem-

berg; but he must soon go there. Philip Melanchthon is there.

You must study Greek, and Hebrew, if you would well under-

stand holy Scripture."—" If God spax'e our lives," replied one

of the St. Gall youths, "we won't return home without having

seen and heard Doctor Luther; for it is on his account that we

have undertaken this long journey. We know that he means

to subvert the priesthood and the mass; and as our parents

have designed us from infancy for the priesthood, we would fain

know what are the grounds he alleges for such an undertaking."

Here the knight paused for a moment, and then went on to say:

"Where have you been studying hitherto?"—"At Basel."

—

I See this narrative of Kessler's, with .all its details in the simple language of

tlie time, in Bernet, Johann Kessler, p. 27. Hahnhard Erzahlungen. iii. p.

300, and Marheinocke Gesch. der Ref. ii. 321. 2d. Edition.
^ In einem rothen Schbpli, in hlossen Ilopeii iind Wamms . . . (Ibid.)
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"Is Erasmus of Rotterdam still there? What is he doing?"

They answered these questions; then there followed another

pause. The two Swiss felt extremely puzzled. " Is it not

strange," said they to themselves, " that this knight should talk

to us about SchurfF, Melanchthon, Erasmus, and the necessity

of learning Greek and Hebrew?"—"Dear friends," said the

unknown all at once, "what is thought of Luther in Switzer-

land?"—"Honoured Sir," replied Kessler, "the opinions enter-

tained with regard to him are, everywhere, very various. Some
cannot sufficiently extol him; others condemn him as an abomi-

nable heretic."'"'
—"Ah ! the priests no doubt,"'"' said the unknown.

The knight's cordiality had now made the two students feel

at their ease. They were burning with eagerness to know what

the book was he had been reading when they entered, and which

now lay closed beside him. Kessler"'s companion had at length

the courage to take it up. What was the astonishment of the

two youths when they found that it was the Psalms in Hebrew

!

The student instantly replaced the book, and wishing to make
his indiscretion forgotten, he said: " I would wiUingly give a

finger from my hand to know that language.""—" You will cer-

tainly acquire it," said the unknown to him, " if you will but

take the pains to learn it.""

Shortly after this, Kessler heard the landlord call to him;

the poor young Swiss dreaded that something had gone amiss;

but it was only to whisper to him: "I perceive you have a

great desire to see and hear Luther; well then, that is Luther

sitting beside you."" Kessler took this for a jest and said:

—

"Ah Sir, you want to make game of me."—"It certainly is

he,"*"" said the landlord; "only, don"'t let it be seen that you
know who he is."'' Kessler made no reply, but returned to the

room and resumed his seat, eager to repeat to his companion

what had just been told him. But how was this to be done?

At last he thought of stooping, as if looking towards the door,

and thus approaching his friend's ear, he said in a low whisper:

"The landlord assures me that that is Luther."—"He may
have said that it is Hutten," rejoined his comrade; "thou must

have misunderstood him."*"*
—"Possibly so," rejoined Kessler;

"the landlord must have said, Hutten; the two names are not

EC unlike, I must have taken the one for the other
""
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As this was passing, the noise of horses Avas lieard before the

inn door; two merchants in quest of lodgings for the nigiit,

entered the room, took off their spurs, threw down their cloaks,

and one of the two laid on the table an unbound book, which

immediately caught the knight's attention, "What book is

that," said he?—" It is an exposition of some of the Gospels and

Epistles by doctor Luther," replied the merchant; "it is about

to be published."—" I shall soon have it," said the knight.

Here the landlord came in to say: " Supper is ready, let us ^

take our seats." But the two students, dreading the probable

expense of a meal prepared for such guests as the knight, Ulrich

von Hutten, and two wealthy merchants, took their host aside

and begged he would allow them to have something by them-

selves. " Come along, my friends," replied the landlord of the

Black Bear, "you have only to take your seats by the side of

this gentleman here, and I will take care that the reckoning be

moderate."—"Come along," said the knight, "and I will charge

myself with the reckoning."

During supper, the unknown knight made many simple and

edifying remarks. Both merchants and students were all atten-

tion as he spoke, and paid more regard to what fell from his

lips than to the dishes that wer« set before them. " Luther

must either be an angel from heaven, or a devil from hell," said

one of the former, in the course of conversation ; and then

added: "I would willingly give ten florins, could I but meet

with Luther and confess myself to him."

When supper was over, the merchants rose, leaving the two

Swiss alone with the knight who, taking up a large glass, rose,

and said with a serious air, according to the custom of the coun-

try: "Swiss! one glass more on returning thanks." As
Kessler was about to take the glass, the unknown set it down

and presented one filled with wine. "You are not used to beer,"

said he.

He then rose, threw a military cloak over his shoulders, held

out his hands to the students and said: " When you arrive at

Wittemberg, give my compliments to doctor Jerome Schurff."

1 It seems then as now, to have been the fashion on the continent, for the

guests at an inn to take their meals at a common table, and for the landlord to

preside. Tr.
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"With all our hearts," said they, "but in whose name?"

—

"Merely say to him," replied he: " He who ought to como,

salutes you," whereupon he quitted the room, leaving them full

of admiration at his courtesy and kindness.

Luther, for it was no other but him, continued his journey. It

will be recollected that he had been put to the ban of the empire;

whoever met and recognised him might lay hands on him; yet

at the very time that he was giving effect to a purpose that

exposed him to the utmost risk, he was calm and serene, and

cheerfully conversed with the persons whom he chanced to meet

on the road.

It was not that he lay under any illusion-, the future, he well

saw, was surcharged with storms. " Satan," he would say, " is

transported with rage, and all around me meditate nothing but

death and hell.^ Still I go forward and throw myself before the

emperor and the pope, without any one to protect me, unless it

be God in heaven. All are empowered, in so far as men can do

so, to kill me wherever I may be found. But Christ is the

Lord of all ; if he will that they should put me to death, so be

it!"

That same day, being Ash Wednesday, Luther reached Borna,

a small town near Leipsick. He felt that it was his duty to

apprise his prince of the bold course he was about to adopt; he

accordingly wrote the following letter to him, from the Guide's

inn where he had alighted:

" Grace and peace from God our Father, and from the Lord

Jesus Christ.

" Most serene elector! gracious lord! what has taken place

at Wittemberg, greatly to the disgrace of the Gospel, has filled

me with such distress that were I not assured of the truth of

our cause, I should have despaired of it. Your highness knows,

or, if not, be it now known to you, I have received the Gospel,

not from men but from heaven, by our Lord Jesus Christ. If

I ever craved conferences, it was not that I doubted the truth;

but from humility and with the view of drawing others to it.

But since my humility turns against the Gospel, my conscience

enjoins me now to act differently. I have conceded enough to

Furit S.atanas ; et frcmunt vicini undiqiie, nescio quot mortibus et infernis.
(L. Epp. ii. p. 153.)

II. 2 c
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your liighuess in withdrawing to a distance for the past year.

The devil knows that it has not been from fear that I have done

so. I would have entered Worms, even although there had

been as many devils in that city as there were tiles on the roofs.

Now, duke George, of whom your highness would have me to

be so afraid, is far less to be dreaded notwithstanding than a

single devil. 1 Had what has taken place at Wittemberg, hap-

pened at Leipsick," (the duke''s residence) " I should forthwith

throw myself into the saddle and go thither, even although

(your highness will excuse my speaking thus) there should rain

down duke Georges for nine days, and each of them were nine

times more furious than this one is. To what end does he

think of attacking me ? Does he then take Christ, my Lord,

to be a man of straw ?-^ Lord, do thou condescend to avert

from him the terrible judgment that threatens him !

" Your highness must know that I repair to Wittemberg,

under a protection more powerful than that of an elector. I

have not the remotest idea of soliciting your highness's succour,

and far from desiring that you should protect me, I would

rather that I should protect you. Did I know that your high-

ness could or would protect me, I would not go to Wittemberg.

This is a cause in which no sword can advantageously interfere.

God alone must do all without human assistance or concurrence.

He who has most faith, is the man who can protect most effec-

tually. Now, I have to remark that your highness is still very

weak in point of faitff.

" But since your highness desires to know what you are called

to do, I shall most humbly answer you: "^'our electoral high-

ness has already done too much, and ought to do nothing at all.

God neither desires, nor can tolerate, either your anxieties and

labours, or mine. Let this, then, be your highness's rule of

action.

"As for what concerns me, your highness ought to act as an

' To this Milner appends the following note :
" The imperial government at

Nuremberg had lately issued in the emperor's absence, and during the confine-

ment of Luther, an edict against the Reformer's principles ; and, in consequence,

George duke of Saxony, who had been present in the assembly, and instrumen-

tal in obtaining the edict, and making it as severe as possible, was beginning to

persecute with the greatest cruelty all persons who adhered to Lutheranism."
2 Er halt meinen Herrn Christum liii* ein Mann aus Stroh geflochten. (L.

Epp. ii. p. 139.)
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elector. You ought to permit eftect to be given to his imperial

majesty's orders in your towns and rural territories. You ought

not to interpose any difficulty, should people wish to seize or to

slay me ; ^ for none should oppose the powers, unless it be he

who has established them.

" Let your highness then leave the gates open ; let safe-con-

ducts be respected, should my enemies themselves, or their

envoys, come in search of me into your highness's states. All

will be done without your being put to risk or embarrassment.

"I have written this letter in haste, that you may not distress

yourself on hearing of my arrival. I have somebody besides

duke George to do with. He knows me well, and I am pretty

well acquainted with him.

"Given at Borna, at the Guide's Inn,- Ash Wednesday, 1522.

"Your electoral highness's

"Most humble servant,

" Martin Luther."

Thus was it that Luther approached Wittemberg. Rewrote

to his prince, but not to excuse himself. His heart was the

seat of an imperturbable confidence ; he saw God's hand in this

cause, and that was enough for him. Never perhaps was the

heroism of faith carried farther. One of the editions of Luther's

works, bears on the margin of this letter, the following note:

"This is a marvellous writing of the third and last Elias."^

It was on Friday, the 7th of March, that Luther returned

into his own town, after spending five days in coming from

Isonac. Doctors, students, burgesses, all in short gave loud

expression to their joy; for they had again found the pilot who

1 Und ja nicht wehren ... so sie inich fallen oder tbdten will. (L. Epp.

ii. p. 140.)

M. Michelet has it "d cote dc mon guide," i. e. "sitting beside my guide,"

instead of "d VhoteUerie du Conductetir," "at the Guide's inn," as abtn-e. If

the former be the true meaning, by so dating his letter, Luther might intend

the elector to understand that having no one near him but his guide, the senti-

ments he expressed must be regarded as purely his own.

I may add that neither the author, nor M. Michelet, give the whole of Luther's

letter, while dean Milner professes to give the substance only : and as they all

differ in the parts they have selected, the reader may with advantage consult

them all. According to M. Michelet, Luther says that he had more than once

prayed with tears to God that he would enlighten duke George, and invites the

elector to join with him while for the last time he ardently offered up the same

prayer. Any of the three accounts may give one a pretty distinct idea of this

extraordinary letter. Tr.
3 Der wah're, dritte und lezte Elias. . . (L. Opp. xviii. p. 271.')
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alone could extricate the vessel from the shoals among which it

had become entangled.

The elector, then with his court at Lochau, was deeply

affected at reading the Reformer's letter. He was anxious to

justify him before the diet: " Let him address a letter to me,"

he wrote to Schurff, "setting forth the motives that have

induced him to return to Wittemberg, and let him say in it,

also, that he returned without my permission." Luther con-

sented to this.

" I am ready,'' he wrote to the prince, " to bear up under

your highness's disfavour, and the anger of the whole world.

Are not the inhabitants of Wittemberg my flock? Have they

not been entrusted to my care by God ? And ought I not to

be ready to expose myself to death for them ? Besides, I dread

the explosion of some great revolt in Germany, as a punish-

ment to our country from God. Let your highness know for an

undoubted certainty, that matters have been determined in

heaven very differently from what has been decreed at Nurem-

berg."! This was written the very day of Luther's arrival at

Wittemberg.

On the day following, being that immediately preceding the

first Sunday in Lent, Luther repaired to the house of Jerome

Schurff, where he was met by Melanchthon, Jonas, Amsdorft',

and Augustine Schurff, Jerome's brother. In reply to Luther's

eager inquiries they were informing him of all that had passed,

when two foreign students were announced, as wishing to speak

to Dr. Jerome. On being ushered into the presence of the

assembled doctors, the two strangers from St. Gall were at first

intimidated ; but instantly recovered their courage on finding

the knight of the Black Bear in the midst of them. The latter

immediately went up to. them, saluted them as old acquain-

tances, and pointing with a smile to one of the party. " See,"

said he, " there's Philip Melanchthon, whom I spoke to you

about." The two Swiss, in remembrance of the meeting at

Jena, remained the whole day with the Wittemberg doctors.

The Reformer was absorbed with one engrossing subject of

thought, which prevented him from long enjoying the satisfac-

> L. Epp. ii. p. 140. Luther had to alter this expression in his letter at the

elector's request.
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tion of being again in the midst of his friends. No doubt the

scene on which he re- appeared was obscure ; it was in a small

town of Saxony that he was to make his voice to be heard, and,

nevertheless, the task he had taken in hand had all the impor-

tance of an event which could not fail to bear upon the destinies

of the world. Many nations and many ages behoved to feel its

influence. It was now to be seen whether that doctrine which

he had drawn from the Word of God, and which was destined

to exercise so great an influence on the future development of

human nature, was to prove stronger than those destructive

principles which threatened its existence. It was now to be

seen whether there could be reform without destruction, and

whether the ways might be cleared for new developments with-

out annihilating the old.^ To silence fanatics while still under

all the excitement of a new-born enthusiasm ; to gain the com-

mand of a whole unbridled multitude, to calm down their pas-

sions, and bring them back to order, peace, and truth; to stem

the fierceness of the impetuous torrent, now threatening to sub-

vert the rising edifice of the Reformation, and to scatter its

fragments far and wide ;—such was the task that brought

Luther back to Wittemberg. But was he sure to find that his

influence was still sufiicient for its accomplishment ? This the

event alone could show.

The Reformer shuddered at the prospect of the conflict that

awaited him. Yet he raised his head, like the lion, when pro-

voked, as he shakes his bristling mane. "We must instantly,'''

said he, "trample Satan under foot, and engage in combat with

the angel of darkness. If our adversaries do not retire of them-

selves, Christ can easily compel them. We are lords of life and

death—we, who believe in him who is Lord of life and death.
2"

Yet, impetuous as he was, the Reformer at the same time, as

if daunted by some superior power, refused to avail himself of

the anathemas and the thunders of the Word, and became a

' I have literally translated frayer les voics a dcs dcvdoppements nouvemix,
sans aneantir les dcveloppements anciens, words to which I find it diflBcult to

attach a clear or satisfactory meaning. The developments of the Gospel in

the sixteenth century could be no other than those of the first, and must surely

have involved the annihilation, not the conservation, of the popish develop-

ments that had intervened. Tr.
2 Domini enim sumus vita? et mortis. (Fi. Epp. li. p. 150.)
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humble pastor, a meek sliepherd of souls. " It is hy the Word

that we must fight," said he, " it is by the Word that we must

overturn and destroy what has been built up with violence. I

would not have force employed against either the superstitious

or the unbelieving. Let him that believes draw near. Let him

that believes not, stand apart. None ought to suffer constraint.

Liberty is of the essence of the faith. ^ 2
"

The following day was Sunday. On that day, in the church

and in the pulpit, the doctor who, for nerely a whole twelve-

month had been withdrav^^n from the view of all men behind the

lofty walls of the Wartburg, was again to greet the people's

eyes. " Luther," said every body in Wittemberg, " Luther is

come back; Luther is to preach!" And these mere words, as

they passed from mouth to mouth, at once eftected a powerful

diversion in the notions that were misleading the people. "They

were again to behold the hero of Worms! The very idea pro-

duced much diversity of feeling, and hence, too, much bustle

and agitation. On Sunday morning the Church was filled with

an attentive and much affected throng.

Luther had a distinct enough presentiment of the various

dispositions which his hearers had brought with them to church.

He ascends the pulpit, and lo ! he stands before that flock which

' Non enim ad fidein et ad ea qure fidci sunt, ullus cogendus est. (Ibid. p.

]ol.)
- The learned editor of Cresacre Mere's Life of Sir Thomas More (long but

erroneously supposed to have been wi-itten, not by Cresacre, but by a Thomas
More) endeavours to palliate the fact that that learned co-temporary of Luther,

and present idol of English papists. Sir Thomas More, was a persecutor, and his

words in doing so convey one of the highest possible compliments to Luther.

"Alas ! " says he, " this is the evil extreme to which a high sense of religious obli-

gation is always tending. More lived at a time wlien, rather than at any other

period, zeal for the Church or against it, would be likely to avail itself of unhal-

lowed weapons. . . . But if the memory of More is to be loaded with infamy

on this account, candour will ask the question, Who in those days had learned

to respect the religious scruples of another? And, who had taught men to

draw that fine line between the needful defences of a national church, and the

persecution of those who dissent from it." See Life of Sir Thomas More, <fec.

with a biographical preface, notes, &c., by the Rev. Joseph Hunter, F. S. A.

preface, p. xiv.

Now, Luther's unquestionably high sense of religious obligation did not make
him run to the evil extreme of persecution. His zeal against the church of

Rome, .and for the Church of Christ, availed itself of no such unhallowed

weapon. Even in those d.ays he had learned to respect the religions scruples of

another. And the fine line of defence referred to, he drew when he pointed to

the moral authority of the Word of God. In all these points the alleged heres-

iarch, Luther, must be admitted by liberal papists of the present day to have

been superior, not only to Sir Thomas More, but to the very pope himself, in

their eyes the vicar of Christ and God's I'epresenfative on earth. Tk.
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he once guided as if it liad been but one docile slieep, but wliicli

had broken away from him hke an infuriated bull. His words were

simple, noble, and replete at once with force and mildness: one

would say that a tender father, returning among his children,

after having informed himself as to their behaviour, was now

kindly communicating to them what he had been told respecting

them. Candidly acknowledging the progress they had made in

the faith, he thus prepared and captivated their minds, and

then proceeded to address them as follows:

" But we must have more than faith ; we must have charity.

If a man with a sword in his hand, happens to be alone, it mat-

ters little whether he keep it in the scabbard or not ; but should

he be in the midst of a crowd, he ought so to keep it as not to

risk hurting any one.

" How does a mother treat her child ? She first gives it milk

and next very delicate nourishment. Were she to begin with

giving it meat and wine, what would be the result ? . . .

" Thus ought we to act towards our brethren. Hast thou

had enough of the breast, my friend! this may be very well

as to thee: but permit thy brother to take it, as long as thou

hast taken it thyself.

" Behold the sun. ... It brings us two things, light

and heat. There is no king powerful enough to interrupt its

rays; they fall in a direct line upon us; but heat is radiated,

and communicates itself in all directions. Thus ought faith,

like the light, to be always straight and inflexible; but love,

like heat, should radiate on all sides, and bend to the wants of

our brethren."

Having thus prepared his hearers for what was to follow,

Luther plies them more closely.

" The abolition of the mass," say you, "is agreeable to Scrip-

ture: agreed; but what regard have you had for order and

decency? The Lord ought to have been addressed with fervent

prayers; public authority ought to have been applied to; every

one would then have seen that the thing came from God. . .
."

Thus spoke Luther. That most courageous man who at

Worms had stood out against the princes of the earth, made a

profound impression on those who heard him by addressing

them in the language of wisdom and of peace. Carlstadt and
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the Zwickau prophets, who for some weeks had been such great

and mighty persons, and who had lorded it over Wittemberg

and thrown the whole town into agitation, became inconsider-

able personages when placed by the side of the Wartburg pri-

soner.

" The mass," he w^ent on to say, " is a bad thing; God is its

enemy; it ought to be abolished; and I would that throughout

the whole world, it were superseded by the supper of the Gospel.

But let none tear any one away from it with violence. The

matter ought to be committed to God. It is his word that

ouo-ht to act and not we.—And wherefore? you will say.

—

Because I do not hold the hearts of men in my hand, as the

potter holds the clay in his. We are fully authorised to speak,

but we have no right to do. Let us preach ; the rest appertains

to God. If I employ force, what should I get by doing sol

Grimaces, outward semblances, apings, human ordinances, hypo-

crisies. . . . But there would be no sincerity of heart, no

faith, no Christian love. All is wanting in a work where these

three things are wanting, and for the rest I would not give for

them the sfalk of a pear.i

" What we ought to endeavour to secure in others above al/

things, is their hearts ; and in order to that, we must preach

the Gospel. Then the Word will drop to-day into one heart,

and to-morrow into another, and will operate in such wise, that

each will withdraw from the mass and forsake it altogether.

God effects more than if you, and I, and all the world were to

combine our efforts. God seizes the heart, and when that is

secured, all is secured.

" I say not this for the purpose of re-establishing the mass.

Since it has been put down, in God's name let it remain so.

But ought it to have been attacked as it has been attacked ?

Paul, on arriving at the puissant city of Athens, found altars

erected there to false gods. He passed from one to another,

made his own reflections on them all, and touched none. But

he returned peaceably to the forum, and declared to the people

that all their gods were mere idols. This declaration laid hold

of their hearts, and the idols gave way before Paul had touched

til era.

^ Ich wollte nicht einen Birnstiel drauf gobcn. fL. Opp. L. xviii. p. 255.)
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•' I Avould preach, I would speak, I would write, but I would

lay constraint upon no one ; for faith is a voluntary thing. See

what I have done! 1 rose in opposition to the pope, the indul-

gences, and the papists, but I did so without tumult or violence,

I pressed before all things the Word of God, I preached, I wrote;

I did nothing else. And while I was asleep, or seated familiarly

at table with Amsdorff and ^Melanchthon, as we sat and con-

versed at our ease over our Wittemberg beer, that Word which

I had been preaching, subverted the popedom in such wise that

never was it so damaged by prince or emperor. I did nothingf

—all was done by the Word. Had I wished to appeal to force,

Germany might possibly have been soaked with blood. But

what then would have been the result?—nothing short of ruin

and desolation for soul and body. I therefore kept myself quiet,

and left the Word itself to make its course through the world.

Know you what the devil thinks when he sees people employ

force in disseminating the Gospel among men? Seated with his

arms crossed behind hell-fire, Satan says with a malignant look

and frightful leer: " Ah! but these fools are sages indeed, thus

to do my work for me !—But if he see the Word go forth and

engage alone on the field of battle, he then feels ill at ease, hia

knees smite against each other ; he shudders, and swoons away
with fright."

Luther appeared in the pulpit again on Tuesday, when his

powerful eloquence resounded anew amid the much affected

throng; and this was repeated on the following Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and the Lord's day. He passed

under review the destruction of the images, the distinction of

meats, the regulations for the supper, the restoration of the cup

to the laity, and the aboHtion of confession to the priest. He
showed that these points were still more indifferent than the

mass, and that the authors of the disorders that had taken

place at Wittemberg, had grossly abused their liberty. He
gave utterance by turns to feelings of the most Christian love,

and to bursts of holy indignation.

He spoke chiefly against those who participated without due

solemnity in the supper of Jesus Christ. " It is not the exter-

nal manducation that makes the Christian," said he, " it is the

internal and spiritual manducation which is wrought by faith,

il. 2 D
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and without which, all forms are but empty shows and vain

grimaces, 1 Now, this faith consists in firmly believing that

Jesus Christ is the Son of God ; that having charged himself

with our sins and our iniquities, and having borne them on the

cross, he is himself the sole, the all-powerful expiation ; that he

ever appears before God, that he reconciles us with the Father,

and that he has given us the sacrament of his body, in order to

strengthen our faith in this ineffable mercy. If I believe these

things, God is my defender ; with him I brave sin, death, hell,

and demons ; they can do me no harm, nor even touch a single

' Luther's views of the sacrament ofthe supper, appear at this time to have been
the same with those afterwards heki by the French Reformed, as exhibited in

the following simple and beautiful narrative, extracted from an old life of the
celebrated Admiral de Coligny.

". . . What occurred previous to his venturing to come to the banquet, and
sacrament of the Lord's supper, is worth being recorded. He had conferred

repeatedly with very learned pastors of the French churches, not only about
transubstantiation as it is called at the Sorbonne, but, also, about consubstan-

tiation ; and inasmuch as so far as human comprehension goes, it would appear
that the divine presence must in some wise be locally enclosed in a particular

place, there to be worshipped as God was of old in the ark of the covenant, the

Admiral would have it that the presence of Christ's body, that is to say, of his

flesh, bones and blood, was certainly mingled with the bread and the wine. At
length, happening to be present while divine service was performed secretly at

Vatteville, and very few, as was usual at the time, being there to take part in

it, understanding that the Lord's supper was to be celebrated at its close, he
besought those present not to be offended at his weakness, but to pray to God
for him, and then begged the minister to explain more fully the mystery of the

supper, which he did as follows: 'The Lord's supper,' he said, 'has two parts,

the one human and natural, the object of contemplation to the bodily eyes; the

other divine and heavenly, to be viewed only by the eyes of the soul. The for-

mer depended on the minister who gave the bread and the wine, and, also, on
the manducation and drinking, the whole action being done by human and
natural means ; whereas the latter depended on God who bestows it, and with it

the whole fruit to be derived from the body of Christ crucified, raised again,

and glorified according as God doth enable us to participate in the supper; that

it depended, also, on the Christian's confidence and consentment, and that this

whole mysterious action is accomplished by means that are divine, heavenly,

and supernatural. Still, inasmuch as it has been instituted, not on account of

the bread and the wine, but for the sake of the Christian, and should be con-

sidered with an eye to this end, in vain would we too curiously inquire whether
there be not something added to the bread, mingled with the bread, under the

bread, or about the bread; tliat the bread and the wine pertained to the exter-

nal action just as, and no otherwise than, the water and the washing of baptism

pertain to the external action; and that he ought to raise his mind on high to

the heavenly and inward action, and to think only of the operation of God in

that great mystery, as St. Paul intimates when he says : "The bread which we
break, is it not the communion of the body of Christ? And we ought with him
to exclaim that the union of Christ with his Church is a great mystery. And
St. Augustine has very well and truly said, that to eat the bread which perisheth

not, but which endureth unto everlasting life, is to believe in Christ. And
wTierefore make you ready the teeth and stomach ? believe and thou hast eaten,

and make ready, not the palate but the heart.' " This explanation fully satisfied

the Admiral. Tr.
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hair of my head. This spiritual bread is the consolation of the

afflicted, the cure of the sick, the life of the dying, food to the

hungry, and the treasure of the poor. He who is not saddened

by his sins, ought not then to approach this altar ; what could

he do there ? Ah ! did our conscience accuse us, did our heart

feel crushed at the thought of our short-comings, we should not

then approach the holy sacrament with so much levity.

The Church continued to be crowded ; there was even a con-

course of people from the neighbouring towns to hear the new
Elias. Capito, among others, came to pass a couple of days at

Wittemberg, and heard two of the doctor's sermons. Never

were Luther and Cardinal Albert's chaplain so well agreed.

Melanchthon, the magistrates, the professors, the whole people,

were in the highest spirits ;' and Schurff, in his delight at this

being the issue of so lamentable an affair, hastened to communi-

cate it to the elector. On Friday, the 15th of March, the day
of Luther's preaching his sixth discourse, he wrote to him:
" Ah ! what delight there has been produced among us by the

return of doctor Martin Luther! His words, with the aid of

divine grace, are daily leading back more and more of our poor

misguided souls into the way of truth. It is clear as the sun

that he is inspired by the Spirit of God, and that it is by a

special dispensation of his providence that he has returned to

Wittemberg.2 "

These discourses are models, in fact, of popular eloquence, but

not of that which used to enkindle men's minds in the times of

Demosthenes, or even in those of Savonarola.'^ The Wittem-
berg orator had a still more difficult task to accomplish, for it ia

easier to excite a ferocious animal into rage than to calm it down
when once infuriated. He had to appease a fanatical multitude,

—to rein in passions which had broken through all restraint,

and he succeeded. Throughout his eight discourses'* the

> Grosse Freude und Frohlocken nnter Gelahrten und Ungelahrten. (L. 0pp.
xviii. p. 266.)

' Aus sonderlicher Schickung des AUmachtigen. . . . (Ibid.)
^ For an interesting account of this extraordinary person, the reader may

consult M'Crie's Reformation in Italy. Notwithstanding the exceeding fer-

vour of Savonarola's addresses from the pulpit, some devotional pieces of hig
which I have seen, are marked by great depth and calmness of feeling, indicat-
ing the very reverse of a shallow enthusiasm. Tr.

* These discourses, under the title of Acht Leerredenen tegen de Geestdry-
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Reformer did not allow a single allusion to the prejudice of the

authors of the troubles to escape from him, nor a single word

that could give them pain. But the greater his moderation, the

greater also was his moral power; the more he spared those

who had gone astray, the better did he avenge offended truth.

How could the people of Wittemberg resist his powerful elo-

quence? Discourses that recommend moderation are usually

ascribed to timidity, to concessions dictated by a regard to expe-

diency, and to fear. But here there was nothing of the kind.

Luther presented himself to the people of Wittemberg, as a man

who braved alike the excommunication of the pope, and the

proscription of the emperor. He had come back in the face of

the prohibition of the elector who had declared his inability to

defend him. Even at Worms itself, Luther did not display an

equal degree of courage. Looking the most imminent dangers

in the face, his voice commanded attention and respect; so that

all must have felt that he who was braving the scaffold, had a

right to exhort others to submission. That man might well speak

fearlessly to others of obeying God, who, while himself obeying

God, had set at nought all the persecutions of men. Luther

needed but to speak, and objections vanished, the tumult sub-

sided, sedition was mute, and the burgesses of Wittemberg

betook themselves to their quiet homes.

'

Gabriel Didymus, who of all the Augustinian friars had

vers, prefaced with an historical introduction, and translated from the German
by the translator of this work, were published by the publishers of this work

also, in 1836, and are well worthy of repeated perusal.—L. R.

I am not aware that they have appeared in English beyond the few extracts

to be found here and in Milner. Tr.
1 Mosheim, Milner, and the author all unite m presenting Luther's conduct

on this occasion in the most favourable light, especially as contrasted with that

of Carlstadt. Milner, in particular, is very indignant at the remark of Mos-

hcim's translator, that " perhaps the true reason of Luther's displeasure at the

proceedings of Carlstadt was, that he could not bear to see another crowned

with the glory of executing a plan which he had laid, and that he was ambitious

of appearing the principal, if not the only conductor of this great work," yet

he somewhat inconsistently excuses this ambition, extremely natural, it must be

allowed, and admitted in Luther's own letters, by the example of St Paul. But
Luther, as Milner, Le Roy, and the author all agree, had no plan, but as Mil-

ner says, merely " acted to the best of his judgment at the moment." This

suggests the question, however, how far the course he adopted recommended
itself to his judgment, because of its being recommended by Christian charity,

and its respect for the consciences of the weak and the authority of the magis-

trate, or because he had not the same just appreciation that Carlstadt had, of

the sin and danger of many of the abuses that the latter had joined with the

multitude in rashly removing. Now, from many other passages in Luther's life

and writings, I apprehend we may fairly allow that the former motives greatly
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shown himself most of the enthusiast, had not lost a word of

all that the Reformer said. " Don't you think that Luther is

an admirable doctor?" said one of the hearers to him, in the

ardour of his feelings.—" Ah,"" he replied, " I feel as if it were

the voice, not of a man, but of an angel that I was listening

to." 1 Didymus soon openly acknowledged that he had been mis-

led. " He is changed into another man," said Luther.2

Not such was the case at first with Carlstadt. Professing a

contempt for studies, making an affectation of appearing in the

workshops of the Wittemberg artisans for the sake of gaining

an acquaintance with the Scriptures, he was cut to the heart at

seeing what he had been doing, crumble away as soon as Luther

showed himself.3 It looked in his eyes like laying an arrest

upon the Reformation itself. Accordingly he had always an air

of depression, gloom, and discontentment. Meanwhile he made

a sacrifice of his vanity to peace; kept down every rising of

revenge; became reconciled with his colleague in appearance at

least, and shortly afterwards resumed his courses of lectures at

the university.*

The chief prophets were not in Wittemberg at the time of

Luther's arrival there. Nicolas Storck had been itinerating

through the country; Mark Stubner had quitted Melanchthon's

hospitable roof. Possibly their prophetic spirit might have

departed, and there was " neither voice nor any to answer " ^

from the time that they heard of the new Elias directing his

steps to the new Carmel. Cellarius, he who had kept a school,

alone remained. Stubner, however, having been informed of

the dispersion of his flock, returned in urgent haste. Those

weighed with him, but from the same sources we may gather that his conduct

must partly be ascribed to his still inadequate views on almost all doctrinal

points except the cardinal doctrine of justification by faith. Even to the end
of his life he retained notions on the utility of images and ceremonies that

evangelical protestants now universally reprobate. I refer particularly to the

ceremonies of the mass, including the elevation and adoration of the host. In

May 1522, he seems to have been quite unable to give any distinct answers to

persons inquiring what he thought of the worship of saints, the exposition of

relics, and purgatory. The reader may consult Luther's letters, or Michelet'a

extracts therefrom. Tr.
' Imo, inquit, angeli, non hominis vocem mihi audisse videor. (Camerarius,

p. 12.)
' In alium virum mutatus est. (L. Epp ii. p. 156.)
' Ego Carlstadium offendi, quod ordinationes suas cessavi. (Ibid. p. 177.)
* Philippi et Carlstadii lectiones ut sunt optimje. . . (Ibid p. 284.)
* 1 Kings, chap, xviii. ver. 29.
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who had continued faithful to "the heavenly prophet" came

around their master ;i told him what Luther had been preaching,

and anxiously inquired of him what they were to think, and

how they ought to act. Stiibner exhorted them to continue

firm in the faith. " Let him show himself," exclaimed Cella-

rius, " let him grant us a conference, let him allow us to explain

our doctrines, and we shall see. . ."

Luther cared little about meeting with these men.- He knew

that they were actuated by a violent, impatient, haughty spirit,^

which could not abide even warnings dictated by love, and

which insisted that every one should submit at the first word,

as if to a paramount authority. Such are the enthusiasts of all

times. Yet, since they craved an interview, the doctor could

not refuse it. Besides, it might be of use to the simple mem-

bers of their flock, that he should unmask the imposture of the

•prophets. The conference did take place. Stiibner was the first

to speak; he explained how he wished to renew the church, and

change the world. Luther listened with great placidity. ^

" Nothing of all you have said," he at length gravely replied,

" rests on holy scripture. It is all mere fables." At these

words, Cellarius was no longer master of himself; he vociferated

and gesticulated like a madman; stamped with his feet; struck

the table that stood before him;^ stoi'med with passion and

exclaimed that it was shameful to dare to speak thus of a man

of God. Luther then resumed: "St Paul declares that th©

proofs of his apostolate plainly showed themselves in prodigies ;S

I Rursum ad ipsum confluere . . . Cam.
' One reason for this unwillingness to meet these enthusiasts, and also for

closing the conference so abruptly and so roughly, may have been the little time

the Reformer could spare at this period of his life. Michelet says of it :
" The

times that followed Luther's return to Wittemberg form the most active and

laborious period of his life. . . . People from all quarters crowded to him
and besieged his gate. He had to answer inquiries from Bohemians, Italians,

Swiss, in short, from all Europe. Refugees came to him from every quarter."

Among the latter there were many, including nuns who had left their convents,

for whose very support he had to exert himself, while extremely poor himself.

In such circumstances, to have had his time occupied by foolish pretenders to

immediate communications from heaven must have been peculiarly trying to his

temper. Tb.
3 Vehementer superbus et impatiens . . . credi vult plena auctoritate,

ad primam vocem. (L. Epp. ii. p. 1Y9.)
* Audivit Lutherus placide . . . (Camer. p. 52.)
» Cum et solum pedibus et propositam mensulam manibus feriret. (Ibid.)

« " Truly the signs of an apostle were wrought among you in all patience, in

signs, and wonders, and mighty deeds," 2 Cor xii. 12. Tb.
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prove yours by miracles."—" We shall do so," replied the pro-

phets. ^ "The God whom I adore," said Luther, "can easily

hold your gods in check." Stiibner, who had kept himself more
composed, then fixed his eyes on the Keformer, and said to him
with the air of a man inspired: " Martin Luther, I am going to

tell thee all that is passing in thy soul. Thou art beginning to

believe that my doctrine is true ;" whereupon Luther, after a few

moments' pause, replied, " the Lord rebuke thee, Satan !" At
these words the prophets were all beside themselves with rage.

" The Spirit ! the Spirit !" they exclaimed, Luther, rejoining

with that cool expression of disdain and that incisive and homely
language which was peculiar to him, said: "I will give it over

the snout to your SpiriV" The clamours upon this were

redoubled; Cellarius distinguished himself particularly by his

violence, foaming, gnashing his teeth, and maddening with rage.^

All was now confusion in the conference chamber, and at length

the three prophets left the place and withdrew that same day

from Wittemberg.4

Thus did Luther accomplish the object which had brought

him from his retreat. He had made head against fanaticism,

and had expelled from the bosom of the now renewed church,

the enthusiasm and disorder that had threatened to make a con-

' Quid poUicentes de mirabilibus affectionibus. (Camer. p. 53.)
* Ihren Geist haue er liber die Sciinauze. (L. 0pp. Altenburg. Ausg. iii. p.

137.)
2 Spumabat et fremebat et furebat. (L. Epp. ii. p. 179.^
* We see here the treatment given by the leader of the German reformers

to the first pretenders to private revelations, among those who had cast off the
authority of Rome. Their pretensions were instantly brought to the test of
Scripture and rejected, not with persecution but with contempt, when proved
by that criterion to be the results of an arrogant self-conceit. It is worth while
to inquire how they would have been treated by Rome had they accompanied
their pretended revelations with respect for her supremacy. And here history

proves that the utmost extravagance of delusion might not only have been
tolerated but even cherished in that case. Among a thousand examples take
those of Dominick and Loyola. But, indeed, the principles of the popedom on
this point have been clearly stated by one of its present organs, the Dublin
Review. " To the united testimony of reason, of revelation, and of tradition,

those who wish to penetrate farther into the arcana of the invisible world, may
add the result of individual inspiration, embodied in those private revelations

which, in the absence of a supreme decision, each person has a right to judge
according to their respective merits."—Dublin Rev. No. xix. p. 121.

So that while the Protestant has the Bible ever at hand whereby to test every
pretension to private revelations, the Romanist, in the absence of a supreme
decision, which he must go for to Rome or to a general council, may give heed
to the wildest and most fanatical delusions, and act the madman to his heart's

content, as it must be confessed many have done, to the dismay and destruction

of the objects on which their fanaticism has chosen to vent itself. Ta.
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quest of it. If, with one hand, the Keformation threw down

the dusty decretals of Kome, with the other it repelled the pre-

tensions of the mystics, and on the domain it had acquired, it

confirmed the living and immutable authority of the word of

God. The character of the Reformation was thus firmly esta-

blished; it behoved ever to move between these two extremes,

equally apart from the convulsions of fanatics and the death-like

condition of the popedom.

It was then that a population, which being hurried away by

its passions, and having wandered into error, had broken through

all restraint, became peaceable, calm, and submissive ; and the

most perfect tranquillity was re-established in that city which,

but a few days before, was like the heaving sea when lashod by

a storm.

An entire liberty was immediately established at Wittem-

berg.l Luther continued to reside in the monastery, and to

wear his monkish dress ; but each was allowed to do otherwise

if he pleased. In taking the communion, it was at every one's

option to be content with the general absolution, or to require a

particular one. It was laid down as a principle, that nothing

should be rejected but what was opposed to a clear and formal

declaration of holy Writ.2 This was not indifference; religion,

on the contrary, was thus brought back to that which is its

essence ; religious feelings separated themselves from the acces-

sary forms in which they had well nigh perished, and returned

to their true source. Thus was the Reformation saved, and

sound doctrine could continue to develope itself in the Church

according to charity and truth.3

1 Among other charges brought by Mr. Haliam against the Reformation in

his " Introduction to the Literature of Europe in the fifteenth, sixteenth, and

seventeenth Centuries," he accuses it of being equally unfavourable with the

Romish church to freedom of inquiry, and the liberty of private judgment, and

that it "was but a change of masters." Now, to whatever motives on the part

of Luther we are to ascribe the freedom established at Wittemberg under his

influence, there is no question as to its existence, and his forbearance to the

pretended prophets, the patience with which he listened to them, and his

decided reprobation of anything like persecution towards them, proves Mr.

Ilallam to be in error. But I reserve his misrepresentations to be more fully

noticed in another place. Tr.
'^ Ganz klare und griindliche Schrift.

8 I have hitherto refrained from communicating my remarks on this contro-

versy of Luther's with Carlstadt and the enthusiastic prophets; having been

unwilling to interrupt the well-sustained continuity of the author's narrative.

With respect to Carlstadt, even at that time, all were not equally prepossessed
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IX. Hardly was calm re-established when the Reformer

turned towards his dear Melanchthon, and craved his assistance

in giving the last touches to the version of the New Testament

which he had brought with him from the Wartburg.^ Since

the year 1519, Melanchthon had established it as a principle,

that the fathers should be expounded according to Scripture, and

not Scripture according to the fathers. Ever entering more

and more deeply into the spirit of the New Testament Scrip-

tures, he felt himself at once charmed by their simplicity, and

amazed at their depth. '= There only," would this man who was

so familiar with all the philosophers of antiquity openly assert,

" there only is the true food of the soul to be found." Joy-

fully, therefore, did he comply with Luther's invitation; and

forthwith the two friends spent many an hour together, in the

study and translation of the inspired Word. Often would they

stop in their laborious researches to give vent to their admira-

tion. "Reason thinks," Luther would say: "Oh, that I but

once could comprehend God ! For that I would run to the end

of the world. . . . Listen then, man, my brother! . . .

Grod, the creator of the heavens and the earth, addresses

thee. . . ."

Immense labour and care were bestowed on the printing of

the New Testament,^ so much so that the workmen themselves

against him. He was a learned and, according to the judgment of charity, an

upright man, though somewhat passionate, rough, and intolerant, qualities which

in after times seem to have been much improved by his very adversities, accord-

ing to the testimony of some famous men among the Reformers, such as Bucer,
Cavito, and OEcolamp^vbius, who greatly praised him and recommended him to

Zwingli. His wishing not to confine himself to teaching alone, but to give prac-

tical effect to what was taught to the people, and hence to reject abuses which
had been demonstrated to be such, was not of itself to be disapproved, and thus far

had all that he and his colleagues did in Luther's absence a good result, and
God's providential government availed itself thereof to abolish what, but for

their having done so, Luther might for long have tolerated, on which account

even Luther, although he disapproved of the want of moderation with which

men had gone to work, yet after the thing was done, allowed it to remain so,

only leaving to each the exercise of his own freedom. Nay, the very so called

prophets effected what was not altogether useless, for they called attention to

some things that were wanting in Luther's Reformation, and prepared men's

minds for their being corrected, and what they endeavoured to do in a more
enthusiastic manner, wherein they were checked by Luther, y(!t remained as

vital principles in many minds, so as in process of time, when adrjpted in a more
sober manner by others, to be given effect to in the further completion of the

Reformation, or, in so far as even to this day it has not received its full accom-
plishment, to be from time to time revived in the contemplations of men.—L. R.

' Verum omnia nunc elimare coepimus Philippus et ego. (L. Epp. ii. p. 176.)

2 Ingenti labore et studio. (Ibid. p. 23G.)

II. 2 E
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were alive to the importance of the work they were preparing

for publication. Three presses were employed and ten thousand

sheets were printed each day.i ^

At last on the 21st of September, appeared the first complete

edition, three thousand copies of which were printed in two folio

volumes, with this plain title: The New Testament—in German

— Wittemherg. No man's name appeared. From that time

forth every German could procure the Word of God at a mod-

erate price.3

The new translation, written in the spirit itself of the sacred

writings, in what was as yet a virgin tongue, and which then

for the first time disclosed its singular beauties, seized, ravished,

and unsettled the most inconsiderable as well as the greatest

among the people. It was a national work; it was the people''s

book; it was more—it was truly God's book. Even adversaries

themselves could not refuse their approbation to that admirable

work; and the indiscreet friends of the Heforraation, struck with

the beauty of its execution, fancied they could perceive in it

traces of a second inspiration. That translation promoted the

spread of Christian piety more than all the other writings of

Luther. It put the great work of the sixteenth century upon

a foundation where nothing could shake it. The Bible on being

given to the people, brought back the human mind which had

been wandering for ages in the tortuous paths of the scholastic

philosophy, to the divine source of salvation. As might have

been expected, the success of the work was prodigious. In a

short while every copy was sold. A second edition appeared in

the month of December, and in 1533, there were reckoned up

seventeen editions of Luther's New Testament printed at Wit-

temherg, thirteen at Augsburg, twelve at Basel, one at Erfurt,

one at Grrimma, one at Leipsick, and thirteen at Strasbourg. ^

Such were the mighty springs that raised and transformed the

Church and the world.

' Singulis diebus decies millia charfarum sub tribuB prelis. . . . (L. Epp.

ii. p. 236.)
2 This, I understand, is thought by practical printers to be a physical impos-

sibility. Instead of three presses, no doubt, three printing establishments is

meant. Th.
^ At a florin and a half, about three francs or half a crotm.
* Gesch. d. deutsch. Bibel Uebersetz.
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The first edition of the New Testament was still passing

through the press when Luther took in hand the translation of

the Old, and uninterruptedly pursued the task, after comniencing

it in 1522. He published his translation in parts according as

it advanced, in order that thus he might the better satisfy the

impatience which was shown on all sides, and to facilitate the

acquisition of the work to the poor.

From the Scripture and from faith, two sources which are

essentially but one, evangelical life has flowed from the first,

and is still diffusing itself in the world. These two principles

were opposed to two fundamental errors; faith to the Pelagian

tendency of Catholicism ; Scripture to the theory of tradition,

and the authority of Rome. Scripture led to faith, and faith led

back to Scripture. "Man can do no meritorious v;ork; the

free grace of God, which he receives by faith in Christ, alone

saves him." Such was the doctrine proclaimed in Christendom;

but it was a doctrine that was sure to direct Christendom to the

Scriptures. In fact, if faith in Christ be all in Christianity; if

the practices and ordinances of the Church be nothing, it is to

the word of Christ, not to that of the Church, that we ought to

cleave. The bond of union with Christ will then be everything

to the believer's soul. Of what consequence to him the out-

ward tie that unites him to an external church enslaved to the

opinions of men ? . . . Accordingly, as the word of

the Bible had urged Luther's cotemporaries towards Jesus

Christ, the love that they bore to Jesus Christ, urged them, in

turn, to the Bible. It was not, as is supposed in our days, by a

philosophical principle, in consequence of a doubt, or of desire

for inquiry, that they went back to Scripture, but because there

they found the Word of him whom they loved. " You have

proclaimed to us Jesus Christ," they would say, " let us now

hear himself;" and with this feeling they threw themselves on

the sheets that were handed to them, as they would have done

had a letter come to them from heaven.

But great as was the joy with which the Bible was received

by such as loved Christ, it was spurned with detestation by such

as preferred the traditions and practices of men. This work of

the Reformer was assailed with a violent persecution. Rome

trembled when she heard of Luther's publication. The pen that
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had transcribed the sacred oracles, was truly that which the

elector Frederick had seen in his dream, and which, reaching to

the seven hills, made the tiara of the popedom totter. Monks

from their cells, and princes on their thrones, gave loud utter-

ance to their angry feelings; unlettered priests trembled to think

that every tradesman, nay, even every peasant, was now capable

of entering into discussion with them as to what the Lord had

taught. The king of England denounced this work to the

elector Frederick, and to duke George of Saxony ; but previous

to that, and as early as November, the duke had commanded all

his subjects to send every copy of Luther's New Testament that

could be found to the magistrate. Bavaria, Brandenburg, Aus-

tria, in short, all the states that were devoted to Rome, passed

decrees to the same effect. In some places sacrilegious bonfires

were formed of these sacred books in the public squares. ^ Thus

did Rome repeat in the sixteenth century, the attempts by which

paganism would fain have destroyed the religion of Jesus Christ,

just as the empire was escaping from the grasp of the priests and

their idols. But who could arrest the triumphant march of the

Gospel ? " Even after I had issued my prohibitions," wrote

duke George, '* thousands of copies were sold, and read in my
states."

God even employed, for the dissemination of his Word, hands

that were eager to destroy it. Perceiving that they could not

lay an arrest on the work of the Reformer, the Roman Catholic

divines themselves published a translation of the New Testa-

ment, which proved to be just Luther"'s translation, corrected

here and there by the editors. Nothing was done to hinder the

people from reading it. Rome knew not as yet that wherever

the Word of God has gained a footing, her power is on the

wane. Joachim of Brandenburg permitted all his subjects to

read any translation of the Bible, Latin or German, pi-ovided it

did not come from Wittemberg. Thus the inhabitants of Ger-

many, and those of Brandenburg in particular, made an immense

step in the knowledge of the truth.

The publication of the New Testament in the vulgar tongue,

marks one of the most important epochs of the Reformation.

• Qui et alicubi in uiium congesti rogum publice combusti sunt.
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If Feldkirchen's marriage was the first step made by the Refor-

mation in passing from doctrine into actual life; if the abolition

of monastic vows was the second; if the re-establishment of

the Lord's supper was the third, the publication of the New

Testament was perhaps the most important of all. It wrought

a thorough change in society: not only in the priest's parson-

age, in the monk's cell, and in the Lord's sanctuary ; but, further,

in the houses of the great, and in those of the townsfolk and

peasantry. As soon as the Bible began to be read in the fami-

lies of Christendom, Christendom underwent a change; it was

distinguished by other habits, by other manners, by other sub-

jects and a different tone of conversation, and by another kind

of life. On the New Testament making its appearance, the

Reformation no longer confined itself to academies and to the

Church ; it went forth and took possession of the fire-sides of

the people.

The effect thus produced was immense. The Christianity of

the primitive church, now rescued by the publication of the holy

Scriptures from the oblivion in which it had lain for ages, was

thus presented to the eyes of the nation, and this was all that

was wanted in order to justify the attacks that had been made

upon Rome. The simplest men if they only knew the German

alphabet, women, and artisans, (this we have from a great enemy

of the Reformation, who lived at the time) eagerly studied the

New Testament.^ They took it everywhere along with them

;

ere long they could repeat it by the heart, and the pages of that

book bore open testimony to the perfect agreement of Luther's

Reformation with the revelation of God.

Meanwhile, it had been by fragments only that the doctrine

of the Bible, and of the Reformation, had until then been estab-

lishing itself. Such a truth had been exhibited in one publica-

tion ; this or that error had been assailed in another. Covering

a vast extent of ground, lay the scattered and confused remains

of the old structure and the materials of the new; but the edi-

fice itself had not yet appeared. The publication of the New
Testament, no doubt, met this want, and in presenting that book

the Reformation could say: "Here is my system!" But as

1 Ut sutores, mulieres et quilibet idiotse . . . avidissime Icgerent (Cocli-

Iceus, p. 50.)
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every man is free to profess that he has no system but the Bible,

the Reformation had to throw into a precise form what it had

found in Scripture ;i and this Melanchthon did in its name.

In unfolding his theology, Melanchthon had advanced with a

measured yet with a sure step, and had always courageously

published the fruit of his researches. As early as 1520, he

declared that in several of the sacraments he saw nothing more

than an imitation of the judaical ceremonies ; and in papal

infallibility a mere haughty pretension opposed alike to holy

Scripture and to good sense. " In order to combat these doc-

trines,"" he would say, "we have need for more than one Her-

cules. '"2 Thus had Melanchthon reached the same point with

Luther, although by a more learned and a calmer path, and the

moment had at last arrived when a public profession of his faith

might be expected also from him.

Since 1521, during Luther's captivity, his celebrated work " On

Theological Common Places," had presented to Christian Europe

a body of doctrine, at once solid in its foundations, and admir-

ably proportioned. A simple and majestic whole now stood out

before the astonished eyes of the new generation. The trans-

lation of the New Testament justified the Reformation in the

judgments of the people ; Melanchthon's Common Places justified

it with the learned.

The Church had existed for the fifteen centuries without ever

having seen such a work. Relinquishing the ordinary exposi-

tions of the scholastic theology, Luther's friend presented to

Christendom at last, a theological system wholly drawn from

Scripture. There were to be found in it a breath of life, a move-

ment of intellect, a force of truth, and a simplicity of exposition,

all presenting an amazing contrast with the subtile and pedantic

systems of the schools. From the most philosophical minds,

and the severest theologians, it drew forth equal feelings of

admiration

1 From this may be seen the utility, yea, the necessity, of drawing up confes-

sions of faith, in which truths derived from the Bible are presented in their

strict meaning, in so far as man can understand them, and arranged in a suit-

able connection. Agreement, accordingly, in such a confession, and not the

creneral acceptance of the Bible, from which every man may take what meaning

he pleases, forms the basis of the unity of the Church, and of every ecclesiasti-

cal community which without that would be a Babel of confusion.—U i^-

s Adversus quas non uno nobis, ut ita dicam, Hercule opus est. (Corp. Kei.

i. p. 137.)
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Erasmus called this production of Melanchthoii's pen an

army marvellously ranged in battle array against the pharisai-

cal tyranny of false doctors ;i and while he admitted that he did

not agree with the author on all points, he added that although

he had ever loved him, never had he loved him so much as after

having read that work. "So true is it," said Calvin afterwards,

in presenting it to France, " that in treating of Christian doc-

trines, the greatest simplicity is the highest virtue."^

But no one's joy equalled that of Luther. The work was the

object of his admiration during his whole life. Those detached

sounds which with a trembling hand he had called forth in the

warmth of his souFs emotions from the harp of the prophets and

apostles, were there to be found arranged in the most ravishing

harmony. Those scattered blocks which he had with so much

effort worked out from the quarry of the Scriptures, were now

built up into a majestic edifice. Accordingly, he never ceased

to recommend the reading of the work to the students who came

in search of learning to Wittemberg, telling them that if they

wished to be theologians, they should read Melanchthon.^

Melanchthon conceived that a profound conviction of the

misery to which man finds himself reduced by sin, is the ground

work on which the whole structure of Christian theology ought

to be erected. That measureless evil is the first early fact, the

parent idea with which the whole science commences; it is the

type that distinguishes theology from all the sciences which

have nothing but reason for their instrument.

The Christian theologian, diving to the bottom of man's

heart, expounds its mysterious laws and attractions, as another

learned genius expounded, at a subsequent period, the laws and

the attractions of material substances. " Original sin," says he,

" is an inclination born with us, a certain powerful tendency

which is agreeable to us, a certain force which seduces us into

sin, and which has passed from Adam into all his posterity.

Just as there is a native tendency in fire which carries it

' Video dogmatum aciem pulchre instructam adversus tyrannidem pharisaicam.

(Er. Epp. p. 949.)
^ La Somme de Theologie, par Philippe Melanchtbon. Geneve. 1551. Jehan

Calvin aux lecteurs.
3 Librum invictum, he would further say, non solum immortalitate, sed et

canone ecclesiastico dignum. (De servo arbitrio.)
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upwards, just as there is in the loadstone a natural force by

which it attracts to itself iron, so is there in man, too, an ori-

ginal tendency towards evil. I admit there were found in

Socrates, Xenocrates andZeno, constancy, temperance, chastity;

these shadows of virtues existed in impure minds, and sprang

from self-love; and therefore ought they to be regarded not as

genuine virtues, but as vices."^ This may seem a harsh judg-

ment, but only when Melanchthon's meaning is misapprehended.

No man felt more disposed than he was, to own that the pagans

had virtues worthy of human esteem; but he maintained that

great truth, that the supreme law given by God to all his crea-

tures is, that they should love him above all things. Now,

should man in doing God's commands, act from love to himself,

not from love to God, could God ever approve of his thus daring

to substitute himself in the room of his infinite majesty; and

would there not be vice in an act involving express rebellion

against the supreme God?

The Wittemberg divine goes on to show how man is saved

from this wretchedness. " The apostle," says he, " bids thee

contemplate at the right hand of the Father, the Son of God,

the all-prevailing Mediator who intercedes for us, and he asks

thee to rest assured that thy sins are forgiven thee, and that

thou art reputed righteous, and accepted by the Father for the

sake of that Son, who was a victim offered up on the cross.
"2

What makes that first edition of the Common Places particu-

larly remarkable, is the manner in which the theologian of Ger-

many speaks in it of the freedom of the will. He recognises,

still better perhaps than Luther had done, for he was the better

theologian of the two, that this doctrine could not be separated

from that which forms the essence of the Reformation. Man's

justification in the sight of God proceeds from faith alone, such

is the first point; this faith proceeds in man's heart from the

grace of God alone, such is the second. Melanchthon very well

saw that if any natural ability to believe be granted to man, the

grand doctrine of grace established in the first point, will be

' Loci communes iheologici, Basel, 1521. p. 35. This edition is very rare.

For the subsequent revisions see that of Erlangen, 1828, printed according to

that of Basel, 1561.
- Vult te intueri Filium Dei sedentem ad dexteram Patris, mediatorem inter-

{jellantem pro nobis. (Ibid.")
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subverted in the second. He had too much discernment and

knowledge of the Scriptures, to be deceived in so weighty a

matter. But he went too far. Instead of confining himself

within the limits of the religious, he touched the metaphysical

question. He established a fatalism by which God might be con-

sidered as the author of evil, and which consequently has no

foundation in Scripture. " Since all things that happen," says

he, " happen necessarily, according to divine predestination,

there is evidently no freedom of our will.'"

But what Melanchthon mainly proposed to himself, was to

present theology to the world as a system of piety. The School

had dissected theology until it deprived it of life; hence it

became the task of the Reformation to vivify anew this dead

dogmatism. In subsequent editions Melanchthon felt the neces-

sity of expounding doctrines with great clearness.^ But it was

not altogether thus in 1521. " To know Christ,'' says he, "is

to know his benefits. When Paul, in his Epistle to the Romans,

wished to present a summary of Christian doctrine, he does not

philosophise on the mystery of the Trinity, on the mode in

which the incarnation took place, on active and passive creation.

What then does he speak of?—of the law,—of sin—of grace.

On that hangs the knowledge of Christ."^

The publication of this system of dogmatic divinity was of

inestimable value to the cause of the Gospel. Calumnies were

refuted; prejudices fell to the ground. Admiration for the

genius of Melanchthon, and affection for the graces that adorned

his character, began to be felt in churches, at courts, in univer-

sities. Even persons quite unacquainted with the author, were

led by his eloquence to embrace the doctrines of his creed.

Many had been repelled by Luther's rough and sometimes violent

language, but here was a man who displayed great elegance of

style, exquisite taste, admirable clearness and perfect order, in

' Quandoquidcm omnia quje eveniunt, necessario eveniunt juxta divinamprfe-

destinationem, nulla est voluntatis nostrse libertas. (Loci comm. theolog. Basel,

1521, p. 35.)
2 See the edition ot 1561, reprinted in 1829, pages 14 to 44, the several chap-

ters; De tribus personis ;—De divinitate Filii—De duahis naturis in Christo;

—Testimonia quod Filius sit persona;—Testimonia refutantia Arianos;--De

discernendis proprietatibus humanse et divinse naturse Chi-isti;—De spiritu

sancto ; etc., etc.
^ Hoc est Christum cognoscere, beneficia ejus cognoscere, etc. (Ibid.)

n. 2 F
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the exposition of those mighty truths whose sudden explosion

had shaken the world. The work was eagerly sought for, and

was read and studied with ardour. Men s hearts were gained

by so much mildness and modesty; they felt the commanding

influence of so much nobleness and force ; and the higher classes

of society, till then undecided, were made the conquest of a wis-

dom that at length expressed itself in such beautiful language.

On the other hand, the enemies of the truth whom Luther's

terrible blows had failed to put down, remained for some time

mute and disconcerted on the appearance of Melanchthon's

production. They saw that there was yet another man, besides

Luther, equally obnoxious to their hatred. "Alas!" they

exclaimed, " unhappy Germany ! to what extremity must not

this new production reduce thee!"l

The Common Places, from 1521 to 1595, passed through sixty-

seven editions, exclusive of translations, and, next to the Bible,

was perhaps the work that contributed most to the establishment

of the evangelical doctrines.

X. Whilst by these soft strains "the grammarian" Melanch-

thon, was bringing such mighty aid to Luther, redoubtable

enemies of the Reformer were turning to attack him with the

utmost violence. Escaped from the Wartburg, he had re-ap-

peared on the scene of the world ; and on the news of this reach-

ing them, his old adversaries recovered all their fury.

Three months and a half had passed since Luther's return to

Wittemberg when a report, swelled by all the voices of fame,

brought him word that one of the greatest monarchs of Chris-

tendom had taken the field against him. The chief of the

house of Tudor, a prince descended at once from the houses of

York and Lancaster, and on whose head, after so much blood-

shed, the red and white roses were at last united,'2 the puissant

1 Heu! infelicem hoc novo partu Germaniam! . . . (Cochl.)
2 The author here alludes to the bloody partizanships of the potent houses of

the dukes of York and Lancaster, known under the names of the white and red
roses, which long distracted England, and disputed with each other for the
sovereignty. Henry, duke of Lancaster, having dethroned his youthful nephew,
king Richard II., in the year 1399, succeeded him under the name of Henry
IV; by his death, in 1413, he was succeeded by his son, Henry V; this last

monarch died in 1422, whereupon his surviving widow married a Welsh noble-
man of the name of Owen Tudor, and his son, Henry VI., succee^ied h:m. A
revolt excited against this last prince by Richard, duke of York, in which the
king himself was made prisoner in 1456, was suppressed by the courage of his
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kingof England, who aimed at re-establishing the ancient influence

of his crown over the continent, and in particular, over France,

Henry VIII., had composed a book against the poor Wittem-
berg monk. " People boast much," says Luther in writing to

Lange on June 26th, 1522, "of a small book by the king of

England."!

Henry VIII., was then at the age of thirty-one; he was tall,

strong built, and well proportioned, and had an air of authority

and empire.2 His physiognomy indicated the vivacity of his

mind. Vehement, resolved if possible to make all things bend

to the violence of his passions, and thirsting for glory, he at first

veiled his faults under a certain impetuosity of temper, the com-

mon failing of youth, and was not wanting in flatterers who
encouraged these failings. He would often repair with the

whole troop of his favourites, to the residence of his chaplain,

Thomas Wolsey, son of an Ipswich butcher. Endowed with a

large measure of practical talent and address, of an excessive

ambition and boundless audacity, this man, under the patronage

of the bishop of Winchester, who was chancellor of the kingdom, -

advanced rapidly in his master''s favour, and led him to frequent

his house by making it the scene of seductive pleasures and dis-

orders, such as the young prince dared not indulge in his own

palace. This we have on the authority of Polydore Virgil, who
was at the time sub-collector to the pope in England.^ At these

queen, and the duke of York was slain, yet Edward, the son of the latter,

renewed the insurrection, took Henry prisoner and ascended the throne in 1464,
under the name of Edward IV., who was in his turn driven therefrom, and
was again restored, whereupon he caused Henry to be assassinated.* After his

death he was succeeded by his own son Edward V., in 1482, who, however, was
murdered by his uncle, the duke of Gloucester, who succeeded him under the
name of Richard III. The people becoming tired of these continually recurring
atrocities, and of the oppressions that resulted from them, Henry, duke of Rich-
mond, took advantage of this, and after Richard's being slain in battle, became
king in 1485, under the name of Henry Vll. He was grandson of the above
Owen Tudor, and heir of the house of Lancaster, and he married the daughter
of Edward IV., so that thus in him, and still more in his son Henry VIII., the
houses of York and Lancaster were united.—L. R.

' Jactant libellum regis Anglise ; sed leonem ilium suspicor sub pelle tectum.
( Allusion to Lee, Henry VIII. 's chaplain, and a play on the words Lee and Leo
(hon). (L. Epp. ii. p. 213.)

^ He was tall, strong built, &c. (Collier's Eccl History of Great Britain in

folio, ii. p. 1.)

3 Domi suae voluptatum omnium sacrarium fecit, quo regem frequenter duce-
bat. (Polyd. Virgihus, Ang. Hist. Basel, 1570 in folio, p. 633.) Polydore
Virgil seems to have suffered from Wolsey 's pride, and to have somewhat exag-
gerated that minister's misdeeds.

• He died ill the tower, but whether by a natural or violent death, is uncertain. Tr.
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foolish meetings, the chaplain even outdid in licentiousness the

young courtiers that accompanied Henry VIII. He was to be

seen, forgetting the gravity that became a minister of the altar,

singing, dancing, laughing, playing the fool, talking obscenely,

and practising feats of arms.^ It was thus that he succeeded ere

long in obtaining the first place in the privy council, and as he

engrossed the government of the kingdom, was enabled to sell

his favours to all the princes of Christendom.

Henry lived in the midst of balls, festivities, and jousting, and

thus foolishly squandered the treasures that had been amassed

by his father s avarice. Magnificent tournaments followed each

other in uninterrupted succession; and in these the king, who

was distinguished by manly beauty from all the other comba-

tants,2 played the first part. If the struggle for a moment

seemed doubtful, the king's address or physical strength, or the

politic tact of his antagonists, made him sure of the victory, and

the lists resounded with shouts and plaudits in his honour. The

young prince"'s vanity was excited by these easy triumphs, until

there was no kind of success to which he did not make preten -

sion. The queen appeared at times among the spectators. Her

grave countenance and melancholy looks, her serious and

depressed air, were strongly contrasted with the noise and splen-

dour of these fetes. Soon after his coming to the crown, Henry

VIII., from reasons of state, had married Catharine of Arragon,

a princess five years older than himself, widow of his brother

Arthur, and aunt of Charles V. While her husband gave him-

self up to pleasure, the virtuous Catharine, whose virtue was

quite of a Spanish cast, would rise at midnight that she might take

a silent part in the prayers of monks,^ and throw herself on her

knees, without cushion or carpet. At five o'clock-^ in the morn-

' Cum illis adolescentibus una psallebat, saltabat, sermones leporis plenos
habebat, ridebat, jocabatur. (Polyd. Virgilius, Ang. Hist.)

- Eximia corporis forma prseditus, in qua etiam regia; majcstatis augusta
quredam species elucebat. (Sanderus, De schismate anglicano, p. 4.) The
work of Sanders, who was papal nuncio in Ireland, ought to be read with much
precaution ; for it is not wanting in false and calumnious assertions, as has been
i-emarked by cardinal Quirini and the Roman catholic Dr. Lingard themselves.

See the latter's history of England, vol. vi. p. 173.
^ Surgebat media nocte ut nocturnis religiosorum precibus interesset.

(Sander, p. 5.)
* St. Francis had besides two strict rules for the so called /Wars minoritcs

and jjoor sisters, both of whom pledged themselves to severe abstinence, a third

less severe rule which gave rise to this third order,—an order into whicli per-
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ing-, after a brief interval of repose, she was again on foot; she

wore the dress of a Franciscan nun, for she had obtained admis-

sion into the tertiary order of that saint; then hurriedly throw-

ing over her the garments of royalty,^ she repaired to church

at six o'clock in order to be present at the holy offices.

Two beings pursuing such extremely different modes of living,

could not remain long united.

Roman piety meanwhile had other representatives besides

Catherine at the court of Henry VIII. John Fisher, bishop of

Rochester, who had nearly reached his seventieth year, and who

was distinguished alike by his learning, and the severity of his

manners, was the object of general admiration. He had been

the oldest adviser of Henry VII.; and the duchess of Rich-

mond, Henry VIIL's grandmother, sending for him when on her

death bed, had recommended the youth and inexperience of her

grandson to his care. Long afterwards the king, amid all his

deviations from duty, venerated the old bishop as a father.

A man much younger than Fisher, a la3'man and a lawyer,

was then attracting all men''s notice, by his genius and the noble

sons living in the world could be admitted, without relinquishing their worldly

rank and engagements.—L. R.
" The History of Monastical Conventions," (London, 1701,) a Roman Catho-

lic epitome, describes the three orders thus :
" As for the classes Francis,

divided his disciples into, they were three ; the first was the Fryars Minorites,

himself being one of them ; the manner of whose life was very strict and poor.

The second was of ladies and poor virgins, who taking their denomination from
St. Clara, were called Clarissce, somewhat less strict than the former. The
third was that of Penitents, intended for married people, who were desirous of

penance, yet permitted to enjoy goods and lands. The first of these were for con-

templation and action ; the second only for contemplation ; and the third only

for action ; wherefore it is not properly called a religious order. These are

called Fryars Penitents of Jesus Christ, and from their wearing sackcloth,

Saccii. . . . The women of this rank were called Sisters Penitents, nor were
the first order to permit any of the third to enter their churches in time of inter-

dict. This order, after its having been condemned in England, Anno 1307, was
again advanced by Peter Tuxbury, a Franciscan minister, and allowed in the

Chapter of London." Another account of St. Francis, and the various orders

that originally sprang from him, will be found in Gabi-iel d'Emillianne's "Short
History of Monastical Orders, &c.," London, 1703, a Protestant publication. St.

Francis began life as a rake, and ended it in the wildest excesses of will-wor-

ship. Ilospinian says of the last rule left by the Saint to his disciples, that

"far from being an observance of the Holy Gospel, it was rather, in several

points, a manifest transgression of it, and a snare of the devil to catch souls."

And after describing the three original orders of the Saint, adds :
" A large

book would scarcely be enough to relate all the reformations, separations,

unions, suits at law, disputes, changes of habits and of rules, that have happened
in this great order ; and one might also write another book of the frauds, lies,

pretended visions, and false miracles, which Francis and his disciples have con-
trived for the advancement of their order." Tr.

' Sub regio vestitu Pivi i^raHCz'sci habitu ntebatur. (Sander, p. 5.)
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tone of his cliaracter, His uame was Thomas More. The son

of ajudge in the court of king's bench, poor, austere, and intensely

laborious, he had been endeavouring for twenty years to extin-

guish the passions of his youth by wearing a hair shirt, and

administering personal discipline. ^ Happening one day, while

at mass, to be sent for by Henry VHL, he sent back this answer,

that the service of God ought to take precedence of that of the

king. Wolsey presented him to Henry VIH., who employed

him in several embassies, and expressed a great affection for him.

He would often send for him, and pass the time in conversing

with him about tlie planets, Wolsey, and theology.

In fact, the king himself was no stranger to the doctrines of

Rome. It would even appear that had Arthur lived, Henry

would have been destined to the arch-episcopal see of Canter-

bury. Thomas Aquinas, St. Bonaventura,^ tournaments, festi-

vals, Elizabeth Blount, and other mistresses besides, all these

formed a strange jumble in the mind and life of that prince who

had masses of his own composition sung in his private chapel.

No sooner did Henry VIII. hear Luther spoken of, than he

became bitterly opposed to him, and hardly was the decree of the

diet of Worms known in England than he commanded effect to be

given to the pontiff's bull against the Reformer's publications. ^

On the 12th of May, 1521, Thomas Wolsey, who to the func-

tions of chancellor of England, united those of cardinal and

' The severities towards himself practised by Sir Thomas More, seem to have

been far more the result of stoical asceticism than any profound religious con-

victions, like those that kept Luther in such fearful spiritual bondage, until

faith in the Redeemer's righteousness set him free. We may infer this from

the marked contrast presented by More's playful humour, even while practising

those austerities, when compared with Luther's mental sufferings at Erfurt

Thus his biographer, Cresacre More, after describmg the conversations his

great grandfather used to have with Henry VIII., goes on to say :
" And

because he was of a very pleasant disposition, it pleased his majesty and the

queen, after the council had supped, at supper time commonly to call for him to

hear his pleasant jests." No doubt these jests may have been very innocent,

but they admirably illustrate a former remark of our author's, in speaking of the

charge that Protestants take a free and easy way of getting to heaven, to the

effect that the convictions which often precede and attend conversion, we may

add, and the seasons of spiritual depression that often follow, constitute a far

more pamful cross to the true Protestant than all the austerities and mortifi-

cations practised by the most devoted Papists, mitigated as these are by the

idea that they are meritorious, and form part payment of a debt which would

otherwise have to be paid in a purgatory. There cannot be any very painful

conviction of sin where a gay mind accompanies a chastised body. Tr.

2 Legebat studiose libros divi Thomae Aquinatis. (Polyd. Virgil, p. 634.)

3 Primum libros Lutheranos, quorum magnus jam numerus pervencrat in

manus suorum Anglorum, comburendos curavit. (Ibid. p. 661.)
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Roman legate, repaired in solemn procession to St. Paul's. In

the extravagance of his self-conceit and pride, the man considered

himself as the equal of kings. He never sat but on a seat of gold,

slept in a golden bed, and the table at which he ate was covered

with cloth of gold. 1 On this occasion he displayed great pomp.

The haughty prelate was surrounded by his household, composed

of eight hundred persons, among whom were to be found barons,

knights, and sons of the most distinguished families, all hoping

in his service to obtain appointments to public offices. Not only

did his garments glitter with gold and silk, (he was the first

ecclesiastic that dared to dress so sumptuously),^ but the hous-

ings and harness of his horses also were set off with the same

materials. In front of him, a remarkably handsome priest car-

ried a silver pillar, topped with a cross; behind him, another

ecclesiastic no less remarkable for his handsome person, held

in his hand the arch-episcopal cross of York; a nobleman walked

by his side, and was charged with the carrying of his cardinal's

hat.3 Nobles, prelates, and ambassadors from the pope and the

emperor, accompanied him, and were followed by a long troop of

mules, bearing on their backs coffers covered with the richest

and most brilliant stuffs. It was in the midst of this magnificent

train that the writings of the poor Wittemberg monk were car-

ried to the bonfire in London. On arriving at the church, the

haughty priest made his cardinal's hat be laid upon the altar

itself. The virtuous bishop of Rochester went up to the foot of

the cross, and there with a voice that betrayed his emotion, he

powerfully preached against heresy. Next there were brought

the heresiarch's impious writings, and these were devoutly

burnt in presence of a vast crowd. Such were the first tidings

that England had of the Reformation.

Henry had no wish to stop there. " It is the devil," wrote

to the elector Palatin, the prince whose sword was ever ready

to fall upon his adversaries, his wives, and his favourites; "it

is the devil who, by means of Luther has kindled this immense

• Uti sella aurea, uti pulvino aureo, uti velo aureo ad mensam. (Polyd. Virgil.

P-664.)
2 Primus episcoporum et cardinalium, vestitum exteriorem, sericum sibi

iiiduit. (Ibid. p. 633.)
3 Galerum cardinalium, ordinis insignem sublime a ministro prseferebat . .

super altare coUocabat. . . . (Ibid. p. 645.)
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conflagration. If Luther refuse to be converted, let the flames

consume him along with his writings .'"^

Even this was not enough. Convinced that the progress of

heresy arose from the extreme ignorance of the German princes,

Henry thought that the time had now come for him to display

the whole extent of his learning. The victories of his battle-axe

did not allow him to doubt of those that were reserved for his

pen. But the king was spurred on by another passion, and one

which is always great in little souls, and that was vanity. Mor-

tified at having no similar title to oppose to those of "catholic,"

and "most Christian," borne by the kings of Spain and France,

he had long been begging a similar distinction from the court

of Rome, and what could be siipposed better fitted to secure the

granting of his request than an attack upon heresy. Henry,

accordingly, threw aside the royal purple, and descended from

the throne into the lists of theology. He ransacked the writ-

ings of Thomas Aquinas, Peter the Lombard, Alexander of

Hales, and Bonaventura, and thqre was ushered into the world,

"^ Defeiice of the Seven Sacraments, against Martin Luther, by the

most invincible king of England and France, lord of Ireland,

Henry, eighth of that name!'''

" I am willing to throw myself before the Church in order to

save it," said the king of England in that production; " I con-

sent to receive into my own bosom, the poisoned shafts of the

assailing foe.2 I am called to it by the present state of circum-

stances. It behoves every servant of Jesus Christ, whatever be

liis age, sex, or rank, to rise against the common enemy of

Christendom.3

" Let us arm ourselves with double armour; with celestial

armour, that with the weapons of truth we may vanquish the

man who contends with those of error; but with terrestrial

armour also, in order that, should he show himself obstinate in

his malice, the hand of the public executioner may constrain him

to be silent, and that, for once at least, he may be useful to the

world, by the terrible example of his death."-*

1 Knapp's Nachlese, ii. p. 458.
- Meque adversus venenata jacula hostis earn oppugnantis objicerem. {Asser-

tio septem sacramentoriivi adv. M. Lutherum, in prologo.)
^ Omnis Christi servus, omnis setas, omnis sexus, omnis ordo consurgat. (Ibid.)

* Et qui nocuit verbo malitite, siipplicii prosit exemplo. (Ibid.)
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Henry VIII. could not conceal the contempt that he enter-

tained for his feeble adversary. "This man," says the crowned

theologue, "looks as if he were in labour: he makes the most

unexampled efforts, and after all brings forth nought but wind. ^

Remove the audacious covering of haughty words in which he

arrays his absurdities, as apes are sometimes decked out in pur-

ple, and what have you then? . . . Why, a miserable

sophism."

The king defends, seriatim^ the mass, penance, confirmation,

marriage, orders, extreme unction; and, profuse in the employ-

ment of terms of insult, he calls his opponent hellish wolf, veno-

mous viper, and member of the devil. He even attacks Luther's

sincerity. Henry VIII., in short, overwhelms the begging friar

with his royal anger, and "writes as with his sceptre," says an

historian.2

Nevertheless, it must be owned that the work was not so bad,

considering who the author was, and what the age in which it

was written. The style is not wanting in a certain force. But

the public of that day could not so far restrain itself as to do it

simple justice; hence quite an explosion of applauses greeted

the theological treatise of the mighty king of England. "Never

has the sun yet beheld so learned a book,"^ said some. " Wp
can compare it, others would say, " to nothing but the works of

St. Augustine. He is a Constantino; he is a Charlemagne !

"

—"He is still more,"" others would go on to say, "he is a second

Solomon."

These exclamations soon passed beyond the shores of England.

Henry desired that John Clarke, the dean of Windsor, his

ambassador at the papal court, should send his book to the

supreme pontiff. Leo X. received the ambassador in full con-

sistory. Clarke presented the royal work to him with these

words: "The king, my master, gives you the assurance that

after having refuted Luther's errors with the pen, he is ready

to combat his adherents with the sword."" Affected at this pro-

> Mirum est quanto nixu parfuriens, quam nihil peperit nisi raerum ventum.
. . . {Assertio septem sacramentorum adv. M. Lutlierum, in prologo.)

2 And writes as 'twere with his scepter. (Collyer, Eccles. Hist, of Gr.
Britain, p. 17.")

3 The most learned work that ever the sun saw. (Burnet, History of the
Ref. of England, 1. p. 30.)

n. 2g
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mise, Leo replied that the work of the king could only have been

composed with the aid of the Holy Ghost, and he gave Henry

the title of Defender of the faith; a title still borne by the sove-

reigns of England.!

The reception which the work received at Rome, greatly con-

tributed to its being read, so that several thousand copies were

thrown off by various presses in the course of some months. ^

"The whole Christian world," says Cochloeus, "was filled with

admiration and with joy."^

These extravagant praises still further augmented the insuf-

ferable self-conceit of the chief of the Tudors. He doubted not

that he was himself inspired by the Holy Ghost ;4 and from that

time forward, could not endure to be contradicted. The pope-

dom, in his eye, was no longer at Rome but at Greenwich;

infallibility rested on his head; and this, at a subsequent period,

very materially promoted the Reformation of England.

Luther read Henry's book with the smile of mingled contempt,

impatience, and indignation. The falsehoods and the insults

which it contained, but, still more, the contempt and compassion

which the king affected in it, irritated the Wittemberg doctor

in the highest degree. The thought of the pope's having

' Lingard. in such matters a good authority, states the matter thus :
" Tlie

liings of Franco had long been distinguished by the appellation ' most Chris-

tian,' those of Spain by that of ' Catholic' When Louis XII. set up the

schismatical synod of Pisa, it was contended that he had forfeited his right to

the former of these titles; and Julius II. transferred it to Henry, but with the

understanding that the transfer should be kept secret, till the services of the

king might justify, in the eyes of men, the partiality of the pontiff. After the

victory of Guingate, Henry demanded the publication of the grant; but Julius

was dead : Leo declared himself ignorant of the transaction ; and means were

found to pacify the king with some other, but equivalent distinction. Wolsey

had lately recalled the subject to the papal court; and Clarke, when he pre-

sented the king's work, demanded for him the title of 'defender of the faith.'

This new denomination experienced some opposition : but it could not be refused

with decency; and Leo conferred it by a formal bull on Henry, who procured a

confirmation of the grant from the successor of Leo, Clement VII." Dr. L.

further adds in a Note, that the title belonged to the king personally, not to his

successors—that Henry retained it after his separation from Rome, and in 1543

it was annexed to the crown by Act of Parliament. It was retained by Philip

and Mary, though the statute itself had been repealed. Thus, among other

human passions employed by providence in promoting the Reformation, Henry
VIII. 's vanity, by prompting him to write against Luther, and thus give notor-

iety to his doctrines, held a conspicuous place. Tr.
^ Intra paucos menses liber ejus a multis chalcographis in multa millia mul-

tiplicatus. (Cochloeus, p. 44.)
^ Ut totum orbem christianum et guadio et admiratione repleverit. (Ibid.)

* He was brought to fancy it was written with some degree of inspiration.

(Burnet, preface.)
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bestowed his approbation and reward upon tlie work, and of the

foes of the Gospel everywhere exulting over the Reformation

and the Reformer, as already subverted and vanquished, still

further augmented his indignation. Besides, what was there

that called for gentle treatment? Was he not fighting for a

King who was mightier than all the kings of the earth? The

mildness of the Gospel seemed now no longer to be seasonable.

Adopting the principle of an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a

tooth, he exceeded all bounds. Persecuted, outraged, beset on

every side and wounded, the infuriated lion turned round and

proudly prepared to crush his enemy. In vain did the elector,

Spalatin, Melanchthon, and Bugenhagen, endeavour to appease

him. They would fain have dissuaded him from writing any

answer at all; but nothing could prevent him. "I won't treat

the king of England mildly," said he. " It is in vain, I know it,

that I humble myself, that I make concessions, that I conjure,

that I attempt all the ways of peace. I will at length show

myself more terrible to those infatuated persons who daily butt

at me with their horns. I will oppose mine to theirs; I will

challenge, I will provoke Satan, until he shall have spent his

strength, and fall of himself utterly exhausted. i If this heretic

retract not, says the new Thomas, Henry VIII., he ought to be

burnt ! Such are the arms that are now employed against me; the

fire and fury of the stupidest asses and thomistic pigs.^ Be it

then agreed ! Let those pigs advance, if they dare, and let them

burn me ! Here I am—looking out for their coming. Would

that my ashes, cast after my death into a thousand seas, might

rise, pursue, and swallow up that foul herd. In life, I shall be

the foe of the popedom, and, when consumed, its destruction. Go

to, ye swine of St. Thomas, do as ye list. You will ever find

Luther as a bear on your way, and as a lion on your path. He

' Mea in ipsos exercebo cornua, irritaturus Satanam, donee effusis viribus et

conatibus corcorruat in se ipsum. (L. Epp. ii. p. 236.)

'•* Ignis et furor insulsissimorum asinorum et Thomisticorum porcorum.
(Contra Henricum regen. 0pp. lat. ii. p. 331.) This discourse has something
in it that reminds one of those of the great agitator of Great Britain. There
is more force and more nobleness, however, in the orator of the sixteenth cen-
tury than in him of the ninteenth. (See Revue Britannique, November 1835.

Le regne d'O'Connel.} Pourceaux savonnes de la societe civilis§e, &c., p.

30.
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will assail you with his artillery from all parts, and leave you no

peace until he has brayed your iron brains, and pounded your

brazen foreheads to powder."

Luther first reproaches Henry VIIT. for basing his doc-

trines on nothing better than the decrees and judgments pro-

nounced by men. " But as for me," he exclaims, " I never

cease to shout : Gospel ! Gospel !—Christ ! Christ ! . . .

And my adversaries cease not to reply: Usages! Usages!

—

Ordinances! Ordinances!—the Fathers! the Fathers!—Let

your faith, saith St. Paul, not stand in the wisdom of men but

in the power of God.—And the apostle, by that thunderbolt,

launched from heaven, overthrows and scatters, as the wind

scatters the dust, all the familiar spirits^ of that Henry there.

Confounded and terrified, the Thomists, the Papists, the Henrys,

fall prostrate at the thunder of his words."2

He then refutes the king's production in detail, and subverts

his arguments one after another with a clearness, a wit, a know-

ledge of holy Scriptures, and church history, but at the same

time with a measure of assurance, a disdain, and occasionally with

a violence, that ought not to surprise us.^

Towards the end of his discourse, Luther again gives vent to

his indignation at his adversary taking all his arguments from

the fathers; the groundwork of the whole controversy lay there.

" To all the words of the fathers, of men, of angels, of devils,"

says he, " I oppose, not the antiquity of usage, not the multi-

tude, but the Word of the eternal majesty, the Gospel, which

they themselves are compelled to approve. Here I stand, here

I establish myself, here I abide, here I glory, here I triumph,

here I trample upon Papists, Thomists, Henrys, sophists, and all

1 Esprits follets—universas larvas in the original Latin. May not Luther

here allude to Henry's presumed assistants in the composition of his work? Tr.

2 Confusi et prostrati jacent a facie verhorum istius tonitrui. (Contra Hen-

ricum Rogem, 0pp. lat. ii. p. 336.)
3 Yet this is one of Luther's treatises of which Mr. Hallam says that they can

only be described " as little else than bellowing in bad Latin." Mr. II. seems

to have read it at least as far as the seventh line, where the Latin word helua

may have suggested the English one bellow,—a term which he must see that it

is absurd to apply to "that close grappling, sentence by sentence," which Mr.

II. admits to be the peculiar feature of this, as well as the rest of the Reformer's

controversial treatises. He may see "no ability" in this " grappling," but any

unprejudiced person who, instead of merely glancing at the work, seriously

peruses it, is sure to see all the marks of ability described by M. Merle

d'Aubign6. Tr.
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the swine of hell.' The king of heaven is with nie; therefore

do I dread nought, even were a thousand Augustines, a thousand

Cyprians, and a thousand of those churches of which Henry is

the defender, were to rise against me. It is a small matter that

I despise and treat sarcastically a king of this world, seeing that

he himself has not been afraid to blaspheme in his writings the

King of heaven, and to profane his holy name by the most auda-

cious lies.^

"Papists!" he exclaims at the close, "will you not put a stop

to your vain persecutions? Do all that you would. Never-

theless, it must be that before this Gospel which I, Martin

Luther, have preached, popes, bishops, priests, monks, princes,

devils, death, sin, and all that is not Jesus Christ, or is not in

Jesus Christ, fall and perish.^S 4

Thus spake the poor monk. His violence certainly cannot be

excused, if we are to try it by the rule to which he himself

appeals, the Word of God. He cannot be justified even by

alleging either the grossness of the age, for Melanchthon knew

how to observe the rules of good breeding in his writings, nor

the energy of his character, for if that energy had something to

do in determining the tone of his writings, passion, also, had

much to do with it.^ Better then to pass a sentence of condem-

nation on him. Notwithstanding, in all fairness, be it remarked,

that in the sixteenth century that violence did not seem so

strange as it would appear at the present day. Learned men as

well as princes, formed at that time one of the acknowledged

powers. Henry had entered the ranks of authorship in attack-

ing Luther, and Luther replied according to that law which has

been admitted in the republic of letters, and which looks to the

1 Hie sto, hie sedeo, hie maneo, hie glorior, hie triumpho, hie insulto papistia.

. . . (Contra TIenricum Regem, 0pp. lat. ii. p. 342.
2 Nee magnum si ego regem terrse eontemno. (Ibid. p. 344.)
3 L. 0pp. Leipz. xviii. p. 209.
* This passage is not to be found in the Jena edition of 1581.
* Luther's violence, irreconcilable apparently with his usual deference to the

civil magistrate, may have arisen from his regarding the lung's name as a mere
feint, and believing the book to have been really composed by men, like Lee,

who assisted in its composition, of no higher rank than his own. He may have
wished to deter kings from placing themselves in so false a position, by treating

them as worse than the obscure men to whose mischievous mediocrity they gave
the influence of their rank, and to deter men of learning from gaining any such
weight to their writings, as their mere intrinsic merits never could secure for

them. Tr.
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truth of what is said not to the quahty of him who says it. Let

us add that when this same king turned against the pope, the

insults with which he was loaded by the Roman writers, and by

the pope himself, far surpassed all that Luther ever said.

Be it further considered that if Luther called doctor Eck an

ass, and Henry VIIL a pig, he indignantly rejected the inter-

vention of the secular arm; whereas Dr. Eck wrote a disserta-

tion to prove that heretics ought to be burnt, and Henry VHL
made bonfires, by way of conformity to the chancellor of Ingol-

stadt's precepts.

There was much excitement produced by Luther's reply at

the court of the king. Surrey, Wolsey, and the whole multi-

tude of courtiers, interrupted the feasts and pomps of Greenwich,

that they might give vent to their indignation in insults and

sarcasms. The venerable bishop of Rochester, who had seen

with delight the young prince, once committed to his care, break

a lance in defence of the Church, was cut to the quick by the

monk's attack. He immediately replied to it, and his language

well characterises both his time and his church. "Take us the

little foxes that spoil the vines," says Christ in the song of songs.

"Which shows," said Fisher, "that we must lay hands on heretics

before they reach their growth. Luther has now become a great

fox, so old, so cunning, and so mischievous that he is most dif-

ficult to lay hold of. What say I, a fox? . . . he is a mad
dog, a ravening wolf, a cruel bear; or rather all those animals

at once ; for the monster comprises several beasts in his breast." ^

Thomas More also entered the lists against the monk of

Wittemberg. Layman as he was, he carried his zeal against

the Reformation to fanaticism, if he did not urge to blood.

When young noblemen set themselves to support the popedom,

they often exceed the ecclesiastics themselves in violence.

Reverend friar, father, toper, Luther, runaway from the order

of St. Augustine, mis-shaped bacchante of both laws, (civil and

canon) doctor indoct of sacred divinity ;"2 such was the style

in which the Reformer was addressed by one of the most illus-

trious men of that age; after which, in explaining how Luther

' Canem dixissem rabidum, imo lupum rapacissimum, aut sjevisaimam quara-
dam ursam. . . . (Cochloeus, p. 60.)

- Revercndus frater, pater, potator, Luthorus. (Ibid. p. Gl.)
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composed his book against Henry VIII: "He called his com-

panions together," says he, " and suggested that they should

set forth each in his own beat, in search of buffooneries and

insults. One frequented the public conveyances by land and

water, another went to the baths and gambling houses; this one

attached himself to the barbers' shops and taverns; that one,

to the mills and brothels. They noted down in their memoran-

dum books all of what the}^ heard, that was most insolent, filth}'-,

and infamous; then bringing back all these insults and indecen-

cies, they poured them into that impure sink, called the mind of

Luther. If he retract his lies, and his calumnies," he goes on

to say, "if he lay aside his follies, and his furies, if he eat back

his excrements . . .^ he will find some one who will seri-

ously discuss with him. But if he continue as he has begun,

jesting, falling into a rage, talking idly, uttering slander, vomit-

ing forth nothing but sinks and common sewers . . .2 let

others, then, do as they please; as for us, we prefer leaving this

friarling to his fury and his filth."^ , . . Thomas More

would have done better, had he kept his own to himself. Never

had Luther so debased his style. He made no reply.

This production still further increased Henry VIII. 's attach-

ment to More. He went himself to visit him in his modest

house at Chelsea, where after dinner, with his arm resting on

his favourite''s shoulder, the king perambulated his garden with

him, whilst Lady More and her children, concealing themselves

at a window, could not cease gazing at them with astonishment.

After one of these walks. More, who knew his man, said to his

wife one day :
" Could he at the cost of my head, gain a single

small castle in France, he would not hesitate to send me to the

block."

Thus defended by the bishop of Rochester, and by his future

chancellor, the king had no need to resume his pen.^ Con-

» Si . . . suas resorbeat et sua relingat stercora. (Cochloeus, p. 62.)
^ Sentinas, cloacas, latrinas, .... stercora. (Ibid. p. 63.)
^ Cum suis . . . et stercoribus . . . relinquere. (Ibid.) Cochloeus exults

in quoting these passages, which he selects from what, according to his taste, he
considered most beautiful in Sir Thomas INIore's production. M. Nisard on the
contrary, in his work on More, whose apology he writes with so much warmth
and erudition, confesses that in that writing of his, the impurities suggested by
the violent anger of the catholic are such that to translate them is impossible.
(Revue des deux Mondes, v. p. 592.)

* Henry did resume his pen, not, however, to refute Lather's attack, but to
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founded at seeing himself treated in the face of all Europe as a

mere author, Henry VIII. abandoned the dangerous position

which he had taken; and throwing away the pen of the divine,

he returned to the more efficacious methods of diplomacy.

An ambassador left the court at Greenwich charged with a

letter from the king to the elector, and the dukes of Saxony.

" A very viper fallen from the sky," said Henry in it, " Luther

inundates the earth with whole floods of venom. He stirs up

revolt in the Church of Jesus Christ; he abolishes laws, insults

public authorities, excites the laity against the priests, both lay-

men and priests against the pope, and nations against their

kings; he would desire nothing more than to see Christians

answer his apology. Luther wrote that apology, according to Milner, partly

because he was naturally alarmed lest Henry should succeed in his urgent soli-

citations with Erasmus to take the field against him, partly because " Christiern,

king of Denmark, had taken particular pains, both in conversation and by let-

ters, to persuade him that if he would only condescend to address the English

monarch in very modest language, he might be gained over to the cause of

evangelical truth. Luther owns that he was in a manner inebriated by these

large promises and began to waver. " Who knows," said he, "but in a happy

fiour I may gain the king of England? Certainly I should incur the divine

displeasure, were I to lose any favourable opportunity."

Led by such motives, he wrote to Henry, confessing that at the instance of

other persons he had offended his majesty by a foolish and hasty publication.

]5ut the accounts he had of the king's clemency led him to hope for forgiveness

He had been told, too, that his majesty was not the real author of the book,

lie calls Wolsey the post of the kingdom, and says he rejoiced to hear that his

majesty had begun to favour the Gospel. " If the king pleased," he added, "he

was ready to own his fault publicly; and he trusted that if allowed to write to

the king of England about the present state of religion, service would thereby

be done to the Gospel of Christ and the glory of God."

He besought the king to consider what harm a man could do, whose whole

doctrine, including love to our neighbours, obedience to rulers, and the morti-

fication of the body of sin, was founded on faith in Jesus Christ, as the Son of

God, who suffered for us and rose again from the dead. Ills majesty saw how many
princes and states in Germany now supported his principles, and he wished it

might please Christ, by his distinguishing mercy, to add king Henry to the num-

ber, <fec.

Milner adds that although the purity of Luther's motives in this apology was

above suspicion, and he yielded no doctrine he had ever contended for, some of

his admirers thought he had gone too far, and his avowed adversaries were sure

to triumph in the rebuff he met with from the haughty monarch. Henry

reproached him with levity and inconsistency—with sparing no dignity, human
or divine, blaspheming the saints, treating the apostles with contempt, and, at

the devil's instigation, making a sacrilegious and incestuous marriage. This

last offence the king illustrates by referring to the old laws of Pagan Rome
relating to the Vestal virgins, thus furnishing a new instance of the alliance

between paganism and popery. In his answer, Henry openly avows himself

author of the tract published in his name, yet Lingard, who mentions this, adds

in a note :
" The invective against Luther's union," (he does not admit that it

was a marriage) "with Catharine Boren, a nun, is written with an elegance

and eloquence far beyond the powers of Henry, p. 110. I know not who was

the real author." If Henry was assisted in the latter of these publications,

it seems likely that he was assisted, also, in the former. Tk-
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fighting among themselves, and destroying each other, while the

enemies of our faith should hail such scenes of carnage with a

hideous grin.l

"What is this doctrine, calling itself evangelical, if il. be not

WicklifF's doctrine? Now, most honoured Uncles, I know what
your forefathers did in order to destroy it. They hunted it

down in Bohemia like a savage beast, and having made it fall

into a ditch, they there barricaded and closed it in. You will

not suffer that it should escape b}'- your negligence, insinuate

itself into Saxony, and take possession of the whole of Germany;
that these smoking nostrils should vomit forth fire and hell, and

spread conflagration far and wide, after your nation has so long

shown itself desirous of extinguishing them in its blood.2

" Therefore it is, most worthy men, that I feel myself led to

exhort you, and even to beseech you, by all that is most sacred,

promptly to extinguish Luther's accursed sect: put no one to

death if you can possibly avoid it; but if heretical obstinacy

continue, shed blood fearlessly, in order that this abominable

sect may disappear from under heaven,"3

The elector and his brother referred the king to a future

council, so that Henry was far from accomplishing his object.

" The mixing up of so great a name with the dispute," says fra

Paoli Sarpi, " served to render it more curious, and to conciliate

universal favour to Luther, as ordinarily happens in combats

and tournaments, where the spectators always lean to the side

of the weak, and delight in enhancing the mediocrity of his

deeds.4 5

1 So ergiest er, gleich wie eine Schlang vom Himmel geworfen. , . . (L.

0pp. xviii. p. 212.) The original is in Latin. Velut a coelo dejectus serpens,

virus effundit in terras.
^ Und durch sein schiidlich Anblasen das hbllische Feuer ausspriihe, (Ibid,

p. 213.)
3 Oder aber auch mit blut vergiessen. (Ibid.)
4 History of the Council of Trent, p. 15, 16.

* It has been justly remarked in a late life of cardinal Wolsey, that by a
similar act of indiscretion he assisted in giving currency to Luther's opinions in

England. The whole passage runs thus :
" Described by Luther, in one of his

celebrated letters, as a favourite, a monster, a person hated both by God and
man, Wolsey might possibly find his zeal for the interests of the hierarchy

increased by the invectives against himself, which were coupled with just, though
vehement reprobations against the corruptions of the Church. Want of leisure,

and perhaps want of inclination to enter the lists with so powerful an adversary,

deterred tlie cardinal from hurling back the epithets bestowed upon him. Con-
tented to leave his cause in the hands of his royal master, who defended the

character of his favourite, in his reply to Luther, Wolsev took no vengeance

u. 2h
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XL In fact, an immense movement was now advancing- to a

close. The Eeformation, supposed, after the diet of Worms, to

be pent up, along with its first doctor, within the small apart-

ment of a fortress, was bursting forth throughout the whole

empire—one might say, throughout all Christendom. The two

great divisions of the people, hitherto confounded, now began to

separate; and the partisans of a monk, who had nothing on his

side but his powers of eloquence, fearlessly took up their position

in the face of the servants of Charles V. and Leo X. Luther

had just left the precincts of the Wartburg, the imperial diet had

condemned his doctrines, the princes were endeavouring to crush

it throughout the greater number of the German states, the

ministers of Rome tore it to shreds, in the eyes of the people,

by their violent invectives, the other states of Christendom

called upon Germany to immolate an enemy, whose assaults they

dreaded even at a distance; and yet this new party, small in

point of numbers, and with its members unconnected by any

organisation, by any bonds, by anything, in short, that could

concentrate the common force, was already, by the energy of its

faith, and the rapidity of conquests, striking terror into the

vast, old, mighty domination of Rome. Every day, as during

the first warmth of spring, the seed might be seen bursting from

the earth without effort and as it were spontaneously. Evexy

Jay manifested some fresh progress in the adhesion of individuals,

villages, towns, and even whole cities, to the new confession of

the name of Jesus Christ. There were instances, indeed, of

merciless resistance and terrible persecution; but the mysteri-

ous force by which this whole people was impelled, proved irre-

sistible; and the victims of persecution, quickening their steps,

and advancing amid sentences of banishment, prisons, and bon-

fires, everywhere gained upon their persecutors.

except issuing a commission, commanding that the woi'ks of the Reformer
should be collected in each diocese, and delivered to him by the bishops. Having
tlius extracted the supposed poison from the people, he resolved to distribute

the antidote. He ordered forty-two of the doctrines advanced by Luther to be
posted upon the Church door, in every parish, that all persons might read, and
avoid these " damnable and pestiferous errors," as they are described in the
commission which also describes them " to have taken root as a noxious brier."

This proceeding sullies the reputation of the cardinal as a man ofjudgment and
experience, <fec. See Lives of Eminent Persons in the Library of Useful Know-
ledge. The hand of God may clearly be seen in these blunders of the wise of
•^his world. Tit.
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The monastic orders with which, like an immense net intended

to catch men's souls and hold them captive, Rome had covered

all Christendom, were the first to break their bonds and to pro-

pagate with rapidity the new doctrines throughout the whole

Western church. The Augustinians of Saxony had concurred

with Luther, and had had the same intimate experience with him

of the sacred Word which, by putting men in possession of God

himself, disabuses them of Rome and her haughty pretensions.

But in other convents of that order, also, the light of the Gospel

had arisen. In some cases, it was old men, who, like Staupitz,

had in the midst of abused Christendom, preserved the sound

doctrines of the truth, and who now besought God to let them

depart in peace for their eyes had seen his salvation. In other

cases, it was young persons who had received Luther's instruc-

tions with all the avidity of that period of life. At Nuremberg,

at Osnabruck, at Dillingen, at Ratisbon, in Hesse and Wur-
temburg, at Strasburg and at Antwerp, the convents of the

Augustinians turned to Jesus Christ, and by their courageous

conduct provoked the wrath of Rome.^

But this movement was far from being confined to the Augus-

tinians. Energetic men followed their example in the monas-

teries of other orders, and in spite of the clamours of such of the

monks as felt loathe to forsake their carnal observances, in spite

of outbursts of resentment and contempt, condemnatory judg-

ments, and claustral discipline and prisons, they fearlessly lifted

up their voices in behalf of that holy and precious truth which,

after so many painful investigations, so many desolating doubts,

and so many internal struggles, they had found at last. In the

greater number of cloisters, the most spiritually-minded, godly

' Nothing seems to have perplexed the Reformer so much as the aholition of

monastic vows. About the middle of the year 1522, he published an exhorta-
tion to the four mendicant orders. The Augustinians in March, and the
Chartreux in August, openly sided with him. On the 20th of that month he
writes :

" The general decree of the Chartreux on leave to be allowed to monks,
to go out.and renounce their dress, pleases me much and I will publish it. The
example of so considerable an order will assist our proceedings, and strengthen

our decisions." A year after, (August 1523) he wrote to his imperial majesty's

lieutenants. . . .
" You know not what horrible and infamous deeds of wicked-

ness the devil practises in the convents. Don't make yourselves accomplices in

these ; burthen not your consciences with them. Were my deadliest enemies to

know what I am learning every day from all quarters, ah ! they would assist me
to-morrow in subverting the monasteries," drc. See Michelet, vol. i. p. 143.

Tb.
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and well informed of their inmates, declared themselves in favour

of the Reformation. In the Franciscan monastery at Ulm,

Eberlin and Kettenbach attacked the slavish works of monach-

ism, and the superstitious practices of the Church, with an

eloquence which might have carried the whole nation along with

it; and they petitioned for the abolition, at one and the same

time, of the houses of the monks, and houses of debauchery.

Another Franciscan, Stephen Kempe, stood alone in preaching the

Gospel at Hamburg, and opposed a forehead of brass to the

hatred, the envy, the threats, the secret and open attacks, of the

priests, who were incensed when they saw the crowd forsake

their altars, and enthusiastically follow his preaching.^

It often happened that the very chiefs themselves of the con-

vents were the first to be carried away into sentiments favour-

able to the Reformation. Thus at Halberstadt, at Neuenwerk,

at Halle, at Sagan, the priors were seen setting the example to

the monks under their charge, or at least declaring that it

any monk felt his conscience burdened by the monastic vows,

far from retaining him in the monastery, they would take him

on their shoulders and carry him out.-

In fact, everywhere throughout Germany, monks were to be

found putting oft* their frocks and hoods at the gates of their

monastery. Some were expelled by the violence of the friars

or the abbots; others, of a mild and pacific character, could no

longer endure the continually-reviving disputes, insults, cries,

and feelings of hatred which persecuted them even when asleep;

the greater number felt convinced that the monastic life was

opposed to the will of God, and to the Christian hfe; some were

slow in attaining an assurance of this kind; others were led to

it at once, by the reading of some passage in the Bible. The

sloth and gross living, the ignorance and low manners that

formed the essential characteristics of the begging orders, filled

with unutterable disgust men endued with elevation of soul, so

that they found the companionship of their vulgar associates

intolerable. A Franciscan happening one day, while on a beg-

ging tour, to present himself with box in hand, and call for alms

1 Dor iibrigen prediger Feindschafft, Neid, Nach stellurgen, Praticken «nd

Schrecken. (Seckendorff, p. 659.)
^ Seckendorff, p. 811, Stentzel, Script. Eer. Siles. i. p. 457.
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at a smith's forge at Nureinburg: " Why is it," said the mas-

ter blacksmith, "that you do not like better to gain your bread

by labouring with your own hands?" At these words the sturdy

monk threw away the dress of his order, and seizing the forge

hammer with a vigorous hand, he made it fall with full force on

the anvil. The useless mendicant had become an honest work-

man, and his box and frock were sent back to the monastery.^

Meanwhile it was not the anonks alone that ranged themselves

under the standard of the Gospel; priests even in still greater

number, preached the new doctrines. But it did not stand in

need of preachers in order to its dissemination, for it often

wrought on the minds of men, and aroused them from their pro-

found sleep, without a word being spoken by any one.

Luther's writings were read in cities, in small towns, and even

in the villages; this was often done at the schoolmasters fire-

side in the evening. Some of the people of the place would be

arrested by what they heard; they would take the Bible in

order to have their doubts cleared up by it, and would then be

struck with the amazing conti-ast between the Christianity of

the Bible and their own. After hesitating for a time between

Eome and holy Scripture, they would erelong take refuge in

that living Word which shed so mild and refreshing a light on

their hearts. During this process, some Gospel preacher would

intervene, possibly a priest, possibly a monk; he would preach

with eloquence and conviction ;2 would announce that Christ had

fully satisfied for the sins of his people, and would demonstrate,

from the Scriptures, the vanity of human works and deeds of

penance. Then would a terrible opposition burst forth; the

clergy, often, too, the magistrates, would set everything at work

for the recovery of the souls they were about to lose. But the

new preaching possessed a harmony with Scripture, and a secret

energy that gained men s hearts, and subdued even the most

rebellious. People threw themselves, at the risk of losing their

property, or, if need were, at the risk of their lives, into the

ranks of the Gospel, and forsook the dry and fanatical orators of

the popedom 3 Resentment for having been so long abused by

' Ranke, Deutsche Geschichte, ii. p. VC.

- Eaque omnia prompte, alacriter, eloquenter. (Cochloeus, p. 52.)
^ Populo odibiles catliolici concionatores. (Ibid.)
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them, sometimes compelled the people to move off; but it oftener

happened that the priests, abandoned by their flocks, and left

without tithes or offerings, went away in melancholy plight of

their own accord, and endeavoured to gain a livelihood else-

where.i And while the props of the old hierarchy withdrew

from those localities, sullen, mortified, and often leaving their

former flocks nothing but words of cursing for their adieus, the

people, with hearts gladdened with truth and liberty, surrounded

the new preachers with their acclamations, and in their eager-

ness to hear the Word, bore them in triumph into the Church

and the pulpit."

A mighty eloquence then went forth from God, and was reno-

vating society. Often would the people, or the leading men

among them, write to some man reputed for his faith, to come

and enlighten them; and forthwith, influenced by love for the

Gospel, he would forsake his interests, his family, friends, and

country.3 Often did persecution oblige those who sided with

the Eeformation to abandon their homes; they would then

arrive at some spot where it was as yet unknown ; there they

would find some house that offered an asylum to poor travellers,

would upon entering it talk about the Gospel, would read some

of its pages to the listening townsfolk, would obtain leave, at the

instance perhaps of their new friends, to preach once at church

to the public. . . . Then would there be a vast flame

kindled in the town, and the utmost efforts made to extinguish

it, would prove of no avail.* If leave could not be had to preach

in the Church, they would preach elsewhere. Every spot would

become a place of worship. At Husum, in Holstein, Herman

Tast, to whom, on his return from Wittemberg, the clergy of

the parish had closed the Church, preached to an immense crowd

in the church-yard, beneath the shade of two large trees, not

far from the very spots at which some centuries before Anschar

first proclaimed the Gospel to the heathen.'^ At Arnstadt, the

1 Ad extremam red ti inooiam, aliunde sibi victum quasrere cogentur.

(Ibid. p. 53.)
- Triumphantibus novis prsedicatorlbus qui scquacem populum verbo novi

Evangelii sui ducebant. (Ibid.)

3 Multi omissa re domestica, in speciem veri Evangelii parentes et amicos

relinquebant. (Ibid.)
* Ubi vero aliquos nacti fuissent amicos in ea civitate. . . . (Ibid. p. 54.)

' Anschar, a monk from Corbey, in Westphalia, preached the Gospel, in the
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Auo-ustinlan Gaspard Giittel preached at the market-place. At

Dantzig, the Gospel was preached upon a hill that lay adjacent

to the town. At Gosslar, a Wittemberg student taught the

new doctrine in a field planted with lime trees, a circumstance

which led the evangelical Christians to be called the Lime-tree

hretJiren.

While the priests made a glaring display of sordid greed,

the new preacher would say :
" We have freely received, we

freely give to you."^ The idea so often expressed in the pulpit

by the new preachers, that Rome had in former times trans-

mitted a corrupted Gospel to the Germans, and that their coun-

try was now for the first time hearing the Word of Christ in

its divine and original beauty, profoundly impressed the people.-

And the grand thought that all men were equal and brethren

in Christ,3 laid hold of souls which liad so long been burthened

by the yoke of feudalism, and of the popedom of the middle

ages.'*

Often would simple Christians with the New Testament in

their hands, offer to justify the doctrine of the Reformation.

Those Catholics who remained faithful to Rome, would recoil

from this in dismay; for to the priests and monks exclusively

was assigned the task of studying sacred literature. The latter,

accordingly, saw themselves obliged to stand forward; a confer-

ence would then ensue; but erelong the priests and the monks,

overwhelmed by the declarations of holy Writ appealed to by

laymen, would not know what to reply .^ "Unhappily, Luther

had persuaded his followers," says Cochloeus, "that no credit

ninth century, among the Swedes, Danes, and the countries adjacent, and was

nominated by the emperor Louis, the pious, son of Charlemagne, to the arch-

bishopric of Hamburg and the whole north, and as he continued up to the

time of his death to itinerate among these nations as a Christian missionary,

ne got fne name of the apostle of the North.—L. R.
' Mira eis erat liberalitas. (Cochloeus, p. 53.)

2 Earn usque diem nunquam germane praedicatam. (Ibid. p. 53.)

3 Such is the fact that this idea was first brought forward by the Reformation.

Still it was not at that time that it was fully developed. By some enthusiasts

It was misunderstood and perverted, as we shall see in the sequel. The ground

was laid, however, for its ampler development at a future time. It certainly

operated as an mcentive to the zeal of many for the Reformation. Now, how-

ever, it lay in the plan of Providence, to bring to light the religious principle

chiefly.—L. R.
* Omnes sequales et fratres in Christo. (Cochloeus, p. 53.)
^ Alaicis lutheranis, plures Scripturse locos, quam a monachis et prsesbyteris,

(Ibid. p. 54.")
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should be given to anything but the oracles of the holy books.'*

A shout would be raised at the meeting, proclaiming the shame-

ful ignorance of those divines of the old school, who had hitherto

passed for such learned men in the eyes of their own party.l

Men in the humblest condition, and the weaker sex too, with

the help of the Word, would persuade and carry along with

them the hearts of others. In extraordinary times, extraordin-

ary things take place. A young weaver read Luther's writings

at Ingolstadt, to a crowd which had gathered around him, under

the very eyes of Dr. Eck. In the same city, on the university

attempting to compel one of Melanchthon''s disciples to retract,

a woman named Argula von Staufen, undertook his defence, and

challenged the doctors to a public disputation with her. Women
and children, artizans and soldiers, knew more of the Bible than

the doctors in the schools, and the priests at the altars.

Christendom was now divided into two camps, presenting a

remarkable contrast. Opposed to the old props of the hierarchy

Avho had neglected the acquisition of the languages and the cul-

tivation of literature, (it is one of themselves that informs us),

stood a body of generous youths, devoted to study, acquiring a

profound knowledge of the Scriptures, and becoming familiar

with the master-pieces of antiquity .^ Endued with prompti-

tude of character, noble sentiments, and dauntless hearts, these

youths erelong acquired such a range of knowledge, that for

long no man durst venture to measure his strength with them.

Nor did a very lively faith alone make them decidedly superior

to their co-temporaries; this superiority they owed also to

a style remarkable for its elegance and redolent of antiquity, to a

true philosophy and to a knowledge of the world, qualities to

which the theologians of the old grist (veterisfarinw), as Coch-

IcBus himself calls them, were utter strangers. Hence, when

these youthful defenders of the Keformation, happened in com-

pany to meet with the doctors of Eome, they would attack them

with such ease and confidence, that these gross-minded men

hesitated and were put out of countenance, so as justly to incur

the general contempt.

' Reputabantur catholici ab illis ignari Scripturarum. (CochlcBiis.)

2 Totam vero juTentutem, eloquentise litteris, linguarumque studio deditam.

... in partem suam traxit. (Ibid.)
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The old edifice was crumbling under the superincumbent

weight of superstition and ignorance; the new was rising upon

the foundations of faith and of learning. New elements were

working their way into the life of the nations ; sottishness and

stupidity were giving way to the spirit of research, and to thirst

for instruction. An active, enlightened, and living faith, was

superseding a superstitious piety and ascetic reveries. Works

of true devotedness were taking the place of the practices and

the penances of a false devotion. The pulpit encroached on the

ceremonies of the altar, and the old and sovereign dominion of

the Word of God, was in course of being again re-established in

the Church.

Printing, that mighty engine which had been discovered by

the fifteenth century, lent its aid to these many efforts, and its

potent projectiles were poured unceasingly into the breach that

had been made in the enemy's walls.

The stimulus that was given by the Reformation to the popu-

lar literature of Germany was immense. While in 1518, thirty-

five publications only appeared, and in 1517, thirty-seven, the

number of books increased with astonishing rapidity after

Luther's theses had made their appearance. We find, in 1518,

seventy-one different publications; in 1519, one hundred and

eleven; in 1520, two hundred and eight; in 1521, two hundred

and eleven; in 1522, three hundred and forty seven; in 1523,

four hundred and ninety-eight. . . . And where were all

these published? Almost always at Wittemberg. And who

was the author? Most frequently Luther. The year 1522,

witnessed the publication of a hundred and thirty of the Refor-

mer's writings ; the following year, a hundred and eighty-three.

That same year saw but twenty Roman Catholic publications in

all.^ Thus was the literature of Germany formed amid combats,

side by side with its religion. Even then it showed itself learned,

profound, and full of boldness in its movement, as it has been

perceived to be at a later period. The national mind then dis-

played itself for the first time unmixed, and at the very moment

of its birth, it received the baptism of the fire of Christian

enthusiasm.

' Panzer's Annalen der Deutsch. Litt.—Ranke's Deutsch. Gesch. ii. v. 1^
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What Luther and his friends composed, others disseminated.

Monks, when convinced that monastic ties were unlawful, were

naturally enough eager to exchange a long course of indolence

for a life of active exertion, but being too ignorant to preach the

Word of God themselves, they traversed the provinces, and

visited the hamlets and cottages, oflFering the books of Luther

and his friends for sale. Germany soon swarmed with these

bold packmen.^ Printers and booksellers eagerly received all

that was written in favour of the Keformation ; but they rejected

the compositions of the opposite party, where there was nothing

ordinarily found but ignorance and barbarism.^ If any of them

ventured notwithstanding to sell a book in favour of the pope-

dom, and exposed it at the fairs of Frankfort or other places, he

was straightway teased and laughed at beyond endurance by

the merchants, purchasers, and men of letters.^ In vain did

the emperor, and the princes pass severe edicts against the

writings of the Reformers. The moment that an inquisitorial

visit was about to be made, the merchants, having had private

notice of it conveved to them, concealed books condemned to

proscription; and the crowd, ever eager to obtain what is sought

to be kept from them, afterwards removed those writings from

their places of concealment, and read them with more avidity

than ever. Nor was it in Germany alone that these things

occurred; Luther's writings were translated into the languages

of France, Spain, England, and Italy, and were circulated among

those nations.

XII. If even the most despised instruments dealt such terri-

ble blows against Rome, what must have been the result when

the Wittemberg monk himself made his voice to be heard?

Shortly after the defeat of the new prophets, Luther passed

through duke George's territories, in a car and dressed as a

layman. His frock was concealed, and the Reformer looked

like a simple townsman of that country. Had he been recog-

nised, had he fallen into the hands of the angry duke, it might

1 Apostatarum, monasteriis relictis, infinitus jam erat numerus, in specieni

bibliopolarum. (Cochlceus, p. 54.)
2 Catliolicorum, velut indocta et veteris barbariei trivialia scripta, contem-

nebant. (Ibid.)

3 In publicis mercatibus Francofordise et alibi, vexabantur ac ridebautur

(Ibid.)
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possibly have been all over with him.^ He went to preach at

Zwickau, the cradle of the pretended prophets. Hardly was it

known at Schneeberg, at Annaberg, and in the surrounding

places, when people flocked in crowds to meet him. Fourteen

thousand persons entered the town; and as no church could

contain such a multitude, Luther ascended the town-house bal-

cony, and preached to twenty-five thousand hearers convened on

the square in front, and part of whom stood upon blocks of stone

for building, that lay in heaps near the town-house."^ The ser-

vant of Christ was speaking with much warmth on the election

of grace, when all at once from the middle of the auditory, some

cries were heard. An old woman with a haggard eye was seen

stretching out her lean arms^and looking as if with her bony

hand she would keep back the crowd, as it was pressing to the

feet of Jesus Christ. Her wild screams interrupted the preacher.

"It was the devil," says Seckendorf, "who assuming the form

of an old woman, wanted to excite a tumult."^ But it was in

vain; the preacher's words silenced the evil spirit; enthusiasm

took possession of those thousands of listeners; looks of mutual

greeting were exchanged; people shook hands in token of

mutual concord, and erelong the monks, confounded and unable

to conjure the storm, saw themselves obliged to leave Zwickau.

The country seat of Freyberg was the residence of duke

Henry, brother of duke George. His wife, a princess of Meck-

lenburg, had given him the year before, a son who had received

the name of Maurice. To a love of good living and of pleasure,

duke Henry joined the bluutness and unpolished manners of a

soldier. As for the rest, he was a pious man according to the

piety of those times, and had made one journey to the Holy

land, and another to St. James of Compostello. "At Compos-

tello,'''' he would often say, " I laid a hundred golden florins on

1 Lingard admits that "the edict of "Worms had become a dead letter at the

expiration of a few months," so that Luther could safely travel as far as

regarded the people. Duke George, however, had even punished the bookseller

who first imported and sold an impression of Luther's Testament among his

subjects, and had warmly concurred with Henry VIII. in his urgent represen-

tations against the Reformer, addressed to the German princes. See Milner,

vol. iv. p.^'SoG. Tr.
2 Von dem Rathhaus unter einem Zalauf von 25000 Menschen. (Seckend,

p. 539.)
2 Der Teufel indem er sich in Gestalt eines alien Weibes. . . . Qbid.)
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the altar of the saint, and said to him: St. James! to please

thee have I come thus far; I make thee a present of this money;

but if these rogues there (the priests) take it from thee, I can'

interfere ; so take good care of it."^

A Franciscan, and a Dominican, both disciples of Luther, had

been preaching the Gospel for some time at Freyberg. The

duchess whose piety had given her a horror for heresy, heard

these preachings, and was amazed to find tliat the mild words of

a Saviour were what people had sought to give her such a liorror

for. Her eyes were opened by degrees, and she found peace in

Jesus Christ. Scarcely had duke George heard of the Gospel

being preached at Freyberg, when he besought his brother

to oppose these innovations, and in this he was seconded

by the fanaticism of chancellor Strehlin and the prebendaries.

There was much noisy altercation at the court of Freyberg.

Duke Henry spared his wife neither sharp reprimands, nor

harsh reproaches, and more than once the pious duchess

bedewed her infant's cradle with her tears. By little and

little, however, her prayers and gentle disposition gained her

husband's heart; rough as he was he became softened; a sweet

accord grew up between the spouses, and they could unite

in prayer by the side of their son. That child was destined

to great things, and from the cradle, beside which a Christian

mother had so often poured forth her sorrows, God was to bring

forth the man who was one day to be the great defender of the

Reformation.

The dauntless spirit displayed by Luther had much impressed

the inhabitants of Worms. The magistrates, indeed, trembled

at the imperial edict: all the churches were closed; but on an

open area crowded with an immense multitude, a preacher pro-

claimed the Gospel, with persuasive eloquence, from a rudely

constructed pulpit. When the public authorities seemed likely

to interfere, the crowd dispersed in a moment, and the pulpit

was stealthily conveyed away; but when the storm had blown

by, it was again set up in some more retired place, and thither

the crowd would again repair to hear the Word of Christ. That

temporary pulpit was taken daily from place to place, and served

» Lasst du dir's die Buben nehemen. . . (Seckend. p 430.)
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to confirm the j)eople while still under the emotions produced by

the imposing scene they had witnessed.

1

Everybody was now astir in one of the free cities of the

empire, Frankfort on the Maine. Ibach, a courageous evange-

list, preached there salvation by Jesus Christ. Incensed at this

audacious colleague of theirs, the clergy, among whom was

Cochloeus, so famous for his writings and for the violence of his

resentments, denounced him to the archbishop of Maintz.

The town-council, although timid, notwithstanding undertook

his defence; but it was in vain, for the clergy succeeded in

superseding the evangelical minister and expelled him from the

place. Rome triumphed; all seemed lost; simple-niindedbelievers

looked upon themselves as deprived for ever of the Word; but

just as the burgesses seemed disposed to yield to those tyranni-

cal priests, several of the nobility declared themselves on the

side of the Gospel. ^Max of Molnheim, Harmut of Cronberg,

George of Stockheim, and Emeric of Eeiflfenstein, whose proper-

ties lay near Frankfort, wrote to the council: "We feel our-

selves constrained to rise against these spiritual evolves." And

addressing the clergy: "Embrace," said they, "the doctrines

of the Gospel; recall Ibach, or we refuse to pay you tithes!"

The people who had begun to relish the Reformation, were

encouraged by such language on the part of the nobility, and

rose in a threatening manner. Just as Peter Mayer, the priest

most opposed to reform, and the persecutor of Ibach, was pro-

ceeding to preach against heretics, he was disturbed by a serious

tumult, which so alarmed Mayer that he withdrew in haste from

the Church. This brought the council to a decision. It passed

an ordinance enjoining all preachers either to preach purely the

Word of God, or to leave the city.

Thus did the light that burst from ^Vittemberg, as from

the centre of the nation, spread throughout the empire. West-

ward, the territories of Berg, of Cleves, of Lippstadt, of Miinster,

Wesel, Miltenburg, Maintz, Deux-Ponts, Strasburg, all heard

the Gospel. To the South, Hof, Schlesstadt, Bamberg, Ess-

So liessen sie eine Canzel machen, die man Ton einem Ort zum andern,

. (Seckend, p. 436.)
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lingen, Hall in Suabia, Heilbronn, Augsburg, Ulm and many

other places, joyfully hailed its coming among them. In the

East, the duchy of Liegnitz, Prussia, and Pomerania opened

their gates to it. On the North, Brunswick, Halberstadt, Goss-

lar, Celle, Friesland,! Bremen, Hamburg, Holstein, and even

Denmark and the adjacent territories, roused themselves at the

sound of the new message now addressed to them.

The elector had declared that he would allow the bishops full

liberty of preaching within his territories, but would deliver up

no man to them, and hence evangelical preachers were soon to

be seen flying for shelter into Saxony when persecuted else-

where. Ibach of Frankfort, Eberlin of Ulm, Kauxdorf of Mag-

deburg, Valentine Musteus who had been horribly mutilated by

the prebendaries of Halberstadt,- and other faithful ministers

from all parts of Germany, hastened to Wittemberg as an asylum

to which they could fully trust. There they conversed with the

Reformers; confirming themselves in the faith in their society,

and communicating to them the experiences through which they

had passed, and the clearer views that they had acquired. Thus

do the rivers return, by means of the clouds, from the vast

expanses of the ocean, to nourish the glaciers from which they

had previously rushed down into the plains.

The great work in progress at Wittemberg, and into which

so many various elements had now entered, came to be more and

more that of the nation—of Europe—of Christendom. The

school there, founded as we have seen by Frederick, and vivi-

fied by Luther, formed the centre of the immense revolution that

was renovating the Church, and thus stamped it with a real

and vital unity, far superior to the apparent unity of Rome.

The Bible reigned at Wittemberg; there its oracles were every-

where heard. That academy, the most recently established of

all, had acquired the rank and influence in Christendom hitherto

engrossed by the ancient university of Paris. The crowds that

* Mr. Le Roy translates la Frise, Oost- Vriesland, i. e. East Friesland. West

Friesland, from which it is separated by the river Ems, and which has long been

attached to Holland, seems not to have received the Gospel until a later date.

Tr.
2 Aliquot ministri canonicorum, capiunt D. Valentinum Mustseum et vinc-

tum manibus pedibusque, injecto in ejus os freno, deferunt per trabes in inferi-

oros csenobii partes, ibique in cella cerevisiaria eum castrant. (Hamelmann,

Ilistoria renati Evangelii, p. 880.)
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flocked to it from all Europe, made known the urgent wants of

the Church and of the people; and on leaving those walls after

they had become sacred in their eyes, they returned to the

Church and to the people, taking with them that "Word of grace

which had been given for the healing, and for the salvation of

the nations.

Luther while he surveyed these tokens of success, felt his

heart swell with augmented courage. He saw the feeble effort

that had originated in so many alarms and painful anxieties,

changing the whole aspect of the Christian world, and was him-

self amazed at the result. Never had he anticipated anything

like this when he first rose to attack Tetzel. Prostrating him-

self in the presence of the God whom he worshipped, he owncid

that this was the Lord's doing, and exulted at the thought that

here was a victory of which he was no longer in danger of being

deprived. "Our enemies threaten us with death," said he to the

knight Harmut of Cronberg; "had they as much wisdom as they

have folly, it would be life, on the contrary, with which they Avould

threaten us. What a jest or what an insult is it not, to pretend

to threaten death to Christ and Christians, whereas they are

the masters and vanquishers of death. i For them he is still

lying in the tomb; what do I say? . . . in hell. But as

for us, we know that he is alive." He felt indignant at the

thought of his being looked up to as the author of a work, in the

smallest details of which he owned the hand of his God. " Many

believe for my sake," he would say. "But those only are in the

truth who would remam faithful even should they be informed,

which the Lord preserve me from, that I had denied Jesus

Christ. The true disciples believe not in Luther, but in Jesus

Christ. I myself care nothing about Luther.^ Be he a saint,

or a swindler, what matters it to me? It is not he whom I

preach, it is Christ. If the devil can take him, let him do so-

But let Christ abide with us and we shall abide also."

It is idle, in fact, to attempt the explanation of this great

movement by referring to cn-cumstances merely human. Men of

letters, it is true, sharpened their wits, and launched their pointed

shafts at the monks and at the pope; the shout of liberty, so

' Ilerren und Siegmanner des Todes. (L. Epp. ii. p. 104.]

- Ich kenne auch selbst nicht den Luther. (Ibid. p. 16S.)
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often raised in Germany against the tyranny of the Italians,

resounded anew in the feudal castles and the provinces; the

people delighted to hear the songs of the Wittemberg nightin-

gale, as it harbingered the spring that was everywhere begin-

ning to put forth its buds.^ But it was not an external move-

ment, such as is impressed by the longing for a terrestrial

freedom, that was then in course of accomplishment. Those

who allege that the Reformation was brought about by offering

the possessions of the religious orders to the princes, marriage to

the priests, and liberty to the people, strangely misapprehend its

nature. No doubt, a useful employment of funds which, up to

that time, had nourished the monks in laziness; no doubt,

marriage and liberty, both of which come from God, might pro-

mote the spread of the Reformation ; but the moving force did

not lie there. A profound revolution was then in course of

being effected in the depths of the human heart. The Christian

people learnt anew to love, to forgive, to pray, to suffer, and

even to die, for a truth which promised them repose in heaven

alone. The Church underwent a transformation. Christianity

burst the swaddling bands that so long had confined it, and

came back, full of life, into a world that had forgotten its former

influence. The hand that made the world had returned to it;

and the Gospel, re-appearing amid the nations, hastened its course

in spite of the powerful, and repeated efforts of priests and

kings to oppose it. So have we seen the ocean rise with majes-

tic stillness along the shores, when the hand of God pressed its

waves; so have we seen it flow in upon the beach with a force

that defied the utmost powers of man to arrest it.

' Witfemlerper NachtigaU, Hans Sachs's -poetry, 1523-
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AGITATIONS, REVERSES, AND PROGRESSION.

(1522—1526.)

The Reformation, confined at first to the hearts of a few godly

men, had now passed into the worship and the hfe of the Church,

it was natural that it should make a new advance, and penetrate

from thence into the various relations of social life. Its pro-

gress was ever as if from a centre, outwards. We proceed to

contemplate this great revolution as it gradually took posses-

sion of political life, in the various quarters into Avhich it passed.

For nearly eight centuries, Europe had formed one vast

sacerdotal state. Emperors and kings had lived under the pa-

tronage of the popes. Although, in France and Germany chiefly,

there had been instances of strenuous resistance to audacious

pretensions, Rome had had in the end obtained the mastery.,

and princes had been seen acting as the docile executors of her

terrible sentences, fighting, for the purpose of securing her

empire, against simple-minded believers subject to their domina-

tion, and profusely shedding on her account the blood of the

children of their people.

No attempt could be directed against this vast ecclesiastical

state which had the pope for its chief, without endangering its

political connections also.

Germany was at this time agitated by two great conceptions.

A desire was felt on the one hand for a renovation of the faith

;

on the other hand, there was wanted a national government

n. 2 k
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which should embody a representation of the Germany states,

and act as a counterpoise to the power of the emperors.'

Upon this latter point the elector Frederick had insisted at the

time of the election of a successor to Maximilian; the youthful

Charles had submitted; and there was formed in consequence an

imperial government, consisting of the imperial governor, and of

representatives from the electors and the circles.

Thus, while Luther reformed the Church, Frederick of Saxony

reformed the state.

But while, running parallel to the religious reformation, impor-

tant political modifications had been introduced by the nation's

chiefs, there was room for alarm, lest "the commonalty" should

begin to bestir themselves, and, by their religious and political

excesses, compromise both reformations.

That violent and fanatical intrusion of the populace, and of

some disturbers of the peace, which seems to unavoidably occur

from the time that society begins to undergo unsettlement and

change, failed not to take place in Germany at the period now

before us.-

But other causes, besides, contributed to produce these com-

motions.

The emperor and the pope had combined to oppose the Refor-

mation, and it seemed as if doomed to give way beneath the

blows of two such mighty adversaries. Policy, interest, and

' Pfeffel, Droit iiubl. de I'AU. 590.—Robertson, Charles V. iii. 114.—Ranke
Deutsche Gesch.

- It must be confessed that there is much in both ancient and modern history,

to j ustify this remark. At the same time it ought not to be forgotten that the

influences of the Gospel, exerted directly on any considerable part of a nation

by a living faith in its sincere professors, and indirectly on the rest by religious

institutions, and the personal influence of the godly, have had a marvellous

efiect either in cooling down the popular fanaticism alluded to, or altogether

neutralising it as a dangerous element. To what but the influence of the Gos-

pel can we ascribe the far less ferocious and bloody character of the wars of the

commonwealth in Britain, compared with the revolutionary excesses of France,

when both nations underwent unsettlement and change? To what else can we
ascribe the eminently peaceful character of our revolution of 1688? And may
we not point to the immense moral influence of evangelical agitation in Sabbath

schools, tract and Bible societies, a fixed and itinerating ministry, and other

such operations, when we would account to foreigners for the comparative

calmness with which great political and social changes have taken place in

later times among our eminently energetic countrymen, though exposed to the

action of many wild and seductive tlieories, and often driven by temporary dis-

tress to seek for an improvement in their circumstances in the destruction of

the present forms and structure of society and its institutions, and the intro-

duction of something entirely new. Tr.
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ambition, laid Charles V. and Leo X. under an obligation to

destroy it, but these are sorry champions Avhen the foe to be

encountered is truth. Devotedness to a cause which is contem-

plated as sacred, can be overcome by nothing short of devoted-

ness on the opposite side. Now Rome, readily yielding to the

impulsion of a Leo X. reserved her enthusiasm for sonnets or

pieces of music, but had no relish for the religion of Jesus

Christ; and if any less futile thoughts ever came across her

mind, instead of purifying herself from her abominations, and

returning to the religion of the apostles, she allowed herself to be

engrossed w^ith alliances, wars, conquests, and treaties, that were

to secure her in the possession of new provinces, while with

frigid disdain she allowed the Keformation everywhere to

rekindle religious enthusiasm, and to march in triumph towards

the noblest conquests.^ The enemy whom people had sworn

^ The author has omitted one "less futile thought," which then found its

way into Italy, to which Ranke has attached more importance perhaps than it

deserves, but which demands attention as illustrative of a tendency in the

human mind, ever ready to show itself in like circumstances, and exceedingly

apt to mislead the unwary into grievous error, under the fair semblance of holi-

ness. " While Luther," says Ranke, "rejected the entire principle and scheme
of the priesthood, as it had hitherto existed, a counter-movement arose in Italy,

for the purpose of restoring this principle to its original signiticancy, and giving

it new power in the Church by enforcing a more rigid adherence to it." See
Ranke's Popes of the sixteenth and seventeenth Centuries, translated by Mrs.
Austen, vol. i. p. 172. The German historian then enters into some of the

details of this counter-movement which, it can hardly be doubted, had the eflfect

of retaining many within the communion of Rome, who were disgusted at the

state of things in Italy, as above described by M. Merle d'Aubigng. But
Divine Providence, no doubt, wisely permitted this movement, as it regarded

the Protestant Churches. Had rank infidelity and worldliness been universal

in the Romish communion ; had Protestantism alone presented examples of

conscientiousness and true godliness, many might have passed from the one to

the other, only because as religious sentimentalists, and as a matter of taste,

they leaned to asceticism more than to worldliness, not because they bowed to

the authority of the Bible, and held the great " article of a standing or falling

church," the doctrine of justification by faith. Thus might the Protestant body
have been invaded by men of strong purposes but perverted views ; men of

severe and regular morals, and therefore fitted to command respect and attach

followers, but who, nevertheless, would never have renounced their own merits,

nor received Jesus Christ as the Lord their righteousness, nor looked to the

Holy Ghost alone for conversion and sanctification. It was well for the

Reformed Churches then, as it would be well for them now, to be rid of such

men, and it may be regretted perhaps that the way of re-admission to the Rom-
ish communion, has, by the council of Trent chiefly, been rendered so diflBcult

that but few as yet have availed themselves of it. As the history of the six-

teenth century in this case throws some interesting light on that of the ninteenth,

we may give a few details.

Under the pontificate of Clement VII., the period here spoken of, some
superstitious men, says Hospinian (1. 6. c. 68.) having withdrawn themselves

into gardens, to apply their minds better, as they thought, to the exercise of

prayer, and other devotional practices, they were by ignorant and deluded
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tliej would crush in the domed church at Worms, presented

himself full of force and liardihood; the struggle could not fail

to prove a keen one; and blood Avas about to flow.

Meanwhile some of the dangers that seemed most to threaten

the Reformation, apparentl}^ receded. It is true that the youthful

Charles, happening one day, previous to the publication of the

edict of Worms, to be standing at one of the palace windows

with his confessor, had said, placing his right hand at the same

time on his heart: '' I swear that J will cause to be hanged at

this window, the first man who after the publication of my edict,

shall dare to show himself a Lutheran.""^ But his zeal soon

people called the Company of Divine Love. One Peter Carafla joined them,
and showed so much outward humilityas not only to refuse the Ijishoprick of

Brundusium oifered him by Charles "W/but left that of Chieti or Theate, given
to him by pope Julius II. He and four others, among whom was Cajetan,
undertook the task of infusing new life into the order of regular clerks, then
much degenerated. To that end, having formed a common purse, they applied

themselves to church psalmody, meditation, and prayer, and were therefore

called regular priests, from the bishoprick of Theate resigned by Carafia,

Theatines, and also from the similarity of their dress to that of the Jesuits,

they had in some countries the name of Theatine Jesuits. Bobadilla, the
Jesuit, relates that under the generalship of Lainez, they wished to be incor-

porated with the Jesuits, but were thought too remiss and proud. John Peter
CarafFa was raised to the cardinalship by pope Paul III., and then resumed the
bishoprick of Theate, which happened then to be vacant. He accepted several

public employments also, and was raised to the popedom at last as Paul IV;
Thus he refused the lesser honours to advance himself to the highest in the
Church. ITospinian says of him :

" This holy monk of divine love, this great
despiser of the world, and restorer of the ancient splendour of the clerical order,

set his heart only on heaping up riches, and fonder of war than peace, medi-
tated sending fire and sword into the Churcn of Christ throughout Europe."
See Gab. d'Emillianne.
These Reformers within the Romish communion, agreed with the Protestants

in bitt one point. " Both .eides," says Ranke, "were conscious of the deprava-
tion of ecclesiastical constitutions," but instead of returning to the faith once
delivered to the saints, the Theatines wished " to restoi-e the principle of the
priesthood to what they considered its original significancy, and to give it new
power in the Cluu'ch, Ity enforcing a more rigid adherence to it."

Perhaps no terms could more briefly, or aptly describe the counter-movement
which has been for some years gathering strength in England, against the revi-

val of the great doctrines of the Reformation which has marked the religious

history of that country during the last half century. Its very essence is to esta-

blish a priesthood unknown to Christianity—to give significancy to that priest-

hood^—to clothe it with a mysterious character—to ascribe to it certain occult

faculties, and thus to give it, as representing the Chm-ch, new and formidable

powers. Though Caraffa began with humility and retirement, he ended with
ambition, pride, and a spirit of fierce persecution. Let this be a warning to

our modern Theatines. Those of the sixteenth century were soon followed and
superseded by a far more powerful, and more powerful only because more astute

and worldly body—the Jesuits. Let this, too, be a warning, for what frater-

nity ever so rudely interfered with the functions, vilified the authority, and
disturbed the peace of the regularlv established clergy as the Jesuits have done?
Tr.

1 Sancte juro . . eum ex hac fenestra meo jussu suspensum iri. (Palla-

vicini, i. p. 130.)
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experienced a great decline. His project of re-establishing the

ancient glory of the holy empire, that is, of augmenting his own

power, had been coldly received, l In ill humour with Germany,

he quitted the banks of the Ehine, repaired to the Low Coun-

tries, and took advantage of his stay there to satisfy the monks

in some things which he had found it out of his power to grant

within the empire. Luther's works were burnt at Ghent by the

common hangman with all possible solemnity. Above fifty

thousand spectators Avere present at this auto-da-fe; the emperor

himself standing by and giving a smile of approbation .2 He

then went to Spain, where wars and commotions so occupied

him, for some time at least, that he had to leave Germany

undisturbed. Since he was denied that authority in the empire

which he claimed as his due, he was content to let others prose-

cute the Wittemberg heretic. He had matters of greater con-

sequence to engage his attention.

In fact Francis I. in his impatience to encounter his rival,

had thrown down the gauntlet to him. Under pretence of re-

establishing in the possession of their patrimony the children of

John d'Albret, king of Navarre, he commenced a long and

bloody strujrgle which was to end only with his life, by sending

into that kingdom, under the command of Lesparre, an army

whose rapid conquests met with no clieck until it had reached

the fortress of Pampeluna.

On the strong fortifications of that place, an enthusiasm was

destined to be enkindled, which at a future time was to oppose

that of the Reformer, and to breathe into the papacy a new

spirit of energy, devotedness, and domination. Pampeluna was

to be the cradle, as it were, of the great rival of the monk of

Wittemberg.3

1 Essendo tomato dalla Dieta che sua :^^aesta haveTa fatta in Wormatia,

escluso d'ogni conclusion buono d'ajuti e difavori che si fussi proposto d'ottenere

in essa. (Iiistruttione al card. Farnese. Manuscript in the Corsini library

published by Ranke.)
- Ipso Cjesare, ore suhridenti, spectaculo plausit. (Pallaricini, i. p. 130.)
^ The author here refers of course to that marvellous institution, the com-

pany of Jesus, as the Jesuits presumptuously style themselves. Although,

however, that body took its rise from Ignatius Loyola, it unquestionably

received the peculiar character which made it so formidable a foe to the Refor-

mation, more especially in the seventeenth century, not from the romantic

enthusiasm of its first Spanish founder and chief, but from the profound politi-

cal sagacity of his Italian successors. Even in the Church of Rome itself the

Jesuit institution has been considered to be the beast of the Apocalypse, and no
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The spirit of chivalry which had so long animated the Chris-

tian world, was now no longer to be found anywhere but in

Spain.3 The wars with the Moors, hardly ended in the Penin-

sula, and perpetually renewed in Africa, and distant and perilous

expeditions beyond seas, nourished in the youth of Castillo that

enthusiastic and simple valour of which Amadis was the ideal

type.

Among the defenders of Pampeluna there was a young gentle-

man called Don Inigo Lopez de Recaldo, the youngest of a

family of thirteen children.'* Educated at the court of Ferdinand,

more eminently active or successful enemies Las the Gospel ever had. It has

opposed it by undermining Protestant institutions of every kind, but especially

schools and universities; it has done infinite mischief to it by attacking with all

the sophistry of philosophical scepticism every kind of religious conviction, but

that of implicit and unreasoning submission to the so called Church, so that on

rejecting that, its disciples, including Voltaire, d'Alembert, &c., have often

become hopeless infidels; and it has exposed Christianity to contempt both in

professedly Christian and in heathen countries, by making it appear to such

as have the unhappiness to associate faith in Christ with the general character

of its policy and maxims, that the God of Christians needs to have recourse

for the propagation of his worship, not to the foolishness of preaching, reflecting

honour by its very simplicity on his cause, but to a whole system of intrigue,

cunning, compromise, adulation, and deceit. Tr.
3 Here the author assigns too early a date to the extinction of the spirit of

chivalry. We can be at no loss to discover it in the lives and characters of

of men who lived long after this. It survived in some of the remarkable men
both of Queen Elizabeth's and Charles the Ist.'s court. The truth seems to be,

that in its finer features, its contempt of selfishness, sympathy with distress,

and unbending loyalty, it was fast expiring everywhere, even in Spain itself,

about this period; while those vices and irregularities, which, as even Sir Walter

Scott admits, tarnished its lustre in earlier times, under the shelter of its name

maintained their ground. The Reform.ation seems to have done much to revive

it in its purer attributes, while it, on the other hand, helped to reconcile the

leaders of that great revolution to war, and its passions to a dangerous—perhaps

a criminal degree. In the Romanist Montluc, the Claverhouse of France in

the sixteenth century, we have a picture of what chivalry would have been

without the Reformation, while we see in the brave and wise la Nour, de

Coligny, the brothers of the house of Orange Nassau, Sir Philip Sidney, and

many others, the efi'ects of Scriptural Christianity in the knights of that age.

Until the Reformation produced this effect, what the author says is true as to

all the finer points of chivalry, and in regard to religious enthusiasm in parti-

cular, Ranke justly remarks 'that at the time of Loyola's appearance, " the

Spanish chivalry was the only one in the world which had retained some tinc-

ture of its religious spirit." The charm now associated with ancient chivalry,

is one of the many illusions employed at the present day to discredit the Chris-

tianity of the Bible, and to invest popery with a new claim to our regard
;
and

the author of "the Broad Stone of Honour " in particular seems to have laboured

successfully in this attempt. But history tells us that when the popedom was

most dominant, chivalry, which had never been unstained with vices, became

vile and despicable ; and that it was not until the Gospel re-appeared that it

became invested with higher claims to admiration than it had ever enjoyed

before. Tr. ...
* He was born in the castle of Loyola, between Azpeitia and Azcoitia in

Guipiscoa, of a race so noble that its head was always invited to do homage by

a special writ. See Ranke. True to this their chief's origin, the Jesuits have
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the catholic Eecaldo, a youth endowed ^Yith remarkable personal

grace and beauty,^ and expert at handling the sword and lance, ^

eagerlj coveted the glory that was to be acquired in chivalry.

The entire life of tins youthful knight was absorbed by the

ambition of appearing in glittering armour and mounted on a

high-bred horse, of exposing himself to the glorious hazards of a

tournament, or some other perilous adventures, of engaging in

the fierce disputes of factions,^ and of displaying no less devotion

to St. Peter than to his lady love.

The governor of Navarre having gone to seek for assistance

in Spain, had left Pampeluna to the safe keeping of Inigo and

some nobles. Perceiving the superiority of the French army

these nobles resolved to withdraw, but Inigo conjured them to

remain and make head against Lesparre. Finding at last that

they could not be shaken in their purpose, he eyed them with a

look of indignation, charged them with cowardice and treachery,

and then, unaccompanied by any of them, threw himself into the

citadel with the resolution of defending it at the cost of his life. *

The French, who had been received at Pampeluna with enthu-

siasm, having proposed to the commandant of the fortress to

capitulate, " let us hold out to the last," said Inigo Avith ardour

to his companions, " rather tban surrender."^ Thereupon the

French began to batter the walls with their powerful machines,

and erelong attempted an assault. Stimulated by the courageous

example and the words of Inigo, the Spaniards repulsed their

assailants with their shot, their swords, and their halberts, while

Inigo at their head, mounted the Avail, and Avith fiery eye and

death-dealing SAvord, made many a bloAV descend on the enemy.

In an instant a bullet, striking the Avall at the very spot he Avas

been ever covetous of influencing the education of aristocracies, and the poli-

tics of courts. The leading Reformers, on the contrary, with some illustrious

exceptions, -were men of humble origin, and without excluding the great from
their regards, distinguished themselves mainly by the pains they took to educate

the whole mass of the people in the knowledge of that Gospel. Yet, as the

author elsewhere remarks, Protestantism has absurdly been held out as " the

religion of great lords." Tr.
1 Cum esset in corporis ornatu elegantissimus. (Maffasi, Vita Loyolse, 1586,

p. 3.)
2 Equorumque et armorum usu pr£ecclleret. (Ibid.)

3 Partim in factionum rixarumque periculis, partim in amatoria vesania . . .

tempus consumeret. (Ibid.)

Ardentibus oculis, detestatus ignaviam pcrfidiamque, spectantibus omnibus,

in arcem solus introit. (MafFai, Vita Loyolas, 1586, p. 6.)

* Jam acri et vehemcnti oratione commilitonibus dissuasit. (Ibid.)
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defending, detached a stone which inflicted a severe wound on

the young- knight's right leg, while his left was bruised by the

bullet as it rebounded from the wall. Inigo fell, being struck

senseless by the blow;l the garrison immediately surrendered,

and the French, filled with admiration of their young opponents

courage, conveyed him in a litter to his relations at the country

seat of Lo^'ola. Tt was in that feudal castle, whose name he

afterwards bore, that Inigo was born, eight years later than

Luther, of one of the most illustrious families in those quarters.

A painful operation had become necessary. Amid the keenest

sufferings Inigo clenched his fists, but did not allow a single cry

to escape from him.-

Condemned to a state of painful inactivity, he needed some-

thing anyhow to occupy his lively imagination. Instead of the

romances of chivalry, which up to that time had been his chief

mental aliment, the life of Jesus Christ and the legends, or the

Flowers of the Saints, were given to him. Such reading, in the

state of solitude and sickness in which he lay, made an extra-

ordinary impression on his mind. He thought he beheld that

noisy and stirring life of tournaments and battles which had

hitherto occupied his youth, retiring to a distance from him

until at length it faded out of sight, while at the same time a

more glorious career opened up before his astonished eyes. The

lowly deeds of the saints, and their heroic sufferings, all at once

appeared to him much more deserving of praise than all the

lofty feats of chivaliy. Stretched upon his bed and tossed by

fever, he gave himself up to the most contradictory thoughts.

The world which he was now forsaking, and that whose holy

macerations he was preparing to welcome, simultaneously came

before him, the one with its sensual delights, the other with its

austerities; and these two worlds maintained an obstinate con-

flict in his mind. "What,"" he would say, "were I to do all

that the blessed Francis,—what were I to do all that the blessed

Dominick did? ""3 The image of the lady to whom he had

devoted his heart then presenting itself to him : " She is not a

' Ut e vestigio semianimis alienata mente corruerit. (Ibid. p. 7.)

2 Nullum aliud indicium dcdit doloris.nisi ut coactos in pugnum digitos valde

constringeret. (Ibid. p. 8.)
3 Quid si ego boc agerem quod fecit b. Franciscus, quid si hoc quod b. Dom-

inicus? (Acta Sanct. vii. p. 634.)
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countess," he would exclaim witli a simple-hearted vanity, "she

is not a duchess, she is more than all that."^ .... But
these thoughts left him a prey to bitter regrets and lassitude,

whereas his project of imitating the saints filled him with peace

and joy.

From that time forth his mind was made up; and hardly had

he recovered from his wounds when he resolved to bid farewell

to all secular things. After having, like Luther, given one

more entertainment to his former comrades in arms, he set out

singly, and observing the strictest secresy,^ on a visit to the

lonely habitations hewn out in the rocks of the cliffs of Mount-

serrat, by the hermits of the order of St. Benedict. Urged not

by any conviction of his sins, or by any longing for the divine

favour, but by the desire of becoming "Maiy's knight," and

ambitious to gain renown by bodily mortifications, and works of

piety, after the example of the whole army of the saints, he con-

fessed himself during three days, bestowed his rich clothing on

a beggar, covered himself with sackcloth, and girded himself

with a rope.3 Next, calling to mind the celebrated watching in

armour of Amadis of Gaul, he hung up his sword before an image

of Mary, spent a whole night watching in his new and strange

dress, and devoted himself, sometimes on his knees, and some-

times standing, but always in prayer and with his pilgrim's staff

in his hands, to all the devotional exercises that were practised

in old times by the illustrious Amadis of Gaul. "It was thus,"

says one of the saint's biographers, the Jesuit Maffei, " that

while Satan was arming Martin Luther against all laws human
and divine, and while that infamous heresiarch appeared at

Worms, and there declared impious war against the apostolic

see, Christ by a call of his divine providence, raised up this new

combatant, and attaching himself in the first instance, and

subsequently all his followers, to the service of the Roman pon-

tiff, opposed him to the licentiousness, and the fury of heretical

depravity."^

' Non era condessa, ni duquessa, mas era su estado mas alto. . . . (Ibid.)
2 Ibi duce amicisque ita salutatis, ut arcana consiliorum suorum quam accura-

tissime tegeret. (Maff. p. 16.)
3 Preciosa vestimenta quibus erat ornatus, pannoso cuidam largitus, sacco

sese alacer induit, ac fune proccinxit. (Ibid. p. 20.)
• Furori ac libidini hscreticue pravitatis opponeret. (MaflP. p. 21.)

ir. 2 L
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Loyola, still lame in one of his legs, dragged himself by circuitous

and desert roads to Manresa, and there he entered a Dominican

monastery with the view of devoting himself, in that obscure

place, to the severest acts of penance. Like Luther he went

about, day after day, begging for the means of support. ^ H&

remained seven hours on his knees, and flogged himself three

times a day; at midnight he was again at his prayers; he

allowed his hair and his nails to grow untended, and it would

have been impossible to recognise in the pallid and haggard-

looking Manresa monk, the young and brilliant knight of Pam-

peluna.

Meanwhile the time was come when religious ideas, which

had as yet been hardly more with Inigo than a mere chivalrous

fancy, were to reveal themselves to him more seriously, and

make him feel that they had a potency of which he as yet knew

nothing. All at once, without there being anything to lead him

to expect it, the joy he had hitherto experienced, vanished ;2 and

in vain had he recourse to prayer and the singing of hymns; he

could find no repose.^ His imagination ceased to surround him

with pleasing influences; he was left alone with his conscience.

A condition so new to him as this he could not understand, and

he asked himself, with trembling awe and dread, whether after

so many sacrifices made to him, God could still be angry with

him. Night and day his soul was disturbed by gloomy horrors;

he shed many a bitter tear, and with loud lamentations called

for the peace which he had lost. . . . But all was in vain. -^

He next began the long confession that he had made at Mount-

serrat. " I may possibly have forgotten something," thought

he. But this confession only augmented his anguish; for it

brought all his sins to his remembrance. He wandered about

in a distracted and moody state; his conscience loudly telling

him that during his whole past life he had but added sins to

sins, and the wretched man, now a prey to overwhelming appre-

hensions, made the monastery resound with his groans.

1 Victum ostiatim prascibus infimis emendicare quotidie. (Ibid. p. 23.)

^ Tunc subito nulla pri3ecedente signiflcatione, prorsus exui nudarique se omni

guadio sentiret. (Ibid. p. 27.)
^ Nee jam in prsecibus neque in psalmis . . . ullam inveniret delectationem

aut requiem. (Ibid.)

* Vanis agitari terroribus, dies noctesque fletibus jungere. (Ibid. p. 23.)
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Strange fancies now found access to his soul. Finding no

relief in confession and the various ordinances of the Church, ^

he began, like Luther, to doubt their efficacy. But instead of

turning away from what man can do to the all-sufficient work of

Christ, he asked himself whether he ought not to prosecute this

world's glories afresh, and rushed for a moment into the midst

of the scenes he had forsaken,- but only again to withdraw from

them, terror-struck at the thought of his folly.

Was there any difference, then, between the monks of Man-
resa and Erfurt? In their secondary features there no doubt

was, but the state of their souls was essentially'- the same, Jioth

had the strongest convictions of the heinousness of their sins.

Both sought to be reconciled to God, and longed to have the

assurance of this in their hearts. Hence, had some Staupitz

presented himself with the Bible in his hand at the Manresa

monastery, Inigo might perhaps have become the Luther of the

Deninsula, These two great men of the sixteenth century,

founders of two spiritualities which have now been warring with

each other for three hundred years, were at that time brothers,

and, had they met, it is possible that they might have thrown

themselves into each other''s arms, and Luther and Loyola would

have been seen mingling their tears and expressions of mutual

interest and regard.

From that period, however, these two monks were to pursue

totally different paths.

Instead of viewing his paroxysms of remorse as calls from

above, urging him to flee to the cross, Inigo persuaded himself

that these inward reproaches came not from God, but from the

devil, and resolved to consign them to everlasting oblivion. ^

Thus while Luther turned to Christ, Loyola only fell back upon

himself.

Visions erelong confirmed Inigo in the convictions he had

formed. The grace of the Lord had been superseded by his

own resolutions, and now his own fancies stood to him in the

place of God's Word, Having considered the voice of God in

1 Ut nulla jam res mitigare dolorem posse videretur. (Maf. p. 29.)

^ Et sjEculi commodis rep^tendis magno quodam impetu cogitaverit. (Ibid.

p. 30.)
3 Sine uUa dubitatione constituit prseteritse vitse labcs perpetua oblivionc

conterere. (Ibid. p. 31.)
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his conscience as that of the demon, no wonder his subsequent

history presents him to us as dehvered over to the inspirations

of the spirit of darkness.

Loyola happened one day to meet with an okl woman, as

Luther, at the time of his anguish, was visited by an old man.

But instead of announcing the remission of his sins to the Man-

resa penitent, the Spanish crone foretold him that he would be

favoured with apparitions of Jesus, and this was the kind of

Christianity to which Loyola, like the Zwickau prophets, betook

himself. He sought not the truth in holy Scripture; instead of

that, he fancied that he was admitted to immediate communica-

tions with the world of spirits, and soon his whole life became

one of extasies and reveries.

One day as he chanced to be going to St. Paul's church, which

stood outside the town, he followed the banks of the Llobrega,

immersed in thought, and at length sat down by the river side.

Fixing his eyes on the stream as it rolled its deep waters in

silence before him, he became lost in meditation, and fell sud-

denly into a trance, in which state he saw with his own eyes

things which other men with difficulty comprehend after much

reading, watching, and toil.^ He rose, and as he stood by the

river s side, seemed to himself to have become another man. He

next threw himself on his knees at the foot of a cross that stood

hard by, and felt disposed to sacrifice his life to the cause whose

mysteries had been revealed to him.

His visions from that time forvrard became more frequent.

Seated one day on a flight of steps in St. Dominick's church at

Manresa he was singing psalms to the holy Virgin, when all

at once he fell into an extasy; he remained motionless and lost

in thought ; the mystery of the holy Trinity was visibly revealed

to him in magnificent symbols ;2 he shed tears, sobbed aloud,

and, the whole day after, never ceased speaking of that ineffable

vision.

These numerous apparitions dispelled all his doubts; he

believed, not like Luther, because the things of faith were writ-

ten in the Word of God, but because of the visions he had had.

"Even had there never been a Bible," say his apologists,

1 Quse vixdemnmsolent homines intelligentiai comprolieiidere. (Ibid. p. 33.)
*" En fignras de tres teclas.
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"even had those mysteries never been revealed in the Scrip

tures,^ he would have believed them, for God had unveiled him-

self to liira.""2 Luther, on the occasion of his being made a

doctor, swore fealty to holy Scripture, and the sole infallible

authority of the Word of God became the fundamental princi-

ple of the Eeformation. Loyola at the time we speak of, swore

fealty to dreams and visions; and fantastic apparitions became

the principle of his life and his faitli.^

' Quod etsi nulla Scriptura, mysteria ilia fidei doceret. (Act. Sanct.)
• Quaj Deo sibi aperiente cognoverat. (Maf. p. 34.)
^ As it is common for men who have no religious enthusiasm themselves, to

denounce it in every case as a mixture of self-conceit, folly, and fanaticism, it

is well that we attend to this parallel between Luther and Loyola; and as it has

struck the historian Ranke also, who has made it the subject of some ven' just

remarks, some of these may be introduced here as farther illustrative of the

subject.
" We are here involuntarily reminded of the state of mental distress into which

Luther, some years before, was plunged by very similar doubts. The high

demands of religion could never be satisfied,—a full and conscious reconcile-

ment with God could never be reached, on the ordinary road marked out by the

Church, by a soul shaken to its innermost depths by struggles with itself.

" But these two remarkable men extricated themselves from this labyrinth by
very different paths. Luther arrived at the doctrine of the atonement through
Christ, wholly independent of works; this afforded him the key to the Scrip-

tures, and became the main prop of his whole system of faith.

" It does not appear that Loyola examined the Scriptures, or that any parti-

cular dogma of religion made an impression on his mind. As he lived only in

his own inward emotions, in thoughts which rose spontaneously in his breast,

he imagined that he felt the alternate inspirations of the good and of the evil

spirit. At length he learned to distinguish their influences by this,—that the
soul was gladdened and consoled by the one, wearied and troubled by the other.

One day he felt as if awakened from a dream. He thought he had sensible

proofs that all his sufferings were assaults of Satan. He determined from that

hour to have done with his past life, never to tear open these old wounds, never
again to touch them. It was not so much that his mind had found repose as

that he had formed a determination ; rather, indeed, an engagement entered

into by the will, than a conviction to which the will is compelled to yield. It

needed not the aid or the influence of Scripture, it rested on the feeling of an
immediate intercourse with the world of spirits.

" This would never have satisfied Luther. Luther would have, no inspirations,

no visions; he held them all without distinction to be mischievous; he would
have only the simple, written, unquestionable Word of God. Loyola, on the

contrary, lived in fancies and inward apparitions." . . . Ranke. vol. i. p. 188.

There is much truth in the remark, that with Loyola "it was rather

an engagement entered into by the will than a conviction to which the will is

compelled to yield." We may go farther and say that nothing but the grace of

God could have given Luther either his strong conviction, or his conquest over

a will so powerful and stubborn as his seems naturally to have been ; whereas
in Loyola nothing appears tut what human nature is capable of. In our own
day we have seen mighty determinations of the will in men of genius. Thus
was it with Byron when he resolved to devote his energies to the cause of

Greece ; and with Scott when he honourably resolved to tax his mental powers
until he had paid an enormous debt. In both cases the effort seems to have
been too much for human nature—both seem to have fallen victims to the stern-

ness of their o-wn resolutions. But the Reformers found strength and comfort

where they had found conviction and determination, and especially of Luther
may it be said, that "the joy of the Lord was his strength." Tk.
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Luther's residence in the monastery at Erfurt, and that of

Loyola in the monastery at Manresa, furnish a clue to the right

comprehension, the one of the Eeformation, the other of modern

popery.i We shall not follow to Jerusalem, to which he repaired

' This contrast and resemblance between Luther and Loyola is well worth noting,

as are also the results that have followed the appearance of each of them. How
far may we legitimately suppose that they wore both designed by God to accom-

plish particular ends? May not Loyola and his zealous fbUowers be regarded as

serving the purpose of a counterpoise, not to the pure doctrine of Luther and

the Reformation, but to false Protestantism, that looks only to freedom from all

bonds, and is finally distinguishing itself in our times by unbridled licentiousness

of mind and manners.—L. R.
So far from regarding the Jesuits as a counterpoise to false Protestantism,

for reasons stated in a preceding Note, and confirmed by the fact that German
neology has been traced to the anxiety of Romanists to invalidate Scriptural

authority as a means of confirming that of their church, we may rather con-

sider them as having promoted that evil. Mr. Le Roy's remark reminds one

of the optimism of the learned author of the Philosophy of History. But there

is no need for assuming that Jesuitism must have been designed, like the Refor-

mation, for any directly good end. It is, no doubt, a wisely permitted evil—

a

trial to the Church's faith, out of which it will come triumphant to the glory of

divine grace.

Because Loyola was superstitious, and because the Jesuits since have been

zealous promoters of superstition, and particularly of the worship of the Virgin,

it is not to be concluded that they do not favour free-thinking. In truth, all

errors, however apparently opposite, have a secret afiinity with each other;

and thus superstition is often, not the counterpoise, but the next neighbour and

close ally of infidelity. This view is confirmed by Ranke in the following paragraph:
" When he (Loyola) began to teach and to invite others to share with him in

those spiritual exercises which he practised, be fell under the suspicion of heresy.

It would have been the strangest sport of destiny, if Loyola, whose society ter-

minated centuries afterwards in illuminati, had himself been connected with a

sect of that name. And it cannot be denied that the illuminati of that time

(the alumbrados of Spain) to whom he was suspected of belonging, cherished

opinions which had a considerable resemblance with his fantastic reveries,"

Ranke, vol. i. p. 190. But surely there is nothing so very strange in this. A
Scriptural faith alone gives peace, and in the capricious endeavours of the soul

to find it elsewhere, Loyola may have easily strayed into the same devious paths

in the sixteenth, that his followers lost themselves in, in the eighteenth century.

These remarks apply, of course, to the religious views of Loyola and his fol-

lowers. As for the political constitution of the Jesuits, we must agi-ee with the

famous de Caraduc de la Chalotais, when he says :
" I repeat, then, that Lay-

nez and Aquaviva must be regard€;d as the society's true founders, whose spirit,

superseding that of St. Ignatius, has ever governed the Jesuits. See his Compte

Rendu—edition of 1672, p. 72. Their views, the same powerful opponent des-

cribes as follows :
" These generals formed and established the plan of the

temporal empire of the society on that of the court of Rome, as it stood before

their eyes. They saw an empire, half political, half ecclesiastical, a court,

courtiers, finances, the union of two authorities in the person whom they

regarded as the supreme monarch of the world, exercising spiritual jurisdiction

himself, and by priests to whom he commits a part of it, and temporal jurisdiction

to laymen whom he can safely trust ; clothed with the power of transferring or

suppressing empires and kingdoms, and establishing, correcting, and deposing

sovereigns," (Ibid. p. 64.) It will be seen that nothing could present a greater

contrast to the Reformation than this tremendous engine, which now, like a

polypus, extends its feelers and its limbs into all parts of the world. By
those who cannot study the Constitutions, a very bulky publication, the Compte

Rendu above quoted, that of Joly de Fleury, or that of Montclar, may be con-

sulted to advantage. The London Quarterly Review, has particularly recom-

mended the last of the three. Tr
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on his leaving the monastery, the monk who was destined to

revive the spent energies of Koine. We shall yet meet with

him again in the course of this history.

II. While these things were taking place in Spain, Eome

itself seemed to be assuming a graver character. The grand

patron of music, hunting, and festivities, had disappeared from

the pontifical throne, to make way for a monk distinguished by

piety and seriousness.

^

Leo X. had experienced the highest delight on hearing of

the edict of AVorms and Luther's captivity; and forthwith, in

token of victory, he had caused the Reformer's efllgy and writ-

ings to be committed to the flames;- it being the second or

third time that the popedom had given itself this harmless

gratification. Wishing, at the same time, to testify his grati-

tude to Charles V., Leo X. united his army with that of the

emperor. The French had to abandon Parma, Placentia, and

Milan, and the pope's cousin, cardinal Julio di Medici,

entered the last of those cities. Thus the pope had just reached

the highest summit of his power.

This was early in the winter of 1521 ; Leo X. usually passed

the autumn in the country. He might then be seen leaving

Rome without his surplice, and, what was still more scandalous,

says his master of ceremonies, in boots. He amused himself

with hawking at Viterbo, with hunting the stag at Corneto;

the lake of Bolseno supplied the gratification of angling; after

these he went to pass some time in festivities at Malliana, his

favourite residence. Musicians, improvisators, all those artists

whose talents could enliven that charming country-seat, sur-

rounded the sovereign pontiff there. There he was when the

news of the taking of Milan was brought to him—tidings which

threw the whole villa into the utmost commotion. The cour-

1 Milner says of him that " he appears to have heen unfeignedly desirous of

reforming Christendom in general, and the court of Rome in particular."

And that " the sincerer part of the Roman Catholics had suflBcient reasons to

approve the elevation of Adrian to his new dignity. They looked on him as

one of their best theologians ; and boasted that they could now oppose to the

most learned heretics a pontiff who was still more learned," &c. See Milner's

Church History, vol. v. p. 100. These Romanists seem to have no great faith

in the vicar of Christ's gifts as such, in looking so much to his endowments as

a man. Tn. ... . ,., .

2 Comburi jussit alteram vultus in ejus statuam, alteram animi ejus in libris.

(PalJavicini, i. p. 128.)
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tiers and officers could not contain themselves with joy; the

Swiss fired off their carabines ; and Leo, no longer himself with

excitement, spent the whole night pacing his room, and looking

ever and anon from the window at the rejoicings of the Swiss

and the people. He returned to Rome fatigued, but still intoxi-

cated with strong emotions ; and had hardly entered the Vatican

when he was seized with a sudden illness. " Pray for me," said

he to his attendants. He had not time even to receive the holy

sacrament, and died in the flower of manhood (when forty-seven

years old) in the very hour of triumph, and amid the din of

public rejoicings.

The people, as they followed the bier of the sovereign pontiff,

gave vent to their feelings by inveighing against him. They

could not forgive him for having died without the sacraments,

and for having left debts as the consequence of his immense

expenditure. " Thou earnest to the pontificate like a fox," said

the Romans, "thou showeds,t thyself there like a lion, and thou

hast left it like a dog."

Such was the mourning with which Rome honoured the pope

who excommunicated the Reformation, and whose name serves to

designate one of the grand epochs of history.

Meanwhile a feeble re-action against the spirit of Leo and of

Rome, had commenced in Rome itself. Some pious men there

had founded an oratory (a prayer meeting) for their common

edification,^ near the spot where tradition assures us the first

meetings of the Christians were held. Contarini, who had heard

Luther at Worms, was the leading person among these priests.

Thus a kind of reformation commenced at Rome nearly about

the same time as at Wittemberg. It has been truly said:

where there are to be found the germs of piety, there also will

there be the germs of reform. But these good intentions were

doomed to experience a speedy blight.

At any other time, as successor to Leo X., there would have

been chosen a Gregory VIL or an Innocent III., always sup-

posing, however, that such men were to be found; but now the

interests of the empire concided with those of the Church, and

Charles V. stood in need of a pope who should be devoted to

1 Si unirono in nn oratorio, chiamato del divino amore, circa sessanta di loro,

(Caracciolo Vita da Paolo IV. INIsc. Ranke.)
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him. The cardinal de Medicis, subsequently pope under the

name of Clement VII., seeing that the time was not yet come

for his obtaining the tiara, exclaimed :
" Take the cardinal of

Tortosa, a man advanced in years, and universally regarded as

a saint.''! Born at Utrecht in a family of burgess rank, that

prelate was in fact elected, and reigned under the name of Adrian

VI. He had once been a professor at Louvain; he afterwards

became preceptor to Charles V., and, through the emperor's

influence, was invested with the Eoman purple in 1517. The

proposition was supported by the cardinal de Vio, on the ground

of Adrian's having had much to say in the condemnation of

Luther by the doctors of Louvain.^ Taken by surprise while

worn out with fatigue, the cardinals nominated this foreigner,

but soon coming to themselves again, they were almost frightened

to death, says a chronicler, at what they had done. The thought

that the tiara might be refused by the rigid Netherlander, gave

them some relief at first, but this hope was of brief duration. Pas-

quin represented the pontiff who had been elected, in the guise

of a schoolmaster, while the cardinals were the boys whom he

was punishing. So enraged was the populace, that the members

1 Dr. Robertson, a shrewd judge of human nature in such circumstances,

represents the cardinal as in this only seeking to gain time. If his account be

the true one, it shows how remarkably the Divine Providence by the smallest

incidents, brings about the most important changes. Had Adrian not been

elected pope, the Reformation would doubtless have fared very differently in

Germany. Dr. Robertson relates the matter thus: " Great discord prevailed

in the conclave which followed upon Leo's death, and all the arts natural to

men grown old in intrigue, when contending for the highest prize an ecclesiastic

can obtain, were practised. . . . Julio, cardinal di Medici, Leo's nephew,

who was more eminent than any other member of the sacred college for his

abilities, his wealth, and his experience in transacting great affairs, had already

secured fifteen voices, a number sutficient, according to the forms of the con-

clave, to exclude any other candidate, though not to carry his o^^n election.

As he was still in the prime of life, all the aged cardinals combined against him,
without being united in favour of any other person. While these factions were
endeavouring to gam, to corrupt, or to weary out each other, Medici and his

friends voted one morning at the scrutiny, which, according to form, was made
every day, for cardinal Adrian of Utrecht, who at that time governed Spain in

the emperor's name. Tliis they did merely to protract time ; but the adverse
party instantly closing with them, to their own amazement, and that of all

Europe, a stranger to Italy, unknown to the persons who gave their suffrages

in his favour, and unacquainted with the manners of the people, or the interest

of the state, the government of which they conferred upon him, was unanimously
raised to the papal throne, at a juncture so delicate and critical as would have
demanded all the sagacity and experience of one of the most able prelates of the
sacred college." The Reign of the P^mperor Charles V., book ii. Tr.

^ Doctores Lovanienses accepisse consilium a tam conspicuo alumno. (Pal-

lavicini, p. 136.)

H. 2 M
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of the conclave might consider themselves as fortunate in escap-

ing from being tossed into the river. ^ In Holland, on the con-

trary, great demonstrations of joy showed how delighted the

people were at their country having supplied the Church with a

pope. "Utrecht has planted; Louvain has watered; the

emperor has given the increase," was incribed on the tapestries

hung in front of the houses. Some one wrote beneath :
" And

God has had nothing to do with it."

Notwithstanding the discontentment at first expressed by the

people of Rome, Adrian VI. repaired to that city in August

1522, and was well received. This was to be attributed to his

having more than five thousand benefices at his disposal, and

every one reckoning on receiving his own share. It was long

since the papal throne had been occupied by such a high priest.

Just, active, learned, pious, simple, and of irreproachable man-

ners, he would not allow himself to be blinded, either by favour

or resentment. He came to the Vatican with his old house-

keeper, to whom he gave orders to continue the same humble

provision for his moderate wants as before, although he now

occupied the magnificent palace that Leo had filled with his

luxury and dissipations. He had not a single taste in common

with his predecessor. On being shown the magnificent group

of Laocoon, which, on being recovered some years before, had

been purchased by Julius II., at a heavy cost; he turned coldly

away from it, remarking :
" These are the idols of the pagans

! ""

"I would much rather,"" he wrote, "serve God in my provostry

of Louvain than be pope at Eome."

Struck with the dangers with which the Reformation menaced

the religion of the middle age, and not, as the Italians were,

with those to which it exposed Rome and its hierarchy, Adrian

sincerely desired to oppose and to arrest it, and the best method of

accomplishing this appeared to him to be a reform of the Church,

efiected by the Church herself. " The Church requires a reform,"

he would say ; " but we must set about it gradually." In fact,

the Church had been advancing towards a reform for ages, but

there was no room left for temporising now; immediate action

was necessary.

1 Sleidan, History of the Reform. 1. p. 124.
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Faithful to his plan, Adrian proposed to remove to a distance

from the city all impious and perjured persons, and usurers; a

task bv no means easy, for they formed in fact a considerable part

of the population.

The Romans began by ridiculing, but soon they hated him.

Sacerdotal domination, the immense profits that accrued from

it; the powerful influence, the games, the festivities, the luxu-

ries in which it abounded, all were irrecoverably lost, if apostolic

manners were to be restored.

The re-establishment of discipline, in particular, encountered

an energetic opposition. "In order to attain that," said the

cardinal grand penitentiary, "it is requisite that M-e begin by

restoring Christian fervour. The cure exceeds the patient's

strength, and will kill him. Tremble at the thought of losing

Italy in your eagerness to preserve Germany."^ Adrian, in

fact, soon had more reason to dread Eomanism than even

Lutheranism itself.

Attempts were made to persuade him to enter upon the

course which he wished to abandon. The aged and crafty

cardinal Soderino di Volterra, the familiar friend of Alexander

VI., Julius II., and Leo X.,2 would often pour into the ears of

the honest Adrian, words intended to make him fully prepared

for the part, so new to him, which he was invited to act.

" Heretics," said he to him one day, "have spoken at all times

of the corrupt manners of the court of Rome, notwithstanding

which, never have the popes changed them."—" It has never

been by reforms," said he on another occasion, "that heresies

have been extinguished in times past; but by crusades."—"Ah,''

replied the pontiff, heaving a deep sigh, "sad, indeed, is the

condition of the popes, since they are not even at liberty to do

good." 3

III. The diet met at Nuremberg on the 23d of March, 1522,

and before Adrian's arrival at Rome. Previous to that, the

bishops of Merseburg and Misnia had craved permission from

the elector of Saxony to make a visitation of the convents .and

1 Sarpi. Hist, of the Council of Trent, p. 20.

2 Per longa esperienza delle cose del mundo, molto prudente

(Nardi. Hist. Fior. lib. T.)

3 Sarpi. Hist, of the Council of Trent, p. 21.
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churches within his territories; a request to which Frederick

had given a favourable reply, considering that by that time the

truth had become strong enough to resist error. The visitation

took place; the bishops and their doctors preached violently

ao-ainst the Eeformation; they exhorted, they threatened, they

supplicated, but their argumentations seemed to have no force;

and when, wishing to employ weapons of greater efficacy, they

applied to the secular arm to have their decrees enforced, the

elector's ministers told them that the matter must be examined

on Scriptural principles, and that the electol-, at his advanced

terra of life, could not set himself to study theology. These

efforts on the part of the bishops did not bring back a single

soul into the fold of Rome, and Luther who shortly afterwards

traversed those districts, and made his powerful eloquence be

heard in them, obliterated the feeble impressions which they

had here and there produced.

What Frederick refused to do, it was feared might be done

by the emperor's brother, the arch-duke Ferdinand. That young

prince who presided at part of the sittings of the diet, as lie

gradually acquired more firmness of purpose, might well have

been expected to show his zeal in rashly unsheathing the sword

which his more prudent and politic brother wisely suffered to

remain in the scabbard. Ferdinand, in fact, had begun a cruel

persecution of the partisans of the Reformation in his hereditary

state. But God, in divers successive instances, employed for

the deliverance of reviving Christianity, the same instrument

that he had employed in the destruction of corrupt Christianity.

The crescent appeared in the terrified provinces of Hungary, and

on the 9th of August, after a six weeks' siege, Belgrade, the

bulwark of that kingdom and of the empire, fell under the attacks

of Soliman. Mahomet's followers after having evacuated Spain, ^

1 The adherents of Mahomet, here referred to under the emblem of the cres-

cent, as the sign of their religion, to wit, the Moors or Saracens, in the begin-

ning of the eighth century had made themselves masters of nearly the whole of

Spain, and having even penetrated into France, would soon have reduced all

Europe under their dominion, had not Charles Martel, grandfather of Charle-

magne, beaten them and compelled them to confine themselves within the con-

fines of Spain, then completely subject to them, and in which they erected

sundry monarchies, which afterwards, one after another, in consequence of

conquests over the Moors, came under the dominion of Christian princes, until

about the end of the fifteenth century, the former, and with them the Mahom-
medan religion, were completely driven out of Spain. But just about this
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discovered intentions of re-entering Europe by the East. The

diet of Nuremberg forgot the monk of Worms while thinking

only of the sultan of Constantinople, but Charles embraced both

these opponents in his mind. "We must,'"'' he wrote to the

pope from Valladolid on the 31st of October, "we must stop the

progress of the Turks, and punish with the sword the partisans

of Luther's impoisoned doctrine.""^

But the storm which had seemed to leave the Eeformation

and to turn towards the East, soon concentrated itself anew on

the head of the Reformer. All the hatred he had incurred was

roused again into activity by his return to Wittemberg, and by

the zeal that he displayed while there. " Now that we know
where to lay hold of him,"" said duke George, "let the edict of

Worms be enforced against him ! " It w^as even strongly

asserted in Germany that Charles V. and Adrian would meet

at Nuremberg, to deliberate on the subject.^ "Satan feels the

wound he has received," said Luther; "therefore does he put

himself into such a rage. But Christ has already held out his

hand, and will soon trample him under foot in spite of the gates

of hell."

3

The diet met anew at Nuremberg in December 1522. All

things seemed to betoken that though Soliman was the grand

foe that had occupied the attention of the spring sittings, Luther

would form the engrossing subject of the winter deliberations.

/Adrian VL himself of German origin, flattered himself that his

own country would give him a reception that no pope of Italian

origin could ever look for.4 Consequently he charged Chiere-

gati, whom he had known in Spain, to repair to Nuremberg.

Hardly was the diet met when several of the princes spoke

with violence against Luther. The cardinal archbishop of Salz-

period, the Mahommedan religion penetrated into our quarter of the -world -with

the Turks on the other side ; these established themselves there, after the taking
of Constantinople, and by their endeavours to penetrate beyond that, about the
time of the Reformation, often threw European Christendom into new alarms
and into great jeopardy.—L. R.

' Dass man die Nachfolger derselben vergiften Lehre, mit dem Schweri
strafen mag. (L. 0pp. xvii. p. 321.)

- Cum fama sit fortis et Cajsarem et Papam Nurnbergam conventuros. (L.
Epp. ii. p. 214.)

^ Sed Christus qui coepit conteret eum. (Ibid. p. 215.)
* Quod ex ea regione venirent, unde nobis secundum carnem origo est.

(Pope's brief, L. 0pp. lat. ii. p. 352.)
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burg, who enjoyed the emperor's whole confidence, would have

had prompt and decisive measures taken previous to the an-ival

of the elector of Saxony. The elector Joachim of Brandenburg,

always firm in the course he took, and the chancellor of Treves,

with no less earnestness urged the execution of the edict of

Worms. The other princes were nearly all at a loss how to act,

and disunited among themselves; and altogether the painful uncer-

tainty in which the Church was placed, keenly afflicted her most

faithful servants. " I would give one of my ten fingers not to be

priest,"^ was the exclamation of the bishop of Strasburg, in a full

diet.

Cliieregati agreed with the cardinal of Salzburg, in calling for

Luther's being put to death. "This gangrened member," said

he, speaking for the pope, and holding in his hand a brief from the

pontiff, "must be separated entirely from the main body .2 Your

fathers saw to the execution, at Constance, of John Huss, and

Jerome of Prague ; but both live again in Luther. Follow the

glorious example of your ancestors, and with the help of God,

and that of St. Peter, go forth and gain a magnificent victory

over the infernal dragon."

The greater number of the princes were seized with conster-

nation v^hen they heard this brief from the pious and moderate

Adrian.3 Many were beginning to have a better comprehen-

sion of Luther's arguments, and had looked for something very

different from the pope. So, then, Rome, even under an Adrian,

will not own its faults; but still shakes its thunderbolts, and

the German provinces are doomed to be covered with desolation

and blood! While the princes maintained a sullen silence, the

prelates and such members of the diet as were devoted to Rome,

tumultuously bestirred themselves. " Let him be put to death,"'!

they shouted, according to the account left us by the Saxon

envoy who was present at the sitting.

Words of very different purport, met men's ears in the

churches of Nuremberg. Crowds rushed to hear the Gospel into

the chapel of the hospital, and into the churches of the Augus-

1 Er wollte einen Finger drum geben. (Seckend. p. 568.)
^ Resecandos uti membra jam putrida, a sano corpore. (Pallavicini. i. 158.)
' Einen grossen Schrecken eingejagt. (Ibid. p. 552.)
* Nicht anders geschrien denn Crucifige ! Crucifige ! (L. 0pp. xviii. p. 367.)
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tinians, of St. Sebald and St. Lawrence. In the last of those

places of worship, Andrew Osiander preached with great force.

Many princes, and, in particular, Albert, margrave of Branden-

burg, who as grand master of the Teutonic order, ranked

immediately after the ardibishops, often attended there. Monks

who had abandoned different monasteries in the town, set them-

selves to learn trades with the view of earning their bread by

their labour.

Such audacity Chieregati could not tolerate. He insisted on

the rebellious priests and monks being cast into prison, and the

diet, notwithstanding the warm opposition of the elector of

Saxony's envoys, and of the margrave Casimir, resolved to cause

the monks to be apprehended ; but it consented to Osiander and

his colleagues having the nuncio's complaints first communicated

to them. A committee, with the fanatical cardinal of Salzburg

at its head, was charged with giving effect to this resolution.

The hazard was now imminent; the struggle was about to com-

mence, and it was the (supreme) council itself of the nation that

was entering upon it.

This conflict, notwithstanding,was prevented by the burgesses.

While the diet was consulting what should be done with the

ministers in question, the council of the city of Nuremberg

was deliberating upon the course it ought to pursue in regard to

the resolution of the diet. It decreed, without thereby exceed-

ing its legitimate powers, that if it were meant that the city

preachers should be carried off by force, by force also should

they be set at liberty. Such a resolution was sufficiently signi-

ficative, and was followed by the astonished diet replying to the

nuncio, that they were not authorised to apprehend the preachers

of the free city of Nuremberg, without having first convicted

them of heresy.

Chieregati was excited beyond measure at this new outrage

against the pope's omnipotence. " Very well
!

" said he haughtily

to Ferdinand, "do you remain passive, but allow me to act.

I will cause these heretics to be apprehended in the name of the

pope."l Hardly were the cardinal- archbishop— Albert of

Maintz, and the margrave Casimir apprised of this strange reso-

1 Sese auctoritate pontifica curaturura ut isti caperentur. (Corp. Ref. i. p
606.)
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lutioii, wheu they hastened to see the legate, and besought him

to abandon it. The nuncio showed no disposition to yield, main-

taining that in the midst of Christendom the pope must be

obeyed; whereupon the two princes left the legate with these

words: "If you persist in your design, we insist on your inti-

mating it to us, for we will leave the city before you shall have

dared to lay hands on those preachers. "^ The legate's project

was given up.

Desparing of success by the way of authority, he resolved to

have recourse to other expedients, and with this view communi-

cated to the diet the designs and mandates of the nontiff which

he had hitherto withheld.

But the honest-hearted Adrian was so much a stranger to

the world, that by his very frankness he hurt the cause which

he so sincerely desired to serve. "We are well aware," he said

in the resolutions sent to his legate, "that for many years past

several abuses and abominations have found their way into the

holy city.2 The contagion has passed from the head into the

members; it has gone down from the pope into other ecclesias-

tical persons. We would fain reform this Roman court Avhence

proceed so many evils; the whole world desires this, and for this

object we consented to ascend the throne of the pontifis.'''^

1 Priusquam illi caperentur, se urbe cessuros esse. (Corp. Ref. i. p. 606.)
^ In earn seclem aliquot jam annos quajdam vitia irrepsisse, abusus in rebus

sacris, in legibus violationes, in cunctis denique perversionem. (Pallavicini, i

p. 160. See also Sarpi, p. 25. L. 0pp. xviii. p. 329, &c.)
2 " We have all," the pope farther said, "every one of us turned to his own

•way, and for a long while none hath done good, no, not one. Let us give glory
to God and humble our souls before him ; and every individual among us con-
sider how great has been his own fall, and judge himself that God may not judge
us in his wrath. Nothing shall be wanting on my part to reform the court of

Rome, whence, perhaps, all the mischief hath originated; that as this court
hath been the source of the corruptions which have thence spread among the
lower orders, so from the same a sound reformation may proceed."
Had Adrian been perfectly sincere in speaking thus, instead of insisting on the

death of Luther, he would have found abundant excuses for the Reformer's pro-
ceedings in the abuses which he admits, and would have applied his severity to
criminals at Rome. Nor is this charge against his sincerity singular. Milner
says :

" The cardinals at Rome are said to have been much displeased at the
candid concessions of Adrian ; though Sleidan on this occasion intimates, that

the pontifl"s long and elaborate promises of his intentions to reform the Church,
probably amounted to no more than an artifice, often employed by the popes, to

raise men's expectations, delay the calling of a general council, and gain time
for sounding the dispositions of princes; and for taking, meanwhile, effectual

measures to secure the apostolical power and dignity. Luther appears to have
thought the same ; for he translated the pontifical mandates into German, and
added short marginal notes: one of wlijrh. on the expression "the cure must
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The partisans of Eorae blushed with shame at hearing such

strange language, and thought, with Pallavicini, that there was

too much sincerity in these admissions.^ The friends of the

Reformation, on the other hand, rejoiced to see Rome herself

proclaim her corruption. None could doubt now that Luther

was right, since the pope himself declared it.

The answer returned by the diet made it appear how much

the authority of the sovereign pontiff had declined in Europe.

The spirit of Luther seemed to have passed into the hearts of

the nation's representatives. The moment was favourable:

Adrian's ear seemed open; the emperor was absent; the diet

resolved to amass, in one body, all the grievances which Germany

had had for ages to allege against Rome, and to send them to

the pope.

This determination frightened the legate; by turns he sup-

plicated and threatened, but in vain. The secular estates had

made up their minds, and the ecclesiastical ones did not oppose

their design. Eighty grievances were signaled out. The abuses

and the artifices of the popes, and of the Roman court, for the

impoverishment of Germany; the scandals and profanations of

the clergy, the disorders and simoniacal practices of the ecclesi-

astical courts, and the encroachments made by the secular power

with the view of enslaving men's consciences, were exposed with

equal frankness and force.^ The states signified that the source

proceed step by step" is sufiBciently sarcastic, namely,—You are to understand
these words to mean that there must be an interval of some ages between each
step." Milner, Century xv. chap. vi. Tr.

Liberioris tamen quam par erat, sinceritatis fuisse visum est, ea conventui
patefacere. (Ibid. p. 162.)

^ Dr. Lingard, in his history of England, is compelled to admit that Germany
had many grounds of complaint against Rome. He states them thus :

1. There existed in Germany a very prevalent feeling of disaffection to the
see of Rome. The violent contests between the popes and the emperors in for-
mer times, had left a germ of discontent which required but little aid to shoot
into open hostility : and the minds of men had of late years been embittered by
frequent but useless complaints of the expedients devised by the papal court, to
fill its treasury at the expense of the natives.

2. The chief of the German princes were at the same time secular princes
and as they had been promoted more on account of their birth than of their
merit, they frequently seemed to merge their spiritual in their temporal char-
acter. Hence they neglected the episcopal function : the clergy, almost free
from restraints, became illiterate and Immoral : and the people, ceasing ru
respect those whom they could not esteem, inveighed against the riches of tho
Church, complained of the severity with which the clerical dues were exacted
in the spiritual courts, and loudly called for the removal of many real or ima-
ginary grievances, which arose from the demands of the popes, aiid the exercise

II. 2 N
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of all this corruption lay in the traditions of men, and ther

wound up by saying: "If these grievances be not redressed

within a set time, we shall think of other means of escape from

so many oppressions and sufferings."^ Foreseeing the terrible

'resolution which the diet was about to draw up, Chieregati

quitted Nuremberg in all haste, in order to avoid being the

bearer of so sad and so insolent a message.

Meanwhile was there no room to dread that the diet might

seek to redeem its hardihood by sacrificing Luther? This was

at first thought of; but a spirit of justice and of truth had

breathed upon the meeting. It, like Luther, called for a free

council being convened in the empire, and added, that while

waitino- for this being done, the pure Gospel alone should be

piously and peaceably preached, and that nothing should be

printed without the approbation of a certain number of men of

probity and learning.- These resolutions enable us to appreciate

the immense steps made by the Eeformation since the proceed-

ings at Worms; and yet the Saxon envoy, the knight von

Feilitsch, solemnly protested against the censorship of books,

moderate as it was, which was prescribed by the diet. In the

decision of that body we see the Reformation gain a first victory,

and one that would be succeeded by others still more decisive.

It made the very Swiss exult with joy in their mountains.

"The Eoman pontiff has been vanquished in Germany,"" said

of the episcopal jurisdiction, and which for years had been the subject of con-

sultations, of remonstrances, and even of menaces. These attempts had indeed

failed : but the success of Luther revived the hopes of the discontented : and

thousands ranged themselves under the banner of the innovator, without any

idea of trenching on the ancient faith, and led solely by the hope of reforming

abuses.

3. The recent invention of printing, by multiplying the copies of books, and

the numbers of readers, had given a new and extraordinary impulse to the

powers and passions of men, who began to conceive that their ancestors had

been kept not only in intellectual but also in civil thraldom. Works descriptive

of their risbts, were circulated and read with avidity: the oppression exercised

by their rulers, and the redress of their grievances, became the ordinary topics

of conversation : and the inferior nobles in each state laboured to emancipate

themselves from the control of their princes, and to establish their dependence

on the empire alone. All Germany was in a ferment : and Luther converted

the "general feeling to his own purpose with admirable address. They contended

for civil; he for religious liberty. Both had a similar object in view; both

ought to support each other. . . . See Lingard, vol. iv. p. 104. Tb.
1 Wie sie solcher Beschwerung und Drangsaal entladen werden. (L. 0pp.

xviii. p. 354.)
^ Ut pie placideque purum Evangelium prsedicaretur. (Pal. i. p. 1G6.

—

Shcidan, i. p. 135.)
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Zvvingli. "Nothing more remains to be done than to wrest his

arms from him. Such is the battle that lies before us and it

will be the most furious, but we have Christ as a witness of the

combat."^ Luther openly avows that it was God himself who
inspired the princes to pass such an edict.-

' Victus est ac ferme profligatuse Gcrmania Romanus pontifex. (Zw. Epp.
313. nth October, 1523.)

- The resolutions of the diet were dated March, 1523. Notwitlistanding the
emperor's absence they were called the edict of Charles V., and were published
throughout Germany, together with the pope's brief and his instructions to his

nuncio, the answers and replies, and the famous hundred grievances, centum gra-
vamina, of the German nation.

M. Michelet infers from Luther's correspondence in 1523, that the Reformer
had begun to despond, though, as the letter M. M. quotes to that efl'ect clearly

shows, without manifesting the least anxiety as to his own fate. But the result

of this diet, whatever else there might be to discourage him, evidently inspired

him with fresh hopes for the cause of religion and his country. " Luther," says

IMilner, "instantly saw his advantage and availed himself of it with that

undaunted courage wliich constantly marked his character, and, also, with a
defensive dexterity which was the result of much experience in repelling the

incessant attacks of his enemies."
He published an address to the princes and noblemen of Germany, in which

he gratefully acknowledged the satisfaction which their late edict had afforded

him ; but he had observed, he said, that many persons, and even some of rank
and distinction, were disposed to wrest the mandates of the diet from their true

meaning." (See IMilner, vol. v. p. 116.) Luther then pleads powerfully for

such an interpretation as most accorded with his own views as a Reformer, 1st.

As regarded the teaching of the Gospel ioi the sense apjyrovcd by the Church of
Christ; confirming his conclusion by the fact that the resolution on that head,

could not obtain the subscription of several of the princes who were obstinately

opposed to every attempt at reformation m religion. The church of Rome, he
laments to say, could not possibly obey the edict, for alas ! they had no preachers

of the Gospel. " Moreover," he adds, "if they were but willing to preach the

pure Gospel of Christ, there would at once be a most glorious end of all our

dissensions ! The harvest truly is plenteous but the labourers are few. We
must therefore piay our heavenly Father that he would send labourers into his

harvest. We cannot procure them by our own exertions, neither can the

emperor by his edicts bestow them on the Church; they are the gift of heaven.

The schools and the colleges of the priests and the monks do not lurnish them."
2d. Lufher remarks that a compliance with the letter and spirit of the edict

on the part of the ecclesiastical rulers, would involve a most wonderful change in

them, by substituting mild and affectionate exhortations for their present system

of coercion by flames, anathemas, and excommunications. "Had they treated

me," says he, "in the Christian manner now recommended by the princes, their

own affairs would have been in a much better condition." . , .

3d. The article establishing the censorship of books by proper judges, he
remarks, had been practically adopted during the preceding year at Wittem-
berg. The publication of the Scriptures, which was nowise to be fettered, was

the only exception.

4th. He entreats them to mitigate the decree against the marriage of the

clergy, begs them to consider God's revealed will on that point, and assures

them that did they but know what he did, of the interior practices of the mon-
asteries, they would join him in wishing them to be levelled with the ground,

rather than that they should afford occasion for the committing of such dread-

ful i'mpiefies ; admitting, at the same time, that the limitation of the punishment

of married ecclesiastics^ to the penalties of the canon law, implied a severe cen~

sure of those cruel bishops and princes who had tormented such offenders with

perpetual imprisonments, or even inflicted death itself upon them. He further
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Great was the wrath at the Vatican among the mhiisters of

the popedom. What! it is not enough to have a pope who

cheats all the expectations of the Romans, and in whose palace

nobody ever sings or plays ;1 we must further have secular

princes holding such language as Rome detests, and refusing to

inflict death on the Wittemberg heretic.

Adrian himself warmed with indignation at what was passing

in Germany, and on the elector of Saxony he vented all his

wrath. Never did the pontiffs of Rome utter a cry of alarm

more energetic, more sincere, or perhaps more affecting.

" We have waited long, perhaps too long," said the pious

Adrian, in the brief he addressed to the elector; "we have

wished to see whether God would visit your soul,^ and whether

you were not to escape at last from the snares of Satan. But

owns, that if the decree enjoining the preaching of the Gospel were duly

observed, the rigour of the canon law would in practice be sure to be mitigated.

But the greatest advantage, Milner observes, which Luther and his cause

derived from the decisions of the diet of Nuremberg, was the virtual suspension

of the imperial edict of Worms. In August of that year (1523) Luther writes

as follows to the imperial lieutenants, present at the diet of Nuremberg :
" It

seems to me, also, that by the terms of the imperial edict, rendered in March
last, I ought to be delivered from the ban and excommunication till the future

council : otherwise, I cannot understand what is meant hy the reference (to a
council) mentioned in that document; for I consent to observe the conditions

on which it is founded. . . . Beyond this it matters not. My life is of

small consequence. The world has enough of me and I of it : whether I be

under the ban or not, is a matter of indifference. But pity, at least, the poor

people, dear Lords. In their name it is that I beseech you to hear me." (See
Michelet, vol. i. p. 305). Thus notwithstanding what Dr. Lingard says of the

virtual abolition of the edict of Worms shortly after its being passed, Luther

evidently attached much importance to its formal repeal. It might be only a

bugbear, but oven that bugbear he desires should be removed for the sake of

"the poor people" whom it frightened away from the Gospel. " Luther," says

Milner, boldly asserted his right to draw this inference from the terms in which

the princes had expressed their edict. "By this decree," said he, "I do main-

tain that ;^L•lrtin Luther stands absolved from all the consequences of the for-

mer sentence of the pope and emperor until a future council shall have tried

his cause, and pronounced their definite sentence. For if this be not the

meaning of the decree I am at a loss to find any other.' . . . Tr.
' Adrian appears to have disgusted the Romans by his favouritism as well as

by his severity. Rycault, in his continuation of Platina's Lives of the Popes,

says that "he made confidents of none but of such men only, as were of his own
country : his secretaries that were most intimate with him, and privy to all his

designs and secrets, were William Eikenwort, whom he had made chief datary,

and bishop of Tortosa,— the only cardinal created by him, and Theodorick

Iletius, both Dutchmen, and John Rufus, who had been his old acquaintances

and creatures, by whose counsels and advice ho contrived and acted all matters

which had relation to the government ; and seldom communicated his counsels

and designs to the college but only to his Dutchmen, whom he often praised for

their sincere and real intentions, without fraud or artifice, and for being truly

faithful to the Church and loyal to him." Platina's Lives of the Popes, con-

tinued by Paul Rycault 1685. part ii. p. 44. Tr.
^ Gott habe seiches E. G. eingeben. (L. 0pp. xviii. 470.)
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where we had hoped to gather grapes, we have found nought

but wild grapes. The blast has been blown in vain ; thy wicked-

nesses have not melted away. Open then thine eyes, and behold

liow great has been thy fall ! . . .

"If the unity of the Church be no more, if the simple have

been turned away from the faith they drew from their mother's

breasts, if the churches be deserted, the people left without

priests, and the priests without the honour which is' their due,

if Christians be without Christ, to whom do we owe all this, if

it be not to thee? 1
. . . If Christian peace have fled from

the earth, if nought be found on earth but discord, rebellion,

robberies, assassination, and fire-raising; if the shout of wai

resound from East to West, if an universal battle be preparing,

for all this it is thou, even thou, that art to blame!

"Seest thou not that sacrilegious man (Luther) rending

with his guilty hands, and trampling with his filthy feet the

images of the saints, and even the sacred cross of Jesus Christ?

. . . Seest thou not with what impious rage, he urges on

the laity to imbrue their hands in the blood of tlie priests, and

to overthrow the Churches of the Lord.

"And what though the priests whom he attacks be bad priests?

Hath not the Lord said: All therefore wJiatsoeter they hid you

observe, that observe and do; but do not ye after their icorJcs; thus

showing the honour that pertains to them even when their life

is blame-worthy.-

"Rebellious apostate, he is not ashamed to pollute the vessels

that have been consecrated to God; he snatches from their sanc-

tuaries holy virgins consecrated to Christ, and gives them to the

devil; he takes the priests of the Lord and delivers them to

infamous prostitutes. . . . Frightful profanation, which the

very pagans would have condemned with dismay, had they found

it done by the high priests of their idols

!

"Of what punishment, what martyrdom then, thinkest thou

we shall judge you deserving? . . . Pity thine ownself,

pity those wretched Saxons of thine; for if thou dost not speedily

1 Dass die Kirchen ohne Volk sincl, dass die Vblker ohne Priester sind, dass

die Priester ohneEhresind.und dass die Christen ohne Christo sind. (L. Opp,

xviii. p. 371.)
* Wenn sie gleich eines verdammten Lebens sind. (Ibid. p. 379.)
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repent, God will make the thunders of his vengeance to descend

upon thee.

"In the name of Almighty God and of our Lord Jesus Christ,

whose representative I am upon the earth, I declare that thou

shalt be punished in this world, and that thou shalt be plunged

into the eternal fire in that which is to come ! Repent, and be

converted! . . . The two swords are suspended above thy

head; the sword of the empire, and the sword of the pope-

dom. ^ "...
The godly Frederick shuddered Avhen he read this threaten-

ing brief. He had written to the emperor shortly before, to

tell him that old age and ill health rendered him incapable of

occupying himself with these affairs; and to this an answer was

returned in the most audacious letter ever received by a sove-

reign prince. Though enfeebled by age, he cast his eyes on the

sword which, in the days of his vigour, he had carried with him

to the holy sepulchre. He began to think that he must unsheath

it for the protection of the consciences of his subjects, and that,

though tottering on the brink of the grave, he was not to have

the satisfaction of going down to it in peace. He immediately

wrote to the fathers of the Reformation at Wittemberg, asking

their advice.

There, too, there were forecastings of troubles and persecu-

tions. "What shall I say," wrote the gentle Melanchthon, "to

which side shall I turn? Hate overwhelms us, and the whole

world is transported with rage against us.""^ Luther, Link,

Melanchthon, Bugenhagen and Amsdorff held a joint consulta-

tion on the answer to be transmitted to the elector. They were

all nearly of the same opinion as to what it should be, and the

counsels they sent are very remarkable:

"No prince," said they, "can undertake a war without the

consent of the people from whose hands he has received the

government.3 Now, the people have no wish to fight for the

1 This is certainly a remarkable letter of pope Adrian's. How grievously

may prejudice blind an otherwise honest and well-meaning person, so as to

make him regard opposition to human inventions as sacrilege, and on that

account give vent to his hatred by condemning, and even slandering the

innocent.—IIow much need have we to watch against it, and to seek nothing

but the truth, and that with a wholly devoted heart, from God.—L. R.
2 Quid dicam? Quo me vertam? (Corp. Ref. i. p. 627.)
* Principi nullum licet suscipere bellum, nisi consentiente populo, a quo

accepit imperium. (Ibid. p. 601.)
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Gospel, not having faith in it themselves. Let not, then, the

princes take up arms: they are the princes of the Gentiles, that

is, of unbelievers." Thus, it was the impetuous Luther who

besouo'ht the sa^e Frederick to return the sword into its scab-

bard; nor could he have given a better answer to the reproach

brought against him by the pope, of urging the laity to imbrue

their hands in the blood of the clergy. Few characters have

been less correctly understood than his. This advice was dated

8th February, 1523. Frederick restrained himself.'

The pope's anger soon bore its fruits. Those princes who

had openly detailed their complaints against Kome, dismayed

at their own hardihood, now would fain expiate it by acts of

complaisance. Many said to themselves, moreover, that victory

would remain on the pope's side, inasmuch as it seemed the

stronger of the two. "In our days," said Luther, "princes con-

tent themselves with sa^^ing, three times three make nine; or

' Frcflerick the "Wise was so mtich offended -with these accusations of the pope,

says Milner, that he seems for a moment to have forgotten those discreet maxims
by wliich lie had constantly regulated his conduct.

John Planitz, a German nobleman, represented him in the imperial council

ofregency at Nuremberg, and to him the elector wrote that he had never imagined

it possible that he should receive so extraordinary a letter as the pontifical

brief; nay, he was inclined to suspect its being a forgery. He wished the papal

legate to be told that he himself would write to the council of regency that he
was ready to appear and defend himself before them and the empevor. But
Planitz who appears to have been a sincere friend to Luther, urged that it would

be imprudent for his master to entrust his reputation to such partial judges

;

that much injury to the Protestant cause would infallibly ensue; and that he
had better content himself with returning general answers to the pope's objec-

tions. Frederick, easily persuaded to abandon a resolution so opposite to his

usual system, transmitted a written defence to Adrian himself, expressed con-

cisely and in general terms, while to the legate he directed a brief explanation

to be given of the line of conduct he had pursued throughout Luther's business.

The elector avoided personal altercation with the pope ; but to the legate he
positively insisted on the fact that his only promise to Cajetan was that, "in

the hope of putting an end to ecclesiastical dissensions, he would stand engaged
to compel Luther to appear before the cardinal at Augsburg." See Milner,

vol. V. p. 114.

Milner subjoins in a Note a letter from Planitz to the elector, expressing that

wary counsellor's total want of confidence in the pope's promises to redress

many of their grievances. "Why," snys Planitz, "should we have thought it

necessary to write to Ferdinand, the brother and representative of the emperor,

as you will perceive by the enclosed copy, he has done, to instigate him to use

A ROD. We might as well have spoken out at once, and said a rod or iron.

Surely if he were a shepherd of Christ's flock, he would think it his duty to

cultivate peace, to investigate the truth, and to prevent errors and schisms, by

mild, and not by compulsory methods." . . .

Frederick was much displeased with some parts of the diet's answer to the

legate, particularly that which seemed to threaten the clergy with a species of

inquisition that would inevitably fetter them in preaching the Gospel; and
before the final resolution of the diet, he directed a formal protest to be

entered in his name against every such restraint. (See Milner as above.) Tr.
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twice seven makes fourteen: the thing has been rightly cal-

culated, and it will succeed. Thereupon our Lord God doth

arise and saith: "For how many then do ye reckon me?" . . .

For a zero perhaps? ... He then confounds all their

reckonings, and their calculations are found to be false."!

IV. The fiery flames vomited forth by the meek and gentle

Adrian, kindled the conflagration; his roaring made all Chris-

tendom bestir itself. Persecution, after being checked for a

time, burst forth afresh. Luther trembled for Germany, and

made efforts to conjure the storm. " If the princes," said he,

" oppose the truth, the result will be a tumult which will des-

troy princes, magistrates, priests and people. I tremble at the

prospect of the whole of Germany soon swimming in blood.2 Let

us lift ourselves up as a wall, and preserve our people from the

fury of our God ! The nations are not now what they have

hitherto been.3 The sword of civil wars hangs over the heads

of kin"S. They would destroy Luther, but Luther would save

them. Christ lives and reigns; I shall live and reign with

him.4
'*

These words produced no eftect. Eome hastened onwards in

the career of fire and blood. The Reformation, hke Christ him-

self, was not come to bring peace but a sword. Persecution was

required in the order of God's dealings; and as some things are

hardened by fire for the purpose of defending them from the

influence of the atmosphere, thus were fiery trials to guard the

truths of the Gospel from the influence of the world. But more

than this was effected by them : they served, as in the early

times of Christianity, to kindle everywhere in men's hearts,

enthusiasm for a cause so furiously persecuted. A holy indig-

nation against injustice and violence, springs up in man from

the time that he begins to know the truth. An instinct pro-

ceeding- from God, impels him to side with the oppressed; and

at the same time, the faith of martyrs elevates him, takes pos-

session of him, and allures him to that salutary doctrine which

gives so much courage and so much peace.

' So kehrt er ihnen auch die Rechnung gar um. (L. 0pp. xxii. 1831.)

2 Ut videar mihi videre Germaniam in sanguine natare. (L. Epp. ii. p. \5Ck)

^ Cogitent populos non esse tales modo, quales hactenus fuerunt. (Ibid. p.

157.)
* Cliristus meus vivit et regnat, et ego vivam et regnabo. (Ibid. p. 158.')
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Diike George took the lead in this persecution; but deeming

it a small matter when confined to his own states, he particu-

larl}^ wanted it to ravage electoral Saxony, that focus of heresy,

and did his utmost to shake the convictions of the elector and

duke John. " Merchants," he wrote to them from Nuremberg,

" coming from Saxony relate strange things about that country,

and things contrary to the honour of God and of his saints:

people are there receiving the holy sacrament with the hand!

. . . The bread and wine are consecrated in the language

of the people; the blood of Christ is put into common vessels,

and a man at Eulenberg, as an insult to the priest, even entered

the Church mounted on an ass! Accordingly, what are the

consequences? The mines with which God had enriched Saxony,

have been exhausted since the innovating preachings of Luther.

Oh ! would to God that they who boast of having raised up the

Gospel again in the electorate, had rather taken it to Constan-

tinople. Luther has a sweet and pleasant song, but an em-

poisoned tail which stings like a scorpion. Let us make ready

for battle ! Let us cast into chains these apostate monks and

these impious priests ; and that without delay, for our heads and

beards are growing white with age, and warn us that time for

action is but short.'
"

Thus wrote duke George to the elector. The latter firmly

and mildly replied, that whosoever should commit any wicked

act within his territories, should not escape the condemnation

he deserved; but as for men's consciences, such things must be

left to God.2

Unable to persuaae Frederick, George now began to indulge

his rage on every side, by attacking the work he so much hated.

He tlirew the monks and priests who followed Luther'^s opinions

into prison; he recalled the students belonging to his states,

from universities tainted with the Eeformation; and he issued

orders that all copies of the New Testament found in the vulgar

tongue, should be delivered up to the magistrates. The same

measures were taken in Austria, in Wurtemberg, and in the

duchy of Brunswick.

But it was in the Low Countries, under the immediate

> Wie ihre Biirt und Haare aus-sveisen. (Seckendorf, p. 482.)

2 Musse man solche Dinge Gott uberlassen. (Ibid. p. 485.)

11. 2 o
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authority of Charles V., that persecution burst forth with the

greatest violence. The Augustinian monastery at Antwerp,

was full of monks who had welcomed the truths of the Gospel.

Several of the friars there had past some time at Wittemberg,

and since 1519, salvation by grace had been preached in their

church with great energy. The prior, James Probst, a man of

ardent temper, and Melchior Mirisch who was distinguished,

on the contrary, by his prudence and address, were seized and

taken to Brussels, towards the close of the year 1521. There

they were sisted before Aleander, Glapio, and sundry other pre-

lates. Taken by surprise, confounded, frightened, Probst

retracted; but Melchior Mirisch contrived to soften his judges,

and thus escaped both condemnation and retractation.

These persecutions did not intimidate the monks that were

still left in the monastery at Antwerp; they continued to preach

the Gospel strenuously. The people flocked to hear in crowds,

so that at Antwerp as well as AVittemberg, the church of the

Augustinians was found too sma,ll for those who frequented it. In

October, 1522, the storm that had been brewing, burst upon them

the monastery was shut up; the monks were thrown into prison

and condemned to death. l Some succeeded in their attempts

to escape. Women, forgetting the timidity of their sex, rescued

one of them, Henry van Zutphen, from his executioners.- Three

young monks, Henry Voes, John Esch, and Lambert Thorn,

eluded for a time the vigilance of the inquisitors. All the

vessels belonging to the monastery were sold; the building itself

was barricaded; the holy sacrament was removed as from an

infamous place; Margaret, the governante of the Low Countries,

solemnly received it into the Church of the Holy Virgin ;3 orders

were given that not one stone of that heretical monastery should

be left upon another, and several burgesses and women of the

city who had gladly heard the Gospel were cast into prison.^

Luther was overwhelmed with grief on hearing of these things.

" The cause we are defending," said he, " is no longer a mere

play; it exacts life and blood.5
"

^
Ziim Tode rerurtheilet. (Seckendorf, p. 265.)

^ Quomodo mulieres vi Henricum liberarint. (L. Epp. ii. p. 265.)

^ Susceptum honorifice a domina Margarcta. (Ibid.)

^ Gives aliquos (?), et mulieres vexatre et punitse. (Ibid.)
Et vitam exiget et sanguinem. (Ibid. p. 181.)
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Mirisch and Probst lived to experience very different lots in

life. The prudent Mirisch erelong became the docile servant of

Rome, and executor of the imperial edicts against the partisans

of the E-eformation.i Probst, on the contrary, on escaping from

the inquisitors, deplored his sin, retracted his retractation, and

boldly preached the doctrine he had abjured, at Bruges, in

Flanders. Arrested anew and imprisoned at Brussels, his death

seemed inevitable.^ But a Franciscan taking pity upon him,

aided his escape; and Probst, "saved by a miracle of God," said

Luther, arrived at Wittemberg, where his two-fold deliverance

filled the hearts of the friends of the Reformation with joy.3 4

The Romish priests were now everywhere on the alert. The

town of Miltenberg on the Mayne, belonging to the elector-arch-

bishop of Maintz, was one of the German cities that had most

eagerly received the Word of God, and its inhabitants fondly

loved their pastor, John Draco, one of the most enlightened men

of his time. He was constrained to retire to a distance; but

the Romish ecclesiastics, dreading the popular resentment, took

fright and retired at the same time. One evangelical deacon

alone remained for the consolation of men's souls. Troops from

Maintz then entered and spread themselves through the town,

with their mouths full of blasphemies, brandishing their swords,

and giving themselves up to debauchery.'^

These soldiers slew some of the evangelical Christians ;6 others

they seized and cast into prison; the Romish rites were restored;

' Est executor CsQsaris contra nostros. (Ibid. p. 207-)
- Demo captum, exustum credimus. (Ibid. p. 214.)
^ Jacobus, Dei miraculo liberatus, qui nunc agit nobiscum. (L. Epp. ii. p.

182.) This letter, which in Mr. von Wettes collection stands under the date cf

14th April, ought to be placed after the month of June; for on the 26th of

June, Luther says that Probst had been apprehended a second time and was to

be burnt. It cannot be admitted that Probst could have been at Wittemberg
between his two captivities, for Luther could not have said of a Christian who
had saved himself by a retractation, that he had been delivered by a miracle of

God. Perhaps for in die S. Tiburtii we ought to read in the date of the letter,

in die S. Turiafl, which would correspond to 13th of July, a date which to

me seems the most probable.
* M. Michelet adverts to the circumstances that had occurred at Antwerp in

terms that leave it doubtful how far the party guilty of violence were the
Romanists or the Protestants. " In vain," says he, " did Luther recommend
the avoidance of all violence ; the Reformation escaped from his hands while it

daily extended itself beyond his reach, (au deJwrs)." And he then quotes
Luther's recapitulation of the Antwerp transactions. Tr.

* So sie doch schandlicher leben denn Huren und Buben. (L. Epp. ii. p,

482.)
« Schlug etliche todt. (Seckendorf, p. 604.)
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the reading of the Bible was interdicted, and the inhabitants

were forbidden so much as to mention the Gospel, even in their

most private conversations. At the first appearance of the

troops, the deacon took refuge in the house of a widow, but

beino- denounced to the commanding officers, these sent a soldier

to apprehend him. The humble deacon, hearing the soldier who

had come to seek his life in haste to execute his errand, calmly

waited for his entering, and just as his room-door suddenly-

opened, he mildly went up to him, cordially embraced him, and

said: "I greet you, my brother; see, plunge your sword into

my breast."^ Astonished at such a reception, the fierce soldier

allowed the sword to drop from his hands, and would allow no

one to injure the pious evangelist.

Meanwhile the Netherlands inquisitors, in their thirst for

blood, beat the country in all directions for the young Augus-

tinians who had escaped from the persecution at Antwerp.

Esch, Voes, and Lambert, being discovered at last, were thrown

into chains, and taken to Brussels. Egmondanus, Hoch-

straten, and some other inquisitors summoned them before

them. "Ketract," said Hochstraten, "your assertion that the

priest has no power to forgive sin, and that that power belongs

to God alone." He proceeded to enumerate all the other

evangelical doctrines, and these, likewise, he summoned them to

abjure. " No, we will not retract anything," exclaimed Esch

and Voes firmly; "we will not abjure the Word of God; we

would rather die for the faith."

The Inquisitor.—"Admit that you have been seduced by

Luther."

The young Augustinians.—"As the apostles were seduced by

Jesus Christ."

The Inquisitors.—"We declare you to be heretics, worthy to

be burnt alive, and we deliver you over to the secular arm."

Lambert uttered not a word; he was overcome by the dread

of death, and unhinged by anguish and doubt. "Give me four

days," said he with a half choking voice. On the expiration of this

delay, Esch, and Voes were solemnly deposed from the priest-

hood,- and delivered over to the council of the governante of the

* Sey gegriisst, mein Bruder. (Scultet. Ann. i. p. 1Y3.)
-' " On the day fixed for their execution, the youngest of the three was brought
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Netherlands, after which, the council transferred them in mans:-

cles to the executioner. Hochstraten and three other inquisitors l

accompanied them to the stake.2

On arriving at the pile, the young mart^^rs calmly contem-

plated it ; their constancy, their piety, and their youth,3 extorting

tears from their very inquisitors. On their being tied up, the

confessors drew near, saying: "We ask you once more, will you

receive the Christian faith?"

The Martyrs.—"We believe in the Christian Church, but not

in your church."

Half an hour elapsed; their persecutors hesitated, hoping that

the immediate prospect of so frightful a death would intimidate

these young men. But they, remaining alone at peace amid the

restless crowd that covered the place, sang psalms aloud, pausing

at intervals, that they might courageously say to each other:

"We desire to die for the name of Jesus Christ."

"Be converted, be converted," shouted the inquisitors, "other-

wise you will die in the name of the devil."—"No," replied the

martyrs, "we shall die as Christians, and for the truth of the

Gospel."

The pile was then kindled. As the flame slowly rose, divine

peace filled their hearts, and one of them even said: "This seems

first into the market-place, and directed to kneel before a table, covered like a
communion-table. All fixed their astonished eyes upon him, but he discovered

not the least fear or perturbation of mind. His countenance was placid and
composed, yet mild and modest; he seemed entirely absorbed in prayers and
holy contemplations. "While they were stripping him of his sacerdotal dress, he
did everything they ordered him to do with perfect readiness; and when they
had thus made him a layman, he retired. Then the two others were produced;
and they went through the same ceremonies with a cheerful firmness, as far as

one may judge from the countenance. Soon after, one of these, together with

the youngest first mentioned, came forward and the two were led to the fire."

. . . Account by an Eye-witness, given by Milner in appendix to vol. v. of

his Church History. Tr.
' " Erasmus tells Landavus that there were three Furies which raged in the

Low Countries, Hochstrat the Dominican, Alcmar of the same order, and
Egmond the Carmelite. To these he adds an anonymous fourth, who employed
the former as his drudges and agents. , . . By the anonymous fourth he
probably means Aleander, who was now exalted to high stations and had
Wranglers under him, whom he could set at Erasmus ; though the laws of the

Church forbid Ecclesiastics alere canes venaticos (to keep hounds). See
Jortin's Life of Erasmus, v. i. p. 305. If Aleander were really the anonymous
fourth, it was very ba^e in Erasmus to write to him the following year, "excus-
ing himself for having spoken of him as an enemy, and declaring himself well

disposed to a reconciliation, and yet showing him, that he was too well informed

of his unfriendly behaviour." See the same, p. 338. Tr.
^ Facta est htccres Bruxellse in publico foro. (L. Epp. ii. p. 36L)
' Nondum triginta annorum. (Ibid.)
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to me like roses. "^ The dread hour was come; death was at

hand: both martyrs cried with strong voices: " DomineJesu,

Filie David, miserere nostril " "Lord Jesus, Sou of David, have

mercy upon us !
" They then began to say over the creed in a

grave toue."2 The flames reached them at last ; but they con-

sumed the cords that attached the martyrs to the stake before

quite depriving them of the breath of life. One of them availed

himself of this freedom, to drop upon his knees amid the fire,

and thus worshipping his Master,^ he exclaimed, at the same

time joining his hands: "Lord Jesus, Son of David, have

mercy upon us
!

" The fire enveloped their bodies ; they sang

aloud the Te Deum laudamus; their voices were soon stifled by

the flames, and all that remained of them was ashes.

This execution occupied four hours. It was on the 1st of

July 1523, that the first martyrs of the Eeformation thus gave

their lives for the Gospel.-^

* Dit schijnen mij als roosen te zijn. (Brandt. Hist, der Reformatie, i. p. T8.)

^ Admoto igni, canere cosperunt symbolum fidei, says Erasmus. (Epp. i. p.

1278.)
° Da ist der eine im Feuer auf die Knie gefallen. (L. 0pp. xviii. pv 481.)
* It is the less surprising that the Netherlands furnished the first martyrs to

the Reformation, as we know that all writers are agreed in representing that

part of Europe as having been very early prepared for the reception of the

Gospel, and as the writings of Erasmus were probably more read among his own
countrymen than elsewhere.

The author has spoken of some of the first harbingers of the Reformation in

the first volume. To these may be added. Count Edzard of East Friesland,

whom I find thus described in a modern history of the Dutch Reformed Church.

"The prince of East Friesland, Count Edzard," says Ypey and Dermont,
"was the first among European princes who, since 1516, having read the writ-

ings of Erasmus, and afterwards those of Zwingli and Luther, openly declared

himself in favour of the doctrines contained therein, and called upon all his sub-

jects to examine the same without prejudice, to the end that the conscience

might express itself in an open confession, with respect to which he granted the

fullest liberty to every one. Edzard was beloved by his people ; they had often

risked their lives for him in battle ; and to such a people he found himself

obliged to grant entire freedom of conscience. But such a people, likewise,

allowed themselves with all meekness to be exhorted to inquire into the truth

in regard to what men before God, for attainment of everlasting salvation, must
or must not believe."

This conduct of the Count of East Friesland, according to the same writersj

happily concurred with the impressions in favour of the Gospel that had beec
left in the adjacent Dutch provinces, by Wessels Goesvoet, who had preached a
purer doctrine than that of Rome in the last half of the fifteenth century; all

these provinces being intimately connected together by common language and
customs, and by family ties.

An earlier Dutch historian, Brandt, introduces Graphceus, secretary to the
city of Antwerp, before any of the above martyrs, as a sutFerer in the cause of

the Reformation. When Henry Voes and John Esch, were burnt, Graphceus was
imprisoned for having vented opinions rather free than strictly evangelical, in a
preface which he prefixed to a small work, intituled the Liberty of the Christian

Religion, written by John van Gooch. But Graphceus, although a great sufferer.
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All riglit-tliinking people were horrorstruck when they heard

of it.^ They trembled for the future. " The work of the hang-

man is begun,"- said Erasmus.—"At length," exclaimed Luther,

"'Jesus Christ obtains some fruit from our preaching, and is

creating new martyrs."

But whatever gratification Luther experienced from the faith-

fulness of these two young Christians, was marred by thoughts

about Lambert, who was the most learned of the three, and had

succeeded Probst as preacher at Antwerp. His mind could

find no rest while in prison ; he was alarmed at the prospect of

death, but still more so by his conscience ever reproaching him

with his cowardice, and urging him to confess the Gospel. He
was erelong delivered from those fears, boldly avowed the truth,

and died like his brethren.^

having been condemned to imprisonment for life, confiscation of goods, and to

the ig'nominy of a public recantation, seems never to Lave embraced the great

doctrines of tlic Reformation, and even the opinions which brought him into

trouble he recanted.

The fact is, authors will continue to differ as to the persons who should be

considered as Reformers and sufferers in the cause of the Reformation, as long

as they differ as to what really constituted the Reformation ; and Brandt, as a

Remonstrant, was evidently inclined to elevate men who, like Erasmus, were

lights in the learned world rather than in the Church, whose views of Scriptural

truth were but imperfect, whose principles were comparatively weak, and who
sustained the character which M. Merle d'Aubign6, in other parts of his work,

has so admirably described, of neither thorough Papists, nor thorough Protes-

tants. If the essence of the Reformation lay in the restoration to Christendom

of the doctrines of grace as set forth in the Bible, then, the mere attacking of

papal error without any clear exhibition of truth could not constitute a man a

Reformer.
I am much more surprised to find a professor of theology in the Dutch

Reformed Church, and the secretary of its general Synod, as the authors of the

elaborate history of that Church above quoted and published in 1819, fall into

the same error, representing Erasmus as perhaps the foremost of the Refor-

mers, and classing others in the same category who, however useful and eminent

otherwise, were by no means entitled to that distinctive appellation. For this

and other defects in their history, they have been censured with great ability,

by a learned advocate at the Hague who entirely concurs in the views I have

expressed. (See GescMedeenis der Nederlandsche Hervormde KerTc, door A.

Ypey en I. J. Dermout. Te Breda 1819, and De Eere der Nederlandsche

Hervormde Kerh gehandhaafd tegen Ipey en Dermoid, door Mr. C. M. van

der Kemp. Te Rotterdam. 1830.) Tr.
1 No wonder ! who shudders not at the recollection of such atrocities. Who

shudders not to think that people are to be found, even in our days, who would

fain embellish these atrocities, andwould recommend to us a religion and a Church,

as alone securing salvation, which had recourse to such means of maintaining

her position, or as they allege, of converting persons in error, and who would

fain subject anew our fatherland, yea, and all Christian nations, to its domina-

tion? ilad we no proof besides what is presented in these inhuman proceedings,

it were enough to demonstrate to us, that the Romish Church is a church alto-

gether opposed to the Spirit of Christ.—L. R.
- CoeDta est carnificina. (Epp. p. 1429.)
^ Quarta post exustus est tertius frater I.ambertus. (L. Epp. ii. p. 361.)
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A ricli harvest sprang from the blood of these martyrs.

Brussels leaned to the side of the Gospel.^ "Wherever Alean-

der raises a pile," said Erasmus, "it is as if he sowed heretics."
'^

"A^our bonds are my bonds," wrote to him Luther, "your

dungeons my dungeons, your stakes my stakes! 3 We all

are with you, and Jesus Christ is at our head!" He then

celebrated the death of these young monks in a beautiful hymn,

and soon throughout Germany and the Netherlands, alike in the

towns and . landward districts,- notes might be heard diffusing

everywhere an enthusiastic - feeling in favour of the faith of

those martyrs.

No ! no ! their ashes are not lost,

But, blown'about from coast to coast,

They're sown in every land

;

And soldiers from that seed shall rise

Who death and dungeons shall despise,

To Christ a faithful hand!

"When Satan sends forth fire and sword

To stop the preaching of the word.

His cause he then betrays

;

Far farther than man's breath can reach,

Each martyrdom the truth will teach.

And sound the Saviour's praise.*

V. Adrian would undoubtedly have persevered in this course

of violence ; the failure of his endeavours to check the Reforma-

tion, his orthodoxy, his zeal, his rigid disposition, his very con-

scientiousness, would have made him a cruel persecutor. But

Providence did not permit him. He died on the 14th of Sep-

tember, 1523, and in the delight they felt at being rid of this

rigid foreigner, the Romans crowned his physician's gate with

flowers, and had inscribed over it: "To the saviour of his

country."5

' Ea mors multos fecit Lutheranos. (Er. Epp. p. 952.) Tum demum csepit

civitas favere Luthero. (Ibid. p. 1676. Erasmus to duke George.) Ea civitas

antea purissima. (Ibid. p. 1430.)
2 Ubicunque fumos excitavit nuntius, ibi diceres fuisse factam hsereseon

Bementem. (Ibid.

3 Vestra vincula mea sunt, vestri carceres et ignes mei sunt. (L. Epp. ii, p.

464.) This letter will be found at greater length in Milner, vol. v. p. 150. Te.
* Die Asche will nicht lassen ab,

Sie staubt in alien Landen,
Hie hilft kein Bach, Loch, noch Grab. . . . (L. 0pp.

xviii. p. 484.)
* "Nothing can show the true spirit of popery more clearly," says Milner
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Adrian V. was succeeded by Julius di Medicis, a cousin of

Leo X., under the name of Clement VII, From the day of his

being elected no more was said about a religious reform. The
new pope, like many of his predecessors, thought only about

maintaining the privileges of the popedom, and making its

resources and influence available for the aggrandisement of his

own authority.

Wishing to repairjRidrian''s blunders, Clement sent to Nurem-
berg a legate of his own character, one of the ablest prelates at

his court, cardinal Campeggi ; a man who had had much ex-

"than the observations of the celebrated historian, Pallavicinus, on the charac-
ter of Adrian VI., and on his promises of reformation." " He -was headstrong
in his designs ; and these were formed from abstract speculations, specious in
appearance but by no means suited to practice. There was in him a simplicity
and a credulity, which made him listen to those who found fault with the con-
duct of his predecessor Leo X. Then he was too vehement, too open, too sin-
cere, and most excessively imprudent in making a public acknowlcdsmeut of
the corruptions of the Roman court." This historian proceeds to tell us that
"the POPEDOM is a mixture of sacred and profane dominion, and that, therefore, its

administration requires a deal of knowledge in civil concerns, and in the arts o!
government

; and we are to understand that, for his part, he would rather chooso
that the head of the Church should be a man of moderate sanctity, joined
WITH EXTRAORDINARr PRUDENCE, THAN ONE WHOSE PRUDENCE WAS BUT OF THE
MIDDLE SORT, WHATEVER MIGHT BE UIS CHARACTER FOR HOLINESS."

" We need not wonder that such principles as these should lead Pallavicinus
to disapprove of Adrian's projected emendations of the Church ; and to main-
tain that the Protestants would thereby have been encouraged : whereas accord-
ing to him, "the flames of their treasons were not to be extinguished by con-
cessions, but quenched by showers of blood." Note at p. 105, Milncr, vol. v.

Adrian was sin}2)le enough to suppose that the sovereign pontiflF could pass for
a really humble man by putting ofl: his hose and shoes, before he entered Rome,
and passing barefoot and bare-lcggcd through the streets towards his palace,
gxeatly to the offence it would appear of Cardinal Wolsey, "a man of contrary
qualities," says Cresacre More, who relates the fact, or rather, a man who was
not afraid to seem what he was, fond of display and proud of his dignities.
Again, he showed his credulity in endeavouring to check the Reformation by
canonizing Benno, bishop of Misna in the eleventh century, whose chief merit
was that of a rebel and traitor, having sided with Ilildebrand, (Gregory VII.)
and excommunicated his lawful prince the emperor Henry IV. " His miracles,"
says Jortin, "were as follows: He shut the emperor out of the Church, and
flung the keys of the Church into the Elbe; but they were found in the belly
of a fish and restored to the prelate; he crossed a river, walking on it as on dry
ground; he turned water into wine; he caused a fountain to spring up by strik-
ing the ground with his foot ; he said mass in two places at once ; he foretold to
a marquis, who had given him a blow on the face, that he should die in a year's
time, and it came to pass accordingly; after his death he appeared in a dream
to a marquis, and struck out one of his eyes ; and wrought many other mira-
cles." See Jortin's Erasmus, vol. i. p. 325.

Luther did for truth, what Voltaire did afterwards in his attacks on the
Romish priesthood, with whom he foolishly confounded Christianity. He took
advantage of passing events that interested men's minds, in order to direct that
interest into a right channel. He wrote, accordingly, against this canoniza-
tion, treating Benno's miracles as either human frauds' or diabolical operations.
Emsor, who had previously written Benno's life, and dedicated it to duke George
of Saxony, defended the saint against Luther. See Jortin as above. Tr.

II. 2 p
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perience of affairs, and was acquainted with almost all the

princes of Germany. After being magnificently received in the

cities of Italy, the legate soon beheld what a change had taken

place in the empire. On entering Augsburg he wished, accord-

ing to custom, to bestow his benediction upon the people, but

was laughed at for his trouble. Holding the thing as done, he

entered Nuremberg incognito, without going to the Church of

St. Sebald, where the clergy were waiting to receive him. No
priests preceded him in their sacerdotal dresses ; no cross was

solemnly borne before him;^ one would have said that

some ordinary person was traversing the streets of the city.

All things announced to the popedom that its reign was about

to close.

The diet was opened anew at Nuremberg, in January

1524. A storm now threatened that national government for

which the Germans had been indebted to the firmness of

Frederick. In fact the Suabian league, the richest cities of the

empire, and more than all, Charles V. had vowed its ruin.

Accused of favouring the new heresy, it was resolved that

every member of that administration should be deposed

from his office. Frederick thereupon left Nuremberg immedi-

ately.

The Easter holidays were now approaching, an occasion on

which Osiander and the evangelical preachers redoubled their

zeal. They first preached openly that antichrist had entered

Rome, on the day that Constantino the Great left that city, in

order that he might fix his residence at Constantinople. The

consecration of palm branches and several of the Easter cere-

monies Avere omitted ; four thousand persons received the sup-

per under both kinds, and the queen of Denmark, who was the

emperor's sister, openly received it thus at the castle. "Ah,"

exclaimed arch-duke Ferdinand in a rage, "would that you were

not my sister!"—"We have been fondled on the same breast,"

replied the queen, "and I would sacrifice all to please you, save

the Word of God."2

Such audacity as this made Campeggi shudder. Affecting,

* Communi habitu, quod per sylvas et campos ierat, per mediam urbem . , •

sine clero, sine prsevia cruce. (Cochloeus, p. 82.)
« Wolle sich des Wortes Gottes halten. (Seckend. p. 613.)
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however, to despise the people's ridicule and the discourses of

the preachers, and relying on the authority of the emperor and

the pope, he reminded the diet of the edict of Worms, and called

upon it to put down the Reformation by force. At these words

several of the princes and deputies expressed their indignation:

"What," said they, to Campeggi, "have become of the com-

plaints presented to the pope by the German nation?" In

accordance with his instruction, the legate put on an air of

honest astonishment : " Three copies of that document," said

he, " came to Rome, but we received no official communication

on the subject, and I could not believe that so unbecoming a

production could have emanated from your lordships."

The diet was indignant at this reply. If such be the manner

in which the pope receives its representations, it would know,

on its side, how to receive those he might address to it. " The

people," said many of the deputies, "thirst for the Word of

God; and to deprive them of it, as the edict of Worms ordains,

would be to make blood flow in torrents."

Forthwith the diet took up the subject of the answer that

should be sent to the pope. In the impossibility of abolishing

the edict of Worms, a clause was added to it which made it a

nullity. "It must be complied with," it was said, "-as far as

possible.'''''^ Now, several of the states had declared that it was

impossible to observe it. At the same time, conjuring up the

unwelcome shade of the councils of Constance and of Basel, the

diet insisted that an universal council of Christendom should be

convoked in Germany.

The friends of the Reformation did not stop there. Why-

wait for a council which perhaps might never be convoked, and

which, in any case, would be composed of bishops of all nations?

Was Germany to subject her anti-Roman tendencies to prelates

coming from Spain, France, England, and Italy? The national

government had been overthrown; in its place there behoved to

be a national assembly for the protection of the people's interests.

In vain was this course opposed by Hannaart, the envoy from

Spain, sent by Charles V., and by all the partisans of Rome

and the emperor; the majority of the diet were not to be moved

' Quantum eis possibile sit. . . „ (Cochloeus, p. 84.)
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from their purpose. It was agreed that a diet, a secular meet-

ing, should be convened at Spires in November, for the regula-

tion of all religious questions, and that the states should imme-

diately obtain from their respective divines, a catalogue of the

controverted points, for the purpose of laying these before that

august assembly.

No time was lost in doing this. The provinces severally

drew up their statements; and never was Eome threatened with

so powerful an explosion. Franconia, Brandenburg, Henneburg,

Windsheim, Wertheim, and Nuremberg, pronounced themselves

in favour of evangelical views, against the seven sacraments,

the abuses of the mass, the adoration of saints, and the pope's

supremacy. "There goes coin of the right stamp," said Luther.

It might be expected that not one of the questions then agitat-

ing the people, would be dismissed in silence—that the majority

would obtain general measures . . . that the unity of

Germany, her independence, and her reformation, would all be

saved.

Upon this news the pope could no longer restrain his wrath.

What ! shall men dare to erect a secular tribunal for deciding

religious affairs even against his authority I^ Should this in-

conceivably audacious resolution be carried into effect, Germany

would, no doubt, be saved, but Rome would be lost. A con-

sistory was summoned in great haste, and such was the excite-

ment among the senators, that it looked as if the Germans were

marching upon the capitol. "Frederick's head must be deprived

of the electoral hat," said Aleander.—"The kings of England

and of Spain," said another cardinal, "must threaten the free

cities with the rupture of all commercial relations with them."

The congregation decided at last that the sole means of salva-

tion lay in moving heaven and earth to prevent the meeting at

Spires.

Forthwith the pope wrote to the emperor: "Though it be I

who first make head against the storm, it is not because it

threatens me alone; but because the helm is in my hands.

The rights of the empire are attacked still more than the dig-

nity of the court of Eome itself."

' Pontifix Eegerrime tulit.intelligens novum de religione tribunal eo pacto exci-

tari citra ipsius auctoritatem, (Pallay. i. p. 182.)
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While this letter was on its way to Castile, the pope endea-

voured to secure for himself alliances in Germany, and it was

not long before he had gained over one of the most powerful

families in the empire, that of the dukes of Bavaria. In that

country the edict of Worms had been no better observed than

elsewhere, and the doctrines of the Gospel had made great pro-

gress in it; but since the close of the year 1521, its princes,

under the influence of Dr. Eck, chancellor of their university

of Ingolstadt, had been inclining to the side of Kome, and had

passed an edict in which they commanded all their subjects to

remain true to the religion of their forefathers.'

The Bavarian bishops showed some alarm at this encroach-

ment on the part of the secular authority, \vhereupon Eck went

off to Rome for the purpose of asking the pope to bestow upon

the princes an extension of their power. Not only did his

holiness grant all that was asked from him, but even gave the

dukes besides, one fifth of the ecclesiastical revenues of their

territories.

Thus, at a time when the Reformation had as yet organised

nothing, Roman Catholicism sought support from powerful

institutions ; and catholic princes, abetted by the pope, laid their

hands on the Church's revenues, long before the Reformation

had dared to touch them. What, then, are we to think of the

reproaches which have so often been brought against it by

Roman Catholics, on this head?

Clement VII. could reckon upon Bavaria in conjuring the

dreaded meeting at Spires. Erelong the archduke Ferdinand,

the archbishop of Salzburg, and some other princes besides, were

gained over in their turn.

But Campeggi would fain do more than this; Germans were

to be brought into active hostility with Germans; the whole

country was to be divided into two camps.

Before this, during his residence at Stuttgart, the legate had

concerted with Ferdinand the plan of an anti-reformation league.

"Everything is to be feared," he would say, "from an assembly

where regard is to be paid to the voice of the people. The diet

at Spires may destroy Rome and save Wittemberg. Let us

' Erstes baierisches Religions Mandat. (Winter, Gesch. der Evang. I.ehra
in Baiern. i. p. 310.)
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close our ranks; let us understand each other in the prospect of

battle."! Eatisbonne was fixed upon as the place of meeting.

Notwithstanding the jealousy subsisting between the ducal

houses of Bavaria and Austria, Campeggi succeeded in getting

the dukes of Bavaria and the archduke Ferdinand to meet in

that city, towards the close of 1 524, and these were joined by

the arclibishop of Salzburg, and the bishops of Trent and "Ratis-

bonne, while the bishops of Spires, Bamberg, Augsburg, Stras-

burg, Basel, Constance, Freisingen, Passau, and Brixen, sent

deputies to represent them.

The legate opened the meeting by energetically setting forth

the jeopardy into which princes and clergy were thrown by the

Eeformation. " Let us root out heresy,'' cried he, "and save

the Church."

The conferences were continued for a fortnight in the town-

house of Eatisbonne. A grand ball, prolonged throughout an

entire night, enlivened this the first Eoman Catholic meeting,

convened by the popedom for the purpose of crushing the Eefor-

mation at its birth.2 The measures that were to be taken for

the destruction of the heretics, were then finally resolved upon.

The princes and the bishops engaged to see to the execution of

the edicts of Worms and Nuremberg, not to permit any change

of public worship, not to tolerate any married clergymen in their

states, to recall all students belonging to their territories who

mio-ht be at Wittemberg, and to put forth every means in their

power for the destruction of heresy. They enjoined preachers

in treating difficult passages, to abide by the interpretations of

the fathers of the Latin church, Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine,

and Greo-ory. Not daring in the face of the Eeformation, to

appeal to the authority of the schoolmen, they confined them-

selves to a statement of the first elements of Eomish orthodoxy.

But on the other hand, unable to shut their eyes to the

scandals and corrupt morals of the priests,^ they agreed upon a

project of reform, in which they endeavoured to confine them-

selves to such of the grievances of Germany as least concerned

the court of Eome. Priests were forbidden to engage in trade,

> Winter, Gesch. der Evang. Lehre in Baiern. i. p. 156.

2 Ranke Deutsche Gesch. ii. p. 169.
* Improbis clericorum abusibus et perditis moribus. (Cochlceus, p. 91.)
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to haunt taverns, "to frequent dancing parties," and, with the

bottle in their hands, to dispute on points of faith.

Such was the result of the confederation of Katisbonne. ^

Rome made some concessions to the Reformation even while

arming herself against it, and in these resolutions we may-

observe the first indications of that influence on the part of the

Reformation in the sixteenth century, which was to effect an

internal renovation of (Roman) Catholicism. The Gospel could

not put forth its might without being so far imitated by its very

opponents. Emser had met Luther's translation of the Bible

by publishing another translation; Eck opposed his own Com-

mon Places to those of Melanchthon;^ and now Rome opposed

to the Reformation those partial attempts at reform, to which

her modern Catholicism may be traced. But all these doings on

the part of Rome, were no better in reality than cunning

expedients, by which she tried to escape from the dangers that

threatened her; branches snatched, it is true, from the tree of

the Reformation, but planted in what to them was a deadly

soil; life they had none, and in all similar attempts, life will

ever be wanting.

We are here presented with another fact. The Romish party

at Ratisbonne formed the first league that broke the German

unity. It was in the camp of the pope that the signal for battle

was first given. Ratisbonne was the cradle of that scission

—

of that political rending asunder of Germany, which so many of

that nation deplore down to our own day. The national assem-

bly at Spires, by sanctioning and generalising the Reformation

of the Church, must have secured the unity of the empire. But

the separatist conventicle at Ratisbonne rent the nation for

ever into two parts.3

Meanwhile Campeggi's projects did not succeed at first so

well as had been imagined. Few of the princes answered to the

call, and even Luther''s most decided adversaries, duke George

of Saxony, the elector Joachim of Brandenburg, the ecclesiasti-

cal electors, and the imperial cities took no part in it; a feeling

' Ut Lutheran! faction! eflScacius resistere possint, ultronea confoderatione

sese constrixerunt. (Cochloeus, p. 91.)
* Enchiridion, seu loci communes contra hsereticos, 1526.

3 Ranke Deutsche Gesch. ii. p. 163. Milner's remarks are to the same effect.

Tr.
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prevailed that the pope's legate was forming, in Germany, a

Romish party against the nation itself. Popular sympathies

counterbalanced religious antipathies, and erelong the liatis-

honne reformation became an object of popular ridicule. But the

initiative was taken; the example was set. It was thought that

it would cost little in the sequel to strengthen and extend this

Romish league, inasmuch as those who hesitated as yet, could

not fail to be ultimately dragged into it of necessity by the

march of events. To the legate Campeggi belongs the honour

of having invented the mine which was to place the liberties of

Germany, the existence of the empire, and the Reformation on

the very brink of destruction. From that time forth the cause

of Luther was no longer a purely religious affair; the Wittem-

berg monk's controversy took its place in the order of political

events in Europe. Luther was to find himself eclipsed; and

Charles V., the pope, and the princes, will now be found the chief

personages on the theatre where the grand drama of the six-

teenth century was to be acted out.

The prospect of the assembly to be held at Spires was not,

however, for a moment lost sight of; it was it that might be ex'

pected to neutralise the mischief that Campeggi had done at Ratis-

bonne. Rome, accordingly, set all to work in order to prevent it.

" What ! " said the pope''s deputies, not only to Charles V., but to

his ally Henry VIIL, and to other princes of Christendom also:

" What ! these haughty Germans, would they pretend, in a

national convention, to decide matters of faith ! It would appear

that kings, the imperial majesty, all Christendom, nay, the

whole world, must submit, forsooth! to what they may decree!""

The time was well chosen for working upon the emperor.

The war between that prince and Francis I. was now waged

with the utmost vigour. Pescaro and the constable de Bour-

bon had left Italy, and, entering France on the 1st of May,

they there laid siege to Marseilles. The pope, who far from

approved of this attack, might effect a powerful diversion by

threatening the rear of the imperial army, and with so much

reason for dreading his disfavour, Charles without hesitation

proceeded forthwith to sacrifice the empire's independence for

the sake of obtaining the favour of Rome, and promoting the

success of his struggle with France.
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On the loth of July, Charles published, at Burgos in Castile,

a decree in which he declared in an imperious and passionate

tone, "that to the pope alone it belonged to call a council, and

to the emperor alone to apply for it; that the contemplated

meeting at Spires neither could nor ought to be tolerated ; that

it was strange that the German nation should undertake to do

what all the other nations in the universe, even with the pope,

would not be authorised to do; that no time should be lost in

giving effect to the decree of Worms against the new Mahomet/'

Thus was it from Spain and Italy that there proceeded the

blow that arrested the progress of the Gospel in Germany. Nor

was this enough for Charles. He had, in 1519, proposed to

duke John, the elector's brother, to give the archduchess

Catherine, his sister, in marriage to the son of the latter, John

Frederick, heir to the electorate. But as this would be an union

with that very house of Saxony which was sustaining in Ger-

many those principles of religious and political independence

which Charles hated, he determined to break entirely with the

annoying and guilty representative of evangelical and national

sentiments, and gave his sister in marriage to John III. king

of Portugal. Frederick who, in 1519, had shown himself indif-

ferent to the overtures of the king, was able in 1524 to overcome

the indignation which the emperor's conduct made him feel;

but duke John let him know how profoundly that conduct had

wounded his proud spirit.

Thus may we more distinctly trace in the empire, the limits

of those two hostile camps that were for a long course of years

to rend it asunder.

VI. The Romish party did not stop here. The Ratisbonne

league was to be no mere formality; it had yet to be sealed

with blood. Ferdinand and Campeggi accompanied each other

down the Danube, from Ratisbonne to Vienna, and during their

journey, made a mutual interchange of cruel promises. Perse-

cution commenced forthwith in the Austrian states.

Gaspard Tauber, a burgess of Vienna, had both been circulat-

ing Luther's publications, and had written himself against the

invocation of saints, purgatory, and transubstantiation.l After

1 Atque etiam proprios ipse tractatus perscripserim. (Cochloeus, p. 92. verso.

11. 2 Q
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being cast into prison, lie was summoned by judges, partly

divines, partly lawyers, to retract his errors; and so firmly were

people persuaded that he would consent to this, that everything

was prepared in Vienna for making a solemn public spectacle of

his retractation. On the Nativity of Mary, two pulpits v/ere

erected in St. Stephen's church-yard, one for the leader of a

choir that was to celebrate in hymns the heretic's repentance,

the other for Tauber himself. The formula of retractation was

put into his hand;^ and people, choristers, and priests waited in

silence. But whether Tauber had never made any promise, or

that at the moment of his expected abjuration, his faith had all

at once revived with fresh force: "I am not convinced," he

shouted aloud, "and I appeal to the holy Roman empire!"

Clergy, choristers, and people, were now seized with amazement

and fright. But Tauber continued to call for death rather than

deny the Gospel. He was beheaded; his body was burnt ;2 and

the courage he had shown made an indelible impression on the

townsfolk of Vienna.

At Buda, in Hungary, an evangelical bookseller, called John,

had circulated throughout the country, the New Testament,

and Luther's writings. He was lashed to a post, next his

books were gradually heaped up round him, in such a manner

as to inclose him in a kind of tower, and fire was set to it.

John showed the most unwavering courage, and called aloud

from amid the flames, that he was happy in suffering for the

Lord's sake.3 " Blood follows blood,'" exclaimed Luther on

hearing of this execution; "but the blood shed by Rome will

choke the pope at last, with his kings and kingdoms."^

Fanaticism now waxed fiercer and fiercer; evangelical minis-

ters were expelled from the churches; magistrates were banished

;

and at times the most terrible punishments were inflicted. An
inquisitor of the name of Reichler, in Wurtemberg, made the

' See Cochloeus, p. 92. verso. Cum igitur ego Gaspcirus Tauber, etc.
^ Credo te vidisse Casparis Tauber historiam martyris novi Viennce, queni

csesum capite scribunt et igne exustum pro verbo Dei. (Luther to Ilausmann,
12tli November, 152-i. ii. p. 663.)

_

3 Idem accidit Budse, in Ungaria, bibliopolao cuidam Johanni, simul cum
libris circa eum positis, exusto, fortissimeque passo pro Domino. (Luther to
Hausmann, 12th November, 1524 ii. p. 503.)

* Sanguis sanguinem tangit qui bi ffocabit papam cum regibus et regnis suis.

(Ibid.)
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Lutherans, and in particular the preachers among them, to bo

hanged on the trees. Barbarous wretches might be seen with

the utmost coolness nailing ministers to a post by the tongue; so

that these unfortunate persons, tearing themselves with a violent

effort from the piece of wood to which they had been attached,

were horribly mutilated in regaining their freedom, and lost that

gift of speech which they had long employed in the work of

announcing the Gospel.i The same persecutions took place iu

the other states of the catholic league. An evangelical minister

in the Salzburg country, was conveyed to prison, there to end

his days; but while the archers who were escorting him, had

^one into an inn by the road-side to drink, two young peasants,

from compassion to the minister, took advantage of the circum-

stance to set him at liberty. Against these poor young men,

the wrath of the archbishop was so much excited, that without

subjecting them to any trial, he ordered both to be beheaded.

They were taken out of the city secretly and at an early hour

in the morning, but on reaching the spot where they were to

die, their very executioner hesitated; for, said he, they have not

been tried. "Do as I command you," sharply replied the arch-

bishop's emissary, " and leave the responsibility to the prince!""

The heads of the young liberators fell instantly beneath the

sword.2

The states of the dukes of Bavaria in particular were desolated

by persecution
; priests were dismissed and nobles violently expelled

from their castles; the country was infested with informers, and

distrust and terror reigned in all men's hearts. A magistrate

of the name of Bernard Fichtel, while repairing to Nuremberg
on the duke's affairs, met on the highway Francis Burkard, pro-

fessor at Ingolstadt, and a friend of Dr. Eck's. Burkard made
up to him, and they proceeded on their journey in company
After supper one night, the professor introduced the subject of

religion; whereupon Fichtel, who knew his travelling companion,

reminded him that, by the new edict, such conversations were

forbidden. " Between ourselves," answered Burkard, " there is

nothing to fear."—"I don't believe," Fichtel then said, "that this

' Ranke, Deutsche Gesch. ii. p. 174.
2 Zauner, Salzburger Chi-onik. iv. p. 381.
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new edict can ever be enforced C after which he expressed him-

self in an equivocal manner on the subject of purgatory, and

said that it was a horrible thing to inflict the punishment of

death on account of religious opinions. Burkard could not con-

tain himself on hearing this. " What more just," he exclaimed,

"than to cut oflf the heads of these rascally Lutherans?" He left

Fichtel, however, without expressing any ill will, but it was to

inform against him. Fichtel was cast into prison, and the

unfortunate man who had never dreamt of becoming a martyr,

and whose convictions were far from deep, escaped death only

by a shameful retractation. There was safety no where—no,

not even in the bosom of a friend.

But others were overtaken by the death from which Fichtel

escaped. In vain was the preaching of the Gospel conducted

secretly ;l the dukes tracked it out when it sought to hide itself

in obscurity, under private roofs, and in the secret retreats of the

fields.

" The cross and persecution," said Luther, "greatly prevail

in Bavaria; these wild beasts are enraged to madness."^

Even the north of Germany was not beyond the reach of

these cruelties. Bogislaus, duke of Pomerania, having died, his

son who had been brought up at the court of duke George, per-

secuted the Gospel; Suaven and Knipstraw had both to fly.

But it was Holstein that presented one of the greatest exam-

ples of fanaticism that occurred at that time.

Henry van Zutphen. after escaping, as we have seen, from

the monastery at Antwerp, preached the Gospel at Bremen;

Nicholas Boye, pastor at Mehldorf in the Dittmarches country,

and several godly men in that quarter, called upon him to

preach to them the Gospel of Jesus Christ, whereupon he com-

plied with their wishes. Forthwith a consultation was held

between the prior of the Dominicans, and the Vicar of the offi-

cial of Hamburg. " If he preach, and the people listen," said

they, "all is lost!" After passing an agitated night, the prior

rose at an early hour, and repaired to the uncultivated and

barren moor where the eight and forty regents of the country

1 Verbi non palam seminati. (L. Epp. ii. p. 559.)
^ In Bavaria multum regnat crux et persecutio. . . . (Ibid.)
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usually met. "The Bremen monk," said lie to them, "has

come to ruin all the Dittmarches
!

" These eight and forty sim-

ple and ignorant men, assured that they would acquire great glory

in delivering the world from the heretic monk, resolved to put

him to death before they had ever heard him preach or seen him.

It was now Saturday, and the prior wished to prevent Henry's

preaching on the Lord's day. He came to the pastor Boye's

house at midnight, with the letter of the eight and forty regents.

"If it be God's will that I should die among the Dittmarches,"

said Henry van Zutphen, " heaven is as near there as else-

where;' I will preach.'"

He entered the pulpit and preached powerfully. Those who

heard him, affected and inflamed by his Christian eloquence, had

scarcely left the Church when the prior handed them a letter

from the forty eight regents, forbidding the monk's being allowed

to preach. They immediately sent their representatives to the

moor, and after a prolonged discussion, the Dittmarches came to

the resolution of waiting until Easter, seeing they were so very

io-norant. But the prior,' much irritated at this decision, went

to some of the regents and anew inflamed their zeal. "We
shall write to him," said they.—" Beware of doing that," replied

the prior; "if he once begin to speak, nothing more can be done

aijainst him. He must be seized after night-fall, and burnt

before he can open his mouth."

Thus was it arranged. On the day following the feast of the

Conception, night having come on, the Ave Maria was sounded,

at which signal, all the peasants of the neighbouring villages met

to the number of about five hundred, and their leaders having

opened three large casks of Hamburg beer, thus stimulated them

to a high pitch of courage. The clock struck twelve at night

when they reached Mehldorf; the peasants were armed ; the

monks carried torches ; all were marching in a disorderly manner,

and shouting furiously to each other. On reaching the village

they observed strict silence, dreading lest Henry should escape.

The doors of the parsonage were immediately driven in; the

drunken peasants rushed forward, striking at whatever came in

their way; they threw down vases, pots, and goblets, and clothes,

* Der Ilimmel ware da so nahe als anderswo. (L. 0pp. xix. d. S30.)
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seized all the c'okl and silver tliey could find, and then springino-

on the poor pastor, they struck him, calling out: "Kill him!

kill him!" and, next, threw him into the mud. But Henry
was their chief object; him they pulled from his bed; tied his

hands behind his back, and dragged him after them, without

clothes, and while the cold was intense. "What hast thou come

here for?" said they to him, and on Henry's giving them a mild

answer: " Down with him, down with him!" they said, "if we
listen to him we shall become heretics like him I " They had been

dragging him naked over ice and snow; his feet were covered with

blood; he besought them to put him on horseback. "Ay, to

be sure," said they with a sneer, "we are likely, indeed, to

provide heretics with horses ! . . . On with you ! " And
thus did they drag him as far as the moor. A woman, stand-

ing at her house-door, as the poor servant of God was passing,

began to cry; "Good woman," said Henry, "weep not for me."

The baillie passed sentence upon him. Thereupon one of the

,
furious persons who had dragged him along, gave the preacher

of Jesus Christ a blow on the head with his sword; another

struck him with a club; and then they brought to him a poor

monk, that he might confess himself. " Brother," said Henry
to him, "have I ever done you any harm?"—"None," replied

the monk.—" I have nothing, then, to confess to you," rejoined.

Henry, "and you have nothing to forgive me for." The monk
withdrew in confusion. Efforts were made in vain to set fire to

the faggots; they Avould not kindle. Thus the martyr remained

two hours in presence of the peasants who were excited to mad-

ness, without discomposure, and with his eyes turned to heaven.

While binding him previous to his being thrown upon the fire,

he began to confess his faith. " Burn first," said one of the

peasants, striking him at the same time a blow on the mouth,

" and then you will speak!" He was thrown on the flames but

fell aside; whereupon John Holme, seizing a club, struck him on

the chest, and hewas then stretched out dead on the burning coals.l

* Such facts as these, occurring even at this early period of the Reformation,
conclusivelyrefute the calumnious insinuations of the Roman Catholic historian of

England, Lingard, against the first preachers of the Reformed doctrines. After
speaking of the common people in Germany, as having their pride flattered by
Luther's translation of the Scriptures: as feeling their obligations to tlio man
who had rendered them judges of their own belief; and, when they did not
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" Such is the true history of the sufferings of the holy martyr,

Henry van Zutphen/"' ^

YII. "While the Romish party were everywhere unsheathing

the sword against the Reformation, that work was undergoing

fresh developments. Not to Zurich or Geneva, but to Wittem-

berg itself, the very centre of the Lutheran revival, must we go

for the first beginnings of that Reformed Church, which after-

wards found its greatest doctor in Calvin. These two numerous

families once slept in the same cradle; even when grown up

they ought to have been but united. But the question concern-

ing the supper once started, Luther violently rejected the

reformed element, and fixed both himself and his church in an

exclusive Lutheranism. The vexation he experienced from that

rival doctrine, deprived him of some of his characteristic good

nature, and infused into him a spirit of distrust, habitual dis-

content, and ill-humour for which until then he had been far

from remarkable.

This dispute arose between two old friends, the two cham-

pions who, at Leipsick, were united in contending against Rome,

understand liis arguments, as convinced by the attraction of novelty, the pro-

mise of freedom, and the hope of sharing in the spoils of the church, he goes on

to say : " The increase of new teachers kept equal pace with the increase of

new religionists. The country curate, who was unknown beyond the precincts

of his village, the friar who had hitherto vegetated in the obscurity of his con-

vent, saw the way to riches and celebrity suddenly opened before them. They
had only to ascend their pulpits, to display the new light which had lately burst

upon them, to declaim against the wealth of the clergy, and the tyranny of the

popes; and they were immediately followed by crowds of disciples, whose gra-

titude supplied their wants, and whose approbation secured to them importance

in the new church." See Lingard's History of England, 4to. Edition, vol. iv.

p. 115. Who would suppose from these words, that the Reformers ever

encountered persecution at all? It is curious, by the way, to find a Roman
Catholic confess to so much worldliness in the priests, and slothful "vegeta-

tion" in the monks of his own church. But the representation is outrageously

false, contradicted in characters of blood, by the records of the inquisition and

other church courts of the popedom, as long as they had the power to persecute.

In fact, every one who at all studies the real history of those times, must adopt

the emphatic conclusion of Hallam, that :
" Every solution of the conduct of

TUE REFORMERS MUST BE NUGATORY, EXCEPT ONE, THAT THEY WERE MEN ABSORBED

BT THE CONVICTION THAT THEY WERE FIGHTING THE BATTLES OF GOD." ScC Intro-

duction to the Literature of Europe in the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth

Centuries, vol. i. p. 419. Tr.
' Das ist die wahre Historie, etc. (L. 0pp. L. xix. p. 333.)
2 The persecutions related in this chapter, place in a stronger light the blind

and inhuman zeal of the Romish clergy, and present us with a fresh and forcible

proof that a religion that owes its continued existence to such means, cannot be

the true, and thus give us besides a new and urgent warning not to allow our-

selves to be misled by the flattering representations of those who are endeavour-

ing to bring us anew under the yoke of bondage by concealing, or gilding over,

or sometimes even defending such atrocities.—L. R.
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between Carlstadt and Luther. Their attachment to contrary

doctrines, might be traced in the case of both, to tendencies that

command our esteem. There are, in fact, two extremes in the

matter of religion; the one consists in materiahsing everything,

the other in spiritualising everything. The former is that of

Rome; the latter, that of the mystics. Religion, like man him-

self, is composed of a spirit and of a body; the pure idealists

and the materialists, alike in religion and in philosophy, are

equally in the wrong.

Such is the grand controversy that lies involved in the dis-

pute about the supper. While a superficial eye sees nought in

it but a petty dispute about words, a deeper view discovers in

it one of the most important controversies that can occupy the

human mind.

Here the Reformers went oflf into two distinct camps, each,

however, carrying part of the truth along with it. Luther with

his partizans professed to combat an exaggerated spiritualism;

Carlstadt and the Reformed attacked a hateful materialism.

Each aimed at the error that to him appeared the most fatal.

and in combatting it, possibly went beyond the truth.' But it

matters not; each was right in his general tendency, and although

they belonged to two dift'erent armies, these two illustrious doc-

tors were in reality ranged under a common banner, even that

of Jesus Christ, who alone is the truth in its infinite extent.

It was Carlstadt's belief that nothing could be more hurtful

to true godliness than confidence in outward ceremonies, and in

a certain magical influence attributed to the sacraments. Ex-

ternal participation in the sacrament of the supper, suffices for

salvation, said Rome; and that principle had materialised reli-

gion. Carlstadt saw nothing better for spiritualising it anew,

than to deny all manner of presence of the body of Christ; and

he taught that the sacred repast was simply, for believers, an

earnest of their redemption.

1 Is this not still the case at the present day, in regard to the difference

betwixt otherwise well-meaning Protestants, some of whom are too much
afraid of what they call Mysticism, while others lean too much to the setting

aside of the letter of God's Word. Truth lies in the middle : and that is just

the genuine original doctrine of ovir (the Dutch) Reformed Church, as it is

contained in her Confession, in which Calvin's principles are chiefly followed.

That admirable Reformer, as will appear in the sequel of this history, best

united the two extremes.— L, R.
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As for Luther, he at this conjuncture took quite the opposite

direction. He had originally contended for the very meaning

that we have pointed out, and in his work upon the mass, which

appeared in 1520, had said: "I can daily enjoy the sacraments,.

if I do but call to mind Christ's Avord and promise, and nourish

my faith therewith." Never did Carlstadt, Zwingli, or Calvin,

say anything stronger than this. It would even appear, that at

that time of his life, he was often struck with the conviction

that a symbolical explanation of the supper would prove the

most powerful weapon for utterly subverting the papal system

;

for in 1525, he says that five years before, he had cordially con-

tended for that doctrine,! and that whoever could have proved

to him that there was nothing but bread and wine in the supper,

would have done him an immense service.

But new circumstances arose and threw him into what was, at

times, an impassioned opposition, to the very views which he

himself had so nearly adopted. The fanaticism of the anabap-

tists explains the direction Luther then took. Not content with

a slight appreciation of what they called the outward word, that

is to sa,y, the Bible, and with pretending to special revelations

from the Holy Spirit, those enthusiasts came to despise the sa-

crament of the supper also, as something outward, and spoke of

an inward communion as alone being the true. From that time

forth, in all the attempts that were made to give a symbolical

exposition of the doctrine of the supper, Luther saw nothing but

the danger of tampering with the authority of the sacred Scrip-

tures, of substituting arbitrary allegories for their true meaning,

of spiritualising all things in religion, of making it consist, not

in the graces that come from God, but in the impressions of

which man is susceptible, and thus of substituting for true

Christianity a mysticism, a theosophy, a fanaticism, which would

infallibly become its grave. It must be owned that but for

Luther's powerful opposition, the mystical, enthusiastic, subjec-

tive tendency, might at that time have made rapid progress, and

have caused a reflux of all the benefits which the Reformation

was about to diffuse throughout the world.'^

' Ich habe -wohl so harte Anfechtungen da orlitten. (L. Epp. ii. p. 577.)
^ Albeit we may well agree, on the one hand, with what Mr. Merle says here,

in so far as Luther actually contended against fanaticism, it must not be dis-

«. 2 R
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Carlstaclt, losing patience at being fettered in the free devel-

opment of liis creed in Wittemberg, and pressed in his con-

science to impugn a system which according to him debased

Christ's death and annihilated his righteousness, resolved to

make a noise for the sake of poor Christendom while thus cruelly

deceived. He left Wittemberg early in 1524, without giving

any intimation either to the university, or to the chapter, and

repaired to the small town of Orlamunde, the church of which

had been placed under his inspection. There he dismissed the

vicar, got himself appointed pastor in his place, and in spite

of the chapter, the university and the elector, established him-

self in his new post.

There he began fortliAvith to diffuse his doctrines. " It is

impossible," he said, " to find in the real presence any benefit

which does not already flow from faith ; therefore it is useless."

In expounding the words of Christ in the institution of the sup-

per, he had recourse to an explanation which has not been

admitted by the Eeformed Churches. Luther, at the Leipsick

disputation, had explained these words: " Thou art Peter^ and

upon this rock I will build my Church,'''' by separating these two

propositions, and applying the last to the Saviour's person. "In

like manner," said Carlstadt, '•'taTce, eat, refers to the bread; but

this is tmj body, refers to Jesus Christ, who then pointed to him-

self, and intimated by the symbolical breaking of the bread, that

that body was soon to be destroyed."

Nor did Carlstadt stop there. Hardly was he emancipated

from the tutelage of Luther when his zeal against images began

to revive. The indiscretion of his sermons, and the enthusiasm

of his language, would easily inflame men's minds at a time of

so much fermentation; the people, thinking it was another

Elias that they heard, broke down the images of Baal, and their

fervour soon spread among the surrounding villages. The elector

wished to interfere, but the peasants replied that they ought to

obey God rather than men. Thereupon the prince resolved to

send Luther to Orlamunde, there to re-establish peace. Luther

guised, on the other hand, that in his alarm, and in his zeal, he in that respect

went too far. It were more to be wished that he had retained his first less

prejudiced sentiments. From this time forward his boundless influence in com-

pleting the Reformation which he had begun, was arrested. Well was it that

all was afterwards brought back to the right middle course by Calvin, —I,. R.
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looked upon Carlstadt as a man eaten up with a love of glory,

as a fanatic who would allow himself to be hurried along bj his

passions even to the waging of war upon Jesus Christ, so that

Frederick possibly might have made a wiser choice. Luther

set off, and Carlstadt was doomed to see his plans of reform

once more disturbed, and his career interrupted by that teasing

rival.

Jena lay on the road to Orlamunde. Arriving at that town

on the 28d of August, Luther went into the pulpit on the

24th, at seven o'clock in the morning; there, before a numerous

auditory, he discoursed for an hour and a half against fanaticism,

rebellion, and the destruction of images, and contempt of the

real presence, inveighing particularly against the innovations at

Orlamunde. He did not name Carlstadt, but no one could be

mistaken as to the person whom he had in his eye.

Whether accidentally, or by design, Carlstadt was then at

Jena and among LutheFs hearers; nor did he hesitate to take

Bteps with a view to obtain satisfaction for such a discourse.

Luther was dining with the prior of Wittemberg, the burgo-

master, the secretary, and the pastor of the town of Jena,

together with several officers of the emperor and the margrave,

when there was handed in to him a letter from Carlstadt, crav-

ing an interview; he gave it to those who sat around him, and

replied by the bearer: " If Dr. Carlstadt likes to come to me,

be it so; if not, I can dispense with him." Carlstadt did come,

and his appearance created a lively sensation in the whole

party, the greater number of whom, in their impatience to see

the two lions at issue, suspended their repast, and looked on

with all their eyes, whilst the more timid grew pale with alarm.

Luther.—"I have not mentioned you by name; but since

you feel yourself attacked, be it so."

After a moment's pause, Carlstadt replied:

" I undertake to prove that, on the doctrine of the sacrament,

you have contradicted yourself, and that no one since the times

of the apostles has taught it so purely as I have done."

Luther.—"Write ; controvert."

Carlstadt.—"I offer to dispute with you in public at Wit-

temberg, or at Erfurt, if you will procure for me a safe-conduct."

Luther.—" You have nothing to fear, Mr. Doctor."
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Carlstadt.—" You bind me hand and foot, and having put

it out of my power to defend myself, then you strike me."^

Here there was a momentary pause. Luther rejoined:

"Write against me, but let it be done openly, not underhand.*"-

Carlstadt.—"Could I be sure that you are speaking sin-

cerely, I would do so."

Luther.—"Do it, and I will give you a florin.'*'

Carlstadt.—"Give it me; I accept it."

At these words, Luther put his hands into his pocket, took

out a golden florin, and giving it to Carlstadt, said: "Take this

and attack me valiantly."

Carlstadt, holding up the florin, turned to the persons pre-

sent, and said: "Dear brethren, to me this is an arraho, a pledge

that I am authorised to write against Dr. Luther; I take you

all to witness."

Then, bending the florin that it might be known again, he

placed it in his purse, and held out his hand to Luther. The

latter drank his health, a compliment which was returned by

Carlstadt. "The more vigorous your attacks are, the more

shall I be pleased with them," replied Luther.

"If I fail in my word, the fault will be mine," rejoined

Carlstadt.

They once more shook hands, and Carlstadt w^ent home.

Thus, says an historian, just as a single spark often sets a

whole forest on fire, we see a huge schism in the Church, take

its rise from a very slight beginning.

^

' Ihr bandet mir Ilande und Fusse, darnach schlugt Ihr micli. (L. 0pp. xix.

p. 150.)
2 Luther must have considered this precaution necessary, for Milner quotes a

letter of his, written soon after his return from the Wartburg, in which he says :

" This very day I entreated Carlstadt, in the most suppliant manner, not to

make any public attack upon me; otherwise I should be compelled, much

a<Tainst mv will, to enter the lists with him in good earnest. The man almost

called heaven to witness that he had no such intention ; yet I learn from other

quarters that there are a member of his tracts at this very moment in the hands of

the rector of the academy, and the other judges." Luther may have been mistaken

in supposing that those tracts attacked him, or, as they seem not to have been

actually published, Carlstadt may have intended to comply with the wish of the

rector and iudges, which was that he should suppress them. Tr.

3 Sicut una scintilla ssepe totam sylvam comburit. (M. Adam, Vit. Carlst.

p. S3.) Our account is taken in a great measure from the Acts of Remhard,

pastor of Jena, an eye-witness, but a friend of Carlstadt, and charged by Luther

with inaccuracy.*
. ,

* It seems extraordinary that Luther should not have given his own account

of transactions which he" complains were totally mis-represented by others.
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Lutlier set off for Orlaniunde, and arrived there, ill prepared

by what had occurred at Jena. He called a meeting of the

council and of the Church, and said: "Neither the elector, nor

the university, wish to recognise Carlstadt as your pastor."

—

"If Carlstadt be not our pastor," replied the treasurer to the

town council, "St. Paul is a false doctor, and your books are a

parcel of lies, for we have elected him."

As these words were uttered, Carlstadt entered. Some of the

persons near Luther, made a sign to him to be seated; but Carl-

stadt, going right up to Luther, said to him: "My dear Mr,

Doctor, if you will permit me, I will receive you."

Luther.—"You are my enemy. For that I gave you a

golden florin."

Carlstadt.—"I desire to remain your enemy as long as you

yourself shall remain the enemy of God and of his truth."

Luther.—" Go away ; I cannot permit you to be present here."

Carlstadt.—"This is a public meeting. If your cause be

good, why be afraid of meT'

Luther to his servant.—"Get the horses ready; get the

horses ready ;l I have nothing to do with Carlstadt; and since

he wont go away, I leave the place."

Saying this, Luther rose, upon which Carlstadt went away.

Milner says : " The very candid and accurate Scckendorf observes, that the

account of Luther's conference with Carlstadt at Jena, and Orlamunde,

is penned with a malignant artifice, to the great disadvantage of the former.

The Orlamundians are there represented as having defended Carlstadt's prac-

tice of pulling down images, with so much ability, that Luther went away

almost confounded by their arguments. Carlstadt, on the contrary, in the

same narrative, is said to have treated Luther with kindness and respect; and

to have earnestly requested that, if mistaken, he might be better informed.

Those who dislike Luther, and are fond of Carlstadt, lay great stress on this

statement. But Luther's friends will not be sorry to find that he did not

always take tire, even when very ill treated. " Martin Rcinhard," says he to

Amsdorf, "has edited a most iniquitous account of my conduct at Orlamunde, with

a view to enhance the credit of Carlstadt, and to disgrace me. Now as the great

cause will be in no way benefitted by my answering him, I shall remain silent,

lest I should endeavour to increase my own reputation, and lessen that of Carl-

stadt." Milner then quotes another letter of Luther's to the same effect, com-

plaining of "a mixture of lies with truth," <tc. But it is remarkable that in

both letters, it is misrepresentations of his conduct that he complains of—not
mis-statements of the arguments pro and con. So that the natural conclusion

seems to be, that I-uther's disinclination to publish his own account proceeded

so far from a consciousness that his cause was not likely to gain much by a repe-

tition of the arguments used on both sides authenticated by himself. Luther,

with all his excellencies, was but a man, and not always superior to the common
weaknesses of human nature. Tr.

^ Spann an, spann an. (L. 0pp. xix. p. 154.)
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After a momentaiy silence, Luther rejoined: "Prove by

Scripture that .images should be destroyed."

A COUNCILLOR.—"Mr. Doctor, do you grant me thus much

that Moses knew God's commandments ?l (Opening a Bible).

Well then! there are his words: "• Thou slialt not maJce to thy-

self any graven hnage, nor the likeness of anything^''''

Luther.—"That passage refers to images of idols only. If I

have hung up in my room a crucifix which I do not worship,

what harm can it do me?*"

A SHOEMAKER.—"I have often taken my hat off to an image

in a room or on the road; to do so is an act of idolatry which

takes from God the glory that is due to him alone."

Luther.—"Because of their being abused then, we ought to

destroy women and pour wine out into the streets."

Another member op the Church.—"No, these are God's

creatures, which we are not commanded to destroy."

After the conference had lasted some time longer, Luther

and his party entered their carriage, astonished at what they

had witnessed, and without having succeeded in convincing the

inhabitants who claimed for themselves, too, the right of freely

interpreting and expounding the Scriptures.^ Great was the

agitation at Orlamunde; the people insulted Luther; some even

shouted after him: "Off with you, in the name of all the devils!

And may you break you neck before you get beyond the town."3

Never had the Reformer been subjected to such humiliations.

' So muss du dcs Missbrauchs halbcrauch. ... (L. 0pp. xix. p. 155.)

2 The right of freely interpreting and expoitndinp holy Scripture, is an ima-

ginary and assumed right, vrhich the true Reformation by no means permitted,

although many of the Reformed abused it, and the advocates of the Romish

Church commonly charge them with it, and make it one of their most powerful

weapons of attack at the present day. AVe must duly distinguish from this, the

ri"-ht of freely nsing and reading holy Scripture, which the Reformed equally

accorded to all Christians. Holy Scripture must not be arbitrarily explained

or expounded, and it has no need of any peculiar interpretation : of itself it is

clear and capable of being understood. We have only to read it simply and

candidly, in order to find the truth therein. They who so read it, easily come

to be agreed with respect to its purport. This distinction betwixt free reading

and free exposition, and the totally different effects resulting therefrom, need

only to be observed and borne in 'mind, in order completely to overturn the

accusation of the Romanists, for we can thus perceive that while it is most true

that free and arbitrary exposition can produce nothing but confusion and divi-

sions, the simple and candid reading (of the Scriptures) produces unity of faith

and feeling—a unity which being founded on full personal conviction is far

superior to the compulsory unity of Rome.—L. R.
3 Two of the most distinguished historians that Germany at this day possesses,

add that the people at Orlamunde threw stones and mud at Luther: but Luther
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From that he proceeded to Kale, wliere, likewise, the pastor

had embraced Carlstadt's doctrines, and there he proposed to

preach. But on entering the pulpit he found the broken remains

of a crucifix, a sight that at first almost overpowered his feelings,

hut recovering his composure, he collected the fragments, and

having put them into a corner of the pulpit, he preached a dis-

course in which there was no allusion to the circumstance. "It

was by contempt," said he afterwards, "that I wished to take

my revenge on the devil."

The nearer the elector approached his end, the more he seemed

to fear that people might go too far with the Reformation. He

gave orders that Carlstadt should be deprived of his offices,

and that he should not only quit Orlamunde, but leave the

electoral states altogether. In vain did the church of that place

intercede in his favour; in vain did they petition that he might

be permitted to reside, at least, among them as a simple burgess,

with permission to preach a sermon occasionally; in vain did

they urge that they valued the Word of God more than the

whole world, and even than a thousand worlds,—had God created

a thousand.! Frederick was inflexible; he went so far even as to

refuse the unhappy Carlstadt the money required for his jour-

ney. In this harshness of the prince, Luther had nothing to

say; it little accorded with his natural character, as he proved

afterwards: but Carlstadt regarded him as the author of his cala-

mity, and filled Germany with his complaints and lamentations.

He wrote a farewell letter to his friends at Orlamunde, and that

letter, to hear which the people were summoned together by the

rino-injr of the church bell, and which was read aloud to the

church, when thus assembled, amid a general weeping,- was sub-

scribed, "AndreAV Bodenstein, expelled by Luther without having

been either heard or convinced by him."

It is painful to contemplate the dissensions of these two men,

once friends, and both of them excellent persons. One feeling

of distress filled all the friends of the Reformation. What was

to become of it, now that its most illustrious defenders thus

says quite the contrary: "Dass ich nit mit Steinen und Dreck ausgeworffen

vard." (L. Epp. ii. p. 5T9.)
1 Ilbher als tausend Welten. (Seek. p. 628.)

- QuEG publice vocatis per campanas lectaj sunt omnibus simul flentibus. (L.

Epp. ii., p. 558.)
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made it the subject of a quarrel? Luther was aware of these

alarms, and endeavoured to calm them. "Let us fight," said

he, "as if we were fighting for another. The cause is God's, the

charge of it is God's, the work is God's, the victory is God's,

the glory is God's. ^ He will fight and will overcome without

us. Let that fall which must fall ! Let that which ought to

stand maintain its place! Neither is it our cause that is at

stake, nor is it our glory that we pursue
!""

Carlstadt sought shelter at Strasburg, where he published

several pieces. "He was thoroughly acquainted," says Dr.

Scheur, "with Latin, Greek, and Hebrew; and Luther owned

the superiority of his erudition." 2 Endowed with elevation of

soul, to his convictions he sacrificed his reputation, his rank, his

country, his very bread. He went afterwards into Switzerland;

it is there that his teaching ought to have commenced; his inde-

pendent mind needed the free air breathed by such men as CEco-

lampadius and Zwingli. His doctrines ere long caused almost as

much excitement as the first theses of Luther had done. Switzer-

land seemed gained over to them; Eucer and Capito seemed to

be carried away with them.

Luther's indignation was now at its height, and he published

one of his most forcible, but at the same time one of the most

violent of his controversial pieces—that intituled ''Against the

Celestial Prop/iets.''''

Thus did the Reformation, while attacked by the pope,

attacked by the emperor, attacked by the princes, begin to rend

its own bowels. It seemed ready to sink beneath so many cala-

mities, and so assuredly it would have done, had it been a work

of man. But soon, when on the eve of destruction, it rose again

with new energy.

VHL The Roman Catholic league of Ratisbonne, and the

persecutions that followed, called forth a powerful re-action in

' Causa Dei est, cura Dei est, opus Dei est, victoria Dei est, gloria Dei est.

(P. 656.)
^ If this be true, the author must have been mistaken in saying in the 6th

chapter of Book ix., that Carlstadt "had not had the patience to study the

original tongues;" nor does the manner in which he is represented in this part

of the work, as supporting his opinions, betray that want of "recognition of the

full sufficiency of the Word of God," with which he is charged in that chapter.

He had evidently taught the people of Orlamunde to appeal in all things to the

Scriptures. Tr.
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various quarters from the people of Germany. The Germans

were not disposed to allow themselves to be deprived of that

Word of God, which had at last been restored to them ; and to

the orders of Charles V., the bulls of the pope, the threats and

faggots of Ferdinand, and the other Roman Catholic princes,

they replied, "Keep this we will."

Hardly had the leaguers quitted Ratisbonne, when the deputies

of the cities whose bishops had taken part in that alliance, met in

surprise and indignation at Spires, and decreed that notwithstand-

ing the prohibitions of the bishops, their preachers should preach

the gospel, and the gospel alone, conformably to the words of

the prophets and the apostles. They next made preparations

for presenting a firm and unanimous opinion to the national

assembly.

The imperial letter dated at Burgos, threw perturbation, it is

true, into all their thoughts. Nevertheless, towards the close

of the year, the deputies of those cities, together with several

noblemen, met at Ulm, and pledged themselves by oath mutually

to assist each other, in case of their being attacked.

Thus did the free cities confront the camp formed by Austria,

Bavaria, and the bishops, with another camp, in which they

unfurled the standard of the gospel and the national liberties.

While the cities were thus taking their position as the

advanced guard of the Reformation, several princes were gained

over to their cause. One day, early in June, 1524, Melanch-

thon was returning on horseback from a 'visit to his mother,

accompanied by Camerarius and some other friends, when he

met a brilliant train near Frankfort. This was Philip, land-

grave of Hesse, the same that three years before paid Luther a

visit when at Worms, and who was then on his way to the

Heidelberg games, where all the princes of Germany were

expected.

Thus did Providence bring Philip into contact successively

with both the Reformers. It was known that the illustrious

doctor had been visiting his native place; one of the knights

attending the landgrave said to him : "I think it is Melanchthon."

The young prince instantly clapped both spurs to his horse''s

sides, and going right up to the doctor, said to him: "Art thou

Philip?" "I am," replied the scholar, somewhat out of counte-

II. 2 s
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nance, and prepared respectfully to dismount;^ "Stay where you

are," said the prince, "wheel about, and come and pass the night

with me. I have some things to talk over with you; don't be

afraid."—"What should I fear from a prince like you?" re-

plied the doctor.—"Eh, eh!" said the landgrave smiling, "were

I to carry thee off, and hand thee over to Campeggi, I rather

think he would be no wise ill pleased." The two Philips went

on together, side by side; the prince interrogated, the doctor

replied, and the landgrave was dehghted with the clear and strik-

ing views that were laid before him. Melanchthon beseeching

him at last to allow him to pursue his journey, Philip of Hesse

parted from him not without reluctance. " On one condition,"

said he to him, "and that is that on your reaching home, you will

carefully treat the questions we have been discussing, and send me
what you write upon them."'- This Melanchthon promised to do.

"Go then," said Philip to him, "and pass through my states."

Melanchthon drew up, with his usual talent, an epitome of

the renovated doctrines of Christianity;^ and that document,

which was remarkable for its force and conciseness, made a

decisive impression on the landgrave''s mind. Soon after his

return from the Heidelberg games, that prince, without joining

the free cities, issued an ordinance on his side, by which, in

opposition to the Ratisbonne league, he enjoined the Gospel to

be preached in all its purity. He embraced it himself with the

whole energy of his character. "Eather," said he, "give up

"body and life, my estates and my subjects, than the Word of

God." Observing this leaning that the prince had for the Refor-

mation, the minorite friar Ferber wrote him a letter filled with

reproaches, and conjuring him to remain faithful to Rome. "I

desire," answered Philip, "to remain faithful to the old doctrine,

but such as it is contained in Scripture." He then very forci-

bly estabhshes the point that man is justified solely by faith.

The monk was confounded and put to silence."* The landgrave

was called " Melanchthon's disciple."^

* Honoris causa de equo descensurus. (Camerarius, p. 04.)
^ Ut de quosstionibus quas audiisset moveri, aliquid diligenter conscriptum

curaret. (Camer. p. 94.)
^ Epitome renovatte ecclesiasticae doctrinse.
* Seckendorf, p, 738.
* Princeps ille discipulus Philippi fuit a quibusdam appellatus. (Camerarius,

p. 95.)
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Other princes pursued a similar course. The elector palatine

refused to lend himself to any persecution; the elector of

Saxony's nephew, the duke of Lunenburg, commenced the refor-

mation of his states; and the king of Denmark ordained that in

Schleswick, and Holstein, every man should be free to serve God

as his conscience might dictate.

The Eeformation now made a still more important conquest

than these. A prince whose conversion to the Gospel was des-

tined to be followed by great consequences even down to our own

days, was now beginning to feel an aversion to Rome. One day,

about the end of June, shortly after Melanchthon's return to

Wittemberg, Albert, margrave of Brandenburg, the grand-master

of the Teutonic order, entered Luther's room. This chief of the

monk-knights of Germany, who were at that time in possession

of Prussia, had gone to the diet of Nuremberg for the purpose

of calling upon the empire to assist them against Poland. He
had left the diet with a sorely afflicted heart. On the one hand,

the preaching of Osiander, and the reading of the Gospel, had

convinced him that his state of monkhood was contrary to the

Word of God; on the other hand, the downfall of the national

government of Germany, had deprived him of all hopes of

obtaining the aids he had come to demand. What then was he

to do? . . . Tlie Saxon councillor, von Planitz, in com-

pany with whom he had left Nuremberg, advised him to see the

Reformer. " What is your opinion of the rule of my order,"

said the disquieted and agitated prince to Luther. Luther did

not hesitate; he saw that a conduct conformed to the Gospel

was that, also, which alone could save Prussia. "Pray," said

he to the grand master, "pray for help from God; reject the

absurd and confused rule of your order; put an end to that

abominable principality, that true hermaphrodite, neither reli-

gious nor secular;! eschew false chastity, pursue that which is

real; marry, and found a legitimate empire in the room of that

nameless monster."'^ These words clearly marked out to the

grand-master's soul, a position which he had hitherto but vaguely

apprehended. His features relaxed into a smile; but he was

' Ut loco illius abominabilis principatus, qui hermaphrodita quidam. (L.
Epp. ii. p. 527.)

* Ut contempta ista stulta confusaque rsgula, uxorem ducerct. (Ibid.)
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too prudent to commit himself by making any reply; he held

his peace.i Melanchthon who was present, spoke to the same

purpose with Luther, and the prince set off again for his states,

leaving the Reformers convinced that the seed they had sown

in his heart, would one day produce fruit.^

Thus did Charles V. and the pope oppose the national assem-

bly at Spires, from the dread they felt that the Word of God

might make a conquest of all who were present at it; but the

Word of God cannot be bound. Denied permission to resound

through one of the halls of a city of the Lower Palatinate, it

took its revenge by diffusing itself throughout all the provinces;

it roused the minds of the people, enlightened the princes, and

' Ille turn arrisit, sed nihil respondit. (L. Epp. ii. p. 627.)
^ A minute but tedious account of the early fortunes of the house of Bran-

denburg will be found in Frederick the Great's Memoirs of that house, London.
1751. Dr. Robertson's account of its first connection with Prussia is as fol-

lows :
•' While the frenzy of the crusades possessed all Europe during the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, several orders of religious knighthood were
founded in defence of the Christian faith, against heathens and infidels. Among
these the Teutonic order in Germany was one of the most illustrious, the
knights of which distinguished themselves greatly in all the enterprises carried

on in the Holy Land. Being driven at last from their settlements in the East,

they were obliged to return to their native country. Their zeal and valour

were too impetuous to remain long inactive. They invaded, on very slight

pretences, the province of Prussia, the inhabitants of which were still idolaters;

and having completed the conquest of it about the middle of the thirteenth cen-

tury, held it many years as a fief depending on the crown of Poland. Fierce

contests arose during this period, between the grand-masters of the order and
the kings of Poland; the former struggling for independence, while the latter

asserted their right of sovereignty with great firmness. Albert, a prince of the

house of Brandenburg, who was elected grand-master in the year 1511, engaging
keenly in this quarrel, maintained a long war with Sigismund, king of Poland

;

but having become an early convert to Luther's doctrines, this gradually lessened

his zeal for the interests of his fraternity, so that he took the opportunity of the

confusions in the empire, and the absence of the emperor, to conclude a treaty

with Sigismund, greatly to his own private emolument. By it that part of

Prussia which belonged to the Teutonic order, was erected into a secular and
hereditary duchy, and the investiture of it granted to Albert, who, in return,

bound himself to do homage for it to the kings of Poland as their vassal. Im-
mediately after this, he made public profession of the reformed religion, and
married a princess of Denmark. The Teutonic knights exclaimed so loudly

against the treachery of their grand-master, that he was put under the ban of the

empire: but he still kept possession of the province he had usurped, and trans-

mitted it to his posterity. In process of time this rich inheritance fell to the

electoral branch of the family. All dependence on the crown of Poland was
shaken ofi' ; and the margraves of Brandenburg, having assumed the title of

kings of Prussia, have not only risen to an equality with the first princes of

Germany, but take their rank among the great monarchs of Europe." History

of Charles V., Book iv. The treachery complained of in the grand-master, was
evidently nothing more than the relinquishment of the treason to right princi-

ples involved in the whole constitution of the Teutonic order and the adoption

of what the event has proved to be the wisest measure for tlie people of Prussia.

It would have been well for Poland had that country come under an hereditary

Protestant government at the same period. Tr.
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displayed throughout the entire empire, that divine force of

which neither bulls nor ordinances could ever deprive it.

IX. While the people and their chiefs were thus pressing

towards the light, the Reformers were endeavouring to renovate

all things, and to carry the principles of Christianity into all

things. The first object of their regard was public worship.

The time fixed by the Reformer on his return to Wittemberg,

had come. "Now,"" said he, "that men's hearts have been for-

tified by divine grace, the scandals that tarnish the Lord's king-

dom, ought to be put away, and we ought to venture upon doing

something in the name of Jesus." He requested that the com-

munion might be given in botli kinds; that everything should be

removed from the Lord's supper that tended to make it a

sacrifice ;l that Christian congregations should never meet

without having the Word of God preached to them;^ that the

faithful, or at least, the priests and students should meet every

morning, at four or five o'clock, for the reading of the Old Tes-

tament, and every evening, at five or six o'clock, for the reading

of the New; that on the Lord's day the whole Church should

meet both in the forenoon and afternoon, and that the supreme

rule in regard to public worship, should be that full swing be

given to the Word of God.^

All Saints church at Wittemberg particularly excited his

indignation. Seckendorf tells us that 9,901 masses were cele-

brated, and 35,570 pounds of wax consumed in it every year.

Luther calls it "the sacrilegious Topheth." "There are but

three or four lazy bellies," he would say, "who still worship that

shameful Mammon; and were it not that I restrained the

people, that house of all Saints, or rather of all devils, would

lono- ere now have made such a noise as the world never heard

the like of."

The struggle began around that church. It resembled one

of those ancient sanctuaries of paganism in Egypt, Gaul, and

1 Weise christliche Messe zu halten. (L. 0pp. L. xxii. p. 232.)

2 Die christliche Gemeine nimmer soil zusammen kommen, es werde denn

daselbst Gottes Wort geprediget. (L. 0pp. xxii. p. 226.)

3 Dass das Wort im Schwange gelie. (L. 0pp. xxii. p. 22/.) I have here

as in several other instances, preferred literally translating Luther's words.

The expression is homely and therefore characteristic. M. M. d'Aubign6's

paraphrase, "sound the Church-bell of the Word of God," would lardly do in

English, though the allusion is plainly to a bell. Tr.
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Germany, whose fall was a necessary prelude to tlie establish-

ment of Christianity.

With the view of having the mass abolished in that cathe-

dral, Luther addressed a first request to the chapter on the 1st

of March 1523, and on the eleventh of July, sent them a

second. 1 The prebendaries having met these by producing the

elector's orders: "What have we to do in this case with the

order of the prince?" replied Luther. "He is a secular prince;

the sword is his affair, not the ministry of the Gospel."'-^ Here

Luther clearly states the distinction between the state and the

Church. "There is but one sacrifice for the putting away of

sins," he further said, "even Christ, who offered himself once;

and we participate therein, not by works or by sacrifices, but

solely by faith in God's Word.''

Aware that his end was approaching, the elector felt a repug-

nance at such new reforms.

But in making these urgent remonstrances, Luther M^as joined

by others. "It is now time to act," said Jonas, provost of the

cathedral. " So bright a manifestation of the Gospel as that

which we now possess, lasts no longer, for the most part, than a

gleam from the sun. Let us then make haste."^

This letter from Jonas having failed to change the elector's

views, Luther became impatient. He thought the time was

come for giving the final blow, and addressed a threatening

letter to the chapter: "I pray you as a friend," says he, "and

seriously solicit you to put an end to all this sectarian worship.

If you refuse, you shall receive, with God's help, the recompense

you will have merited. I write this for your guidance, and beg

you will send me a positive and immediate answer,—yes or no

—before next Lord's day, that I may know how to act. May
God give you his grace, that you may follow his light.

" Martin Luther.

''•Preacher at Wittemhergr'^

"Thursday, 8th December, 1524.

At the same time the rector, two burgomasters, and ten coun-

' L. Epp. ii. p. p. 308 and 354.
2 Welchem gebiihrt das Schwerd, nicht das Prcdigtamt zu versorgen. (L.

Epp. xviii. p. 497.)
3 Corp. Reformat, i. p. 630
^ L. Epp. ii. p. 565.
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cillors waited on the dean, and solicited him in the name of the

university, of the council, and of the commonalty of Wittem-

berg, "to abolish the great and horrible impiety committed in the

mass against the majesty of God.""

The chapter behoved to yield: it declared that, enlightened

by the holy Word of God,l jt acknowledged the abuses to which

its attention had been called, and published a new order of

(divine) service, which was first adopted on Christmas day, 3524.

Thus fell the mass in that famous sanctuary where it had so

long resisted the reiterated assaults of the Reformers. Attacked

by the gout and on the point of expiring, the elector Frederick,

notwithstanding all his efforts, could not prevent this great act of

reformation. He recognised the divine will in it, and submitted.

The fate of the Romish practices in All Saints church hastened

their downfall in a great number of the churches throughout

Christendom; there was everywhere the same resistance, and

everywhere the same victory. In vain would the priests, and

even the princes, in many places throw obstacles in its way

;

they could not prevent it.

Nor was it public worship only that the Reformation behoved

to change. It soon placed the school side by side with the

Church; and it infused new life into those two great institu-

tions, mighty instruments both of them, in regenerating the

nations. It was in the way of an intimate alliance with litera-

ture that the Reformation entered the world, and in the day of

its triumph that ally was not forgotten.

Christianity is no mere expansion of Judaism; it does not

propose to wrap man up again, as the popedom would do, in the

strait swaddhng bands of external ordinances, and human doc-

trines. Christianity is a new creation; it lays hold of the inner

man; it transforms him in all that is least superficial in human

nature, so that man shall no longer require to have rules imposed

on him by other men; but, with God's help, he shall of himself

and by himself, be capable of apprehending what is true, and of

doing what is good.-

That man might be brought to that majority which Christ

1 Durch das Licht des heiligen Gbttlichen Wortes. . . . (L. 0pp. xyiii. p.

502.)
2 Epistle to the Hebreves, cfcap. viii. ver. 11.
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hath acquired for him, and escape from the state of pupilage in

which Rome had so long confined him, it was necessary that the

Reformation should develope man in all his attributes; and

while it regenerated his heart, and his will by the Word of God,

that it should enlighten his understanding also, by means of

the study of sacred and profane literature.

Luther perceived this; he felt that in order to give "a firm

establishment to the Reformation, youth must become the objects

of laborious attention, schools be made as perfect as possible, and

those branches of learning which are necessary for a profound

study of holy Scripture, propagated throughout Christendom. ^

These, accordingly, formed one of the grand objects of his life;

and as at no time was he more convinced of this than at this

epoch of his life, he now sent a circular letter to the councillors

of all the cities of Germany, calling upon them to found Christian

schools. "Dear Sirs," said he, "so much money is expended

every year for muskets, roads, and embankments; why should

not a little be expended in providing poor youth with one or

two schoolmasters? God stands at our door and knocks; blessed

are we, if we open to him! The divine Word now abounds.

O dear Germans, buy, buy, while the market is held at your

doors. The Word of God and his grace, are like a wave that

subsides and disappears. The Jews possessed it once; but it is

I There can be no doubt that Luther's grand object in all this, -was the dif-

fusion of "saving knowledge"—of that acquaintance with God, in his works of

creation, providence and grace, which is surely and purely derived from the

Bible alone; and which in its effects upon the intellectual and moral nature of

man, infinitely exceeds in value all other knowledge whatsoever. But because

Luther, whose admiration of Erasmus as a scholar was unbounded, and who so

loved and admired in Melanchthon both the scholar and the Christian, gave the

highest place in his regard to what was unquestionably of highest moment, what
shall we think of a modern author who talks slightingly of the world's obliga-

tions in point of literature to such a man? "Nor, again," says Mr. Hallam,
"is there any foundation for imagining that Luther was concerned for the

interests of literature. None had he himself, save theological ; nor are there,

as I apprehend, many allusions to profane studies, or any proof of his regard to

them, in all his works." Hallam, Lit. of Europe, vol. i. p. 418. Now what
should we think of the man who should say of Homer, and Virgil, in regard to

literature: "None had they themselves, save poetical." Does theology not

give the amplest and noblest scope for literature in the highest sense of the

word? Is there no literature worth anything, in the theology of France and
Britain? On what is the fame of Bossuet, Jeremy Taylor, <fec., mainly founded?

Is there no literature of the highest kind in those noble sermons of Luther's

which were so much admired by Melanchthon, and yet so much adapted to the

people? Luther, both as an orator and as a poet, too, if we are to judge by his

hymns, and setting aside his controversial writings altogether, in his extant

works casts utter ridicule on Mr. Hallam's pedantry and prejudice. Tr.
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gone by; it is theirs now no more. Paul took it with him into

Greece, but from Greece, too, it hath passed away, and now it

is the Turks that are to be found there. It came to Rome, and

into the Latin country, but from that, too, it hath passed away,

and Rome has now the pope.l Germans, think not that you

shall have that Word for ever. The contempt that is manifested

towards it will banish it. Therefore let him who would have it,

lay hold of it and keep it

!

"Let your attention be occupied about children," he continues,

still addressing himself to magistrates ; "for many parents are

like the ostriches; hardening themselves towards their little

ones, and content with having laid the egg, they care no more

about it. The prosperity of a town doth not consist in amass-

ing much treasure, building strong walls, raising fine houses,

possessing brilliant arms. If fools come and assault it, its

calamity then will only be the greater. The true welfare of a

city, its salvation and its force, lies in its being able to count

upon having many learned, grave, upright, well brought up

citizens. And who are to be blamed for there being so few such

at present, if it be not you, magistrates, who have allowed youth

to grow up like brushwood in the forest?""

' Aber bin ist bin; sie baben nun den Papst. (L. 0pp. W. X. p. 535.)

« Much weight has been attached to the strong terms in which Erasmus com-
plains of the Reformation as having checked literary zeal, and led to a decline

in the passion for reviving ancient learning. This letter shows that Luther
was no foe even to human learning. But before we allow ourselves to be car-

ried off by the pointed expressions of the Rotterdam doctor, let us remember
that the passion for ancient learning, irrespective of its being sanctified to the

service of God and made useful to man, according to the complaint of Erasmus
himself, was carried so far that he dreaded that the rage for Hebrew might

bring back Judaism, and the passion for pagan literature, paganism. No doubt,

when literary enthusiasm was running into such extravagance as this, the

revived Christianity of the Reformation could not fail to check it in various

ways. The zeal even of professed scholars would be so far abated, and then

too, as in our own days, many men whose talents and energy were such as to

ensure them the highest honours of literary distinction, would devote those

noble qualities to the simple preaching of the Gospel and the care of souls. In

this view, the fears of Erasmus indicate a very small mind. He laments the

decay of mere philological zeal—the decline of that taste and talent which

render man illustrious by editing the books, or illustrating the peculiarities of

classical antiquity, but granting all his allegations against the Reformation in

this respect to be true, surely, had he possessed a soul alive to generous Chris-

tian impulses, such regrets for the losses sustained by criticism and philology,

would have been merged in the delightful contemplation of the Bible unsealed

to millions perishing for lack of knowledge—of large editions of it, in an admir-

able translation, printed off with unexampled rapidity in Germany—and of

many an accomplished scholar, who, in the walks of literature or science, might

have earned no mean reputation among the learned, preferring to devote his

11 2 T
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It was the study of literature, and of the languages, of which

Luther strongly pressed the necessity. "What use is there,"

we are asked, "in learning Latin, Greek, and Hebrew? We can

read the Bible very well in German." "Without the lan-

guages,"" he replies, "we should not have had the Gospel. . . .

The languages are the sheatli in which lies the sword of the

Spirit ;l they are the casket which encloses those jewels; they

are the vessel which contains that liquor; and, as the Gospel

speaks, they are the baskets for preserving the bread, and the

fishes with which the people must be fed. If we abandon the

languages, we shall not only come at last to lose the Gospel,

but no longer shall we have it in our power to speak or write in

Latin or in German. The moment they shall cease to be culti-

vated, Christendom will have declined, so as at last to fall under

the power of the pope. But now that the tongues are anew

held in honour, they diffuse so much light that the whole world

is amazed, and that every man must allow that our Gospel is

almost as pure as that of the apostles themselves. The holy

fathers, in times of old, were often mistaken, because of their

ignorance of the tongues; in our days there are some who, like

the Vaudois of Piedmont do not believe the tongues to be of use;

but although their doctrines be good, they often miss the true

meaning of the sacred text, find themselves wanting in weapons

wherewith to combat error, and, I much fear, their creed may

not continue pure.^ Had not my knowledge of the languages

made me sure of the meaning of the Word, I might have been

a godly monk, and might have quietly preached the truth in

the obscurity of a cloister, but I must have let the pope, the

sophists, and their antichristian empire, keep their place."^

Luther's attention was not confined to the instructions to be

provided for ecclesiastical persons; he had no wish that learning

should be restricted to the Church alone; he proposed that the

laity should be enabled to share in it, though until then they

had in that respect been disinherited. He called for the found-

energies to the winning of souls to Christ, and diffusing the blessings of pure

Christianity among a humble but grateful flock. Tr.
* Die Sprachen sin die Scheide, darinnen dies Messer des Gastes stecket.

(L. 0pp. W. X. p. 635.)
^ Es sey oder werde nicht lauter bleiben. (Ibid.)
^ Ich hatte wohl auch konnen fromm seyn und in der Stille recht predigen.

(Ibid.)
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ing of libraries, and that these, instead of consisting only of

editions and of commentaries of the schoolmen and fathers of

the Church, should have the books of the orators and poets like-

wise, even although they might have been pagans, as well as

works devoted to the fine arts, law, medicine, and history.

"These writings serve," said he, "to make us acquainted with

the works and the miracles of God."

This work of Luther's is one of the most important of all that

the Keformation produced. It took learning out of the hands

of the priests who had engrossed it to themselves, as those of

Ejjypt did of old, and made it the property of all. From the

inipulsion thus communicated by the Reformation, have pro-

ceeded the greatest developments of modern times. Those lay-

men, men of science and literature, who now traduce the Refor-

mation, forget that they themselves are its work, and that but

for it they would still be placed, like boys that know nothing,

under the rod of the clergy.l The Reformation saw the intimate

• Mr. Hallam, with a predilection for Erasmus, and disparagement of Luther,

which have subjected him to severe criticism, not content with repeating the

former's charges against the Reformation as ruining literature, has insinuated, in

passages eagerly quoted by Romanist writers for their own purposes, that that

great revolution was by no means so beneficial to society as is supposed. " What-

ever may be the bias of our minds as to the truth of Luther's doctrines," says

he, "we should be careful, in considering the Reformation as a part of the his-

tory of mankind, not to be mislead by the superficial and ungrounded represen-

tations which we sometimes find in modern writers. Such is this, that Luther,

struck by the absurdity of the prevailing superstitions, was desirous of intro-

ducing a more rational system of religion ; or that he contended for freedom of

inquiry, and the boundless privileges of individual judgment; or what others

have been pleased to suggest, that his zeal for learning and eminent philosophy,

led him to attack the Ignorance of the monks, and the crafty policy of the

church which withstood all liberal studies."

"These notions," he goes on to say, "are merely fallacious refinements, as

every man of plain understanding, who is acquainted with the writings of the

early Reformers, or has considered their history, must acknowledge. The doc-

trines of Luther, taken together, are not more rational, that is, more conform-

able, to what men, a priori, would expect to find in religion than those of the

church of Rome ; nor did he ever pretend that they were so." Introduction to

the Lit. of Europe, Arc. vol i. p. 418.

As this passage in Mr. Hallam is immediately followed by his sneer at Luther's

disregard for literature, its evident object is to insinuate that the Reformation

was no better than the church of Rome in regard to its reasonableness, and the

benefits resulting from it to the progress of the human mind. This idea we
cannot better refute than by pointing to the analogy between what the Refor-

mation did in religion, and what the Baconian philosophy has done in philoso-

phy. Both were too humbling to accord with the prepossessions of human
reason—both subjected that reason to an absolute authority, and in doing so,

both were pre-eminently rational, because that authority was no other than the

laws of God, in the two several departments of religion and philosophy, super-

seding the caprices of the human will and fancy.

This is so admirably shown in Bacon's "Advancement of Learning," where that
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union that connected all the sciences; it perceived that every

science that flows from God, leads back to God. It desired

that all should learn, and that people should learn everything.

" They who despise profane literature,"' said Melanchthon, "do

not the more appreciate sacred theology. Their contempt is but

a pretext which they use for concealing their sloth.'^^

The Reformation was not content with communicating a fresh

impulse to literature; the arts, also, were powerfully promoted

by it. Protestantism has been often reproached with being the

enemy of the arts, and many protestants willingly accept the

reproach. We shall not examine whether the Reformation

ought or ought not to glory in this; but simply remark, that

impartial history does not confirm the statement on which the

charge is founded. Let Roman Catholicism pride itself in being

more favourable to the arts than protestantism, all well; pagan-

ism was more favourable still, and protestantism places its glory

in other things. There are religions in which the aesthetic ten-

philosopher treats of divinity, that I need only refer the reader to that work
Some pass<ages, however, place the principle of the Reformation in so clear a

light that I make no apology for quoting them in a Note on the learning which
the early Reformers had it so much at heart to diffuse. " The prerogative of

God," says Bacon, "extendeth as well to the reason as to the will of man; so

that as we are to ohey his law, though we find a reluctation in our will, so we
are to helieve his "Word, though we find a reluctation in our reason." Of how
much consequence then, the universal knowledge of that Word, aimed at by the

Reformation? Again: "Wherefore we conclude that sacred theology, which

in our idiom we call divinity, is grounded only upon the Word and oracle of

God, and not upon the light of nature : for it is written :
' The heavens declare

the glory of God ;

' but it is not written : The heavens declare the will of God :

but of that it is said :
' To the law and to the testimony,' <tc. This holdeth

not only in those points of faith which concern the great mysteries of the Deity,

of the creation, of the redemption, but likewise those which concern the moral

law truly interpreted :
' Love your enemies ;' " &c. " This," says Bacon, " is a

voice beyond the light of nature;" that is, what Mr. Hallam would call, no<

rational. Thus we see that Bacon proclaims the subjection of man in theology

to divine revelation, just as he had proclaimed his subjection in natural philo-

sophy to the laws imposed by God on the material phenomena of the universe

;

and if the former of these two principles was irrational, and a restraint on "the
boundless privileges of individual judgment," just so but no more was the latter.

Bacon indeed goes on to show that the use, notwithstanding, of reason, in

spiritual things, "is very great and general; for it is not for nothing that the

apostle calleth religion our reasonable service of God," &c. And if early Refor-

mers did not hold the same view, why should Luther have addressed himself to

the reason of mankind in such a vast number of controversial writings, or why
should he have challenged Carlstadt, as we have just seen, to write and con-

trovert him? Here Mr. Ilallara has quite forgotten the following profoundly

wise remarks of Bacon: "But most especially the Christian faith, as in all

things, so in this dcserveth to be highly magnified, holding and preserving the

golden mediocrity in this point, between the law of the heathen, and the law of

Mahomet, which have embraced the two extremes. For the religion of the

1 Hunc titulum ignaviae suoe pra'textuiit. (Corp. Ref. i. p. 613.)
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dencies of man hold a more important place than is given to

his moral nature; from those religions Christianity is distin-

guished by having, for its essence, the moral element in man.

Christian sentiment reveals itself, not in the productions of the

fine arts, but in the works of the Christian life. Any sect that

should abandon this moral tendency of Christianity, would by so

doing, forfeit its titles to the Christian name. Rome has not

entirely abandoned this essential characteristic, but protestan-

tism guards it with far more purity. It glories in going to the

bottom of all that peculiarly belongs to the moral being of man,

and in judging of religious acts, not by their fair outside and

the manner in which they strike the fancy, but by their essen-

tial worth, and by the relation they bear to the conscience; in

such wise that if the popedom is above all things an resthetic

religion, as has been proved by an illustrious writer,^ protestan-

tism is above all things a moral religion.

Notwithstanding, although the Reformation addressed itself

heathen had no constant belief or confession, but left all to the liberty of argu-
ment; and the religion of Mahomet, on the other side, interdictcth argument
altogether; the one having the very face of error, and the other of imposture;
whereas the faith doth both admit and refect disputation with difercnce." Had
Bacon lived now, he would have found a still more apt illustration in the so

i\alled Rationalists on the one hand, and the Papists on the other; and whether
^Ir. Ilallam would send all Christendom, with the former, into the errors of the
heathen, or with the latter into imposture as gross as that of Mahomet, does
not very clearly appear. Freethinkers may adduce him as an authority in

favour of scepticism, as papists have done in favour of imposture.
It is impossible within the limits of a Note to show, how Bacon considered

certain "articles and principles of religion exempted from examination of
reason," while "we are permitted to make derivations and inferences there-
from." He uses this happy illustration, that as in a game of chess, the rules of
the game are positive, merely, however, ad placitum, that is, as arbitrarily laid

down by the inventor, yet in playing the game, we exercise our reason ;
" such,"

says he, "is that secondary reason, which hath place in divinity, which is

grounded on the placets of God."
Now the Reformers may have erred in multiplying those placets, those arti-

cles that were not to be set aside by reason, because plainly revealed, any
more than one of the laws of the physical world is to be set aside, but such
was not the principle of the Reformation ; and the remarkable agreement of
the Reformed Churches as to these, seems to absolve them from this charge.
But Luther's successors were guilty of this fault, insisting that a deference
should be paid to all their great master's opinions, almost equal to that claimed
for the Bible. Dr. Pusey, in his account of German Rationalism, has shown
how the violent rebound from this error, helped to throw German Protestants
into a state of scepticism, which was unhappily extended to the Bible, and pro-
duced Neology and Rationalism, being the extreme ascribed by Bacon to the
religion of the heathen.

The reader will find, in Sir J. Mackintosh's History of England, a very dif-

ferent and much juster estimate of the character of the Reformation, than Mr.
Hallam has given. Tr.

1 Chateaubriand, G6nie du Christianisme.
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to man, in the first instance, as a moral being, it addressed

itself to man in his entire nature. We have seen how it spoke

to his understanding,! and what it did for literature; it spoke

also, to his sensibility and to his imagination, and thus contri-

buted to the development of the arts. The Church was no

longer wholly composed of priests and monks; it was now the

congregation of believers. All were to take part in worship,

and the chanting of the clergy was to be succeeded by the

psalmody of the people. Luther, accordingly, in translating the

psalm.s, thought of adapting them to be sung by the Church.

And thus a taste for music was diffused throughout the nation.

"Next to theology," Luther w'ould say, "I give the first place

and the greatest honour to music. 2—A schoolmaster ought to

be able to sing," he would further say, "without which I would

not even look at him."

One day that some one with him was singing some beautiful

pieces, he exclaimed in an ecstasy of delight: "If our Lord

God has shed down such admirable gifts upon this earth, which

is but an obscure corner, what will there not be in that eternal

life where all will be perfection
!

" . . . From Luther's time

the people sang; the Bible inspired their songs, and the impulse

thus communicated at the epoch of the Reformation, afterwards

^ Roman Cntholics may now be found loudly insisting that their church, too,

addresses itself to the understanding, and some have even adduced the case of

Bossuet and Jurieu, as an example. "Bossuet did not hinder Jurieu from

speaking." "True," it has been well replied, "but only in Holland, where

Bossuet'^had no power to prevent him. Bossuet could discuss, yet, in doing so,

quite approved of Louis XIV. interposing his authority in deprivingall on whom
persuasion did not act with sufficient effect, of any wish to reply."

But although the papal doctors may now make a virtue of a necessity, by

addressing themselves to the understanding of man, let us not be mistaken as

to the manner in which this is generally done, and which is infinitely worse than

making no pretence to it at all. It consists in nothing but elaborate efforts to

undermine the confidence of the understanding in all religious convictions what-

ever, except that, which is no proper conviction, of an implicit unreasoning

assent to the dogmas of their church. Accordingly, as I have remarked before,

the world has never seen such a strenuous or extensive inculcating of scepticism

as by Roman Catholic doctors and their scholars, or such an ingenious employ-

ment of sophistical arguments for that purpose as they exhibit. And here

Dr. Pusey, in ascribing German Neology and Rationalism, to the reaction from

that extravagant respect for all of Luther's tenets which, in flagrant contradic-

tion to the "true principles of the Reformation, long marked the Lutheran

Churches, though right so far, is not entirely so ;—it having been discovered

that those heresies originally sprang from the efforts of Romanists to invalidate

the authority of the Scriptures as a rival to that of their own church. Ihis I

remarked before. Tr.
j i. i, i

2 Ich gebe nach der Theologie, der Musica den nahesten Locum und hochste

Ehre. {L. 0pp. W. xxii. p. 2253.)
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led to those magnificent oratorios which seem to have carried

that art to its highest pitch of perfection.

Poetry took the same start. In celebrating the praises of

God, people could not confine themselves to mere translations of

ancient anthems. The souls of Luther and of several of his cotem-

poraries, elevated by their faith' to thoughts the most sublime,

excited to enthusiasm by the struggles and the dangers to which

the Church at its birth was unceasingly threatened, inspired in

fine by the poetical genius of the Old Testament, and by the

faith of the New, erelong gave vent to their feelings in hymns, in

which all that is most heavenly in poetry and music, was com-

bined and blended. 1 Hence the revival, in the sixteenth cen-

tury, of the hymn {cantiqiie) which as early as in the first

century, used to cheer the martyrs in their sufferings. We have

seen Luther, in 1523, employing it to celebrate the martyrs at

Brussels ; other children of the Reformation followed his foot-

steps; hymns were multiplied; they spread rapidly among the

people, and powerfully contributed to rouse it from its sleep.

It was in that same year, that Hans Sachs sang, the Wittem-

berg nightingale. The doctrine which during four centuries

had prevailed in the Church, is in his eyes but as the moonlight

beneath which men lose their way in the deserts. But the

nightingale now harbingers the sun, and saluting the dawn with

its song, soars above the mists of the morning.

While lyric poetry thus burst from the loftiest inspirations

of the Reformation, satirical poetry and the drama attacked the

most crying abuses, in pieces from the pens of Hiitten, Miirner,

and Manuel.

It is to the Reformation that the great poets of England,

Germany, and perhaps of France, too, owe their noblest flights.

Painting is, of all the arts, that on which the Reformation

exerted the least influence. Nevertheless, it, too, was renewed

' " The Germans," says Mr. Hallam, "constitutionally a devout people, were

never so much so as in this first stage of protestantism. And this in combina-

tion with their musical temperament, displayed itself in the peculiar line of

hymns. No other nation has so much of this poetry. At the beginning of the

eighteenth century the number of religious songs was reckoned at 33,000, and

that of their authors at 600. Those of Luther have been more known than the

rest; they are hard and rude, but impressive and deep." (History of the Lit.

of Europe, vol. i. p. 586.) Here there is no acknowledgment of the fact that

much of this was owing to Luther's encouragement. Tr.
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and sanctified, as it were, by the universal movement which

then gave an impulse to all the capabilities of man. Luke Cra-

nach, the great master of that period, fixed his residence at

Wittemberg, lived there on intimate terms with Luther, and

became the painter of the Reformation. We have seen how he

represented the contrast between Christ and Antichrist (the

pope), and thus took his place among the most influential instru-

ments of the revolution that was then remodelling the nations.

From the time of his acquiring new convictions, he consecrated

his chaste pencil to such paintings only as harmonised with all

that a Christian believes, and shed upon groups of children

blessed by the Saviour, the graces with which he had previously

invested the saints, male and female, of the Romish legends.

Albert Durer, also, was won by the Gospel message, and from it

his genius took a new flight. His finest pieces date from that

epoch. It may be seen from the manner in which he ever after

painted the evangelists and the apostles, that the Bible was

restored to the people, and that from it the painter drew a

depth, a force, a life, and a grandeur of conception, which he

never could have found in himself.^

Nevertheless, it must be owned that painting is of all the

arts that Avhose religious influence is most obnoxious to well-

founded and urgent objections. Poetry and music come from

heaven, and will be found again in heaven; but painting we

behold unceasingly combined with serious immoralities or with

deadly errors. The man who has studied history or seen Italy,

can expect nothing good for human nature from that art. What-

ever weight may be attached to the exception which we think

we are bound to make, our general remark still subsists.

The Reformation in Germany, while withal it addressed itself

mainly to man's moral nature, gave an impulsion to the arts

which they could not have received from Roman Catholicism.

Thus there was a general advance in the arts, in literature,

in spirituality of worship, and in the souls of the nations and of

kings. But this magnificent harmony produced by the Gospel

in all parts, in the days of its revival, was now to be broken.

The notes of the Wittemberg nightingale were about to be

' Ranke, Deutsche Geschichte, ii. p. 86.
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interrupted by the whistling of the storm and the roaring of lions.

A mist diffused itself in a moment over the whole of Germany;

a beautiful day was succeeded by a dark and tempestuous night.

X. The empire had long been agitated by a political fermen-

tation, very different from anything that the Gospel produces.

Borne down by civil and ecclesiastical oppression, attached, in

many districts, to the feudal baronies and sold with them, the

people threatened to rise at length in wrath, and to break their

chains. This unsettlement revealed itself in various symptoms

long before the Eeformation, and even thus early, the religious

element had mingled with the political element; two principles

intimately blended in the life of nations, and which it was im-

possible in the sixteenth century to separate.^ In Holland, at

the close of the preceding century, the peasants had risen with

bread and cheese, the two grand blessings of life among those poor

people, represented on their standards instead of armorial bear-

ings. "The shoe league" had broken out in the neighbourhood

of Spires, in 1503. In 1513, it w'as renewed under encourage-

ment from the priests, in Jh-isgau. Wurtemberg in 1514, had

witnessed poor Conrad's league, the object of which was by

means of a revolt, to uphold "the rights of God." Carinthia,

and Hungary, were in 1515, the theatres of terrible com-

motions.2 These seditions had been suppressed by torrents of

blood, but no relief had been granted to those who took part in

• Impossible, many readers will think, in any century. So intimate is the
alliance between politics and morals, political relations so necessarily involving
moral obligations, and morality without religion being so weak and capricious
an authority among men. Tr.

* Here light is thrown on the supposition which we made in our Note in vol.

first, as to the precise period of the risings among the peasantry in the Rhenish
provinces, known by the name of the Shoc-Jeagne, as mentioned there by Mr.
Merle, and compared with other writers ; and what we then surmised is now
confirmed by what is stated here, namely that this league, after a course of
years, and in sundry places, was renewed; and we see more distinctly that the
proper Shoe-league was first entered into in the country around Spires, in the
year 1503, was renewed in the Brisgau, in 1513, while in 1514, a league of a
like nature took place in Wurtemberg, under the name of the poor Conrad, and
in 1515, similar commotions manifested themselves in Carinthia and Hungary.
The uproar in our fatherland, in 1400 and 1491, known by the name of the
Cheese-and-hread-aavie, from the emblems which the boors in that part of
North Holland, called Kennemerland, where it first appeared, bore upon their

flags, was partly connected with the preceding long-continuod political dissen-

sions betwixt the so-called Hooks and Codfish, and was partly of a more tran-
sitory nature, being caused by a temporary scarcity, an unfavourable harvest,

and dearness of provisions, which served at least as a pretext for it. It is

therefore without any foundation that such insurrections are charged against
the Reformation.—L. R.

n. 2 u
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them, Pulitlcal reform, accordingly, was no less necessary than

religious; the people were entitled to it; but, it must be con-

fessed, were not ripe for the enjoyment of it.'

Since the commencement of the Eeformation, these popular

commotions had ceased to be renewed; men's minds having

been absorbed by other thoughts. Luther whose piercing ken

perceived the condition of the people, with the view of restrain-

ing their fevered minds, had addressed them from his command-

ing position at Wittemberg, in a tone of serious exhortation.

"Revolt," he had said, "does not produce the desired ameliora-

tion, and it is condemned by God. What is revolt, if it be not

a man's revenging himself? The devil tries to stir up to revolt

those who embrace the Gospel, with the view of bringing reproach

upon it; but they who have rightly understood my doctrine,

do not revolt."-

Everything gave ground to fear that popular agitation could

be repressed no longer. The government which Frederick of

Saxony had taken such pains to form, and which possessed the

confidence of the nation, was dissolved. The emperor, whoso

energy might perhaps have replaced the influence of that

national administration, was absent; the princes, whose union

had always constituted the main force of Germany, were

divided; and Charles V.'s new declarations against Luther, by

removing all prospect of future harmony, so far deprived the

Reformer of the moral authority by which he had succeeded, in

1522, in calming the storm. The main dykes that had hitherto

confined the flood being destroyed, there was nothing to restrain

its fury.

It was not the religious movement that produced political

agitation; but in several places the former allowed itself to be

^ There seems to be a considerable degree of crudeness of conception in these

expressions. If by political reform, be meant just government, surely that is a

blessing for which a people is always ripe {miir); if, however, it mean the com-
munication of political power, as a people not ripe for that will be sure to abuse

it to their own harm, instead of a reform, it becomes a calamity, and we can

hardly say that a people are entitled to a calamity. Political power and just

government, often as they are confounded, are two very distinct things. Poli-

tical power may be widely diffused, and yet civil government be so unjust as to

establish slavery. Political power, again, may be extremely limited, yet justice

and freedom largely abound, though, we fear, precariously, because too depend-

ent on the characters of the few or the one invested with the government. Tk.
^ Luther's treue Ermahnung an alle Christen sich vor Aufruhr und Empbr-

ung zu hiiten. f 0pp. xviii. p 2S8.3
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swept along by the tumultuous billows of the latter. Possibly

we ought to go further than this, even to the acknowledgment

that the movement communicated to the people by the Refor-

mation, gave new force to the discontentment already fermenting

in the nation. The violence of Luther s writings ; the intrepidity

displayed in his actions and in his words; the harsh truths that

he uttered, not only to the pope and to the prelates, but to

the princes, also, themselves; all this must have contributed to

increase the effervescence that had already been produced.

Accordingly, Erasmus failed not to say to him: "We reap the

fruits of what you have sown."! Besides, the cheering truths

of the Gospel, when exposed at last to the light of day, roused

all hearts and filled them with expectation and with hope. Now

many unregenerate souls, were by no means prepared by repent-

ance for receiving Christian faith and liberty. They had every

wish to throw off the yoke of the pope, but had no wish to

accept of the yoke of Christ ; so that when those princes who were

devoted to Eome, sought in wrath to stifle the Reformation,

real Christians, it is true, could patiently endure those cruel

persecutions, but the multitude chafed and boiled over, and see-

ing their designs crushed on one side, they procured an outlet

for these on the other. "Wherefore," it was said, "while the

Church is calling all men to the enjoyment of a noble liberty,

should slavery be perpetuated in the state? Wherefore, while

the Gospel speaks of nothing but of mildness, should civil govern-

ment rule by nothing but forcer' Unhappily, at a time when

religious reform was hailed with equal joy, by princes and people,

political reform, on the contrary, had the most powerful part of

the nation opposed to it; and while the former had the Gospel

for its rule and stay, the latter soon had no better principles for

its guidance and support, than violence and caprice. Hence,

*vhile the one was confined within the bounds of truth, the

other, with all the fierceness of a torrent, rapidly shot ahead,

and overleapt every bound of justice. But any attempt to deny

that the troubles that burst forth in the empire, were indirectly

influenced by the Reformation, to me would look like partiality.

A flame had been kindled in Germany by religious discussions,

i Ilabemus fructum tui spiritus. (Erasm. Ilyperasp. B. 4.)
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and there could not fail to escape from thesel some sparks likely

to inflame the passions of the people.^

The evil was aggravated erelong by the pretensions of certain

fanatics to divine inspiration. While the Reformation had been

appealing unceasingly from the pretended authority of the

Church, to the real authority of holy Scripture, these enthusi-

asts rejected not only the authority of the Church, but that,

too, of Scripture; they spoke no more of anything but an inter-

nal word, a revelation from God to the inner man; refusing to

acknowledge the natural corruption of their hearts, they gave

themselves up to all the intoxication of spiritual pride, and fan-

cied themselves to be saints.

"Holy Scripture," says Luther, "was to them but a dead

letter, and all of them began to shout: The Spirit! the Spirit!

But, assuredly, I will not follow them whither •their spirit is

leadino- them! May God, in his mercy, preserve me from a

church in which there is none but saints.^ I desire to remain

where there are the humble, the weak, the sickly, who know

and feel their sin, and who, without ceasing, sigh and cry to God

from their inmost hearts, that they may obtain his consolation

and his aid." There is much profound meaning in these words

of Luther's; they indicate the change that was taking place in

his views of the true nature of the Church ; and they show, at

the same time, how widely opposed were the religious principles

of the insurgents to those of the Reformation.

' Although it be very true that tliese disturbances did not arise from the
Reformation, still that event favoured those more liberal ideas with regard to

the original equality of mankind, with which the thraldom in which the people
were held could not continue to subsist. V/ell had it been, if those who had the
power in their hands, had perceived this, for in that case the Reformation itself

would have put an end to those oppressions which had already, before its time,
given rise to such disturbances. But tlie time had not then arrived. And have
people even now come to a full and just perception of this? Here likewise is it

true; "Not hy power, nor by might, but by the Spirit of the Lord, shall it be,"

then, to wit, when through the influence of the same, the true principles of the
Reformation, and of genuine Christianity, shall have thoroughly penetrated the
minds which it has itself renewed. We look for that wished-for time, even amid
present commotions, as forming part of the futurity which lies in prospect
before us.—L. R.

2 This conclusion maybe so far sound, but the interval of quiet occurring dur-
ing the very period that the Reformation was producing so much excitement
throughout, and as the author has said, was supplying those "other thoughts,'-'

wherewith men's minds were absorbed, there is much to make us cautious as to
how far we should adopt it. Tr.

^ Der barmherzige Gott behiite mich ja fiir dor Christlichen Kirche, daria
citel heilige sind. (On John i. 2. L. 0pp. (AV.) vii. p. 1469.)
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The most distinguished of these enthusiasts was Thomas
Miinzer; a man not deficient in talents, who had read the Bible,

was zealous, and might have done good, had he but known how
to calm down the agitation of his mind, and to find peace at

heart. But, ignorant of himself, and wanting in true humility,

he was possessed with the desire of reforming the world, and,

like all such enthusiasts, forgot that he ought to have begun b\'

reforming himself. Certain mystical writings which he had
read in his younger days, had given his mind a wrong direction.

He first appeared at Zwickau, left Wittemberg after Luther's

return thither, in ill humour at the inferior post he there occu-

pied, and became pastor of the small town of Alstadt in Thur-
ingia. He could not long remain quiet there, and accused the

Reformers of making their attachment to Scripture the founda-

tion of a new popery, and of forming churches that were far

from being immaculate and holy.

"Luther," he would say, "has delivered men's consciences

from the yoke of the popedom, but he has left them in a state of

carnal liberty, and has not advanced their progress in spirit and
towards God.''^

To an evil so great as this, he thought himself called upon by
God to apply a remedy, and the revelations of the Spirit were,

according to him, the means by which he was to accomplish his

reformation. " He who possesses that Spirit,'* he would say,

"has true faith, even although he should never see the holy

Scriptures all his life. Pagans and Turks are much more fitted

for its reception than many Christians who call us enthusiasts."

It was Luther to whom he alluded in these words. "In order

to the receiving of this Spirit, the body must be chastised," he

further said, "a mean dress must be worn, the beard must be

allowed to grow, a man must look demure, preserve silence, -

haunt retired spots, and beseech God to bestow on us a sign of

his favour. God will then come and talk with us, as he talked

of old with Abraham. Were he not to do so, he would not

deserve a man's taking any thought about him?^ I have received

' Fiihrete sie nicht weiter in Geist und zu Gott. (L. 0pp. xix. p. 294.)
* Saur sehen, den Bart nicht abschneiden. (Ibid.)

2 Wunzer's expression is ignoble and impious. (History of Miinzer, by Mel-
anchthon. (Ibid. p. 295.)

^I omit the words given by the author in German, as profane and disgusting

even in a foreijrn lansuajre. Tr.
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commands from God to gather tog-ether his elect, in a holy and

everlasting covenant.""

The stir and ferment that prevailed in the minds of men, but

too much favoured the propagation of these enthusiastic ideas.

Man loves the marvellous and whatever flatters his pride.

Miinzer having led part of his flock to adopt his views, abolished

church music and all ceremonies. He maintained that to obey

princes "who had lost their reason," was to serve both God and

Belial. Next, marching at the head of his parishioners to a

chapel that stood near Alstadt, and to which people resorted on

pilgrimages from all quarters, he pulled it down. Having been

compelled after this exploit, to leave the country, he wandered

about Germany, and came at last as far as Switzerland, bringing

with him, and communicating to all who wished to hear it, the

plan of a general revolution. Everywhere, too, he found men''s

minds prepared ; he threw gunpowder upon burning coals, and

a violent explosion followed.

Luther, who had repelled the warlike enterprises of Sickengen,!

could not sufl'er himself to be implicated in the tumultuous

movements of the peasants. The Gospel withheld him, and it

was well for social order that it did so; for what might have

been the consequences, had he carried his vast influence into

their camp? ... He ever firmly maintained the distinc-

tion between the spiritual and the secular order of things; he

ceased not to repeat that it was immortal souls that Christ had

emancipated by his Word; and if, with one hand, he attacked

the authority of the Church, with the other he no less vigor-

ously upheld the civil authority of the princes. "A Christian,"

he would say, "ought to endure death an hundred times rather

than take the slightest imaginable part in the revolt of the

peasants." He wrote to the elector: "What gives me parti-

cular delight is, that these enthusiasts themselves are boasting

to all who choose to listen to them, that they do not belong to

us. It is the Spirit that impels them, they say; and as for me,

I answer: It is an evil spirit, that bears no better fruits than

the pillage of monasteries and of churches; the greatest robbers

on earth are capable of doing as much.""

Desirous, at the same time, that others should enjoy the same

' First volume, Book I.
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freedom that lie claimed for himself, Luther advised the prince

to avoid all rigorous measures: "Let them preach what they

choose, and against whom they choose," said he, " for it must

be the Word of God itself that marches ahead and gives them

battle. If their spirit be the true one, it will not fear our

rigours; if ours be the true, it will not dread their violence.

Let us leave the spirits to struggle and fight with each other. 1

Some possibly may be seduced; there are no battles without

wounds; but he that fights faithfully will be crowned. Never-

theless, if they will take to the sword, let your highness inter-

fere and prevent them, ordaining them to quit the country."

The revolt commenced in the districts of the Black Forest,

and the sources of the Danube, so often agitated by popular

commotions. On the 19th of July, 1524, the Thurgovian

peasantry rose against the Abbot of Eeichenau, who did not

choose to give them an evangelical pastor. Erelong thousands

assembled around the small town of Tengen, for the purpose of

rescuing a clergyman v/ho had been put into prison. The revolt

spread with inconceivable rapidity from Suabia to the districts

lying on the Rhine, and into Franconia, Thuringia, and Saxony.

All these countries" had revolted in January, 1525.

Towards the close of that month the peasants published a

declaration, in twelve articles, in which they claimed the liberty

of choosing their own pastors, the abolition of the petty tithe,

that they might no longer be considered the slaves or bondsmen

of their superiors, that the liberty of hunting and fishing might

be common ; that the great forests might not be regarded as

private property, but be open for the use of all; that they might

be delivered from the unusual burden of taxes under which they

laboured; that the administration of justice might be less rigor-

ous and more impartial; that the encroachments of the nobles

upon meadows and commons, might be restrained. Each demand

was supported by a passage (from the Bible). " Ifwe are mistaken,"

said they in conclusion, "let Luther correct us by Scripture."

2

: Man lasse die Geister auf einander platzen und treffen. (L. Epp. ii. p. 547.)

2 The Bible had evidently become a book of popular authority in Germany,

and thus it was natural for the peasants to seek to justify their conduct by per-

verting certain parts of it to their purposes, and to pretend to defer to the man

who proclaimed absolute submission to its authority as the duty of all men, in

every rank and condition of lifo. Tr.
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Having applied to the Wittemberg theologians for their advice,

ISIelanchthon and Luther gave them theirs, each separately, and

in a manner marked by their respective characters. Melanch-

thon who saw a great crime in every kind of dispeace. exceeds

the limits of his ordinary mildness, and cannot find words strong

enough to express his indignation. The peasants he considers

as criminals, against whom he invokes all laws human and divine.

Should kindly negotiation prove of no avail, the magistrates

ought to prosecute them as if they were robbers and assassins.

" Yet," he adds, (and there could not fail to be one trait at least

to remind us of Melanchthon), let compassion be shown to the

orphans, in the application of the penalty of death."

Luther's sentiments on the subject of the revolt agreed with

those of Melanclithon, but he had a heart that throbbed with

sympathy for the grievous sufferings of the people On this

occasion he presented an example of strict impartiality, and

spoke the truth frankly to both parties, addressing himself to

the princes first, and more particularly to the bishops.

" It is you," says he, "who are the cause of this revolt; it ia

your declamations against the Gospel, your guilty oppression of

the Church's little ones, that have driven the people to despair.

It is not the peasants, dear lords, that have risen against you

;

it is God himself who wishes to oppose your madness.l The

peasants are the mere instruments whom he employs to humble

you. Think not to escape the punishment he is preparing for

you. Even although you should succeed in destroying all the

peasantry, God, from the very stones, might raise up new ones

to punish your pride. Had I a wish to revenge myself, I might

laugh in my sleeve, become a mere looker on at what the peas-

ants are doing, or even stimulate their wrath; but God keep me

from that ! . . . Dear lords, for the love of God ! let your

indignation subside; treat these poor people reasonably, as if

they were intoxicated and led astray. Appease these commo-

tions by mildness, lest there should break out from them such a

conflagration as shall set all Germany in a blaze. Among their

twelve articles there are some that are fair and just."

This commencement was well fitted to gain for Luther tho

» Gott ist's selber der setzt sich wider euch. (L. 0pp. xix. p. 254.)
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coufidence of the peasants, and to make them listen with patience

to the truths he had to tell them. lie represented to them that

a great part of what they petitioned for, was, it is true, well

founded; but that to revolt was to act like pagans; that the

duty of Christians was patience, not war; that if they continued

to rise, in the name of the Gospel, against the Gospel itself, he

should look upon them as enemies more dangerous than the

pope. " The pope and the emperor," he continues, "combined

against me; but the more the pope and the emperor stormed,

the more progress did the Gospel make. . . . And why

so? It is because I have never either drawn the sword or sought

revenge; it is because I have never had recourse either to tumult

or revolt; I committed all to God and waited on his mighty

hand. It is neither with sw^ord nor musket that soldiers fight,

but with sufferings and with the cross. Christ, their captain,

never wielded the sword ... he was hanged on a tree."

But in vain did Luther thus express himself like a Christian.

The people were too much fevered by the fanatical discourses of

the leaders of the revolt, to pay the same attention to the Re-

former that they had formerly done. "He is playing the

hypocrite," it was said; "he flatters the princes; he has made war

upon the pope, and yet would have us submit to our oppressors
!"

The revolt, then, instead of subsiding, became more formid-

able. At Weinsberg, Count Louis von Helfenstein, and the

seventy men under his orders, were condemned to death. One

part of the peasants held their pikes forward, standing firm and

immovable; another pursued the count and his soldiers, and

forced them upon this iron hedge.' The wife of the unhappy Hel-

fenstein, holding a child two years old in her arms, upon her knees

and with piercing shrieks, besought them to spare her husband's

life. But all her efibrts to arrest this murderous proceeding

were in vain; a boy who had been in the counrs service, and

had joined the rebels, gamboled near him with the utmost gaiety,

and played the dead march, as if conducting the victims to a

dance. All of them perished; the child was wounded in its

niother''s arms; she herself was thrown upon a dung cart, and

taken thus to Heilbronn.

' Und jechten ein Grafen durch die Spiesse. (Mathesius, p. 46.)

H. 2 X
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On hearing of these cruelties a cry of horror burst from the

friends of the Keformation, and a terrible conflict took place in

the sensitive soul of Luther. The peasants, on the one hand,

casting ridicule on all that he had urged upon them, pretended

to revelations from heaven, made impious applications of the

threatenings of the Old Testament, proclaimed equality of ranks

and community of goods, defended their cause with fire and

sword, and committed many a barbarous execution. The foes

of the Reformation, on the other hand, asked the Reformer with

a malignant sneer, if he had not at length discovered that it was

easier to kindle a conflagration than to put it out! Indignant

at such excesses, alarmed at the thought that they might arrest

the advance of the Gospel, Luther hesitated no longer; he kept

no measures now; but attacking the rebels with the whole force

of his character, he possibly exceeded the just limits within

which he ought to have confined himself.

"The peasants," he said, "commit three horrible sins against

God, and against man, and hence deserve death both of body

and soul. First, they revolt against their magistrates, to whom

they have sworn allegiance. Next, they steal, they pillage the

convents and castles. If you will not put a mad dog to death,

you will perish, and the whole country with you. He that is

slain in fighting for the magistrates, will be a true martyr, if he

have fought with a good conscience." Luther then energetically

depicts the criminal violence of the peasants in compelling simple

and peaceable men to join their league, and thus dragging them

into the same condemnation with themselves. He then adds:

"Therefore, dear lords, do you succour, save, deliver, compas-

sionate this poor people. Let every one that can strike, pierce

and slay. ... If thou shouldst die, thou canst not have a

happier end; for thou diest in the service of God, and to save

thy neighbour from hell!"'

Neither mildness nor force could now arrest the popular tor-

rent. It was no longer to summon the people to public worship

that the bells were tolled, but when a prolonged and solemn peal

resounded through the rural districts, it was the tocsin, and all

ran to arms. The people of the Black Forest gathered round John

» Deinen Nehensten zu retten aus der Ilblle. (L. 0pp. xix. p. 266.)
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Mi'illar of Bulgenbach. This chief had an imposing presence;

he was dressed in a red mantle and red bonnet, and haughtily

advanced from village to village, followed by his peasants. Be-

hind him, in a car, adorned with ribbons and leaves, the tricolour

flag, black, red, and white, was borne aloft as the signal

of revolt. A herald with stripes of the same colours, read

aloud the twelve articles, and invited the people to join the

insurrection. Whoever refused was excluded from the com-

munity.

This procession, although pacific at first, soon became more

alarming. Shouts were uttered to the efi'ect that the barons

ought to be compelled to join the league. And as a means ot

leading them into it, the granaries were pillaged, the cellars

emptied of their contents, the seignorial ponds were fished, the

feudal castles of all resisting noblemen were reduced to ruins,

and the monasteries were burnt. Kesistance inflamed the resent-

ment of these rude men; it was no longer enough for them that

all should be made equal; they thirsted for blood . . . and

vowed that whoever wore spurs, should bite the dust.

The towns were in no condition to offer resistance, and accord-

ingly, as the peasants advanced, they opened their gates and

joined the rebels. Wherever they went, pictures of the saints

were torn down; crucifixes were broken ;l women traversed the

streets with arms in their hands, and threatened the monks.

When beaten in one place, they assembled in another, and braved

the most formidable forces. A committee of the peasantry

established itself at Heildbronn. The counts of Lowenstein were

made prisoners, and after being dressed in rustic frocks, had

white wands put into their hands, and were compelled to swear

to the twelve articles. "Brother George, and thou, brother

Albert," said an Ohringen coppersmith to the counts of Hohen-

lohe, who had come to the camp, "do you swear to behave to us

as brethren; for you, too, are now but peasants; you are no

1 This war against pictures and crucifixes, is no proof that the rebels had
embraced the doctrines of the Reformation. The religion which was identified

with those objects of veneration and worship, oppressed the peasants; hence

they were marked for destruction. The Count de Montlosier mentions a far

•wilder excess that occurred long before the Reformation, in one of the Jacquer-

ies of France. The phrase Je renie Dieu, " I disown God," was a sort of watch-

word, and in the corrupted Ibrm of Jirnigo, if I recollect right, became a com-
mon profane oath. Tr.
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longer lords." Equality of condition, that dream of all demo-

crats, was established in aristocratical Germany.

Very many of the barons, some influenced by fear, others by

ambition, then joined the insurgents. The famous Gotz of

Berlichingen, seeing his own vassals refuse to obey him, wanted

to flee to the elector of Saxony; but his wife, then in childbirth,

in order to keep her husband near her, concealed the elector's

reply. Gotz was pressed so hard as to be compelled to put

himself at the head of the rebel army. On the 7th of May, the

peasants entered Wurtzburg, and were received there by the

burgesses with shouts of welcome. The forces of the princes,

and the knights of Suabia, and Franconia, then united in that

city, thereupon hastily withdrew from it into the citadel, as the

last bulwark of the nobility.

But by this time the movement had extended into other parts

of Germany. Spires, the Palatinate, Alsace, and Hesse, had

admitted the twelve articles, and the peasants threatened Ba-

varia, Westphalia, the Tyrol, Saxony, and Lorraine. The mar-

grave of Baden, in consequence of his rejecting the articles, was

forced to fly. The coadjutor of Foulda acceded to them with a

smile. The small towns alleged that they had not lances where-

with to oppose the insurgents. Maintz, Treves, and Frankfort

obtained the franchises that they called for.

An immense revolution was on the eve of being accomplished

throughout the empire. The ecclesiastical and secular preroga-

tives, so oppressive to the peasantry, were to be abolished; the

property of the clergy was to be secularised, partly as an in-

demnity to the princes, partly to provide for tlie wants of the

empire; the imposts were to be abolished, with the exception of

a tribute which was to be payable every ten years; the imperial

authority, recognised by the New Testament, was alone to sub-

sist; all other princes were to cease to reign; sixty-four free

courts of justice were to be established, and men of all classes

were to have seats in these; all states of life were to return to

their primitive destination; ecclesiastics were to become mere

pastors of churches; princes and knights were to cease being

ou2:ht but the defenders of the weak; uniformity of weights

and measures was to be introduced, and there was to be ono

coinage struck for the whole empire.
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Meanwhile the princes were recovering from their first stupe-

faction, and the commander-in-chief of the imperial army, George

von Truchsess, advanced on the side of the lake of Constance.

He beat the peasants on the 2d of May, at Beblingen, marched

on the town of Weinsberg, where the unfortunate count von

Helfenstein had perished, burnt it, rased it to the ground, and

commanded respect to be shown to the ruins, as an everlasting

monument of the treason of its inhabitants. At Fiirfield, he

joined the elector Palatine and the elector of Treves, and all

three advanced towards Franconia.

The citadel of Wurtzburg, called the Frauenburg, still held

out for the princes, and the main body of the peasants lay as

before beneath its walls. On being apprized of the advance of

Truchsess, they resolved upon an attempt to take the place by

storm, and on May 15th, at nine in the evening, under a flour-

ish of trumpets, the tricolour flag was unfurled, and the peasants

rushed to the attack, rending the air with the most horrible

cries. The castle was under the orders of Sebastian von Roten-

han, one of the warmest partisans of the Reformation. He had

put its defences into a formidable state, and the soldiers had

replied to his exhortations fearlessly to repel the assault, by

swearing that they would so do, each raising three fingers to

heaven. The most terrible conflict ensued; the fortress reply-

ing to the desperate efibrts of the peasants by throwing petards,

by pouring on them showers of burning brimstone and boiling

pitch, and by a vigorous cannonade. Thus unexpectedly attacked

by enemies whom they could not even see, the assailants hung

back for a moment, but soon their fury was only exasperated by

being thus baulked. Night came on and the battle Avas con-

tinued. Lighted up with countless battle fires, the fortress

stood out from amid the surrounding darkness, like some huge

giant, vomiting forth flames, and struggling alone, amid thun-

dering detonations, for the salvation of the empire, against the

ferocious valour of whole hordes of assailants, maddened with

rage. By two o'clock next morning, all the attacks of the peas-

ants had failed, and they retired.

They would now fain have come to terms, either with the

garrison or with Truchsess, who was advancing at the head of

his army. But this was to depart from their proper course;
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violence and victory alone could save them. After some irreso-

lution, they decided upon marching to meet the imperial army,

but the artillery and cavalry made a frightful carnage in their

ranks. First at Konigshofen, next at Engelstadt, these unfor-

tunate people were completely defeated; after which, princes,

nobles, and bishops, abused their success by a display of the

most unparalleled cruelty. The prisoners were hanged along

the roads. 1 The bishop of Wurtzburg who had fled, returned

and went through his diocese, accompanied by executioners, with

whose assistance he made it flow with the blood both of the

rebels, and of the unoffending friends, too, of the Word of God.

Gotz von Berlichingen was sentenced to perpetual imprisonment.

The margrave Casimir of Anspach ordered the eyes to be taken

from eighty-five rebel peasants, who had sworn that their eyes

should never see that prince, and he threw upon the world that

troop of blind people, who wandered about, groping their way

as they held by each other, stumbling over the roads, and beg-

ging for wherewithal to support their miserable existence. The

wretched boy who on his German flute had played the death

march of von Helfenstein, was chained to a stake; a fire was

lighted around him, and the knights stood by and laughed at his

horrible contortions.

Worship was everywhere re-established in its old forms. The

most flourishing and best peopled parts of the empire presented

to those who traversed them, nothing but heaps of dead bodies

and smoking ruins. Fifty thousand persons perished; and the

people almost everywhere lost the small amount of freedom they

had hitherto enjoyed. Such was the horrible winding up of the

revolt in the south of Germany.

X. But the evil was not to be confined to the south and west

of Germany. Miinzer, after traversing part of Switzerland,

Alsace, and Suabia, directed his course anew to the borders of

Saxony. Some of the burgesses of Mulhausen in Thuringia,

invited him to settle among them, and appointed him their pas-

tor. As this was opposed by the town-council, Miinzer turned

1 The example was afterwards followed by the savage Blaize de Montlue, the
Claverhouse of France, who in one part of his Memoirs, remarks that tlie course
he took in passing through the country, could easily be traced by the numbers
of Huguenots seen hanging from the trees. Tr.
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tliem out and appointed others in their place, making the new

council consist of his own friends, with himself at their head.

Full of contempt for that Christ, "mild as honey, whom Luther

preached," determined to have recourse to the most energetic

measures: "We must," he would say, "like Joshua, destroy all

the nations of Canaan with the sword." He established a com-

munity of goods, and pillaged the monasteries. l
" Miinzer,"

says Luther in a letter to Amsdorf, dated 11th April, 1525,

"Miinzer is king and emperor of Mulhausen, and not its pastor

only." The poor no longer laboured ; when any one required

cloth or corn, he would go to get it from some wealthy person,

and what the one refused to give, the other took. Mulhausen

being an independent city, Miinzer was able to exercise his influ-

ence there for nearly a year without opposition. The insurrec-

tion in the south of Germany, made him think it time for him

to be extending his new kingdom. He caused cannons of large

calibre to be cast in the Franciscan monastery, and endeavoured

to excite the Mansfeldt peasantry and miners to revolt. "How

much longer, then, do you mean to sleep?" said he in a fanati-

cal proclamation; "rise and fight the Lord's battle! It is time

for it. France, Germany, and Italy, are on their way . For-

ward! forward! forvvard! Dran! dran! dran! . . Re-

gard not the grief of the impious. They will supplicate you like

children; but do you remain inexorable. Dran! . . . dran!

. . . dran! . . . The fire burns: keep your swords

warm with blood.- Dran! . . . dran! . . . dran!

. . . Work while it is day." The letter was signed; "Miin-

zer, servant of God against the impious."

The people in the rural districts, in their eagerness to enrich

themselves, flocked to his standard, and the insurrection spread

everywhere through the Mansfeldt, Stolberg, and Schwarzburg

countries, as also in Hesse, and the duchy of Brunswick. The

monasteries of Michelstein, Ilsenburg, Walkenried, Rossleben,

and many others near the Hartz, or in the plains of Thuringia,

were laid waste. At Reinhardsbrunn, which Luther had visited,

the tombs of the old landgraves were profaned and the library

destroyed.

1 Omnia simul communia. ("L. 0pp. xix. p. 292.)

- Lasset euer Schwerdt nicht kalt werden von Blut. (Ibid. p. 289.)
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Terror now spread far and wide, and even at WIttemberg

people were not without alarm. The very doctors who had

feared neither emperor nor pope, saw themselves compelled to

tremble before a madman. News of the insurgents were anxiously

looked for, and every step of their advance counted. "We are

in great jeopardy here," said Melanchthon; "should Munzer

succeed it is all over with us, if Christ save us not. Miinzer is

advancing with a cruelty that exceeds that of the Scythians,'' l

and the terrible threats he utters are not fit to be mentioned.

The pious elector had been hesitating as to the course he

should adopt. Miinzer had exhorted him and all other princes

to conversion, for, said he, their hour was come; and these letters

he had subscribed: "Munzer, armed with the sword of Gideon.""

Frederick would fain have brought back these misguided men

by employing mild measures, and when lying dangerously ill,

had written as follows to his brother John, on the 14th of April.

"These poor creatures may have had more than one cause of

revolt o-iven them. Alas! the little ones are in many ways

oppressed by both their temporal and their spiritual lords."

And when it was urged upon him to what humiliations, revo-

lutions, and dangers, he would expose himself, if he did not

promptly put down this rebellion: " I have up to this time," he

replied, "been a mighty elector, having horses and carriages in

nfenty; if it be God's will now that they be taken from me, I

am content to go on foot."'-
'^

1 Moncerus plus quam scythicam crudelitatem pric se fert. (Corp. Ref. i.

>. 741.)
- So woUe er hinklinftig zu fuss gehen. (Seckendorf, p. 085.)

^ Admirable prince ! may we here repeat.—Had all the princes and nobility

been likeminded, not only might the insurrection have been easily suppressed,

but it would have been prevented, and the reformation of the state following the

reformation of the Church would have regulated all things according to the

lessons of the Gospel, without on that account embracing that absurd equality

of conditions, and community of goods, which would annihilate all social order.

These two things are quite independent of each other. There may be necessary

distinctions of "rank and power, there may be princes and governors, persons

invested with authority and dignity, without, by violence and excess, by pride

and sumptuousness, making life miserable to the poorer classes, to whom
they ought to be a help and stay, and depriving them of the m-^ans necessary

for a decent maintenance. Were this observed, and practically attended to, it

would even in our days, prove the best means of preventing the outbreak of that

discontentment of the lower orders which is smouldering everywhere. Yet owing

to the increase of irreligion, these lessons of wisdom maybe expected to remain

unheeded, until fearful insurrections open men's eyes when it is too late, until

at last he shall, who according to his Gospel, and the word of prophecy, shall

bring all to richt.—L. R.
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The first of the princes to take arms was the young Philip of

Hesse, whose knights and soldiers swore to live and die with

him. After having restored peace to his own states, he directed

his course towards Saxony, while on their side duke John, the

elector's brother, duke George of Saxony, and duke Henry of

Brunswick advanced, and united their forces with those of Hesse.

Alarmed at the sight of this army the peasants withdrew to a

hill, where without arms or discipline, and the most of them

without courage, they formed a rampart of their wheeled car-

riages. Miinzer had been unable to procure powder for his

enormous cannons. No succours appeared; the army closed in

upon the insurgents, and they were seized with discouragement.

Influenced by pity for them, the princes ofi'ered them terms,

which they seemed inchned to accept, Miinzer then availed

himself of the most powerful of all the means that can be em-

ployed, for exciting enthusiasm to the utmost. " We shall this

day see the arm of the Lord," said he, "and all our enemies shall

be destroyed." At that moment there appeared a rainbow;

and in it the fanatical crowd, who bore a rainbow on their

standards, saw a sure token of the protection of heaven. Miinzer

took advantage of this. "Fear nothing," said he to the peas-

ants and townsfolk, " I shall catch in my sleeve all the bullets

sent against you."! At the same time he caused a young noble-

man, Maternus von Geholfen, who had come with terms from

the princes, to be cruelly put to death, so that the insurgents

might lose all hope of pardon.

The landgrave, calling his troopers around him, addressed

them thus: "I well know that we princes are often to be blamed;

for we are but men; but God desires that honour should be given

to the powers that be. Let us save our wives and children from

the fury of these murderers. The Lord will give us the victory;

for he hath said, Whosoever resisteth the power, resisteth the ordin-

ance of God." Philip then gave the signal for the attack; it

The tenderness of the elector's conscience, and keen sympathy with the oppress-

ed, are strikingly evinced in a letter written to the brother who succeeded him on

the very day before he died. " The princes," says he, "have applied to us for

our assistance against the peasants; and I could wish to open my mind to them

but I am too ill. Perhaps the principal cause of these commotions is that these

poor creatures have not been allowed to have the "Word of God preached freely

among them." See Milner, vol. v. p. 224.
' Ihr soUt sehen dass ich alle Biichsensteine in Ermel fassen will. (L. 0pp.

xix. 297.)

n. 2y
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was the IStli of May, 1525. The army began to move, but the

mass of peasants stood firm, chanting the hymn, "Come, Holy

Spirit," and waiting for a declaration from heaven in their favour.

The artillery soon broke through their rude rampart, and car-

ried dismay and death into the midst of them. Thereupon their

fanaticism and courage alike forsook them; they fled panic-

struck in all directions. Five thousand of them were slain in

their flight.

The victorious princes and their troops entered Frankenhau-

sen after the battle was over. There a soldier having gone into

a loft attached to the house in which he was quartered, perceiv-

ed a man lying on the floor.i "Who art thou?" said he; "art

thou a rebelf Then, perceiving a portfolio, he took it up, and

found in it letters addressed to Thomas Miinzer. "Art thou

Thomas?" said the trooper. "No," rephed the terrified invalid.

But on the soldier threatening him fiercely, Miinzer, for it was

no other than he, acknowledged who he was. "Thou art my
prisoner," said the soldier. On being taken before duke George

and the landgrave, Miinzer persisted in maintaining that he was

right in his intention of chastising the princes for their opposi-

tion to the Gospel. "Wretch," they said, "think of all for

whose destruction you have to answer
!

" But to this he only

replied, smiling in the midst of his anguish: "Thus would they

have it." He took the sacrament in one kind. His head and

that of PfeifFer, his lieutenant, fell at the same time.2 Muhl-

hausen was taken, and the peasants were thrown into confinement.

A nobleman having observed in the crowd of prisoners, a fine-

looking rustic, went up to him and said: "Well now, young

man, what government do you like best, that of peasants or that

of princes?" The poor man answered with a deep-drawn sigh:

"Ah, my dear lord, no knife cuts so keen, as when one peasant

lords it over others."^

The remains of the insurrection were extinguished in blood,

' So findet er einen am Bett.
* Maimbourg makes a curious distinction between the two: "they both

passed," says he, " like the rest under the sword of the executioner, but with

this difference, that God did justice upon Pfeiffcr, an apostate monk, by leaving

him to die in his sin, and showed mercy to Miinzer, by eflBcaciously touching his

heart for his conversion at death." Tr.
3 Kein Messer scherpfer schirrt denn wenn ein Baur des andern Ilerr wird,

(Mathesius, p. 48.)
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duke George, in particular, displaying great severity. In the

states of the elector, there was neither capital nor any other

punishment.^ The Word of God, preached in all parts of them,

manifested how effectually it could restrain the tumultuous pas-

sions of the people.

Luther, in fact, had never ceased to combat the rebellion,

which, in his view, seemed to be a harbinger of the last judg-

ment, and in this effort he was lavish of instruction, prayer, and

even sarcasm. At the conclusion of the articles that were drawn

up by the rebels at Erfurt, he added, as a supplementary article:

''Item: the following article has been omitted. Henceforward

the honourable council shall have no authority; it shall have no

power to do anything, but shall sit as an idol or as a log; the

community shall chew all its morsels for it, and it shall govern

with its hands and feet bound; henceforth, the carriage shall

draw the horses, and the horses hold the reins, and thus all will

go on to admiration, in conformity with the beautiful scheme

exhibited in these articles.""

Not satisfied with using his pen, even while the insurrection

was as yet in all its force, Luther left Wittemberg and traversed

some of the most disturbed districts. He preached, he strove

to calm men's minds, and his hand, with a might that it derived

from God, diverted, appeased, and restored to their proper bed,

the furious overflowins; waters.2

1 Hie nulla carnificina, nullum supplicium. (Corp. Ref. i. p. To2.)
^ Luther, it should seem, by his letters to the elector of Saxony, certainly

at first promoted that good prince's forbearance towards Miinzer. " Tour high-

ness," says he, "had better hear with him till he be more ripe. There is a

great deal in him which has not shown itself as yet." In this same letter, how-

ever, he calls !Miinzer, Satan, and intimates with sufficient plainness, that he

expected nothing but mischief from him. Afterwards he became dissatisfied

with the elector's indecision respecting the prophets, and at length, when
Miinzer left no room to doubt his wicked purposes, he addressed the prince, and

his brother, the duke, on the danger that threatened the country from this

fanatic and his associates.

Milner, from whom I have abridged the above, gives this address in full.

"Written evidently before the war had commenced, it bears mainly on the des-

truction of images, and "the constant disposition to fighting," which he con-

sidered to be a proof that Miinzer and his partisans were not Christians. Yet

those are the men whom Roman Catholics call Lutherans ! The following

paragraph of this address is so applicable to the state of our owb poor popula-

tion at the present day, that it cannot be made too prominent

:

" A just application of the divine Word, in the production of true faith, is

the only way to correct all bad practices. The removal of external evils, while

the heart is'devoid of this principle, is of little service. Such a heart soon

invents new ones. The true method of expelling Satan, and ruining his deviccE,
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The doctors of the Eeformation everywhere put forth the same

influence. At Halle, Brentz had raised the depressed minds of

the burgesses, by urging upon them the promises of God's Word,

and four thousand peasants fled before six hundred citizens.^ At

Ichterhausen, a multitude of peasants met with the intention of

demolishing several castles, and putting the nobles who owned

them, to death. Frederick Myconius went alone to them, and

such was the efl'ect of his eloquence, that they instantly aban-

doned their purpose.^

Such was the course pursued by the Eeformers, and such the

part of the Eeformation, in the midst of this insurrection; they

combatted it, with all their might, by the sword of the Word,

and energetically maintained those principles which alone can,

at all times, preserve order and obedience among the nations.

Hence Luther goes so far as to state his conviction, that had not

the fury of the people been arrested by the mighty influence of

sound doctrine, the insurrection would have led to much greater

ravages, and would have everywhere overthrown church and state.

Indeed, everything would lead us to believe that these melan-

choly forebodings, but for that restraint, would have been realized.

If the Eeformers thus combatted sedition, it was not without

their being most painfully aff'ected by it. That moral agony

which Luther first experienced in the cell at Erfurt, reached

perhaps its highest aggravation, after the revolt of the peasants.

No great transformation, in humanity, is ever eff"ected without

sufierings in those who are the instruments of accomplishing it.

It was required in order to the creation of Christianity, that the

agony of the cross had to be endured; but He who was fixed to

is that of the New Testament ; namely, the exercise of preaching the Word of

God. This lays hold of the heart, and cures the evil radically."

How cure those evils of want of employment, despair, and starvation, some

will say, which threaten these islands with an insurrectionary war, accompanied

by all the horrors of that which desolated Germany in 1524-5 ? Can the preach-

in<^ of the Gospel create a demand for our manufactures, or convert stones into

bread? Luther, if alive, would probably answer: "No, but it makes Christians

of the poor, and proves the Christianity of the rich, and when men are Chris-

tians, whether rich or poor, they inherit the promises of the Gospel. Their

wants God will supply in his own way, and meanwhile will give them sobriety,

patience, and contentment." Tr.
' Eorum animos fractos et perturbatos verbo Dei erexit. (M. Adam. Vit.

Brentii, p. 441.)
2 Agmen rusticorum qui convenerant ad demoliendas arces, unica oratione sic

compescuit. (Ibid. Vit. Fred. Myconii. p. 1Y8.)
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that cross, thus addresses each of his disciples: "ylre ye able to

he baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with ?""

On the side of the princes, it was unceasingly repeated that

Luther, and his doctrine, had caused the insurrection, and, how-

ever absurd this idea, the Reformer could not see it so generally

received, without experiencing feelings of bitter distress. On

the side of the people, Miinzer and all the chiefs of the sedition,

represented him as a vile hypocrite, a flatterer of the great; ^

and these calumnies found easy credence. Even moderate men

were displeased at the violence with which Luther had spoken

against the insurgents. The friends of Rome triumphed;- all

turned against him, and he bore the brunt of the universal

resentment of the age in which he lived. But what most of all

pierced his soul, was his seeing the work of heaven thus dragged

through the mud, and ranked among the most fanatical projects.

Here he saw was his Gethsemane; he beheld the bitter cup that

was presented to him; and foreseeing an universal abandonment,

he exclaimed: "Soon perhaps, I too will have to say: Omnes

ros scandalum patiemini in ista nocteT^

Amid all this bitterness of soul he preserved his faith not-

withstanding: "He,"' said he, "who has enabled me to trample

my enemy under foot, when he rose against me like a cruel

dragon, or like a raging lion, will not suffer that enemy to crush

me, now that he presents himself with the perfidious look of a

basilisk.'* I contemplate these calamities and groan under them.

I have often asked myself, if it had not been better to have

allowed the popedom calmly to pursue its course, rather than see

so many troubles and seditions break out in the world. But

no ! Far better rescue some from the jaws of the devil, than

leave all to his murderous fangs.'''''5

Then it was that the revolution in Luther's mind which com-

menced on his return from the Wartburg, was consummated.

The inward life no longer sufficed for him; the Church and her

' Quod adulator principum vocer. (^L. Epp. ii. p. 671.)
2 Gaudent papistse de nostro dissidio. (Ibid. p. 612.)
' All ye shall be offended because of me this night. (Matth. xxri. 31, 33.)

(Ibid. p. 671.)
* Qui cum toties hactenus sub pedibus meis calcavit et contrivit leonem ot

draconem, non sinet etiam basiliscum super me calcare. (Ibid. p. 671.)
* Es ist besser einige aus dcm Rachen des Teufels herausreissen. (L. 0pp.

ii. Ed. ix. p. 961.)
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institutions became objects of great importance in his eyes.

The hardihood with which he had warred successfully with

everything, was checked by the view of destructive measures of

a far more radical description ; he felt that it was necessary to

preserve, to govern, and to construct; and it was from amid the

blood-stained ruins wherewith the insurrectionary war of the

peasants had covered all Germany, that the edifice of the new

Church slowly raised its head.

These troubles left a keen impression for long on men's minds.

People throughout the empire were terrified. The masses who,

in the Reformation, had sought for nothing but political liberty,

spontaneously withdrew from it, as soon as they perceived that

spiritual liberty was all that it offered them. Luther's opposi-

tion to the peasants, involved his renunciation of the ephemeral

favour of the multitude. All was soon an apparent calm, and

throughout the whole of Germany, the noise and bustle of enthu -

siasm and sedition were followed by stillness, the effect of fear.'

Thus did the passions of excited mobs, the cause of revolu-

tionary politics, and the interests of radical equality, give way

throughout the empire ; but not so did the Reformation. These

two movements, although confounded by many, were clearly

distinguished from each other by their different results. The

revolt originated from beneath; the Reformation from above.

Some artillery and troopers were all that was required for the

suppression of the former; but the latter ceased not to rise, to

gather strength, and to increase in bulk, in spite of the uninter-

mitted attacks of the Church and empire.^

' Ea res incussit . . . vulgo terrorem, ut nihil usquam moveatur. (Corp.
Ref.i. p. 752.)

^ It is of consequence to mark the distinction hetween the pure religious

Reformation contemplated by Luther, and the use that was made of it in order
to subvert social order, without our therefore denying altogether that the seeds

of the latter may have been involved in the former. It is nothing better than
malicious calumny to persist in charging Luther and the Reformation with
being the cause of those social tumults and subversions, to which some derived

greater inducement from the principles of the Reformation. None more
earnestly opposed these disturbances than did Luther, and the genuine Refor-
mers, as may be seen from the whole history of that period. And although the
Reformation of religion generated improved sentiments with respect to social

life, which must one day introduce a better ordering of the same, in conformity
with the divine law of love ; yet this must not take place by means of insurrec-

tion and violence, but by conscientious conviction, and the gradual improvement
of principles.—L. R.
Maimbourg is more than ordinarily unfair and disingenuous in what he says

of the insurrection of the peasants in Germany, being the subject with which he
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XII. Meanwhile, the cause of the Reformation itself appeared

at first as if doomed to perish in the same gulph that had swal-

lowed up the people's liberties, a consummation that was likely

to be hastened by the sad event that now happened. Just as the

princes were marching against Miinzer, and ten days before his

defeat, the old elector of Saxony, the man whom God had raised

up for the defence of the Reformation against attack from with-

out, sank into the grave.

While his physical energies were daily declining, his com-

passionate heart was crushed with the horrors that attended the

insurrectionary war. "Ah," said he, heaving a deep-drawn

sigh, "were it God's will, gladly would I die. No longer do I

behold love, truth, faith, anything good on the earth."

Averting his attention from the conflicts which then filled

Germany, this godly prince peacefully prepared "for his depar-

ture," at his castle of Lochau. On the 4th of May, he sent for

his chaplain, his faithful Spalatin: "You do well," he mildly

said, as he perceived him enter the room, "to come and see me,

ior the sick should be visited." Then, giving orders for his long

chair being wheeled up to the table near which Spalatin was

seated, he beckoned to all who stood about him to retire, afiec-

tionately grasped the hand of his friend, and talked with him

familiarly about Luther, the peasants, and his approaching

departure. Spalatin returned that evening at eight o'clock;

and then the old prince opened his whole soul to him, and con-

begins the second book of his "History of Lutheranism," as if those disturban-

ces formed the first grand result of the Reformation in Germany. No one would

suppose from what is to be found in his pages, that any part of Europe had been

the scene of such commotions until then, or that they had originated in any-

thino' but the Reformation ; whereas during the times of the most undisturbed

popery, France, England, Holland, and Germany, had all had troubles of a like

character. Maimbourg takes care, also, not to direct attention to the fact that

the most active and effective, though not the most barbarous of the chiefs, who

suppressed the risings, were Protestants, and in concluding his notice of the

subject, he unhesitatingly says : " Thus ended this war, which in the four or five

months that it lasted, caused the destruction of more than one hundred and

thirtythousandof these miserable Zia/iera?j peasants;" . . . With how much

greater justice might it be said, that the horrors of the French revolution of

1793 were perpetrated by Roman Catholics? Maimbourg is the less ex-cusable

in calling the revolters "Lutheran peasants," inasmuch as historical facts had

compelle'd him to relate Luther's efforts both to prevent the disturbances before

they began, by appealing to the divine command enjoining obedience to magis-

trates, and' to animate the princes to suppress them by force after they had

broken out. Wilner considers the number stated by Maimbourg to have perished,

as greatly overrated. Tr.
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fessed his sins before God. On the day following, being the 5th

of May, he received the communion in both kinds. He had

no member of his family near him, his brother and nephew

having gone to the army; but according to the old custom of

those times, he was suri-ounded by his domestic servants. Fix-

ing their eyes on the venerable prince, whose service they had

found so endearing, all of them burst into tears :' "My children,"

said he, with a voice that bespoke the depth of his feelings, "if

I have offended any of you, let him forgive me for the love of

God; for we princes often inflict suffering on poor people, and

that is bad."" Thus did Frederick fulfil that saying of an apos-

tle: ''Let the rich rejoice in that he is made low, because as the

fiovcer of the grass he shallfade away!''"-

Spalatin did not again leave him; he urged upon him the rich

promises of the Gospel, and the powerful consolations of these

filled the godly elector with ineffable peace. The doctrine of the

Gospel was no longer to him the sword that assails error, pur-

sues it wherever it is to be found, and, after a vigorous contest,

at length triumphs over it; it distilled like the rain, and like

the dew upon his heart, and filled him with hope and joy. Fre-

derick had now forgotten the present world, and looked only to

God and eternity.

Perceiving that his end was rapidly drawing near, he caused

a testament which he had written out several years before, and

in which he had recommended his soul to the " Mother of God,"

to be destroyed; he then dictated another, in which he appealed

to the holy and sole merits of Jesus Christ for "the remission of

his sins," and declared his firm assurance, "that he was redeem-

ed by the precious blood of his beloved Saviour.''^ He then

says: "I can do no more!" and that evening, at five o'clock, he

gently fell asleep. "He was a child of peace," exclaimed his

physician, "and he has changed his quarters in peace!"—"0
death, full of bitterness to allwhom he leaves inlife !"•* saidLuther.5

> Dass alle umstehende zum weinen bewegt. (Seckendorf, p. '702.')

2 Epistle of St. James, i. 10.

3 Durch das theure Blut meins allerliebsten Heyland's erlbset. (Seckendorf,

p. t03.)
* mors amara! (L. Epp. ii. p. 659.)
' Here we cannot, meanwhile, refrain from allowing our thoughts to dwell for

the last time on the character of this excellent prince. He may have been want-

ing in the religious knowledge of Luther, a natural consequence of their dififer-
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Luther, wlio was now traversing Thuringia for the purpose of

keeping it quiet, had never seen the elector except at a distance,

attending Charles V. at Worms. But these two men had met

in soul from the moment that the Reformer appeared, Fre-

derick longed for nationality and independence, as Luther did

for truth and reformation. No doubt, the Eeformation was first

and chiefly, a spiritual work; but it was necessary perhaps, in

order to its success, that it should ally itself to some national

interest. Accordingly, hardly had Luther protested against the

indulgences, when the alliance between the prince and the monk,

was tacitly concluded; an alliance purely moral, without con-

tract, writings, or even words, and in which the only succour

furnished by the stronger to the weaker party, was non-inter-

ference. But now that the vigorous oak under whose shelter

the Reformation had gradually reared its head, was laid low,

now that the enemies of the Gospel everywhere displayed fresh

enmity and new resources, and that its partisans were reduced

to concealment or silence, there seemed to remain nothing capa-

ble of defending it against the sword of its furious assailants.

The Eatisbon confederates, who had vanquished the peasants

of the south and east of the empire, everywhere assaulted the

Reformation, and the revolt simultaneously. At Wurtzburg,

and at Bamburg, many citizens were put to death, and of these

some were among the most peaceably disposed, while others had

even resisted the peasants. "It matters not!" was the expres-

sion openly employed, "they held by the Gospel!" This was

enough to secure the loss of their heads.^

Puke George had great hopes of making the landgrave, and

duke John of Saxony, participate in his predilections and resent-

ments. "See," said he after the defeat of the peasants, as ho

showed them the field of battle, "see what mischief Luther has

engendered!" John and Philip seemed to give him some hope

ent positions and education ; but judged by the feelings of his heart, and his tru6

and self-devoted, or cautious and deliberate following out of these, he may be

put on a level with the Reformer, or even ranked above him, and prized as a
chosen instrument in the hand of God, for the establishment of the Reforma-
tion. He was, likewise, an ornament to the princely order, a lasting and worthy

model for all princes, and his death-bed shows us what a happy end may be

expected to follow such a life in the case, too, of a prince Mark the perfect

man, and behold the vpriaht ; for the end of that man is peace.—L. R.
1 Ranke Deutsche Gesch. ii. p. 226.

II. 2 z
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that they were about to adopt his views. "Duke George," said

the Reformer, "thinks himself sure of a triumph, now that Fre-

derick is dead; but Christ reigns in the midst of his enemies:

in vain do they gnash their teeth . . . their desire shall perish."^

George lost no time in forming, in the north of Germany, a

confederation, similar to that of Ratisbon. The electors of

Maintz and Brandenburg, dukes Henry and Erick of Bruns-

wick, and duke George, met at Dessau; and concluded there a

Romish league^ in the month of July. George urged the new

elector, and his son-in-law, the landgrave, to give in their adhesion

to it; and then, as if to show the results to be expected from

it, he ordered the heads to be taken off two Leipsick burgesses,

in whose houses some of the Reformer''s books had been found.

Letters were at the same time received in Germany from

Charles V., dated at Toledo, and requiring a new diet to meet

at Augsburg. Charles wished to give the empire a constitution

that would enable him to dispose at his pleasure of the military

forces of Germany. The religious divisions that then prevailed,

offered him the means; he had only to let loose the (Roman)

catholics against the Gospellers; and when they had mutually

weakened each other, he would have an easy triumph over both.

"Down with the Lutherans!" was the cry of the emperor.3

All things seemed thus to be combined against the Reforma-

tion. Never had the soul of Luther so much ground to be over-

whelmed with alarms. The remains of Miinzer's followers had

vowed his death; his sole protector was no more; duke George,

people wrote, meant to have him apprehended in the very town

of Wittemberg;* those princes who might have defended him,

hung down their heads and looked as if they abandoned the

Gospel; the university, with its numbers already diminished

by the troubles, was about to be suppressed, it was said, by the

new elector; Charles, flushed with the victory he had gained at

Pavia, was about to convene a new diet, for the purpose of giving

the Reformation its death-blow. What dangers had he not good

cause then to anticipate ! . . . Those pangs, those internal

' Dux Gorgius, mortuo Frederico, putat se omnia posse. (L. Epp. iii.p.22.)

^ Habito conciliabulo conjuraverunt restitutos sese esse omnia . . . (Ibid.)

* Sleidan. Hist, of the Ref.
* Keil, Luther's Leben, p. 160.
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sufferings, that had often extorted cries from Luther, were now
rending his very soul. How was he to make head against so

many enemies? Amid all these agitations, in presence of so

many perils, as he stood by the side of the dead body of Fre-

derick which had hardly lost its vital heat, and surrounded by

those of the peasants who had been slain, and which covered the

plains of Germany, Luther—questionless, no man could have

imagined such a thing—Luther married.

'

XIIL In the convent at Nimptsh, near Grimma, in Saxony,

there lived in 1523, nine nuns who were assiduous in reading the

Word of God, and saw the contrast between the Christian life and

that of a cloister. Their names were Magdalen Staupitz, Elisa-

beth von Kanitz, Ave Grossn, Ave and Margaret Schonfeldt,

Laneta von Golis, Margaret and Catherine Zeschau, and Cath-

erine von Bora. The first thing done by these young women,

after forsaking their monastic superstitions, was to write to their

parents. "The salvation of our souls," said they to them, "will

not permit us to continue living any longer in a cloister." 2

Their parents, from alarm at the embarrassment into which

they should be thrown by such a resolution, harshly repulsed the

prayer of their daughters. The poor nuns were in consterna-

tion. How were they to leave the convent? Their natural

timidity was frightened at the idea of attempting such a feat.

At length, however, their horror for the popish worship, over-

came all other considerations, and they made a mutual promise

not to forsake each other, but to go in a body, with all order and

decency, to some other honourable place.3 Two respectable and

pious citizens of Torgau, Leonard Koppe, and Wolff Tomitzsch,

oft'ered to aid them in their design; 4 this offer they accepted, as

if it had come from God himself, and so they left the convent of

1 In thinking of a help meet for him at such a time, Luther at least showed
that he knew under what circumstances the true character of a wife may he best
appreciated by her husband. The poet was never more true to nature than
when he sang

:

' Oh, woman in our hours of ease.

Uncertain, coy, and ill to please . . .

When pain and anguish wring the brow,
A ministering angel thou !

" (See Marmion.') Tr.

- Der Seelen Seligkeit halber. (L. Epp. ii. p. 323.)
2 Mit aller Zucht und Ehre an redliche Statte und Orte kommen. (Ibid, r

322.)
* Per honestos cives Torgavienses adductse. (Ibid. p. 319.)
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Nimptsch without any opposition, and as if the Lord''s own hand

had opened the gates for them.l Koppe, and Tomitzsch, received

them in their carriage, and on the 7th of April 1523, these nine

nuns, amazed at their own hardihood, stopt at the gate of the

old Augustinian monastery where Luther resided.

" It is not I who have done it," said Luther as he received

them, " but would to God I might thus save all captive con-

sciences and empty all the cloisters;- the breach has been made!"

Many sent offers to the doctor to receive the nuns into their

houses, and Catherine von Bora was welcomed into the family of

the burgomaster of Wittemberg.

If there was any solemn event for which Luther had thoughts

at this time of being called to prepare himself, it was his going

to the stake to be burnt, not to the altar to be married. Several

months after, he replied to those who spoke to him about mar-

rying : "God may change my heart as it pleases him ; but now

at least, I have no thoughts whatever of taking a wife ; not that

I feel no hking for that state of life ; I am made neither of wood

nor stone ; but am daily looking for death and the punishment

to which I am obnoxious as a heretic."^

Meanwhile every thing was advancing in the church. The

monastic life, of man"'s invention, was everywhere in course of

being succeeded by the domestic which was instituted by God.

On the Lord's day, 9th Oct., 1624, Luther having risen as usual,

laid aside the frock that he wore as an Augustinian monk and

put on the dress of a secular priest; on his appearing in his new

attire at church, the change excited a most lively joy. Chris-

tendom, as she renewed her youth, hailed with delight- every

outward sign that spoke of old things having passed away.

Shortly afterwards, the last remaining monk left the monas-

tery, but Luther still remained; his were now the only steps

that paced the long passages; alone he ate his silent meal, in

the refectory that used so lately to resound with the noisy talk-

ing of the monks. "^ What an eloquent solitude, and how did it

1 Mirabiliter evaserunt. (L. Epp. ii. p. 319.)
2 Und alle klbster ledig machen. (Ibid. p. 322.)
^ Cnm expectem quotidie mortem et meritum hffiretici supplicium. (Ibid. p.

510, dated November 30, 1524.)
* It is strange that among the many causes that have been assigned for Luther's

change of purpose in resolving to marry, after he had given up all thought of

doing so, this absolute solitude to which the departure of the last of the monks
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tell of tlie triumphs of the word of God ! The conventual societ}'-

had ceased to exist, and about the close of December 1524,

Luther sent the keys of the monastery to the elector, with this

message, that he must and would inquire where God would find

means for his support.^ The elector bestowed the monastery as

had consigned him, seems not to have occurred to any one. His experience at

the Wartburg had already proved, that the utmost mental industry could not

secure him from the terrible effects of solitude, on a person of his warm affec-

tions and ever-wakeful sympathies. Maimbourg imputes his marriage to nothing

but the very lowest motives, alleging that he would have married sooner but for

the respect he bore the elector, who had never married, and that he only waited

for his highness's death. The Rev. father's account of the matter is much in

the style of some libertine novelist. Michclct, again, considers Luther's facul-

ties to have received such a shock from the attacks of Erasmus in his work De
libera arbitrio, that his marriage must be regarded as the result of mental im-

becility! But had the philosopher himself been left sole occupant of a gloomy

monastery, with his solitude made still more burdensome by being surrounded

with tlio unoccupied cells and seats of the depar'.od monks, even his vivacity as

a Frenchman, I suspect, would have been subdued, and he would have seen nothing

but a dictate ofcommon sense in Luther's application tohimself ofatext,to which

God himself has made no limitation, that it is not goodfor manto be alone. Tr.
• Muss und will Ich schen wo mich Gott ernahret. (L. Epp. ii. p. 582. 30th

November, 1524.)

M. Michclet gives extracts from Luther's correspondence, presenting some
further particulars respecting his personal circumstances, at this time. They
illustrate the integrity of the Reformer's character, and add another to many
instances of the poverty to which the greatest benefactors of society and the

Church, have been at times consigned by their contemporaries.
" In 1523, Luther wrote to Spalatin, that he wished to resign his conventual

incomeinto the hands of the elector. . . .
' Since we neither read any more,

nor shout litanies (^braillons) nor say masses, nor do any of the things for which

the foundation was instituted, we can no longer live upon this money it may be

lawfully reclaimed,' (Nov. 1523.)"

This honesty soon put the inmates to a severe trial. That same month Luther

writes :
" Staupitz has not yet paid us any of our revenues. . . . We are

daily sinking deeper and deeper into debt, and I know not whether I ought still

to ask any thing from the Elector, or allow things to go on as they are, and
allow what is perishing to perish, until want at length compels me to leave

Wittemberg and satisfy the pope's people and those of the emperor." Again,

1st Feb. 1524, he complains :
" Are we here to pay every body while nobody pays

us? That were strange indeed " On the 24th of April following he writes : I

am daily more and more overwhelmed with debts. I must go and seek for alms

in some manner or other. And at the close of December of that year, he says :

" This life can last no longer. How should these delays on the part of the

prince not excite just suspicions ? As for me, I should have abandoned the con-

vent long ago, to live elsewhere in labouring for a subsistence (though here I

live not without labour), had I not dreaded a scandal for the Gospel and even

for the prince." And yet this was the man who had at this time none but him-

self to support and whose health was hurt at the Wartburg by his having better

fare than coarse bread and herrings ; the man, moreover, to whom Wittemberg

had owed so much of its celebrity and hence of its wealth, and who, had he chosen

to make peace with Rome, might have had the richest livings in Europe as the

reward of his apostacy. Luther's difficulties seem to have been owing, in part, to

great generosity and to scruples about taking money from the publishers of his

works. In 1527, he tells us that the sole claim he reserved was a right to take

a copy of his works for himself now and then, although very poor, and although

other authors, and even translators, received a ducat for each sheet. We shall

see how he endeavoured to eke out a livelihood, after his marriage. There can
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a gift upon the university, and invited Luther to continue to

make it his residence. The habitation of monks was soon to

become the sanctuary of a Christian family.

Luther, whose heart was so well formed for relishing the sweets

of domestic life, held the married state in love and honour; it is

even probable that he had some liking for Catherine von Bora.

For long, his own scruples and the thought of the calumnies to

which such a course would give occasion, had prevented his

thinking of her, and he had offered poor Catherine, first to

Baumgartner of Nuremberg,^ and afterwards to Dr. Glatz of

Orlamunde. But when he saw the former refuse Catherine and

the latter refused by her, he asked himself seriously, Avhether he

ought not himself to think of such a match.

His old father, who had been pained to see him embrace the

ecclesiastical state, urged him to enter the married state." But one

idea, above all others, daily pressed itself on Luther's conscience

with fresh force, and that was, that marriage is the institution

of God, celibacy that of man. He held all that came from Eome
in abhorrence. " I would fain," he would say to his friends,

" preserve nothing of my papistical life.""^ Night and day he

prayed, conjuring the Lord to deliver him from his state of un-

certainty. At length a thought struck him, and burst the last

remaining ties that still held him down. To all the motives of

personal convenience and obedience which led him to apply to

himself that declaration of God: It is not goodfor man to he alone,'^

there was added a more elevated motive and one of much greater

potency. He saw that if he was called to marriage, as a man, he

was called to it, also, as a Reformer; this fixed his purpose.

"If this monk marry,"" said his friend, the jurisconsult Schurff,

"he will set the whole world a laughing, not excepting the devil,

and he will destroy the work that he has begun."^ This saying

be little doubt that the fault lay, not with the prince, who was probably kept in

ignorance of Luther's wants, but with Staupitz or some other public functionary.

And it may have been thought at court that the profits on his writings, the im-

mense popularity of which no doubt made them lucrative to the publishers, and
the honoraria of the students, together with the privilege of residence in the

monastery, should have made Luther independent of any other aids. Tr.
1 Si vis Ketam tuarn a Bora tenere. (L. Epp. ii. p. 553.)
* Aus Begehren meines lieben Vaters. (Ibid. iii. p. 2.)

^ Ibid. p. I.

* Genesis ii. 18.
* Risuros mundum universum et diabolum ipsum. ( M. Ad. Vit. Luth. p. 130.

)
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produced quite an opposite impression on Luther's mind from

what one would have supposed. To brave the world, the devil,

and his enemies, to prevent by a deed, likely, as was thought,

to ruin the Reformation, people attributing its success in any

wise to him—such was his desire. Boldly raising his head,

therefore: "Well then," he replied, "I will do it; I will play off

this stroke against the world and the devil; I will give my father

this subject of joy; I will marry Catherine!" By his marry-

ing, Luther broke more completely than ever, with the institu-

tions of the popedom; he confirmed, by his example, the doc-

trines that he preached, and he encouraged timid men to a

complete renunciation of their errors.^ Rome at the time seemed

to be here and there regaining a part of the domain that she

had lost; she might possibly be hugging herself in the hope of

victory; when behold, a mighty detonation carried surprise and

terror into her ranks, and revealed to her more plainly than

ever, the kind of courage possessed by the enemy whom she

thought she had overcome. "I would fain," said Luther, "bear

my testimony to the gospel, not by my words only, but also

by my deeds. I would fain, in the face of my enemies, who are

already triumphing, and giving utterance to their jubilations,

marry a nun, that they may know and be forced to acknowledge

that they have not vanquished me.- I take not a wife to live

long with her; but seeing both princes and their subjects furiously

breaking out against me, foreseeing that my end is near, and that

after my death, people will trample anew upon my doctrines, I

desire, for the edification of the weak, to leave a striking confir-

mation of what I have taught while here below."

^

On the 11th of June, 1525, Luther repaired to the house of

his friend and colleague, AmsdorfF. He requested Pomeranus,

whom he used to call emphatically, "the pastor," to solemnise

the marriage. The celebrated painter, Lucas Cranach, and

doctor John Apelles, were the witnesses. Melanchthon was

not present.

1 Ut confirmem facto quffi docui, tarn multos invenio pusillanimes in tanta

luce Evangelii. (L. Epp. iii. p. 13.)

- Nonna ducta uxore in despectum triumphantium et clamantium Jo ! Jo !

hostium. (Ibid. p. 32.)
8 Non duxi uxorem ut diu viverem, sed quod nunc propriorem finem meum

Buspicarer. (Ibid. iii. 21.)
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Hardly was the marriage over, when all Europe was in com-

motion about it; and from every quarter Luther was assailed

with accusations and calumnies. "It is incest,"" exclaimed

Henry VHI. "A monk marries a vestal," said some. ^ "An-

tichrist is sure to be the fruit of such a union," said others, "for

it has been prophesied that he is to be born of a monk and a

nun." To which Erasmus replied with a sneer: "If that pro-

phecy be true, how many thousands of antichrists are there in

the world already ?"2 But while Luther was thus assailed,

several wise and moderate men in the Romish Church, under-

took his defence. "Luther," said Erasmus, "has taken to wife

a woman of the illustrious family von Bora, but she has no

dowry."3 He received at that time a testimony that was

entitled to still more veneration. The master of Germany,

Philip Melanchthon, who had been frightened in the first in-

stance by this bold procedure, said with that serious tone which

commanded the respect of his very enemies: "If it be main-

tained that there is anything unbecoming in Luther''s marriage,

the charge is false and calumnious.-* I believe that he must have

done violence to his own feelings in marrying. The married

life is an humble life, but it is a holy life, if there be such in this

world; and the Scriptures represent it everywhere as honoura-

ble in the sight of God."

Luther was somewhat unnerved at first, when he saw what a

storm of contempt and anger he had brought upon himself.

Melanchthon redoubled his friendship and respect for him; ^

and erelong the Reformer was enabled to perceive in the opposi-

tion of men, a mark of the approbation of God. "If I did not

scandalise the world," said he, "I might have reason to tremble

lest what I have done may not be according to the mind of God.'''6

Eight years had elapsed from the time that Luther first

assailed the indulgences, to the date of his union with Catherine

von Bora; an interval that makes it difficult to attribute, as is

' Monachus cum vestali copularetur. (M. Adami, Vita Luth. p. 131.)
- Quot Antichristorum millia jam olim habet mundus. (Er. Epp. p. 789.)
3 Erasmus adds: Partu mature sponsse vanus erat rumor. (Ibid. p. 780, 789.)
*"Oti "^'suSos T1VT1 x.a.) S/afsX)? iffri. (Corp. Ref. i. p. 758. ad Cam.)
^ WaTa ff'n-ovhn xrti luvciiz. (Ibid.)
® OflFenditur etiam in carae ipsius divinitatis et creatoris, he adds. (L. Epp.

iii. p. 32.)
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still done, his zeal against the abuses of the Church to an "im-

patient desire" to marry. He was now forty-two, and Catherine

von Bora, had spent two years at Wittemberg.

This proved a happy connection for Luther. "The greatest

gift of God," he would say, "is a pious, amiable. God-fearing

wife, fond of home, Avith whom a man ma}'- spend his days in

peace, and to whom he may unbosom all his cares/"' Some
months after his marriage, he announced to his friends that

Catherine was about to become a motlier,^ and, in fact, about a -

year after their union, she produced a son.- The sweets of

domestic bliss soon dispersed those clouds which the irritation

of his enemies at first raised around him. His Ketha, as he

called her, showed him the utmost tenderness, consoled him

when depressed, by repeating passages from the Bible, relieved

him of all the cares of external life, sat by him during his leisure

hours, embroidered her husband's portrait, reminded him of the

friends he had to write to, and would often amuse him with the

childlike simplicity of her questions. Yet, withal, she appears

to have been by no means wanting in the characteristics of a

high-spirited woman, so that Luther would call her sometimes

"Lord Ketha;" and one day he said in jest, that if he had yet

to marry, he would cut out an obedient wife for hiinself in stone,

since to find a living one would be impossible. His letters

bespoke how tenderly he loved his Catherine, calling her "his

dear and gracious wife, his dear and lovely Ketha." Luther's

temper acquired a tone of greater cheerfulness from the society

of his Catherine, and this happy disposition remained with him
from that time forward, even amid the greatest causes of alarm

and anxiety.3

' 21st October, 1525. Catena mea simulat vel vers implct illud Genes, iii.

:

Tu dolore gravida eris. (L. Epp. iii. p. 35.)
* Mir meine liebe Kethe einen Hansen Luther bracht hat, gistern um zwei.

(8th June, 1526. Ibid. p. 119.)
^ Luther's poverty seems to have continued after his marriage. Michelet

says: " He wrote to Stiefel a year after the marriage, (12th August, 1526.)
"Catherine, my dear rib, greets you: she is very well, thank God; gentle to
me, obedient, and good-natured in all things, beyond my hopes. I would not
change my poverty for the wealth of Cra?sus."

" Luther, in fact, was very poor at the time. Engrossed with the cares of his
household, and the family with which he was erelong to be burthened, he endea-
voured to find himself some trade, and wrought with his own hands: " If the
world," said he, "will not find us support in return for the word, let us learn to
live wjth the help of our hands." lie would, no doubt, have chosen, had the
choice been in his power, one or other of the arts of which he was so fond, the

II. 8 A
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The almost universal corruption of the clergy had thrown the

utmost contempt upon the priesthood, nor could the isolated

virtues of some of God's true servants restore its ruined credit.

Domestic peace and conjugal fidelity, those surest foundations

of earthly felicity, were unceasingly disturbed, both in town and

country, by the brutal passions of priests and monks, from Avhose

attempts at seduction there was no means of being secure, inas-

much as they would take advantage of the access they had to

the bosom of every family, and sometimes would even abuse the

intimacy of the confessional, by insinuating a deadly poison into

the souls of others, for the gratification of their own guilty pro-

pensities. Now, by abolishing the celibacy of the priests, the

Reformation restored the sacred character of the union betwixt

man and wife; marriage among ecclesiastical persons, put an

end to a vast number of concealed crimes; the reformed pastors

became the models of their flocks in regard to the most endear-

ing and important relation of life; and the people, when they

beheld anew the ministers of religion maintaining the character

of husbands and fathers, were not long of being delighted at

the sight.

XIV. At the first glance, Luther"'s marriage seemed, it is true,

to add to the embarrassments of the Reformation. Hardly

recovered as yet, from the damage it had sustained from the

revolt of the peasants, still exposed to the drawn swords of

the emperor and the German princes, its very friends, the land-

grave Philip, and the new elector John, seemed themselves to

be discouraged and disconcerted.

Nevertheless, matters did not long remain thus. The young

art of Albert Durer, and of his friend Luke Cranach, or music, which he called

the first of the sciences, after theology; but he had no master (to teach him).

He made himself a turner. " Since among us barbarians here," sayshe, "there

is neither art nor mental culture, I, and Wolfgang our servant, have set our-

selves to turn." (Michelet, vol. i. p. 233). lie commissioned "Wenceslas Link to

buy tools at Nuremberg. He began, also, to work as a gardener, and as a

mason :
" I have planted out a garden," he writes to Spalatin, " I have con-

structed a fountain, and in both cases have succeeded tolerably well. Come
and thou shalt be crowned with roses and lilies." (December, 1525). In April,

1527, he speaks of a wooden clock, the mechanism of which had puzzled him
much, but he and his servant, with the aid of their turning tools, seem to have

set about making them, for a month after he says :
" I am already passed mas-

ter (an adept) in clock-making." In July following, he boasts of the fine

appearance of his melons, gourds, and pumpkins, but his gardening proved no

great resource in M. Michelet's opinion. Poverty, however, could not damp
his Kood humour. Tr.
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landgrave soon raised his liead, with all the ardour and intre-

pidity of Luther, whose noble character had made a conquest of

him to the cause. He threw himself into the Reformation with

all the impetuosity of youth, whilst he studied it at the same

time, with all the seriousness of a mature and superior mind.

In Saxony, in point either of wisdom or of influence, Fre-

derick had no successor; but his brother, the elector John, in-

stead of contenting himself with the passive character of pro-

tector, intervened in religious affairs at once more directly, and

more courageously. On the 16th of August, 1525, just before

leaving Weimar, he directed it to be said to all the assembled

priests: "I desire that in future you preach the pure Word of

God without any human addition." Some old clergymen who

did not know how they should set about obeying this injunction,

answered with much simplicity: "We are not forbidden, how-

ever, to say mass for the dead, or to bless water and salt?"

—

"All," rejoined the elector, "ceremonies as well as preaching,

must be subjected to the Word of God."

Erelong the young landgrave formed the extraordinary pro-

ject of converting his father-in-law, duke George. At times he

would maintain the sufficiency of Scripture, at times he would

attack the mass, the popedom, and obligatory vows. One letter

followed another; and the declarations of the Word of God,

were all made in their turn to bear against the faith of the

old duke.'

Nor were these efforts thrown away. The son of duke George

was gained over to the Gospel, although, as respected the father,

Philip met with no success. "In a hundred years,'' said the

former, "we shall see which is in the right."—"A frightful ex-

pression," said the elector of Saxony, "what sort of faith must

that be, which requires such a trial?- Poor duke ... he

will wait long. God, I fear, has hardened him, as he once

hardened Pharaoh."

The Gospel party found in Philip an intrepid and intelligent

leader—one capable of making head against the most formidable

attacks that were preparing for him by his enemies. Still, is it

1 Rommels Urkundenbuch, i. p. 2.

2 Was das fiir ein Glaube sey, der eia solche Erfahrung erfordert. (Seck-

endorf, p. Y39.)
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not matter of regret, that the chief of the Reformation was

thenceforth a man of the sword, not a simple disciple of the

Word of God? . . . The human element was waxing in

the Reformation, the spiritual element was on the wane, to the

manifest detriment of the cause, for every work ought to advance

according to the laws of its own nature, and that of the Refor-

mation was essentially spiritual.

God Avas now multiplying its supports. Already had Prussia,

then a powerful state on the frontiers of Germany, gladly ranged

itself under Ihe standard of the Gospel. The chivalrous and reli-

gious spirit fthich first gave rise to the Teutonic order, had gradu-

ally disappeared with the ages that witnessed its birth; and the

knights, indifferent to everything but their own private interests,

had given causes of dissatisfaction to the inhabitants of the ter-

ritories subject to their rule. Poland had taken advantage of

these, in 1466, for the purpose of getting the order to acknow-

ledge her feudal sovereignty. The people, the knights, the

grandmaster, and the Polish domination, formed so many anta-

gonist powers, which by perpetual collisions with each other,

made the prosperity of the country impossible.

Then came the Reformation, and in it was beheld the only

means that remained of saving that miserable people. Bris-

mann, Speratus, Poliander, who had been doctor Eck^^s secretary

at the Leipsick disputation, and others, were still preaching

the Gospel in Prussia.

A beirgar one day from the countries subject to the Teutonic

knights happened to arrive at Wittemberg, and halting in front

of Luther's house, he sang with a deep voice that fine hymn of

Poliander's.
" Salvation now to us is come!"'

The Reformer, who had never till then heard that Christian

hymn, listened with delight and astonishment; and what further

augmented these feelings, was the foreign accent of the person

who sang. "Again! Again I''"''^ he exclaimed when the beg-

1 Es ist das ITeyl uns kommen her.

" Well might Luther he delighted ifvith the hymn, for it sets forth holdly those

very doctrines of faith, which he so strenuously advocated, and -which the priests

and monks as strenuously opposed.

We give below a translation of this Hymn, in which the author has preserved

the rhythm and rhymes of the original, and has adhered as closely to the literal
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gar had finished. He then asked him where the hymn could
have come from; the tears rushed from his eyes when the poor
meaning of the German as our language would admit of. He follows even the
original copy in aUowing the last line of each stanza to be without a corres-
ponding rhyme.

Salration now hath reach'd our shore,
From God's own free grace flowing
And works are held of worth no more.
As cures for sin bestowing.
Faith looks to Jesus Christ alone.
Who hath for all sufficient done;

He's now our Mediator.

Those things the law commanded us.
As we could not fulfil them.
Great wrath and pain they brought on us.
And there was none could still them.
The spirit in our bosom reign'd '

"Which by the law is most constrain 'd

We thus were sunk in ruin !

Delusion great was thereby wrought,
God therefore may't have given, *

We could keep pure the law, we thought.
And thereby rise to heaven

;

Alas ! 'tis but a mirror sure,

Which shows the nature how impure.
That in our flesh is hidden.

We never could this nature vile

By our strength over-master,
Though oft 'twas tried

; yet all the while
Our sins increas'd the faster,

For through the law they first arose

;

This threatened me eternal woes.
Because sin still I foUow'd.

Yet must the law full-honour'd be.

Else we're undone forever ;

God therefore sent his Son, and he
Died all men to deliver.

The whole law thus hath he fulfill'd,

And that great wrath at length hath still'd,

Which one and all did threaten.

As what the law required was done
By Him whom God elected.

So learn each pious Christian son
True faith, by man rejected

;

O ! master dear I let each one say.

Thy death shall be my life for aye

;

"Sly debt thou hast acquitted.

No kind of doubt on this I bear.
Thy word can never falter.

Now sayest thou, that none despair,
With words thou can'st not alter,

Who trusts in me, and is baptized.
For him hath heav'n been realis'd.

That he may never perish.

• Rora. i.24, 2G; 2 Thess. U. U.
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man told him, that it was from the shores of the Baltic that a

shout of deliverance was resounding as far as Wittemberg;

Just, before God, alone are they,

Who in true faith are living

;

Yet faith will brighter shine alway

Through works their witness giving.

To God, 'tis faith alone that's near.

And love to Him doth make it clear,

That you're from God descended.

Sin, by the law, to us shown forth.

The conscience strikes with terror

;

The Gospel comes with healing worth,

And turns our hearts from error.

It says. Come to the cross so dear

!

Nor peace nor rest thou findest here

By legal works performing.

*Tis certain that good works proceed

From true faith unrecanting;

That would not be true faith indeed.

Where good works were awanting.

Though faith alone gives righteousness.

Works are the touchstone not the less.

Whereby we faith discover.

Hope waits on God's right time alway,

Whereof his Word hath spoken ;

When that shall come, God sets no day
Nor goal to joys unbroken ;

Full well he knows the time that's best.

And will not cheat us with a jest

;

We therefore ought to trust him.

Although his promise seem to fail.

Let no vain terror move thee

;

His purposes he oft may vail.

How much soe'er he love thee

;

And though thy foolish heart say, nay.

Lean, lean upon his word alway.

With confidence unshaken.

Praise for his goodness then is due,

And honour loudly sounding,

God Father, Son, and Sp'rit, unto!
W^ho will with grace abounding.
Complete his work in us begun
Through wonder-deed on Calv'ry done

;

Thy name be hallow'd ever

!

Thy kingdom come, thy will be done,

In earth as 'tis in heaven

;

Our daily bread give us each one.

Our debts let be forgiven.

As we do those who owe us ought

;

Into temptation lead us not.

From ill preserve us ! Amen

!

This hymn, though called by M. d'Aubign6 "Poliander's hymn," wasm reality

written by Dr. Paul Speratus, who was born in Swabia December 13th, 1481.
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and then, clasping his hands, he thanked God \vith a joyful

heart. ^

In fact, salvation was there.

"Take pity on our wretched condition," said the people of

Prussia to the grandmaster, "and give us those preachers that

proclaim the pure Gospel of Jesus Christ." Albert at first made

no reply; but he opened a negotiation with his uncle and lord

paramount, Sigismond, king of Poland.

The latter recognised him as hereditary duke of Prussia.^ and

the new prince entered his capital, Koenigsberg, amid merry peals

from the steeple bells, and the acclamations of the people; the

houses were all magnificently ornamented, and the streets were

strewed with flowers. "There is but one (religious) order,"

said Albert, "and that is Christianity." The monastic orders

disappeared, and that divine order was restored.

The bishops surrendered their secular rights into the hands

of the new duke; the monasteries were converted into hospi-

tals; the Gospel was proclaimed even in the poorest villages,

and in the following year Albert married the daughter of the

king of Denmark, Dorothea, who had a firm faith in the only

Saviour.

The pope called upon the emperor to adopt the severest

measures against this apostate monk, and Charles laid Albert

under the interdict.

He resided for a long time in Paris, visited the academies of Italy, and taught

theology in Wiirzburg, Salzburg, and Vienna. In this latter place, he was
imprisoned because he preached the pure and undefiled Gospel. In 1523, he

came to Wittemberg, and became acquainted with Luther. By him he was
recommended to duke Albert of Prussia, who appointed him court preacher,

and bishop of Lubmiihl in Pomerania. Together with John Brismaun, and John
Poliander, or Graumann, he laid the groundwork of the Reformation in Prussia.

He died September 1 7th, 1554.

Dr. John Graumann or Poliander, to whom M. d'AubignS attributes the

above hymn, was called the Prussian Orpheus, on account of the beautiful

spiritual songs which he composed. He was born July 4, 1487, at Neustadt

in Bavaria. He studied at Leipsick, and became sub-rector of the university,

and in 1519 he was Dr. Eck's amanuensis at the famous Leipsick disputation,

and by it was convinced of the truth of the Gospel. On Luther's recommenda-

tion he went afterwards to Prussia, as doctor in theology. There he became

pastor of the Old town church in Kbnigsberg, and assisted, along with Paul Sper-

atus, and John Brismann, already mentioned, in introducing the Reformation.

He died of apoplexy, April 29, I5il.—Knapp's Evangelischcr Liederschatz.

For the above Note and translation, the reader is indebted to my learned

friend. Dr. Blackie, of Glasgow. Tr.
' Dankte Gott mit Freuden. (Seckendorf, p. 6G8.)

2 Sleidan, Hist, of the Ref. p. 220.
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Another priuce of the Brandenburg family, the cardhial-arch-

blshop of Maintz, was at that time on the point of following his

cousin's example. The ecclesiastical principalities were most of

all threatened by the war of the peasants; the elector, Luther,

all Germany, in fact, thought a great revolution was impending.

Under the impression that the sole means of preserving his prin-

cipality, lay in secularising it, the archbishop secretly invited

Luther to prepare the people for this bold step,^ and this the

latter did by a letter intended for publication, and addressed to

them: "God," he says in it, "has laid his hand on the clergy,

that body must go down; nothing can save it."'^ But the war

with the peasants having been brought to a close much more

promptly than was expected, the cardinal kept his personal

property; his disquietudes vanished, and he renounced his pro-

jects of secularisation.

While John of Saxony, Philip of Hesse, and Albert of Prussia,

made so open a confession of their attachment to the Eeforma-

tion, and that thus the prudent Frederick was replaced by three

princes, all remarkable for resolution and for courage, the sacred

work was making its way in the Church, and among the nations.

Luther besought the elector to establish a Gospel ministry

everywhere, in the place of the Romish priesthood, and to

institute a general visitation of the churches. ^ About the same

period, the episcopal functions began to be exercised, and min-

isters to be ordained at Wittemberg. " Let not the pope, bishops,

monks, and priests,"" said Melanchthon, "exclaim: 'We are the

Church, and whosoever secedes from us, secedes at the same time

from the Church !

' There is no church but the assembly of

those who have the Word of God, and who are purified by it."'i

A vngorous re-action was the sure consequence of all this being

said and done. Rome had thought the Reformation extin-

guished in the blood of the rebel peasants; but, lo! everywhere

its flames re-appeared more brilliant, and more lively than ever.

She resolved to make a new effort. Both the pope and the

emperor wrote threatening letters, the one from Rome, the other

' Seckendorf, p. T12.
5 Er muss herunter. (L. Epp. ii. p. 674.)
s L. Epp. iii. p. 28,38,51, &c.
» Dass Kirche sey allein diejenige, so Gottes TTort Laben und daniit gcreini-

get werden. (Corp. Ref. i. p. 7C6.)
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from Spain. The imperial government was preparing to have

all things restored to their old footing; and serious thoughts

were at length entertained of giving the Reformation its death-

blow at the approaching diet.

This alarmed the electoral prince of Saxony, and the land-

grave; accordingly, they held a meeting, on the 7th of Novem-

ber, at the castle of Friedewalt, and agreed that their deputies

should act in concert at the diet. Thus did there meet in the

forest of Sullingen, the first elements of an evangelical league,

formed in opposition to those of Ratisbon and Dessau.'

The diet was opened on the 11th of December, at Augsburg.

The evangelical princes did not attend in person, but the depu-

ties from Saxony and Hesse spoke boldly out from the time of

their entering. "It is an imprudent severity,*' said they, "that

we have to thank for the insurrection of the peasants. It is

neither by fire nor by sword, that men's hearts can be detached

from the truth of God. If you would use violent measures

against the Reformation, the consequence of these will be calami-

ties, still more awful than those from which you have escaped

with difficulty."

It was felt that whatever resolution might be taken, it couIJ

not fail to be of immense importance; each of the parties, accord-

ingly, was willing to stave off the decisive moment, that it might

have time to augment its strength. Hence it was resolved that

there should be another meeting held at Spires, in the month of

;May following; and, until then, the Nuremberg recez^ was to be

maintained. Then we shall enter, it was said, into a thorough

examination of questions relating "to the holy faith, to justice,

and to peace."

The landgrave. In pursuit of his design, had a conference Avith

the elector at Gotha, towards the close of February, 1526.

There the two princes agreed that should they be attacked on

account of the Word of God, thev would combine their forces,

1 Milner says that " various conventions of the princes were held in different

places." Tr.
^ Recez or recess, in German, means the settlement of a disputed point, or

the verbal or written statsmeiit of a legal argument, but is here applied to the

f.nal resolutions of the diet, imhodying the formal decisions or opinions of that

body, on the matters that had fallen under its deliberations. Tr.

II. Sb
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and resist their adversaries. This alliance was ratified at Tor-

gau, and was destined to be followed bj great consequences.

But the league of Torgau was not sufficient for the landgrave.

Convinced that Charles V. was endeavouring to form a league

"against Christ and his holy Word," he wrote letter upon letter

to the elector, urging the necessity for their uniting with other

states. "As for me," he said to him, rather would I die than

deny the Word of God, and allow myself to be expelled from

my throne."!

The prevalent feeling at the electoral court, was that of great

uncertainty, there being a really serious obstacle in the way of

union with the evangelical princes, and that obstacle being found

in Luther and Melanchthon. Luther wished the doctrines of

the Gospel to have God alone to defend them, believing that the

less that men intermeddled with it, God's intervention would be

only the more striking. All the measures people wanted to take,

ought to be ascribed, he thought, to a paltry timidity, and to

criminal distrust. Melanchthon dreaded lest an alliance among

tlie evangelical princes, should bring on the very war they were

wishing to avoid.-

The Landgrave would allow no such considerations to stop

his proceedings, but after having done his utmost to induce

the States that lay around him, to join the alliance, his efforts

proved unavailing. Frankfort refused to accede; the elector of

Treves gave up his opposition, and accepted a pension from the

emperor; nay, the very elector Palatine, whose leanings towards

the Gospel were generally known, rejected Philip's proposals.

Thus, on the side of the Khine, the landgrave met with no

' Seckendorf, p. ^G8.
2 It might here be asked, Which advised for the best ? The princes who were

zoalous for the Reformation, or the theologians ? Assuredly, the sentiments

entertained by the latter accorded best with the genius of the Gospel, which

desires to be defended, not with carnal, but with spiritual weapons. But here

there were also external privileges, freedom of conscience, and the rights of

subjects in that respect, to be defended against oppressors who were powerful

in point of arms. This, accordingly, was the incumbent duty of right-minded

princes ; a duty which could not be discharged but by a powerful, and a neces-

sarily armed resistance : and thus far the procedure of the princes was right.

We shall likewise perceive hereafter, that it was God's will to bring the cause

of the Reformation in this manner, to a firm settlement. Still, this injurious

consequence followed, that the Church became too much subjected to the

secular power. Nor can it be otherwise: the Reformation was not then that

perfect work which we expect to be realised at some future time.—L. R.
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success;^ but the elector, notwithstanding the advice to the

contrary he had received from the divines of the Reformation,

entered into treaty with the princes who, at all times, were wont

to rally round the puissant house of Saxony. On the 12th of

June, the elector and his son, the dukes Philip, Ernest, Otho,

and Francis, of Brunswick and Lunenburg, duke Henry of

Mecklenburg, the prince Wolf of Anhalt, counts Albert and

Gebhard of Mansfeld, met at Magdeburg, and there, under the

presidence of the elector, they formed an alliance similar to that

of Torgau.

" God Almighty," said the princes, " having in his unspeak-

able mercy, caused his holy and eternal word, the food of our

souls and our greatest treasure here below, to appear again

among men ; and whereas powerful measures are in progress

among the clergy and their adherents, having its annihilation and

extirpation for their object; in the firm persuasion that he who

hath sent it into the w^orld for the glorification of his name on

the earth, knows, also, how to maintain it there, we engage our-

selves to preserve that holy word for the people subject to us,

and to that effect, to employ our goods, our lives, our States,

our subjects, all, in short, that we possess; placing our reliance

by no means in our armies, but solely in the omnipotence of the

Lord, whose instruments we desire simply to be.'""- Such was

the language of the princes.^

' This appears to have partly arisen from a state of things more fully described

by Milner. " The avowed and unequivocal support," says he, " afforded to the

Reformation by the new elector of Saxony, and the landgrave of Hesse, did not

produce all the good effects which might have been expected. . . Their

example, indeed, was followed by all the most enlightened princes and States

of Germany. . . But the rest, who under the cautious and ambiguous con-

duct of Frederick the Wise, had hitherto shown themselves averse to an open
rupture, so soon as they clearly perceived that the Reformers designed to with-

draw from the Romish communion, and reject the jurisdiction of the pontiff,

instantly took fire at the very idea of such a basis of peace and concord. . .

Thus the discordant princes of Germany arranged themselves into two distinct

parties. . . . But there was this essential difference between the patrons

of Popery and Lutheranism. All the measures of the latter were in principle

purely defensive ; whereas the former meditated the complete extirpation of

their adversaries." Milner, vol. v. p. 427-8. Tr.
2 AUein auf Gott den Allmachtisren, als dessen Werkzeuge sie handeln.

(Hortleber, Ursache des doutschen Krieges, i. p. 1490.)
2 Milner represents the Magdeburg league as the samf! as that of Torgau.

He also quotes a letter from Luther to Spalatin, written about this time, and
showing the necessity that existed for something being done to counteract the
plots formed by the adherents of the popedom. " You can scarcely believe,"

says Luther, " what mischief Satan is plotting, through the medium of the

bishops, with Duke George at their head. Shortly, in a little book, which is at
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The city of Magdeburg was two days thereafter admitted

into this alliance, and the new duke of Prussia, Albert of Bran-

denburg, gave his adhesion to it under a particular form.

The Gospel league was formed; but the dangers which it was

designed to obviate, every day became more threatening. The

])riests and princes that were friendly to Rome, beheld the very

Keformation which they had considered as extinct, suddenly

swell out into an alarming magnitude, so that its partisans were

already nearly as powerful as those of the pope, and were they

to prove the majority in the diet, it might be guessed what

would be the consequences to the ecclesiastical States. Now or

never! accordingly, was the cry. It was no longer a mere heresy

to be refuted; it was a powerful party to be encountered in

battle, and Christendom was to be indebted for its salvation to

victories of a different kind from those of Dr. Eck.

Eilicacious measures had been already taken. The metropo-

litan chapter of the primatial church of Maintz had called a

meeting of all its suffragans, and had resolved to send a deputa-

tion to the emperor and to the pope, beseeching them to save

the Church.

At the same time, duke George of Saxony, duke Henry of

Brunswick, and the cardinal elector, Albert, had met at Halle,

and resolved to address Charles V. " Luther's detestable doc-

trine," said they, " is making rapid progress. Daily attempts

are made to gain over ourselves; and as this cannot be accom-

plished by gentle methods, people would fain constrain us by

exciting our subjects to revolt. We invoke the emperor's assis-

tance."! Immediately after this conference, Brunswick himself

went to Spain, for the purpose of bringing Charles to a decision.

He could not have arrived at a more favourable moment; the

emperor had concluded with France the famous peace of Madrid;

this very time in the press, I purpose to give you a specimen of his iniquitous

jircceedings. If the Lord prevent not the accomplishment of the designs of

these men, you -will have to say, that the late rehellion and slaughter of the

rustics was hut the prelude to the universal destruction of Germany." Still

the Reformer does not recommend armed alliances as the antidote. " I there-

fore seriously beseech you," says he, "join your prayers with me to the Father

of mercies, that he may be pleased to confound the wild and insidious devices

of these men. ..." See Milner, vol. v. p. 439-40. Thus the prospects of

Germany evidently concurred with the language of the ^Magdeburg allies, in

proving that the latter were not actuated by selfish motives or political aims. Tr
J Schmidt, Deutsche Gesch. viii. p. 202.
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on that side, accordingly, he seemed to have nothing more to

dread, and his attention was no longer diverted from Germany.

Francis I. had offered to pay him half the expenses of a war,

either with the heretics or with the Turks.

The emperor was at Seville, and was about to espouse a

princess of Portugal, so that the banks of the Guadalquivir

resounded with the din of festive rejoicings. The ancient chief

city of the Moors was thronged with a numerous nobility and

an immense populace. All the Church's pomps were displayed

under the vaulted roofs of the superb cathedral, where a legate

from the pope officiated, and never, even in the time of the

Arabs, had Andalusia seen a more magnificent or more solemn

ceremony.

Such was the state of things when Henry of Brunswick

arrived from Germany and supplicated Charles V. to save the

Church and the empire, while attacked by the Wittemberg

monk. His request was immediately taken into consideration,

and the emperor decided upon adopting energetic measures.

On the 23d of March, 1526, he addressed letters to several

of the princes and cities that had remained faithful to Rome,

and at the same time, specially commissioned the duke of

Brunswick to inform them, that he had learned, with the utmost

grief, that the continual progress of Luther's heresy threatened

to fill Germany with sacrilege, desolation, and blood; that, on

the other hand, he beheld with extreme pleasure the fidelity of

the greater number of his States; that putting aside all other

affairs, he was about to leave Spain for Rome, there to concert

measures with the pope, and from that would return to Germany,

to enter into conflict with the detestable pest of Wittemberg;

that, as for them, they ought stedfastly to adhere to their faith;

and should the Lutherans attempt, whether by fraud or force,

to seduce them into error, they should form a close union with

each other, and make a bold resistance; that he would soon be

among them, and support them to the utmost of his ability.^

On Brunswick's return to Germany, the Roman Catholic

party were in high spirits and recovered all their confidence.

The dukes of Brunswick and Pomerania, Albert of Mecklen-

burg, John of Juliers, George of Saxony, the dukes of Bavaria,

* Weymar Archives. (Seckend., p. 768.)
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all the ecclesiastical princes, upon reading the threatening letters

from the conqueror of Francis I., thought themselves sure of a

victory. They would still be able to attend the approaching

diet, they would humble the heretical princes, and should they

refuse to yield, they would compel them by the sword. " I

shall be elector of Saxony whenever I please,"^ said duke George,

as we are assured, although he tried afterwards to give another

meaning to the expression. " The cause of Luther will not

hold out long," said the duke''s chancellor, one day at Torgau^

with an air of triumph, " let people look well to it!"

Luther did, in fact, look well to it, but not in the sense in-

tended; he narrowly watched the designs of the enemies of God's

Word, and expected, as did also Melanchthon, to see thousands

of swords unsheathed against the Gospel. But he looked to a

higher source than man for support. " Satan," he wrote to

Frederick Myconius, " gives loud expression to his fury; im-

pious pontiffs conspire; and we are threatened with war. Ex-

hort the people to wrestle valiantly before the Lord's throne, by

faith and prayer, in such wise that our enemies, overcome by

the Spirit of God, shall be constrained to be at peace. The

first thing we want, the first thing we have to labour at, is prayer;

let the people know that they are now exposed to the edge of

many swords, and to the fury of the devil, and let them pray.""^

Thus were all things preparing for a decisive combat. On
the side of the Beformation there were Christian prayers, popu-

lar sympathy, and that onward movement of men's minds which

nothing could arrest; the popedom had in its favour the old

order of things, the force of ancient customs, the zeal and the

violent antipathies of formidable princes, and the power of that

mighty emperor who was reigning over two worlds, and who had

just succeeded in giving a rude check to the glory of Francis L
Such was the state of matters at the opening of the Diet of

Spires. Let us now return to Switzerland.

1 Ranke, Deutsche Gesch. ii. p. 349. Rommel Urkunden, p. 22.

* Ut in mediis gladiis et furoribus Satanse posito et periclitanti. (L. Epp.
ii. p. 100.)



BOOK ELEVENTH.

DIVISIONS.

SWITZERLAND—GERMANY.

(1523—1527.)

I. We have now to mark the rise of the diversities of the

Reformation, or, as they have been called, its variations. These

form one of its most essential characteristics.

Unity in diversity, and diversity in unity, such is the law

of nature, and such, also, is the law of the Church.

Truth is like the light of the sun. Light comes from heaven,

one and always the same; and yet it assumes different colours

on the earth, according to the objects on which it falls. In like

manner may slightly different formulas express the same Chris-

tian idea, seen from different points of view.

What a melancholy scene would creation be, were this im-

mense diversity of forms and colours which composes its riches,

to be superseded by absolute uniformity! What a desolate

aspect would it produce, were all created beings to become

merged in one sole magnificent unity!

Divine unity has consequences legitimately flowing from it;

human diversity has legitimate consequences too. In religion,

we must not annihilate either God or man. Without unity,

your religion cannot be from God; if you have not diversity,

your religion cannot be that of man; now it ought to be both.

You surely would not expunge from creation one of those laws

which God himself has imposed on it, even that of an endless

diversity. " If things without life giving sound, whether pipe or

harp, give no difference of sounds, how shall it he known what is

piped or harped.'"'^ But while in the things of religion there is

1 1 Cor. xiv. 7.
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a diversity arising from diiferences between individuals, which

consequently must exist even in heaven, there is a diversity

also, proceeding from man's revolt (from God), and that is a

great evil.i

There are two tendencies that alike lead into error, the one

exaggerating diversity, the other exaggerating unity, and the

limit between which is to be found in the doctrines that are

necessary to salvation. When we insist for more than these,

we make too little allowance for diversity; when we admit less,

we offend against unity.

This latter excess is that of rash and rebellious spirits, who

throw themselves out from Jesus Christ, in order to form sys-

tems and doctrines proceeding from men.

The former is to be found in several exclusive sects, and, in

particular, in that of Rome."

The Church ought to reject error, and did it not reject it,

Christianity could not be maintained. But when we would push

this principle to an extreme, the result must follow, that the

Church ought to take part against the slightest deviation, and

put herself into a commotion about a strife of words; faith

would then be gagged, and Christian sentiment reduced to a state

of bondage. Such was not the state of the Church in the times

of true Catholicism, in that of the first ages. She rejected the

sects that were opposed to the fundamental truths of the Gospel;

but when those truths were admitted, she allowed faith to have

ample liberty. Eome soon departed from this wise course; and

1 It is of consequence well to mark this last observation. Religion is de-

prived of her true life when all difference in religious opinions is condemned,
and when we would force all men into an immovable unity. Still, on the other

hand, to leave all to think as they please, and to abandon necessary unity, were
to annihilate religious truth and certainty. But here comes the difficulty

—

where to find the true mean between the two extremes ; how to discover the

right and proper method of uniting them. If we would judge impartially, we
must acknowledge, that even the Romish Church does not forbid all differences;

she allows a free play of thought in all matters not determined by the Church;
yet holds this determination of the Church to be the divinely appointed means
for preserving necessary unity. Here properly does the controversy with her
lie. All genuine Protestants agree with her, that there must be an unity in

things necessary (to be believed), and it is a false Protestantism that defends

unlimited difference of opinion. And whereas men differ about the determi-

nation of what these necessary things are, it seems difficult, at the first glance,

to discover how we ought to resolve that question.—L. R.
2 According to this view, the Church of Rome would appear merely to add

to the essential doctrines of salvation. But are not her additions, in some
instances, destructive of those docirines?

—

Tb.
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in proportion as human domination and doctrine acquired form

and consistency in the Church, human unity likewise was to

be found there.

After a human system had been once invented, rigorous mea-

sures advanced apace from century to century. Christian

liberty, respected as it had been by the Catholicism of the first

ages, Avas first restricted, then chained down, and finally sup-

pressed. Conviction which, whether we look to the laAvs of

human nature, or to the Word of God, ought to be left to form

itself freely in man's heart and intellect, was imposed upon these

from without, ready made, and symmetrically arranged, by the

masters of man. Reflection, the will, moral feeling, in short,

all the faculties of the human being, which, in submission to

the Word and Spirit of God, ought to operate and produce

freely, had their liberty constrained, and were forced to expand

themselves in pre-determined forms; so that the human mind

came to resemble a looking-glass, in which foreign images are

represented, but which possesses nothing of its own. No doubt,

some souls still were taught immediately by God. But the great

majority of Christians, from that time forward, had no convic-

tions but such as were derived from another; a faith that was

really that of the individual, came to be very rare; and this

treasure was restored to the Church, only by the Reformation.

Nevertheless, there was an interval of some duration in which

the human mind was allowed a certain freedom of action, and

there were certain opinions which a man might admit or reject

at pleasure. But as a hostile army before a beseiged city, con-

tinually draws its lines closer and closer, obliges the garrison to

confine its movements within the narrow circle of its walls, and

at length compels it to surrender; just so the hierarchy was

seen to contract, century after century, and almost year after

year, the space which it had granted for a time to the human

mind, until at last it engrossed the whole, and left none to the

mind at all. What was to be believed, loved, or done, was re-

gulated and settled in the offices of the Roman chancery. The

faithful were relieved of all the trouble of examination, thought,

and controversy; they had no longer to do more than repeat

the formulas which they had been taught.

Thenceforth, if there chanced to appear in the midst of the

II. S c
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Catholicism of Rome, some one who inherited the Catholicism of

the times of the apostles, such an one, incapable of developing

his views within the bounds by which he was circumscribed,

behoved to burst these, and to show anew to the astonished

world the free bearing of the Christian who accepts no law but

that of God.

Thus, in restoring her freedom to the Church, the Reforma-

tion must have restored her original diversity, and peopled her

with families, united by the grand traits of a family likeness,

derived from their common head, but differing in their secondary

lines, and in these recalling the varieties that are inherent in

human nature. Perhaps it were desirable that this diversity

should exist in the universal Church, without resulting in divi-

sion into sects, yet we must not forget that sects are nothing

but the expression of that diversity.^

Switzerland and Germany, which had hitherto developed

themselves independently of each other, began to meet in the

years whose history we are about to retrace, presenting an

example of the diversity of which we have been speaking, and

which behoved to be one of the characteristics of protestantism.

We shall there behold men agreed on all the grand points of

faith, and yet differing on some secondary questions. No doubt,

passion mingled itself with these debates; but although we

deplore that melancholy alloy, protestantism, far from seeking

to disguise her diversity, admits and proclaims it. It is by a

long and difficult road that she tends to unity, but that unity is

the true one.

' Here we have the resolution of the question that at first sight seemed so

difiicult. Whereas the determination of what is necessary, of what all must

believe, by the Church, or by one, or several persons placed at the head of the

same, under the title of bishops, is a pure encroachment, for which no good

groninds can be alleged; so, then, does the determination of that necessary

(faith) belong in some sense to each individual, yet for himself alone and not

for others ; yet, let him reflect that it is no matter of indifference with God,

who desires that he should learn the truth, and has given him the means of

doing so in his Word, whether he sets himself to this task in a careless spirit,

or with an earnest and honest heart : and with that men will not remain far

apart from each other. Should there be any remaining difference that appears

too important to admit of a full union, the distribution of Christians into dif-

ferent communions (gezindheden) will not, in that case, be found at variance

with the spirit of Christ's kingdom. Let men lay aside as much as possible the

hated name of sect, let them honour each other's convictions in freedom, and

thus approach nearer and nearer to the full Christian unity, which hitherto

has been more the object that the Church ought to strive after, than anything

she already may fully possess.—L. R.
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Zwingli was advancing in the Christian life. Whilst the

Gospel had delivered Luther from that profound melancholy of

which he had once been the victim in the monastery at Erfurt,

and had developed in him a serenity of mind which very often

passed into a positive gaiety of disposition, as he proved on many

occasions even in the face of the greatest perils, Christianity had

produced quite an opposite effect on the joyous child of the Tock-

enburg mountains. Snatching Zwingli from a life of frivolity

and worldliness, it had stamped his character with a seriousness

which was in no wise natural to it. This seriousness he greatly

needed. We saw how, about the commencement of the year

1522, numerous enemies seemed to rise against the Reforma-

tion.^ Zwingli was everywhere overwhelmed with invectives,

and disputes were often entered upon, even in the Churches.

Leo Juda, a person of short stature,^ says an historian, but

full of charity towards the poor and of zeal against false doctors,

arrived in Zurich towards the close of the year 1522, to dis-

charge the duties of pastor of St. Peter's Church. He was suc-

ceeded at Einsidlen by Oswald Myconius,' a precious acquisi-

tion for Zwingli and the Reformation.

One day, shortly after his arrival, he heard, in the Church ot

which he had been called to be the pastor, an Augustinian monk
preach very earnestly, that man of himself could satisfy the

demands of God's justice. " Reverend Father Prior," exclaimed

Leo, " listen to me for an instant, and you, my dear people of

this town, be still; I will speak as becomes a Christian." He
then proved to them the falsehood of the doctrine that they

had been hearing.'* The result was a considerable commotion

among those present, some of whom angrily assailed " the little

priest" who had come from Einsidlen. Zwingli repaired to the

grand council; he craved to be permitted to give an account of

his doctrine, in presence of the bishop's deputies; and the coun-

cil, being desirous that an end should be put to these discords,

convoked a conference for 29th Jan. 1523. The news quickly

spread throughout Switzerland. " There is to be held at Zurich,"

1 See book viii.

2 Er war ein kurzer Mann. (Fiisslin Beytrage, iv. p. 44.)
" TTt post abitum Leoniis, monachis aliquid legam. (Zw. Epp., p. 253.)
* J. J. Hettinger, Heln. Kirch. Gesch. iii. p. 105
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said the opposite party spitefully, " a diet of vagabonds. All

the blackguards that infest the liighways, are to meet there."

As a preparation for the combat, Zwingli published sixty-

seven theses; and in these we see the Tockenburg highlander

boldly attacking the pope in the eyes of all Switzerland.

'' All who maintain that the Gospel is nought without the

Church's confirmation," said he, "blaspheme God."
" The only way of salvation for all who have been, now are,

or yet shall be, is Jesus Christ."

" All Christians are Christ's brethren and brothers to each

other, and as they have no fathers upon earth, thus do the (reli-

gious) orders, sects, and parties, go for nought."

"No constraint ought to be laid upon those who do not own

their being in error, provided, at least, that they do not disturb

the public peace by their seditious conduct."

Such were some of Zwing]i''s expressions.

On Thursday, the 29 th of January, early in the morning,

more than six hundred persons met in the grand council-hall, at

Zurich. Townsfolk and persons from a distance, learned men,

people of distinction, and ecclesiastics, had answered to the coun-

cirs call. " What will be the upshot of all this?" it was said. 1

None dared to reply; but the attention, the excitement, and the

commotion that prevailed at the meeting, sufficiently demon-

strated that great things were expected to be the result.

Burgomaster Eoust who had fought at Marignan, presided at

the conference. The knight James of Anwyl, grandmaster of

the episcopal court of Constance, Faber, the vicar-general, to-

gether with a good many doctors, represented the bishop there.

Schaffhausen had sent Dr. Sebastian Hofmeister; he Avas the

only deputy from the cantons, so weak was the Reformation as

yet in Switzerland. Upon a table in the middle of the hall

there lay a Bible, and in front of it sat a doctor, namely Zwingli.

"I am driven about and tossed on all hands," he had been say-

ing; "nevertheless, I remain firm, resting, not on my own

strength, but on the rock which is Christ, and with whose help

I can do all things.""-

1 Ein grosses Verwunderen, was doch uss der Sach werden wollte. (BuUin-
gor, Chron. i. p. 97.)

- Immotus tamen maneo, non meis nervis nixus, sed petra Christo, in quo

omnia possum. (Zw. Epp. p. 261.)
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Zwingli rose. '*I have been preaching that salvation is to be

found in Jesus Christ alone," said he, "and on that account I

am called throughout all Switzerland, a heretic, a seducer, and a

rebel. . . . Now then, in the name of God, here I am."'

All eyes were then turned towards Faber, who rose and

replied: "I have not been sent hither to dispute, but only to

listen." Surprised at this, the meeting began to laugh. "The
diet of Nuremberg," Faber went on to say, "has promised a

council in the course of a year; we ought to wait until it has met."

"What!" said Zwingli, "is this great and learned meeting

not worth a council?" Then turning to the town-council, he

said: "Gracious lords, defend the Word of God."

This appeal was followed with profound silence; and as none

seemed willing to break it, the burgomaster did so. "If there

be any one who has aught to say," said he, "let him now speak!"

. . . There was another pause. "1 conjure all that have

accused me, (and I know that there are several such here),"

Zwingli then said, "to step forward, and for the truth's sake to

state their charge.'* No one uttered a word. Zwingli repeated

his request a second and a third time; but it was in vain.

Thereupon Faber, feeling himself hard pressed, departed for a

moment from the reserve that he had imposed on himself, to say

that he had convinced the pastor of Filispach, while he lay in

prison, that he was in the wrong, but he immediately after

returned to the course he had adopted. In vain was he urged

to explain the reasons by which he had convinced that pastor;

he remained obstinately mute. This silence of the Romish doc-

tors wore out the patience of the spectators. A voice was heard

from the farther end of the hall, exclaiming: "Where, then, are

those big fellows,^ who talk so loud in the streets? Come on, stand

forth, behold the man !

" Nobody presenting himself, the bur-

gomaster said with a smile: "It would appear that this famous

sword with which the pastor of Filispach has been smitten, wont

leave its scabbard to-day," and dismissed the meeting.

Having met again in the afternoon, the council declared that

Mr. Ulrich Zwingli, not having been reprehended by any one,

should continue to preach the holy Gospel, and that all the

1 Nun wohlan in dem Namen Gottes, hie bin ich. (Bullinger, Chron.p. 08.)

* The monks. Wo sind nun die grossen Ilausen. . . . (Zw. 0pp. i. p. 124.)
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other priests of the canton, should teach nothing that they can-

not estabhsh by the holy Scripture,

"Praise be to God, who would have his holy Word to rule

supreme in heaven and upon earth
!

" exclaimed Zwingli. Here

Faber could restrain his indignation no longer: "Mr. Ulrich

Zwingli's theses," said he, "are contrary to the Church's hon-

our, and to the doctrine of Christ, and I will prove them to be

so." "Do so," exclaimed Zwingli. But Faber refused to do

this anywhere but at Paris, Cologne, or Friburg. "I want no

judge but the Gospel," said Zwingli. "Before you can succeed

in shaking the truth of a single word I have uttered, the earth

itself will open." ^—"The Gospel," said Faber, "still the Gospel

!

. . . One may live in holiness, peace, and charity, even were

there no Gospel.""^

In indignation at these words, those present rose from their

seats, and so the dispute was at an end.

II. The Reformation had won the day, and it now behoved to

hasten its conquests. After such a contest at Zurich, where the

ablest champions of the popedom had held their peace, who now

could be so bold as oppose the new doctrine? . . . Mean-

while recourse was had to other weapons. Zwingli's firmness

and republican bearing overawed his opponents; private means,

accordingly, were adopted with the view of getting the better of

him. While Rome was persecuting Luther with her anathemas,

she made an effort to gain over the Zurich Reformer with mild

measures. Hardly was the disputation over, when Zwingli

beheld the son of the burgomaster Roust, captain of the pope's

guards, arrive, accompanied by the legate, Einsius, who was

entrusted with a pontifical brief for him, in which Adrian VI.

called Zwingli his beloved son, and informed him of the very

particular regard he had for him.3 The pope, at the same time,

made Zink press the gaining of Zwingli to his interests. "And

what may it be that the pope authorises you to offer him?"

asked Oswald Myconius.—"All," replied Zink, "except the

pontifical see."'*

» Ee muss das Erdrych brechen. (Zw. 0pp. i. p. 148.)

2 Man mocht denoch friintlich, fridlich und tugendlich liiben, wenn glich keiii

Evaneelium were. (Bullinger, Chron. p. 107. Zw. 0pp. i. p. 152.)

3 Cum de tua egregia virtute specialiter nobis sit cognitum. ( Zw. Epp. p. 266.

)

* Serio respondit : Omnia certe pra;ter sedem papalem. (Vita Zwingli per

Osw. Myc.)
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There was no mitre and cross, there was no cardinars hat, at

the cost of which the pope was not willing to gain over the

Zurich Reformer. Birt Rome strangely deceived herself with

re2;ard to him; these offers were of no avail; and in Zwingli the

Roman Church found a more pitiless enemy than she had found

even in Luther. He cared less than Luther did about the ideas

and the rites of preceding ages; to him it was enough that a

custom, however innocent in itself, had been attached to some

abuse, to call for its being denounced. The Word of God, he

thought, ought alone to remain untouched.

But if Rome understood so little what was then taking place

in Christendom, she had advisers who endeavoured to put her

in the way.

Faber was angry at seeing the pope thus humble himself

before his opponent, and lost no time in enlightening him. A
practised courtier, with a simper ever on his lips, and honeyed

words on his tongue, to hear him speak, one would have sup-

posed him the friend of the whole world, not excluding even

those whom he accused of heresy. But his resentments were

deadly. Hence with a play upon the word Faber, the Refor-

mer would say: "The vicar of Constance is a smith, and he for-

ges . . . lies. Let him openly take to his arms, and see

how Christ defends us."l

Nor were these words an idle vaunt; for while the pope spoke

to Zwingli of his eminent virtues, and of the particular confidence

that he reposed in him, the Reformer's enemies were multiply-

ing in Switzerland. The old soldiers, the great families, the

shepherds of the mountains, were united in their hatred of a

doctrine which thwarted their tastes. At Lucerne, there was

announced the pompous spectacle of Zwingli's Passion; in fact,

the Reformer in effigy was dragged to punishment, amid shouts

that the heretic was going to be put to death; and certain

Zurichers who happened to be in Lucerne at the time, were com-

pelled to be spectators of this ridiculous execution. "They wont

disquiet me," said Zwingli; "Christ will never be wanting to

his own."2 The very diet resounded with threats against him.

"Dear confederates," said the councillor of Mullinen to the can-

' Prodeant volo, palamque arma capiant. . . . f Zw. Epp. p. 292.)
* (jhristum suis nunqnam defecturum. (Ibid. p. 278.)
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tons, "T would have you timeously oppose the Lutheran heresy.

. . . At Zurich a man is no longer master in his own house
!""

This commotion among the adversaries of the cause, told what;

was now passing in Zurich, better than all the proclamations

could have done. The victory that had been won, was in fact

bearing its fruits; the vanquishers gradually took possession of

the country, and the Gospel made new progress every day.

Four and twenty prebendaries, and a great number of chaplains,

came spontaneously to the council, and asked for a reform in

their statutes. It was resolved that in the room of these lazy

priests, men of learning and piety should be appointed, who

should give the youths of Zurich christian and liberal instruc-

tion, and instead of their vespers and masses, give a daily

explanation of a chapter of the Bible, according to the Hebrew

and Greek texts, first, for the learned, and immediately there-

after, for the common people.

Every army is unhappily troubled with certain reckless souls

who separate from the main body, and prematurely attack posi-

tions which it were better, for the time, to let alone. A young

priest of the name of Louis Hetzer, having published in Ger-

man a book entitled, God's judgment against images, the work

made a great impression, so that the minds of the people began

to be wholly engrossed with it. When men allow themselves

to be thus engrossed with matters of secondary consequence,

it is always to the detriment of those things that are essential,

and which ought to occupy their thoughts. A carefully sculp-

tured and richly ornamented crucifix, stood outside one of the

city gates, at a place called Stadelhofen ; and, shocked at the

superstitions occasioned by this image, the most ardent among

the Keformers could no longer pass near it without giving utter-

ance to their indignation. One of the burgesses, called Claud

Hettinger, "an honest man,"" says Bullinger, "and well instructed

in the holy Scriptures, having met the carpenter of Stadelhofen,

to whom the crucifix belonged, asked him when he was to cause

his idols to be thrown down." To this the carpenter had re-

plied: "Nobody obliges thee to worship them." "But doest

thou not know," Hottinger had continued, "that we are forbid-

den by the Word of God, to have graven images?"—"Very

well," replied the carpenter, "if thou art authorised to pull them
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down, I abandon them to thee." Hottinger now thought that

he had a right to act, and shortly after, it was one of the last

days of September, he was seen leaving the city, accompanied

by a number of the burgesses. On reaching the crucifix, they

proceeded quietly to dig all about it, until yielding to their efforts

it came with a crash to the ground.

This bold proceeding spread consternation in all quarters, so

that one would have said, that with the Stadelhofen crucifix,

religion itself had been subverted. " These are sacrilegious

doings! They deserve death!" exclaimed the friends of Rome.

The council issued orders for the apprehension of the iconoclast

burgesses.

" No," upon this said Zwingli and his colleagues from the

pulpits, " Hottinger and his friends are not guilty towards God

and worthy of death.l But they may be punished for having

acted violently, and without the sanction of the magistrates.'''^

Meanwhile, similar proceedings became more frequent. A
vicar of St. Peter's Church, seeing one day many poor people in

want of food and clothing in front of the Church, said to one of

his colleagues, looking up at the same time to the pompously

ornamented images of the saints: " I should like to despoil those

wooden idols, that I might have wherewithal to clothe these

poor members of Jesus Christ." A few days after, at three

o'clock in the morning, the saints and all their ornaments dis-

appeared. The council made the vicar be thrown into prison,

notwithstanding his declaring that he was innocent of the deed.

" What now?" exclaimed the people, "was it pieces of wood,

then, that Jesus enjoined us to clothe? Is it with reference to

these images that he shall say to the righteous, I was naked and

ye clothed me? . .
." Thus, upon every repulse, the Refor-

mation rose with so much the greater force; the more it was

pressed down, the more violent was the rebound it made, and

the more did it threaten a general subversion.

III. These very excesses could not fail to have salutary re-

suits; a new conflict was necessary before there could be new

' One may see an exposition of the same principles in the speeches of M. M.
de Broglie and Rover Collard, at the time of the famous debates on the law

of sacrilege (in the French Chambers).
2 Dorum habend ir unser Herren kein racht zu inen, sy zu toden. (Bull.

Chr., p. 127.)

II. 3d
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triumphs; for in spiritual things, as well as with respect to the

kino-doms of this world, there are no conquests to be made with-

out a struggle, and as the soldiers of Rome remained inactive,

it fell to those partizans of the Reformation, whose zeal bor-

dered on recklessness, to challenge them to give battle. In

fact, the magistrates were perplexed and agitated; they felt the

need of having their consciences enlightened; and, with this

object in view, they resolved to institute a second public dispu-

tation, in the German tongue, at which the question concerning

images should be discussed according to Scripture.

The bishops of Coire, Constance and Basel, the university

of Basel, and the twelve cantons, were consequently invited to

send deputies to Zurich. But the bishops refused, remembering

the sad figure made by their deputies at the time of the first

disputation, and in no wise desirous of renewing such humiliat-

ing scenes. The Gospellers might dispute, all well; but let them

have it all to themselves. The first time, no one spoke; tlie

second, no one would even present himself; Rome may have

imagined that the combat would cease from want of combat-

ants. Nor did the bishops only refuse to appear. The Under-

walden men sent back word that they had no learned men

among them, but only honest and godly priests who explained

the Gospel as their fathers had done; that they would not,

therefore, send any deputy to Zwingli "and the like of him;'"

but that if they once had him in their hands, they would

treat him in such a manner as would take from him any wish to

fall back into the like courses,^ Schafi'hausen and St. Gall alone

sent deputies to represent them.

On Monday, the 26th of October, a meeting of nine hundred

persons, composed of members of the grand council and three

hundred and fifty priests, after divine service was over, filled the

great hall of the town-house. Zwingli and Leo Juda sat before

a table, on which lay the Old and New Testaments in the ori-

ginal tongues. Zwingli spoke first, when, subverting with a

vigorous arm the authority of the hierarchy and their councils,

he laid down what were the rights of every Christian, and called

for a return to the liberty of the first ages;—even of those times

' So wolten wir Ihm den Lohn geben, dass er's nimmer mehr thate. (Simm-

ler Samml. MSC. ix.)
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when the Church as yet had no oecumenical councils, and no

provincial councils. " The universal Church," said lie, " is

diffused throughout the world, wherever there are believers in

Jesus Christ, in the Indies as well as at Zurich. . . . And as

for particular Churches, we have them at Berne, at Schaffhausen,

and even here. But the popes, their cardinals, and their coun-

cils, are neither the universal Church, nor one particular Church.l

This assemblage of persons among whom I am now speaking, is

the Church of Zurich; it desires to hear the Word of God, and

it has the right to ordain whatsoever shall appear to it, to be

conformable to holy Scripture."

Thus did Zwingli stay himself upon the Church, but then it

was the true Church; not upon the priests only, but on the con-

gregation of Christians—upon the people. All that the Scrip-

ture says of the Church in general, he applied to particular

Churches. He had no idea that a Church that hearkens with

a teachable spirit to the Word of God, can be deceived. The

Church, in his view, was represented, both politically and eccle-

siastically, by the grand council.^ He first explained every

question from the pulpit; next, when the minds of those

who heard him were convinced of the truth, he took the matter

to the grand council, which, in accordance with the ministers of

the Church, accepted the decisions she required.^

In the absence of the deputies of the bishops, it was the old

prebendary, Conrad Hoffman, the same that had called Zwingli

to Zurich, that undertook to defend the pope. He maintained

that the Church, the flock, " the third estate," had no right to

discuss such subjects. " I have spent twelve years at Heidel-

burg," said he, " I lived in the house of a man of great learning,

called Dr. Joss, an upright and godly man, with whom I ate

and drank, and lived a pleasant life, for a long while; but I used

ever to hear him say, that it was very unbecoming to hold dis-

cussions about such things. You see clearly how it is !" ...

' Der Piibste, Cardinale und Bischbffe Concilia sind nicht die Christliche

Kirche. (Fussl. Beytr. iii. p. 20.)
2 Diacosion Senatus sumnia est potestas Ecclesise vise. (Zw. 0pp. lu. p.

339.)
3 Ante omnia multitudinem de qusestione probe docere ita factum est, ut

quicquid diacosii (the grand council) cum verbi ministris ordinarent, jamdudum

in animis fidelium ordinatum esset. (Ibid
)
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Everybody present was ready to burst into a laugh, but the

burgomaster checked this explosion. " So then,"" continued

Hoffman, " let us wait for a council. For the present, I wish

not to dispute, but to submit to my bishop, even were he a

rogue!"

"Wait for a council!" rejoined Zwingli. "And who will

repair to a council? Why, the pope, and lazy and ignorant

bishops, who will do nothing that does not square with their

own notions. No, the Church is not there ! Hong and Kiiss-

nacht (two villages attached to Zurich) are far more certainly

a Church, than all the bishops and the popes together!""

Thus did Zwingli assert the rights of the Christian people

whom Rome had disinherited of privileges which were their

legitimate inheritance. The meeting whom he was addressing,

was not, according to him, the Church of Zurich; but it was

the first representation of it. Here we find the earliest begin-

nings of the presbyterian system.' Zwingli removed Zurich

from the jurisdiction of the bishop of Constance ; he detached it

from the Latin hierarchy; and upon the idea of a flock, of a

Christian congregation, he founded a new ecclesiastical consti-

tuiion, to which other countries were destined afteruards to

adhere.

The disputation went on. Several priests having risen to

defend images, but without having recourse, in doing so, to the

holy Scriptures, Zwingli and the other Reformers refuted

them by the Bible. "If no one," said one of the presidents,

" rise to present biblical arguments in favour of images, we shall

call on some of their defenders by name." Nobody offering

himself, tlie parish priest of Wadischwyl was called. " He is

asleep," replied one of those who stood by. The parish priest

of Horgen was then called. " He sent me in his stead," an-

swered his vicar, "but I have no wish to reply for him." The

Word of God made its power to be evidently felt in the midst

of that meeting. The partisans of the Reformation were full of

vigour, liberty, and gladness; whereas, their adversaries seemed

confounded, ill at ease, and chop-fallen. The parish priests of

' And, also, of the true Christian system, ^vith this difference, that Zwingli
confounded the ecclesiastical too much with the civil, whereby the ground was
laid for placing the Church under the power of the magistrates. Calvin after-

wards purified and completed this among other points.—L. R.
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Laufen, of Glattfelden, of Wetzikon, the rector and the priest

of Pfaffikon, the dean of Elgg, the Dominican friars and corde-

liers who were known to preach up everywhere images, the

Virgin, the saints, and the mass, were all called successively

but all replied that they had nothing to say in their favour, and

that thenceforward they would devote themselves to the study

of the truth. " I have hitherto believed in the old doctors,''

said one of them, " I now desire to put faith in the new."" " It

is not we whom you ought to put faith in," exclaimed Zwingli,

" it is the Word of God ! There is nothing but the Scriptures of

God alone that can never deceive us
! " The sitting was prolonged

and night was drawing on, when the president, Hofmeister of

Schaffhausen, rose and said; " Blessed be the Almighty and

everlasting God, in that in all things he gains the victory in

us," and he exhorted the councillors of Zurich to abolish the

images.

Another meeting was held on Tuesday, under the presidence

of Vadian, for the purpose of discussing the doctrine of the

mass, " Brethren in Christ," said Zwingli, " far be from us

the thought, that there is any deception or any falsity, in the

body and the blood of Christ.l Our sole object is to show,

that the mass is not a sacrifice which one man can present to

God for another man; at least, unless it be maintained that a

man may eat and drink for his friend."

Vadian having asked two several times whether none of the

persons present wished to defend, by Scripture, the doctrine that

was attacked, and no one having replied, the prebendaries of

Zurich, the chaplains, and several other ecclesiastics declared,

that they were of one mind with Zwingli.

But hardly had the Reformers overcome the partisans of the

old doctrines, when they were called upon to struggle against

those impatient men who insist on abrupt and violent innova-

tions, and are not content with wise and gradual reforms. The

unhappy Conrad Grebel rose and said: " It is not enough that

we have discussed the mass; we ought to abolish its abuses."

"The council," replied Zwingli, "will pass an order to that

effect." Thereupon Simon Stumpf exclaimed, " The Spirit of

' Das einigerley Betrug oder Falsch sy in dem reinem Blut und Fleisch

Christi. (Zw. 0pp. i. p. 49S.)
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God haa already decided! why then remit the giving of a deci-

sion to the council."'

The commander, Schmidt of Kusnacht, then gravely rose, and

gave utterance to sentiments replete with wisdom: "Let us

teach Christians," said he, "to receive Christ into their hearts 2

To this hour you have all gone after idols. Those of the plain

have run into the mountains, and those of the mountains into

the plain; the French into Germany, and the Germans into

France. You now know whither you ought to hetake your-

selves. God has united all things in Christ. Ye nobles of

Zurich, flee to the true source; and let Jesus Christ return at

length into your territory, and there resume his ancient empire.*"

What he said produced a deep impression, and nobody ap-

pearing to gainsay him, Zwingli, with much emotion, rose and

spoke as follows: "Gracious lords, God is with us! . . .

He will defend his own cause. Now then ... in God's

name ... let us go forward!" . . . Here Zwingli"'s

feelings overpowered him. He could say no more. He wept,

and many wept as he did.S

Thus ended the disputation. The presidents rose; the bur-

gomaster thanked them ; and then the veteran warrior, turning

to the council, gravely addressed them with that voice which

had been heard so often on the field of battle: "Now then, let

us take into our hands the sword of the Word of God, . . .

and may God give success to his own work
! ""'

This disputation of October 1.523, proved decisive. The
greater number of the priests who had been there, returned into

various parts of the canton glowing with zeal, and the effects of

those important days were felt throughout all Switzerland.

The church at Zurich which had at all times maintained a cer-

tain degree of independence as regarded the bishopric of Con-

stance, was now fully emancipated. Instead of resting through

the bishop on the pope, it rested from that time forth, through

the people, on the Word of God. Zurich resumed the rights

that had been taken from her by Rome. Town and country,

1 Der Geist Gottes urthcilet. ( Zw. 0pp. i. p. 529,)
2 Wie sind Christum in iren Herzen sollind bilden und machen. (Ibid. p.

634.)
^ Dass e.r sich selbst mit vil andren bewegt zu weinen. (Ibid. i. p. 537.)
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rivalled each other in the interest they took in the work of the

Reformation, and the grand council merely followed the popular

movement. On important occasions, the city, and the villages,

intimated their sentiments. Luther restored the Bible to the

Christian people; Zwingli went farther; he restored to them

their rights. In this we have a characteristic trait of the Refor-

mation in Switzerland. There the maintenance of sound doc-

trine was entrusted, after God, to the people; and recent events

liave demonstrated that the people know how to guard this

deposit better than priests and pontiffs.^

Zwingli did not allow himself to be inflated by victory; on

the contrary, people proceeded to reform the Church as he

desired, with much moderation. "God knows my heart," said

he, "when the council asked liis advice; he knows that I am

inclined rather to build up than to cast down. I know that

there are timid souls who ought to be gently dealt with; let the

mass then be read for some time yet on Sundays in all the

churches, and let people beware of insulting those who cele-

brate it."-

The council passed a resolution to that effect. Hottinger

and Hochrutiner, one of his friends, were banished from the can-

ton for two years, with prohibition to enter it without permission.

At Zurich the Reformation pursued a wise and Christian

course. Ever raising that city to a higher and higher point of

moral altitude, it invested it with a moral glory in the view of

all the friends of the Word of God. Those, accordingly, who

in Switzerland had hailed with joy the new day that was burst-

ing upon the Church, felt themselves powerfully attracted to

Zurich. Oswald Myconius, when expelled from Lucerne,

remained six months in the vale of Einsidlen, when as he was

returning one day from a journey to Glaris,^ and was oppressed

with fatigue, and the heat of the sun, he saw his son young Felix

* The author here alludes to an important transaction which took place, about
two years ago, in the canton of Zurich when by far the greater part of the peo-
ple stood up in the breach as one man, for maintaining pure Gospel truth, accord-

ing to the Word of God, and prevented the coming among them of the infidel

Dr. Strauss, who had been called as professor to Zurich by the less orthodox
council, whereby an active change of the government even was effected.—L. R.

^ Ohne sich jemant sich unterstehe die Mess-priester zubeschimpfen. (Wirtz.

H. K. G. V. p. 208.)
s Inesperato nuntio excepit me filius redeuntem ex Glareana. (Zw. Epp. p.

322.)
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running out to meet him, with the tidings that he had received

a call to take the direction of one of the schools at Zurich.

Thinking such good news impossible, Oswald hesitated between

hope and fear.i "I am wholly thine," he wrote at last to Zwingli.

Geroldsek saw him leave the place with regret; and with a mind

saddened with gloomy forebodings. "Ah," said he to him, "all

who confess Christ go to Zurich; I fear that one day we may
all perish there at once."'^ Melancholy presentiment, which was

but too soon realised by the death of Geroldsek himself, and of

so many other friends of the Gospel, on the plains of Cappel.

Myconius found a safe haven at last in Zurich. His prede-

cessor, whose great height had procured for him at Paris the

name of "the big devil,"" had neglected his duties; whereas

Oswald devoted his whole heart and energies to the discharge of

his. He explained the Latin and Greek classics; he taught

rhetoric and logic; and the youth of the city gladly followed his

instructions.3 Myconius was, in short, for the rising genera-

tion what Zwingli was for adults.

Myconius was frightened at first when he saw what tall

scholars he was to have; but while gradually regaining his cour-

age, he had his attention soon attracted to a young man of four

and twenty, one of his pupils, whose looks indicated an intense

love of study. His name was Thomas Plater, originally from

the Valais. In the beautiful valley along which that mountain

torrent, the Viege, after its escape from the ocean of ice and

snow surrounding mount Rosa, rolls its tumultuous billows,

between Saint-Nicolas and Stalden, upon a hill that rises on the

right side of the river, still stands the village of Grachen. There

it was that Plater was born. From the immediate neighbour-

hood of those colossal Alps, one of the most original personages

that figured in the grand drama of the sixteenth century, was

to go forth into the world. At the age of nine he had been

placed in the house of a parish priest, a relation of his, and there,

as he himself confessed, the little rustic, often overwhelmed with

blows, would cry like a kid when about to be killed. One of his

cousins took him along with him on a visit to one of the German

1 Inter spem et metum. (Zw. Epp. p. 322.)

' Ac deinde omnes simul pereamus. ( Ibid.)

^ Juventus ilium lubens audit. (Zw. Epp. p. 2G-1.)
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schools. But while running from one school to another, he

came to be above twenty, without knowing hardly how to read.'

On coming to Zurich he made it his fixt purpose to attend to

his studies; and having made a bench for himself in a corner of

Myconius's school-room, he said to himself: "There thou shalt

learn, or there die." His heart was opened to the light of the

Gospel. One very chill morning, finding nothing to heat the

school-room stove with, a duty which had fallen upon him, he

said to himself: "Thou hast no firewood, and yet how many

idols are there in the Church ! " No one had as yet entered the

Church; Zwingli, however, was to preach in it, and the bells had

begun to summon the congregation. Plater walked in softly,

laid hold of a saint John that stood on one of the altars, and

thrust it into the stove, saying: "Down with you, for in you

must go." Unquestionably neither Myconius nor Zwingli

would have approved of such a deed-

It was, in fact, with better arms that unbelief and supersti-

tion had to be combatted. Zwingli and his colleagues had held

out the hand of fellowship to Myconius, and the latter expounded

the New Testament daily in the church of Our Lady to a crowd

that was eager to hear him.- A public disputation, held on

13th and 14th January, 1524, proved equally fatal to Rome,

and it was in vain that the prebendary Koch exclaimed: "The

pope, the cardinals, the bishops, and the councils, that is the

Church for me !

" . . .

Everything was making progress in Zurich; men's minds

became enlightened, their hearts became decided, and the Refor-

mation established itself among them. Zurich was a fortress

conquered by the new doctrine, and from its walls that doctrine

began to diflfuse itself throughout the whole confederation.

IV. The adversaries of the truth could perceive all this, and

felt that they must make up their minds to strike an energetic

blow. They had now held their peace long enough; Switzer-

land's men of might, encased in steel, resolved at last to rise;

and never did they do so, without making the battle-field red

with blood.

The diet was convened at Lucerne; the priests did their

' See his Life written by himself.

2 Weise, Fusslin Beyt iv. p. 66.

II. 3 E
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Utmost to stir up the first council of the nation in their favour..

Friburg and the Waldstetten showed themselves their docile

instruments; Berne, Basel, Soleure, Glaris, and Appenzel were

dubious. SchafFhausen had almost decided for the Gospel; but

Zurich alone stood forth as its unshrinking defender. The par-

tisans of Home urged the meeting to comply with their urgent

demands, and to yield to their prejudices. "Be it ordained,"

said they, "that no one preach, or relate anything new or

Lutheran, secretly or in public, or speak and dispute about these

things in inns and taverns, or when people are over their liquor."'

Such was the ecclesiastical law which people sought to establish

in the canton.

Nineteen articles drawn up to that effect, were approved on

the 26th of January 1523, by all the states excepting Zurich,

and sent to all the baillies, with orders to see to their being

rigorously executed; "a result," says BuUinger, "which gave

great satisfaction to the priests, and much distress to the faith-

ful." Persecution now commenced on a plan regularly organised

by the higher powers of the confederation.

One of the first to receive the diet's mandate, was Henry

Flackenstein of Lucerne, baillie of Baden. Into the territory

subject to his jurisdiction, Hettinger had withdrawn himself

when banished from Zurich, after pulling down the Stadelhofen

crucifix, and he had not imposed silence on his tongue. Happen-

ing to be seated at table one day, at the Angel inn at Zurzach,

he said that the priests misinterpreted holy Scripture, and that a

man ought to place his whole confidence in God alone.2 The

landlord, who was continually passing to and fro with bread and

wine, listened to what was thus said, and thought it passing

strange. On another day Hettinger had gone to see one of his

friends, John Schutz of Schneyssingen: "What then," said

Schutz, after they had eaten and drank together, "is this new

faith, which the Zurich priests are preaching?"—"They preach,"

replied Hettinger, "that Christ was offered up once, for all

Christians, that by this one sacrifice he has for ever purged and

1 Es soil nieman in den Wirtzhiiseren oder sunst hinter dem Wyn vom
Lntherischen oder newen Sacben uzid reden. (Bull. Chr. p. 144.)

* Wie wir unser pitt Hoffnung und Trost allein uf Gott. (Ibid. p. 146.)
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redeemed them from all their sins, and they demonstrate from

Scripture that tlie mass is a lie."

Hottinger had after this left Switzerland (it was in February

1523), and had gone to attend to some business at Waldshut,

beyond the Rhine, Measures were taken to make sure of him,

and towards the end of February, the poor Zuricher, who sus-

pected nothing of the kind, having crossed the Rhine, had hardly

set foot in Coblentz, a village on the left side of the river,' when
he was arrested. He was taken to Klingenau, and as he there

boldly confessed his faith: "I will take you to a place," said

the angry Flackenstein, "where people will know well how to

answer you."

The baillie, in fact, took him successively before the magis-

trates of Klingenau, the upper court of Baden, and at last, unable

to find any one who M-ould declare that he was guilty, before

the diet then met at Lucerne. It was absolutely indispensable

to find judges who should condemn him.

Nor was any time lost by the diet in condemning him to

death. On being informed of his sentence, he gave glory to

Jesus Christ. "Enough, enough," said James Troger, one of

the judges; "we don't come here to listen to sermons. You
shall indulge your babbling at another time!"—"His head must

be once taken from him," said the baillie Am-Ort of Lucerne

with a sneer; "but should it return to him, we will all adopt his

creed,"—"May God," said the accused, "forgive all who con-

demn me!" A monk having then applied a crucifix to his

mouth: "It is in the h'^art," said he, pushing it away, "that

we ought to receive Christ."

When led away to the place of execution, many among the

crowd could not refrain from shedding tears. " I am going to

everlasting bliss," said he, turning towards them. On reaching

the appointed spot, he raised his eyes to heaven and said: " I

1 This less known Coblentz must not be confounded with the well known town
and fortress of that name, situate also on the Rhine, but lower down, between
!Maintz and Cologne, in the old electorate of Treves ; whereas the village here
referred to, is in the territory of Baden, adjoining and subject to Switzerland,
at the place where the river Aar flows into the Rhine, as the town of Coblentz
stands at the confluence of the Rhine and Moselle, from which circumstance
both places receive their name, Coblentz being a corruption of the Latin Con-
Jluens, signifying aflowing together.—L. R.
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commit my soul into thy hands, my Redeemer!" His head

then rolled upon the scafi'old.

Hardly had Hottinger's blood been shed when the enemies of

the Reformation took advantage of it, in order still further to

inflame the wrath of the confederates. It was in Zurich itself

that they saw the evil must be utterly put down. The terrible

example that had been given, was fitted to terrify Zwingli and

his partisans; and if followed up by one vigorous ejBTort more,

the death of Hottinger might lead to that of the Reformation.

. . . It was forthwith resolved in tlie diet, that a deputation

should go to Zurich, and insist that the councils and the citi-

zens should renounce their faith.

The deputation was admitted on the 21st of March. "The

old Christian unity," said the deputies, "is now broken; the

mischief is spreading; already the clergy of the four Waldstet-

ten have declared to the magistrates that unless they come to

their aid, they must leave off the exercise of their functions.

Confederates of Zurich, let us combine our endeavours; let us

unite in the suppression of this new faith ;
l do you dismiss

Zwingli and his disciples; let us then make a common effort to

remedy the injuries of the popes and their courtiers,*"

Such was the language heH by the adversaries, and how was

Zurich to act? Was she to lose heart, and was her courage to

pass away from her, with the blood of her slain citizen?

Zurich did not allow either friend or foe to remain long uncer-

tain as to her sentiments. The council sent a calm and noble

reply, saying that they could make no concession where the

Word of God was concerned, and forthwith proceeded to make

a still more eloquent answer.

It had been the custom, since the year 1351, for a numerous

procession to set out every Whit-Monday to worship the Virgin

at Einsidlen, each pilgrim on this occasion bearing a cross; and

this festivity, which was established as a memorial of the battle

of Tatwyll, was attended with great disorders.^ The procession

was to take place on the 7th of May; but on the petition of

' Zurich selbigen ausreuten und unter truckenhelfe. (Hott. Ilelv. K. G. iii.

» Uff einen Creitzgang, sieoen unehelicher kinden uberkommen wnirdend,

(Bullinger, Chron. p. 160.)
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three pastors, the councils abolished it, and all the other proces-

sions were successively reformed.

Nor did matters stop there. Relics, an abundant source of

superstitions, were honourably buried. ^ Next, at the instance

of three pastors, the council passed an ordinance, that God alone

was to be honoured; that the images should be removed from

all the churches in the canton, and their ornaments bestowed in

alleviating the hardships of the poor. Twelve councillors, one

from each tribe,2 the three pastors, the city architect, black-

smiths and locksmiths, wrights and masons, repaired to the

different churches, and having first shut the doors,^ the crosses

were taken down, the frescos effaced, the walls white-washed,

and the images removed, to the great delight of the faithful,

who in this proceeding, says Bullinger, beheld a striking homage

rendered to the true God. In some of the country churches,

their ornaments were consigned to the flames, "to the honour

and glory of God." In process of time the organs were put

away, the playing of them having been found associated with

sundry superstitions; and a new formulary for baptism was

drawn up, in which everything was omitted that had no war-

rant in Scripture.

The burgomaster Roust, and his colleagues, joyfully contem-

plated the triumph of the Reformation on their death-beds.

They had lived sufficiently long, and died in the very da^'s of this

great renovation of divine worship.

The Swiss Reformation here presents itself under a somewhat

different aspect from the German. Luther rose in opposition to

the excesses of the persons who broke down the images at Wit-

temberg; whereas it was in Zwingli's presence that the images

fell down in the churches of Zurich. This difference is explained

by the Reformers looking from different points of view. Luther

wished that whatever was not expressly contrary to Scripture,

should be retained in the Church, and Zwingli wished to abolish

whatever could not be proved by Scripture. The German Re-

former was willing to remain united to the church of all ages,

' Und cs eerlich bestattet hat. (Bullinger, Chron. p. 101.)
* The tribes seem to have been what with us would be called guilds and trades'

corporations. Tk.
^ Habend die nach inen zu beschlossen. (Bullinger, Chron. p. 175.)
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and was content to purify it from whatever was contrary to tlie

Word of God. The Zurich Reformer passing over all these ages,

went back to the times of the apostles, and, subjecting the

Church to a complete transformation, endeavoured to re-establish

it as it had existed at the first, l

Zwingli's Reformation, then, was the more complete of the

two. The task committed to Luther by Providence, that of

re-establishing justification by faith, was unquestionably the

grand work of the Reformation ; but that work once accomplished,

other things remained to be done, which, though secondary per-

haps, \vere nevertheless important; and in these lay especially

the task committed to Zwingli.

The reformers were called, in fact, to accomplish two great

undertakings. Christian Catholicism, born as it was in the

midst of Pharisaical Judaism and Greek paganism, had gradu-

ally fallen under the influence of both, and by them was. trans-

muted into Roman Catholicism. Now, it being the proper office

of the Reformation to purify the Church, it had to disengage it

equally from the pagan and from the Jewish element.

The Jewish element was chiefly to be found in that part of

Christian doctrine which relates to man. From Judaism, Catho-

licism had imbibed pharisaical notions of self-righteousness—of

salvation to be obtained by human strength and human doings.

The pagan element was chiefly to be found in the part of

Christian doctrine relating to God. Paganism had altered in

Catholicism the idea of an infinite God, whose power, absolutely

self-sufficient, operates at all times and everywhere. It had

established in the Church the reign of symbols, images, and

ceremonies; and the saints had become the demigods of the

popedom.

It was against the Judaical element that Luther''s Reformation

was specially directed. With that element it had to struggle,

when an audacious monk sold, on the part of the pope, the salva-

tion of men's souls for ready money.

' On good grounds therefore may the Cluirch, as purified by Zwingli, witb

peculiar emphasis bear the name of the Reformed Church, and especially after

that the still greater genius of Calvin, alluded to by the author in the sequel,

had brought it, to a state of still greater completeness, had regulated the govern-

ment of the Church according to its original institution, and had, also, given

the finest development to its doctrine. May this true spirit of the Reformed
Church become better known and appreciated.—L. R.
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Zwingli's Reformation was specially directed against the

pagan element. It was this element which it encountered when

at the temple of Our Lady of Einsidlen, as of old, at the temple

of Diana of the Ephesians, a crowd assembled from all quarters,

stupidly prostrated themselves before an idol covered with gold.

The German Reformer proclaimed the grand doctrine of jus-

tification by faith, and by means of it he gave a death-blow to

the Pharisaical righteousness of Rome. No doubt, the Swiss

Reformer did this too; man's inability to save himself, forms

the basis of what was effected by all the Reformers. But Zvvingli

did something besides; he established the supreme, universal,

and exclusive existence and operation of God, and thus he gave

a deadly blow to the pagan worship of Rome.

Roman Catholicism had exalted man and abased God. Lu-

ther abased man, and Zwingli exalted God.

These two tasks, specially, but not exclusively theirs, mutu-

ally complete each other. Luther's laid the foundation, Zwingli's

supplied the cope-stone of the edifice.

It was reserved to a genius of still vaster dimensions, on the

banks of lake Leman, to stamp the Reformation as a whole with

those two characters. 1
2

But while Zwingli was thus advancing with a steady pace at

the head of the confederation, the dispositions of the cantons

became every day more hostile. The government at Zurich

felt the necessity of being able to look for support to the people.

The people, that is to say, the congregation of the faithful,

was, at any rate, according to Zwingli's principles, the highest

authority to which an appeal can be made in this world. The

council resolved to sound public opinion, and gave instructions

to the baillies to inquire of all the communes, whether they were

ready to endure all things for our Lord Jesus Christ, " who,"

said the council, " has given for us sinners, his life and his

' Litterarischer Anzeiger, 1840, No. 27.

* Here the author evidently alludes to Calvin, to whom much that was said,

in a previous part of this history, on the merits of Melanchthon, as tlie systematic

theologian of the Reformation, is, perhaps, still more applicable. Roman
catholic writers have remarked, that on the appearance of Calvin's Institutes,

an arrest seemed to be laid, in a great measure, on the variations of protes-

tantism. " He united," says the author of the Esprit de la Ligue, "almost
all minds within a circle, of which that body of doctrine maybe regarded as the

centre."

—

Tr.
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blood." ^ The whole canton had attentively followed the march

of the Reformation in the city; and in many places, the houses

of the peasants had become Christian schools in which the holy

Scriptures were read.

The proclamation of the council, read in all the communes,

was received by them with enthusiasm. "Let our lords," they

replied, "remain courageously attached to the Word of God:

we will assist them in maintaining it;2 and if it be intended to

make them suffer for so doing, Ave will come to their support,

like right-hearted fellow-citizens." The rural population of Zurich

at that time showed, as they have again done not long ago, that

the Churcirs strength lies in the Christian people.

But the people did not stand alone. The man whom God had

placed at their head, made a fitting reply to their appeal.

Zwingli multiplied himself for the service of God. All persons

in the Helvetic cantons, who were suffering any persecution for

the Gospel, addressed themselves to him.3 The responsibility

attending public business, the care of the churches, the anxieties

incident to that glorious conflict which was now going on in all

the valleys of Switzerland, weighed hard on the Zurich evange-

list.'* The tidings of his courage diffused joy throughout Wit-

temberg. Luther and Zwingli were two great lights placed in

upper and lower Germany; and the doctrine of salvation,

preached so powerfully by both, diffused itself over the vast

countries which stretch downwards from the elevations of the

Alps, to the shores of the Baltic and of the North sea.

The Word of God could not thus take possession of regions

of vast extent, without its triumphs filling with indignation the

pope in his palace, the parish priests in their parsonages, and

the Swiss magistrates in their councils. Their terror was aug-

menting every day. The people were consulted; the Christian

people again became of some consequence in the Christian

Church, and appeals were addressed to their sympathies, and to

' Der sin rosenfarw blut alein fur uns arme Sunder vergossen hat. (Bulling.

Chron. p. 180.)
2 Meine Herrn sollten auch nur dapfer bey dera Gottesworte verbleiben.

(Fiissl. Beytr. iv, p. 107, where all the answers from the communes are to be

found.)
3 Scribunt ex Helvetiis ferme omnes qui propter Christum premuntur. (Zw.

Epp. p. 348.)
* Negotiorum strepitus et ecclesiarum curre ita me undique quatiunt. (Ibid.)
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their faith, instead of appeahng to the decrees of the Roman
chancery! ... So redoubtable an attack required a more

formidable resistance. On the 18th of April, the pope addressed

a brief to the confederates, and the diet which was convened at

Zug, in the following July, from deference to the pontiff's urgent

solicitations, sent to Zurich, Schaffhausen, and Appenzel, a depu-

tation commissioned to declare to those states the firm resolu-

tion it had taken to destroy the new doctrine, and to persecute

its adherents in their property, their honours, and even in their

lives. Nor was it without emotion that Zurich received this

warning; yet it was firmly replied, that in matters concerning

the faith they would obey the Word of God alone. On hearing

this answer, Lucerne, Schwytz, Uri, Unterwalden, Fribourg,

and Zug, trembled all over with rage; and forgetting the repu-

tation and the power which the accession of Zurich brought,

once on a time, to the nascent confederation; forgetting the pre-

cedence which was then almost immediately accorded to her, the

simple, and yet solemn oaths that were sworn to her, and so

many common victories and reverses, these states declared that

they would no longer sit in diet with Zurich. Thus, in Switzer-

land as well as Germany, it was the partisans of Rome who

first broke the federal unity. But threats and broken cove-

nants were still insufficient. The fanaticism of the cantons

would have nothing short of blood, and it was soon seen with what

sort of arms the popedom professed to combat the Word of God.

One of Zwingli's friends, the excellent ffixlin,! was pastor at

Burg, near Stein, on the Rhine. Wishing to have that baillie-

wick, the baillie Am-Berg, although he seemed to listen gladly

to the Gospel," had promised the influential men of Schwytz

that he would destroy the new faith. CExlin, although he did

not belong to his jurisdiction, was the first object of his attack.

On the night of the Tth July, 1524, some one was heard

knocking at the pastor's door; it was opened, and in there came

a party of the baillie's soldiers. Having laid hold of CExlin,

they were about to take him to prison, but as they seemed to

threaten assassination, he called out, murder! This alarmed

the inhabitants, who instantly ran to the spot, and forthwith the

' See p. 41 of this vol.

* Der war anfangs dem Evangelio gunstig. (Bull. Chron. p. 180.)

II. 3 F
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village became the scene of a frightful scuffle, the noise of which

was heard as far as Stein. The centinel on duty at the castle

of Hohenklingen thereupon fired the alarm gun ; the fire-hell

was next rung, and the inhabitants of Stein, Stammheim, and

the neighbouring hamlets, were in a few moments on the alert,

and amid the darkness took means for ascertaining what was

the matter.

At Stammheim lived the vice-baillie Wirth, whose two eldest

sons, Adrian and John, young priests replete with piety and

courage, preached the Gospel with an effective eloquence. John,

in particular, was full of faith, and ready to give his life for him

to whom he owed his salvation. They formed a truly patriar-

chal family. The virtues of Anna, the mother, who had pre-

sented the baillie with many children, and had brought them up

in the fear of God, caused her to be regarded by the whole dis-

trict with feelings of veneration. Hearing of the disturbance at

Burg, the father and his two sons, like others, left the house.

The father was indignant at finding that the baillie of Frauen-

feld had exercised his authority, in an act contravening the legis-

lation of the country. The sons were grieved to learn that their

brother, their friend, the man whose bright example they loved

to imitate, had been carried ofi" as a criminal. Each of them

laid hold of a halbert, and in spite of the expressed alarm of a

most affectionate wife and mother, the father and two sons joined

a band of the townsfolk of Stein, with the view of rescuing their

pastor. Unfortunately, a crowd of those reckless persons who

rise without any object on every occasion of a disturbance, put

themselves also in motion; the baillie's officers were pursued,

and hearing the fire-bell, and other signals of alarm, they hur-

ried on, dragging their victim after them, and soon placed the

river Thur between them and their opponents.

When the people from Stein and Stammhau had reached the

river side, not finding any means of passing, they resolved to

send a deputation to Frauenfeld. "Ah," said the baillie Wirth,

"the pastor of Stein is so dear to us, that for his safety I would

give my property, my liberty, my very bowels.'"* The mob now

finding that they were not far from the monastery of the Char-

' Sunder die Kuttlen im Buch fur In wagen. (BuUinger, Chron. p. 193.)
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treux friars at Ittengin, who were alleged to have stimulated the

tyranny of the baillie Am-Berg, entered it and established them-

selves in the refectory. Erelong these wretches lost the com-

mand of their senses, and scenes of disorder were the consequence

Wirth besought them, but in vain, to leave the monastery ;l he

ran the risk of being maltreated by them. His son, Adrian,

stopped outside the cloister, but John went in, only, however,

instantly to come out again, so much distressed was he at the

scene he witnessed.^ The tipsy peasants had begun to ransack

the cellars and granaries, to break the furniture, andburnthebooks.

The news of these disorderly doings having reached Zurich,

the deputies immediately met in council, and passed an order,

commanding all persons belonging to the canton, to return to

their homes, which they did. But a crowd of Thurgovians hav-

ino- been attracted by the tumult, they installed themselves in

the convent, with the view of making themselves merry. AH
of a sudden, flames burst forth, nobody knew how, and the mon-

astery was reduced to ashes.

Five days after, the deputies of the cantons met at Zug, and

nothing was then to be heard among them but cries of vengeance

and of death. '-Let us march with flags unfurled, against Stein

and Stammheim," said they, "and put their inhabitants to the

sword." The vice-baillie and his two sons had long been the

objects of very marked hatred on account of their faith. "If any

one be found guilty," said the Zurich deputy, "he ought to be

punished, but according to the rules of justice, and not by vio-

lence." This opinion was seconded by Vadian, deputy of St.

Gall, whereupon the avoyer,3 John Hug, of Lucerne, unable any

longer to restrain himself, and accompanying what he said with

frightful maledictions, exclaimed,'^ "The heretic, Zwingli, is

the father of all these insurrections; and thou, doctor from St.

Gall, thou favourest his infamous cause, and thou doest promote

his success. . . . Thou oughtest not any longer to sit

among us I" The Zug deputy made an effort to restore peace,

but in vain. Vadian went out, and as some of the populace

1 Und badt sy am Gottes willen uss dcm Kloster zu gand. (Bullinger, Chron.

p. 183.)
2 Dan es Im leid was. (Ibid. p. 195.)

3 The avnyer is the president of the Swiss diet. Tr.
< Mit fluchen Kund wuten. (Bullinger, Chron. p. ISl.)
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would fain have taken his life, he secretly left the town, and

reached the monastery at Cappel, by taking a circuitous road.

Zurich was so determined to repress everything like disorder,

as to resolve that the persons marked out by the wrath of the

confederates, should meanwhile be appi'ehended. Wirth and his

sons were living quietly at Stammheim. "Never shall God's

enemies be able to overcome his friends," said Adrian Wirth

from the pulpit. The father was informed of the fate that

awaited him, and was entreated to fly along with his sons. "No,""

said he, "putting my trust in God, I wish to wait for the officers

of justice." And when these came, "my lords of Zurich," said

he, "might have saved themselves so much trouble: had they

sent a child for me I should have obeyed." ^ The three Wirths

were conducted to the prisons of Zurich, Rutiman, baillie of

Nussbaum, sharing their fate. They were carefully examined, but

nothing reprehensible was found in the course they had pursued.

As soon as the deputies were informed of the imprisonment

of these four citizens, they insisted that they should be sent to

Baden, and, in case of refusal, gave orders for troops to march

upon Zurich and carry them off. "To Zurich,"" replied the

deputies from that state, "belongs the duty of ascertaining

whether these men be guilty or not; and we have found nothing

to blame in them." Thereupon the deputies from the other can-

tons exclaimed: "Are you willing to hand them over to us?

Answer, yea, or nay, and keep to that." Two Zurich deputies

thereupon took horse, and went off with the utmost haste to

their constituents.

On their arrival, the whole city was in the utmost agitation.

Should they refuse to give up the prisoners, the confederates

would come to demand them at the point of the sword; and

should they deliver them up ... it would be consenting

to their death. Opinions were divided; Zwingli was for refus-

ing. "Zurich," he said, "ought to remain faithful to her estab-

lished maxims." At last it was thought that a middle plan

might be adopted. "We will send you the prisoners," said the

townsmen to the diet, "but on condition that you shall examine

them on the Ittingen affair alone, and not on their creed." To

1 Dann hattind sy mir ein kind geschickt. . . . (Bullinger, Chron. p. 186.)
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this tlie diet acceded; and on Friday before the feast of St.

Bartholomew, (August, 1524,) the three Wirths and their

friend, accompanied by four councillors of state, and some armed

men, left Zurich.

A general gloom now overspread the city, fur It was easy to

foresee what must be the fate of those two veterans, and those

two youths. Nothing but sobs was heard as they passed along.

"Alas!" exclaims a contemporary writer, "what a doleful

march it was!"' The people flocked to the churches. "God,"

cried Zwingli, "God will punish us. Ah, let us pray, at least,

that he will impart his grace to these poor prisoners, and fortify

them in the faith."-

On Friday evening, the accused arrived at Baden, where an

immense crowd was expecting them. They were taken first to

an inn, and then to prison, the people meanwhile in their eager-

ness to have a sight of them, pressing so hard that they could

hardly move on. The father, who walked first, turning round

to his sons, said: "^ly dear children, you see that as the apos-

tle says, we are as it were appointed to death, for we are made

a spectacle unto the world, and to angels, and to men," (1 Cor.

iv. 9). Then, perceiving his mortal enemy, and the cause of

all his calamities in the crowd, he went up and, holding out his

hand to him, notwithstanding that the baillie turned away:

"God beholds in heaven, and he knows all things," said he calmly,

as he grasped his.

The inquest began on the day following, the baillie Wirth

being first examined. Regardless alike of his character and of

his time of life, they put him to the torture; but he persisted in

maintaining his innocence of the acts of pillage and fire-raising,

committed at Ittingen. He was next accused of having destroyed

an image of St. Anne. . . . None of the charges against

the other prisoners could be substantiated, beyond Adrian

Wirth's being married, and his preaching like Zwingli and

Luther; and John Wirth'^s having given the sacrament to a

person lying ill, without bell and candle.^

^ weh! was elender Fahrt war das I (Bern. Weyss. Fussl. Beyt. iv. p.
56.)

^ Sy troste und in warem glauben starckte. (Bullinger, Chron. p. 188.)
^ On Kersen, schellen und anders so bisshar geiipt ist. (Ibid. p. 196.)
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But the more manifest their innocence, the fiercer was the

fury of their adversaries. From morning to noon the old man
was subjected to cruel torture, forcing tears from his eyes with-

out at all softening his judges. John Wirth was tortured still

more cruelly. "Tell us," they asked him amid his agony, "how
didst thou come by thy heretical faith? Didst thou get it from

Zwingli, or from some one else?" And as he exclaimed: "0
merciful and everlasting God, do thou help and comfort me !"

—

"Well then," said one of the deputies, "where is now thy

Christ?" When Adrian appeared, Sebastian von Stein, deputy

from Berne, said to him: "Young man! tell us the truth, for

if thou dost refuse to do so, I swear to thee by the knighthood

I obtained on the very spots where God suffered martyrdom,

that we will open thy veins for thee, one after another,"! "phe

youth was then attached to a cord, and as they were hoisting

him aloft: "My little gentleman," said Stein to him with a

diabolical sneer, "there's the present we give you for your wife;"

thus alluding to the marriage of the Lord's young minister.

The inquest being over, the deputies went back to their can-

tons to report proceedings, and did not return for four weeks.

The baillie's wife, mother of the two young priests, repaired to

Baden with an infant in her arms, that she might intercede with

the judges. John Escher of Zurich, accompanied her as advo-

cate. Perceiving among the judges the landamman of Zug,

Jerome Stocker, who had been two several times baillie of Frau-

enfeld: "Landamman," said he to him, "you know the baillie

Wirth; you know that he has been a worthy man all his life."

"You say what is true, my dear Escher," replied Stocker, "he

has never harmed any man; fellow-citizens and strangers alike

have ever been kindly welcomed to his table; his house was

like a monastery, inn, and hospital.- Accordingly, had he

been guilty of robbery or murder, I should do my utmost to

obtain a pardon for him. But since he has burnt St. Anne,

our Lord's grandmiother, die he must!" . . . "God have

mercy on us!"^ exclaimed Escher,

1 Alls man inn am folter seyl iiffzog, sagt dcr zum Stein : Herrli, das is dio

gaab die wir Uch zu iiwer Iliissfrowen schanlvend. (BuUinger, Chron. p. 190.)
^ Sin huss ist allwey gsin wie ein Kloster, wirtshuss und pitall. (Ibid. p. 198.)
^ Well, indeed, might a man make this exclamation at such an instance of

blindness and prejudice !—What a mighty influence superstition exercises and
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The doors were closed; it was the 28th of September, and

deputies from Berne, Lucerne, Uri, Schwytz, Untervvalden, Zug,

Glaris, Friburg and Soleure, having proceeded to pass sentence

with shut doors, accoi'ding to custom, they passed sentence of

death on the baillie Wirth, his son John who was the firmest

in maintaining his faith, and who seemed to have influenced the

others, and the baillie Rutiman. Adrian, the second of the

sons, they granted to his mother's tears.

They then repaired to the tower in search of the prisoners

"My son," said the father to Adrian, "never revenge our deaths,

although we, indeed, have not deserved the scaffold." . .

Adrian sobbed violently. "Brother," said John to him, "the

cross of Christ must ever follow his Word.^i

After reading the sentence, the three Christians were con-

ducted to prison, John Wirth going first, the two vice-baillies

next, and a chaplain following last. As they passed along the

castle-bridge where there stood a chapel consecrated to St. Joseph,

" Fall on your knees and w-orship the saint,"' said the priest to

the two old men. John Wirth, who was in advance of the rest,

turning round as he heard these words, exclaimed; " Father, be

firm. You know that there is but one mediator between God

and man, to wit, Jesus Christ." " Certainly, my son," replied

the old man, " and aided by his grace I will maintain my stead-

fastness to the last." They then, all three, began to repeat the

Lord's prayer; " Our Father which art in heaven, . . .

"

after which they passed the bridge.

They were then conducted to the scaffold. John Wirth whose

heart was filled with the most affectionate solicitude for his

father, gave him his last farewell. " My much loved father,"

said he, " henceforth thou art no longer my father, and I am no

longer thy son, but we are brethren in Christ, our Lord, for the

sake of whose name I must suffer death.2 This day, if it please

how it hardens the mind against all human affections. This is particularly the

case with the superstitions of Rome. This we see in the Lindamman of Zug,

who was otherwise not insensible to the admirable character of the worthy
"Wirth, yet in whoso eyes dishonour done to the image of a saint not only did

away all such excellence, but seemed worse even than robbery and murder.

Aye, we might well say with Escher :
" God have mercy on us," were that

superstition to have full freedom of action again granted to it.—L. R.
1 Doch allwag das crutz darby. (Bullinger, Chron.)
2 Furohin hist du nitt me min Vatter und ich din Sun, sondern wir sind brii-

dern in Christo. (Ibid. p. 204.)
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God, my much loved brother, we shall go to him who is the

Father of us all. Fear nothing."—"Amen!" replied the old

man, " and may God Almighty bless thee, my much loved son

and brother in Christ."

Thus, on the very threshold of eternity, did this father and

this son take leave of each other, while they hailed the approach

of that new era which was about to unite them for ever. The

greater number of those that stood round, shed many tears.'

The baillie Kutiman prayed in silence.

All three kneeling on the ground, were, " in the name of

Christ," beheaded.

The populace when they perceived the marks of torture on

their persons, gave loud expression to their grief. The two

bailies left behind them twenty children, and forty-five grand

children. Anna had to pay twelve golden crowns to the execu-

tioner who had taken the lives of her husband and her son.

Thus was blood, blood undefiled, poured forth. Switzerland

and the Reformation were baptized with the blood of martyrs.

The grand enemy of the Gospel had done his work; but his

power was shattered in the doing of it. The death of the Wirths

could not fail to hasten the triumphs of the Reformation.

VI. No intention had been shown at Zurich to proceed to the

abolition of the mass, immediately after the abohtion of images;

but the moment for effecting that other reform seemed now to

have arrived.

Not only had the light of the Gospel begun to influence the

sentiments of the people, but, further, the blows that were dealt

by the adversaries, urged the friends of God's Word to reply to

them, by the most open and evident demonstrations of their

staunch fidelity. Each time that Rome raises a scaffold and

makes some heads fall, the Reformation will be found to raise

the holy Word of the Lord, and to make some abuses give way.

When Hottinger was executed, Zurich abolished images; and

now that the heads of the Wirths have rolled upon the ground,

Zurich will reply by abolishing the mass. The more that Rome

increases her cruelties, the more will the Reformation be found

to wax in strength.

• Des gnadens weyneten vil Liithen hcrzlich. (Bullinger, Chron,, p. 204.)
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On the 11th of April, 1525, tlie three Zurich pastors pre-

sented themselves along with Megander and Oswald Myconius,

before the grand council, and craved that the Lord's supper

might be restored. They spoke earnestly ;l their minds were

solemnly affected; each felt the importance of the resolution

which the council was asked to take. The mass, that mystic

rite, which for three centuries had been the very soul of the

Latin Church's whole worship, was about to be abolished; the

bodily presence of Christ in the elements, was to be declared an

illusion, and even of that illusion the people were to be deprived;

courage was required in order to a man's making up his mind to

such a thing, and there were certain members of the council Avho

shuddered at the very thought of such audacity. Joachim Am-
griit, under-secretary of state, dismayed at the daring request

made by the pastors, opposed it with all his might. " Those

words, This is my body,'''' said he, " prove irresistibly that the

bread is the body of Christ himself." Zwingli pointed to the fact,

that there is no word in the Greek but ia-i (is) to express siy-

nifes, and he quoted many instances in which this word is used

in a figurative sense. The grand council was too fully convinced

to hesitate any longer; the doctrines of the Gospel had found

their way into all hearts; besides w^hich, having resolved to

separate from the Church of Rome, people felt a certain satis-

faction in doing so as completely as possible, and in digging a

gulph between it and the Reformation. The council, accordinglv,

ordained the abolition of the mass, and decreed, that on the day

following, being Easter Thursday, the supper should be cele-

brated in conformity with apostolical usages.

Zwingli's mind was much affected and absorbed with these

considerations, so that after he had closed his eyes at night, he

was still in search of arguments wherewith to meet his oppo-

nents. What had engrossed him so much during the day, be-

came the subject of a dream. He dreamed that he was engaged

in an argument with Am-Griit, and could not reply to his main

objection, when a person suddenly appeared to him and said;

" Why dont you refer to Exodus Xllth chapter and Wth verse :

You shall eat the lamb in haste, it is the Lord's passoverV

^ Und Tcrmantend die Ernsflich. . (Bullinger, Chron., p. 263.)

II. S G
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Zwingli awoke, rose out of bed, took the translation of the

Seventy (the Septuagint,) and found the same word tVrt, (is),

where, by universal consent, the meaning can only be " signifies.''''

Here then, in the very institution of the passover under the

old covenant, was the very meaning for which Zwingli insisted.

How avoid the conclusion that the two passages are parallel?

On the following day, Zwingli took that passage as the text

of his sermon, and spoke with a force that removed every doubt.

This circumstance, which explains itself so naturally, and the

expression used by Zwingli, in saying that he could not recol-

lect the appearance of the personage he had seen in his dream,!

have led to the averment, that it was from the devil that the

Reformer learnt his doctrine.

The altars had disappeared; they were succeeded by mere

tables, with the bread and wine of the eucharist laid out upon

them, and surrounded by an attentive crowd. There was some-

thing solemn in that multitude. Our Lord's death was cele-

brated in succession by the young on Easter Thursday, by the

men and women on Good Friday, and by the old persons on

Easter-day .2

The deacons read those passages of Scripture which relate to

this sacrament; the pastors gave a pressing exhortation to the

flock, calling upon all, who, by persisting in sin, should desecrate

the body of Jesus Christ, to keep away from that sacred supper;

the people fell upon their knees, the bread was brought in large

pattens or wooden plates, and each broke off a piece of it; the

wine was passed round in wooden goblets: in all which it was

thoufrht a closer resemblance was maintained to the orifrinal

supper. All hearts were filled with surprise and joy.3

1 Ater fuerit, an albus, nihil memini ; somnium enim narro. " I cannot remem-
ber whether he was black or white, for it is a dream that I relate." This was
namely, a mere proverbial expression, by which all that we are given to under-

stand, is, that the person was unknown, all recollection of his appearance having

been forgotten. But as the idea readily occurred here that people picture to

themselves the devil as black, and good angels as clothed in white, it has been
explained as if Zwingli himself, had, by using these words, meant to intimate

that he knew not whether it was a good angel or the devil. But it is notori-

ous that this is quite contrary to his meaning, and that this dream, although

he had lost all distinct recollection of the person who addressed him in it, he
certainly regarded as a divine interposition for his direction.—L. R.

- Fusslin Beytr. iv. p. 64.
^ Mit grossen verwundern viler Luthen nnd noch mit vil grbssern frouden

dergloubigen. (BuUinger, Chron., p. 264.)
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Thus was the Reformation effected in Zurich. Tlie simple

celebration of our Lord's death, seems to have diffused afresh

throughout the Church, love to God and love to the brethren.

The words of Jesus Christ were found anew to be spirit and to

be life. While the various orders and the various parties that

divided the Church of Rome, ceased not to dispute with each

other, the first effect produced by the Gospel on its re-entering

the Church, was to restore mutual love among the brethren.

Then was the love that marked the first ages, given back to

Christendom. Personal foes were beheld renouncing old and

inveterate enmities, and embracing each other, after having

united in eating the eucharistic bread. Gladdened by these

affecting displays, Zwingli gave thanks to God for those wonders

of charity, which the sacrifice of the mass had long failed to

operate, being anew wrought by the Lord's supper.^

" Peace makes her abode in our town," he exclaimed; " dis-

simulation, dissension, envy, and quarrelling, have disappeared

from amongst us. Whence can such concord have arisen, if

not from the Lord, and from the tendency of the doctrine that

we preach, to produce order and peace?"-

Charity and unity were to be found at that time, although not

uniformity. In his Commentary on True and False Eeligion, dedi-

cated to Francis L, in March, 1 525, the year of the battle of Pavia,3

Zwingli presented some truths in the manner best fitted to recom-

mend them to human reason; in this following the example of some

of the most distinguished schoolmen. Thus he applied the term

malady to original corruption, reserving the term sin for the actual

transgression of the law,^ But this mode of stating the matter,

although it called forth some reclamations, produced no breach of

brotherly love; for while he persisted in calling original sin a ma-

lady, he added, that all men were ruined by it, and that the sole

remedy was Jesus Christ.'^ Hence it involved no Pelagian error.6

1 Expositio fidei. (Zw. Opp. ii. p. 241.)

Ut tranquillitatis et innocentije studiosos reddat. (Zw. Epp. p. 390.)
^ De vera et falsa religione commentarius. (Zw. 0pp. iii. p. 145—325.)
^ Peccatum ergo morbus est cognatus nobis, quo fugimus aspera et grada,

sectamur jucunda et voluptuosa ; secundo loco accipitur peccatum pro eo quod
contra legem fit. (Ibid. pp. 204.)

* Originali morbo perdimur omnes, remedio vero quod contra ipsum invenii

Deus incolumitati restituimur. (De peccato originali declaratio ad Urbanurn
Rhegium. (Ibid., p. 632.)

" They, therefore, who would represent Zwingli and the Zwinglians as the
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But, while the celebration of the supper was attended in

Zurich with the return of Christian brotherhood, Zwingli and

his friends had just so much the more irritation to sustain from

adversaries without. A true patriot as well as a Christian doc-

tor, we have seen how zealously he opposed the capitulations

with foreigners, and the pensions and alliances that followed in

their train. ^ He was convinced that these external influences

were destructive to piety, blinding to the reason, and that they

sowed discord everywhere. But his courageous protestations,

could not fail to retard the progress of the Reformation. In

almost all the cantons, the chiefs who received foreign pensions,

and the officers who led the Helvetic youth to battle, formed

powerful factions and formidable oligarchies, which attacked the

Reformation, not so much in its ecclesiastical aspect, as on

account of the prejudicial effect it had on their interests and

their honours. Already had they carried all before them at

Schwytz ; and that canton where Zwingli, Leo Juda, and Oswald

Myconius had taught, and which might have been expected to

follow the same course with Zurich, had again, all at once, opened

itself to mercenary capitulations, and closed itself to the Refor-

mation.

At Zurich itself, some wretched creatures, stirred up by foreign

intrigues, attacked Zwingli at midnight, assailed his house

with stones, broke the windows, and shouted, " the red Uli, the

Claris vulture," so that Zwingli being roused from sleep by the

noise, ran for his sword.^ This trait was characteristic.

But these isolated attacks could not paralyze the movement

which was carrying Zurich along with it, and which was begin-

ning to unsettle all Switzerland. They were like throwing a

few pebbles into a torrent, to arrest the rushing of its waters.

maintainers and favourers of semi-pelagianism, and who would put a wide differ-

ence in that respect between them and the Calvinists, either act unfairly, or

allow themselves inconsiderately to be carried away by prepossessions in favour

of their own views. Impartial history contradicts this, by the good understand-

ing that subsisted between Calvin and the Swiss Church, which attached itself

to Zwingli's sentiments, and Mr. Merle gives us plainly to understand, that

Zwingli, notwithstanding his milder forms of expression, yet confessed the pure
truth, and was very far from being tinged with pelagianism.— L. R.

' The author here alludes to the custom which prevailed of old in Switzer-

land, and subsists even to the present day, of going into the military service of

foreign countries, and even sendingaway their youth for that purpose, according
to treaties made to that effect.— L. R.

' Interea surgere Zwinglius ad ensem suum. (Zw. 0pp. iii. p. 411.)
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Everywhere these waters threatened, as they rose, to overcome

the greatest obstacles.

The Bernese having declared to the Zurichers that several

States had refused to sit with them for the future in diet

:

" Well, then," replied the men of Zurich, calmly, and with

their hands uplifted to heaven, like the men of Rutli long before,

" we have the firm assurance that God the Father, the Son,

and the Holy Ghost, in whose name the confederation was

formed, will not withdraw from us, and will make us sit at last,

through mercy, by the side of his supreme majesty ."i With
such a faith, the Keformation had nothing to fear. But could

it carry off like victories in other States of the confederation I

Might not Zurich be expected to remain alone on the side of the

Word? Were Berne, Basel, and other cantons besides, to re-

main subject to the power of Eome? This is what we are about

to see. Let us turn to Berne then, and contemplate the march

of the Reformation in the most influential of the confederated

States.

VII. Nowhere might a keener struggle be looked for than at

Berne, for there the Gospel had at once the most powerful friends

and the most formidable enemies. At the head of the Reforma-

tion party, were found the banneret John von Weingarten,

Barthelemy von May, member of the little council, his sons

Wolfgang and Claudius, his grandsons James and Benedict,

and more than all, the family von Watteville. The avoyer,

James von Watteville, who, since 1512, had held the first place

in the republic, had been an early reader of the writings of La-
ther and Zwingli, and had often conversed about the Gospel

with John Haller, pastor at Anseltingen, whom he had protected

from his persecutors.

His son Nicolas, then at the age of one and thirty, had for

the last two years been provost of the Church at Berne, and as

such, in virtue of certain papal ordinances, enjoyed such privi-

leges, that Berthold Haller called him, " our bishop."2

The prelates of the pope rivalled each other in their endea-

vours to attach him to the interests of Rome;3 and every thin^

^
Bey Ihm zuletzt sitzen. . . . (Kirchhofer Ref. v. Berne, p. 65.)

- Episcopus noster Vadivillins. (Zw. Epp., p. 285.)
Tantum favoris et amicitise qute tibi cum tanto Bummorum pontifionm et
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seemed likely to keep him away from becoming acquainted with

the Gospel; but God's working was more powerful than men's

flatteries. Von Watteville was brought out of darkness into

the pleasant light of the Gospel, says Zwingli.' As the friend

of Berthold Haller, he read all the letters received by him from

Zwingli, and could not find words to express his admiration of

them .2

The influence of the two von Wattevilles, occupying as they

did the first positions in the State and the Church respectively,

must, according to appearances, have carried the republic along

with them. But the opposite party was no less powerful.

Among its leaders were to be seen the Sheriflf von Erlach, the

banneret Willading, and several patricians whose interests were

identified with those of the monasteries placed under their admi-

nistration. Behind these influential men, there was an ignorant

and corrupt clergy, who called the doctrines of the Gospel " an

invention of hell." " Dear confederates," said the councillor

von Mullinen, in full assembly, in the month of July, " beware

of being gained over to this Eeformation ; at Zurich a man is

not safe even in his own house, and one needs to have armed

men to defend himself there." In consequence of this, John

Heim, lecturer to the Dominicans, was sent for to come to Berne,

and there set himself to display all St. Thomas's eloquence^ from

the pulpits, in attacking the Eeformation.

Thus were the two parties pitted against each other; a con-

flict was apparently inevitable, and already there seemed little

doubt as to the result. A common faith, in fact, united a part

of the people to the most distinguished families in the state.

Full of confidence in the future, Berthold Haller exclaimed:

" Unless the wrath of God turn against us, it is impossible that

the Word of the Lord can be banished from this town, for the

Bernese are hungering after it."4

By and bye, two acts of the Government seemed to make the

potentissimorum episcoporum coetu hactenus intercessit. (Zw. 0pp. i., anc.

ed. Lat. p. 305.)

1 Ex obscuris ignorantise tenebris in amoenam Evangelii lucem productum.
(Ibid.)

2 Epistolas tuas et eruditionis et humanitatis testes locupletissimas. . .

(Zw. Epp. p. 287.)
^ Suo Thomistico Marte omnia inrertere. (Ibid. p. 287.)
* Famem verbi Bernates habent. (Ibid., p. 295.)
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balance incline to the side of the Reformation. The bishop of

Lausanne having announced an episcopal visit, the council caused

it to be intimated to him by the provost von Watteville, that

he must give up all idea of visiting the town or the villages of

the Bernese.l And, at the same time, the councils of Berne

passed an ordinance, which, while it made a concession appa-

rently to the enemies of the Reformation, gave a solemn sanction

to its principles. They made it the law that the holy Gospel

and doctrine of God, such as could be established by the books

of the Old and New Testament, should be preached exclusively,

freely, and openly; and that preachers should abstain from all

doctrine, disputation, or writing, proceeding from Luther or

other doctors."2 Great was the surprise of the opponents of the

Reformation when they beheld Gospel ministers openly appeal

to this ordinance, which was the groundwork of all that followed,

and formed the legal commencement of the Reformation in

Berne. From that time forward, there was more decision

observable in the procedure of that state, and Zwiugli, whose

eyes were on the alert, in regard to all that was passing in Swit-

zerland, could write to the provost von Watteville: " All Chris-

tians are, on every account, delighted at the faith which has

been received by the godly city of Berne.'"'^ " It is Christ's

own cause," exclaimed the friends of the Gospel,'^ and they

devoted themselves to it with greater courage than ever.

Alarmed at these first advantages, the adversaries of the

Reformation drew themselves more closely together, and resolved

to give such a blow to the cause as would make them sure of

victory. They conceived the project of disembarrassing them-

selves of those ministers whose audacious preaching was now

subverting the most ancient customs; and a favourable oppor-

tunity soon occurred. There was at that time in Berne, where

now stands the hospital of the Isle, a Dominican nunnery, con-

secrated to St. Michael. That archangeFs festival (the 29th ot

September) was held with great pomp at that convent. Several

1 Ut nee oppidum nee pagos Bernatum visitare prsetendat omnino.
2 Alein das heilig Evangelium und die leer Gottes frey, ofiFentlich und onver-

borgen. (Bull. Chr., p. 111.)
3 Alle Christen sich allenthalbenfrbuwenddes glaubens. . . . (Zw. 0pp. i.

p. 426.)
« Christi negotium agitur. (Zw. Epp. 9th May, 1523.)
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ecclesiastics repaired thither on the occasion that year, among

others Wittembach of Bienne, Sebastian Meyer, and Berthold

Haller. Having engaged in conversation with the nuns, among

whom was Clara, daughter of Claudius May, one of the props of

the Reformation: "The merits of the monastic life are imaginery,"

said Haller to her in her grandmother's presence, " and marriage

is an honourable state, instituted by God himself." Some nuns

to whom Clara repeated what Berthold had said, uttered a cry

of horror. " Haller maintains," it was soon reported in the

town, " that all nuns are children of the devil." . . . The

occasion sought by the foes of the Reformation was now found;

they presented themselves before the little council; they recalled

an old ordinance bearing that whoever should be guilty of the

abduction of a nun from her monastery, should lose his head;

they craved that the sentence " should be mitigated," and that

without giving the three ministers a hearing, they should be

content with banishing them for life.

The little council acceded to this, and the affair was promptly

brought before the great council.

Thus was Berne about to be deprived of her Reformers; the

intrigues of the papal party were carrying the day. But Rome,

triumphant when she addressed herself to oligarchs, was van-

quished when she came before the people or their representatives.

Hardly had the names of Haller, Meyer, and Wittembach, men

venerated by all Switzerland, been pronounced in the grand

council, when a powerful opposition manifested itself against the

little council and the clergy. " We cannot condemn these

accused persons," said Tillman, "without having heard them!

. . . Their testimony is well worth that of some women."

Accordingly, the ministers were summoned to appear. The

members of the council knew not how to extricate themselves

from the affair. At last, " Let us believe both parties," said

John von Weingarten, and his advice was taken. The mini-

sters were absolved from the complaint against them, with a

hint, however, that in future they should attend to their pulpits,

and not meddle with monasteries. But the pulpit sufficed for

them. The efforts of their enemies had turned to the confusion

of those enemies; the Reformation gained a great victory; and
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hence, one of the patricians exclaimed: " the thin^ is done now;

Luther's affair must be allowed to go on.""!

In fact, it did go on, and in places, too, where this was least

to be expected. At Konigsfeld on the Aar, near Hapsburg

castle, there stood a monastery, stuffed with the monasterial

magnificence of the middle ages, and where lay the ashes of

many members of that illustrious house which had given so

many emperors to Germany. The most considerable families of

Switzerland and Suabia, made their daughters take the veil

there. It was at no great distance from it that the emperor

Albert, in 1308, fell beneath the blows of his nephew, John of

Suabia; and on the beautiful stained-glass windows of Konigs-

feld Church, were represented the horrible punishments with

which the relations and the vassals of the guilty were on- that

occasion visited. Catherine von Waldburg Truchsess, abbess of

the convent at the time of the Reformation, reckoned among her

nuns Beatrix von Landenburg, sister of the bishop of Constance,

Agnes von Mullinen, Catherine von Bonnstetten, and Margaret

von Watteville, sister to the provost of that name. That same

freedom, the enjoyment of which, by this nunnery, had proved

favourable in former times to culpable disorders, now gave admis-

sion to the holy Scriptures, together with the writings of Luther

and Zwingli; and, ere long, its whole aspect was changed by a

new life on the part of its inmates. Near that same cell which

had been the retreat of queen Agnes, daughter of Albert, after

having bathed herself in torrents of blood, as if in May dew, and

where while employed in spinning wool or embroidering church

ornaments, she used to minde exercises of devotion with thoughts

of revenge, Margaret von Watteville had no thoughts but such

as breathed peace, read the Scriptures, and made up an excel-

lent electuary from several wholesome ingredients. Then, as

she sat musing in her cell, the young nun summoned up courage

to write to the doctor of Switzerland. Her letter displays far

better than could be done by many reflections, the Christian

spirit that dwelt in these godly women, notwithstanding the

calumnies with which they have been assailed, even down to

our own days.

> Es ist nun gethan. Der Lutherisclie handel muss vorgehen. (Anshelm.
"Wirtz. K. G. v., p. 290.)

II. 3 H
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" May grace and peace in the Lord Jesus be ever bestowed

and multiplied upon you by God, the heavenly Father," said the

Konigsfeld nun to Zwingli. " Most learned, reverend, and dear

sir, I conjure you not to take the letter I now write to you in bad

part. The love that is in Christ urges me to do it, especially

since I have been apprised that the doctrine of salvation is

making daily progress through your preaching of the Word of

God. Therefore do I offer my praises to the everlasting God,

for having anew enlightened us, and sent us, by his Holy Spirit,

BO many heralds of his holy Word ; and, at the same time, I

present to him my fervent prayers, that he would endue you

with his strength, you and all those who preach his good news,

and that, arming you against all the enemies of the truth, he

would make his divine word to increase in all men. Most

learned Sir, I venture to send your reverence this small mark of

my affection; be so good as not to despise it, for it is the offer-

ing of Christian charity. If this electuary does you good and

you would like more, let me know; for it would give me the

greatest satisfaction to do something that would be agreeable to

you; and it is not I only who think thus, but all who love the

Gospel in our convent of Konigsfeld. They present to your

reverence their salutations in Jesus Christ, to whose ever-pre-

sent guardianship and aid, we assiduously commend you.'

"Saturday before Lcctare, 1523."

Such was the pious letter that the Konigsfeld nun wrote to

the doctor of Switzerland.

A convent into which the light of the Gospel had thus pene-

trated, could not long persevere in the practices of the monastic

life. Margaret von Watteville and her sisters, persuaded that

they could serve God better in their families than in the cloister,

petitioned for permission to leave it. The council of Berne,

alarmed at this, wished at first to bring these nuns to their

senses, and both the provincial and the abbess employed threats

and promises with them by turns; but the sisters Margaret,

Agnes, Catherine, and their friends among the nuns, showed

that they were not to be shaken in their convictions. The rule

of the convent was thereupon tempered, the nuns were exempted

• Cujus prsesidio auxilioque prsesentissimo, nos vestram dignitatem assidue
commendamus. (Zw. Epp. p. 280.)
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from fasts and matins, and their allowance was augmented. "It

is not carnal liberty that we want," was their reply to the coun-

cil-, "it is spiritual liberty. We, your poor and innocent pri-

soners, we beg that you will pity us!"

—

''Our prisoners, our

prisoners!" exclaimed the banneret Krauchthaler, "I have no

wish that they should be my prisoners !" These words from one

of the staunchest supporters of the convents, decided the coun-

cil ; the convent was thrown open ; and shortly after, Catharine

von Bonstetten, married William von Diesbach.

Berne, however, far from frankly siding with the Reformers,

pursued a kind of middle course, and sought to adopt a see-saw

system which an occasion soon occurred for practically exhibit-

ing. Sebastian Meyer, lecturer to the Franciscans, published a

retractation of Roman errors, which produced a great sensation,

and in which, in giving a representation of the conventual life,

he said: "There one lives more impurely, one falls more fre-

quently, one rises more tardily, one advances more unsteadily,

one reposes more dangerously, one pities more rarely, one is

cleansed more slowly, one dies more despairingly, one is con-

demned more severely."' While Meyer was expressing himself

thus against the cloisters, John Heim, lecturer to the Domini-

cans, shouted from the pulpit: "No! Christ has not, as the

Gospellers teach, given satisfaction to his Father, once for all.

It is further necessary that God be daily reconciled with men

by the sacrifice of the mass and by good works." Two of the

burgesses in the congregation interrupted him, saying: "Thafs

not true!" Whereupon there was an uproar in the Church;

Heim held his peace, and though many pressed him to go on,

he left the pulpit without finishing his discourse. On the fol-

lowing day the grand council struck at both Rome and the Re-

formation ; it sent away from the town the two great controver-

sialists, Meyer and Heim. "They are neither clear nor muddy,"2

said some of the Bernese, using a word in a double sense; Luther

meaning clear in old German.'

1 Langsamer gereiniget, verzweifelter stirbt, barter verdammet. (Kirch-

hofer. Reform, v. Bern. p. 48.)

2 Dass sie weder luther noch triib seyen. (Kirchhofer Ref. t. Bern. p. 50.)

3 Romish writers, and M. de Haller, in particular, bave quoted from Salat

and Tschudi, both enemies of the Reformation, a pretended letter from Zwingli,

addressed at this time to Kolb at Berne, to the following effect

:

" Health and benediction from God, our Saviour. Dear Francis, proceed
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But it was vain to attempt lo extinguish the Reformation in

Berne. Its progress became everywhere manifest. The nuns

of the convent of the isle had preserved the remembrance of

Haller's visit. Clara May, joined by several of her friends,

anxiously asking themselves what course they ought to take,

wrote to the learned Henry Bullinger. "St. Paul," he replied,

'•prescribes to young women, not to come under vows, but that

they should marry and not live in sloth, under a false appear-

ance of piety. (1 Timothy, v. 13, 14). Follow Jesus in

humility, charity, patience, purity, and integrity."' Clara, with

prayers for divine assistance, resolved to follow this advice, and

to quit a life that was contrary to God's Word, of human in-

vention, and full of seductions and sin. Her father Bartho-

lomew, who had spent fifty years in battle fields, and in councils,

heard of his daughter's resolution with delight. Clara left the

convent.

cautiously in this af&ir ; throw at first to the bear but one sour pear among
several sweet ones, then two, then three ; and when he shall have begun to eat
them, throw to him always more and more : sour and sweet pell mell, and at
last shake out the sack to him; soft, hard, sweet, sour and unripe, he will eat
them all, and will not suffer any one to take them from him, or to drive him
away. Zurich, Monday before St. George's day, 1525.

•' Your servant in Christ, VlHch Zwingli."

Decisive reasons oppose the admission of this letter's authenticity. 1st. Tn
1525, Kolb was pastor at Wertheimer; he did not come to Berne till 1527.
(See Zw. Epp. p. 526.) M. de Ilaller puts 1527. it is true, but very arbitrarily

in place of 1525 : this correction has, no doubt, been very wisely adopted; but,

unfortunately, in doing so, M. de Haller is in contradiction with Salat and
Tschudi, who, although not agreed as to the day on wliich this letter was spoken
of in diet, are agreed as to the year, which with both is 1525. 2d. It is not
understood how the letter came to be known : according to one account, it was
intercepted ; according to another, the parishioners of Kolb communicated it to
a man belonging to the smaller cantons, who happened to be at Berne. 3d.
The original is in German ; now Zwingli wrote always in Latin to his literate

friends ; moveover, he saluted them as their brother, not as their servant. 4th.
If we read Zwingli's letters, it will be seen that there could not possibly be a
style more widely different than that of this pretended letter. Zwingli never
would have written a letter for the purpose of saying so little ; his epistles are
for the most part long, and full of news. To call the paltry piece of pleasantry
picked up by Salat a letter, is truly ridiculous. 5th, Salat is entitled to little

credit as an historian, and Tschudi seems to have copied him with a few varia-
tions.—It is possible that some person belonging to the smaller cantons might
have had communicated to him by some one at Berne, Zwingli's letter to Haller,
formerly mentioned, (see Book viii. chapter x.), in which Zwingli employs this

same comparison of the bear with much nobler effect, and it is to be found,
besides, in all the authors of that time. This might have suggested to some
way the idea of fabricating this above forged letter, supposed to have been
addressed to Kolb by Zwingli.

• Euerem Herrn Jesu nachfolget in Demuth. . . . (Kirchhofer, Ref. v
Bern. p. 60.)
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The provost Nicolas von Watteville, though attached by

every tie of personal interest to the Romish hierarchy, and cer-

tain of being promoted to the first vacant bishopric in Switzer-

land, sought, also, to keep a pure conscience by renouncing his

titles, his revenues, and his hopes; and bursting through all

those ties by which the popes had hoped to entangle him, he

entered into the married state; a state established by God ever

since the creation of the world, Nicolas von Watteville took to

wife Clara May ; and her sister Margaret, the nun of Konigs-

feld, was united, much about the same time, to Lucius Tschar-

ner of Coire.^

VIII. Thus did all things foretoken the triumphs that the

Eeformation was soon to obtain at Berne. A no less important

city, and one which was at that time, the Athens, as it were, of

Switzerland, namely, Basel, was now, likewise, beginning to pre-

pare herself for the grand struggle that marks the sixteenth

centur3\

Each of the cities of the confederation had its own particular

aspect. Thus Berne was the city of great families, and the

question seemed likely to be decided there by the part that

should be taken by such and such of the city's leading men.

At Zurich, ministers of the Word, such as Zwingli, Leo Juda,

Myconius, and Schmidt, drew after them a powerful body of

burgesses. Lucerne was the city of arms and military capitula-

tions; Basel that of science and printing establishments. In

the latter city Erasmus, the chief of the republic of letters in the

sixteenth century, had fixed his abode; and preferring the

liberty he enjoyed there, to the seductive invitations of popes

and of kings, he had become the centre of a large circle of

learned men.

But an influence still more powerful than that of the prince

amonor scholars, was soon to be exercised in Basel by a meek,

mild, and godly man, though in point of genms niferior to

Erasmus. The bishop of Basel, Christopher von Utenheim, a

man of the same views with Erasnms, sought to surround him-

self with persons fitted to eS'ect a reformation of the golden mean

description; and to that end, had invited Capito and G^colam-

1 Zw. Epp. annotatio, p. 451.—From this union are descended the Tscharners

of Berne.
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padius to reside near him. In the latter of these, there was

something of the monastic cast, which would often prove offen-

sive to the illustrious philosopher, but QCcolampadius soon

became enthusiastically attached to him, and in this intimacy

might have lost at last all independence of character, had not

providence removed him to a distance from his idol. Having

returned, in 1517, to" Weinsberg, his native town, and having

been shocked while there, at the disorderly lives and profane

jests of the priests, he has left us a beautiful monument of the

serious spirit which then animated him, in his celebrated work

on theEaster Sports^\^'\\\Q\\ seems to have been written at that time.'

Called to Augsburg, towards the close of 1518, as cathedral

preacher, he found that city still under the excitement produced

by the famous conference between Luther and the papal legate

in May of that year. Under the necessity of deciding one way

or other, CEcolampadius did not hesitate, but pronounced him-

self in favour of the Keformer. This frankness soon raised a

keen opposition against him ; and under the impression that his

timidity, and the feebleness of his voice, gave him no chance of

succeeding in the world, he began to cast his eyes about him,

and fixed them on a monastery of friars of the order of St.

Bridget, celebrated for piety and for depth and liberality of

study, which stood not far from Augsburg. Feeling that he

needed rest, leisure, labour, and prayer, he went to those monks

and said: "Can a man live with you according to the Word of

God? '* And on their giving him their assurance that he might,

CEcolampadius passed the threshold of the monastery on the

23d of April, 1520, under the express condition of his being

free, should the service of the Word of God call for his services,

to go anywhere.

It was well that the future Reformer of Basel should, like

Luther, become practically acquainted with that monastic life

which was the highest expression of Roman Catholicism. But
he found no repose in it, his friends blamed the course he had
taken, and he himself openly declared that Luther was nearer

the truth than his adversaries. Accordingly Dr. Eck and other

Romish doctors pursued him with their threats, even into the

quiet retreat to which he had betaken himself.

1 Ilerzog, Studien und Kritiken, 1840, p, 334.
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At this time (Ecolampadius was neither reformed nor one of

the sect of Rome; he would have had a certain purified Catho-

licism which has no existence in history, but the idea of which

has often served as a bridge for facihtating the passage of many

from Rome to the Reformation. He set himself to correct the

statutes of his order by the Word of God. "I beseech you,"

said he to the friars, "do not consider your ordinances as super-

ior to the Lord's commandments I"
—"We desire to have no

other rule," replied the friars, "but that of the Saviour; take our

books, and mark, as if in the presence of Christ himself, what

you shall find contrary to his Word." CEcolampadius began

this task; but he almost gave it up in disgust at the trouble it

cost. "0 Almighty God!" said he, "what abominations has

not Rome approved in these statutes!"

Hardly had he pointed out some of these when the friars

became very angry. "Heretic!" said they to him, "apostate!

thou well deservest to be thrown for the remainder of thy days

into a dark dungeon!" He was excluded from the common

prayers. But still greater danger threatened him from without.

Eck and his party had not abandoned any of their projects.

"In three days," it was intimated to him, "you will be arrested."

He went to the friars. " Would you," said he to them, "deliver

me up to assassins?" The monks were confounded and waver-

ing . . . they were unwilling either to save or to ruin him.

At this conjuncture, the friends of fficolampadius arrived in the

neighbourhood of the monastery, with horses to convey him to

some place of safety, on hearing which the monks decided on

allowing the quiet departure of a brother who had brought trou-

ble into their monastery. " Farewell," they said, and he was

free. He had passed nearly two years in the monastery of

St. Bridget.

CEcolampadius was saved; he breathed freely at last: "I

have sacrificed the monk," he wrote to a friend, "and have

recovered the Christian." But his flight from the monastery,

and his writings, became known everywhere; everywhere, too,

people recoiled from his approach. He knew not what was to

become of him, when Sickingen, in the spring of 1522, oSered

him a retreat which he accepted.

His mind had been pressed down by monkish servitude, but
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took a new spring amid the noble warriors of Ebernburg.

"Christ is our liberty,"" he exclaimed, "and that which men

regard as the worst calamity—death itself—is to us real gain."

He set himself immediately to read the Gospels and Epistles

to the people, in German. "As soon as those trumpets are

sounded," he would say, "the walls of Jericho fall."

Thus did the modest man of his age, in a fortress on the banks

of the Rhine, and in the midst of rough-spun knights, prelude

to that transformation of public worship which Christendom was

erelonff to undergo. Ebernburg, meanwhile, was too narrow a

sphere for him; he felt the want of other society than that of

those armed warriors. Cratander, the bookseller, invited him to

repair to Basel; Sickingen consented, and CEcolampadius,

delighted at the prospect of again beholding his old friends,

arrived there on the 16th of November, 1522. After having

lived for some time simply as a man of learning, without any

public call, he was appointed vicar of St. Martin's church, and

perhaps it was this call to a humble and obscure employment, ^

that decided the reformation of Basel. Every time CEcolam-

padius entered the pulpit, an immense crowd filled the Church. -

At the same time, such was the success of the public lectures

given by him, or by Pellican, that Erasmus was obliged to

exclaim: "CEcolampadius carries all before him here?''

3

This mild but firm man shed, in fact, all around him, says

Zwingli, the good odour of Christ, and all who were about him

increased in the truth.-^ Often, it is true, the news were spread,

that he was to be obliged to leave Basel, and begin his perilous

adventures anew. His friends, Zwingli in particular, would be

in the utmost alarm ; but soon the report of new successes gained

by CEcolampadius, dissipated their fears and confirmed their

hope. The fame of his doings reached even Wittemberg, and

gladdened the heart of Luther, who made him the subject of

almost daily conversation with Melanchthon. The Saxon Re-

former, nevertheless, was not without his apprehensions. Eras-

1 Meis sumptibus non sine contemptu et invidia. (CEcol. ad Pirck. de Euch-

nristia.)

2 Dass er kein Predigt thate, er hatte ein machtig Volk darinn, says Peter

Ilj-f his cotemporary. ( Wirtz, v. p. 350.)
3 CEcolampadius apud nos trinmphat ! (Erasm. ad Zwing. Zw. Epp. p. 312.)

* Illi magis ac magis in omni bono augescunt. (Ibid.)
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mus was at Basel, and Erasmus was tlie friend of CEcolam-

padius. . . . Luther thought it his duty to put this person,

the object of so much affection, on his guard. "I much fear,"

he wrote to him, "that hke Moses, Erasmus may remain in the

lands of Moab, and prove incapable of conducting us into the

land of promise."!

Erasmus had taken refuge in Basel, as being a quiet town,

placed in the centre of the literary movement, and from which

by means of Frobenius's printing establishment, he might act

upon France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, and England. But

he did not like that people should come and disturb him, and if

he felt some umbrage at (Ecolampadius, there was yet another

who filled him with far more apprehension. Ulrich von Hutten

had followed (Ecolampadius to Basel. He had long attacked

the pope, as one knight \vould attack another. "The axe," he

would say, "is already laid at the root of the tree. Ger-

mans! do not ye give way in the very heat of the battle; the

lot is cast; the enterprise has begun. . . . Long live liberty!"

He had given up Latin, and wrote now in German only, for he

wished to address himself to the people.

He was a man of extensive and generous projects. The affairs

of the Church should be regulated, he thought, by a yearly

assembly of the bishops. A Christian constitution and, still

more, a Christian spirit, ought to go forth from Germany, as

formerly from Judea, into the whole world. Charles V. was

to have been the youthful hero destined to realise this golden

age; but Hutten, when he saw his hopes on that head come to

nothing, had turned to Sickingen, and sought to obtain from

chivalry what had been refused him by the empire. Sickingen,

as the leading man among the feudal nobility, had acted a great

part in Germany; but, erelong, the princes besieged him in his

castle of Landstein, and those new arms, cannons and cannon-

balls, brought tumbling down those ancient battlements that had

been used to blows of a different kind. The taking of Land-

stein proved the final down-fall of chivalry, the decisive victory

of artillery over lances and bucklers, the triumph of modern

times over the middle ages. Thus was the last effort of expir-

• T^t in terram promissionis ducere non potest. (L. Epp. ii. p. 353.)

II. Si
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ing chivaliy to be in favour of the Reformation, the first effort

of the new system of warfare, to be against it. The mail-clad

men who fell beneath the unlooked-for shot, and who lay dead

or dying amid the ruins of Landstein, were superseded by a dif-

ferent kind of knights. Other feats of arms were about to com-

mence; a spiritual chivalry was superseding that of the du

Guesclins and the Bayards. ^ And those old shattered turrets,

those dilapidated battlements, those dying heroes, proclaimed

more powerfully than even Luther could have done, that it

was not with such arms that the Gospel of the Prince of peace

was to win the victory.

All Hutten's hopes fell with the fall of Landstein and of chi-

valry. Over the dead body of Sickingen, he bade farewell to

the glorious days which his imagination had fondly pictured to

him, and, renouncing all trust in man, he now only looked for a

little obscurity and repose. In search of these, he came to Swit-

zerland, and wished to be near Erasmus. The two had long

been friends; but the rough and noisy knight, braving the

other's judgment, ever ready to clap his hand upon his sword,

attacking, right and left, all that stood in his way, could hardly

be expected to harmonize with the fastidious and timid Eras-

mus, with his refined manners, soft and polished tone, love of

applause, readiness to sacrifice everything for the sake of it, and

excessive dread of disputation.^ No sooner had Hutten, a poor

and sickly fugitive, reached Basel, than he sought out his old

friend. But Erasmus trembled at the thought of sharing his

table with a person who lay under the ban of the pope and the

emperor, with one who spared nobody, who might possibly bor-

row money from him, and who would, no doubt, bring after him

a crowd of those "Gospellers,""' whom Erasmus dreaded more

1 Guesclin and Bayard were two disfin^nishcd French knights and field offi-

cers, the former of whom in the fourteenth century, and the latter in the begin-

ning of the sixteenth, displayed extraordinary gallantry, and greatly added to

the military renown of France.—L. R.
,,-. -r., „,.,

2 Erasmus said of himself, (See Jortin's Life of Erasmus, 4th Ed. p. 31o,>

that by a kind of natural instinct he so abhorred all sorts of quarrels, that if he

had a lar<re estate to defend at law. he would sooner lose it than htigate it.

Yet he indulged his powers of sarcasm as if he wished to invite quarrels, and

about this time he seems to have affected a dislike to controversy as an excuse

for not refuting Luther, a task expected of him by his Romish friends, but

which, it would appear, he could no more undertake conscientiously than

Balaam could curse Tsrael. Tr.
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and more every day.^ He refused to see him, and erelong the

magistracy of Basel requested Hutten to leave the city. Hut-

ten, with wounded feelings, and angry at his timid friend, went

to Mulhausen, and there published against Erasmus a most

violent production, to which the latter returned a very clever

answer. The knight had seized his sword with both hands,

intending that it should descend with full force on his adversary;

but the scholar, adroitly parrying the blow, replied to blows

with the sword, by pecks with the beak.2

Hutten had again to fly; he came to Zurich, where he found

a generous welcome from the noble Zwingli. But that city,

likewise, he was constrained by cabals to quit, and after having

spent some time at the baths at PfefFers, he repaired, with a

letter from the Swiss Reformer, to the house of the pastor John

Schnepp, who inhabited the small island of Ufnau, on the lake

of Zurich. The poor minister received the sickly and fugitive

knight, with the most charitable tenderness. It was in that

peaceful and obscure retreat, after a life of great agitation, ban-

ished by some, persecuted by others, abandoned by nearly all,

having uniformly combatted superstition without having ever,

it would appear, possessed the truth, that Ulrich von Hutten,

one of the most remarkable geniuses of the sixteenth century,

died unnoticed, about the end of August, 1523.3 Although

skilled in the art of healing, the poor pastor lavished his atten-

tions upon him in vain. With him chivalry may be said to

have breathed its last. He left behind him neither money, books,

nor furniture, excepting only a pen.^ Thus was broken that

arm of brass which had dared to bear up the ark of God.

IX. Germany possessed a man that was more to be dreaded

1 lUe egens et omnibus rebus destitutus quserebat ixidum aliquem ubi move-

retur. Erat niihi gloriosus ille miles cum sua scabie in pedes recipiendus,

simulque recipiendus ille chorus titulo Evangelicorum, writes Erasmus to Mel-

.inchthon in a letter in -which he endeavours to excuse his conduct. (Erasm.

Epp. p. 949.)

It is remarkable that Erasmus does not make Ilutten's immoral character an

excuse for having shut his door upon him. Hence we may infer that Jortin's

account of the knight's misdeeds is exaggerated. Tr.
* Expostulatio Hutteni.—Erasmi Spongia.
* Jortin makes him die at Zurich, and was evidently unacquainted with the

singular isolation and abandonment in which he closed his career, Tn.
* Libros nullos habuit, supellectilem nuUam, pra'ter calamum. (Zw. Epp. p.

313.)
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by Erasmus than the unfortunate knight, and that man was

Luther. The time was now come when the two great wrestlers

of the sixteenth century, were to measure each other''s powers in

a close encounter. They pursued two very different reforma-

tions; for while Luther was bent on having things thoroughly

reformed, Erasmus, a friend of the golden mean, endeavoured to

obtain from the hierarchy concessions that would unite the two

parties. Luther revolted at Erasmus's vacillations and uncer-

tainties. "You would walk upon eggs without crushing them,"

said he to him, "and among glasses without breaking them." ^

At the same time, to the vacillations of Erasmus he opposed a

thorough decision. "We Christians," he would say, "ought to

be fully assured as to the doctrine we profess, and ought to be

able to say yes or no, without hesitation. To pretend to pre-

vent us from affirming, with an undoubting conviction, that which

we believe, is to deprive us of faith itself. The Holy Ghost is

no sceptic ;2 and he has written in our hearts a firm and strong

assurance which renders us no less certain of our faith than we
are of our very life."

These very words suffice to show on which side lay the pre-

ponderance of moral force. There must be a firm and living

faith in order to the accomplishment of a religious transforma-

tion. A healthful revolution in the Church, never will be pro-

duced by philosophical views and human opinions.^ That the

earth may become fertile after a long drought, the clouds must

be furrowed by the lightning, and the reservoirs of heaven

must be opened. Criticism, philosophy, history even, may
prepare the way for the true faith, but they never can occupy

its place. In vain would you clear the canals and repair the

dykes, as long as no water descends from heaven. All human

sciences without faith, are but canals without water.

1 Auf Eyern gehen und keines zutreten. (L. 0pp. xix. p. 11.)

2 Der heilige Geist ist kein Scepticus. (Ibid. p. 8.)

^ What the worthy author says here of the impotency of philosophical views

is everyway true, understanding thereby such views as he has in his eye. He
refers to human opinions, and accordingly, animadverts on such as are generally

called philosophical, and are nothing better than a collection of ideas proceed-

ing from human reason alone. This does not imply that true philosophy is

not salutary even as respects religion, and perhaps it is alone capable when
allied with the faith, with which it is not incompatible, to effect that revolution

in the Church which is particularly promoted in our days, to wit, that involved

in the restriction of human reason within her own proper boundaries, and the

regulation of all things entirely according to the verdict of God's word.—L. R.
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Whatever might have been the essential difference between

Luther and Erasmus, for a long while Luther's friends, and

even Luther himself, hoped to see Erasmus unite with them

against Kome. Expressions were repeated that had fallen from

him in his fits of caustic humour, and that demonstrated the

difference of sentiment between him and the most zealous of the

abettors of (Roman) Catholicism. One day, for instance, when

he was in England, engaged in a keen dispute with (Sir) Thomas

More about transubstantiation: "Believe that you have the

body of Christ," said the latter, "and you have it in reality."

Erasmus made no reply. Shortly afterwards, he quitted the

banks of the Thames, and More lent him his horse to take him

as far as the sea, but Erasmus took it with him to the continent.

No sooner was More apprised of this than he reproached him

severely, but all the reply that Erasnms sent, was in the follow-

ing four lines.

Of the body of Christ what lately you said;

" Believe that you have, and you have it
;

"

Permit me, to say, in my turn, of your steed :

"Believe that you have, and you have it." 1

It was not only in Germany and England, that Erasmus had

procured himself this character. "Luther,'" it was said in Paris,

"has only enlarged the opening into the house, of which Eras-

mus first broke the lock."-

Erasmus was placed in a difficult position. "I will not prove

faithless to the cause of Christ," he wrote to Zwingli, "at least

as far as this age permits,"^ In proportion as he saw Rome lift

itself against the friends of the Reformation, he prudently kept

on the back ground. People turned to him on all hands; the

pope, the emperor, kings, learned men, and even his own most

intimate friends, solicited him to write against the Reformer. ^

1 Quod mihi dixisti nupor de corpore Christi

;

Crede quod habes et habes

;

Hoc tibi rescribo tantum de tuo caballo

:

Crede quod habes et habes.

(Paravicini Singularia, p. 71.)
2 Histoire cathol. de notre temps, par S. Fontaine, de I'ordre de Saint Fran-

cois, Paris, 1562.
3 Quantum hoc seculum patitur. (Zw. Epp. p. 221.)
* A Pontifice.a Csesare, a regibus et principibus, a doctissimis etiam et caris-

Bimis amicis, hue provocor, (Erasm. Zw. Epp. p. 308.)
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"No engagement," the pope wrote to liim, "could be more
agreeable to God, or more worthy of you and your genius."^

Erasmus long rejected those solicitations; he could not con-

ceal from himself that the cause of the Reformers was that of

religion as well as of literature. Besides, Luther was an adver-

sary with whom one dreaded to measure weapons, and Erasmus
seemed to feel the redoubled and vigorous blows of the Wittem-
berg gladiator. "It is easy to say," he replied to a Roman
divine: "Write against Luther, but the task is replete with

danger."'^ Thus he fain would have done it . . . and not-

withstanding wished to let it alone.

This irresolute conduct on the part of Erasmus, made him the

object of fierce attacks from the more violent men of both par-

ties. Luther himself knew not how to reconcile the respect he

entertained for the learning of Erasmus with the indignation he

felt at his timidity, and from this painful predicament he resolved

to deliver himself by writing to him, in April, 1524, a letter,

which he entrusted to Camerarius. " You have not yet received

from the Lord," said he to him, "the courage necessary for your

proceeding with us against the Papists. We endure your weak-

ness. If literature flourishes, if it opens the treasure of the

Scriptures to all, it is a gift which God has bestowed on us

through you; a magnificent gift, and one for which our thanks-

givings mount up to heaven ! But forsake not the task that has

been imposed on you, in order to pass into our camp. No doubt,

your eloquence and your genius might be useful to us; but since

you are wanting in courage, remain where you are. I should

wish our people to allow your old age peacefully to fall asleep in

the Lord. The magnitude of our cause has long exceeded your

energies. But, on the other hand, my dear Erasmus, pray

refrain from throwing about, by whole handfuls, the biting salt

which you know so well how to conceal under the flowers of

rhetoric; for to be slightly stung by Erasmus is more acutely

painful than to be pounded to atoms by all the Papists put to-

gether. Be content to be a mere spectator at our tragedy; 3

1 Nulla te et ingenio, eruditione, eloquentiaque tua dignior esse potest.

(Adrianus Papa, Epp. Er. p. 1202.)
^ Res est perieuli plena. (Er. Epp. p. 758.)
* Spectator tantum eis tragoediae nostrse. (L. Epp. ii. p. 501.)
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and do not publish books against me; me, who, on my side,

will publish none against you."

Thus did Luther, the man who was inured to warfare, call for

concord, while Erasmus, with all his love of peace, disturbed it.

Erasmus took the Reformer's treatment of him on this occa-

sion as the bitterest insult; and if he had not as yet fully

resolved to write against Luther, it is most likely that he now did

so. "It is possible that Erasmus in writing against you," he

replied to him, "may prove more useful to the Gospel than some

of those foolish persons who write for you,l and who no longer

permit me to be a mere spectator of this tragedy."

But he had other motives besides these.

Henry VIIL of England, and the leading men of that coun-

try, insisted with much urgency, that he should declare himself

in a public manner against the Reformation, and Erasmus, in a

fit of courage, had allowed them to extort from him a promise

to that effect. Besides, the equivocal position he occupied had

become a matter of continual vexation to him ; he was fond of

repose, yet the obligation under which he lay to justify himself,

perpetually disturbed him; he was fond of glory, yet already,

he was charged with being both afraid of Luther, and too weak

to reply to him ; he was accustomed to the first rank, yet the

petty Wittemberg friar had dethroned the puissant Erasmus.

Accordingly, he had no choice but by an act of determined

courage to reconquer the place that he had lost. All ancient

Christendom addressed him with pressing solicitations to do so.

A man of the highest capacity and reputation was wanted to

oppose the Reformation, and Erasmus yielded to these solicitations.

But what was the weapon he was to employ? Was he to re-

echo the thunders of the Vatican? Could he defend abuses

which were the disgrace of the popedom? This Erasmus could

not do. The grand movement which, after the death-like apathy

that had lasted for ages, was setting all men's minds astir, glad-

dened his heart, and he must have trembled to think of oppos-

ing it. Unable to make himself the champion of Roman Catho-

licism in what it had added to Christianity, he undertook to

defend it in regard to what it had taken away. In attacking

' QuiJam stolidi scribentes pro te. (Unschuldige Nacb-richt, p. 645.)
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Luther, Erasmus selected the point at which Roman Catholicism

is at one with rationalism, namely, the doctrine of free will, or

of the natural powers of man.^ Thus, while he undertook the

defence of the Church, Erasmus gratified the men of this world,

and contrived, while he was fighting for the popes, to fight also

for the philosophers. It has been said that in so doing, he

unwisely involved himself in an obscure and useless question.

Luther, together with the other Reformers, and all the men of

that age, thought very differently, and we are of their opinion.

'

''I must acknowledge," said Luther, "that you alone, in this

struggle, have seized your enemy by the throat. I thank you

heartily for having done so, for I prefer being occupied with

such a subject, to engaging with those secondary questions about

the pope, purgatory, and the indulgences, with which, until now,

I have been worried by the enemies of the Gospel."2

His own reiterated experience, together with a diligent study

of the holy Scriptures and the writings of St. Augustine, had

convinced Luther that inan''s present faculties are so inclined to

evil, that of himself he can attain to nothing beyond a certain

outward integrity, completely insufficient in the eyes of the

Deity. He had perceived, at the same time, that it was God

who, by his Holy Spirit freely operating in man the work of

faith, gave him a true righteousness. This doctrine had become

the very root of the religious life in him, the predominant idea

in his theology, and the hinge on which turned the whole of the

Reformation.3

> One can hardly take himself for his own kind, says on this subject M. Nisard
(Erasmus, in the Revue des deux mondes, iii. p. 411.), when he sees men
capable of entering into close combat with eternal tmths, fencing all their lives

with soap-bubbles ; like gladiators attacking flies.

2 L. 0pp. xix. p. 146.
^ This paragraph is far from being expressed with the author's usual clear-

ness. Taken by itself, one might suppose that justifying righteousness, with
I.uther, was that wrought by God in the soul, and that this, not Christ's im-
puted righteousness, was suflRcient for or satisfied the Deity. But neither was
such a view any part of Luther's theology, nor was it the turning point of the

Reformation. Jortin, in this apparently following Le Clerc, speaking of this

controversy, says :
" If there was any difference between Luther and the Thom-

ists of the Church of Rome, it was this, that Luther spoke more simply and
sincerely, and openly than they ; for he absolutely denied that there was any
such thing as free will, whilst they admitted it in words. This, perhaps,

deceived Erasmus, who imagined that he was only disputing against Luther,

whilst he was really disputing as much against Thomas Aquinas and his follow-

ers." And in later times, not only the Jansenists but other Romish theolo-

gians, such as Bossuet,have strongly insisted on the absolute necessity of diviuo

grace to the doing of works pleasing to God. Tb.
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While Luther maintained that all fjood iu man proceeds from

God, Erasmus joined the ranks of those who taught that this

good comes from man himself.—God or man . . . good or

evil . . . —these assuredly are no trifling questions, and

when such soap bubbles are to be found at all, it is elsewhere

that we must look for them.

It was in the autumn of the year 1524, that Erasmus pub-

lished his famous work, intitled, '•'•Diatribe on the Freedom of the

WilW'' and after its appearance, the philosopher could hardly

believe that he could have had so much courage.^ Trembling

with apprehension, and fixing his eyes on the lists, he gazed at

the gauntlet which he had thrown before his adversary. "The

die has been cast," he wrote with emotion to Henry YIIL, "the

book on the /rg^omo/'i/i^ W7i7/, has appeared. . . . Believe

me, it is an audacious deed. I expect to be stoned for it.2 . . .

But I console myself by the example of your majesty,whom these

folks have not spared in their wrath."*'

Erelong his fright increased to such a degree, that he bitterly

regretted what he had done. "Why should I not have been

permitted," he exclaimed, "to wear out my old age in the gar-

den of the Muses? Here have I been, I, an old man of sixty,

violently pushed into the arena, and instead of the lyre, obliged

to hold the cestus and the net ! 3 . . . I know," said he to tho

bishop of Rochester, "that in writing on free will, I was not in

my proper sphere. . . . You wish me joy of my triumphs.

. . . Ah, I know not over whom I have triumphed! The

faction," (the Reformation) "increases daily."* Was it then in

1 " He (Erasmus) very dexterously and artfully choose this point of disputation,

that he might appear to the Romanists to write against Luther, and yet that

he might avoid censuring his other doctrines opposite to the Roman Church;

and he so managed the point as to abstain from all rudeness and malice against

Luther, and to act quite differently from the monks. ... To attack Luther

on the single point of liberty and necessity was, in an oblique and indirect way,

to allow him to be superior to his adversaries in other respects ;" . . . Jortin's

Life of Erasmus, i. p. 335. Le Clerc supposed Luther to be a Thomist.but

Jortin shows from Seckendorf, that he abhorred both Thomists and Scotists,

and that if favourable to any scholastic sect, it was to that of Occam. Tr.
* Jacta est alea . . . audax, mihi crede, facinus . . . expecto lapidationem.

(Er. Epp. p. 811.)
3 Alluding to peculiar modes of fighting among the Roman gladiators. The

combatants, according to one of these, endeavoured each to throw a net over

the head of his antagonist. Te.
* Quomodo triumphans nescio. . . . Factio crescit in dies latius. (Er.

Epp. p. 809.)

It. 3 K
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my destiny, that at the age I have lived to, instead of being a

friend of the Muses, I should become a wretched gladiator !''...

It was much, no doubt, for the timid Erasmus to have opposed

Luther; still he was far from having given proofs of any great

hardihood. In his book he seems to attribute little to man's

will, leaving the greater part to divine grace; yet he so selects

his arguments as to induce the belief that man does everything,

God nothing. Not daring to give a clear expression to his

thoughts, he states one thing and proves another; so that we

may be allowed to suppose that he believed what he proved, and

not what he stated.

He distinguishes three opinions, opposed in different degrees

to that of Pelagius. "Some," says he, "think that man cannot

will, that he cannot begin, and that still less can he accomplish

anything good, without the special and constant aid of divine

grace; and this opinion seems sufficiently probable. Others

teach that the will of man has no power but for evil, and that

grace alone works any good in us; and, lastly, there are some

who maintain that there never has been any freedom of the will

in the angels, in Adam, or in us, whether before or after grace;

but that God is the author in man both of good and evil, and

that whatever takes place, does so by an absolute necessity."^

Now, while he seems to admit the truth of the first of these

opinions, Erasmus employs arguments that go to refute it, and

which the most decided Pelagian would employ. Thus, in point-

ing to those passages of Scripture where God places before man

the choice betwixt good and evil, he adds: "It must needs be

then that man has the power of willing and choosing; for it

would be ridiculous to say to any one: Choose ! without its being

in his power to do so."

Luther did not fear Erasmus. "Truth," he would say, "is

more powerful than eloquence. Victory is with truth, though

it stammer, not with eloquence when it lies."^ But when he

received the work of Erasmus in October, 1524, he found it so

feeble a production that he hesitated to reply to it. "What!

so much eloquence in so bad a cause!"" said he to him; "one

1 De libero arbitrio A/aTfjftf. (Erasm. 0pp. ix. p. 1215, sq.)
* Victoria est penes balbutientem veritateni, non apud niendacem eloquen-

tiam. (L. Epp. ii. p. 200.)
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would say, it was a man presenting the sweepings of a stable on

vessels of gold and silver.^ One can no where lay hold of you.

"Y ou are like the eel that slips from between one's hands ; or like

the Proteus of the poets, changing in the very arms of the per-

son that would grasp him.'"

Meanwhile, as Luther made no reply, the monks and sholas-

tic divines began to exclaim: "Well then, where now is your

Luther? Where is the great Machabeus? Let him show him-

self in the lists! let him stand forth! Ah! ah! he has found

his man at last! He knows, then, that it is time for him to keep

on the back ground; he has been taught to hold his tongue."-

Luther saw that he must reply; but it was not till about the

end of the year 1525, that he set about it; and when Melanch-

thon informed Erasmus that Luther was to treat him mildly,

the philosopher was almost frightened out of his wits. "If I

have written with moderation," said he, "it is my character to

do so; but Luther has the wrathful spirit of the son of Peleus

(Achilles). And how could it be otherwise? When a ship is

encountering such a tempest as that which has risen against

Luther, what anchor, what ballast, what a helm, does it not

require, if it would not be driven out of its course? If, then, he

shall reply to me in a manner inconsistent with his character,

the sycophants will exclaim, that we are guilty of collusion." 3

Erasmus, we shall find, was soon to be rid of these fears.

The doctrine of an election on the part of God, the sole cause

of man's salvation, had ever been dear to the Reformer; but he

had hitherto considered it only in a practical point of view. In

his reply to Erasmus, he contemplated it in its speculative aspect

chiefly, and endeavoured to establish by such proofs as to him
seemed most conclusive, that God is the sole agent in man's

conversion, and that our heart is so estranged from the love of

God, that without the regenerating operation of the Holy Ghost,

it cannot have any sincere desire of good.

"To call our will a free will," says he, "is to do like those

princes who heap up long titles, calling themselves lords

1 Als wenn einer in silbern oder guldern Schiisseln wollte IMist und Unflath
Auftragen. (L. 0pp. xix. p. 4.)

2 Sepet, sehet nun da zu ! wo ist nun Luther. . . . (Ibid. p. 3.)
3 Ille si hie muUum sui dissimilis fuerit, clamabunt sycophantse, coUudere nos.

(Er. Epp. p. 819.)
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of such and such kingdoms, such and such principahties and

distant isles (Rhodes, Cyprus, and Jerusalem), whilst they do

not exercise the smallest degree of authority in them." Here,

however, Luther makes an important distinction, showing that

he in no wise shared in the third opinion pointed out by Eras-

mus, at the same time attributing it to him. '• The will of man,""

says he, "may be called a free will, not in relation to that which

is above him, that is to say, to God, but in relation to what is

beneath him, that is to say, the things of the earth. l When I

have to do with my property, my fields, my house, my farm, I can

act, do, and administer freely. But in the things that concern

salvation, man is captive; he is subject to the will of God, or

rather to that of the devil.2 Show me a single person among
all these doctors of freedom of the will,"" he exclaimed, "who has

been able to find in himself sufficient moral strength for the

patient endurance of even a slight insult, an outbreak of angry

feeling, nay, even a look from his enemy, and gladly to endure

it, then—without even asking him to be ready to resign his

body, his life, his property, his possessions, his honour, and

everything—I declare that you have gained your cause." 3

Luther was too quick-sighted not to perceive the contradic-

tions into which his opponent had fallen. In his reply, accord-

ingly, he endeavours to enclose the philosopher in the net in

which he had involved himself. "If the passages you quote,"

said he to him, "establish the point that it is easy for us to do

what is good, wherefore then should we dispute? what need

have we of Christ and of the Holy Ghost? Christ, then, acted

foolishly in shedding his blood to obtain for us a power which

we already possess, by our own nature !" In fact, the passages

quoted by Erasmus, ought to be understood in quite another

meaning from that which he has given them. This so much
debated question is clearer than at first sight it appears. When
the Bible says to man "choose!" it assumes the assistance of

that grace of God by which alone he can do what it commands.

God, while he gives the command, gives likewise the power to

execute that command. If Christ say to Lazarus: "Come

' Der Wille des Menschen ma? . . . (L. 0pp. xix. p. 29.)
»Ibid. p. 33.

3 Ibid. xix. p. 33.
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forth!" it was not that Lazarus could resuscitate himself, but

that Christ, in commanding him to come forth from the tomb,

gave him the power of doing so, and accompanied his word with

his creative energy. He speaks and the thing exists. In other

respects, it is most true that the man to whom God addresses

himself, ought to exercise his will; it is he that wills and not

another; he can receive this wall only from God; still it is in

him that it ought to exist, and even this commandment addressed

to him by God, and which according to Erasmus, establishes the

power of man, is so perfectly reconcilable with God's agency,

that it is precisely the means by which it operates. It is in

saying to man, Be converted! that God converts man.

But the idea to which Luther mainly attached himself in his

reply is, that the passages appealed to by Erasmus have for

their object to teach men what they ought to do, and the condi-

tion of impotency in which tliey are for accomplishing it, but by

no means to inform them of the pretended power which has been

attributed to them. "How often," says Luther, "does it not

happen that a father calls to him his feeble child and says to

him: 'My son! would you come to me? Come, come then!'

that the cliild may learn to ask for his assistance, and allow his

father to carry him.*"'

After having combatted the reasons alleged by Erasmus in

favour of the freedom of the will, Luther defends his own against

the attacks of his adversary, "Dear Diatribe,"" says he ironi-

cally, "most potent heroine, thou that pretendest to subvert that

word of the Lord in St. John: ''Without me ye can do nothin<j,''

which thou regardest, notwithstanding, as the strongest of expres-

sions, and callest Luther Achilles, listen to me for a little.

Unless thou canst prove that that word nothing^ not only may,

but also must mean little^ all thy lofty M'ords, all thy magnifi-

cent examples, have no more effect than if a man would oppose

an immense conflagration with bits of straw. What matters it

to us to make such assertions as these: This may mean that

he tcished to say; we mxiy understand it thus. . . . "Whilst

thou oughtcst to demonstrate that it ottght to be understood

thus. . . . Failing to do so, we take that declaration in its

^L. 0pp. xix. p. 55.
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natural meaning, and we ridicule all thine examples, thy grand

preparations, and thy pompous triumph. "^

Finally, in a last part of his work, Luther demonstrates, and

always by Scripture, that it is the grace of God that does all.

"In a word," he says at the close, "since Scripture everywhere

opposes Christ to whatever has not the Spirit of Christ; since

it declares that all that is not Christ and in Christ, is under the

power of error, of darkness, of tho devil, of death, of sin, and of

God''s wrath, it follows that all the passages in the Bible that

speak of Christ, are against the freedom of the will. But those

are countless; the whole sacred writings are full of them."-

It will be perceived that the discussion between Luther and

Erasmus, is the same with that which arose, a century later,

between the Jansenists and the Jesuits, between Pascal and

Molina.2 How happens it that, while the Beformation has had

such measureless results, Jansenism, with all the lustre derived

from men of the finest genius, grew faint and expired? It is

because Jansenism traced itself to St. Augustine and rested

its cause on the fathers, while the Beformation went at once to

the Bible and rested on the Word of God; because Jansenism

made a compromise with the Church of Some, and wanted to

establish a kind of golden mean between truth and error, while

the Beformation, reposing on God alone, cleared the ground of

the human ideas that had encumbered it for ages, and exposed

the primitive rock to view. To stop midway is ever an useless

proceeding; we ought in all things to go to our journey""s end.

Hence while Jansenism has passed away, the destinies of the

world belong to evangelical Christianity.

*

As for the rest, after warmly refuting error, Luther renders

' L. 0pp. xix. p. 116.

2 Ibid. p. 143.
^ It is needless to say that I do not speak of personal disputations between

these two men, the one of whom died in 1600, and the other was not born until

1623.
* Not only were the views of the Jansenists, on the subject of grace, drawn

rather from St. Augustine than from the Bible, but these views were in them-
selves defective. Both their and the Protestant views of that subject were of a

humbling character; but when we compare the former with Scriptural state-

ments on the one hand, and with the general scope of the theology of the Jan-

senists on the other, one is disposed to conclude that it was rather in their

search after whatever tended to humble human nature than in a spirit of simple

submission to the truth of God, that that body stopt short of their "journey's

end." Hence, no doubt, those remains of will-worship and asceticiFm,and that

spirit of bondage, which at once darkened and shortened the days of Pascal. Ta.
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the most striking homage to Erasmus personally, though there

may be a little malice in what he says: "I confess," says he,

"that you are a great man: where was there ever seen more

learning, more mind, more aptitude for speaking or writing?

As for me I have nothing of all that; there is but one thing

that I can draw any glory from. ... I am a Christian.

May God raise you infinitely above me in the knowledge of the

Gospel, so that you may outstrip me as much in that respect as

you have done already in everything else!"'

Erasmus was almost beside himself upon reading Luther's

reply; and would see nothing in its eulogiums but the honey of

the poisoned cup, or the embraces of the serpent, at the moment

it is inflicting its sting. He immediately wrote to the elector

of Saxony, demanding justice at his hands; and Luther having

been willing to appease him, he left his usual posture and set

himself, says one of his most fervent apologists, to "inveigh with

a cracked voice and in gray hairs.''^^

Erasmus was vanquished. Moderation had until then been

his strength, and he had lost it. In encountering Luther's

energy he had shown nothing but anger. The wise was found

wanting in wisdom. He made a public reply in his Hyperas-

pistes, in which he accused the Keformer of barbarity, lying, and

blasphemy. The philosopher even ventured upon prophecies.

"I prophesy," says he, "that no name under the sun will be

held in greater execration than Luther's." The Jubilee of 181 7 has,

after the lapse of three hundred years, replied to that prediction,

by the enthusiasm and the acclamations of the whole Protes-

tant world.

Thus, while Luther placed himself with the Bible, at the head

of the age in which he lived, Erasmus, in opposing him, wished,

also, to place himself there, but with philosophy instead of the

Bible at his side. Which of the two chiefs has been followed?

No doubt both; nevertheless, the influence that Luther has exer-

cised over the nations of Christendom, has been infinitely greater

than that of Erasmus. Those even who do not comprehend the

matter essentially in dispute, when they see the profound con-

viction of one of the antagonists, and the doubts of the other,

1 L. 0pp. xix. p. 146, 147.
' M. Nisard. Erasmus, p. 419.
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cannot resist the conclusion that the former was in the rif^ht,

the latter in the wrong. It has been remarked that the last

three centuries, the sixteenth, the seventeenth, and the eigh-

teenth, may be viewed as an immense battle fought in three

days.i We willingly accept this beautiful illustration, but not

the part assigned to each of the days. The same things are

alleged to have been done in the sixteenth, and in the eighteenth

centuries. On the first of the three days, as well as on the last,

philosophy is represented as breaking through the ranks. The
sixteenth century an age of philosophy ! . . . Strange mis-

conception. No; each of the three has its own marked charac-

ter. On the first, it was the Word of God, the Gospel of Christ,

that triumphed, and then it was Eome as well as human philoso-

phy, that was defeated in the persons of Erasmus and others

of its representatives. On the second of the days, we admit

that Rome, its authority, its discipline, its doctrine, re-appear

upon the field, and carry off a triumph for which they are in-

debted to the intrigues of a celebrated society, and to the influ-

ence of the scaffold and the stake, as well as to men of fine

character and sublime genius. The third day beholds the rise

of human philosophy with all its lofty pretensions, and entering

upon the field while occupied by Rome, not by the Gospel, it

finds an easy task to accomplish, and soon carries all the defen-

ces opposed to it. The first day is God's battle, the second the

priests' battle, the third is the battle of reason. What shall

we say, will the fourth be? . . . the confused tumult, we
conceive, the deadly encounter of all these powers together, to

end in the triumph of Him to whom appertaineth the victory.2

X. But the action fought by the Reformation, beneath the

standard of God's Word, in the grand field-day of the sixteenth

century, was not one and simple; it was manifold. The Refor-

mation had simultaneously to encounter many enemies; and

after having protested, first against the decretals and the sove-

I Port Royal, by Sainte Beuve, vol. i. p. 20.
* To this is tending, in our own days, everything in -which those different par-

ties, Rationalism and so-called Catholicism, by turns approach, by turns com-
bat each other with fresh animosity, yet both opposing, not the less, the true
doctrine of Christ; while that doctrine, notwithstanding, goes on unfolding
itself in secret, more and more plainly to its fullest clearness, until it please
God, by great and unlooked-for evtnts, yet events which his Word has foretold,

and which all things are; preparing to secure its complete triumph.—L. R.
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reignty of the popes, then against the frigid apophthegms of the

rationahsts, whether philosophers or schoolmen, it opposed with

no less energy the reveries of enthusiasm and the hallucinations

of mysticism; confronting these three powers at once with the

sword and shield of God's holy revelations.

It must be owned that there is a strong resemblance, a strik-

ing unity, among these three mighty opponents. The false

systems which, in all ages, have opposed Gospel Christianity,

are ever to be distinguished by their making religious know-

ledoe come from within man himself, nationalism makes it

proceed from reason; mysticism from certain internal lights;

Roman Catholicism from an illumination on the part of the pope.

These three erroneous systems look for truth in man ; Gospel

Christianity looks for it only in God; and while rationalism,

mysticism, and Roman Catholicism admit a permanent inspira-

tion in the persons of certain men like ourselves, and thus open

the way to all kinds of eccentricities and variations. Gospel

Christianity recognises such inspiration solely in the writings of

the apostles and prophets, and presents one grand beautiful and

living unity, running without change through all ages.

It was the work of the Reformation to restore the Word of

God to its rights, in the face, not of Roman Catholicism only,

but also of rationalism, and even of mysticism also.

The fanaticism of the anabaptists, after having been suppressed

in Germany by Luther's return to Wittemberg, re-appeared with

much force in Switzerland, and threatened to pull down the

edifice which had been reared upon the Word of God by Zwingli,

Haller, and OEcolampadius. Compelled to quit Saxony in 1521,

Thomas Munzer reached the confines of Switzerland. Conrad

Grebel, whose restless and ardent temperament we have already

had occasion to notice, formed a connection with him, as did,

also, Felix Manz, son of a prebendary, and certain other inhabi-

tants of Zurich, upon which Grebel immediately endeavoured to

gain Zwingli. In vain had the latter gone farther than Luther;

he was doomed to see the rise of a party that wanted to go still

farther than him. "Let us form," said Grebel to him, "a com-

munity of true believers, for to them alone belongs the promises,

and let us establish a church in which there will be no sin." ^

—

' Vermeintend ein kilchen zeversammlen die one Sund war. (Zw. 0pp. ii.p. 231.)

II. O L
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"We cannot," replied Zwingli, "introduce heaven upon earth;

and Christ has taught us tliat we must allow the tares to grow

up with the wheat."'

Grebel having failed in his efforts with the Reformer, would

fain have appealed to the people. "The whole community of

Zurich," he would say, "ought to have the supreme decision in

matters of faith." But Zwingli dreaded the influence that

enthusiastic radicals might have over a numerous assembly. He
thought that with the exception of extraordinary cases, in which

the people might be called to give their adhesion, it was better

to entrust religious interests to a college which might be con-

sidered as a select representation of the Church. Consequently,

the council of two hundred, which exercised the political supre-

macy, was charged also in Zurich with the ecclesiastical author-

ity, under the express condition of conforming itself in every

point with the rule of holy Scripture. No doubt, it would have

been much better to have constituted the Church, and called

upon it to name its representatives, charging these with the

religious interests alone of the people; for the man who is capa-

ble of administering the affairs of the state, may be very unfit

to administer those of the Church, as the converse is also true.

Nevertheless, the inconveniences resulting from the arrange-

ment were not of so serious a kind as they might be at present,

since the members of the grand council had at that time frankly

coalesced with the religious movement. Be that as it may,

while he appealed to the Church, Zwingli avoided putting it too

prominently forward, and preferred the representative system

to the active sovereignty of the people. This is what the

states of Europe, after the lapse of three centuries, have been

doing in the political sphere for the last fifty years.

Repulsed by Zwingli, Grebel turned to another quarter. He
received a warm reception from Roubli, formerly pastor at Basel,

from Brodtlein, pastor at Zollikon, and from Louis Herzer; to-

gether these resolved to form an independent community in the

midst of the great community—a church in the bosom of the

Church. It was by means of a new baptism that they were to

form their congregation, which was to be composed exclusively

1 Zw. 0pp. iii. p. 362.
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of true believers. "The baptism of infants," said they, "is a

horrible abomination, a piece of manifest impiety, invented by

the evil spirit, and by Nicolas II., pope of Rome."^

Alarmed at this, the council of Zurich appointed a public dis-

cussion; and as the anabaptists persisted in their errors, some of

them who belonged to Zurich were imprisoned; some being

foreigners, were banished. But persecution only augmented

their fervour: "It is not with words alone," they exclaimed, "it

is with our blood that we are ready to render testimony to the

truth of our cause." Some of them, girding themselves with

cords or willow-withs,ran about the streets, shouting: "Yet some

days and Zurich will be destroyed ! Woe to thee, Zurich ! woe !

woe!" Some of them uttered blasphemies: "Baptism," they

would say, "is no better than bathing a dog; you may as well

baptize a cat as an infant."- Simple and godly people were

agitated and terrified. Fourteen men, among whom was Fehx

Mantz, and seven women, were, notwithstanding Zwingli's

intercession, seized and committed to the prison set apart for

heretics, there to be fed on bread and water. After remaining

in it a fortnight, by raising some planks in the night, and by

helping each other, they contrived to escape. "An angel," they

said, "had opened the prison to them, and let them out. "3

George James, a friar, escaped from his monastery, and who

was surnamed Blaurock (Bluecoat), it would seem because he

always wore a blue dress, joined them, and on account of his

eloquence, was called the second St. Paul. This bold monk went

about from place to place, constraining people by his imposing

fervour, to receive baptism. One Lord's day, at Zollikon, while

the deacon was preaching, the impetuous anabaptist interrupt-

ino; him, shouted with a voice like thunder: "It is written, My
house is a house of prayer, hit ye have made it a den of thieves.

'

Then, raising a stick which he had in his hands, he struck four

violent blows with it.

"I am a door," he exclaimed; "he that entereth in by me

1 Inpietatem manifestissimam, a cacodaemone, a Nicolao II. esse. (Hottinger,

iii. p. 219.)
2 Niitzete ebon so viel als wenn man eine Katze taufet. (FUssl. Beytr. i. p.

243.)
^ Wio die Apostel von dem Engel Gottcs gelediget. (BuIIinger, Chron. p.

261.

J
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shall find pasture. I am a good shepherd. My body I give to

imprisonment; my life I give to the sword, the fire, or the rack.

I am the commencement of the baptism and of the bread of

the Lord."'

While Zwingli, however, was giving the most decided opposi-

tion to the torrent of anabaptism in Zurich, St. Gall was not

long of being inundated with it. Grebel went there and was

received by the brethren with shouts of welcome; and on Palm

Sunday, repairing with a great many of his followers to the

banks of the Sitter, he baptized them there.

The news of this instantly spread into the adjoining cantons;

and thereupon a great concourse of people crowded to "the little

Jerusalem," from Appenzell and various other places.

Zwingli was crushed to the heart when he beheld all this com-

motion. He saw a storm ready to burst over those countries

where the seed of the Gospel was but just beginning to pierce

the ground.2 Resolving to oppose these disorders he drew up

a treatise "On Baptism,'"^ which the council of St. Gall, to

whom it was addressed, directed should be read before all the

people.

"Dearest brethren in God,"" said Zwingli, "the waters of the

torrent that bursts from our rocks, hurriedly sweep along with

them whatever comes in their way. Those obstacles are at first

mere pebbles, but these come to be violently dashed against

larger stones, until the torrent gathers so much force as to carry

away everything that it meets, leaving nothing but cries of dis-

tress, and vain regrets that fertile meadows have been turned

into barrenness. Such is the spirit of disputation and self-

righteousness : it stirs up strifes, it destroys charity, and where

beautiful and flourishing churches existed, it leaves after it

nothing but flocks plunged in grief and desolation."

Thus spoke Zwingli, the child of the Tockenburg mountains.

"Give us the "Word of God," cried an anabaptist who happened

to be in church, "and not the words of Zwingli." Forthwith

a confused din of voices was heard: "Away with the book!

' Teh bin ein Anfanger der Taufe und des Herrn brodes. (Fussl. Beytr. i.

p. 264.)
"2 Mich beduret seer das ungewitter. . . . (Zw. to the council of St. Gall,

ii. p. 230.)
2 Vom Touf, vom Widertouf, und vom Kindertouf. (Zw. 0pp. ii. p. 230.)
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awaywitli the book I" cried the anabaptists. Whereupon they

rose and left the church, shouting: "Beware of the doctrine of

Zwingli; as for us, we will have the Word of God."^

Fanaticism then manifested itself in the saddest disorders.

Under the pretext that our Lord exhorts us to become like little

children, these wretched persons began to leap about the streets

clapping their hands, to dance together on their haunches, to

squat on the ground, and to tumble one another over on the

sand. Some burnt the New Testament, saying: "The letter

killeth, the Spirit maketh alive;" and several of them, falling

into convulsions, pretended to have revelations from the Spirit.

In a house that stood apart, situate near St. Gall on the

Miillegg, lived John Schucker, an octagenarian farmer, Avith his

five sons. All of them, together with their household servants,

had received the new baptism; and two of the sons, Thomas

and Leonard, made themselves remarked for their fanaticism.

On the 7th of February, 1526, being Shrove Tuesday, they

invited a great many anabaptists to meet at their house, and the

father killed a calf for the feast. What with feasting, wine, and

the crowd, the imaginations of the party became heated; they

passed the whole night in talking and fanatical gesticulations;

in convulsions, visions, and revelations.-

In the morning, while still under the exciting effects of a

night of such disorder, and having, it would appear, even quite

lost his reason, Thomas took the calf's bladder, filled it with the

gall of the animal, wishing to imitate the symbolical language

of the prophets, and approaching his brother Leonard, said to

him in a sombre tone: "Thus bitter must be the death that

awaits thee !" He then added :
" Brother Leonard, kneel down

!"

Leonard fell upon his knees; soon after: "Brother Leonard!

rise;" Leonard rose. The father, the brothers, and the other

anabaptists, looked on in amazement, each asking what could

be God's design in this. Erelong Thomas resumed: "Leonard!

kneel again." Leonard did so. The bye-standers now became

alarmed at the wretched man's moody expression, and said:;

"Think well what thou wouldst be about, and take care that no

1 So wollen wir Gottes Wort haben. (Zw. 0pp. ii. p. 237.)

2 Mit wunderbaren geperden urd gesprachen, verzucken. gesichlcn und offcu-

barungen. (Bulling. Chron. i. p. 324.)
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mischief happens."—"Dont be afraid," answered Thomas,

"nothing will happen but the Father's will." ... At the

same moment he hastily seized a sword, and striking his bro-

ther, as he knelt before him like a criminal before the execu-

tioner, he cut off his head and exclaimed: "Now is the will of

the Father done!" All the byestanders were horror-struck

and fled. The farm resounded with shouts and lamentations.

Thomas, whose only clothes were a shirt and trousers, went out

of the house with bare head and feet, ran with frantic gesticula-

tions towards St. Gall, entered the house of the burgomaster,

Joachim Vadian, and said to him with a haggard look, and in

a violent tone: "I come to tell you that the day of the Lord is

come!" The frightful news spread through St. Gall. "Like

Cain," it was said, "he has slain his brother Abel
!

" ^ The felon

was apprehended. "It is true, I did it," he unceasingly re-

peated, "but God did it by me." On the 16th of February, the

wretched man had his head cut off by the public executioner.

Fanaticism had made its last effort. All men's eyes were opened

and, as an old historian remarks, the head of Thomas Schucker,

and that of anabaptism in St. Gall, were struck off at the

same blow.

Still, however, it bore sway at Zurich. On the fith of No-

vember of the preceding year, a public disputation had been held

with the view of giving satisfaction to the anabaptists, who never

ceased exclaiming, that the innocent were condemned without

being heard. The three following theses were proposed on that

occasion by Zwingli and his friends, as the subjects of conference,

and triumphantly sustained by them in the council-hall:

"Children born of believing parents are God's children, as

those were who were born under the Old Testament; conse-

quently, they ought to receive baptism.

"Baptism under the New Testament is what circumcision was

under the Old; consequently, we ought to administer baptism

to infants now, as circumcision was administered to them for-

merly.

"It cannot be proved that it was ever usual to re-baptize.

1 Glvcli wie Kain den Abel sinen brudcr ermort hat! (Bullinger, Chi

p. 321.)
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either by instances of the thing being done, or by passages found

in Scripture, or by inferences that can reasonably be deduced

therefrom; and they who cause themselves to be re-baptized

cru(3ify Jesus Christ."

But the anabaptists did not confine themselves to religious

questions; they called for the abolition of tithes, inasmuch, said

they, as they are not of divine institution. Zwingli's answer

was, that upon titlies depended the keeping up of the churches

and the schools. He wanted a complete religious reformation;

but he was decidedly of opinion that no disturbance to public

order or political institutions, should be permitted. That was

the limit where, to his eyes, it was written by the finger of God:

"Thus far shalt thou go, and no farther."^ Men had to halt

somewhere, and there did Zwingli and the Reformers come to a

halt, in spite of the impetuous persons who endeavoured to drag

them beyond that point.

Meanwhile, though the Eeformers might come to a halt, they

could not stop the enthusiasts who seemed to have been placed

at their side, to give greater prominence to their wisdom and

sobriety. It was not enough for the anabaptists that they liad

formed a church; that church, in their eyes, was the true state.

When summoned to appear before the courts of justice, they

stated that they did not acknowledge the civil authority, that it

was a mere remnant of paganism, and that the only authority

they would obey was that of God. They taught that Christians

were not permitted either to exercise public functions, or to carry

a sword, and resembling in this respect some religious enthusi-

asts of our own days, they regarded a community of goods as

the perfection of humanity .^

Thus the danger went on increasing. Civil society itself was

threatened; whereupon it made an effect to rid itself of these

destructive elements. The government, under the impulse of

its fears, allowed itself to be hurried into strange measures, and

being resolved to make an example, it condemned Mantz to be

drowned. On the 5th of January, 1527, he was placed in a

boat; his mother, who had been the prebendary's concubine,

1 Job xxxiii. 11.

2 Fiissl. Beytr. i. p. 239—258 ; ii. p. 203.
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and his brother, were among the crowd that accompanied him

to the water's edge. "Be stedfast to the last!" they shouted

to him. Just as the executioner was about to throw Mantz into

the lake, his brother burst into tears; but his mother stood look-

ing on at her son's martyrdom, calm and resolute, and with a

keen and tearless eye.'

That same day Blaurock was beaten with cords. While they

were taking him out of the town, he shook against it his blue

coat and the dust from his feet." It would appear that this

wretched man was burnt alive, two years afterwards, by the

Roman Catholics of the Tyrol.

No doubt the anabaptists were possessed with an insurrection-

ary spirit; no doubt the ecclesiastical laws condemning heretics

to capital punishment, were still subsisting; and the Reforma-

tion could not reform all that was wrong within the short space

of a year or two; further, there can be no doubt, that the Roman

catholic would have accused the protestant states of favouring

the enthusiastic authors of these disorders, had they not treated

them with marked severity; but these considerations, though

they explain the rigour of the magistrate, cannot justify it.

When the civil constitution is attacked, some measures may be

taken against the assailants; but the religious errors impugned

by the doctors, ought to find absolute freedom at the hand of the

civil courts. Such opinions are not to be flogged out of men;

they cannot be drowned by throwing those who profess them

into the water; they will rise again from its utmost depths, and

fire will but inflame more than ever, the enthusiasm and the

thirst for martyrdom that burn within their adherents. Zwingli,

whose sentiments we know on these points, took no part in

these acts of riirour.S 4

1 Ohne das er oder die Mutter, sondern nur der Bruder, geweinet. (Hott.

Helv. K. Gesch. iii. p. 385.)

2 Und schiittlet sinen blauen rock und sine schlih iiber die Statt Zurich.

(Bull. Chr. i. p. 382.)
' Quod homines seditiosi, reipublicse turbatores, magistratum hostes, justa

senatus sententia, damnati sunt, num id Zwinglio fraudi esse poterit? (Rod.

Gualtheri Epist. ad lectorem. 0pp. 1514, ii.)

* It is remarkable that the human understanding should so slowly arrive at

the true mean. Zwingli was not far removed from it. He owned the influence

that Christianity must have upon human society; yet he was afraid to give too

much scope to the baptists. These, indeed, went too far, inasmuch as they

wished to subvert social order, and allowed themselves to be carried away by
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X. Meanwhile baptism was not the only point on which there

was to be a disagreement of opinion ; still more serious difier-

ences were to arise on the subject of the supper.

The human mind, on being loosed from the yoke that had

been weighing it down for so many ages, availed itself of the

liberty it had thus attained; and if Roman Catholicism be apt

to run upon the shoals of despotism, protestantism has to dread

those of anarchy. It is as characteristic of protestantism to

move, as it is of Rome to stand still.

It is true that Roman Catholicism, which, in the popedom,

possesses the means of perpetually estabhshing new doctrines,

seems at first to embrace a principle eminently favourable to

variations. That principle it has in fact largely employed, and,

century after century, we see Rome producing, or sanctioning

new doctrines. But with its system once complete, Roman

Catholicism has taken its post as the champion of immobility.

Its salvation lies there. It is like one of those easily shaken

buildings, which, on a single part being removed, instantly fall

to ruins. Restore marriage to the priests of Rome, or attack

the doctrine of trans-substantiation, and the whole system is

shaken—the entire edifice falls to the ground.

Not thus is it with Gospel Christianity. In its principle it

is much less favourable to variations, while it is much more so to

movement and to life. In fact, on the one hand, it recognises

as the source of truth one Scripture, alone and ever the same,

from the commencement of the Church unto the end: how then

should it vary as the popedom has done? But, on the other

hand, it is every Christian (with it) that ought to go for himself

and draw from this source; and hence proceed movement and

liberty. Accordingly, the Christianity of the Gospel, while it

is in the nineteenth century what it was in the sixteenth, and

what it was in the first, is at all times full of spontaneity and

activity, and is now filling the world with researches, with

labours, with bibles, with missionaries, with light, with salva-

tion, and with life.

mere enthusiasm. We look for the time when all things, even in civil society,

shall be regulated according to the law of God, and the lessons of the Gospel.

Yet in that case first, according to the word of prophecy, the kingdoms of the

earth must become those of God and his Anointed.—L. R.

II. 3 M
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It is a great error to place in the same line, and almost to

confound evangelical Christianity -svith mysticism and rationalism,

and to impute their caprices to it. Movement is in the very

nature of Christian protestantism; it has a natural antipathy

to immobility and death; but it is the movement of health and

life that characterises it, not the aberrations of a man who has

lost his senses, or the tossings of the invalid. This character

we are about to see displayed in the doctrine of the supper.

This was to be expected. It was a doctrine in regard to

which there had been much diversity of sentiment in the early

ages of the Church, and this diversity subsisted down to the

time that the doctrine of trans-substantiation, and the scholastic

theology simultaneously began to reign over the middle ages.

But this domination being shaken, the old diversity of sentiment

might be expected to re-appear.

Zwingli and Luther, although the character of each had un-

folded itself apart, the one in Switzerland, the other in Saxony,

could not fail to come into contact at last. They were animated

with the same mind, and marked in many respects, by the same

character. Both cordially loved truth and detested injustice;

both were naturally violent; and that violence was tempered in

both by a sincere piety. But there was that in Zwingli's char-

acter which might be expected to make him go greater lengths

than Luther; he loved liberty, not only as a man, but, also, as

a republican, and as a compatriot of Tell. Accustomed to the

decision of a free state, he did not allow himself to be checked

by considerations before which Luther recoiled. Besides, he had

studied scholastic theology less, and hence was less fettered in

his modes of procedure. Both ardently attached to their per-

sonal convictions, both firm in defending these, and little used

to bow to the convictions of another, when they met it was to be

like two superb coursers, which, on dashing into the midst of

the battle, suddenly come against each other, in the confusion of

the fight.

A practical tendency predominated both in Zwingli's own

character and in the Eeformation of which he was the author

;

and this tendency led him to aim at those two grand results,

simplicity in worship, and sanctification in life. Zwingli's first

desire was to make public worship harmonise with the longings
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of the soul, when It rejects external pomps and seeks fur things

invisible. Hence the idea of the corporeal presence of Jesus

Christ, the grand source of all the ceremonies and of all tho

superstitions of the Church, behoved to be abolished. But ano-

ther of the Swiss Reformer's longings led him to the same results.

He considered that the doctrine of Rome upon the supper, and

even that of Luther, supposed a certain magical influence, hurt-

ful to sanctification; he dreaded lest the Christian, in fancying

that he received the body of Jesus Christ in the consecrated

bread, might not with equal zeal endeavour after union with him

by a cordial faith. "Faith," he would say, " is not a piece of

information, an opinion, a fancy; it is a reality.^ It involves a

real union with things divine."" Thus, whatever may have been

said by Zwingii's adversaries, it was not a leaning to rationalism,

but a profoundly religious view of the subject, that led him to

embrace the doctrines by which he was distinguished.

The result of Zwingii's labours coincided with these tenden^

cies. In studying Scripture according to his usual practice, as

whole, and not in detached portions only, and in the recourse

he had to classical antiquity, for the resolving of difficulties of

language, he came to be convinced that the word /s, employed

at the institution of the supper, ought to be taken in the sense

of signifies, and in 1523, he wrote to a friend, that the bread and

the wine are nothing more in the supper than what the water

is in baptism. " In vain," he adds, "would we plunge a thou-

sand times in the water a man that does not believe. Faith is

the one thing requisite."-

Luther started with principles that bore a considerable resem-

blance to those of the Zurich doctor. " It is not the sacrament

that sanctifies," said he, " it is faith in the sacrament." But

the deviations of the anabaptists, who, with their mysticism

would spiritualise everything, wrought a great change in his

views. When he saw enthusiasts pretending to a particular

inspiration, breaking images, rejecting baptism, and denying

Christ's presence in the supper, he took alarm; he had a kind

' Fidem rem esse, non scientiam, opinionem vel imaginationem. (Comment,

de vera relis;. Zw. 0pp. iii. p. 230.)
2 Hand alitcr hie panem et vinum esse puto quam aqua est in baptismaj.

(Ad Wittembachium Epp. 15 June, 1523.)
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of prophetical presentimerft of the clangers that threatened the

Church, should this tendency to ultra-spiritualism gain the

ascendency, and he threw himself into quite a different course,

like the boatman, who, when he sees his skiff heeling over and

ready to upset, throws himself to the other side, so as to restore

the equilibrium.

From that time forward Luther attached a higher importance

to the sac]-aments. He laid it down that they were not merely

signs, by means of which Christians were outwardly recognised

as such, as was said by Zwingli, but testimonies of the divine

will, calculated to confirm our faith. More than this: Christ,

according to him, had wished to communicate to believers a full

assurance of their salvation, and that he might seal this promise

in the most efficacious manner, he had added his true body in

the bread and in the wine. " The same," he would further say,

"as iron and fire, which are two distinct substances, confound

themselves together in a fierce furnace, so that in each of these

two things there are at once iron and fire, and even with the

stronger reason, is the glorified body of Christ to be found in

all parts of the bread."

Thus might there possibly be at this period on Luther's part,

so far a return to the scholastic theology. He had fully divorced

himself from it in the doctrine of justification by faith; but in

that of the sacrament, he abandoned it in the one article of

trans-substantiation only, while he retained the other article of

the corporeal presence. He went so far even as to say, that he

would rather with the pope, receive nothing but blood, than

receive nothing but wine with Zwingli.

Luther's grand principle was not to depart from the Church's

doctrine and customs, unless when the words of Scripture made
it absolutely necessary. "Where has Christ enjoined the host

to be lifted up and exhibited to the peopler"" had been said by

Carlstadt, and Luther had replied :
" Where has Christ forbid-

den it?" Here lie the principles of the two reformations. Ec-

clesiastical traditions were cherished by the Saxon Eeformer;

and if he ran counter to them at several points, it was only after

terrible conflicts, and because, before all things, it was necessary

to obey the Word. But when the letter of the Word of God
seemed to harmonize with the tradition and usage of the Church,
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to these he attached himself with a firmness that nothing could

shake. Now this happened in the question regarding the sup-

per. He did not deny that the Word is might bear the mean-

ing pointed out by Zwingli. He acknowledged, for example,

that it should so be understood in these words: '•'That rock was

Christ ;"i but he denied that it ought to have that meaning in

the institution of the supper.

He found in one of the latest of the schoolmen, and one whom
he preferred to all the rest, Occam,2 an opinion which he embraced.

Like Occam he abandoned the idea of an incessantly repeated

miracle, in virtue of which, according to the Romish Church,

the body and the blood, after consecration by the priest, every

time replace the bread and the wine; and, like that doctor, he

substituted for this a universal miracle, wrought once for all,

that of the ubiquity or omnipresence of the body of Jesus Christ.

"Christ," said he, "is present in the bread and the wine, because

he is present everywhere, and especially present where he desires

to be so-^^

Zwingli had quite a different tendency from that of Luther.

He held less by the maintenance of a certain union with the

universal church, and the keeping up of a connection with the

traditions of past ages. As a theologian, he looked to Scripture

alone, and from it desired, freely and immediately, to receive his

faith, without disquieting himself about what others had thought

before him. As a republican, he looked to the commonwealth

of Zurich to which he belonged. It was the idea of the Church

then existing, that pre-occupied him; not the idea of the Church

of former times. He attached himself chiefly to that word of

St. Paul: For tee being many are one bread and one body, (1 Cor.

X. 17.) And in the supper he beheld the sign of spiritual com-

munion between Christ and all Christians. "Whoever,"" he

would say, " conducts himself unworthily, makes himself guilty

towards the body of Christ, whereof he is a part." This reflec-

tion had a powerful practical influence on men's minds; and the

effects which it wrought in the lives of many, made Zwingli

cling to it more firmly than ever.

1 1 Corinth, x. 4.

* Diu rmiltumque legit scripta Occam, cujus acumen anteferebat Thomse et
Scoto. (Melancht. Vita Luth.)

^ Occam und Luther, Stiidien und Kntiken 1839, p. 69.
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Thus did Luther and Zwingli insensibly recede from each

other. Peace, however, might possibly have subsisted longer

between them, had not the turbulent Carlstadt, who went

from Germany into Switzerland, and from Switzerland into Ger-

many, come and inflamed these contrary opinions.

A measure undertaken for the sake of peace, enkindled war.

In their anxiety to prevent all disputes, the council at Zurich

prohibited the sale of Carlstadt's writings, but Zwingli, who dis-

approved of Carlstadt''s violence, and blamed his mystical and

obscure modes of expression, ' thought it was his duty thereupon

to defend his doctrine both in the pulpit and before the council,

and soon after he wrote a letter to the pastor Albert von Reut-

lingen, in which he said: "Whether it is of the sacrament, or

not, that Christ speaks in the sixth chapter of the Gospel accord-

ing to St. John, it is at all events evident that he there teaches

a way of eating his flesh, and drinking his blood, in which there

is nothing corporeal." He next endeavoured to prove that the

supper, as a memorial to believers, according to Christ's inten-

tion, of his body broken for us, procured for them that spiritual

manducation which alone is truly salutary .^

Meanwhile Zwingli was still anxious to avoid breaking with

Luther; he trembled at the thought that grievous disputes might

rend asunder the new society, then in course of being formed in

the midst of declining Christendom. But Luther felt no such

hesitation. He scrupled not to rank Zwingli with the enthusi-

asts whom he had already so often encountered. He took no

time to reflect that if the images had been removed at Zurich,

it was done legally and by orders from the public authority.

Accustomed to the forms of the German principalities, he had

no very clear comprehension of the procedure of the Swiss repub-

lics; and he gave his verdict against the grave Helvetic divines,

as he had done against men like Miinzer and Carlstadt.

Luther having given to the world his treatise Against the

Celestial Prophets, Zwingli hesitated no longer, and almost at the

same time published his Letter to Albert, and his Commentary on

' Quod morosior est (Carlstadius) in cceremoniis non ferendis, non admodum
probo. (Zw. Epp. p. 369.)

- A manducatione cibi, qui ventrem implet, transiit ad verbi manducationem,
qnam cibuni vocat coelestem, qui mundum vivificet. (Zw. 0pp. iii. p. 573.)
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True afid False RcUgion, dedicated to Francis I. He there said

:

''Since Christ, in the sixth chapter of St. John s Gospel, ascribes

to faith the power of communicating everlasting life, and of unit-

ing the faithful to him in the closest manner, what need have we

of anything else? Why should he have afterwards attributed this

virtue to his flesh, while he himself declares that his flesh pro-

fiteth nothing? The flesh of Christ, in so far as it was put to

death for us, is of immense utility to us, for it saves us from per-

dition; but in so far as it is eaten by us, it is of no use to us

at all.">

The struggle now began. Luther's friend, Pomeranus, threw

himself into the conflict, and attacked the Zurich evangelist

somewhat too disdainfully. CEcolampadius thereupon began to

blush at having so long combatted his doubts, and at having

preached doctrines which he had already begun to suspect; he

therefore took courage and wrote from Basel to Zwingli: "That

dogma of the real presence is the fortress and safeguard of their

impiety. As long as they shall keep to that idol, none shall be

able to vanquish them." He, too, then entered the lists, by

publishing a work on the meaning of our Lord's words: This is

my body?

The simple fact that CEcolampadius had joined the Zurich

Reformer, caused an immense sensation, not only at Basel but

in all Germany. Luther was profoundly afiected at it. Brenz,

Schnepff", and twelve other pastors in Suabia, to whom CEcol-

ampadius had dedicated his book, and who had almost all been

his disciples, were greatly distressed at it. "At this very

moment when I am, for a good reason, separating from him,'"

said Brenz as he took his pen to reply to him, "I honour and

' From these words it would appear that Zwingli's views in regard to this

article, were not quite complete, inasmuch as he appears to disown all special
eating of the flesh of Jesus, not only corporeal but also spiritual, or rather to
limit all to an embracing by faith of the death of Christ. However, there are
other passages in his writings, in which he supposes a union by faith with the
person of Christ, as forming the ground-work of participation in his life and
death, and which Jesus understands by the spiritual eating of his flesh, and
drinking of his blood. In this respect, therefore, the difference is rather in
words than in reality, although he had not quite a clear view of the matter.
Calvm has more fully explained the whole subject. That corporeal eating and
drinking, upon which the controversy with Luther properly turned, was rightly
rejected by Zwingli and Calvin both.—L. R.

^ He left to the word is its ordinary meaning, but understood by hody, a sign
of the body.
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admire him as much as it is possible for me to do. The bond of

love that unites us, remains unbroken, although we are no

longer of one mind/"' He then, along with his friends, pub-

lished the famous St/rigramma of Suabia, in which he answered

GEcolampadius firmly, yet in a charitable and respectful spirit

"If an emperor," said the authors of the Syngramma, "give the

rod of office to a judge, saying: 'Take this, it is the power of

administering justice:' the rod, no doubt, is a m.ere sign, but

in consequence of the words accompanying it, the judge has not

only the sign of judicial authority; he has, also, that authority

itself." The true Eeformed can admit this illustration. The

Syngramma was welcomed with acclamation; its authors were

regarded as the champions of truth; many divines, and even

some laymen, desiring to share their glory, began to defend the

doctrine that had been attacked, and warmly assailed GEcolam-

padius.

Strasburg then presented itself as mediator between Switzer-

land and Germany. Capito and Bucer were friends to peace,

and the question thus agitated was, according to them, one of

secondary importance; they therefore threw themselves betwixt

the contending parties, sent Luther one of their colleagues,

George Cassel, and conjured him to beware of breaking the bond

of brotherhood that united him with the Swiss doctors.

On no occasion have we a more striking display of Luther's

character than in this controversy about the supper. Never was

there seen so clearly the firmness with which he held by a con-

viction wfiich he believed to be Christian, or his faithfulness in

looking for grounds whereon to rest it no where but in holy

Scripture, or his sagacity in defending himself, or his animated,

eloquent, and often overwhelming argumentation. But never,

likewise, was there such a display of the obstinacy with which

he persisted in his own opinions, of the little attention he paid

to the arguments of his opponents, and his far from charitable

readiness to ascribe their errors to perversity of heart, and to

the artifices of the devil: "Either the one or the other," said

he to the Strasburg mediator, "either the Swiss or we, must be

the ministers of Satan."

Here were what Capito called "the furies of the Saxon Ores-

tes;" and these furies were followed by fainting fits. Luther's
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health was affected; he swooned away one day in the arms of

his wife and friends, and for a whole week was as if "tossed in

death and in hell."^ "He had," to use his own words, "lost

Jesus Christ, and was driven hither and thither by the tempests

of despair. . . . The world was giving way, and announced

by prodigies that the last day was at hand."

But still more lamentable consequences were to flow from

these divisions among the friends of the Reformation. It was

matter of triumph to the Romish divines, particularly in Swit-

zerland, that they could thus oppose Luther to Zwingli. Mean-

while, if, now that three centuries have passed away, the remem-

brance of those divisions, is presenting evangelical Christians

with the precious fruits of unity in diversity, and charity in

liberty, they shall not have been without their use. Even at

that time the Reformers, in setting themselves in opposition to

one another, showed tbat they were not influenced by a blind

hatred to Rome, and that truth was the grand object of their

investigations. In this, it must be owned, there is something

generous; and conduct so disinterested failed not to bear fruits,

and to extort feelings of interest and esteem from their very

enemies.

More than this, and here, too, we may perceive that the

supreme hand which guides all things, permits nothing without

a purpose replete with wisdom. Luther, notwithstanding his

opposition to the popedom, was eminently and instinctively of a

conservative character; Zwingli, on the contrary, was naturally

favourable to a radical reformation, and both these opposite ten-

dencies were needed at the time. Had Luther and they who

sided with him, stood alone in the day of the Reformation, the

work would have stopped too soon ; the reforming principle would

not have accomplished its task. If, on the contrary, there had

been none but Zwingli, the thread would have been snapped too

abruptly, and the Reformation would have been found isolated

from the ages that preceded it.

These two tendencies which, to a superficial eye, seem to

exist only for the purpose of combatting each other, were to be

employed, on the contrary, mutually to supplement each other;

I In morte et in inferno jactatus. (L. Epp. iii. p. 132.)

II. 3 N
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and at the close of three centuries, we may say that they have

fully served the purpose for which they were intended. ^

XII. Thus had the Reformation struggles to sustain on all

sides; and after having combatted the rationalist philosophy of

Erasmus, and the fanatical enthusiasm of the anabaptists, it

had, in addition to all this, a quarrel with itself; still, however,

its grand struggle continued to be with the popedom; and it

now followed up, even into the remotest mountains, the attack

which had commenced in the plains.

The mountains of the Tockenburg had heard the sound of the

Gospel on their heights, and three ecclesiastics there were pro-

secuted by the bishop's orders, as inclining to heresy. " Let

people convince us with the Word of God in their hand,"" said

Miletus, Doring and Farer, " and we will submit, not only to

the chapter, but even to the least of the brethren of Jesus

Christ; otherwise we will not obey any man, not even the

mightiest among men."^

Here, indeed, was the spirit of Zwingli and the Eeformation.

Erelong a new circumstance enkindled men's minds in those

high-lying valleys. An assembly of the people being held there

on St. Catherine's day, the citizens had met, and two men

belonging to Schwytz, whom some affairs of business had brought

to the Tockenburg, were seated at one of the tables; conversa-

tion began: "Ulrich Zwingli," shouted one of them, "is a here-

tic and a thief!" The secretary of state, Steiger, undertook the

defence of the Reformer; the noise caused by this discussion

attracted the attention of the whole meeting; George Brugg-

man, Zwingli's uncle, who happened to be at a table that stood

near, darted from his place in great wrath, exclaiming: "Surely

it is master Ulrich that they are speaking about!" and upon

that the whole party rose and followed him, dreading a battle. 3

' At least so far as it has hitherto been capable of being accomplished. Nor

are we far from the time when vre shall obtain the final result. The Reforma-

tion must be yet more complete and fundamental, before all things in church

and state be fully regulated according to God's Word. The struggle has already

commenced, although the so-called radicals of our time miss the true standard,

and follow only the foolish ideas of a darkened understanding, even with con-

tempt of God's Vord; and therefore does the so-called conservative, or preser-

ving (6('/(0?(f/«!ffe) party present a salutary opposition to them. Yet of this

continued hostility and strife shall true order be one day the result.—L. R.
2 Ne potentissimo quidem, sed soli Deo, ejusque Verho. (Zw. Epp. p. 3T0.)

3 Totumque convivium sequi, grandem conflictum timentes. (Ibid. p. 3T1.)
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As the tumult was increasing, the baillie hastily convened the

council on the open street, and Bruggman was besought, for the

sake of peace, to be content with saying to the two men: "I?

you refuse to retract, it is you that are guilty of lying and of

theft." "Bear in mind what you have said," replied the men

from Schwytz; "we will remember it too," whereupon they

mounted their horses, and with the utmost speed pursued their

journey homewards.^

Upon this the government of Schwytz sent to the inhabitants

of the Tockenburg a threatening letter, which spread universal

alarm. "Be resolute and fearless,"^ -wrote Zwingli to the coun-

cil of his native district. " Don't be disquieted at the lies that

are propagated against me! There is not a common brawler

that cannot call me heretic; but do you refrain from violent

language, from disorderly conduct, from debauch, and from mer-

cenary wars; succour the poor, protect the oppressed, and with

whatever insults others may overwhelm you, let your hope most

firmly repose in God Almighty."^

Zwinirli's encourafjements had the desired effect. The coun-

cil still hesitated; but the people having met by the parishes,

unanimously ordained that the mass should be abolished, and

that they Avould abide in the Word of God.*

Nor less considerable were the conquests made in Rhsetia,

where, though Salandronius had been obliged to go away, Com-

ander boldly proclaimed the Gospel. The anabaptists, it is true,

by preaching their fanatical doctrines in the Grisons, had, in

the first instance, greatly injured the Reformation. The peo-

ple were found divided into three parties, one consisting of such

as had thrown themselves into the arms of those new prophets;

another was composed of amazed and confounded persons who

regarded that schism with disquietude; finally, there were the

partisans of Rome who gave loud expression to their triumph.^

' Auf solches, ritten sie wieder heim. (Zw. Epp. p. 374.)
* Macte animo este et interriti. (Ibid. p. 351.)
^ Verbis diris abstinete . . . opem ferte egenis . . . spem certissimam in

Deo reponatis omnipotente. (Ibid.) One of the dates of the letters 14 and 23

of 1524, must be erroneous, or a letter from Zwingli to his compatriots of the

Tockenburg must be lost.

* Parochiffi uno consensu statuerunt in Verbo Dei manere. (Ibid. p. 423.)
' Pars tertia papistarum est in immensum gloriantium de schismate inter noa

fac^.o. (Ibid. p. 400.)
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A meeting having been convened at Ilantz, in the league of

the Grisons, the abettors of the popedom on the one hand, and

the friends of the Reformation on the other, mustered their

forces. The bishop's vicar first looked about for some method

by which the debate might be avoided. " These disputations

involve much expense,"" said he, " to cover which, I am ready

to lay dov^^n ten thousand florins; but I must see an equal

amount deposited by the opposite party." " If the bishop have

ten thousand florins at his command," cried some one from the

crowd in the rough voice of a peasant, "it is from us that he must

have extorted them ; and truly it were too much for us a second

time to give as much to these poor priests." " We are poor

people with empty purses," said Comander, the pastor of

Coire; "we have hardly wherewithal to pay for our broth:

where should we find ten thousand florins?"^ There was a

general laugh at this expedient of the vicar's, and the business

went on.

Among those present were Sebastian Hofmeister and James

Amman of Zurich; these held in their hands the holy Scrip-

tures in Hebrew and in Greek. The bishop's vicar called for

the exclusion of strangers, Hofmeister, seeing that this was

aimed at him, said: " We have come with a Bible in Greek

and Hebrew, in order that no violence be done in any wise to

Scripture. Notwithstanding, rather than be a hindrance to the

colloquy, we are ready to retire." "Ah!" cried the parish priest

of Dintzen, casting his eyes on the books of the two Zurichers,

" had the Greek and Hebrew tongues never entered our terri-

tories, there would be fewer heresies there !"2 "Saint Jerome,"

said another, "has translated the bible; we don't need the books

of the Jews!" "If the Zurichers are excluded," said the ban-

neret of Ilantz, "the commune will interfere." " Well then,''

said they, " let them listen, but let them hold their peace""^

Thus the Zurichers kept their place, and so did the bible too.

»

Comander then rose and read aloud the first of his published

theses: " The Christian Church," it was there said, " is born of

> Sie waren gute arme Gesellen mit lehren Secklen. (Fiiss. Betr. i. p. 358.)
2 Walire die Griechische und Hebraische Sprache nicht in das Land gekom-

men. (Ibid., p. 360.)
3 Satzte den Fiiss wie ein miider Ochs. (Ibid. p. 362.)
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the Word of God ; by that Word it ought to abide, and ought

to listen to no other voice." He next proved all that he had

advanced, by numerous passages from the Scriptures. "He

went on with a confident step," says an eye-witness, " and

planted his foot each time, with the steady tread of an ox."'*'

" This is lasting too long," said the vicar. "When he is at the

table with his friends, listening to flute players," said Hofmei-

ster, " he never complains that it is too long."^

There was then seen to rise and step forward from amid the

crowd, a man who swung his arms about, winked and knit his

brows, looking as if he had lost his wits. He sprang to Coman-

der, and many thought that he was going to strike him. It

was a schoolmaster from Coire. " I have put down for you some

questions in writing," said he to Comander; "answer them

immediately." " I stand here," said the Grison reformer, " to

defend my doctrines; attack them, and I will defend them; if

not, return to thy place; I will answer thee when I am done."

The schoolmaster stood for a moment in suspense: "Agreed,"

said he, and returned to his place.

It was suggested that they should proceed to the doctrine of

the sacraments. The abbot of St. Luke declared it was not

without apprehension that he approached that subject, and the

vicar was so frightened that he crossed himself.

The Coire schoolmaster who had once before wanted to attack

Comander, set himself to maintain, with much volubility, the

doctrine of the sacrament, according to that expression: "This

is my body." " Dear Berre," said Comander to him, " how do

you understand these words? John is Elias?" " I understand,"

replied Berre, who saw what Comander would be at, " that he

was Elias truly and essentially." " And why then," continued

Comander, " did John the Baptist himself say to the Phari-

sees, that he was not Elias?" The schoolmaster upon this

made a pause, and at last rejoined with the admission: " True,

it is so!" upon which everybody laughed, including even those

who had prompted him to speak.

The abbot of St. Luke discoursed at great length on the sup-

per, and the conference was then brought to a close. Seven

' DenPfeiffernzuzuhbrcii,die...wiedenFurstenhofierten. (Fuss.Betr.i.p.362.)

* Blintzete met den Augen, rumfete die Stirne. (Ibid. p. 368.)
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priests adopted the evangelical doctrines; full religious liberty-

was proclaimed, and the Romish worship was abolished in several

of the Churches. " Christ," to use the words of Salandronius,

" grew up everywhere in those mountains like the tender grass

in spring; and the pastors, in life, morals, and doctrine, were

like living springs, watering those high-lying valleys.

^

Still more rapid was the progress of the Reformation at Zu-

rich. The Dominicans, Augustinians, and Capuchins, long as

they had been enemies, were reduced to the necessity of living

all together; which, for those poor monks, was like anticipating

hell itself. In the place of corrupted institutions, there arose

schools, an hospital, and a theological seminary; learning and

charity, in short, everywhere superseded sloth and selfishness.

XIII. Such victories on the part of the Reformation, could

not remain unnoticed. Monks, priests, and prelates, beside

themselves with vexation, everywhere felt the ground slipping

from under them, and saw the Church ready to give way under

the pressure of dangers never heard of till then. The oligarchs

of the cantons, the men of pensions and foreign capitulations,

perceived that if they would save their privileges, no time was

to be lost; and just as the Church tottered and began to sink,

they held out to her their iron-cased arms. A von Stein and

a John Hug of Lucerne united with a John Faber; and the

civil authority, in its turn, hastened to the assistance of that

hierarchical power which speaks great things and makes war

with the saints.2

Public opinion had long been calling for a disputation, nor did

there remain any other resource for calming the people"'s minds.3

" Convince us by holy Scripture," had been said by the Zurich

councils to the diet, " and we will then yield to your solicita-

tions." "The people of Zurich," it was everywhere said, "have

given you their promise, if you can convince them by the bible;

why then, not do so? And if you cannot, why then do you not

act in conformity with the bible?"

' Vita, moribus et doctrina herbescenti Christo apud Rhaitos fons irrigans,
(Zw. Epp. p. 485.)

This beautiful idea is here expressed in Latin with an exquisite conciseness,
which it were vain to attempt to imitate in French or English.

—

Tr.
" Revelation of St. John, chap. xiii.

* Das der gmein man, one eine ofihe disputation, nitt zii stillen was. (Bul-
linger, Chron. i. p. 331.)
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The colloquies held at Zurich, had exercised an immeuse

influence; to oppose which, it was thought indispensable that

a conference should be held in a Eomish town; every precau-

tion, of course, being first taken to secure the victory beforehand

to the party of the pope.

It is true that those disputations had been declared unlawful

;

but means were found for getting rid of this obstacle: " Our only

object," it was said, " is to check and to condemn the doctrines

taught by Zwingli.''^ This being agreed upon, a powerful

wrestler was looked out for, and Dr. Eck oSered himself. He

had no fears. "Zwingli, no doubt, has milked more cows than he

has read books" .... said he, according to Hofmeister.2

The grand council of Zurich sent a safe-conduct to Dr.^ Eck,

in order that he might come to Zurich itself; but Eck sent back

word that he would wait for a reply from the confederation.

Zwingli then offered to dispute at St. Gall or Schaffhausen ;

but, proceeding upon an article in the federal compact, bearing

" that every accused person shall be judged at the place where

he resides," the council ordained Zwingli to withdraw his offer.

The diet at length passed an order that a conference should

be held at Baden, and fixed it for the 16th of May, 1 526. This

conference could not fail to have important consequences; it

was the result and the seal of the league just concluded between

the ecclesiastical authority and the oligarchs of the confedera-

tion. " See," said Zwingli to Vadian, " what the oligarchs and

Faber now venture upon-''^

Nor could this very decision on the part of the diet, fail to

make a deep impression in Switzerland. Not a doubt was

entertained that a conference, held under such auspices, would

be unfavourable to the Keformation. " Don't the five cantons

most devoted to the pope," it was said at Zurich, " exercise an

overwhelming influence at Baden 1 Have they not already

declared the doctrines of Zwingli to be heretical, and attacked

them with fire and sword? Has not Zwingli's efiigy been burnt

at Lucerne, after being subjected to every kind of insult? Have

1 Diet of Lucerne, of 13th March, 1526.
2 Er habe wohl mehr Kiihe gemolken als Bucher gelesen. (Zw. 0pp. ii. p.

405.)
^ Vide nunc quid audeant oligarchi atque Faber, (Zw. Epp. p. 484.")
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not his printed works been committed to the flames at Friburg?

Is not his death everywhere wished for? Has it not been de-

clared by those cantons whose influence predominates in Baden,

that wherever Zwini^li shall venture to show his face within

their territories, they will make him their prisoner ?• Has not

Uberlinger, one of their leading men, said, that the one thing

that he chiefly desired was to hang Zwingli, even were it under

the condition of his being made a hangman to his dying day."^

And has not Dr. Eck himself been continually exclaiming for

years past, that fire and sword are the only fit weapons to be

used against heretics? What, then, will this disputation be,

and how can it end but in the death of the Reformer ?"

Such were the apprehensions of the commission appointed at

Zurich to examine this affair. Zwingli, perceiving their per-

plexity, rose and spoke as follows: " You know what happened

at Baden to the brave men of Stammheim, and how the blood

of the Wirths was shed upon the scaffold there . . . and

now it is to the very place where they were executed, that we
are asked to go. . . . Let there be selected as the place for

the conference, Zurich, Berne, St. Gall, or even Basel, Con-

stance, or Schaff'hausen; let it be agreed that none but essential

points shall be discussed, making use of the Word of God only;

let no judge be set above it; and then I am ready to present

myself."3

Meanwhile fanaticism was already abroad and striking down
its victims. A consistory, headed by the same Faber who
challenged Zwingli, condemned to the flames, as a heretic, on

the 10th of May, 1526, that is, about eight days before the dis-

putation at Baden, an evangelical minister called John Hiigle,

pastor of Lindau,^ who walked to the place of execution, singing

the TeDeum. At the same time, Peter Spengler, another mini-

ster, was drowned at Friburg, by order of the bishop of Con-

stance.

• Zwingli in ihrem Gebiet, -wo er betreten werde, gefangen zunehmen. (Zw.
0pp. ii. p. 422.)

^ Da wollte er gern all sein Lebtag ein Henker genannt werden. (Ibid. p.

454.)
^ Wellend wir ganz geneigt syn ze erschynen. (Ibid.)
* Hunc hominem h^reticum damnamus, projicimus et conculcamus. (Hot-

ting. Helv. K. Gesch. iii. p. 300.)
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Zwingli had unfavourable advices sent him from all quarters.

His brother-in-law, Leonard Tremp, wrote to him from Berne :

" I conjure you by your life not to go to Baden. I know that

they will not observe the safe-conduct."' He was assured

that there was a project on foot to carry him off, put a gag

into his mouth, throw him into a boat, and convey him to

some secret place.2 These threatening intimations induced

the council at Zurich to resolve that Zwingli should not go to

Baden.3

The day for the disputation being fixed for the 19th of May,

the combatants and the representatives of the cantons and the

bishops, were seen to drop in successively. On the side of the

Roman catholics, the chief personage was the warlike and vain-

glorious Dr. Eck; on that of the protestants, the meek and

modest GEcolampadius. The latter fully comprehended the perils

attending such a discussion. "Like a timid deer," says an

historian, "harrassed by furious hounds, he had long hesitated,

but decided at last upon going to Baden; not however until he

had made this solemn protestation before hand: 'I recognise

the Word of God as my only rule of judgment.'" He had

expressed a warm desire at first, that Zwingli should come and

take part in his perils; ^ but soon saw no room to doubt, that

had the dauntless doctor appeared in that fanatical town, the

Roman catholics would have taken fire at the sight, and put

them both to death.

The business began with settling the rules to be observed in

the discussion. Dr. Eck proposed that the Waldstetten depu-

ties should be appointed to pronounce the final verdict; which

was just to decide beforehand that the Reformation should be

condemned. Thomas Plater, who had come from Zurich to

Baden, to be present at the colloquy, was dispatched to Zwingli

by GEcolampadius, for his advice. Having arrived in the course

of the night, he experienced much difliculty in finding admission

at the Reformer's house: "Unhappy disturber," said Zwingli as

he rubbed his eyes; "here have six weeks past, thanks to this

» Caveatis per caput vestruin...(Zw. Epp. p. 483.)

« Navigio captum, ore niox obturate, clam fuisse deportandum. (Osw. Myc.

3 Zwinglium Senatus Tigurinus Badenam dimittere recusavit. (ibid.)

* Si periclitaberis, periclitabimur omne.s tecum, (Zw. Epp. p. 312.)

n. 8
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disputation, without my having gone to bed.^ What message

do you bring r' Plater explained the pretensions of Dr. Eck.

"And who," rejoined Zwingli, "could put these rustics into a

condition to comprehend such things? They would, no doubt,

understand the milking of cows much better/"'-

The conference was opened on the 21st of May. Eck and

Faber, accompanied by the prelates, magistrates, and doctors,

arrayed in silk and damask, and adorned with rings, chains, and

crosses,^ repaired to the Church. Eck haughtily Avent up to a

magnificently ornamented pulpit, while the humble (Ecolampa-

dius, in a mean dress, had to confront his towering opponent,

on a rudely worked tressle. "During the whole conference,"

says the chronicler Bullinger, "Eck and his people were lodged in

the parsonage at Baden, living there in a jovial manner, leading

a gay and scandalous life, and drinking much wine, which was

furnished them by the Abbot of Wettingen.^ Eck bathes at

Baden (the Baths) it was said, but ... in wine." The

Gospellers, on the contrary, had a mean appearance and were

ridiculed, as if no better than a band of beggars. Their manner

'of life strongly contrasted with that of the champions of the

popedom. The landlord of the Pike inn, where (Ecolampadius

lodged, wishing to know how the latter occupied himself in his

room, reported that each time he had looked in, he saw him either

reading or praying. "It must be owned," said he, "that he is

a very godly heretic."

The disputation lasted eighteen days, and during the whole

of that time the Baden clergy had a daily procession, with the

chanting of litanies, for the purpose of securing the victory. Eck

was the only one that spoke for the Romish doctrines. It was

the champion of the Leipsick disputation over again, with his

German voice, large shoulders, and strong withers, an excellent

public crier, and in his outward man, more of the butcher than

the divine. He disputed, as usual, with much violence, endea-

vouring to wound his opponent by pungent expressions, and even

' Ich bin in 6 Wochen nie in das Beth kommen. (Plater's Leben. p.

53.)

* Sie verstunden sich bas auf Kuhmalken. (Zw. Epp. p. 312.)
^ Mit Syden, Damast und Sammet bekleydet. (Bull. Chron. i. p. 351.)
* Verbruchten vil wyn. (Ibid. p. 351.)
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allowing an oath to escape from him at times.' But the presi-

dent never called him to order.

Eck stamps, and thumps, and storms, and swears,

And what the pope and cardinals

Pronounce as doctrine to their thralls,

Ills creed he evermore declares.2

GEcolampadius, on the contrary, with his placid countenance,

and noble and patriarchal expression, spoke so calmly, but, at

the same time, with so much courage and ability, that his very

opponents, affected and interested, remarked to one another:

"Oh! that the long sallow man were but on our side! "3 . . .

At times, however, he was somewhat discomposed when he saw

the hatred and the violence of the auditors: "Oh!" he would

say, "with what impatience do they listen to me; but God does

not abandon his own glory, and we seek that alone."'*

After CEcolampadius had impugned Dr. Eek's first thesis,

which turned upon the real presence, Haller, who arrived at

Baden after the disputation had commenced, entered the lists

against the second. Little accustomed to such conferences,

naturally timid, fettered by orders from his government, and

embarrassed by the looks of his avoyer, Gaspard von INIullinen,

a great enemy of the Reformation, Haller, with none of the

towering confidence of his antagonist, had more true force.

When Haller was done, CEcolampadius re-entered the lists, and

pressed Dr. Eck so closely that he was reduced to the necessity

of appealing to the mere usage of the Church. "Usage," replied

CEcolampadius, "depends entirely for its force in our Switzer-

land, on its consistency with the constitution; now, in matters

of faith, the Bible is the constitution."

The third thesis, on the invocation of saints; the fourth, on

images; and the fifth, on purgatory, were successively debated.

Nobody rose to contest the truth of the two last, which turned

on original sin and baptism.

1 So entwuscht imm ettwan ein Schwiir. (Bull. Chr. i. p. 351.)
^ Egg zahlet mit fussen und henden
Fingan schelken und schenden, etc.

(Contemporaneous poems by Nicolas Manuel, of Berne.)
2 were der lange gel man uff unser syten. (Bull. Chr. i. p. 853.)
* Domino suam gloriam, quam salvam cupimus ne utiquam deserturo. (Zw.

Epp. p. 511.)
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Zwingli took an active part in the whole of the disputation.

The Roman cathohc party, which had appointed four secretaries,

had upon pain of death prohibited all other persons from writing

a word.i But a student from the Valais, Jerome Walsch, who

had an uncommonly strong memory, carefully treasured up all

that he heard, then went home, and lost no time in Mriting it

down. Thomas Plater, and Zimmermann of Winterthour,

daily conveyed these notes, and the letters of CEcolampadius,

to Zwingli, and returned with answers from the Reformer. All

the gates of Baden were guarded with soldiers armed with hal-

berts, and the two couriers escaped only by meeting the inquir-

ies of the soldiers with various excuses, as they could not imagine

how these two youths should be incessantly repeating their visits

to the town.2 Thus was Zwingli present in spirit at Baden,

although absent in body.

He counselled and confirmed his friends, and he refuted his

enemies. "Zwingli," says Oswald Myconius, "toiled more in

his meditations, his watchings, and his advices sent to Baden,

than he would have done had he himself disputed in the midst

of his enemies-''^

During the whole time of the colloquy, the Roman catholics

bestirred themselves, wrote to all quarters, and raised their songs

of victory. "Ql^colampadius," they exclaimed, "overcome by Dr.

Eck, and made to measure his length on the lists, has sung his

palinode;^ the kingdom of the pope is to be re-established every-

where.''^ These exclamations were re-echoed through all the

cantons, and the people, ready to believe whatever they hear,

gave credit to these idle vaunts of the partisans of Rome.

The disputation being concluded, the monk Murner of Lucerne,

who was nick-named "the tom-cat," stepped forward and read

1 Man soUte einem ohne aller weiter Urtheilen, den Kopf abhauen. (Mom.
Plateri Lebens Beschreib, p. 262.)

^ When I was asked :
" What business brings you here ? " I replied, " I bring

chickens to sell for the gentlemen at the baths ;" for they gave me chickens at
Zurich, and the sentinels could not comprehend how I never failed in getting
new ones and so quickly. (Life of Plater, written by himself, p. 262.)

' Quam laborasset disputando vel inter medios hostes. (Osw, Myc. Vit.

Zw.) See the various writings of Zwingli, relating to the Baden disputation,

Opp ii. p. 398—520.
* fficolampadius victus jacet in arena prostratus ab Eccio, herbam porrexit.

(Zw. Epp. p. 514.)
* Spem concipiunt laetam fore ut regnum ipsorum restituatur. (Ibid, p, 513.)
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out forty charges against Zwingli. "I thought," said he, "that

the coward would have come to reply; he has not appeared.

Well then, by all the laws that regulate things human and

divine, I declare forty times over that the Zurich tyrant, and

all his partisans, are faithless persons, liars, perjured, adulterers,

infidels, robbers, sacrilegious, real gallows-birds, and that every

honest man ought to blush at the thought of having any thing

to do with them.'" Such were the revilings which, even at this

early period, certain doctors whom the Roman catholic church

itself ought to disown, decorated with the title of "Christian

polemics."

Great was the agitation that followed at Baden; it was the

general opinion there that the Romish champions had spoken

loudest, but had not reasoned best.l CEcolampadius, and ten

of his friends, alone signed the rejection of Dr. Eck's thesis;

whereas they were adopted by eighty persons, and among these

the presidents at the disputation, and all the monks of Wittin-

gen. Haller had left Baden before the close of the colloquy.

It was formally resolved then by a majority of the diet, that

Zwingli, the leader of this pernicious part}^ having refused to

appear, and the ministers who had come to Baden, not having

been willing to allow themselves to be convinced, both the one

and the other were excluded from the universal Church.^

XIV. But this famous conference, after having originated in

the zeal of the oligarchs and the clergy, was destined to be dis-

astrous to both. Those who had contended at it in behalf of

the Gospel, on returning to their homes, naturally inspired their

fellow-citizens with enthusiasm for the cause which they had

been defending; and two of the most important cantons of the

Helvetic league from that time commenced a movement that

was to detach them from the popedom.

CEcolampadius, being a foreigner in Switzerland, might

expect to be the first object of attack, and it was not without

apprehension that he returned to Basel. But his feelings of

uneasiness were soon dissipated. Impartial witnesses had been

more impressed by his mild eloquence than by the clamours of

1 Die Evargelische weren wol vherschryen, nicht aber uherdisputiert worden

(Hotting. Hefv. K. Gesch. iii. p. 820.)
2 Von gemeiner Kylchen ussgestossen. (Bull. Chr. p. 355.)
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Dr. Eck, and he was greeted with the acclamations of all godly

men. The adversaries of the cause, it is true, did their utmost

to have all the pulpits closed against him, but in vain; he

taught and preached more powerfully than ever, and never did

the people show such a thirst for the Word.l

Much the same was the state of things at Berne. The Baden

conference which was to have utterly suppressed the Reforma-

tion, infused new life into it in that canton—the most powerful

of the whole Swiss league. Hardly had Haller arrived in the

capital when the little council summoned him to appear before

it, and ordained him to celebrate mass, whereupon Haller craved

leave to appeal to the great council, and the people, thinking

themselves bound to defend their pastor, assembled in haste.

Haller, in alarm, declared that he would rather leave the town

than be the occasion of any disturbance there. This calmed tl^

tumult. "If I am to be compelled to celebrate this ceremony,"

said the Reformer, "I resign my office; I have the honour due

to God and the truth of his holy Word more at heart, than any

anxiety I may come to have as to what I shall eat or where-

withal I shall be clothed." Haller pronounced these words in

a feeling manner; they affected the members of the council;

some of the adversaries even were melted into tears.- Modera-

tion was found for once to be more forcible than force itself.

That Rome might be so far humoured, Haller was deprived of

his functions as prebendary; but he was regularly appointed

preacher. His most violent enemies, Louis and Anthony von

Diesbach, and Anthony von Erlach, were so indignant at this,

as immediately to leave both the council and the town, and to

renounce their civic privileges. "Berne fell," said Haller, "but

only to rise again with more energy than ever." This firmness

on the part of the Bernese made a great impression in Switzer-

land.

3

But the consequences of the Baden conference were not con-

fined to Basel and Berne ; for at the very time that such was

the course of events in those two powerful cities, a movement

' Plebe Verbi Domini admodum sitiente. (Zw. Epp. p. 518.)
2 Tillier, Gesch. v. Bern, iii. p. 242.
^ Profuit hie nobis Bernates tarn dextre in servando Berchtoldo sue egisse.

((Ecol. ad Zw. p. 518.)
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more or less of a like kind, took place in several states of the

confederation. Thus the preachers from St. Gall on their return

thither, resumed the preaching of the Gospel;^ a conference

h(?ld there, was followed by the removal of the images from the

parish church of St. Lawrence; and the inhabitants sold their

rich dresses, jewels, rings, and chains of gold, in order that with

the money thus obtained they might found charitable institu-

tions. The Keformation was guilty of spoliage, but it was in

providing clothes for the poor; and the spoils were those of the

reformed themselves.- ^

At Mulhausen the Gospel was preached with fresh courage;

Thurgovia and the Rheinthal were ever coalescing more and

more with Zurich. Immediately after the disputation, Zurzacli

removed the images from its churches, and nearly the whole

district of Baden received the Gospel.

• Nothing could better prove than did such facts as these, which

party was the real victor; and Zwingli, accordingly, looking

around him on every side, gave glory to God. "We are assailed

in many different ways," he would say; "but the Lord is

mightier not only than threats, but even than wars. Through-

out the city and canton of Zurich, there prevails a wonderful

accord in favour of the Gospel. We overcome all things by

prayers offered up in faith.''^ Shortly after, addressing himself

to Haller, Zwingli said: "Everything here below follows its

destiny. The rude north-wind is succeeded by a milder breeze.

After the scorching heats of summer, autumn lavishes its trea-

sures upon us. And now, after severe contests, the Creator of

all things, in whose service we are, opens up a way for us, by

which to penetrate into the camp of our adversaries. We now

at last can welcome amongst us Christ's doctrine, that dove

which we have so long driven from us, and which has never

« San. Gallenses officiis suis restitutes. (Zvt. Epp. p. 518.)

2 Kostbare Kleider, Kleinodien, Ring, Ketten, etc, frey willig verkauft.

(Hott. iii. p. 338.)
3 Therefore it is a false charge against the Reformation, at least in Switzer-

land, that the state enriched itself with the possessions of the Church.^ In con-

sequence of the change in their religious views, the ecclesiastics who in general

embraced the Reformation, by no means lost the right they had to their pro-

perty; they retained the same and applied it to better religious and benevo-

lent uses.—L. R.
* Fideli enim oratione omnia superabimus. (Zw. Epp. p. 519.)
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ceased to watch for an opportunity to return. Be you the Noah

that receives and saves it
"

This verj year Zurich made an important acquisition. Con-

rad PeUican, guardian of the monastery of Franciscans at Basel,

and professor of theology from the time of his being four and

twenty, was, at Zwingh's zealous instance, called to be Hebrew

professor at Zurich. " It is long," said he on his arrival, "since

I have renounced the pope and desired to live for Jesus Christ."!

Pellican's exegetical talents, made him become one of the most

useful persons of all who took part in the labours of the Refor-

mation.

Zurich lay still under the sentence of exclusion from the diet,

pronounced against her by the Romish cantons, and wishing to

take advantage of the better feelings now manifested by some of

the confederates, about the commencement of 1527, convoked a

diet at Zurich itself. This call was answered by deputies appear-

ing from Berne, Basel, Schauflfhausen, Appenzel, and St. Gall.

" We desire," said the Zurich deputies, " tbat the Word of God,

which leads us solely to Jesus Christ crucified, be alone preached,

alone taught, alone magnified. We abandon all human doc-

trines, whatever may have been the ancient usage of our fathers;

being assured that had they had this light of the divine Word
which we enjoy, they would have received it with a higher appre-

ciation of its worth and with more thankfulness, than it finds in

us their weak successors '"^ The deputies present

promised to take into their consideration what had been sub-

mitted to them by Zurich.

Thus was there a daily widening of the breach against Rome.

The Baden disputation was to have repaired everything; yet no

sooner was it over, than those cantons that had been wavering,

seemed inclined, on the contrary, to follow in the steps of Zurich.

Already did the inhabitants of the plains lean to the side of the

Reformation ; already was it pressing upon the mountains ; nay,

it was making encroachments upon them and the primitive can-

tons which originally might be called the cradle, and are still, as

it were, the citadel of Switzerland, pent up within their tower-

1 Jam dudum papre renuntiavi et Christo vivere concupivi. (Zw. Epp. p. 455.)
" Mit hbheren Werth und mehr Dankbarkeit dann \^ir aDgenominen. (Zurich

Archiv. Sonntag nach Lichtmesse.)
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ing Alps, seemed alone to hold out firmly for the doctrines of

their sires. Continually exposed to whirlwinds, avalanches, and

the overflowings of torrents and rivers, these highlanders have

to stru2:gle all their lives against such formidable enemies, and

must hold themselves prepared to sacrifice everything for the

preservation of the meadows where they pasture their herds,

and of the cabins that shelter them from the blast, and may be

swept away by the first inundation. Hence the instinct of con-

servatism is strongly developed in them, and has been trans-

mitted from generation to generation, through a succession of

ages. In preserving what has been bequeathed to them by their

forefathers, consists the entire wisdom of those mountains. The

rude Helvetians, accordingly, struggled against the Keformation

which would have changed their creed and worship, as they

struggle to this hour against the torrents that come roaring from

their snow-clad mountain peaks, or against the new political

ideas which have established themselves at their very doors, in

the cantons by which they are surrounded. They will be the

last to lay down their arms before the double power which is

already displaying its signals from all the surrounding heights,

and pressing these conservative tribes more and more closely

with threats of change.

These cantons, accordingly, at the time of which I now speak,

being still more angry with Berne than with Zurich, and trem-

bling as they beheld that powerful state escaping from them,

summoned their deputies to meet at Berne itself, about a week

after the conference at Zurich. They besought the council to

depose the new doctors, to proscribe their doctrines, and to up-

hold the true and ancient Christian faith as it had been con-

firmed by past ages, and confessed by martyrs. *' Call toge-

ther all the bailliages of the canton," they added; "if you refuse,

we shall undertake to do so." Irritated at this, the Bernese

replied, " We have sufiicient authority over those who are sub-

ject to our jurisdiction, for us to speak to them ourselves."

This answer on the part of Berne, served only still farther to

incense the Waldstetten; and those cantons which had been the

cradle of the political liberty of Switzerland, nowbegan to look even

to foreigners for allies, to assist them in destroying it. In com-

batting the foes of capitulations, they might well expect to find
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assistance in the capitulations themselves; and if the oligarchs

of Switzerland should be found inadequate auxiliaries, was it

not natural that they should have recourse to princes in alliance

with them? Austria, in fact, unable as she was to main-

tain her own authority in the confederation, was ready to offer

her intervention for the purpose of confirming that of Rome.

Berne learnt with consternation that Ferdinand, brother of

Charles V., was making preparations for an attack upon Zurich

and all the adherents of the Reformation.^

Circumstances now became more critical. A series of more

or less untoward events, the excesses of the anabaptists, disputes

with Luther on the subject of the supper, and others besides,

seemed to go far to compromise the Reformation in Switzerland.

The disputation at Baden had baulked the expectations of the

friends of the popedom, and the sword which they had brandished

against their opponents, had snapt in their own hands; still,

spite and resentment were only aggravated, and preparations

were in progress for a new effort. Already had the imperial

government begun to put itself in motion; and the Austrian

bands that had been obliged to fly from the defiles of Mortgarten

and the heights of the Sembach, were on the eve of re-entering

Switzerland with banners unfurled, there to stay up the totter-

ing authority of Rome. The moment was decisive; it was

impossible to halt any longer betwixt two opinions, and to be

neither " clear nor muddy." Berne and other cantons that

had long been hesitating, were required to come to a resolution;

they behoved either promptly to return to the popedom, or to

range themselves with fresh courage beneath the standard of

Christ.

A person named William Farel, who came out of France from

the mountains of Dauphiny, communicated at this period a

powerful impulse to Switzerland, decided the Reformation of

Burgundian Helvetia,- which then lay in a profound slumber,

1 Berne to Zurich, Monday after Misericordia. (Kirchhoff. B. Haller, p. 85.)
By Burgundian Helvetia, the author, no doubt, means those parts of Swit-

zerland which, along with Burgundy proper, now forming part of France, were
invaded and conquered at a very early period, by a northern tribe, called the
Burgulgnons, who adopted the spurious Latin gradually refined into French.
The territory alluded to, comprises Geneva, NeuchateL and the canton Vaud.—Tr.
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and thus made the balance throughout the whole confederation

turn in favour of the new doctrines. Farel arrived on the field

of battle, like those fresh troops which, just as the tide of conflict

is uncertain, rush into the midst of the combat, and decide the

victory. He prepared the way in Switzerland for another French-

man, whose austere faith and powerful genius were to put the

last hand to the Eeformation and render it complete. France,

likewise, took part in the great movement then agitating Chris-

tian society, and to that quarter it is now time that we should

direct our regard-



BOOK TWELFTH.

THE FRENCH.

1500—1526.

I. One of the essential characteristics of the Christian religion,

is its universality. This is not the case with human religions.

These adapt themselves, each to some particular people and to

the degree of culture which it has reached; they keep nations

in a kind of immobility, or should these, by any extraordinary

circumstance outrun that state, religion is then left behind, and

on that very account, becomes useless.

The world has seen an Egyptian, a Greek, a Latin, and even

a Jewish religion; but the Christian alone belongs to mankind
at large.

Its starting point in man, is sin; and here we have a charac-

teristic confined to no particular race, but the apanage of huma-
nity in general. Hence, satisfying the most universal and the

highest longings of our nature, the Gospel is received as coming
from God, alike by the most barbarous tribes and the most
civilized nations. It does not put the stamp of divinity on

national peculiarities, as was done by the religions of antiquity

;

but neither does it destroy those peculiarities as a modern cos-

mopolitism would do. It does better; it sanctifies them, it

ennobles them, and elevates them all to a holy unity, by the

new and living principle which it communicates to them.

The coming of Christianity into the world has eff"ected a great

revolution in history. Until its appearance, there was nothing
to be found but the history of different races and nations; we
have now the history of mankind; and the idea of a universal

education of the human race, accomplished by Jesus Christ, has
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become the compass of the historian, the key of history, and the

hope of every people upon the earth.

But it is not only upon all nations that Christianity exerts

its influence; it influences, likewise, every period of their history.

At the time of its first appearance, the world was like an

expiring torch, which Christianity made to blaze anew with

flame derived from heaven.

At a later period, the barbarians of the north having rushed

headlong on the Roman empire, shattered and dissolved it; and

Christianity opposing this devastating torrent with the cross,

subdued by it the savage child of the north, and formed a new

humanity.

Meanwhile, a corrupting element already lay hid ii' the reli-

gion which courageous missionaries introduced among ihose rude

tribes. Their creed came almost as much from Rome as it did

from the bible. Ere long that element acquired force; man
everywhere put himself in the place of God: an essential char-

acteristic of the Romish Church; and a renovation of religion

became necessary. This is what was done by Christianity, at

the period which is now about to occupy us.

The history of the Reformation in the countries which we have

been going over till now, has shown us the new doctrine reject-

ing the eccentricities of the anabaptists and the new prophets;

but it is the sunken rock of infidelit}^ which it has chiefly to

encounter in the country to which we have now to direct our

attention. No where were bolder reclamations ever raised against

the superstitions and the abuses of the Church. No where do

we see a certain love of literature, independent of Christianity,

and often leading to irreligion, more powerfully developed.

France found herself pregnant with two reformations at one and

the same time; the one proceeding from man, the other from

God. " Two nations were in her womb, and two manner of

people were to be separated from her bowels.""^

In France, the Reformation had not only to combat unbelief

as well as superstition; it found a third enemy there which it

had not encountered, at least had not found so powerful, among

the nations of Germanic descent, and that was immorality.2

1 Genesis, xxv. 23.
* This may be set down by Romanists as a calumny against the morals that
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Great were the disorders in the Church; debauchery sat en-

throned with Francis I. and Catherine of Medicis, and these

" Sardanapaluses"^ were irritated by the austere virtues of the

Eeformers. Everywhere, no doubt, but especially in France,

preceded the Reformation in France. Let us turn, then, to French authorities,

which cannot be suspected of the author's Calvinistic prepossessions. The

President Ilainault, speaking in his Remarques ParticuHires of the Crusades,

says : " Since the eleventh century, the Christian religion had become a cover

for all sorts of abuses and crimes, and Christians a kind of idolaters who hon-

oured the true God, as false deities used of old to be honoured. The correction

of morals and the sacrifices of the passions, went for nothing in the worship

that was rendered, and, as in paganism, people thought they had done enough

when they had discharged all the outward exercises of religion.^ . . . Whole

nations could not be persuaded at the present day, that the sign of the cross

placed on the sleeve, and travels and wars undertaken for visiting or conquer-

ing the Holy Land, entitled a man to satisfy all his passions.

" This was thought to be the case at the commencement of the crusades.

(Consult Fleury, sixth discourse on Ecclesiastical History.) Monks, tired

of their cells, forsook them ; women tired of their husbands, followed their

lovers ; noblemen burdened with debts, sold estates mortgaged to pay them, and

all went off to the Holy Land, in the full persuasion that there they were to find

the pardon of their sins. It must have been a singular enough spectacle, to see

crowds of men and women ruined by their crimes, among whom true Chris-

tianity was equally rare with virtue, honestly believing that they were fighting

for God, and who, on their march, committed the greatest excesses, left along

the roads they took, scandalous traces of their dissolutions and robberies, or

who carried along with them in their hearts the criminal recollection of the

mistresses they had left behind in their own country."

The president then relates from a contemporary poet (Fauchet,) that the

lord of the manor, de Couci, " went to the crusades passionately attached to

the wife of a neighbouring gentleman, that is, with adultery in his heart, and

dying on the way, charged one of his friends to embalm his heart and carry it to

his lady, which he did : most worthy fruits of repentance these?" He adds, as

a further illustration, the following anecdote of the famous French knight La
Hire :

" La Hire, on his way to raise the siege of Montargis, found a chaplain

whom he asked to give him absolution in all haste ; the chaplain said he must

confess his sins; La Hire replied that he had no time for that, for the enemy
had to be attacked without delay, and that he had done what soldiers usually

did, whereupon the chaplain granted him absolution such as it was ; and then

La Hire prayed to God as follows, in his Gascon dialect, and with clasped

hands : ' God, I pray thee, do this day for La Hire, as much as thou wouldest

that La Hire should do for thee, were he God and thou La Hire !' and he thought,

adds the historian, (Hainault's authority,) that he had very well prayed and
spoken."

Whatever improvement there might be in point of intelligence, there was
evidently none in morals, in France, up to the time of the Reformation. Hain-
ault notices the change introduced at court by the appearance, for the first time,

of women there, in the reign of Francis I., and the consequent devotion of the

nobility to " the ambition of favour and gallantry," an evilthat went on increas-

ing until Henry II. 's reign, of which he says, that " never was there more dis-

soluteness of morals than in that reign." See Abrege Chronologique de VHis-
toire de France, 3me Partie, pp. 978-9 and 972.

Gaillard seems to have paid little attention to the morals of France in his

history of Francis I. But Lacretelle in the lively and graphic introduction to

his history of France during the wars of religion, though far too indulgent a

censor, mentions a decline in the purity of French morals, even under Francis
I., the commencement of unblushing adultery at court, and that of the rarely

interrupted reign of king's mistresses."

—

Tr.
' Sardanapalus Henry II. inter scorta. (Calvini Epp. M.S.C.)
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the Reformation behoved to have to do not only with the dog-

mas of theology, and the worship and discipline of the Church,

but, in addition to these, with the morals of society at large.'

These foes, brimful of violence, which the Reformation en-

countered simultaneously among the French, stamped it with

quite a peculiar character there. No where was it more familiar

with a life spent in dungeons, or did it resemble primitive Chris-

tianity more in faith, in charity, and in the number of its mar-

tyrs. If, in the countries of which we have spoken hitherto,

the Reformation has had most renown in respect of its triumphs,

in those of which we are about to speak, it was still more glo-

rious in respect of its defeats. If it had elsewhere more thrones

and sovereign councils to show, here it could point to more scaf-

folds and more meetings in the wilderness. Whoever knows

what it is that forms the true glory of Christianity on the earth,

and the marks by which it acquires a resemblance to its head,

will study, then, with warm feelings of respect and love, the

history, often a bloody history, which we now proceed to relate.

The majority of persons who have greatly distinguished them-

selves in the world, have been born in the provinces, and in

these have found the scenes in which their minds were first

expanded. Paris is like a tree which meets the eye, indeed,

with an exuberance of flowers and fruit, yet whose roots run far

into the bowels of the earth, for the nutritive sap which they

throw out in new forms. This general fact we have to remark

in the history of the Reformation.

The Alps, which witnessed in Switzerland the rise of men of

Christian courage in every canton, and almost in every glen, in

France, also, were destined to mantle with their mighty shadows

the infancy of some of the first Reformers. For ages they had

preserved the treasure, more or less pure, in their high-lying

valleys, among the inhabitants of the mountain-foot districts of

Luzern, Angrogne, and the Peyrouse, and truth, which Rome

had never been able utterly to extinguish, had spread from

1 What is here said exclusively of France at the time of the Reformation,

is much more generally applicable at the present day. As an ecclesiastical

distinction, people may still bear the name of the Reformed ; yet the falling

away is everywhere so great, that there is required a new, and especially

a moral Reformation.—L. R.
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those valleys to the other side of the mountains and along their

base, in Provence and in Dauphinv.l

In 1484, Charles VIII,, son of Louis XL, a sickly and

timid child, ascended the throne of France, and that same year

Innocent VIII. bound the papal tiara upon his brow. Innocent

had seven or eight sons by different mothers; accordingly, a

contemporary epigram tells us that all Eome was agreed on call-

ing him Father?

There might be observed at that time on all the slopes of the

Alps of Dauphiny, and along all the banks of the Durance, a

return among the inhabitants to the old Vaudois principles. 3

"The roots,"" says an ancient chronicler, "sent forth new stems

incessantly and every where."''' "* Men were found daring enough

to call the church of Rome the church of the wicked, and to

maintain that prayers said in a stable equally availed with those

said in a church.

The priests, bishops, and Roman legates sounded the alarm,

and on the 5th of the Kalends of May, 1487, Innocent VIIL,

the father of the Romans, sent forth a bull against those hum-

ble Christians. "To arms," said the pontiff, "forward! and

trample those heretics under foot, like venomous asps."^

On the approach of the legate, with an army of eighteen thou-

sand men, augmented by a multitude of volunteers who wished

to share the spoils of the Vaudois, these forsook their dwellings,

and like birds that flee to shelter at the first mutterings of a

storm, withdrew to the mountains, and into caves and clefts in

the rocks. Not a glen, not a wood, not a rock, escaped the per-

secutors; everywhere in that part of the Alps, and particularly

1 The whole of the territories here mentioned seem at this time to have be-
longed to France. In 15Y4, when Henry III. succeeded to Charles IX., he
passed through Savoy on his -nay from Poland, and in return for the civilities
received on that occasion from the duke and duchess of Savoy, restored Pi^-
nerol, Savillan, and the PejTouse. being the only fortified places France then
retained beyond the mountains. Tr.

^ Octo nocens pueros genuit totidemque pnellas.
Ilunc merito poterit dicere Roma Patrcm.

3 I have kept to the author's term vaudois, but British readers would better
understand Waldensian, which is that of the author's Latin authority in the
next note. Tr.

* In Ebredunensi archiepiscopatu veteres "Waldensium hsereticorum fibrse
rcpullularunt. (Raynald. Annales ecclesiast. ad ann. 1487.)

* Armis insurgant, eosque velut aspides venenosos ... conculcent. (Ball
of Innocent VIII. preserved at Cambridge. Leger. ii. p. 8.)
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on the Italian side of them, those poor disciples of Christ were

hunted down like wild beasts. The pope's satellites were wearied

out at last; their strength was quite spent, their feet could not

scale the steep lurking-places of the "heretics," and their arms

refused to strike them when found.

In those Alpine districts, then so much harrassed by Rome,

at three leagues from the ancient city of Gap,l on the side

towards Grenoble, not far from the flowery swards that carpet

the table- land of mount Bayard, at the base of mount de TAi-

guille and near the mountain ridge of Glaize, towards the source

of the Buzen, once stood, and stands to this day, a cluster

of houses, half hid by the surrounding trees, and bearing the

name of Farel, or, in the dialect of the district, Fareau.'- On
a vast terrace rising above the neighbouring cottages, there was

then to be seen a house, belonging to the class called manor-

houses. It was surrounded by an orchard connecting it with the

village. In that house, during those troubled times, there lived

a family of pristine piety, noble it would seem, and bearing the

name of Farel.3 In 1489, the year in which the popedom put

forth its utmost rigours in Dauphiny, that modest country-seat

witnessed the birth of a son, called William, With this William

three brothers, Daniel, Walter, and Claud, and one sister, grew

up in years, and were his playmates on the banks of Buzen

water, and at the foot of mount Bayard.

There it was that William spent his childhood and early

youth. His father and mother ranked among the most devoted

servants of the popedom. "My parents, believed everything,"

is what he says himself.'^ Accordingly, they brought up their

children in all the practices of the Romish devotion.

1 Chief town of the Higher Alps.

2 Dauphiny Review, July 1837, p. 35. In passing from Grenoble to Gap, a
quarter of an hour after last changing horses, about a sling's throw from the

highway, appears the village of the Farels. To this day you are shown the site

of the house that belonged to Farel's father. It is occupied now, it is true, by
a cottage only, but it may be perceived from its size that it could not be that of

an ordinary house. The occupant of the cottage bears the name of Farel. This

information I owe to M. Blanc, pastor of Mens.
^ Gulielmum Farellum, Delphinatem, nobili familia ortum. (Bezse Icones).

Calvin writinjf to cardinal Sadolet, in speaking of Farel's remarkable disinter-

estedness, says, he that was come of so noble a house. (Opusmla, p. 148.)

* Du vrai usage de la croix (of the true use of the cross), par Guillaume
Farel, p. 237.

II. 3 Q
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God had endowed William Farel with rare qualities, fitted to

give him a decided ascendancy over other men. Possessing a

keen and piercing intellect, a lively imagination, a sincere and

honest heart whose convictions his greatness of soul would at

no price whatever permit him to betray, he was still more dis-

tinguished by an ardent temperament, an indomitable courage,

and a hardihood that never recoiled from any obstacle however

great. But at the same time he had the failings that accom-

pany these qualities, and his parents had often to restrain his

violence.

William threw himself with his whole soul into the supersti-

tious courses of the credulous family to which he belonged. "I

am horrified," says he, "at the thought of the hours, the prayers,

and the divine services which I went through, or made others go

through, before the cross or some other such things."^

Four leagues to the south of Gap, near Tallard, on a hill

which rises above the impetuous billows of the Durance, there

was a spot held in much repute, called Holy Eood, William

was only about seven or eight years old when his parents resolved

to take him there on a pilgrimage.^ It was said that the rood

or cross, that stood there, was made of the actual cross on which

Jesus Christ was crucified.

Setting out on their journey the family reached at last the so

much venerated cross, and before it threw themselves upon the

ground. After having solemnly contemplated the sacred wood

and the copper of the cross, made, said the priest, out of the

basin in which our Lord washed the feet of his apostles, the eyes

of the pilgrims were directed to a small crucifix attached to a

cross. "When the devils," continued the priest, "bring hail

and lightning, that crucifix moves in such a manner that it

seems to detach itself from the cross, as if it fain would run

against the devil, and throws out sparks of fire against the bad

weather; if this were not the case, nothing would be left remain-

ing on the earth,''''

3

The pious pilgrims were quite overcome as they listened to

1 Ibid. p. 233.

2 J'estoye fort petit et a peine je savoye lire. (Ibid. p. 237.) Le premier
peleriiiage auquel j'aye est6 a la saincte croix. (Ibid. p. 233.)
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the recital of such prodigies. "No one," continued the priest,

"knows or sees anything of all this, but I myself and that man

there." . . . The pilgrims turned round and beheld a man

of strange outward appearance. "To look at him," says Farel,

"you would have been frightened."^ White specks covered

both pupils of his eyes; whether that they were really there or

that Satan made him appear thus ! This extraordinary person,

who was called by the incredulous, "the priest's sorcerer," upon

being appealed to by him, immediately replied that the prodigy

was true.

2

A new episode completes the picture, and calls us to contem-

plate, not superstitions only, but scandalous breaches of mor-

ality also. "Behold a young woman, actuated by a very different

devotion from that shown to the cross, and who carries her

baby wrapt in a piece of cloth. And then behold the priest

who steps forth, takes the woman with her child, and conducts

them into the chapel. I make bold to say that never dancer

took a woman and led her along more gallantly than the priest

did that woman. But such is the force of infatuation that we

were scandalised by the looks of neither, and even had they con-

ducted themselves improperly in our presence, all would have

been good and holy in our eyes. We were carried away with

the thought, that the woman and her gallant of a priest, were

well acquainted with the miracle, and had a good pretext for

their visit." 3

Such is a faithful picture of religion and morals in France,

when the Reformation began. Morality and doctrine being alike

poisoned, a powerful regeneration was required for both. The

greater the importance attached to external observances, the

farther were people removed from sanctification of the heart;

dead ordinances had everywhere been substituted in the place

of Christian life, and the strange, yet not unnatural union, was

to be seen, of the most scandalous debaucheries with the most

superstitious devotional practices. Acts of theft were committed

before the very altar, the confessionalwas used as a means of seduc-

tion, poison was administered in the mass, adulteries were com-

1 Ibid. p. 237. " Ib>'J- P- 238.

3 Du vray usage de la croix, par Guillaume Farel, p. 235. Some of the

expressions in the original have been softened.
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mitted at the foot of a cross. ... In destroying sound

doctrine, superstition had destroyed morality.

Yet to all this there were many exceptions in the Christianity

of the middle ages. Faith, even when superstitious, may be

sincere, and such was that of William Farel. The same zeal

that led him, at a later period, through so many various places,

for the purpose of diffusing in them the knowledge of Jesus

Christ, led him at that time wherever the Church was making

a display of some miracle, or calling for some act of adoration.

Dauphiny had its seven wonders, that had long possessed the

power of striking the popular fancy.i But the beauties of

nature by which he was encircled, had also a charm that raised

his soul to the Creator.

The magnificent chain of the Alps, those mountain tops

covered with everlasting snows, those vast masses of rock, here

shooting up in sharp peaks to heaven, there extending their

immense curvilinear backs above the clouds, presenting the

appearance of an island standing out alone from the sky ; all those

grand exhibitions of creation which were then filling the soul of

Ulrich Zwingli in the Tockenburg with high thoughts, spoke

powerfully to the heart of William Farel also, amid the moun-

tains of Dauphiny. He thirsted for a life of activity, for infor-

mation, for light; he panted after something great . . .he
asked to be allowed to study.

This was a grievous blow to a father who thought that a

young nobleman ought to know nothing but his chaplet and his

sword. Much was said at that time in praise of a young com-

patriot of William Farel, by birth a child of Dauphiny like him-

self, called Du Terrail, but better known by the name of Bayard,

who had displayed amazing courage at the battle of the Tar, on

the other side of the Alps. "Such sons," it was said, "are

like arrows in the hand of a mighty man. Happy is the man
that hath his quiver full of them !

'"^ FarePs father, accordingly,

opposed his son's predilection for letters. But the young man
showed an unalterable determination of purpose. God had de-

signed him for nobler conquests than those of men like Bayard.

1 The burning spring, the tubs of Sassenage, the manna of Brianjon,
etc.

2 Psalm, cxxvii. 4, 5.
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He constantly renewed his importunities, and the old gentleman

yielded at last.^

Forthwith Farel devoted himself to work with astonishing

ardour. Little assisted as he was by such masters as he found in

Dauphin}', and although he had to fight his way against the

incapacity of his instructors, and the bad methods they pur-

sued,2 instead of being disheartened, he was excited to greater

exertion by these difficulties, and soon surmounted them all.

His brothers followed his example. Daniel subsequently entered

into the career of politics, and was employed in important nego-

tiations connected with religion.^ Walter gained the full con-

fidence of the Count von Furstemberg.

Farel, in his eagerness to extend his reading, after having

made all the acquisitions that his province could supply, turned

his thoughts to some other quarter. The whole Christian world

had at that time long resounded with the praises of the univer-

sity of Paris, and he wished to see "that mother of all the

sciences, that true light of the Church which never suffers an

eclipse, that pure and polished mirror of the faith, unobscured

by any cloud, unsullied by any touch-^-i Having obtained per-

mission from his parents, he set off for the capital of France.

n. The young Dauphinese arrived in Paris on one of the

days of the year 1510, or shortly after. The province had made

him an ardent follower of the popedom; the capital was to make

him quite the reverse. In France it was not from some small

town that the Reformation derived its origin, as was the

case with Germany, for from its metropolis proceed all those

powerful impulsions which unsettle the whole people. A con-

currence of providential circumstances made Paris, at the com-

mencement of the sixteenth century, a focus from which a spark

of life might easily escape; and this spark the youth who had

just arrived, a humble and unknown stranger from the neigh-

1 Cum a parentibus vix impetrassem ad litteras concessum. (Farel, Natali

Galeoto, 1527. MS. letters of the Neuchatel conclave.)

2 A prjcceptoribus prspcipue in latina lingua ineptissimis institutus. (Farelli

Epistolffi.)

3 Life of Farel, in Geneva, manuscript.

* Universitatem Parisiensem, matrem omnium scientiarum . . . speculum

fidei, torsum et politum. . . . (Prima Appellat. Universit. an. 1396, Bulceus,

iv. p. 806.)
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bourhood of Gap, was destined to receive into his heart, and

several others along with him.

Louis XII., the father of the people, had convoked the repre-

sentatives of the clergy of France at Tours. That prince seems

to have outrun the times of the Reformation; so that had that

great revolution taken place during his reign, the whole of France

possibly would have become protestant. The assembly of Tours

had declared that the king might lawfully make war upon the

pope and execute the decrees of the council of Basel. These

measures were everywhere made the subject of conversation iu

the colleges, as well as in the city and at the court, and could

not fail to make a deep impression on the mind of young Farel.

Two young persons were then outgrowing their childhood at

the court of Louis XII. The one was a young prince, tall in

stature and of a remarkable countenance, showing little modera-

tion in his character and throwing himself blindly into whatever

course his passions might suggest; so that the king used to say:

"This big boy will spoil all."l This youth was Francis of

Angouleme, duke of Valois, and cousin to the king. Boissy,

his governor, taught him, however, to honour literature.

Along with Francis grew up his sister Margaret, older than

him by two years, " a princess of great wit and exceedingly

clever," says Brantome, " in point both of natural and acquired

endowments."2 Louis XII. accordingly, had spared nothing in

providing her with instruction; and the most learned men in

the kingdom were not slow in calling Margaret their Maecenas.3

1 Mezeray, vol. iv. p. 127.

« Brantome, Dames illustres, p. 331.
J The " Lettres de Marguerite d'Angouleme,'" <fec., have now been published

by the History of France "Society, at Paris, with a long biographical " Notice"

by the editor. Professor Genin of Strasburg. Speaking of the princess's early

life, M. Genin says, " Margaret was severely brought up by 'a most exquisite

and venerable lady, in whom all the virtues were met in rivalry of each other,'

but of whose name Charles de St. Martha, from whom I borrow these words,

leaves us ignorant. Every thing suggests the belief that she was Mme. de

Chatillon, whose deceased husband had been governor of King Charles VIII.

Mme. de Chatillon was beautiful and virtuous, even according to the confession

of BrantDme, who assures us, at the same tmie, that she had married the Car-

dinal da Bellay as her second husband. But Brantome was the trumpet of

every slander. To believe him, the Cardinal de Chatillon* must also have been
secretly married; these, it would seem, are idle reports. Be that as it may,
Mme. de Chatillon's pupil reflected credit on her governess. Nature had given

Margaret external beauty ; there needed only to be expanded in her soul the

germs of wisdom and virtue, and this was done so successfully, that from the age

* Admiral de Colligny's elder brother.

—

Tr.
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In fact, these two members of the Valois family, were even

then surrounded with a whole train of illustrious persons.

William Bude,^ who, at the age of three and twenty, while de-

voted to his passions and particularly to hunting, living only

with hawks, horses, and dogs, made a sudden change in his pur-

suits, sold his equipage, and set himself to study with the same

ardour that he had shown in following the hounds through

field and forest;- the physician Cop; Francis Vatable, whose

Hebrew acquirements drew the admiration of the very Jewish

doctors; James Tusan, a celebrated Greek scholar; and others

besides, encouraged by Stephen Poncher, bishop of Paris, by

the civil lieutenant Louis Ruze, and by Francis de Luynes, and

even then enjoying the protection of the two young Valois, held

out against the violent attacks of the Sorbonne, which looked

upon Greek and Hebrew as the deadliest heresy. At Paris, as

in Germany and in Switzerland, the re-establishment of sound

doctrine, was to be preceded by the restoration of letters. But

in France, the same hands that thus prepared the materials,

were not destined to erect the building.

Among the doctors who w ere then throwing a lustre over the

capital, there was remarked a man of very diminutive stature,

of a mean appearance, and low origin,^ yet, whose talents, learn-

ing, and powerful eloquence, had an inexpressible charm for all

who heard him. His name was Lefevre, he was born about the

of fifteen, ' the spirit of God began to be manifested and to appear in her eyes,

her face, her gait, her words, and generally in all her actions.' " (Sie. Marthe,
Oraison Funebre, p. 37.) See " Notice," p. 3.

This Mme. de Chatillon, according to Prof. Genin.was the wife of Gaspard de
Chatillon, who died a marshal in 1522, and mother of Gaspard de Chatillon, so

well known as the Admiral de CoUigny. She was by birth Louisa of Mont-
morency, sister of Anne, constable of France, and is thus noticed in the Me-
moirs of de Colligny, quoted in a former note :

" She had acquired a high char-

acter both as a wife and a mother, and was reckoned a singularly saintly person.

This character she maintained even at court, dying while lady of honour to

Eleanor, queen of Francis I., and giving testimony on her death-bed to the true

and pure religion which she had professed. Having that passage of the psalms
ever in her mouth, and his mercy is from generation to generation on them that

fear Mm, she exhorted her son Odet, who, notwithstanding his youth had been made
a cardinal, and expressly forbade his sending for a priest to attend her, telling

him that, by a singular favour, God had revealed to her how she should fear

and serve him in all godliness, and escape from the bonds of the body to her
celestial abode.' Only two of Margaret's published letters are addressed to

Mme. de Chatillon. She calls that lady her cousin, and the tenor of both let-

ters indicates respect and affection for a religious friend.

—

Tr.
' Better known by his Latin name Budseus.

—

Tr.
^ His wife and children came to Geneva in 1540, after his death.
* Homunculi unius neque generis insignis. (Bezse Icones.)
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year 1455, at Staples, an inconsiderable place in Picardy. He
had received but a rude, nay, even a barbarous education, says

Theodore Beza; but his genius had stood him in stead of all

masters; and his piety, his learning, and the nobleness of his

soul, became thereby only the more conspicuous. He had tra-

velled a great deal, and it ^Yould even appear, that his thirst for

knowledge had led him to extend his excursions into Asia and

Africa.' From the year 1493, Lefevre taught at the university

of Paris, as a doctor in theology. He soon occupied an eminent

place there, and, in the eyes of Erasmus, held the highest.^

Lefevre saw that he had a special task to accomplish. Though
attached to the practices of Rome, he made it his object to com-

bat the barbarism that prevailed at the university;-^ he set him-

self to teach in the various departments of philosophy, with a

clearness, until then unknown; and while he earnestly endea-

voured to revive the study of the languages, and the learning

of ancient times, under the conviction that more than philosophy

and literature was required, when a work of regeneration was
in hand, he went beyond this. Departing from those scholastic

methods which for so many ages had exclusively occupied the

school, he went back to the Bible, and re-established in Christen-

dom, the study of the holy Scriptures and the different depart-

ments of evangelical learning. Nor did he devote himself to

dry research; he went to the very heart of the Bible; attached

to him the affections of others by his eloquence, his frankness,

and his amiability, and while full of gravity and unction in the

pulpit, his intercourse with his pupils was marked by a mild

familiarity. " He loves me extremely," wrote Glarean, who
was one of them, to his friend Zwingli. " Full of candour and
kindness, he sings, he plays, he disputes with me, and often smiles

at the folly of the world."4 Can we be surprised that many

' In his Commentary on the 2d epistle to the Thessalonians, chap, ii, there is

to be found a singular story about Mecca and its temple, which he relates as
from a traveller.

Professor Genin, in a Note upon Lef§vre, p. 279 of Lettres de Marguerite
d'AngoulSme, makes no doubt of his having visited Africa and Asia.

—

Tr.
* Fabro, viro quo vix in multis millibus reperias vel integriorem vel humani-

orem, says Erasmus. (Er. Epp. p. 174.)
3 Barbariem nobilissimffi academic .... incumbentem detnidi. (Beza

Icones.)

* Supra modum me amat totus integer et candidus, mecum cantillat, ludit,
disputat, ridet mecum. (Zw. Epp. p. 26.)
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disciples of all nations, used to assemble around him, to be taught

at his feet.

Learned as he was, Lefevre submitted, with childlike simpli-

city, to all the ordinances of the Church, and as he spent as

much time in places of public worship as in his closet, a strong

tie seemed hkelj to unite the old Picard doctor with the young

scholar from Dauphiny. When two such persons meet, even

although it should be within the wide compass of a capital, they

tend to coalesce. In the course of his pious pilgrimages, young

Farel soon remarked a man advanced in life, who impressed him

by the devotion with which he would prostrate himself before

the images, and, continuing long upon his knees, would pray and

repeat his hours with great fervour. " Never," says Farel,

" did I see any one chaunt mass with greater reverence."^ It

was Lefevre; Farel forthwith wished to become acquainted with

him, and could hardly restrain his delight when he found this

celebrated person disposed to treat liini with the utmost kind-

ness. William had now found what he came in search of to the

capital. From that time forth it was his greatest happiness to

converse with the doctor from Etaples, to listen to his discourses,

to follow his admirable instructions, and devoutly to kneel along

with him before the same images. Often were the old Lefevre

and his young disciple to be seen carefully ornamenting with

flowers a statue of the Virgin, and the two by themselves, far

from Paris, far from doctors and scholars, might often be heard

murmuring their fervent prayers to Mary,^

FarePs attachment to Lefevre came to be generally remarked;

and the respect felt for the old doctor, was naturally so far ex-

tended to his young disciple, so that this illustrious friendship

drew the Dauphinese scholar out of his obscurity. His zeal

soon acquired for him a name, so that several wealthy and

devout people in Paris, entrusted him with sundry sums of money

designed for the support of poor students.

3

Some time elapsed before Lefevre and his disciple came to

have clear views of the truth. It was not with the view of

I Farel Ep. to all lords, peoples, and pastors.

- Floribus jubebat Marianum idolum, dum una soli murmuraremus praecos

Jlarianas ad idolum, ornari. (Farellus Pellicano, an. 1556.)
^ Geneva manuscript.

11. Sr
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obtaining a rich living, or from any liking for a dissolute life

that Farel was attached to the pope; such ties were never for a

soul like his. The pope he regarded as the visible head of the

Church, a sort of god, whose commandments saved men's souls.

Hence, if he chanced to hear anything spoken to the prejudice

of this so mucli revered pontiiF, he would gnash his teeth like a

furious wolf, and would have wished the lightning to strike the

person who could be guilty of such an oftence, so as to be "smit-

ten to the ground and shattered by it." ' I believed," he would

say, " in the cross, in pilgrimages, in images, vows, and bones.

That which the priest holds in his hands, puts into a box, shuts

in, eats, and gives to be eaten, was my only true God, and for

me there was no other, neither in heaven nor in earth."' "Sa-

tan," he further said, " had lodged the pope, the popedom, and

everything belonging to it in my heart, so that the pope himself

had not so much of it in him.''"'

Accordingly, the more Farel seemed to search after God, the

more did piety languish and superstition gather strength, all

going on from bad to worse in his soul.2 This state of things

he has himself described very energetically. "Oh ! what horror

do I feel for myself and my short-comings, when I think of

them," said he, " and what a great and wondrous work of God,

that a man should have been able to come out of such gulphs
!"

But it was by degrees only that he did so. He had first read

the profane authors; as his piety found nothing to nourish it

there, he began to meditate on the lives of the saints; and silly

man as he was before, those lives now made him a downright

fool. 3 He next attached himself to several of the doctors of that

age, but as he went to them miserable, so he returned more

miserable still. He finally applied himself to the study of the

ancient philosophers, and would fain have learnt from Aristotle

how to be a Christian; but his expectations continued to be

baulked. Books, images, relics, Aristotle, Mary and the saints,

all availed not. That glowing soul passed from human wisdom

1 Farel's epistle to all lords, peoples, and pastors.
* Quo plus pergere et promovore adnitebar, eo amplius retrocedebam. (Far.

Galeoto, Neuchatel Manuscript letters.)

^ Qua? de Sanctis conscripta offendebam, verum ex stulto insanum faciebant.

(Ibid.)
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in one form to human wisdom in another form, but still found

nothing to quench the thirst that was consuming him.

Meanwhile, as the pope suffered the title of Hohj Bible to be

given to the writings of the Old and New Testament, Farel

applied himself to the perusal of them, as Luther did in the

monastery at Erfurt; and much was he amazed^ on perceiving

that all things were very different on this earth, from what

was enjoined by holy Scripture.^ Possibly he was on his way

to truth; but all at once a deeper shade of darkness came on

and threw him into a new abyss. "Satan suddenly beset me,"

said he, " resolved not to lose his hold of me, and wrought his

own ends in me as usual."^ A terrible struggle then arose in

my heart, between the Word of God and the word of the

Church. On meeting with passages of Scripture opposed to the

practices of Kome, he hung down his head, blushed and durst

not beheve what he read.^ « Ah," he would say, dreading to fix

his eyes on the Bible, " I do not very well understand these

things; I ought to understand the Scriptures otherwise from

what they appear to mean; I ought to hold by the interpreta-

tion of the Church, and especially of the pope.""

One day as he happened to be reading the Bible, a doctor com-

ing in, sharply reproved him: "No one," he told him, "ought to

read holy Scripture until he had first made himself master of

philosophy, and completed his course in the arts." This was a

preparation which the apostles never required; but Farel be-

lieved him. "I was," says he, " the most wretched of men, I

turned my eyes away from the light."^

In the young Dauphinese this incident produced a return of

his Komish fervour. His imagination was excited by the legends

of the saints, and in proportion to the severity of the monastic

1 Farel. A tous seigneurs.
2 Thus with Farel, still more than with Luther, it was not the doctrines only,

but the morals likewise, it was the general order of the whole eccesiastical and

civil state, that fixed his meditations, and struck him as not conformed to the

Bible. This must still be the case with all who durst believe their eyes, and who

are not blinded with prejudices, or influenced by the dread of loss. This last,

meanwhile, is often the cause why, though a man may have sufficient justness

of view to see what is right, still there is wanting the courage that Farel pos-

sessed, and which is required for the regulating of all things according to the

light he has attained.— T^. R.
» Farel. A tous seigneurs.
* Oculos demittens, visis non credebam. (Farel Natali Galeoto.)

' Oculos a luce avertebam. CFarel Natali Galeoto.)
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life, the more lie felt inclined to embrace it. The Chartreux

monks dwelt in gloomy cells, in the midst of a wood; he visited

them with feelings of respect, and took part in their acts of

abstinence. " I was wholly employed, night and day, in serving

the devil," says he, "according to the man of sin, the pope. I

had a Pantheon of my own in my heart, and so many interces-

sors, saviours, and gods, that I might have been taken for a

popish register."

Denser darkness there could not be; the morning star was

soon to rise, and was to appear as if at the summons of the words

of Lefevre. Even at that time somo rays of light had found

their way into the Staples doctor; he had a profound conviction

that the Church was not to remain in the state in which it stood;

and at the moment of his return from chaunting mass, or of

rising from before some stone image, often would the old man

turn to his young disciple, and grasping his hand, say to him

in a serious tone: " My dear William, the world behoves to be

changed, and you shall see!"' Farel did not clearly see the drift

of these words. Lefevre, however, did not confine himself to

the utterance of mysterious sayings; a great change was then

taking place in his own heart, and could hardly fail to produce a

like change in his disciple.

The old doctor was engaged in a work of great labour; this

was a careful selection of the legends of saints and martyrs, and

the arrangement of them in the order in which their names occur

in the calendar. Two months had passed through the press,

when one of those gleams which come from on high, threw light

at once into his soul. He could no longer suppress those risings

of disgust which every christian heart nmst feel for childish

superstitions. The grandeur of God's Word made him sensible

that these fables were wretched indeed. They now seemed to

him no better than " brimstone fitted to kindle the fire of ido-

latry."- He abandoned his design, and throwing aside those

legends, he betook himself affectionately to holy Scripture. That

moment in which Lefevre, relinquishing the marvellous stories

1 Letter to all lords. See also the letter to Pellican. Ante annos pins

minus quadraginta, nie manu apprehensum ita alloquebatur :
" Gulielme, opor-

tet orbem immutari et tu videbis
!"

- A tous seigneurs, peuples, et pasteurs.
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of the saints, placed his hand on the Word of God,was the com-

mencement of a new era in France, and originated the Refor-

mation.

Lefevre, in fact, on rehnquishing the fables of the breviary,

applied himself to the study of the epistles of St. Paul; light

rapidly increased in his heart, and he straightway communicated

to his disciples that knowledge of the truth which we find in

his commentaries.! Strange doctrines, indeed, alike to the school

and to that age, were those which were then heard in Paris, and

which the press disseminated throughout the Christian world.

One may imagine how the young disciples that heard him, must

have been struck, affected, and changed; and that thus, even pre-

vious to 1512, the dawn of a new day was bursting upon France.

The doctrine of justification by faith, which subverted both

the subtilties of the schoofmen and the practices of the popedom

at one blow, was now openly announced in the heart of the

Sorbonne. " It is God alone," said the doctor, and the vaulted

roofs of the university might well be astonished at having to re-

echo words so strange, "it is God alone, who by his grace, through

faith, justifies for everlasting life.2 There is a justification by

works; there is a justification by grace; the one proceeding

from man, the other from God; the one is earthly and passes

away, the other is divine and everlasting; the one is the shadoAV

and the sign, the other is the light and the truth; the one gives

the knowledge of sin to make men flee from death, the other

gives the knowledge of grace that they may have life
."3

" What then!" it was said on hearing instructions that con-

tradicted those of four whole centuries, " was there ever a single

man justified without worksT "A single man!" replied Le-

fevre: " there have been innumerable such. How many have

there been among persons of immoral lives, who have ardently

desired the grace of baptism, without anything but faith in

Christ, and who, if they happened to die immediately afterwards,

1 The first edition of his Commentary on St. Paul's epistles, is, I believe,

dated 1512; it is to be found in the Royal library at Paris. The edition I quote

is the second. The learned Simon says, (in his Observations on the N. T.,) that
" James Lefevre ought to be placed among the ablest commentators of his age."

"We would say even more than that.

- Solus enim Deus est qui banc justitiam per fidem tradit, qui sola gratia ad

vitam justificat ajternam. Fabri Comm. in Epp. Pauli, p. 70.

^ Ilia umbratile vestigium atque signum, hac lux et Veritas est. (Ibid.)
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have entered into the life of the blessed without works!" " If

then we be not justified by works, it is vain to do them?" was

the answer of some. The Paris doctor replied, and the other

reformers would not perhaps have quite approved of the answer.

" Certainly not; it is not in vain. If I turn a mirror to the

sun"'s rays, it receives them on its surface; and the more it is

polished and the cleaner it is kept, the brighter appears the sun''s

radiance as reflected from it, but if it be allowed to become tar-

nished, that radiance of the sun is lost. Just so with justifica-

tion in those who lead an impure life.*"' Lefevre, in this pas-

sage, like St. Augustine in several, may not clearly enough

distinguish between justification and sanctification. The Eta-

ples doctor here reminds us sufiiciently of the bishop of Hip-

pona. They who lead an impure life have never had justifica-

tion, and consequently they cannot lose it. But Lefevre may
have intended to say that the Christian, should he fall into some

breach of duty, loses the sense of his salvation, not his salvation

itself. In that case there is nothing objectionable in his doctrine.

Thus did a new life and new lessons make their way into the

university of Paris. There did the doctrine of faith, preached

in early times in the Gauls by such as Pothinus and Irenasus,

make itself heard anew, and thenceforth that great school of Chris-

tendom was divided into two parties, and two diff'erent races.

The prelections of Lefevre, and the zeal of his disciples, presented

the most striking contrast to the scholastic instruction of the

greater number of the doctors, and to the thoughtless and fool-

ish lives of the greater number of students. Much more atten-

tion was given in the colleges, to learning to repeat the parts in

a comedy, to the inventing of fantastic dresses, and to acting

farces on raised stages, than to the study of the oracles of God.

The point of those farces would often be aimed at the honour of

the great, of the princes, nay, even of the king himself. The
parliament interfered about the time of which we speak; it

called the heads of several colleges before it, and prohibited

those too indulgent masters from allowing such comedies to be

acted within their colleo;e buildinirs.l 2

1 Cr^vier. Hist, de I'universitS, v. p. 95.
« A piece of insolence of this kind is described by M. Genin, as having taken

place posterior to the princess Margaret's marriage to the king of Navarre, and
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But these disorders were corrected at once in consequence of

the minds of the students being led off by a more powerful diversion

than orders from the parliament. On Jesus Christ being made

the subject of academical instructions, great was the whispering

on the university benches, and the doctrines of the Gospel began

to engage almost as much attention as the subtilties of the

school, or the acting of comedies. Many, however, of those

whose lives were most irreproachable, held for works, and per-

ceiving that their lives were condemned by the doctrine of faith,

they pretended that St. James opposed St. Paul. Being re-

solved to defend the treasure he had discovered, Lefevre showed

the consistency of the two apostles with each other: "Has not

St. James said," chapter 1st, "that every excellent grace and

every perfect gift is from above? Now who denies that justi-

fication is the perfect gift, the excellent grace? ... If you

see a man move, the breathing that we observe in him is to us

a sign that he is alive. Thus works are necessar}', but only as

to their retirement to their own principality of Beam, in 1530, in consequence

of the ungrateful and tyrannical conduct of Francis I. to his sister and her

second husband. Nothing could have given less real cause of offence than their

conduct in Beam. "They applied themselves," says M. Genin, "to promote

the happiness of their subjects, and the prosperity of commerce and agriculture

;

they soon changed the face of the country by sending for labourers from Berry,

Saintonge, and" Sologne. While her husband was fortifying Navarreins, Mar-

garet wal employed in building the palace of Pau, and surrounding it with mag-

nificent gardens. She had taken upon herself the title and the office of minister

of the poor, and it does not appear that she made any sinecure of it ; she visited

the indigent sick, sent them physicians, and distributed abundance of secret

alms. She endowed the hospitals of Alenoon and Mortagne ; founded a hospice

(house of refuge for pious travellers and strangers) at Fan, ar.l another at

Paris, that for orphans, called from their uniform, the red-children.

"But she gave a welcome to doctors who smacked of heresy; she allowed

Gerard Roussel to preach at her court in a lay dress ; she employed her credit

in getting hmi appointed bishop of Oleron. The rage of her enemies was aug-

mented by their impotency and by the cool disdain which Margaret opposed to

their attem.pts. Their audacity was emboldened by her patience. One day a

fanatical monk, at a meeting for concerting what measures should be taken

against the queen of Navarre, proposed that she should be put into a sack and

thrown into the Seine. The principal of the college of Navarre, no doubt from

a desire to restore the credit of the name of his house, which seemed to be

compromised, dared to have a luretched farce acted hy the professors and stu-

dc7its, imvhich Margaret ivas represented as a hell-fiend {inrie d'enfer) : not

having the power to drown her, they damned her. Indignant at this insolence,

the king would have had those who had been guilty of it, apprehended ; the

principal, in his robe, at the head of his gang, received the king's messengers

with a shower of stones. But this fine comedy ended rather unpleasantly for

the actors. The queen of Navarre, happening to be in Paris at the time, went

and threw herself at her brother's feet, and obtained forgiveness for the

pedants." See notice, p. 55, 56. She used to be denounced also from the

pulpits, Tb.
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the signs of a living faith which is followed by justification. ^

Is it eye-salves, or washes that illuminate the eye?

No, it is the virtue of the sun. Well now, those salves and

washes are our works. The ray alone which the sun darts from

above, is justification itself.'""-

Farel eagerly listened to these instructions; soon these tidings

of grace had an inexpressible charm for him. All objections

vanished; every conflict ceased. Hardly had Lefevre announced

this doctrine, when Farel embraced it with all his natural

ardour. He had sustained enough of toil and struggle in

acquiring the lesson that he could not save himself; and he

needed but to see it laid down in the Word, that God saves

freely, to beheve that it was so. "Lefevre,''' says he, "drew

me out of the false opinion of merit, and taught that all pro-

ceeded from grace; and this I believed as soon as it was told

rae.''^ Thus did a prompt and decisive conversion, like that of

St. Paul, lead to the embracing of the faith that Farel, who, to

use the words of Theodore Beza, daunted neither by threats,

nor insults, nor blows, gained over to Jesus Christ Montbel-

liard, Neuchatel, Lausanne, Aigle, and, finally, Geneva.'^

Lefevre, meanwhile, persevering in his instructions, and like

Luther, fond of employing contrasts and paradoxes, in which

great verities were involved, extolled the grand peculiarities of

the mystery of redemption. "Ineffable change," he would

exclaim, "innocence is condemned and the guilty is absolved;

blessing is cursed, and he who was cursed is blessed; life dies

and death receives life; glory is covered with confusion, and he

who was confounded is covered with glory .""^ The pious doctor

penetrated even beyond this, and acknowledged that all salva-

tion proceeds from the sovereignty of God's love. "They who

are saved," he would say, "are so by election, by grace, by the

will of God, and not by their own. Our election, our will, our

works, are inefficacious; the election of God alone is omnipotent.

1 Opera signa viva fidei, quam justificatio sequitur. (Fabri Comm. Epp.
Pauli, p. 73.)

2 Sed radius desuper a sole vibratus, justificatio est. (Ibid. p. 73.)
' Farel. A tous seigneurs.
* Nullis difRcultatibus fractus, nullis mini;*, convitiis, verberibus denique inflic-

tis territus. (BezsB Icones.)
' ineffabile commercium I . . . (Fabri Comm. 145 verso.)
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When we are converted, it is not our conversion which makes

us chosen of God, but it is by God's grace, will, and choice, that

we are converted."

But Lefevre did not confine himself to doctrines alone; if he

gave God the glory, he required from man obedience, and urged

the obligations that flow from the great privileges of the Chris-

tian."^ "If thou art of the Church of Christ, thou art of Christ's

body," he would say; "and if thou art of the body of Christ,

thou art filled with the Godhead; for the fulness of the Godhead

dwells in him bodily. Oh! if men could but comprehend this

privilege, how would they not keep themselves pure, chaste, and

holy, and how would they not account all this world's glory to

be but shame, in comparison of that inward glory which is hid-

den from the carnal eye? "^

Lefevre could perceive that the office of doctor of the Word

involves a high magisterial function, and this he discharged

with an immovable fidelity. The corruption of the times^ and

that of the ecclesiastics in particular, moved his indignation, and

called forth severe reproofs: "How shameful," he would say,

1 IncfiRcax est ad hoc ip«im nostra rohintas, nostra electio ; Dei autem elec-

tio efficacissima et potentissima, etc. (Fabri. Comm. p. 89, verso.)

2 Thus Farel contemplated the doctrine of election by grace, which has been

already mentioned, not as a mere speculative point of doctrine, as has been done

by many in later times, but with a heart filled with a sense of God's free unmerited

love. Contemplated in the former manner, it enfeebles the mind and makes

the Gospel lose its power, but contemplated in the latter, it enhances that power

;

and is fruitful in stimulating to all good.—L. R.
3 Si de corpore Christi, divinitate repletus es. (Fabri Comm. p. 176, verso.)

* The enemies of the Reformation, Romanist and philosophical, have exhi-

bited all the inconsistencies of Maimbourg, in their charges against its pro-

fessors in France. Thus Je Lahoureur tells us that most of the learned men
patronised by Francis I., and his sister Margaret, had hardly any religion, and

choose the most Jihertine and the most convenient, which did not prevent them,

however, from "speaking uncharitably of the ignorance and ill lives of some of

the clergy." Professor Genin, on the contrary, labours to make it appear that

the princess never Avas a Protestant beyond co-operating with other good Roman
catholics, to efifect a reformation in "the scandalous abuses" of the clergy at

that time. See Notice sur Marguerite d'Angoidcme, p. 17. Such Reformers

M. Genin considers all honest people and religious minds must have wished suc-

cess to. Lacretelle, so far from associating the Reformation with a libertine

and convenient religion, represents Francis I. as opposing it chiefly on the

ground of "the malignant passions and lugubrious gravity that accompany a

taste for theological controversies." See Hist, de France, pendant les Guer-

res de ReUpion, Introd. p. xlviii.

The truth is, the Reformation, like the Gospel, opposed alike scandalous

living in all parties, and the really lugubrious asceticism by which the Romish
church seeks to atone for sin; and thus has it been with it, as with our Lord

and John the Baptist. Its Christian liberty has been called licentious; its

etern morality diabolical. Tb.

H. 3 s
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"is it for a bishop to solicit people to drink with him, to devote

himself to nothing but gambling, to be ever handling the dice

box and the horn, to be taken up with nothing but hawks and

hounds, to be ever out hunting, shouting after feathered and

other game, to enter houses of debauch.^ ... but these

are men that deserve worse punishment than Sardanapalus

himself!"-

1 Et virgunculas gremio tenentem, cum suariis sermones miscentem. (Fabri

Comm. p. 208.)
2 Speaking of the prospects of the Reformation in France, at this period,

Galliard says : " The general dispositions of Europe when Luther appeare:!,

dispositions so much opposed to the court of Rome and so favourable to the

Reformation, seemed likely to be found stronger in France than elsewhere.

That state had suffered more than any other from the perfidious acts of pope

Alexander VI., and the furious proceedings of Julius II. The mild and mo-
derate Louis XII. had found himself constrained to break out against Julius,

and to call a council at Pisa for the purpose of deposing him ; he struck a medal

with this inscription, adopted by Luther, Ferdam Bahylonis nomen. Under
Francis I., the affair of the Concordat had embittered the minds of the clergy,

the parliament, the university, of all those bodies, in fact, whose sentiments

direct the feelings of the public. Francis I., notwithstanding the condescension

he had shown in that affair to the popes, had almost always enemies in Leo X.

and Adrian VI. Possibly had Luther lived in France, such a conjuncture of

circumstances, might have procured for him the same success in that kingdom

that he had in Germany, but the focus of the Reformation was lighted up at too

great a distance from France," &c. The historian then enters into a long detail

showing how many things, both in the religious and the political sphere, concurred

to make France repel the Lutheran Reformation.

This was wisely ordered by Divine Providence. An imported Reformation

would to this day have armed against its reception in France, the susceptibili-

ties of a people excessively jealous of their nationality. It was well that the

Reformation which they had, erected as it was on the same foundation of Scrip-

ture and primitive Christianity, should have been raised from the first by French-

men.
Looking at the pre-oi'dained peculiarities of French society, an acute observer

might perhaps have predicted from the first, what afterwards happened, that

the mass of the French people, descended from Gauls who had become thoroughly

imbued with the Roman paganism which Roman Catholicism has in so many points

closely imitated, would, along with the priesthood, a body united with the people

by common tastes and traditions, as well as by community of blood, have con-

tinued as much opposed to the simplicity of Gospel worship, as the same class

was in other countries favourable to it; and that its friends in France would
mainly be found in the Gothic and Teutonic noblesse of that country, and in the

middle classes whose rising wealth and intelligence made them so far superior

to the tyranny of ancient superstition. Court, priesthood, and populace, suc-

ceeded, by the wars and massacres of the 16th, and the persecutions of the 17th

century, to suppress the Reformation in France. But in surviving it, these

parties survived also, nearly the whole of, according to La None, the most
numerous and generous aristocracy in Europe, a large and thriving middle class,

and a considerable body of learned pastors and teachers. France from that

moment declined in every element of national greatness, and continued to sink

as long as the nation was composed of those three papal elements, that is, from
1685 to 1792. The revolution destroyed for a time the court and priesthood,

while philosophy and military ambition did much to make the populace less

religious in any sense. Tlie Reformation is again pushing its conquests in

France under a singularly altered condition of things, and many expect in the

nineteenth century, a repetition of the experience of the sixteenth. Such an
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III. Thus spoke Lefevre. Farel listened to him with feelings

of high delight, received all that he said, and threw himself into

the new course now suddenly opened before him. Still there

was one article of his old creed which he could not as yet entirely

relinquish; this was the saints and the invocation of them.

The finest minds often have such remains of darkness, which

cling to them after they have received the light. Farel heard

with astonishment the illustrious doctor assert, that Christ

alone should be addressed in prayer. "Religion has but one

foundation," said Lefevre, "but one aim, but one chief, Jesus

Christ, blessed for evermore; he alone hath trodden the Avine-

press. Let us not then call ourselves by the name of St. Paul,

or of Apollos, or of St. Peter. Christ's cross alone opens heaven,

and it alone shuts the gate of hell." On hearing these words,

Farel's soul became the scene of a terrible conflict. On the one

hand, he beheld the whole multitude of the saints ranged on the

side of the Church; on the other, Jesus Christ alone with his

master. Sometimes he inclined to the one side, sometimes to

the other; here was his last error and his last combat; he hesi-

tated, he continued to attach himself to those venerable personages

before whom Rome bows down and worships. At length the

decisive stroke descended from on high. The scales fell from

his eyes. Jesus alone appeared to him the proper object of

adoration. "Then," says he, "the popedom was utterly sub-

verted; I began to detest it as diabolical, and the holy Word of

God had the first place in my heart.""!

Public events hastened the progress made by Farel and his

friends. The same Thomas de Yio who afterwards encountered

Luther at Augsburg, having advanced in a work of his that the

pope was absolute monarch of the Church, Louis XIL brought

the book under the notice of the university in the month of

Februarv, 1512; and it was then that James Allmain, one of

the youngest doctors, and a man of profound genius and inde-

fatigable industry, read, at a full meeting of the theological

faculty, a refutation of the cardinal's assertions, which was loaded

with applause.2

historical comparison enhances the interest of hoth periods, and to assist the

reader in making it, I throw out these remarks.

—

Tk.

1 Farel, a tons seigneurs.

* Cr6vier's History of the university of Paris, vol. v. p. SI.
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Now, what an impression was not such a discourse fitted to

produce on the young disciples of Lefevre! Should they hesi-

tate when the university seemed impatient of the yoke of the

popedom? If the main body of the army itself waver, was it

not for them to push on in front and clear the way ? " The

popedom," says Farel, " could not fail gradually to come to the

ground in my heart; for it did not yield at the first concus-

sion.""! He contemplated the abyss of superstition in which he

had been plunged. Once more, as he halted on its edge, he

viewed all its depths v.ith a restless eye, and recoiled from the

sight with a feeling of terror. " Oh ! what horror do I enter-

tain for myself and my sins when I think of them!" he ex-

claimed.- "0 Lord!" he continues, "had my soul but served

thee in lively faith, as thy faithful servants have done ; had it

but prayed to thee and honoured thee as much as I devoted

my heart to the mass and to serving that charmed morsel,

rendering all honour to it!" Thus did this youth from Dau-

phiny deplore his past life, and would repeat with tears as Saint

Augustine of old used to do : "I have been too long of know-

ing thee; I have been too long of loving thee!"

Farel had found Jesus Christ; having reached the port, he

felt happy in being able to rest himself there, after the long tem-

pests he had encountered.^ " Now," he would say, " every

thing presents itself to me under a new aspect."* Scripture is

made clear; the prophets are opened; the apostles send a flood

of light into my soul.^ A voice, until now unknown, the voice

of Christ, my shepherd, my master, my doctor, powerfully ad-

dresses me "6 So changed was he, that "instead

of the murderous heart of the furious wolf," he returned, he

would say, "tranquilly, like a mild and affectionate lamb, with

a heart entirely withdrawn fx'om the pope and given up to Jesus

Christ."7

Escaped from such a calamity, he turned to the Bible,^ and

1 Farel. A tous seigneurs. ^ Ibid.

3 Animus per varia jactatus, verum nactus portum, soli hresit. (Farel Ga-
leoto.)

* Jamrerum nova facies. (Ibid.)
* Notior scriptura, apertiores propbetse, lucidiores apostoli. (Ibid.)
* Agnita pastoris, magistri et prseceptoris Christi vox. (Ibid.)
' Farel. A tous seigneurs.
^ Lego sacra ut causam inveniam. (Farel Galeoto.)
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zealously applied himself to the study of Greek and Hebrew.^

He read the holy Scriptures constantly with an ever warmer

regard for them, and God enlightened him from day to day.

He still continued his attendance at the churches of the old

worship, but what did he find there? Loud voices and singing

without end, and words uttered without their being understood.

. . . .- Accordingly, often amid the multitude that was

pressing round an image or an alt-ar, he would exclaim: " Thou

alone, thou art God; thou alone, thou art wise; thou alone,

thou art good!-^ Nothing ought to be diminished from thy holy

law, nothing ought to be added thereto; for thou art the only

Lord, and thou alone hast the will and the power to command!"

Thus did all men, and all doctors, descend, in his apprehen-

sion, from the elevation in which his imagination had placed

them, and his whole regards became engrossed by God and his

Word. Already had the persecutions to which Lefevre had

been subjected by the other doctors in Paris, make those men
lose all favour in his eyes; but, ere long, Lefevre himself, his

much-loved guide, was no more to him than a man, a man,

indeed, whom he should ever love and venerate, but God alone

became his master.

Farel and Luther, of all the reformers, are those, perhaps,

with whose early spiritual experience we are best acquainted,

and who had to pass through the severest struggles. Both keen

and ardent; both born for assault and battle; they had both to

sustain the toughest conflicts before they came to enjoy peace.

In Farel we see the pioneer of the Reformation in Switzerland

and in France; he throws himself into the copse; he applies

his axe to forests that have stood for ages. Calvin, like Mel-

anchthon, from whom he differs, indeed, in character, but with

whom he shares the part of theologian and organiser of the

Churches, comes later. These two, reminding u« so far, the one in

the bland, the other in the severe tone of character, of the legisla-

tors of antiquity, build up, arrange in settled order, and legislate,

in the countries that were conquered by the two first reformers.

1 Life of Farel, Geneva Manuscript and that of Choupard.
2 Clamores multi, cantiones innumerse. (Farel Galeoto, Neuchatel inann-

scripts.)

3 Vere tu solus Deus ! (Ibid.)
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Meanwhile, if there be a resemblance in some points betwixt

Luther and Farel, we must admit, that in the latter we see but

one side of the Saxon Reformer. Besides the superiority of his

genius, Luther, in what concerned the Church, had a modera-

tion, a wisdom, a range of view, as respected both past times

and present, and even a capacity for organizing social bodies,

which we do not find to the same degree in the Reformer from

Dauphiny.

Nor was Farel the only young Frenchman into whose mind a

new light v/as poured. The doctrines caught from the lips of

the illustrious Etaples doctor, fermented in the crowd that at-

tended his lectures; and in his school were formed those coura-

geous soldiers who were one day to maintain the conflict, at the

very stake. What he said called forth attention, comparison,

and discussion; much vivacity being displayed in speaking for

or against his positions. There is some ground to believe that

among the few students who defended the truth, was the young

Peter Robert Olivetan, born at Noyon towards the close of the

fifteenth century, who afterwards translated the Bible into

French, upon the basis of Lefevre's translation, and who seems

to have been the first to recommend the doctrines of the Gospel

to the attention of a young man of his family, also a native of

Noyon, and who lived to be the most illustrious of all the

leaders of the Reformation.

^

Thus, previous to 1512, when as yet Luther had made no

kind of figure in the world, and had gone to Rome on some

monkish business; when Zwingli had not even begun any zeal-

ous application to sacred literature, and was passing the Alps

with the confederates, to fight the battles of the pope, Paris

and France were hearing those vital truths from which the

Reformation was to come forth, taught from a professor's chair;

and souls fitted to propagate them, were imbibing them with a

holy avidity. Theodore de Beza, accordingly, in speaking of Le-

fevre of Etaples, hails him as the person "who had the courage to

commence the renovation of the pure religion of Jesus Christ;"^

and he remarks that "just as the school of Isocrates was observed

' Biogr. univ., art. Olivetan. Maimbourg's History of Calvinism, p. 53 of
the French edition.

- Et purioris religionis instaurationem fortiter agressus, (Bezjc Icones.)
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of old to furnish the best orators, from the class- room of the doc-

tor of Etaples were seen to come forth the greatest worthies of

their times and of the Church."

•

In France, then, the Reformation was no foreign importation.

It was born on French soil; it shot its first germs in Paris;

it struck its first roots in the very university, that second power

in Romish Christendom. God put the principles of that work

into the honest hearts of men of Picardy and Dauphiny, before

it had commenced in any other country of the world. The

Swiss reformation, as we have seen,- was independent of the

German reformation; and that of France, in its turn, was inde-

pendent of those of Switzerland and Germany both. The work

commenced at once in those different countries, without any

communication betwixt them ; as in a battle, all the divisions

of an army put themselves in motion at the same instant, not

because the one has told the other to march, but because one

and the same order, coming from a higher quarter, has been

heard by all. The times were fulfilled, the nations were made

ready, and God began the renovation of the Church everywhere

at once. Such facts demonstrate that the grand revolution of

the sixteenth century, was the work of God.

Looking only to dates, we must acknowledge then, that neither

to Switzerland, nor to Germany, belongs the glory of having

commenced this work, although these two countries are the only

ones up to this time that have disputed it between them. That

glory properly belongs to France, and this is a truth in point of

fact which we hold ourselves bound to establish, as one that up

to the present time, may perhaps liave been disowned. With-

out stopping to inquire what influence Lefevre exercised directly

or indirectly on several men, and possibly on Calvin in parti-

cular, let us consider that which he exercised on one alone of

his disciples, namely, Farel, and on the energetic activity which

that servant of God displayed from that time forward. After

this, can we resist the conviction that even although Zwingli

and Luther had never appeared, still there would have been a

reforming movement in France? No doubt, we cannot calculate

• Sic ex Stapulensis auditorio prajstantissimi viri plurimi prodierint. (Bezaa

Icones.)
^ See p. 11. of this volume.
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how far it would have gone; we must even admit that one

remote effect of what took place beyond the Ehine and the Jura,

was to invigorate and quicken the march of the French Refor-

mers at a later period. But they were the first to be roused by

the trumpet that sounded from heaven in the sixteenth century,

and they, too, were first up and armed, on the field of battle.

Luther, nevertheless, was God's grand instrument in the six-

teenth century, and, in the largest meaning of the word, he was

the first Reformer. Lefevre was not the finished man that Calvin,

Farel, and Luther were; although he holds of Wittemberg and

Geneva, he has some slight remains of the Sorbonne cleaving to

him; he is the first catholic in the movement of the Reforma-

tion, and the last reformed in the catholic movement. He
remains to the last as a go-between, a somewhat mysterious

mediating personage, destined to remind us that there is some

connection between those old, and these new things, which a

great gulph seems eternally to separate. Though Rome repels

and persecutes him, still he remains attached to Rome by a

slender thread which he is unwilling to break. Lefevre of

Staples has a place apart in the theology of the sixteenth cen-

tury; he is the link that connects modern with ancient times,

and the man in whom we see the passage effected between the

theology of the middle ages, and that of the Reformation.

^

IV. Thus, all was ferment in the university. But it was not

the learned alone that were to be employed in the Reformation

in France; it was to gain a footing among the great, nay, in

the very court of the king.

' One remark is strikingly applicable to these three reformations, as well as

to those of other parts of Eurojie, by no means excepting Italy and Spain,
although in these last countries the religious awakening was soon crushed by
the inquisition, namely, that they had their origin not in political causes, but in

deep religious feelings, overwhelming convictions of truth, and a strenuous appli-

cation to the study of Holy Scripture. Political aims may have mingled after-

wards with the reforming movement, mere politicians may often have ranged
themselves with men of much loftier views ; but, originally and essentially, the
revolution turned upon profound religious convictions. This fact, together with the
unquestionably Scriptural and moral character of those convictions, has griev-

ously annoyed both Romanist and infidel historians ; and every effort, accord-
ingly, has been made to conceal, obscure, and misrepresent it. But here, as in

other cases, passion and prejudice have hurt their own cause by their precipi-

tation and inconsistency. If the movement was political, and the author of the
Esprit de la Ligue insists that in all instances but Switzerland it was so, why
so many prosecutions and capital punishments for heresy ? And why such pains
to fix the charges oi religiousfanaticism on men, who at the same time are held
out as the prime movers in great political changes, having pure self-interest for
their end? Tr.

& r o 6 i-
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Louis XI I. was succeeded by his cousin-german, and son-in-

law, young Francis d'Angouleme, a prince whose handsome

figure, address, courage, and love of pleasure, made him the first

knio-ht of his time. But he had a higher aim than that; he

desired to be a great and even a good king, provided all things

gave way before his sovereign pleasure. Valour, love of letters,

and gallantry, went to form the character of Francis and the

spirit of his times. Two other illustrious kings, Henry IV.,

and Louis XIV., presented the same points of character, at two

subsequent periods. All three were wanting in what the Gospel

bestows; and although the elements of holiness and Christian

elevation, have ever been found in the (French) nation, it may

be said that those three great monarchs of modern France, have

in some measure stamped with the impress of their own charac-

ters, the people whom they governed, or rather that they imaged

forth that people to the very life. Had the Gospel entered

France in the person of the most illustrious of the Valois, he

might have introduced into the nation, a spiritual tendency,

a Christian sanctity, and a comprehension of divine things,

which it certainly does not possess, and he might thus have sup-

plied a desideratum which, more than anything else, goes to

render a nation powerful and great.

It was in the reign of Francis I. that France and Europe

underwent the transition from the middle ages to modern

times. The new world, as yet but in embryo when that prince

ascended the throne, then entered upon its majority and into

possession. The new social system Avas influenced by two

classes of persons. On the one hand, we can trace the rise of

men of faith, who were at the same time men of wisdom and

holiness; on the other, we see courtly scribblers, the friends of

worldliness and disorder, who by the libertinism of their princi-

ples, contributed almost as much to corruption of morals, as the

first did to their reformation.

Had not Europe, in the days of Francis I., beheld the rise of

the Reformers; had it been delivered over, by a severe judgment

of Providence, to infidel innovators, it would have been all over

both with it, and with Christianity. Great, indeed, was the

danger. These two classes of combatants, the adversaries of

the pope, and those of Jesus Christ, were for a time confounded

11. 3 T
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with each other, and as both called for freedom, both seemed to

employ the same weapons against the same enemies. An inex-

perienced eye could not distinguish them from each other, amid

the dust of the battle-field. Had the former allowed themselves

to be hurried along with the latter, all would have been lost.

The foes of the hierarchy passed rapidly to the extremes of

ungodliness, and were driving Christian society into a frightful

abyss; the popedom itself aided this horrible catastrophe, and

by its ambition and disorders, hastened the destruction of all

that was left of truth and life in the Church. But God raised

up the Eeformation, and Christianity was saved. The Refor-

mers who had been shouting for liberty, soon made obedience

their watch-word. The same men that had been subverting the

throne from which the Roman pontiff delivered his oracles, pro-

strated themselves before the Word of God. A clear and decisive

separation then took place ; hostilities even commenced between

the two divisions of the army. The one had wanted liberty only

for themselves; the others claimed it in the interest of the Word
of God. The Reformation became the most formidable foe to

that infidelity which Rome contrived so often to treat with

mildness. After having restored liberty to the Church, the

Reformers restored religion to the world, and of these two bene-

fits, the latter was then the most necessary.

The abettors of infidelity trusted for a time that they might

reckon among their adherents Margaret de Valois, duchess of

Alengon, whom Francis loved with a devoted afiection, and used

always to call his darling, says Brantome.^ Brother and sister

were distinguished by the same tastes and the same mental

accomplishments. Possessing, like Francis, a handsome person,

Margaret united to those strong qualities which constitute

greatness of character, the softer charms that captivate the

heart. In general society, at festive entertainments, at the

court of the king as well as at that of the emperor, she shone

like a queen, she fascinated, she astonished, she made conquests

of the hearts of others. Passionately devoted to literature, and

endowed with a rare measure of genius, she would retire to her

closet and give herself up to the enjoyment she derived from her

I Vie des Dames illustres, p. 333. edit, de la Haje. 17-10.
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own thoughts, from study, and from increasing her stores of

knowledge. But the greatest of all her desires was that of doing

good and preventing ill. Ambassadors, after they had been

received by the king, used to pay their homage to Margaret.

"They were greatly ravished with her,"" says Brantome, "and

went back with much to say about her to their fellow-country-

men." And the king would often hand over to her matters of

great importance, leaving "the total resolution thereof to her."^

This celebrated princess was always distinguished by great

severity of morals; but while many persons confine severity to

words and in their manners are free, Margaret did the contrary.

Irreproachable as she was' in her conduct, she was not altogether

so as respected her writings; but so far from being surprised at

this, we ought rather perhaps to be astonished that so corrupt

a woman as Louisa of Savoy, should have had so pure a daugh-

ter as Margaret. While she was traversing the country as a

member of the court, she set herself to paint the manners of

that age, and, in particular, the corruption of the priests and the

monks. "I have heard her," says Brantome, "relate this to

my grandmother who always accompanied her in her litter, as

her maid of honour, and held her ink-stand."- Such, according

to some, was the origin of the Heptameron; but modern critics,

held in just esteem, are convinced that Margaret was a stranger

to that, at times, more than frivolous collection, and that it was

the work of Desperiers, valet de chambre to the queen. ^ 4

1 Vie des Dames illustres, p. 337. Hague Edition, 1740.

2 Ibid. p. 34B. Hague edition of 1740.

3 This has been established by one of the most distinguished literary men of

our day, M. Ch. Nodier, in the Revue des Deux Mondes, torn, xx, where,

among other things, he says, p. 350 :
" Desperiers is the true and almost the

sole author of the Heptameron. I hare no hesitation in saying that I have no
doubt of this, and that I quite agree with de Bouistan, who seems to have had

no other motive for concealing or omitting the name of the queen of Navarre."

If, as I believe, Margaret composed some tales, (no doubt the most decent o\

those composing the Heptameron), it must have been in her early youth, im-

mediately after her marriage with the duke d'Alen9on (1509). 'Y\ie circum-

stance mentioned by Brantome (p. 346), that the king's mother and madame
de Savoie, " being young," wished to " imitate " Margaret, proves this. To
this testimony we may add that of de Thou, who says :

" Si tempora et juvenilem

CBtatem in qua scriptum est respicias, non prorsus damnandum, certe gravitate

tantse heroinaj et extrema vita minus dignum." (Thuan. Hist. vi. p. 117). "If
you consider the times and the youthful age at which it was written, it is not

altogether to be condemned, though it is certainly beneath the gravity of so

great a heroine, and unworthy of her old age." (De Thou's History, Book. vi.

p. 117.) Brantome and de Thou are both unexceptionable authorities.

* Professor Genin ridicules the idea of Desperiers being the author of the
" Tales of the Queen of Navavre " to which M. Nodier has improperly given the
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This Margaret, so lovely, so clever, and living in so corrupt

an atmosphere, was destined to be among the first to be drawn

into the religious movement then beginning to be felt in France.

But how, in so impure a court, and amid the licentious tales

supplied for its amusement, could the duchess of Alengon come

within reach of the Reformation? Her lofty soul felt longings

which nothing but the Gospel could satisfy; grace is confined

to no particular place; Christianity which even before an apos-

tle was seen in Rome, had its partisans in the house of Narcis-

sus and at the court of Nero,l upon its appearing again, soon

found an entrance into the court of Francis I. Lords and

ladies spoke to the princess in the language of faith, and the

first beams of the sun that was then rising over France, fell

upon an illustrious head, from which they were immediately

reflected upon the duchess of Alenoon.

Amono- the most distinguished noblemen at court was count

William de Montbrun, son of cardinal Brigonnet of St. Malo,

who, on becoming a widower, had entered the Church. Count

William was fond of study, and having taken orders himself,

tiUe of " the Heptameron." I could wish to embrace in a Note all that the

editor of the princess's letters says on the subject, but it occupies nine 8vo.

j/ages. The main facts are these.
' Though very little is known about Desper-

iers, it is certain that the tales that pass under his name cannot be his, as cir-

cumstances are introduced in them which took place after his death, and his

irreligious character forbids the idea of his being the author of any of the

" queen of Navarre's tales," all of which, says professor Genin, without excep-

tion, are stamped with a spirit of devotion. The princess is supposed to have

begun them in 1621, the year in -which there appeared the first French transla-

tion of Boccacio's Decameron, and to have ended about the close of 1548, as

the G6th tale introduces an adventure that happened posterior to July of that

year. " It is known," says M. Gcnin, " that during the last year of her life, she

was aflFected with a profound disgust for all earthly things, not excepting litera-

ture and the arts." She died in October, 1549. The first authentic edition of

the "Tales" appeared ten years after, in 1559, and even then they were

announced as retouched, and'tbis retouching extends to the whole work. The

original text is no where to be found. " The result of all this." says professor

Genin, " is that, properly speaking, the tales of the queen of Navarre are still

unpublished."

It is difficult to form a conclusion as to their alleged indecency. Professor

Genin admits that they are of an opposite character from the princess's avowed

productions, yet says they are all stamped with a devotional spirit, and that

those who charge them with being licentiously immoral, only echo Voltaire,

who was mistaken {qui se irompait). With every wish to ridicule so religious

a person, Voltaire might easily found such a charge on very weak grounds. In

our own day we have seen the most licentious immorality veiled in fine phrases

and studiously adapted to the most fastidious taste, while we know, also,_that

old writers of high moral character, in the delineation of manners especially,

employ language otfcnsive to modern refinement, and which it is easy to denounce

as immoral. 1 shall recur to Professor Gcnin's opinions in a future Note. Tb.

1 Rom. xvi. 11 ; Phil. iv. 22.
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became successively bishop of Lodeve and of Meaux. Twice

sent to Rome as ambassador, lie returned to Paris without hav-

ing been seduced by the fascinations and pomps of Leo X.

On his re-appearing in France, a general ferment had begun.

Farel, now a master of arts, was teaching in the celebrated

college of cardinal Lemoine, one of the four chief institutions of

die faculty of theology in Paris, and equal in point of rank to

the Sorbonne. Two fellow-countrymen of Lefevre, Arnold and

Gerard Roussel, and some others besides, extended the circle of

liberal and generous minds. Brigonnet, just arrived from the

festive entertainments of Rome, was amazed at what had been

done in Paris during his absence. Thirsting for the truth, he

renewed his old connection with Lefevre, and erelong began to

spend whole precious hours with the Sorbonne doctor, Farel,

both Roussels, and their other friends.^ Such was the humi-

lity of this illustrious prelate that he desired to be instructed

by the humblest instruments, but, above all, by the Lord him-

self. "I am in darkness," he would say, "waiting for the grace

of the divine benignity, from Avhich my undeservings have ban-

ished me." His mind was dazzled, so to speak, with the bright-

ness of the Gospel. His eyelids dropped in presence of that

transcendent splendour. "All eyes put together," he adds,

"would not suffice for the entire light of that sun.'""-

Lefevre had sent the bishop to the Bible—had pointed to it

as the guiding thread which ever leads us back to the original

truth of Christianity, to what it was anterior to all schools, sects,

ordinances, and traditions, and as the mighty means of renovat-

ing the religion of Jesus Christ. Brieonnet read the Scriptures.

"Such is the sweetness of heavenly food," he would say, "that

it makes a man's mind insatiable; the more it is tasted, the

more it is desired."^ He was ravished by the simple and power-

ful truth of salvation; he found Christ; he found God himself.

"What vessel," he would say, "is capable of receiving such

1 TTist. de la revocation de I'ecHt de Nantes, vol. i. p. 7. Maimbourg, Hist,

du Calv. p. 12.

2 These words of Brieonnet are extracted from the manuscript of tiie royal

library, having this title: " Lettres de Marguerite, rcine de Navarre (Letters

of Margaret, queen of Navarre), and marked S. F. 337. I shall have moro
than one occasion for quoting this manuscript, which I have often fovind it diffi-

cult to decvpher. In my quotations I retain the language of the time.
3 Ibid.
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amplitude of inexhaustible sweetness? But in proportion to the

desire felt for receiving the good guest, the tenement expands

for his reception. Faith is the billet-master who alone can

find him lodging, or, to speak more accurately, can make us

lodge in him." But, at the same time, the good bishop was

afflicted at seeing this doctrine of life which the Reforraatior

was restoring to the world, appreciated so little at the court, in

the city, and among the people; and he would exclaim: "0
singular renovation, most .worthy, and yet little relished by my
fellow-men

!

"

Thus did evangelical sentiments find their way into the frivo-

lous, dissipated, and literary court of Francis I. Some of those

who composed that court and who enjoyed the king''s full confi-

dence, such as John du Bellay, de Bude (Budseus), Cop the

court physician, and even Petit, the king's confessor, seemed to

favour the views of Brigonnet and Lefevre. Francis, a lover

of literature, who induced learned men with "Lutheran" leanings,

to come and settle in liis dominions, and who "thought," says

Erasmus, "that he should thus adorn and give a lustre to his

reign, more magnificently than he could by trophies, pyramids,

and the most pompous constructions," himself felt the influence

of his sister, of Brigonnet, and of the literary persons at his

court and in his universities. He attended the disputations of

his learned men, found gratification at his table in listening as

they talked, and called them "his sons." He opened up facili-

ties for the Word of God, by founding schools for the study of

Hebrew and Greek. Beza, accordingly, in placing his portrait

at the head of those of the Reformers, says: "0 pious beholder!

shudder not at the sight of this adversary! Ought not this hon-

our to be shared by him who after expelling barbarism from

the world, substituted with a firm hand in its place, three lan-

guages and good literature, to be, as it were, the door-keepers

of the new edifice that was soon to appear."' ^

• Neque rex potontissime pudent . . . quasi catrienses hujns pedes fiiturMs.

(Bezse Icones.)—Disputationibus eorum ipse mterfuit. (Flor. Rsemundi, Hist,
de Ortu hferesum, vii. p. 2.)

- This refers, no doubt, to Francis I.'s design, for which Budaeus gives him
the sole credit, of founding a college for instruction in Hebrew, Greek, and
Latin. Galliard enters at great length into the subject, in the 2d chapter,
book iv. of his History of Francis I. The example had been set by Leo X., and
Erasmus, but the French establishment was to be of unrivalled magnificence.
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But one soul, in particular, at the court of Francis I., was

prepared to come under the influence of the Staples doctor,

and the bishop of Meaux. Margaret, in her insecure and

tottering position, surrounded by corrupt society, looked about

for support, and found it in the Gospel. She turned to inhale

the refreshing breeze then pouring new life into the world, and

breathed it with delight as an emanation from heaven. From

some of the ladies of her court she learned what Mas taught by

the new doctors; their writings and small books, called in the

language of that time "tracts," were communicated to her; she

was spoken to on the subject of the "primitive church, of the

pure Word of God, of worship in spirit and in truth, of Chris-

There was to be constructed, on the site of the hotel de Nesle, where the Maz-
arin college was afterwards built, an edifice capable of containing a great many
masters, not only for the languages but for all the sciences, and six hundred
young scholars, wliose course of study, under the whole of the professors, was
to extend in all to fourteen years; tlie king was to set apart for its support an
annual rent of 60,000 crowns, an enormous sum for those days, and proportioned

to such a scale of expense ; he was to construct a chapel, corresponding in mag-
nificence with the other buildings, and to found four prebends and four chaplain-

ships for its service.

Buda;us used his utmost efforts to efi'ect the full execution of this noble enter-

prise, at the head of which it was proposed, with a singular sacrifice of national

feeling, to place Erasmus. But that learned foreigner could not be induced
to come ; war and, it is suspected, the intrigues of the enemies of learning,

noble and ecclesiastical, thwarted the measures for securing a site and funds
for building. " Happily for the nobility," says Galliard, " the king was fond of
war; happily for the monks, he dreaded heresy; and neither accusations of
heresy, nor occasions of war, were wanting during that reign. The king could
not be prevented from wishing well to learning; endeavours were made to pre-
vent his favouring it, and these succeeded so far ; the college of the three languages
was not to be erected at the hotel de Nesle ; but the professors were appointed
and endowed. Two were nominated for Greek, and two for Hebrew, and the
establishment bore from that time the name of the royal college. It was formed
in the university (from which it was afterwards separated), and placed under
the direction of the grand almoner, who seems to have nominated to the chairs
until 1661." (Galliard's History of France, I. vol. iv. p. 174.) Though founded
as a new ornament to the university, it at first created nothing but jealousy.
The new professors were endowed and taught gratuitously. The old, who lived
by their labours, naturally dreaded such competition.
The need there was in PVance, at that time, for such an institution, now

appears incredible. Things could hardly be worse when Charlemagne called
for the assistance of Alcuin to restore the ruined learning of that age. Galliard
(v. iv. p. 159), adduces many testimonies to the fact that several of the profes-
sors at Paris hardly knew the names of Homer, Sophocles, Plato, and Thucy-
dides ; that the proverb, it is Greek, we cannot read it, was universally true.
Galand asks if there was a single Frenchman, before Francis I., who had so
much as heard it said in France that there was a Hebrew tongue, and challen-
ges the adducing of a single case of a man being able to read Greek, or to write
Latin. This Galliard thinks must be exaggeration, but he admits that though
a faint gleam shone for a few, the darkness of barbarism covered the rest of
France. All this makes Beza's placing Francis at the head of his Icones less
surprising. Tb,
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tian liberty that casts away the yoke of men''s superstitions and

tradition, that it may cleave to Grod alone."! Erelong this

princess saw Lefevre, Farel, and Roussel; she was struck with

their zeal, their piety, their morals, in short with everything

about them; but the bishop of Meaux, with whom she had long

been connected, became, more than any other, her guide into the

way of faith.

Thus was there effected, amid the brilliant court of Francis

I., and in the dissolute family of Louisa of Savoy, one of those

conversions of the heart which, in all ages, are the work of the

Word of God. At a subsequent period, Margaret expressed in

her poetical effusions, the different emotions of her soul at this

important epoch of her life; and in these we can now recover

the traces of the path which she then traversed. We see how

deep and strong were her convictions of sin, and how she wept

over the light manner in which she had treated the scandals of

the world. She exclaimed:

Is there a gulph of evil, yawning wide,

That fitting punishment can e'er provide.

For these my sins? . . .

This corruption which she had so long failed to observe, she

perceived everywhere, now that her eyes were opened

:

"Within, I feel I have its bitter root

;

"Without, I see its branch, flow'r, leaf, and fruit. 2

Meanwhile, amid the alarm produced in her by the state of

her soul, she owned that a God of peace had drawn near to her:

My God ! how low hast thon come down to me,

"Worm of the earth, in utmost need that be. 3

And soon the love of God in Christ was shed abroad ia her

heart

:

My Father then . . . but as a Father, what

Thine attributes? Unchangeable, unseen,

' Maimbourg, Hist, du Calvinisme, p. 17.

2 Marguerites de la Marguerite des Princesses (Lyon 1547), torn. I.^r Miroir

de I'ame pecheresse, p. 15. (Pearls of the Pearl of Princesses. (Lyons, 1547),

1st vol. Mirror of the Sinful Soul, p. 15.) The copy I have made use of seems
to have belonged to the queen of Navarre herself, and some Notes to be found

in it are positively said to be in her own hand writing. It now belongs to a

friend of the author's.

Mbid. p. 18, 19.
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Deathless, eternal, yrho by grace, mere grace,

Do'st all sin pardon. Lord, I would therefore fall,

A criminal confest, before thy feet.

Oh meek Emmanuel, perfect Father, Oh

Have mercy upon me ; my sin wash out.

Thou art the sacrifice, the altar thou.

Who such a sacrifice for us hast made.

That ev'n thyself, God ! art satisfied.

»

Margaret had found the faith, and her ravished soul gavs

itself up to transports of holy joy:

Hail Word divine, the Saviour, Jesus Christ,

The everlasting Father's only Son,

The first, the last, of all restorer, king

And bishop, mighty conqueror, from death

By thine own death delivering dying men.

Faith makes ev'n man the great Creator's son

;

Faith makes man righteous, holy, full of love ;

Faith gives him back his long lost innocence ;

Faith makes him king in Christ, the sovereign lord ;

By faith I Christ possess, and all in him. -

From that time forth a great change took place in the duchess

of Alencon:

Poor, ignorant, and helpless, she

Is powerful, wise, and rich in thee. ^

Meanwhile tlie power of evil was not yet abolished for her.

She found a jarring in her soul—a conflict that astonished her.

Born of a noble mind and yet a slave.

Earth's vileness, and heav'n's purity have both

Their parts in me. This soul, the seat of God,

Is the receptacle of sin ! And though

Immortal, to corruption yet I tend.

God feeds me, yet my pasture is on earth,

Evil I shun, yet what I shun I love.

And loving reason, fly from equity ;

Thus while my life shall last on earth, I see

Life a perpetual warfare still must be. ''

> Marguerites de la Marguerite des Princesses. Prayer to J. C. p. 143.

« Marn-uerites de la Marguerite des Princesses. Discord de I'esprit et de la

chair, p.^YS. (Pearls of the Pearl of Princesses. Discord between the Spirit

and the Flesh, p. Y3.)
3 Ibid. Miroir de I'ame, p. 22. (Ibid. Mirror of the Soul, p. 22.)

* Ibid. Discord de I'esprit et de la chair, p. 11. (Ibid. Discord of the Spirit

and the Flesh, p. Tl.)

II. 3 u
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Margaret, searching nature for symbols which might express

the longings and affections of her soul, adopted as her emblem,

says Brantome, the flower "which in its rays and leaves has

most affinity with the sun, and turns itself from all parts whither

he goes."i She added to it this motto:

'• Non inferiora secutus :" "I seek not meaner things ;

"

"Intimating," adds that courtly writer, "that she directed all

her actions, thoughts, wishes, and affections, to that great Sun,

even God; and therefore was she suspected of belonging to

Luther's religion."-

In fact, the princess soon lived to experience the truth of

those words, that all that will live godly in Christ Jesus, shall

suffer persecution. Margaret's novel opinions became the subject

of conversation at court, and great was the noise made on the

subject. "What! the very sister of the king was one of these

folks!" For a short time it might have been thought that

Margaret's fate was sealed. She was denounced before Francis

I. But the king who fondly loved his sister, affected to think

that there was nothing in the charge, and Margaret's own char-

acter gradually lessened the virulence with which she was

opposed. "Every one loved her, for," says Brantome, "she

was very good-natured, gentle, gracious, charitable, very acces-

sible, a great alms-giver, disdaining nobody, and gaining all

hearts in favour of her admirable qualities."3 4

' Vies des Femmes illustres, p. 33.
2 Ibid p. 33. ' « Ibid. p. 311.

* The disinterested and munificent protection and assistance bestowed on the

earliest French reformers by the sister of Francis I., make it the peculiar duty

of all who inherit their principles, to vindicate her character from unjust asper-

sions, and, accordingly, I here introduce a quotation from Professor Genin,

omitted at p. 516. from want of room, and proving how much the true character

of her tales has been misapprehended.
" The most celebrated, if not the best known of her works, is the collection

of the Queen of Navarre's Tales. From the manner in which everybody speaks

of these, it would seem that nobody has read them. The book, in fact, far from
deserves either the detestable reputation given to it in regard to its morals, or

that of being a masterpiece in respect of its style ; as to which, be the style

good or bad, the queen of Navarre is hardly interested, since the true text of

her novels has never been published. As for the other point, Voltaire has done
most to accredit that ill-founded opinion." M. Genin then shows how Voltaire

was led to traduce the morality of the book, and that instead of forming his

opinion by reading it, he seems to have merely re-echoed that of the Abb6
Goujet, who in the Bihliotheque Frangoise says :

" I desire not to speak here
oi the tales Siiivihwied. {to Margaret) . . . which have appeared unworthy
of the course of that queen's life, and of the dignity of the throne." (T. xi. 408.)
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Amid the corruption and the frivolity of that age, the mind

gladly reposes in the contemplation of this chosen soul which

the grace of God had apprehended under so much vanity and

human grandeur. But she was stopt in her course by her char-

acter as a woman. Had Francis had his sister's convictions,

doubtless this would not have been the result. The princess's

timid heart trembled at the thought of incurring the wrath of

her king. We behold her incessantly fluttering between her

brother and her Saviour, and loath to sacrifice either. We
recognise in her, not the Christian who has fully attained to the

liberty of the children of God; but a perfect type of those lofty

souls, often to be found in all ages, and particularly among
women, which though strongly attracted towards lieaven, never-

theless are wanting in the moral strength necessary for disen-

gaging themselves from the bonds of this earth.

Such as she is, however, Margaret of Valois presents an aflfect-

ing picture in history, and one that we look for in vain in Ger-

many or England. The star, indeed, is somewhat clouded, but

its lustre is incomparably soft and sweet; and even at the time

of which I am speaking, its radiance was freely enough mani-

fested. Not until some time after, when the incensed looks of

Francis I. gave token of his mortal dislike to the Gospel, did

his terrified sister veil her holy faith. But we have now to con-

template her, lifting up her head in the midst of that corrupt

court, and appearing in it as the spouse of Jesus Christ. The

" On the contrary," says Professor Genin, "he ought to have spoken of them in

order to refute an error too widely disseminated. But to have so spoken of
them, he must have read them, and the Abb6 Goujet was too devout at holy
Paris to run the risks incident to such reading. With a little courage he
might have assured himself that the queen of Navarre's tales were unworthy
neither of that Princess's life, nor of the majesty of the throne, as he says with
a somewhat ridiculous pomposity. Instead of the impure stories, the thought
of which frightened his pious austerity, he would have found moral tales, or at
least what deserve that title much more than those of Marmontel." This is

not saying much, but let the reader mark what the professor says, after observ-
ing that there is little imagination in them, and that Margaret had simply
endeavoured in a style of unadorned fluency, to relate adventures and witty
sayings, collected right and left, and mostly from her own recollections : " But
what neither Boccacio nor Marmontel, nor their numerous imitators have done,

the queen of Navarre never fails to do ; she deduces from each tale a moral
which it is meant to illustrate, and which often degenerates into nothing better
than a sermon, so that each of them, to say the truth, is the preface to a
homily. Margaret shows admirable talent in taking advantage of a love adven-
ture, to speak of piety. The infidelities of wives and husbands, the faults or the
crimes suggested by passion, all serve her as a text for grave, sometimes for

Eevere reflections. She deduces from human frailty, proofs that we ought ever
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respect with which she was regarded, the high opinion enter-

tained ahke of her understanding and her heart, pleaded better

than any preacher could have done, the cause of the Gospel at

the court of France. That mild influence of woman, gave

access to the new doctrines, and possibly it is to this period that

we may trace the leanings of the French nobihty in favour of

protestantism. Had Francis, too, followed his sister, had the

whole nation opened itself to receive Christianity, the conver-

sion of Margaret might have become the salvation of France.

But whilst the Gospel was welcomed by the nobles, the throne

and the people remained faithful to Rome; and it was yet to

prove a source of great misfortune to the Eeformation, that it

had the Navarres and the Conde's among its followers.

V. Thus early was the Gospel making illustrious conquests

in France. Lefevre, Brigonnet, Farel, and Margaret, were joy-

fully surrendering themselves in Paris to the movement which

had^ begun to unsettle the world, and even Francis I. seemed at

this time more attracted by the lustre of literature, than repelled

by the severity of the Gospel. The friends of the Word of God

were cherishing the fondest hopes, and expected to see the hea-

venly doctrine freely diff"use itself in their native country, when,

lo! a formidable opposition arose in the Sorbonne and at the

court. France, a country which for near three centuries was to

signalise itself by its persecutions, rose to oppose the Reforma-

tion with relentless rigour. If the seventeenth century was

that of bloody triumph, the sixteenth was no less so that of

to distrust our strength, and consequently implore, without ceasing, aid from on

high, without which our wisdom here helow is but foolishness. ' There is no

moral strength,' says she, 'but in God.'"
" This habit of bringing everything back to piety, forms the essential char-

acter of the book ; it is stamped upon every page and every line ; one might be

amazed at seeing this denied, did we not know how much, in matters of criticism,

traditions are vivacious and hackneyed, and what carelessness is often to be

found even in judges whom the world most respects."

One obvious reason for these tales being misrepresented and traduced, to a

degree of which M. Merle d'AubignS seems to have been quite unaware, since

he makes no attempt to defend them, is that they often relate to the monks, and

not very favourably. In this respect even M. Genin fully defends them, and

refers to the cordelier Menot, to prove that she was right m "pitilessly attack-

ing their debauchery, their pride, all their vices, to which the costume they

dishonour secures impunity." See "Notice," &c., pp. 93—97. From all this

it would appear, that besides indulging a taste for composition, Margaret sought

to take advantage of the fondness of that age for romantic stories, to direct it

to higher objects and to inculcate religious truth. Tr.
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cruel conflict; and no where perhaps did reformed Christians

find more pitiless enemies on the very spots where they dis-

played the Gospel standard, than they did in France. As for

Germany, it was in other states that its enemies prepared them-

selves for battle in their wrath; and in Switzerland it was in

other cantons; but in France they directly confronted each

other. It was now that a dissolute woman, and a greedy min-

ister of state, headed the long list of the Reformation's enemies.

'

Louisa of Savoy, mother of the king and of Margaret, a

woman notorious for her gallantries, absolute in her determina-

tions, and surrounded with a court of maids of honour, M'hose

' I remarked, in a former Note, the opposition of feeling and interest between

the clergy and commonalty of France on the one hand, and the nobility on the

other, "df what ill consequence, in a national point of view, it was that the

nobility should, by their leanings in favour of protestantism, create an associa-

tion in men's minds between them and it, which the papal clergy knew well how

to turn to their advantage, will be further seen from the following facts, taken

from an old description of the three estates in France. The clergy were the

Brst, the nobility the second, the commonalty the third. From the younger

sons and remoter descendants of the feudal barons, bearing the title of gcniils

homines, i. e. gentlemen, one would at first suppose that these became merged

in what are called "the gentry" in Britain, comprising men of the learned pro-

fessions, and successful traders and their descendants. Had this been so, the

prejudice against protestantism because of the favour it had among the nobles,

might have been expected to die away, the gentry forming a middle ground on

which such prejudices would gradually disappear. But this was far from being

the case. The remotest descendant of a baron kept aloof from the tiers etat.

He was born to but one profession—that of arms. It was never forgotten that

he was of a distinct race from the third estate—was sprung from foreign inva-

ders who had conquered the country by the sword, and were resolved to mono-

polise that weapon. This constitution of society goes far to explain, also, bow-

men of letters, notwithstanding the immense obligations of French literature to

the Reformation, ultimately ranged themselves on the side of its opponents.

"The words Tiers etat includes more," says my authority, "than that of Bur-

gesses ; and in the third estate we comprehend generally, all the degrees of men

of learning and science, all the greater and lesser officers of justice and fin-

ance, and, in fine, all common people in town or country, as well those who live

upon their income, as those who live by trade and those who work for their

bread."
Here we have the full force of the author's remark that the Reformation, m

the inscrutable order of providence, found the early favour of the French nobi-

lity to be "a great misfortune" at last. Had that body, as in our own more

happily constituted society, been blended with the gentry, and the gentry with

the burgesses, down to the honest labourer who toils for his bread, the papal

hierarchy could have found few prejudices of caste to inflame against the doc-

trines of the Gospel. As it was against these, they could array an opposition

of feeling and interest on the part of a third estate, that included the learned

professions and mCn of learning, and all the civil oflBcers, high and low, of the

crown. These facts must greatly augment our surprise that the Reformation

should ever have found favour with so large a proportion of the third estate in

France, as had embraced it in the course of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies, and they may well encourage the expectation of still greater triumphs,

now that the constitution of society there has undergone so total a change.

Tb.
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licentiousness introduced into the court of France a long course

of immorality and scandal, might naturally be expected to range

herself among the foes of God's Word, and was so much the

more to be dreaded, in that she ever preserved an almost bound-

less influence over her son. But the Gospel found a still more

formidable adversary in Louisa's favourite, Anthony Duprat,

Avhom she had caused to be appointed chancellor of the king-

dom. This man, whom a contemporary historian calls the most

vicious of all two-legged animals,^ was still more avaricious than

Louisa was dissolute. Having begun with enriching himself at

the expense of justice, he would fain have done the same thing

afterwards at the expense of religion, and entered into orders

with the view of monopolising the richest benefices.

Thus luxury and avarice formed leading features in the cha-

racters of those two personage!^, who being both of them devoted

to the pope, sought to conceal the scandals of their lives with

the blood of heretics.^ 3

One of their first proceedings was to deliver over the kingdom

to the ecclesiastical domination of the pope. After the battle

of Marignan, the king had a meeting with the pope at Bologna,

and there they concluded the famous Concordat, by which the

spoils of the Church were to be divided between these two

princes. They took the supremacy away from councils to be-

stow it on the popes, and deprived the Churches of the power

of nominating to bishoprics and benefices,^ to give it to the king;

J Bipedum omnium nequissimus. (Belcarius, xv., p. 435.)
- Sismondi llistoire des Frangais, xvi. p. 387.
^ It is no recommendation for the popedom that it needs such help, and still

less that it makes use of it. It lies in its very nature, and without such help,

•would long since have been banished from the earth. It flatters princes, the

great ones of the earth, and in short, all persons whose consciences are laden

-with misdeeds, and who, through their subjection to the pope, think by the

observance of certain outward performances, to purchase forgiveness of their

Bins, and freedom to harden themselves therein, besides extending and confirm-

ing their often unlawful power.—L. R.
* ' According to the ancient discipline, abbots were elected by the assembled

monks ; bishops by the clergy united with people, and the election of the bishops

was confirmed by the bishops of the province, especially by the metropoli-

tan. The multitude was thought then to be inaccessible to seduction ; the

voice of the people seemed to be a call from God. The annals of the Church
inform us, that this discipline had a happy tendency during the first ages—that

the people and the clergy almost always nominated by unanimous acclamation

the person who was most worthy, and that in the Galilean Church in particular,

the episcopal see received saints only, or rendered them such, (Mezeray. Abr.

Chr.) This was a natural effect of the spirit that presided at those elections,

and of the precautions taken to make them canonical. No Church was en-
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after which Francis L, in ratification of this treaty, appeared

in the cathedral Church at Bologna, holding up the train of the

pope's robe. He felt the injustice of the concordat, and turning

to Duprat, he whispered in his ear: " There is enough of it to

damn us both."^ But what cared he about his salvation?

Money, and an alliance with the pope, were what he looked to.

The parliament vigorously opposed the concordat. The king

obliged its deputies to wait several weeks at Amboise; and hav-

ing sent for them one day, just as he was leaving the table, he

said : " There is a king in France, and I do not understand that

a senate is forming there, as at Venice." He then ordered

them to be off before sun-set. From such a prince, evangelical

freedom had nothing to hope for. Three days thereafter, la

Tremouille, the grand chamberlain, appeared in parliament and

ordered the concordat to be registered.

Thereupon the university began to bestir itself. On the 18th

of March, 1.518, a solemn procession, attended by all the stu-

dents and bachelors in their copes, proceeded to the Church of

Saint Catherine of the scholars, to beseech of God to preserve

the liberties of the Church and the kingdom.^ " Colleges were

to be seen shut up ; armed students went about the city in large

bands, threatening, sometimes even maltreating, persons of con-

trusted to a strange pastor, those words of the Gospel being observed as a prin-

ciple :
" The sheep follow the pastor for they know his voice ; and a stranger

will they not follow, but will flee from him, for they know not the voice of

strangers." " It was not thought, according to the remark of the judicious

Abb6 Fleury, that a flock could confide in an unknown pastor, or that a strange

pastor could properly govern a flock which he did not know. Every Church
nominated as its bishop a baptized priest or deacon, instructed, ordained, and

exercised in that Church, one who had grown up in the shade of the same altar,

who had been prepared for the functions of his new ministry by functions of a

similar kind discharged under the eyes of those who elected him. ' All ought

to elect him whom all have to obey, and all ought to know him whom they

elect.' Such was the maxim of antiquity." (Gaillard, Ilist. de Frangois, I. v.

iii. p. 293.)

Universal corruption of doctrine and manners led to an universal change of

constitution m the Church. Happily the Bible, which, had it partaken of the

general corruption, might have become no better than the Talmud or Alcoran,

was preserved by the secret providence of the Church's head, as the Old Tes-

tament Scriptures had been, notwithstanding the corruption of the Old Testa-

ment Church. And as the influence of the lively oracles of God prevails, may
we hope to see a happy return to the above maxim of antiquity, in the appoint-

ment of all who rule and teach in the Church. It may be remarked, that

parochial episcopacy alone, and that in the case of moderately sized parishes,

admits of its full application, as in that case alone all can know him whom they

elect.—Tb.
' Matthieu, i. p. 16. « Crevier, v. p. 110.
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sideration, who, by commandment from the king, were causing

the said concordat to be published and executed."^ The uni-

versity, however, ended at last, by tolerating the execution of

this compact, but it never revoked the acts by which it had
manifested its opposition; and forthwith, says the Venetian

ambassador Correro, "they began to distribute bishoprics libe-

rally at the suit of ladies at court, and to bestow abbacies on

soldiers; in such a manner, that a trade in bishoprics and

abbacies began to be carried on at the court of France, like that

in pepper and cinnamon at Venice."- 3

While Louisa and Duprat were preparing the destruction of

the Gospel, by first destroying the hberties of the Gallican

Church itself, a fanatical and powerful party, on the other hand,

began to rise against the Bible. Christian truth has at all

times had two great adversaries, the dissolute morals of the

world, and the fanaticism of priests. The scholastic Sorbonne,

and a debauched court, might be expected to lend each other a

helping hand in opposing the confessors of Jesus Christ. In

the earl}-- days of the Church, unbelieving Sadducees and hypo-

critical Pharisees were the bitterest foes of Christianity, and

such they are in all ages. The dark places of the school ere

long vomited forth against the Gospel its most remorseless ene-

mies, led on by Noel Bedier, commonly called Beda, a syndic of

the Sorbonne, originally from Picardy, and called the greatest

bawler, and the most factious spirit of his time. Educated in

the dry aphorisms of the scholastic philosophy, having grown

into manhood amid the theses and antitheses of the Sorbonne,

and venerating the distinctions of the school, much more than

he did the Word of God, he was transported with rage against

all who had the audacity to give utterance to other doctrines.

E-estless, and incapable of taking rest, ever hankering after new

• Fontaine, Hist, cathol. Paris, 1562, p. 16.

Raumer, Gesch. Europ. i. p. 270.
^ Here let us mark the first warning example of such a concordat concluded

between the pope and a secular power, which for the Roman catholics them-
selves is most highly injurious. This concordat superseded the so-called prag-
matic sanction, and thus annihilated all the liberties of the Gallican Church
guaranteed by it, dividing the command of the Church's wealth between the
pope and the king, and depriving the Church thereof. Yet, after all, it made
the king the pope's vassal, especially in regard to the oppression of Protes-
tantism. Ever may any such concordat be kept far aloof from the boundaries
of our Fatherland !—L. R.
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pursuits, he harassed all who came within his reach; he loved

to fish in troubled waters, seemed as if made for raising storms,

and when adversaries failed him, attacked his very friends. This

impetuous mountebank made both the city and the university

resound with his illiterate and fierce declamations against litera-

ture, against the innovations of that time, and against all who
were not so eager to repress these as he could wish. Not a few

smiled when they heard him, but others gave heed to the intem-

perate orator, and the violence of his character secured for him

a tyrannical domination in the Sorbonne. As he behoved at all

times to have an enemy to combat, and a victim to drag to the

scaffold, he contrived to create heretics when otherwise there

were none, and demanded that Merlin, vicar-general of Paris,

should be burnt for having attempted to justify Origin. But
when he saw the new doctors appear, he sprang upon them like

a beast of prey at sight of some victim within easy reach. "In

Beda alone," said the prudent Erasmus, "there are three thou-

sand monks."'

But these very excesses were found to injure his cause.

"What now!" said the wisest persons of that age, "is it upon

such Atlases as this that the Roman church is to repose ?2 What
more likely to cause a conflagration than the mad freaks of

Beda?"

In fact, those very words of his that overawed and terrified

weak, revolted generous minds. There happened then to be at

the court of Francis I. a gentleman from Artois, called Louis

de Berquin, about thirty years of age, and who had never mar-

ried. The purity of his life,^ his profound acquirements, which

procured for him the title of "the most learned of noblemen," *

the frankness of his character, his tender assiduities to the poor,

his unbounded devotedness to his friends, all marked him from

among his equals in rank.^ None observed the rites of the

Church, its fasts, its feasts, and its masses, more strictly ;6 and

he manifested great horror, in particular, for everything that

• In uno Beda sunt tria millia monachorum. (Erasmi, Epp. p. 5*13.)

2 Talibus Atlantibus nititur ecclesia Romana. (Ibid. p. 1113.)
^ Ut ne ramusculus quidem impudicitise sit iinquam in ilium exortus. (Ibid.

p. 1278.)
4 Gaillard, Hist, de Franfois I.er.

* Mirere benignus in egonos et amicos. (Er. Epp. p. 1238.)
" Constitutionum ac rituum ecclesiasticorumobservantissimus. . . .(Ibid.)

ir. 3 X
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bore the name of heresy. It was marvellous, indeed, that the

court could exhibit such a pattern of devotion.

Nothing whatever seemed likely to make such a man favoura-

ble to the Eeformation; and yet one or two traits in his char-

acter, might be expected to lead him to the Gospel. Thus he

abhorred every kind of dissimulation, and as he never meant

ill to any one himself, as little could he endure that other people

should commit injuries. But the tyranny of Beda and other fana-

tics, their intrigues and persecutions, roused the indignation of

his generous soul; and as he did nothing by halves, he was soon

to be seen wherever he went, in the city, at the court, "yea

even among the most eminent persons in the kingdom,"' throw-

ing fire and flames at the tyranny of those doctors, and "attack-

ing in their very holes," says Theodore Beza, "those detestable

hornets which were then the terror of the world."^

Nor was this all. In opposing injustice Berquin was led to

inquire after truth; he felt a desire to make himself acquainted

with that holy Scripture which was so much loved by the men

against whom Beda and his underlings were bestirring them-

selves; and had hardly begun the perusal of it, when it made a

conquest of his heart. Berquin immediately cultivated the

society of the princess Margaret, Brigonnet, Lefevre, of all who

loved the Word, and in conversing with them, enjoyed a grati-

fication of the purest kind. He felt that there was more to

be done than merely to oppose the Sorbonne, and he could have

wished that it were in his power to communicate the convictions

of his own soul to the whole of France. He set himself, accord-

ingly, both to write, and to translate into French, several Chris-

tian works. It appeared to him that all might be expected to

acknowledge and embrace the truth as promptly as himself. In

fact the same impetuosity of character that Berquin had shown

in the service of human traditions, he now displayed in promot-

ing the cause of God's Word. Although a younger man than

the Syndic of the Sorbonne, although less prudent and less able,

he had the noble enthusiasm inspired by the truth on his side.

The two formed a pair of powerful wrestlers, each ready, by a

' Actes des Martyrs de Crespin, p. 103.

2 Ut maxime omnium tunc metuendos crabrones in ipsis eorum cavis. . . .

(Bezse Icones.)
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vigorous effort, to attempt giving the other a fall. But Berquin

had a higher aim than the mere overthrow of Beda. He could

have wished to pour forth floods of truth upon his fellow-coun-

trymen; a feature in his character which led Theodore Beza to

say that France might possibly have found another Luther in

Berquin, had he, in Francis I., found another elector.^

These efforts were doomed to experience numerous obstacles.

Fanaticism is ever sure to have followers; it is a fire that

catches one thing after another. Ignorant priests and monks

ranged themselves in the train of the Syndic of the Sorbonne.

a society in which the spirit of corporation prevailed, and guided

by certain intriguing and fanatical persons who could adroitly

take advantage of the pusillanimity or the vanity of their col-

leagues, in order to infect them with their own violent resent-

ments. At every meeting of the society, these factious persons

were seen to take the lead in speaking, overawing others by their

violence, and silencing the weak and the moderate. No sooner

did the latter venture to propose anything, than the others would

shout in a threatening tone: "We shall here see who are those

that belong to Luther's faction.'''^ Did any one utter an equita-

ble sentiment, Beda, Lecouturier, Duchesne, and their whole

crew, would instantly shudder at hearing it, and exclaim: "He
is worse than Luther!" . . . This manoeuvre was crowned

with success; timid persons who preferred a quiet life to engag-

ing in disputations; men ready to serve their private interests

by surrendering their own views; men incapable of comprehend-

ing even the simplest questions; men, in fine, induced by the

clamours of others, to abandon their proper character, were led

away by Beda and his acolytes. Some held their peace, others

shouted, all showed themselves subject to the power which one

haughty and tyrannical spirit is wont to exercise over vulgar

souls. Such was the state of that learned societ}^ which, never-

theless, was looked up to with so much veneration, and which

at that time was the most impassioned enemy of evangelical

Christianity. It often happens that we need only give a look

into the most celebrated corporations, in order to estimate at

its proper value, the war which they rage against truth.

> Gallia fortassis alterum csset Luterum nacta. (Bezse Icones.)

» Hie, inquiunt, apparebit qui sunt Lutherana? factionis. (Er. Epp. p. 880.)
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Thus did the same university which under Louis XII. had

applauded Allmain's desires for independence, ^ at once plunge

anew, under Duprat and Louisa of Savoy, into fanaticism and

servility. With the exception of the Jansenists and a few other

doctors, never do we find a noble and true independence in the

Gallican clergy. That body has always oscillated between ser-

vility to the court, and servility to the pope. If, under Louis

XII. or under Louis XIV., we find it show some appearances of

liberty, it is only because its master at Paris happened to be

engaged in a struggle with its master at Rome. Thus must we

account for the transformation which we have pointed out. The

university and the episcopacy ceased to remember their rights

and their duties, as soon as the king ceased to command them

so to do.

Beda had long entertained a grudge against Lefevre; the

Picard doctor's fame as a teacher irritated his fellow-country-

man and wounded his pride; he could have wished, accordingly,

to shut his mouth. Beda had once already attacked the Etaples

doctor, and being little capable as yet, of knowing what the doc-

trines of the Gospel really were, he had impugned his colleague

upon a point which, strange as it may appear to us, had almost

brought Lefevre to the scaffold.2 That doctor had advanced

that Mary, the sister of Lazarus, Mary Magdalen, and the

woman who was a sinner, spoken of by St. Luke in the seventh

chapter of his Gospel, were three different persons. The Greek

fathers had distinguished, but the Latin fathers had confounded

them. This terrible heresy of the three Magdalens set Beda

and all his crew agog; Christendom was thrown into commotion

about it ; Fisher, bishop of Rochester, one of the most distinguished

prelates of that age, wrote against Lefevre, and the whole Church

declared itself then against an opinion which is now admitted

by all Roman catholics. Condemned by the Sorbonne, Lefevre

' Here, no doubt, the author refers to James Allmain, one of the last of the
schoolmen, who taught at Paris at the commencement of the sixteenth century.

He belonged to the sect of the Nominalists, was attached to the opinions of

Occam on human liberty, and like him, too, opposed the papal supremacy. He
was the author of several works on logic, and natural and moral philosophy, as
also of one written at the instance of the university of Paris, on the authority
of the Church and church councils, defending the same against the papal domi-
nation.—L. R.

Mr. T.e Roy seems to have forgotten the reference to Allmain at p. 60*7. Tr.
^ Gaillard, Hist, de Franfois I.st iy. p. 228.
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was already under persecution by tlie parliament^ for heresy,

when Francis I., delighted at finding an opportunity of giving a

blow to the Sorbonne, and of humbling monkery, rescued him

from the hands of his persecutors.^

Indignant at having his victim thus snatched from his grasp,

Beda resolved to take better aim another time. Luther's name

was now beginning to make a noise in France. The Eeformer,

after his disputation with doctor Eck at Leipsick, had consented

to acknowledge the universities of Erfurt and Paris as his judges.

The zeal manifested by the university against the concordat,

had led him to hope that he could not fiiil to find impartial

judges there, but times were now changed, and the greater the

decision that the faculty had shown in opposing the encroach-

ments of Rome, the more had it the maintenance of (what it

considered) orthodoxy at heart. Beda, accordingly, found it

quite disposed to enter into his views.

As early as the 20th of January, 1520, the quaestor of the

nation of France bought twenty copies of Luther's conference

' The parliament here referred to, must not be supposed of the same kind

with the British parliament—the great council of the nation, consisting of the

nobility and representatives of the commons. The counter part to that in

France was the states general, which very rarely met. But the parliaments of

Paris, Rouen, Aix, Toulouse, &c., were corporations of lawyers, established at

those places for the administration of justice, and the registration of the royal

edicts. The weight they possessed led them, in the absence of any more na-

tional assemblies, to stand forward repeatedly as a bar to the encroachments of

the monarchs of France on the liberties of the people ; but having no clear

constitutional trust of this kind, they did this very ineffectually. However

much they might attempt to restrain civil tyranny, they were for long the

grand abettors of spiritual despotism. Tr.
- This conduct on the part of Francis was, no doubt, dictated, also, by that

monarch's high regard for Lefevre, as is proved by the following anecdote.

Francis had made repeated unsuccessful endeavours to secure the services of

Erasmus as head of his projected Trilingual college. "What," says Gaillard,

" neither views oi fortune and ambition, nor pure love of literature, nor the gra-

tification of his vanity, nor the tenderness of friendship, could make Erasmus do

in 1517 and 1518, a very slight cause led him to think of in 1522. Erasmus was

of an eager and weak temperament, susceptible of all the whims of an invalid;

he thought that he could perceive at Basel, that his stomach was strengthened

by the wine of Burgundy, and this was enough to make him think of fixing his

residence there." This he hinted to the French ambassador, and application

was instantly made to Francis by all the great and learned men at court, for a

passport, which he no less eagerly granted. The first time thereafter that the

king saw Budajus: "Very well!" said the former, with an air of triumph and

satisfaction, "we shall soon have Lefevre amongst us!" '^Lefevre," said

Budffius, "we have never been without him." " No, no !" replied the king, " I

meant to say Erasmus." De Burigny, from whose Life of Erasmus Gaillard

takes this, adds : " The mistake was flattering to Lefevre, whose talent^^, more-

over, were an honour to France, and gave umbrage to the theologians." Tr.
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with Dr. Eck, for distribution among the members of the com-

pany of the Sorbonne who were to give in a report on that affair.

More than a year was devoted to the investigation. The Ger-

man reformation was beginning to produce an immense sensa-

tion in France. The universities, institutions marked at that

time by a true catholicity, and the resort of persons from all

parts of Christendom, maintained a far more prompt and inti-

mate relationship then, as respected theology and philosophy,

between Germany, France, Switzerland, and England, than at

the present day. The impression made in Paris by Luther's

proceedings, fortified the hands of men like Lefevre, Brieonnet,

and Farel. Every victory that he won, gave them fresh courage.

Not a few of the Sorbonne doctors were struck with the admira-

ble truths to be found in the written works of the Wittemberg

monk, and even already there were frank confessions made on

the one band, but instances of terrible resistance, also, on the

other. "All Europe," says Crevier, "was on tiptoe of expecta-

tion, waiting for the decision of the university of Paris." The

struggle seemed doubtful, but Beda prevailed at last, and in

April 1521, the university ordained Luther's writings to be

publicly committed to the flames, and that the author should be

constrained to retract.

Nor did this suffice. In point of fact, Luther's disciples had

preceded his writings in passing the Rhine. "In a short time,"'

says the Jesuit Maimbourg, "the university swarmed with

foreigners, who made themselves famous by knowing a little

Hebrew and being well enough versed in Greek, insinuated them-

selves into the houses of persons of quality, and took an insolent

liberty in interpreting the Scriptures.''^ The faculty, accordingly,

appointed a deputation to make remonstrances to the king.

Francis I., caring little about the quarrels of theologians,

continued his career of pleasure, and taking the lords and ladies

of his court from chateau to chateau, in these he surrendered

himself to all sorts of disorders, far from the unwelcome looks

of the burgesses of his metropolis. In this manner he traversed

Brittany, Anjou, Guyenne, Angoumois, and Poitou, making

himself to be served in the villages and forests, as if he had

' Hist, du Calvinisme, p. 10.
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been at Paris, at the chateau of the Tournelles. There was

nothing but tournaments, combats, masquerades, sumptuous

entertainments, and tables covered with good cheer, "such as

those of Lucullus," sajs Brantome, " never equalled."^

This course of pleasure, however, was momentarily interrupted

by his reception of the grave deputies of the Sorbonne; but in

men whom the faculty denounced as guilty of heresy, he could

see nothing worse than learning. Could a prince who boasted

that he had brought the kings of France out of leading strings,'^

ever stoop to humour some fanatical doctors! " I have no

wish," he replied, " that these persons should be put to trouble.

To persecute those who instruct us, would be to hinder able

men from coming amongst us."^ '^

The deputation, on leaving the king, was in great wrath.

What might now be expected? The evil was daily growing

worse; already were heretical opinions called " the sentiments

of men of fine genius;" the devastating flame was finding its

way into the most secret corners; soon they might look for a

general conflagration, and then, the whole fabric of the faitli,

throughout all France, would come down with a crash.

Failing to obtain the king's leave to burn people at will, Beda

and his friends sought more covert methods of persecution, and

subjected the evangelical doctors to every sort of oppression.

Fresh reports and fresh denunciations daily followed each other,

so that the aged Lefevre was tormented by these ignorant zealots

and sighed for repose. The godly Briconnet, who never

> Vie des Hommes illustres, i. p. 326.
* The French expression mettre hors de page, is rendered by Mr. le Roy in

Dutch, bring to majority . Absolute independence and freedom of action seems

to be meant. Tr,
^ Maimbourg, p. 11.
* Thus do the princes and great ones of the earth, when not enlightened by a

higher Spirit, contemplate religion from a secular, or perhaps a political point

of view. Should they see in men who stand forth in defence of the truth,

enlightened and accomplished persons who confer honour upon their country,

in that case they may so far favour them ; but should they be led by others to

think that such men are dangerous to their power, or should they begin of them-

selves to perceive that the truth stands in the way of the gratification of their

sinful propensities, they are speedily converted into persecutors, as maybe seen

in the case of Francis I. Let his example be a warning to the princes of our

time, but let it likewise teach all who maintain the truth, not to trust for safety

to any displays of enlightened minds, but rather to make it appear, without delay

or disguise, what moral fruits the tru<h claims from those that profess it. Then

every man knows what party to choose, and no man is deceived in his expecta-

tions or his hopes.—L. R.
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ceased to give tokens of his veneration for the Eiaples doctor,^

offered him an asylum, upon which Lefevre left Paris and re-

paired to Meaux. This was a first victory gained at the expense

of the Reformation, and thenceforth we see, that though the

party (opposed to it) might not succeed in bringing the civil

power over to its side, it had a secret and fanatical police by

which it contrived to attain its objects with unerring certainty.

VI. Thus did Paris begin to rise against the Reformation,

and to trace the first lines of the circle, which, for nearly three

centuries, was to remove the reformed worship to a distance from

that capital. God had desired that the first gleams of light

should appear in Paris itself; but men immediately rose to

extinguish them; the spirit of the sixteen^ already fermented in

the metropolis, and other cities throughout the kingdom were

about to be illuminated by the light which she was putting far

away from her.

Since returning to his diocese, Briconnet had shown the zeal

becoming a Christian and a bishop. He visited all the parishes,

and having assembled the deans, parish priests, curates, church-

wardens, and chief parishioners, he inquired as to the doctrines

and lives of the preachers. At the collection times, he was told,

the Franciscans of Meaux put themselves in motion, a single

preacher went over four or five parishes in one day, as often

repeating the same sermon, not for the spiritual nourishment

of believers, but to replenish his belly, purse, and convent.^ On
the wallets being w^ell filled, the object was attained, the preach-

ings ceased, and the friars never showed themselves in Church

again, until another collection time came round. The only

affair with these shepherds was the easing the flocks of their

wool.4

The greater number of the parish ministers, on their side,

' Pro innumeris beneficiis, pro tantis ad studia commodis. (Epist. dedica-

toria Epp. Pauli.)
^ This name was given to a faction formed against Henry III. of France, in

1587, and which plotted depriving that monarch of his crown and liberty.

One of its objects was to secure the use of Boulogne and other French ports,

for the king of Spain's invincible armada, when engaged in its attempt to sub-

due England and English protestantism. Tr.
^ Ea solum doceri quae csenobium illorum ac ventrem explendum pertinerent.

(Acta Mart,, p. 334.)
* Meaux M.S. I am indebted to M. Ladeveze, pastor of Meaux, for the

communication of a copy of this MS., preserved in that city.
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consumed their revenues in Paris.' " Oh V said the godly bishop,

on finding the parsonage he was visiting empty, " are not those

traitors who thus desert Christ's service."^ Such evils J3ri-

gonnet resolved to remedy, and with this view^ie called upon his

whole clergy to meet in a synod to be held on the 13th of

October 1519. But these worldly priests who gave themselves

little uneasiness about the remonstrances of their bishop, and for

whom Paris possessed so many charms, took advantage of a cus-

tom in virtue of which they could present one or more curates

to feed their flocks during their non-residence. Of a hundred

and twenty-seven curates, Brigonnet, upon investigation, could

approve of only fourteen.

Worldly ministers, imbecile curates, friars who thought only

of good cheer, such, at that time, was the condition of the Church.

Brigonnet interdicted the Franciscans from entering the pul-

pits ;3 and under the conviction that the only way to provide his

diocese with good ministers, was to train them himself, he

resolved to establish a theological school at Meaux, to be directed

by learned and godly doctors. These he had to look for; it was

Beda that supplied them.

In fact, that fanatic and his company gave themselves no rest;

and while they bitterly complained of the toleration of the

government, they declared that they would carry on war against

the new doctrines, with it, without it, or against it. In vain

had Lefevre quitted the capital; Farel and his other friends

1 In this they were encouraged by the example of their bishops, among whom
it became an established custom at length, to spend three months of the year

in Paris, professedly as a mark of respect to the king, but in reality, we may

presume, because they liked the gaiety of the capital, could pursue their schemes

of ambition to most advantage there, and, above all, could watch for, and im-

prove, every opportunity of intriguing against the Keformed, and undermining

the privileges they enjoyed under the edict of Nantes. The Reformed, mean-

while, were not allowed to have a single minister nearer the capital than Cha-

renton. Cond6, afterwards, when at the head of the protestant interest in

France, designed to deprive their enemies of this advantage, by making the

court a rallying point for the Reformed nobility. This resolution. La None

informs us, was relinquished for a reason most worthy of a Christian chief. He
dreaded lest the vounq protestant lords should be corrupted by the court, and

accordingly, esta'blished the head quarters of French protestantism, in a fatal

moment for its security, in the provinces. Paris long continued to be exclu-

sively Romanist, and the resort of an innumerable host of clergymen of all

degrees—how little to the advantage of its orthodoxy and morality, its more

recent history demonstrates. Tr.
2 Meaux Manuscript.
^ Frequentissimas de reformandis hominum moribus conciones habuit.

(Lannoi, Navarrse gymnasii Hist. p. 261.")

V. 3 Y
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were still there. Farel, it is true, never entered the pul}>it, not

being a priest; but at the university, in the city, with the pro-

fessors, priests, students, and burgesses, he courageously fought

the battles of the Reformation; and others, animated by his

example, promulgated the Word of God ever more and more

openly. Martial Mazurier, a celebrated preacher, and president

of the college of St. Michael, spoke without reserve, depicted

the disorders of the times in the gloomiest and yet the truest

colours, and his eloquence had a force that seemed irresistible.

The rage of Beda and of the theologians, his friends, was now

raised to its highest pitch. " If we tolerate these innovators,"

said he, "they will carry the whole of the Sorbonne with them,

and all will be over with our prelections, our traditions, our

places, and with the respect in which we are held by France and

all Christendom!"

The divines of the Sorbonne eventually proved the stronger

party, and Farel, Mazurier, Gerard Roussel, and his brother

Arnold, soon found their activity thwarted in all quarters. The

bishop of Meaux upon this, urged his friends to rejoin Lefevre;

and these excellent men, hunted down by the Sorbonne, and

hoping to form, when near Brigonnet, a holy phalanx in the

interests of truth, accepted the bishop's invitation and repaired

to Meaux.^ Thus did the light of the Gospel gradually with-

draw from the capital in which Providence had kindled its first

embers. And this is the condemnatmi that light is come into the

world, and men loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds

were evil.- It is impossible to avoid acknowledging, that Paris

then drew down upon her walls the divine judgment indicated

in these words of Jesus Christ.

Deprived in succession of Bri^onnet, Lefevre, and their friends,

Margaret of Valois felt uneasy on being left alone in the midst

of Paris, and of the licentious court of Francis I. Her mother''s

sister, the young princess Philibert of Savoy, lived on intimate

terms with her. Philibert, whom the king of France, by way

of sealing the concordat, had given in marriage to Julian the

Magnificent, brother of Leo X., had after this union repaired

' It was the persecution raised against tliem in Paris in 1521, that obliged

them to leave that city. (Life of Farel by Chaupard.)
- Gospel according to Saint John, iii. 19.
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to Rome, where, in the exuberance of his joy at so iUustrious

an alliance, he expended 150,000 ducats on the sumptuous festi-

vities prepared for her receptionJ In 1516, Julian died, leav-

ing his widow eighteen years old. She attached herself to Mar-

garet, whose genius and virtues enabled her to exercise great

influence on all around her. Philibert's blighted hopes opened

her heart to the voice of religion: Margaret communicated to

her all that she read, and the widow of the Church's lieutenant

general, began to taste the sweets of the doctrine of salvation.

But Philibert was too inexperienced for the task of supporting

her friend. Often would Margaret tremble as she reflected on

her great weakness. If, on any occasion, her affection for the

king and her dread of displeasing him, led her to do something

contrary to her conscience, her soul was immediately troubled,

and returning mournfully to the Saviour, in him her heart found

a master and a brother, more merciful and more tender than was

Francis himself. It was then that she said to Jesus Christ:

Meek brother, who wouldst now with thee unite

The foolish sister thou might'st justly smite,

"Who murmurs, contumely, great oflfence.

With grace and love to her do'st recompense

;

Too much, too much, my brother, this from thee,

How lavish thus thy goodness upon me?^

Seeing all her friends retire to Meaux, Margaret regarded them

with many a sad regret from amid the festivities of the court.

All seemed anew to forsake her. Her husband, the duke of

Alengon, set ofi" for the army; her young aunt Philibert, re-

paired to Savoy; the duchess turned to Brigonnet.

"M. de Meaux," she wrote to him, "knowing that one alone

is necessary, I address myself to you, to beg of you with respect

to him that you would by prayer be the means of his being

pleased to guide according to his holy will, M. d'Alengon, who,

by the king's orders, goes as his lieutenant-general to his army,

which, I doubt, will not be disbanded without war. And inas-

much as peace and victory are in his hand, considering that

besides the public good of the kingdom, you wish well to what

concerns his weal and mine, I employ you in my affairs, and

' Guichemon, Hist. gen. de Savoie, ii. p. 180.

2 Miroir de Tame p^cheresse, Marguerites de la Marguerite, <tc., i. p. 36.
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ask of you spiritual service, for I have to mix myself up with

many things which may well make me afraid. And, further,

to-morrow my aunt Nemours goes to Savoy. Therefore com-

mending her and me to you, and praying of you that, should

you know that the time would be proper for Mr. Michael to

undertake a journey, it would be a consolation to me which I

ask only for God's honour, committing him to jouv good dis-

cretion and his. Wholly yours, Margaret. "^

Michael d'Arande, whose aid Margaret requested, was a mem-

ber of the evangelical meeting at Meaux, and afterwards exposed

himself to many dangers for the preaching of the Gospel.

This godly princess beheld with alarm the opposition to the

truth becoming ever more and more formidable. Duprat and

men connected with the government, Beda and others belonging

to the Sorbonne, filled her with dreadful apprehension. " It is

war," replied Bri^onnet to her, with the view of fortifying her,

"it is war that the meek Jesus has said in the Gospel, that he

came to send upon the earth . . . and fire too

the great fire which transforms earthliness into divinity. 1

desire with my whole heart to aid you, madam ; but from my
own nothingness you must look for no more than a willing mind.

With faith, hope, and love, one has all that is necessary, and

needs no aid or succour. . . . God alone is all, and beyond

him there is nothing to be sought for. To aid you in the con-

flict, do you have that mighty giant . . . insuperable love

. . . war is directed by love. Jesus calls for the heart to

be present: wretched is the soul that goes far from him. He
who fights in person, is sure of the victory. He who employs

another to fight for him, is often foiled."^

The bishop of Meaux himself began to experience what it is

to combat for the Word of God. Divines and monks, indignant

at his providing an asylum for the friends of the Eeformation,

accused him with such violence, that his brother, the bishop of

St. Malo, cam.e to Paris, to inquire into the matter.^ Margaret

1 Lettres de Marguerite, reine de Navarre. Bibl. royale. Manuscrit. S. F.
337.(1521.)*

^ Lettres de Marguerite. Manusc. S. F. 12th June, 1521.
' Manuscrit de Meaux.
* As the author complains of the difficulty of decyphering these manuscripts, and seems to

have omitted short passages here and there, from mability to make them out, I have taken
advantatje of Professor Genin's publication, which is fuller and apparently more correct. The
letters. Professor Genin says, are copies and very ill done, fort mauvaises. Tit.
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was only the more affected with Brigonnet's consolations, and

replied to these by sending him lier offers of assistance.

"If in anything," she wrote to him, "you think that I can

gratify you or yours, I should like you to believe that any

trouble it may cost, will be to me a consolation. Eternal peace

be yours, after these long wars waged by you for the faith, and

in which warfare you desire to die. . . .

"Your daughter without reserve,

" Margaret." 1 2

It is to be lamented that Brigonnet did not die while main-

taining the combat. At that time, however, he was full of zeal.

Philibert of Nemours, universally respected for her sincere devo-

tion, her liberality to the poor, and her strict moral purity, read

with an ever deeper interest the evangelical writings transmit-

ted to her by the bishop of Meaux, " I have all the tracts that

you have sent me," wrote Margaret to Brigonnet, " of which

my aunt of Nemours has had her share, and I shall send her

the last also; for she is in Savoy at her brother's marriage, and

this is no small loss to me, wherefore I beg you will pity my

being so much alone." Unhappily Philibert lived not long

enough to admit of her frankly pronouncing herself in favour of

the Reformation. She died in 1524, at the chateau of Virieu-

le-Grand, in Bugey, at the age of twenty-six.3 Her death was

a grievous affliction to Margaret, for it tore from her a friend,

a sister, one who could enter into all her feelings. One other

death alone, that of her brother, could possibly have surpassed

in intensity of anguish what she then experienced

Such floods of tears mine eyes bedew

That earth and heav'n are hid from view. 4

Finding how very weak she was in struggling with her grief,

and with the seductions of the court, Margaret besought Brigon-

net to exhort her to the love of God.—"May the meek and

» Manuscrit. S. F. 227, de la Bibl. royale.

2 This letter is not in M. Genin's collection. The correspondence between

the princess and Bri^onnet, he says, is very voluminous, the letters of the bishop

being at times of prodigious length, while those of Margaret are few and short.

Tt is to be regretted that the learned Editor has not published the whole ot

these last. Tr.
* Guichemon. Hist, de la maison de Savoie, ii. p. 181.

* Chanson spirituelle apres la mort du roi. Marguerites, i. 473.
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gentle Jesus who wills," replied the humble bishop, "and who

alone can do what he strongly wills, in infinite goodness visit

your heart, exhorting it to love with all its might. None but

he can do this; and you must not look for light to come from

darkness, or heat from cold. In drawing you to him, he kindles

a flame in you; and thus warming you, he leads you to follow

him by expanding your heart. Madam, you write asking me
to pity you because you are alone; I do not understand this;

who that lives in the world and has a heart there, remains alone;

for satiety and evil are her inseparable companions. But she

whose heart sleeps to the world and is awake to the gentle and

meek Jesus, her true and faithful spouse, is truly alone, for she

lives in him who alone is necessary to her, and nevertheless is

not alone, not being forsaken by him who replenishes and guards.

Compassion I cannot and ought not to have for such solitude,

which is more to be esteemed than all the world, from which I

am assured the love of God has saved you, and whose child you

no longer are. . . . Abide, Madam, alone in your only

one . . . who was willing to suffer a painful and ignomin-

ious death and passion.

" Madam, in recommending myself to your good favour, I

beseech you no longer to employ such expressions as those in

your last letter. You are the daughter and the spouse of God

alone; no other father must claim you. . . . I exhort and

admonish you that you be to him such and as good a daughter,

as he is a good Father . . . and since this is what you never

can attain to, in as much as that which is finite, cannot corres-

pond to infinitude; I beseech of him that he would be pleased

to increase your strength, so that you may entirely love and

serve him."l

Notwithstanding these words of comfort, Margaret remained

inconsolable. She bitterly mourned the loss of the spiritual

guides that had been taken from her; the new pastors whom
people pretended to impose upon her, with the view of reclaiming

her, did not possess her confidence, and notwithstanding all

that the bishop had said, she felt herself alone amid the court,

and all around seemed dark and desolate. " Like as a sheep in

1 MSC. S.F., 337, de la Bilb. royale, le 10 Juillet.
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a strange place," she wrote to Brigonnet, " going astray, not

knowing her pasture, through the ignorance of new pastors,

naturally lifts her head, to catch the breeze in the quarter where

the great shepherd was wont to provide her with sweet food, so

am I constrained to crave your charity Come

down from the high mountain and pitifully behold, amid this

people which is far from seeing clearly, the blindest of all the

sheep. Maegaret."i

The bishop of Meaux, in his reply, taking up the idea of a

wandering sheep, under which Margaret represented herself,

avails himself of it to represent the mysteries of salvation under

that of a forest: " On the sheep entering the forest, guided by

the Holy Spirit," says he, "it immediately finds itself ravished

with the goodness, the beauty, the straightness, the length, the

breadth, the heighth, and depth, the strengthening and odori-

ferous sweetness of the said forest ... on looking round

in every direction, it sees only Him in eterytliing and eterytliing

in Him ;'^ and advancing rapidly through its whole length, finds

it so pleasant, that the path she treads is life, joy, and consola;

tion.''^ The bishop next represents the sheep as vainly endea-

vouring to reach the end of the forest, (an emblem of the soul

that would fain sound the mysteries of God,) as encountering

lofty mountains which it makes violent efforts to scale, but find-

ing everywhere "an inaccessible and incomprehensible infini-

tude." He then teaches her the path by which the soul that

seeks after God, overcomes these difiiculties; he shows how

the sheep in the midst of hirelings, finds the " great shepherd's

corner," " She enters," says he, " in a flight of contemplation

by faith. All is made smooth, all is made plain; and she

begins to sing: ' I have found him whom my soul loveth.' "*

1 MSC. S. F., 337, de la Bibl. royale, le 10 Juillet.

2 Tout en Christ.

3 MSC. S. F. 337, Bibl. roy.
* Bri9onnet carried his love of allegory to the most extravagant pitch, while

he seems to have been altogether wanting in the peculiar talent it requires. He
has none of that clearness of conception, and strong graphic power, which

makes John Bunyan so interesting, and without which, long-spun allegories

become insufferably wearisome. "Never," says M. Gcnin, speaking of the

bishop's letters, " was more inconceivable rhetoric employed in the service of

more odd and more incoherent ideas. One might be tempted to consider the

bishop's letters as the work of a fool, and yet William Bri9onnet passed for one

of the most eminent men of talent in his day. He was entrusted with the

interests of France at the council of Pisa and the Lateran council. In the
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Thus spoke the bishop of Meaux. Burning at that time

with zeal, fain would he have seen all France renewed by the

Gospel. 1 Often, in particular, would his attention be directed

to those three great personages who seemed to preside over the

destinies of his fellow-countrymen, the king, and the king's

mother and sister. He thought that were the royal family

enlightened, the whole people would be so, and that the priests,

moved with jealousy, would come out at last from their state of

death. " Madam," he wrote to Margaret, " I most humbly
beseech God that he would be pleased of his goodness to kindle

a fire in the hearts of the king, of our lady, and of you. . . .

Such as to make you all three burn with a fire that would flame

up and enkindle the rest of the kingdom, and especially the

state, through whose coldness all the rest are frozen up."

Margaret did not share in these hopes. She speaks neither

of her brother nor of her mother: these were points on which

she dared not touch; but replying to the bishop in 3 522, with

a heart crushed with the indiff'erence and the worldliness that

surrounded her, she says to him: " The weather is so cold.

rubbish of his voluminous correspondence Tvith the duchess of Alenfon, you
might search in vain for a gleam of common sense. It is strange that with this

turn for the most extravagant mysticism, Bri9onnet allowed himself to be drawn
towards the doctrines of the Reformation, which flow from a spirit of inquiry,
exerting itself through the medium of a cold and severe reason. This might
seem still more strange, did we not see Lutheranism in our own days leading
to methodism, in which are renewed, with some modifications, the ideas of
quietism and those of Jansenism." This last sentence proves M. Genin to be
an incompetent judge of the bishop's meaning, and, indeed, otherwise he would
no doubt have paused before pronouncing a correspondence encouraged by such
a person as ^Margaret of Valois to be mere rubbisli. She could find, as M. M.
d'A. has found, a precious meaning hid beneath the rubbish superinduced by a
corrupted taste, and such a meaning as sound protestants, without a tinge of
quietism or mysticism, could appreciate. M. Genin attributes to the bishop's
influence, Margaret's sympathy for the disciples of Luther, on the ground of
which she has so often been accused of heresy. But the school with which she
sympathized, was not composed of Luther's disciples, it was the necessary re-
sult of a spirit of humble inquiry applied to the Scriptures of truth, in such
men as Lefevre, and that both anterior to the I>utheran Reformation and inde-
pendent of it. With better reason M. Genin proceeds to say :

" If Margaret
submitted to the bishop of Meaux's influence in matters of faith and conscience,
it was not so in regard to style. We possess but few of her devout letters ; they
are short, and albeit that Margaret endeavours to imitate her master's elo-
quence, she does so with little success. . . . Nature must have endowed
that mind with great vigour of good sense, and clearness of judgment, thus
to rescue her from the double authority of the man of learning and the spiritual
guide, and to bring her back from the style of her mystical letters to that of
her tales." (See " Notice," p. 1.) Tr.

' Studio veritatis aliis declarandse inflammatus. (Acta Martyrum, p. 334,)
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the heart so frozen," and she subscribes herself, "your frozen,

parched, and famished daughter,^ Margaret.""

This letter did not discourage Brigonnet, but it made him
examine himself; and feeling at the time how much he who
would fain encourage others, needed to be cheered himself, he

recommended himself to the prayers of Margaret and Madam
de Nemours. " Madam," he wrote to her with great simplicity,

"I beseech of you to awaken the poor sluggard by your prayers.'^S

Such, in 1521,3 was the interchange of sentiments at the

court of France; strange sentiments, no doubt, and which, after

the lapse of three centuries, a manuscript in the royal library

has revealed to us. Are we to regard this influence of the Refor-

mation in so high a quarter, as having been beneficial or hurtful

to it? The sharp edge of truth penetrated into the court: but

there it only served, perhaps, to rouse the savage beast from

his lair, to stimulate his wrath, and to make him fall with

greater fury on the humblest of the flock.

1 Thus did this godly princess understand the matter better than the bishop

did. This is vainly to be looked for from the great ones of the earth, when
not, as in the case of the elector Frederick in Germany, and that of William of

Orange in our fatherland (Holland,) fitted by God's particular appointment to

be special instruments for the defence of the truth.—L. R.
2 MSG.delaBibl. royale.
' M. Genin dates the commencement of " the Tales" in 1521, and they bear

evidence, that then, or soon after, Margaret appreciated the N. T. Scrip-

tures. The work is founded on the model of the Decameron, but instead of a

party driven into solitude by the plague, it introduces a company of travellers

who have been compelled by the floods and the breaking of bridges in Beam,
to seek shelter in a monastery. These proceed to entertain each other by tell-

ing stories, but the leading person is a widow Oysille, by whom M. Genin has

no doubt tiie princess meant to represent herself, and of her we are told, that
'* she failed not every morning, to administer to them the salutary pasture which

she drev^ from the reading of the Acts of the holy and glorious apostles of

Jesus Christ. She tells them that these novels were sufficient to make them

wish that they had seen the times of the apostles, and deplore the wretched-

ness of the present time. After having read and explained the beginning of

that excellent book, she begged of them to go to the Church, and in the union

with which the apostles prayed, to supplicate God for the grace which he

never refuses, to such as ask it by faith." (Seventh day.)

From this, it seems very evident that the princess, who, in the prologue to

her work, speaks of the immense popularity of the French translation of the

Decameron, wished, by a holy guile, to take advantage, as I have said, of the

prevailing taste, to recommend the Scriptures, and scriptural doctrine and

morality to her readers.

Yet in a letter addressed to Bri^onnet, in Jan. 1523, she reminds him of

his promise to send her St. Paul's Epistles, and feelingly laments the difficulty

she experienced in attempting to understand "the most holy Scriptures."

" I beg," says she, " that you will excuse the blind who judges of colours ;
for

T confess that the least word there is too much for me, and the clearest is to

me obscure." (Lettres In^dites de la Reine do Navarre, p. 164.) Tr.

II. S z
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VII. The times, in fact, were drawing near, when the storm

was about to burst forth against the Reformation; but it was

destined first to scatter a few more seeds, and to reap some

scattered ears of corn. That city of Meaux, rendered so illus-

trious afterwards by the sublime defender of the Gallican system

against the autocratical pretensions of Rome,^ was the first city

in France in which the renovated Christianity was to fix her

empire. It was the field at that time on which the labourers

lavished both seed and toil, and where already they were bind-

in"- their sheaves. Bri^onnet, less asleep than he had said,

animated, inspected, and directed all that was doing. With a

1 Namely, J. B. Bossuet, in the latter part of the seventeenth century bishop

of Meaux, and yet, although a defender of the liberties of the Gallican church,

far removed from the sentiments of Bri90nnet, and at once a zealous and a

crafty abettor of the Romish creed.—L. R,

The author has already given a fair general estimate of the vaunted indepen-

dence of the Gallican church. In the particular instance here alluded to, of

Bossuet's four famous resolutions, passed by the General Assembly of the Gal-

lican clergy in 16S4, it must be remembered that in these, not only the superi-

ority of councils over popes, but the independence of the monarchical in regard

to the papal power, was also strongly laid down—that this was admirably cal-

culated to gain over Louis XIV., who had long resisted the civil oppression of

his Protestant subjects, to the policy by which the Gallican clergy sought to

elfect their utter destruction as a Reformed Church—that it, no doubt, thus

greatly contributed to promote that object—and, finally, that even in these

days, when all branches of the Romish Church are supposed to be more enlight-

ened and loyal than ever, the French government seems to despair of being

able to enforce the law obliging the bishops to see to the teaching of Bossuet's

four propositions, in their seminaries for the education of the clergy.

Many authors have written on the franchises of the Gallican church. The
Abb6 Gregoire particularly recommends the work of the Jesuit Maimbourg, on

that subject. It may seem strange that a Jesuit should strenuously take the

part that Maimbourg takes against the pope. But the Count de Montlosier

gives an easy explanation of all such apparent inconsistencies. Speaking of the

apparent changes of principle among the Jesuits, that author well says :
" In

examining what the Jesuits have been at other times, it is alleged that the

question is misplaced. It were iiiuch more so, did we look only to what they

are at present. First, because from what we know of them during the past, it

is a matter of indifference to members of that order, to adopt such or such a

doctrine, such or such a line of conduct ; all is subordinated, in that respect,

to circumstances, and to the position that circumstances command them to take.

All is subordinated, likewise, to the will of the pope and to that of their

general. Although ultramontanism" (the doctrine impugned by Maimbourg)
" is still much in favour among them, I am convinced that there is a certain

number of Galileans in (their institution at) Montrouge, who are kept in reserve

to be produced as occasion may require. We shall obtain from them at will,

such professions as may be demanded in favour of the charter and of the equality

of all religious creeds in the eye of the law." See Menioire a consulier, &c.,

1th Edition, p. 127.

Some years ago, a small party in France tried to revive the principles of

Bossuet by publishing a religious periodical, conducted on those principles, but

the experiment soon failed. In short, the four propositions of 1684, may be
said to exist only in laws vi^hich are not, and cannot be enforced, the Gallican

church having virtually abjured them. Tr.
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fortune equal to his zeal, never did any man make a nobler use

of his means, and never did so noble a devotedness seem likely

at first to produce such beautiful fruits. On being transferred

to Meaux, the godly Paris doctors thenceforth exerted their

energies with new freedom. There was an emancipation of the

Word, and thus the Reformation made a great advance, at that

time, in France. Lefevre powerfully expounded that Gospel with

which it was his desire that the world should be filled. "Jesus

Christ,'' he would say, "ought to become the sole object of the

thoughts and aspirations of the kings, princes, great men, and

people of all nations.^ Every priest ought to resemble the angel

whom John saw in the apocalypse, flying in the midst of heaven,

having the everlasting Gospel to preach unto them that dwell

on the earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue,

and people. Come ye pontiffs, come ye kings, come ye generous

hearts ! ... Ye nations, awake at the light of the Gospel,

and breathe the life eternal.^ The Word of God is suflicient."3

Such was, in fact, the motto of that school: "The Word op

God is sufficient."^ In that expression the whole Reformation

is comprised. " To know Christ and his Word," Lefevre, Rous-

sel, and Farel, would say, "is the only living, the only univer-

sal theology. ... He who knows that, knows all."^

The truth produced a great impression in Meaux. Private

meetings were first held; these were followed by conferences;

and, at last, the Gospel was preached in the churches. But a

new effort inflicted a still more terrible blow upon Rome.

Lefevre wished to put the reading of the holy Scriptures into

the power of the Christians of France; accordingly, on the SOth

> Reges, principes, magnates omnes et subinde omnium nationum populi, ut

nihil aliud cogitent . . . ac Christum . . . (Fabri Comment, in Evang.

2 Ubivis gentium expergiscimini ad Evangelii lucem . . . (Ibid.)

3 Vcrbum Dei sufficit. (Ibid.)
* Yes, indeed, the Word of God is sufficient: the Bible alone, but, also, the

whole Bible. Let not this last in particular be forgotten. Thus was this maxim

understood in the times of the apostles. It is to be doubted whether it is bo

now, by all who are continually repeating: The Bible alone. The Bible alone

without human expositions, therefore, also, without our own arbitrary exposi-

tions, or those of the men who give the tone (to public opinion) in our day.

The Bible, also, entire, with all that is to be found in it, although it may not

accord with our own particular views ! This is properly the sufficiency of God's

Word as contemplated by the school here mentioned.—L. R.
» Haec est universa et sola vivifica Theologia . . . Christum et verbum

ejus esse omnia. (Ibid, in Evan. Johan. p. 271.)
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of October, 1522, he published a French translation o\ the four

Gospels; on the 6th of November, that of the other books of

the New Testament; on the 12th of October, 1524, all these in

one body, at Meaux, at the printing press of Collin, and in 1525,

a French version of the Psalms.i Thus did there commence

in France, much about the same time as in Germany, that

printing and that dissemination of the Scriptures in the vulgar

tongue, which three centuries afterwards was to extend through-

out the world. In France, as on the other side of the Rhine,

the Bible had a decisive influence. Experience had taught

many Frenchmen that when they sought to know divine things,

doubt and obscurity surrounded them on all sides. During how

many moments, nay, perhaps years of their existence, had they

been tempted to regard truths the most certain as mere illusions

!

We must have light from above to enlighten our darkness, was

the sigh of many a soul at the epoch of the Reformation. Such

were the longings with which many received the holy books

from the hand of Lefevre; they were read in the domestic circle

and in retirement; the Bible became more and more a subject

of conversation ; and to minds that had long been going astray,

Christ appeared as the sun and centre of all revelation. There

was no more need then of elaborate demonstrations to prove

that the Scripture was from the Lord; this they knew, for it

had translated them from darkness into light.

Such was the course by which men distinguished for their

talents, came at that time to know God. But there were still

simpler and, if possible, more vulgar ways, by which many from

among the people reached the truth. The city of Meaux was

almost exclusively inhabited by artisans and wool-dealers.

"There was begotten in many,"" says a chronicler of the six-

teenth century, "such a burning desire to know the way of sal-

vation, that artisans, carders, fullers, and combers, did nothing

else, during the time that their hands were busy, but talk to

each other about the Word of God, and comfort each other

therein. Sundays and holidays especially, were devoted to the

reading of the Scriptures, and inquiring for themselves what

was the good will of the Lord."2

^ Le Long. Biblioth. sacr6e 2d edit. p. 42. * Act. des Martyrs, p. 183.
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Brigoniiet rejoiced to see godliness thus taking the place of

superstition in his diocese. "Lefevre, aided by his great repu-

tation for learning," says a contemporary historian, "knew so

well how to cajole and circumvent William Brigonnet with his

plausible speeches, that he led him stupidly astray, in such wise

that it has been found impossible, ever since, to clear that city

and diocese of that mischievous doctrine; and to this day it has

marvellously increased there. The subverting of that good
bishop, was a great loss; until then he had been so devoted to

God and to the Virgin Mary."i

All, however, were not stupidly led astray, according to the

expression of the Franciscan just quoted. The city was divided

into two camps. On the one side were the friars of St. Francis

and the friends of the Roman doctrine; on the other Brigonnet,

Lefevre, Farel, and all who loved the new preaching. Among
the most slavish adherents of the monks, was a man belonging

to the people, called Leclerc; but his wife and two sons, Peter

and John, had received the Gospel with avidity; and John, who
was a wool-carder, soon distinguished himself among the new
Christians. A learned youth from Picardy, James Pavanne,

"a person of great sincerity and integrity," whom Bri^onnet

had induced to settle at Meaux, displayed much warmth in the

cause of the Reformation.

Meaux had become quite a focus of light, so that persons who
liappened to have calls thither, heard the Gospel and returned

with it to their homes. Nor was it in the city alone that people

searched the Scriptures; " many villages,"" says a chronicler,

"did the like, in such wise that that diocese seemed to be irra-

diated with an image of the renovated Church."

-

As the country about Meaux, is remarkably fertile in corn,

when its harvests came to be reaped, a crowd of labourers flocked

to it from the adjacent districts. While reposing at mid-day

from their fatigues, these would converse with the people of the

' Histoire catholique de notre temps, par Fontaine, de I'ordre de St. Fran-
9ois; Paris, 1562.

* How much is it to be wished, that the Christians of our day, also, would
with fresh earnestness and delight search God's Word. Were they to devote

to this those social meetings, now given to pastime and idleness, how power-
fully might it not promote true intelligence and the good of mankind? Should
the perusal of this history, written so closely to the life, stir up many readers

to this exercise, then would its true object be attained.— L. R.
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place, who spoke to them of other seeds to be sown, and of other

harvests. Not a few of the peasants from Thierasche, and, still

more, those from Landouzy, after returning home, persevered

in maintaining the doctrines they had heard, and in a short

time, there was formed there an evangelical Church, now one

of the oldest in the kingdom. i "The fame of that great bless-

ing was noised throughout France,** says a chronicler.^ Bri-

eonnet himself preached the Gospel from the pulpit, and strove

to disseminate everywhere, "that infinite, mild, kindly, true,

and only light," as he expresses it, "which dazzles and illumin-

ates every creature capable of receiving it, and which, while thus

illuminating him, dignifies him with the adoption of the sons of

God.""3 He besought his flock not to give heed to those who

wished to turn them away from the Word, telling them that

though an angel from heaven were to preach to them another

Gospel, they should not listen to him. His mind was opprest

at times with melancholy reflections. He could not depend upon

himself; he started Avith terror at the thought of the dismal

results that might attend his unfaithfulness, and as a warning

to his people, he would say: "Even were I your bishop, to

change in what I say and teach, do you beware of changing like

me?"'* For the moment there was nothing that could lead one

to anticipate such a calamity. "Not only was the Word of

God preached," says the chronicle, "but it was practised; all

works of love and charity were there in full exercise; morals

were reformed, and superstitions annihilated."^ ^

' These facts are taken from some old papers, much spoilt, found in the

Church of Landouzy-la-Ville (Aisne), by M. Colany, when he was pastor of

that place.
2 Act. des Martyrs, p. 182.
3 MSC. de la Bibl. royale. S. F. No. 337.
* Hist. Catholique de" Fontaine.
" Actes des Martyrs, p. 182.
* Even Florimond Raemond, whom Professor Genin calls "an historian

without authority, a fanatic, pursuing with a blinded zeal wherever he thought

he saw it, that heresy which he had first professed and then abjured," admits

that Brifonnet was a diligent bishop. His account of the reformation at Meaux
is curious. "As the peacock," says he, "is ashamed of itself when deprived

of its plumage, and will not go abroad until its tail of many hues has recovered

its former splendour, so heresy, that wild and horrid monster, in the conscious-

ness of its own deformity, dared not show itself openly, until it had acquired

the adscititious ornament of some fine writers to veil its turpitude, and recom-
mend it to men, otherwise fond of novelty. We certainly saw it at first, in

divers parts of France, rising and anon declining, now waning and now waxing,

like the moon ; like some pestilent snake, it crept from its nest, and again in a
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Ever engrossed with the idea of gaining over the king and

his mother, the bishop sent to Margaret "the epistles of St.

Paul, translated and magnificently illuminated, most humbly

begging of her that she would offer them to the king; the which,""

he adds, "cannot fail to be most gratifying, coming from your

hands." "They are a royal mess," the worthy bishop goes on

to say, "fattening without corrupting, and healing from all

maladies. The more one tastes it, the more does hunger increase,

in unappeased and insatiable desires."^

What more gratifying message could Margaret have received?

. . . The moment seemed favourable to her. Michael d'Arande

was in Paris, detained there by command of the king's mother,

for whom he was translating portions of holy Scripture.- But

Margaret could have wished that the offer of St. Paul to her

brother, should come from Brigonnet himself. "You would do

well to come here,'' she wrote to him, "for you know the confi-

dence that the king and she have in you."3

Thus was the Word of God placed at that time (in 1522, and

1523), before the eyes of Francis I. and Louisa of Savoy.

They came into contact with that Gospel which they were after-

wards to persecute. We see not that it made any saving im-

moment slunk back and hid itself; or like lightning at midnight, that flashes

and disappears alike instantaneously. At length, however, in the year 152,3,

it came forth from its lurking places, and began, as it were, to walk about in

open day, in the city of Meaux, not very far from Paris. That city was the

first to g'ive an open welcome to the Lutheran heresy, to the perpetual infamy

of its name ; hence afterwards the Meaux Lutherans became a proverb. . . .

The bishop of the place, at that time, was William Bri9onnet, who, though not

wanting in diligence as respected the flock committed to liis care, is thought to

have first opened the door to the Lutherans, under the influence of a certain

curiosity, otherwise praiseworthy, had it been accompanied with prudence. For

having contracted acquaintanceship and familiarity with the new professors of

literature, who were then flocking from all parts to Paris, and tickling the ears

and minds of many by their Grrecissations and Ilebraizations, he invited some

of these Lutherano'-Zwingliansto come to him; the four principal, among whom

were "William Farel from Dauphiny, James Lefevre, and Arnold and Gerard

Rufi (Roussel) from Picardy, very eloquent men, and well versed in the^studies

of good literature and the tongues, which they had taught in Paris." See

Hist, de Ortu, Progi-essn et Kuina Ilscreseos bujus sscculi, L. vii. c. 3. The

author proceeds to'relate how these Lutherano-Zwinglians began to corruptthe

people of Meaux, conforming to the Church, yet instilling everywhere objec-

tions to the worship of the Virgin and the saints. He attempts, at the same

time, to calumniate them as Arians, insisting that God the Father only was

truly God, as if this were a necessary consequence, forsooth, of objecting to the

idolatrous adoration of the Virgin and the saints. Tr.

' MSC. de la Bibl. royale. S. F. No. 337.

" Par le commandement de Madame a quy il a lyvr6 quelque chose de la samcte

Escripture qn'elle d6sire parfaire. (Ibid.) ^ Ibid
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pression on them; curiosity alone appears to have led thera to

open the Bible which had began to be so much talked of, but

they soon shut it with no better feeling than that with which

they had opened it.'

Margaret herself was struggling with the worldliness which

on all sides surrounded her. The tenderness of her aflfection for

her brother, the obedience she owed her mother, the flatteries

with which she was beset by the court, all seemed to conspire

against the love she had vowed to Jesus Christ. Christ stood

alone against many. Assailed by so many adversaries and

stunned by the din of the world, Margaret's soul would at times

forsake her master. Then it was that, owning her sin, the

princess would shut herself up in her apartments, and in giving

vent to her grief, would make them resound with cries of a very

different kind from the jovial songs with which Francis, and the

young nobles who shared in his dissipation, amid their holiday

festivities, would fill the royal houses.

To follow my pleasure, I've left thee ;

For an evil choice, I have left thee ;

Uave left thee, but whither, alas ! have I gone ? . . .

To where nought but a curse I can count upon

!

I've left thee, friend undeceiving !

Have left thee, and chosen, in leaving.

Thine opposite, purposing thus to remove

Still farther, wretch that I am! from thy love.

2

Then, turning to Meaux, Margaret wrote in her anguish: "I

return to you, to M. Fabry, (Lefevre), and all you gentlemen,

beseeching you by your prayers to impetrate from the unuttera-

ble mercy, an awakening morning for the poor enfeebled slum-

berer . . . out of her deep mortal sleep."^

Thus had Meaux become a focus diffusing light all around it,

nor can we wonder that it should have encouraged the friends of

the Reformation to entertain flattering; illusions. Who could

' Thus do all human endeavours misgive, however wise they may be thought,
and however planned according to the best wisdom of man. No ! it is not fine

outward representations, not the appendages that people try to attach to the
Bible and to the truth, but the internal contents that must make these to be
relished by the hearts of persons, alike of high and low degree ; otherwise every-
thing is confined to mere externals.—L. R.

' Les Marguerites, i. p. 40.
» MSC. de la Bibl. royale. S. F. No. 337.
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be supposed to withstand the Gospel, if Francis I. were to favour

its progress? The corrupting influence of the court would then

be changed into a holy influence, and France would acquire such

a moral force as would make her the benefactress of nations.

^

But the friends of Rome, on their side, had their fears.

Among these a Jacobin monk, called de Roma, distinguished

himself at Meaux. One day that Lefevre, Farel, and their

friends happened to be conversing with him and some other of

the popedom 's partisans, Lefevre could not restrain the expres-

sion of his hopes. "Already," said he, "the Gospel is gaining

the hearts both of the great and of the common people, and ere-

long it will spread through France, and everywhere bring down

the inventions of men." . . . The old doctor became ani-

mated; his faded eyes flashed with enthusiasm, and his cracked

voice became sonorous; one would have said that it was the

aged Simeon returning thanks to the Lord, that his eyes had

seen his salvation. Lefevre's friends participated in his emo-

tion, while their adversaries were amazed and held their peace.

. . . All at once de Roma rose in a violent manner, and

exclaimed, in the tone of a popular orator: "I, then, and all

other friars, will preach a crusade; we will raise the people; and

if the king permit the preaching of your Gospel, we will see to

his being driven out of his kingdom by his own subjects."- 3

* Thus were their hopes dependent on man, and these hopes were not to

be realised ; for what would have been the result, had they been so? A
Christianity according to this world, would soon have sprung from it. But now
was it purified by persecution, and the Church, thus created, was transformed

into a truly Reformed Church.—L. R.
* Farel, Epistle to the Duke of Lorraine, Gen. 1634.

' We here see what the abettors of the popedom bear upon their ensign

!

And what reliance can we, what can the princes of the earth place on their

representations, that Catholicism would promote the security of thrones and the

repose of nations? It flatters princes as long as these spontaneously comply

with its demands ; but should they fall short of these, then it is armed against

princes with the murderous dagger itself.—R. L.

In a former Note I pointed to sundry R. C. authorities, establishing what

the principles of the popedom are on these heads. Richard Baxter, in his key

for Catholics, after proving that it is the doctrine of popery that subjects are

absolved from their .allegiance to their princes, and that it requireth the depos-

ing of them and the committing the government of their dominions to others,

because judged to be heretics by the pope
;
yea, or if they will not destroy and

extirpate such as he calleth heretics, answers some objections with his usual

acuteness. "Perhaps some will s.ay," says he, "that this decree was not <i«

Jide (matter of faith) but a temporary precept. Answer. When a precept

requireth duty, it may be a point of duty to believe it. . . . If practicals

be not articles of faith, then we have no articles of faith at all, for all our theo-

logy or religion is practical. . . . Either it is a duty, or a sin, or indififer-

°ir. 4 A
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Thus did a monk dare to lift himself up against the king-

knight. The Franciscans applauded what he said. The real-

isation of the old doctor's prediction was not to be endured.

Already, day after day, the friars were coming in, with smaller

and smaller returns from their begging expeditions. The Fran-

ciscans took alarm and spread themselves among the surround-

ing families. "These new doctors are heretics," they exclaimed,

"the holiest practices they attack—the most sacred mysteries

they deny!" . . . Next, with still further hardihood, the

most irritated among them left their cloister, repaired to the

bishop's residence, and being admitted to his presence: "Crush

this heresy," said they, "else the plague which is now desolat-

ing this city of Meaux, will soon spread throughout the king-

dom!"

Brigonnet was annoyed, and for a moment disconcerted by

this attack; but he did not give way; he had too little respect

for these gross monks and their interested clamours. He
ascended the pulpit, justified Lefevre, and called the monks

pharisees and hypocrites. Nevertheless, this opposition was

even then causing him vexation and produced internal conflicts

in his soul; he sought strength in persuading himself that those

spiritual conflicts were necessary. "By this same battle," said

he, in his somewhat mystical language, "we arrive at a death

ont. If a sin, woe to their pope and council. . . . J{ it he {ndi/a-ent, -what

then shall be called sin ? If they can swallow such camels, what need they
strain at gnats, and stick at private murders? . . . But if these murders
and deposing of kings be a duty, how can they know it to be so, but by believ-

ing? And, indeed, if a general council and the pope are to be believed, who
give it us with a Decernimns ct firmiter statidmtis, then it is doubtless a point
of faith ; and if they are not to be believed, then popery is all but a mere deceit.

" Object 2d. But may we not be Roman catholics, though we join not with
them in this point? llave not many such renounced it? and so may we.
Answer. If you renounce the decrees of a pope and general council, you renounce
your religion in the very foundation of it, and cannot be papists if you know
what you do." ... (A Key for Catholics, chap, v.)

In short, Roman catholics cannot extricate themselves from this dilemma ;

either their church maintains to this day the principles of its ancient councils,
or it confesses to change and fallibility, making that to be sin now, which it

enjoined as a duty once. Hence, too, it clearly appears that Roman catholics
can offer, at the best, but a suspicious and precarious allegiance to Protestant
governments, for granting that modern popes differ from their ancient prede-
cessors, who can answer for their continuing to do so? And yet with mani-
festly lower claims to political power, they are now placed on an equality in
that respect with men whose allegiance is wholly undivided. IIow many de
Romas may there not be among them, ready to avow and act upon their prin-
ciples as soon as circumstances encourage them, or the signal comes from
Rome? Tr.
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that at once gives life, and mortifies life; in living we die, and

in dying we live."' He would have taken a surer road if, has-

tening to the Saviour, like apostles when tossed by the winds

and waves, he had cried: "Lord! save us, we perish."

Furious at this repulse from the bishop, the monks of Meaux,

resolved to carry their complaints to a higher quarter. They

had it in their power to appeal to another authority, and should

the bishop not yield, might yet compel him to do so. The ring-

leaders went to Paris, and there made common cause with Beda

and Duchesne. They had recourse to the parliament, and to it

they denounced the bishop and heretical doctors. "The city,"

they said, "and all places around, are infected with heresy, and

it is from the very bishop's palace that these filthy streams

proceed."

Calls for persecution thus began to be raised in France against

the Gospel. The sacerdotal and the civil authority, the Sor-

bonne and the Parliament, all took up arms against it;- and

those arms were erelong to be stained with blood, 3 Christi-

anity had taught men that there are duties and rights that take

precedence of all civil ties; it had emancipated religious thought,

' MSC. BiW. royale. S. F. No. 337.

2 So would it seem in our own days that Rome contemplates such an union

of the priestly and princely powers against true Christianity. And may not

those Protestants be co-operating to effect this, who though opposing Rome,

seek their strength in the rulers of"the earth, by placing the power of the Church

in their hands. Thereby the way is prepared for Rome, as soon as it has

brought the civil powers over to its side, by its fair pretences and flatteries.

—

L. r!
^ It is no small aggravation of the guilt that attaches to the popedom in

France, that this resuscitation of the blood-thirsty spirit that had too often

appeared both in the religious and civil history of that country, occurred at a

period when, if ever, a milder and happier tone of feeling seemed to prevail.

This may be seen from the following passages from Lacretelle. " Charles VIII.,

Louis XII., and Francis I., were animated with the spirit that constituted at

once the pride and the happiness of the nation. The first of those kings had

received nothing calculated to please the French beyond a simple, open, and

confiding heart ; but it was an unlooked-for felicity to the nation, to find good

nature in a son of Louis XL From the time that Charles VIII. could reign

by himself, he was a clement prince. The duke of Orleans, from being his

enemy, and his prisoner, became his faithful lieutenant. . . . Louis XII.

by the benefits of his most paternal administration, made people forget his poli-

tical mismanagement and restlessness. There was such an expression of bene-

volence in the lines of his face, so perfect a mingling of sense and goodness in

his words, that his reign, notwithstanding transient reverses, was, in some sort,

nothing but a long family holiday. It is at this epoch, as in the reign of St.

Louis,^that we find most of that cordiality which forms the most amiable attri-

bute of the French character. Gaiety was promoted by prosperity, and that

again by mutual confidence." It is remarkable that the transition from a state

of things so foreign to persecution and cruelty, was made through a decline in
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had laid the foundation of liberty of conscience, and wrought n

great revolution in society; for the spirit of antiquity, which

saw the citizen everywhere, but man no where, made religion

nothing more than a mere affair of state. But scarcely had

these notions on the subject of liberty been given to the world,

when they were corrupted by the popedom. Substituting the

despotism of the priest for the despotism of the prince, it had

often even raised both prince and priest against the Christian

people. A new emancipation was now required, and the six-

teenth century saw it accomplished; for wherever the Reforma-

tion gained a firm footing, there the yoke imposed by Rome was

broken, and religious thought was anew set free.^ But so inhe-

rent in man's nature is the desire of lording it over the truth,2

that among many protestant nations, the Church, on being dis-

engaged from the arbitrary power of the priest, is in our days

apt to fall again under the yoke of the civil power, doomed, like

its Head, to oscillate incessantly between these two despotisms,

and to be ever passing from Caiaphas to Pilate, and from Pilate

to Caiaphas!

Bri^onnet, who enjoyed a high reputation in Paris, easily

justified himself.3 But in vain did he attempt to justify his

morals, for immedLitely after entering upon the next reign, the historian says

:

" The morals of the French were less pure, less austere, under Francis I., than

under his predecessor." . . . (See Lacretelle, " Histoire de France pen-

dant les Guerres de Religion; Introduction.") Tr.

1 Not set free, but subjected to the word of God; and Christian morality of

course made to apply to the toleration of error within due limits, and to the

peaceful promotion of truth. Tr.
- Were the civil despotism affecting so many of the protestant Churches in

our day, the pure result of a lust of domination, there were a greater likeli-

hood, perhaps, of seeing it removed. But here we may apply the maxim cor-

riiptio optimi pessima. The evil springs not from a simple vice, but from the

corruption of a good principle. It is right that the public morality of every

country should be that of the Gospel, and that it should regulate and pervade

every part of its laws and administration. If the education, therefore, of the

people ought to be such as to make their morals accord with those of the state,

it must be Christian. But the proper teachers of Christian morals, which

repose on the one only foundation of Christian doctrine, are the ministers and

members of the Church of Christ—those who have received the commission

to make disciples of all nations. Hence the natural and legitimate inference,

that the state should not teach itself, but assist the Church in teaching the

Christian faith. So far from any lust of domination suggesting this, as the

principles of the Gospel are opposed to all unrighteousness, ambition and

tyranny must naturally dislike such a policy, and would, no doubt, subvert it

altogether if they could. But failing in this, they pervert what they cannot

destroy, by either establishing a corrupted Church, or enslaving a pure one,

should they find it established. Tr.
3 The character of Bri9onnet stands so high, that Romanist writers seem
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frieDds; the monks were resolved not to return to Meaux empty-

handed, and the bishop's escape was to depend on his sacrificing

his brethren. Of a naturally timid character, little disposed to

part with wealth and rank for the sake of Jesus Christ, while

already frightened, shaken, and given up to melancholy, he came

to be further led astray by false counsels: if the evangelical

doctors leave Meaux, people said to him, they take the Refor-

mation with them elsewhere ! An intensely painful conflict now

took place in his heart. But worldly prudence at last prevailed;

he gave way, and on the 12th of April, 1:23, issued an ordi-

nance, recalling the license to preach enjoyed by those godly

doctors. This was the first step in Brigonnet's fall.l

most unwilling to admit that he ever compromised his principles as a bishop of

their Church, or favoured the doctrines of the Reformation, to the extent that

our author has stated. Professor Genin, in particular, is at great pains to

defend him in this respect, and in the following sketch, it will be perceived,

would have us understand that the bishop sent for the Reformers, in order that

he might keep them within the Church of Rome. " William Br)9onnet," says

he, " was son of that cardinal Brifonnot, called likewise the cardinal of St.

Male, and who was by turns excommunicated by pope Julius II., and restored by

Leo X. William Brifonnet bore at first the name of count of Montbrun; then,

after he had seen enough of secular life, he followed his father's example, and

became a priest. He gained the confidence of Louis XII. and that of Francis

r. ; was twice extraordinary ambassador at Rome ; delivered before the sacred

college the apology of Louis XII., in which he ventured to attack the emperor

Maximilian. lie represented France at the councils of Pisa and Latran.

Appointed to the abbacy of St. Germain-dos-Pres, he reformed the abuses that

had found their way there, and made considerable augmentations of the library,

for he- loved, cultivated, and protected literature. He has left some works on

theology; Vatable dedicated to him his translation of Aristotle's physics, and

Lefevre that of the same philosopher's politics. When the Reformation broke

out in France, William Brigonnet, then bishop of Meaux, drew into his diocese

the most celebrated men of that party, Farel, Vatable, Gerard Roussel, Lefevre

of Etaples, Calvin himself. He unshed to restrain them, to reconcile them,

to the Church. He failed in his attempt, and people accused him of heresy.

He justified himself, sent away the schismatics, and condemned Luther in a

synod held for that purpose, in 1523. It was in that very year that he began

to correspond with Madame d'Alen9on ; their correspondence lasted about two

years. The bishop of Meaux, it will be seen, was an eminent personage in

point of dignities, of learning, and of virtues. He died in 1533, with the reputa-

tion of having been a father to the poor, and the protector of learned men."

See Notice sur Marguerite d'Anqouleme, p. 124.
, ,

.

The youth of the bishop ought not to be forgotten, when we deplore his

moral weakness as a man, and censure the redundant imagery and bad taste

displayed in his letters. He was seven years younger than the princess. Hence,

when he condemned Luther he was only four and twenty, and probably that

condemnation in a diocese so near Paris, would be but an echo of that pre-

viously pronounced by the Sorbonne, which his youth and inexperience, and the

circumstance, too, of his late adoption of the ecclesiastical state, could give him

no hope of opposing with success. One would fain lift the veil that hides from

us the last sentiments entertained by this remarkable person. He must have

been only about thirty-four when he died. Like Cranmer, he might have wishe 1

to retract his retractation, but been denied the means of doing so openly. Tr.

' Thus then fell the man from whose example and steadfastness more might
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Lefevre was the chief object of attack; his commentary on tho

four Gospels, and especially the epistle " to Christian readers,"

with which he had prefaced it, having enraged Beda and others

of the like stamp. That publication they impeached before the

faculty. " Does he not dare," said the irascible syndic, " to

recommend in it the reading of holy Scripture to all the faith-

ful? Don't we there read that whosoever loves not the Word of

Christ, is no Christian;^ and that the Word of God suffices for

the attainment of everlasting life."

But in this persecution, Francis I. saw nothing but the base

intrigue of some theologians. He appointed a commission, hav-

ing justified himself before which, Lefevre came out from the

attack with the honours of war.

With fewer protectors at court, Farel was obliged to quit

Meaux. It would seem that he first returned to Paris ;2 that

there he unsparingly attacked the errors of Rome, and had to

leave the place and retire into Dauphiny, whither his heart was

set on carrying the Gospel.

Here then a first victoi-y was achieved; Lefevre was overawed,

Brisonnet had retrograded a step, and Farel was compelled to

fly. It was already supposed at the Sorbonne, that the move-

ment had been over- mastered, and doctors and monks mutually

congratulated each other on their triumph. And yet they were

not satisfied; no blood had as yet been shed. To work again

they therefore went; and, since it could not be otherwise, blood

was soon to gratify the fanaticism of Rome.

On finding their spiritual guides dispersed, the evangelical

Christians of Meaux endeavoured to edify one another. The

wool-carder, John Leclerc, who had acquired a knowledge of

Christian doctrine from the instructions of the doctors, toge-

ther with the reading of the Bible and of several tracts,^ distin-

guished himself by his zeal and facility in expounding Scripture.

have been expected, than from the favour of the king. What remorse must it

not have caused him, when he came to be aware of the consequences of his

weakness? He fell through a pusillanimous timidity, veiled under false pru-

dence. What a lesson for such as are placed in an eminent place in the Lord's

Church!—L. R.
' Qui verbum ejus hoc modo non diligunt, quo pacto hi Christiani essent.

(PrsBf. Comm. in Evang.)
^ " Farel, after having remained in Paris as long as he could." (Beza's Ec-

clesiastical History, i. 6.)
^ Aliis pauculis libellis diJigcnter Icctis. (Bezsc Tcones.)
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He was one of those men whom the Spirit of God' fills with

courage, and places ere long at the head of a religious movement.

The Church of Meaux was not long of considering him as its

minister.

The idea of an universal priesthood, so warmly cherished

among the primitive Christians, Avas revived in the sixteenth

century by Luther,^ But at that time it seemed to continue in

a mere theoretical state in the Lutheran Church, and became a

living reality only among the Reformed Christians. The Lu-

theran Churches (and in this they were of one mind with the

Anglican Church) held, perhaps, a certain medium in this respect,

between the Romish and the Reformed Church. Among the

Lutherans, all proceeded from the pastor or the priest, nor was

there anything good in the Church but what flowed through the

organs of its chiefs. But the reformed Churches, while they

held withal the divine institution of the ministry wdiich some

sects disown, came nearer to the primitive condition of the apos-

tolic communities. From the times of which we now speak,

they acknowledged and proclaimed that Christian flocks ought

not simply to receive what the priest bestows; that the Churcirs

members, as Avell as its guides, ^ssess the key of the treasure

from which the latter derive their instructions, seeing that the

Bible is in the hands of all; that the graces of God, the spirit

of faith, of wisdom, of consolation, and of light, are not granted

to the pastor alone; that every one is called to make the gift

that he has received serviceable to the community; nay, that

some particular gift, necessary to the Church's edification, may

often be denied to the minister though bestowed on a member

of his flock.3 Thus did the passive condition of the Churches

pass then into one of general activity; and this revolution was

effected chiefly in France, In other countries, we find the Re-

formers consisting almost exclusively of pastors and doctors;

' Animosse fidei plernis. (Bezse Iconos.)

2 See Book V. chapter 3.
, n j ±x.

3 This then forms part of the superiority of the Church, specially called the

Reformed, as it was further settled afterwards by Calvin, and established in our

own country in particular, though better, perhaps, in Scotland ;
where each

member has his own place for the developement of his particular gifts, and oppor-

tunity of being of use to the whole body ; still, however, so as that due order

continues to be maintained under the pastors and elders of the congregation, in

which respect it differs from those enthusiastical sects in which every member

thinks himself at liberty to set himself up as a teacher.—L. R.
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but in France we find persons from among the people mingled

with men of learning; and there God chose as his earliest

labourers, a doctor of the Sorbonne and a wool-carder.

This carder, Leclerc, set himself, accordingly, to go from house

to house fortifying the disciples. But not confining himself to

these ordinary labours, it was his wish to see the edifice of the

popedom fall to pieces, and France emerging from the ruins,

turn with a shout of joy to the Gospel. His zeal, little restrained

by prudence, reminds one of that of Hottinger at Zurich, and

of Carlstadt at Wittemberg. Thus he wrote a proclamation

against the Roman antichrist, in which he announced that the

Lord was about to destroy it with the breath of his mouth, and

had the hardihood to post his placards on the very doors of the

cathedral.l Forthwith there was a general commotion around

that ancient edifice. The faithful were amazed; the priests

waxed wroth at the very idea of a common wool-carder presum-

ing to assail the pope ! . . . The Franciscans, frantic with

rage, insisted that this time at least, a terrible example should

be made, and Leclerc was thrown into prison.

His trial was concluded in a few days, and under the very

eyes of Briconnet, who had*to look on and tolerate all that

passed. The carder was sentenced to be beaten through the

streets with rods, for three successive days, and thereafter to

be branded on the forehead. This sad spectacle soon took place.

Leclerc with his hands bound and his back bared, was led through

the streets, while the executioners inflicted the blows which he

had brought upon himself by opposing the bishop of Eorae. The
track of these functionaries, which could be distinguished by

the blood that flowed from the martyr, was followed by a vast

crowd. Some vented their anger in exclamations against the

heretic; others by their very silence, gave him no equivocal

tokens of their profound sympathy; one woman encouraged the

sufferer by her words and looks, and that woman was his

mother.

The third day came at last, when this bloody procession was

brought to a close at the ordinary place of public executions.

1 This heretic wrote placards which he fixed to the doors of the great church
at Meaux. (Meaux MSC.) See also Bezse Icones, Crespin, Actes des Mar-
tyrs, &c.
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There the hangman prepared the fire and heated the iron that

was to be applied to the evangelist, and then going up to him,

he branded him on the forehead as a heretic. Thereupon a

shout arose, but the martyr uttered no cry. His mother, who

was present at this mournful spectacle, in the midst of her

anguish, felt a violent conflict within her; the enthusiasm of

faith and maternal affection strove together in her breast; but

faith at last had the mastery, and she exclaimed with a voice

that made all her adversaries start; "Jesus Christ and his

ensigns for ever,"l ^ Thus did this Frenchwoman of the sixteenth

century fulfil the commandment of the Son of God: "Whoso-

ever loveth son or daughter more than me, is not worthy of

me." Such audacity at that particular moment, called for some

marked punishment; but that Christian matron had petrified

both priests and soldiers with fright; their fury was arrested by

a mightier arm than theirs. The crowd respectfully opened a

passage for the martyr's mother, and suffered her slowly to

regain her humble abode. The monks, nay, the very city ofiicers,

gazed at her without stirring from the spot. " Not an enemy

dared to lay hands on her," says Theodore de Beza. Set at

liberty after enduring this sentence, Leclerc withdrew to Rosay

in Brie, a small town six leagues from Meaux, and some time

afterwards went to Metz, M'here we shall find him again.

Now was it a time of triumph to the adversaries. "Repos-

sessing themselves of the pulpit, the cordeliers disseminated as

usual their falsehoods and absurdities. "3 But the poor manu-

facturers of the city, on being deprived of the means of hearing

the Word of God at regular meetings, "began to meet in secret,"

says our chronicler, " after the example of the sons of the pro-

phets in the time of Ahab, and of the Christians of the primitive

Church, and as opportunities offered, would assemble at times in

' Hist. Eccles. de Th. de Beza, p. 4; Hist, des Martyrs de Crespin, p. 92.

2 Vive Jesits Christ et ses enseignes ! Mr. Le Roy translates it, as if it

were enseignements. Milner renders it, " Live Jesus Christ, live the Cross !"

I may here remark, that Mosheim, Milner, and Browning, are all extremely

meagre' in their accounts of the commencement of the Reformation in France.

So. also, is Laval, in his " Compendious History of the Reformation in France

and of the Reformed Churches in that kingdom." The author, Stephen Abel

Laval, wrote his history in English, above a century ago, and was pastor of

one of the French congregations in London. He must not be confounded with

Father Laval, an historical writer of the sixteenth century.—Tr.
* Actes des Martyrs, p. 183.
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a house, at times in some cave, at times, also, in a wood or vine-

yard. There the one who was most versed in the Holy Scrip-

tures, exhorted the rest; after which, they joined in prayer with

great boldness, encouraging each other with the hope that the

Gospel would be received, and the tyranny of antichrist come

to an end."^ There is no power capable of arresting the truth.

Meanwhile one victim was not sufficient; and though the first

against whom persecution was let loose, was a worker in wool,

the second ranked high at court. Nobles as well as the people

required to be frightened; and, besides, the Sorbonne doctors at

Paris had no idea of being outrun by the Franciscans of Meaux.
" The most learned of the nobility," Berquin, had imbibed more

and more courage from the Scriptures, and after attacking "the

Sorbonne hornets" in some epigrams, had openly accused them

of impiety.-

Beda and Duchesne,^ although they had not dared to reply in

' Actes des Martyrs, p. 183. .

* Impietatis etiam accusatos, turn voco, turn scriptis. (Bezaj Icor.es.)

3 II. Raemond says of these : Beda qiiidem et Quercceus uterque magni nomi-
nis theologus, yet these theologians of great name he describes as warning the
king and parliament of the bad consequences that might follow, should the
grammarians, as they contemptuously called men of learning, were " to thrust

their sickle into another's harvest, and undertake to treat theological subjects."
One would have thought that men who had fitted themselves by their learning
to elucidate the grammatical meaning of the Scriptures in the original tongues,
would have been welcomed most warmly into France, not by the king-knight
and his accomplished sister, but by the divines of the Sorbonne, whom the same
liistorian describes as " the first scbool of sacred literature, not in J'ranee only,

but in the whole world." No doubt this would have been so, had their philo-

logy been confined to Aristotle and the schoolmen, instead of those Scriptures
whose plain grammatical meaning condemned them.

Gaillard gives a striking portrait of Beda. " The Sorbonne," says he, "had
at that time for its syndic Noel Bedier, who preferred calling himself Beda,
in memory, perhaps, of the venerable Bede. lie was one of those disputants
who are made for raising and for encountering storms ; trouble was his element,
and his persecuting pedantry kept his school in perpetual agitation ; he could
never be without an enemy to combat, or a victim to slaughter; he watched by
turns at the gates of error and of truth, ready to devour one or other prey
indifferently ; for him the rise of heresies in that age was quite a fortune ; he
hunted out heretics, he created them before they really existed ; he ceased not
to denounce, and the Sorbonne to censure ; it had to reproach him with many
decisions which it never would have made but for him, and which tended to

compromise its character; he wished doctor Merlin to be burnt for having tried

to justify Origen, and James Lefevre of Staples for having thought that ho
could see three Magdalens instead of one in the Gospel. . . .

" The influence of Beda," the same historian informs us, "was happily coun-
teracted for a time by that of the king's confessor, 'William Petit, first a
Dominican, afterwards successively bishop of Troyes and Senlis. More
than once the storms excited by the hot-headed Beda, were calmed down by
this prudent person. When precipitation and false zeal had decided, William
Petit still examined, and the oracles he rendered to his master were those only
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their own manner, to sallies of wit coining from one of the king's

gentlemen, changed their views as soon as they discovered seri-

ous convictions at the bottom of those attacks. Berquin had

become a Christian; his ruin, therefore, was inevitable. Lay-

ing hold of some of his translations, Beda and Duchesne, found

they contained matter enough to justify the burning of more

than one heretic. "He maintains," said they, "that it is im-

proper to call upon the Virgin ^lary instead of the Holy Ghost,

and to call her the source of all grace.^ He objects to the custom

of calling her our hope, our life, and says that such titles belong

only to the Son of God!" More than this; Berquin"'s library

was like a bookseller's shop, from which books of a corrupting

tendency, went forth over the whole kingdom. Melanchthon's

Common Places, in particular, written with so much elegance,

shook the convictions of men of letters in France. Living amid

heaps of folios and tracts, this godly nobleman had been induced,

from Christian charity, to become translator, corrector, printer,

and bookseller. ... So formidable a torrent required to be

arrested at its very source.

One day, accordingly, that Berquin happened to be quietly

engaged in his study, in the midst of his much prized books,

liis mansion was suddenly surrounded by armed officers of police,

and a violent knocking was heard at the gate; it was the Sor-

bonne and its agents with a parliamentary warrant to search

his house. The redoubtable syndic, Beda, headed the party,

and never did inquisitor better discharge his office; he pushed

his way with his satellites into Berquin's library, informed him

of their object, gave orders for his being watched, and then began

the search; not a book escaped his keen eye, and by his orders

an exact inventory was made of the whole of them. Here was

a treatise of Melanchthon's; there some small work by Carl-

stadt; and beyond it, some larger publication of Luther's ! Here

were heretical books which Berquin had translated from Latin

into French; and there were others composed by himself. All

that Beda could lay his hands upon, excepting two, were replete

with Lutheran eriors. He then left the house, carrying his

of indulgence and humanity." Hist, de Franrois I. par Gaillard, t. iii. pp.

.OSS, 536. Tr.
' Incongruc bcatani Virgiiicm imocari pro Spiritu sancto. (Kr. Epp. 1279.)
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booty along with him, and glorying in it more than ever did

general, loaded with the spoils of vanquished nations.^

Berquin saw that a terrible storm was about to burst ui)on

him; but his courage failed not: he despised his enemies too

much to dread them. No time, however, was lost by Beda.

On the 13th of May, 1523, the parliament issued an order that

all the books seized at Berquin 's house, should be communicated

to the faculty of theology. Nor did the company keep people

waiting long for its advice; on the 25th of June, it sentenced

those works to the flames as heretical, with the exception of

the two that we have mentioned, and ordained that Berquin

should abjure his errors; which sentence the parliament admitted

and approved.

Before that formidable body the nobleman appeared, and

knowing as he did, that in the rear of that assembly, prepara-

tions might possibly be making for his being burnt,- yet like

Luther at Worms, his firmness remained unshaken. In vain

did the parliament command him to retract; Berquin was not

one of those who fall aicay after having been partakers of the

Hohj Ghost. Whosoever is born of God Jceepeth himself and that

wicked one toucheth him not.^ Every fall proves that conversion

has been partial or apparent only; but Berquin's was a real

conversion. He answered with decision to the court at whose

bar he stood. The parliament, more severe than the diet at

1 Gaillard, Hist, de Fran9ois I", iv. 241 ; Crevier, Univ. de Paris, v. p. 171.

* Berquin had reason to conclude as much from the terms of the famous cen-

sure passed on Luther's writings hy the Sorhonne, on the 15th April, 1521.

" That censure," says Gaillard, " was the first that entered into the discussion

of the propositions, and condemned each under proper qualifications. The pope,

and the universities of Cologne and Louvain, had condemned them only under

general and respective qualifications ; catholic divines vaunt the justness with

which the particular qualifications are applied in the censure of the university

of Paris, hut we are much vexed (Men /aches) to find in the preamble of that

censure, thatflames rather than reasonings ought to be employed against Luther's

arrogance. . . . We might suppose" that the faculty of theology spoke of

flames in reference to writings only, did not the word vinculis (bonds) precede

ignibus hndflammis (fires and flames), and were it not that a long usage, or a

long abuse formally justified at that time by the Sorhonne, shows us that here-

tics were almost always given up to the flames in that same France which piques

itself on having such a horror for the inquisition." Hist, de Fr. I. vol. iii. p.

527.

Here we see that the Sorhonne doctors had taken the opportunity presented

by being called to censure Luther, to make an extraordinary display of their

theological talents, and hence the vanity of those men, not the less susceptible

because of their being Frenchmen, must have been wounded to the quick by

the small respect shown for their labours by the Picard nobleman. Tr.
3 Heb. vi. 4 ; 1 John v. 18.
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Worms, ordered its officers to seize the accused and take him to

the lock-up house. This was on the 1st of August, 1523. On

the 5th of the month, the parhament handed the heretic over

to the bishop of Paris, that that prelate might take cognizance

of the affair, and with the assistance of doctors and counsellors,

pronounce a fitting penalty. He was transferred, accordingly,

to the prisons of the ecclesiastical court.'

Thus did Berquin pass from one court of justice to another,

and from prison to prison. Beda, Duchesne, and their compan-

ions, held their victim fast; but the court still bore a grudge

against the Sorbonne, and Francis was still more powerful than

Beda. The case had by this time produced a general feeling of

indignation among the nobility, who thought it intolerable that

so little respect should be shown, by monks and priests, to the

sword of a gentilhomme. " What charge do they bring against

him?" it was said to Francis I.: "why, that he blames the cus-

tom of invoking the Virgin, instead of the Holy Ghost? But

Erasmus and many others do so too. And for such mere nothings

do people imprison a king's officer?^ 3 In his person men would

1 Ductus est in carcerem, reus hsereseos periclitatus. (Er. Epp. 1279

;

Crevier, Gaillard, loc. cit.)

- Ob hujusmodi nocnias. (Er. Epp. 1279.')

^ Berquin's defenders on this occasion, seem to have missed perceiving the

gravamen of the learned nobleman's offence, which, no doubt, lay in the inde-

fatigable industry and disinterestedness he had shown in creating and dissem-

inating a Protestant literature. This must have been a heinous crime in the

eyes of the Sorbonne, although, at a time when the king was so zealous a patron

of literature, and so friendly to the diffusion of new ideas, the scholastic doc-

tors would be too wise to bring it prominently forward. The pains taken by

the Romisli church to suppress Protestant books, including, of course, transla-

tions of the Scriptures made on the principle of a full and impartial rendering

of the original meaning, have been almost incredible. Not only does the Index

Expiirgatorius warn aU faithful Roman catholics against books pronounced by

the papal censorship, to be of a dangerous character as respects religion and

the Church, but where they have the power, there never seems wanting the

will actually to destroy even the most valuable works, if their theology be at all

anti-Roman. " xVt the epoch of the Reformation," says the last report of the

foreign evangelical society of New-York, "the sellers of Bibles printed at

Geneva were frequently cast into prison. . . . After the revocation of the

edict of Nantes—which occurred in 1685—the order given by the court of Ver-

sailles, at the instigation of the Jesuits, was to desti-oy at all cost these paper-

preachers, who perpetuated what was termed heresy, in the portions of the

country where the Protestant religion had most deeply fixed its roots. But the

dragoons, the executioners of this wicked court, stopped not at the destruction

of these labourers in the work of the Reformation ; they raged also with an in-

flexible severity against the books of the Reformers, published for the edifica-

tion of the faithful. To give two instances: Dumoulin, a distinguished Pro-

testant writer, published seventy-five difterent works ; but the papists laboured

with so much perseverance to destroy them, that there remains at present but

a verv small number of them. In 1758, the Parliament of Bordeaux caused to
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attack literature, true religion, the nobility, chivalry, nay, the

crown itself." On this occasion, also, the king wanted to make

the whole company of the Sorbonne feel the utmost disappoint-

ment and vexation. He granted letters of advocation to the

council of state, and on the 8th of August, an usher presented

himself at the prison of the ecclesiastical court, bearing the royal

mandate for the prisoner's being set at liberty.

The question now was, whether the monks would yield.

Foreseeing that some difficulties might arise, Francis I. had

told the agent charged with his orders, that if resistance were

ofiered, he was to force the gates. These words were clear; the

monks and the Sorbonne, devouring the affront, yielded, and

Berquin, on being set free, appeared before the royal council,

where he was absolved from the charges brought against him.'

Thus did Francis I. humble the Church. Berquin imagined

that under his reign, France might emancipate herself from the

popedom, and had thoughts of renewing hostilities. With this

be publicly burned, five-thousand nine-hundred and seventy-two copies of reli-

gious books, destined for the instruction and edification of the Protestants."

Yet popish France and Belgium are now inundated with infidel, nay, blasphe-

mous and immoral publications, while both countries have been deprived of the
inestimable advantage of having their literature enriched by publications from
Protestants, designed to confront these, such as we have had so abundantly
and cheaply supplied to us in Britain.

Happily the French Protestant press is again active and free, and the French
language whose facility has made it so widely diflfused, and which has thus given
wings, as it were, for false opinions to circulate over the earth, is now becom-
ing a blessed instrument for the diffusion of truth. The report above quoted
informs us that "a volume of French sermons, written by an eloquent living

author, last year penetrated, some how or another, into a convent in Italy, was
read by a monk, and through the blessing of God, led him to abandon his false

belief and with it his false hopes. Another excellent book in the same lan-

guage reached even to Rome itself, and was the instrument, in God's hands, of
converting another monk to the Protestant faith. Both have left their coun-
try, to find in another that safety which it denies them, although it is the very
seat of what claims to be the only Church of Christ !—Our society is well situ-

ated by means of its committee at Geneva, for doing something for Italy. And
it is a remarkable providence which has sent no less than three Italian priests

who have embraced Protestantism, to that city and its vicinity, who are well

qualified for the work of translation. Who does not see the hand of God in

this?" See Quarterly Paper of the Foreign Evang. Society, vol. ii. No. 1.

Thus, at the distance ot more than 300 years from the time of Louis Ber-
quin, there is still a demand for labours such as his, even for France and Italy!

So slow has been the progress of truth amid the vaunted progress of human
society ! So successful has the popedom been in pursuing the identical policy

of the Sorbonne, throe centuries ago ! So like are the facts that bear upon
the Reformation in our day, to those recorded in the early history of the six-

teenth century ! Were Berquin suddenly restored to the world, he would have
little else to do but simply to resume his labours. Tr.

' At judiccs, ubi viderunt causani esse nullius momenti, absolverunt homi-
nom. (Ibid.)
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view lie entered into correspondence with Erasmus, who per-

ceived immediately that he was a worthy person;* yet, ever

timid and temporising: "Bear in mind," said the philosopher,

"that we should not irritate the wasps, and peaceably enjoy your

studies.2 Above all, don't mix me up with your affair : this

would do no service either to me or to you."^

These denials did not dishearten Berquin; though the mighti-

est genius of the age chose to hang back, he would look for help

from God, who never does so. The work of God would be done

with or without men. "Berquin," says Erasmus himself,

"somewhat resembled the palm-tree; he rose again and dis-

played a proud and towering spirit, against all who sought to

frighten him."-^

Such were not all who had welcomed the doctrines of the

Gospel. Martial Mazurier had been one of the most zealous

preachers. He was accused of having uttered from the pulpit

the most erroneous propositions,^ and even of having committed

certain acts of violence, during the time of his being at Meaux.

"This Martial Mazurier," saj'S a manuscript of that city, which

we have already quoted, "on his way to the Church of the

reverend cordelier fathers, seeing the statue of St. Francis with

the five wounds outside the convent gate, where a St. Eoch now

stands, threw it down and broke it." Mazurier was seized and

placed in the lock-up-houso,^ where he fell of a sudden into pro-

found reveries and keen fits of anguish. The morality of the

Gospel rather than its doctrines, had drawn him into the ranks

of the Reformation ;7 and now morality left him without moral

strength. Terrified at the prospect of the fire that awaited him,

believing that victory would decidedly remain in France with

the Romish party, he easily persuaded himself that he should

' Ex epistola visus est mihi vir bonus. (Ibid.)
2 Sineret crabrones et suis se studiis oblectaret. (Ibid.)
' Deinde ne me involveret suae causae. (Ibid.)
* Ille, ut habebat quiddam cum palma commune, adversus deterrentem tolle-

bat animos. (Erasm. Epp. 12Y9.) Alluding probably to Pliny, Nat. Hist. xvi.

42,
* Hist, de rUniversite, par Cr6vier, v. p. 203.
* Gaillard, Ilist. de Fran9ois I.er v. p. 334.
7 Mazurier was, moreover, wanting in firm and well digested views. lie was

borne along for the moment by an ebullition of rash enthusiasm. Berquin's

warm affection for the Reformation rested on firm and enlightened conviction,

and such is what we must stand upon, if we would be zealous for the truth. A
hair-brained enthusiasm is soon overcome by fear.—L. R.
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find his influence increase and honours flow upon him, were he

to return to the popedom. Accordingly, he retracted what he

had taught, and preached in his parish church, doctrines opposed

to those that he had been accused of teaching;^ and associating

himself afterwards with the most fanatical persons, and particu-

larly with the famous Ignatius Loyola, he thenceforth proved the

most ardent abettor of the papal cause.- Ever since the em-

peror Julian''s time, apostates, after their treachery, have been

the most remorseless opponents of the doctrines which they for

a time professed.

Mazurier soon found an occasion for putting forth his zeal.

The youthful James Pavanne had also been thrown into prison,

and Martial thought that his own fall might appear less shame-

ful, could he get him to fall also. Pavanne''s youth, amiability,

learning, and integrity, produced a warm interest in his behalf,

and Mazurier imagined that he should be less guilty himself,

were he to seduce master James into an equal degree of guilt

with his own. Accordingly, he repaired to his cell and com-

menced his manoeuvres. He aff"ected having advanced farther

than him in the knowledge of the truth: "You are in the

wrong, James," he repeatedly said; "you have not dived to the

bottom of the sea; you have only skimmed the surface of the

waves and billows."^ What with sophisms, promises, and

threats, nothing was spared. Thus wrought upon, agitated, and

shaken in his convictions, the unhappy youth yielded at length

to these treacherous attacks, and publicly retracted his pre-

tended errors, on the day after Christmas, 1524. But from

that time a spirit of depression and melancholy fell from the

Lord upon Pavanne. He was consumed with profound grief,

and ceased not to groan under the burden of his remorse. "Ah!"
he would repeat, "there is nothing for me now but a life of bit-

terness." Sad wages of unfaithfulness

!

Meanwhile among those who had received the Word of God
in France, there were men of more intrepidity than Mazurier

and Pavanne. Leclerc had retired towards the close of the

' " Comme il etait homme adroit, il esquiva la condamnation," says Or^vier,
V. p. 203.

^ Cum Ignatio Loyola init amicitiam. (Launol, Navarrae gymnasii Listoria,

p. 631.)
^ Actes des Martyrs, p. 99.
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year 1523, to Metz in Lorraine, ^ and there, says Theodore Beza,

he followed the example of St. Paul at Corinth, who while

employed as a tent-maker, persuaded both Jews and Greeks. ^

Without relinquishing his employment of wool-carder, he

enlightened the people of his own condition ; and several of these

became true converts. Thus did this humble artisan lay the

foundations of a church which became afterwards celebrated.

Nor was Leclerc alone at Metz. Among the clergy of that

city there was an Augustinian monk from Tournay, a doctor in

theology, called John Chatelain, who had been brought to the

knowledge of God^ by his communications with the Augustini-

ans of Antwerp. Chatelain had gained the respect of the people

by the austerity of his manners,^ and the doctrines of Christ

when preached by him with cope and stole, seemed less extraor-

dinary to the people of Metz, than when delivered to them by a

poor artisan who left the comb with which he carded wool, to

explain the Gospel printed in French.

Thanks to the zeal of these two worthy men, the light of the

Gospel began to spread through the whole city. A very devout

woman, called Toussaint, of burgess rank, had a son, Peter, to

whom she would often address serious remarks while engaged

at his sports. Everywhere at that time, even in the houses of

the townsfolk, something extraordinary was expected to take

place. One day that the child amused himself by riding upon

a long cane in his mother's room, as she was conversing with

her friends about the things of God, she said to them in a tre-

1 Metz, though it soon passed into the power of France, was at this period in

the possession of the duke of Lorraine. It stands on a fertile plain on the

banks of the Moselle, was always a place of importance, and now forms one of

the strongest frontier fortresses of France. The Tale of the Moselle was a
favourite resort of Roman colonists, who brought it into a state of high culti-

vation, and seem to have transmitted to the modern inhabitants, together with

their civilization, their taste for the outward shows of pagan worship. The
Metzers are described in the Delices de la France as remarkable for manners
and civility ; Metz itself, as abounding in churches and fine monasteries. The
pilgrimage about to be described, proves the paganism of the popular worship.

I had an opportunity of witnessing a similar pilgrimage on a smaller scale,

some years ago near the confluence of the Moselle with the Rhine, and both,

the procession and the chapel at which it halted, strongly recalled the peculi-

arities of the ancient worship of Rome. Tr.
2 Acts of the Apostles, chap, xviii. 3, 4.—Apostoli apud Corinthios exemplura

secutus. (Bez33 Icones.)
3 Vocatus ad cognitionem Dei. (Act. Mart. ISO.j
* Gaillard, Hist, de Franfois, I.er v. p. 232.

II. 4 c
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mulous voice: "Antichrist will soon come with great power,

and will destroy those who shall be converted at the preaching

of Elias."! These words, often repeated, so impressed the mind

of the child that he recollected them long after. Peter Tous-

saint was no longer a child at the time when the doctor in theo-

logy, and the wool-carder, were preaching the Gospel at Metz.

His relations and friends were surprised at his youthful genius,

and hoped to see him one day occupy an eminent place in the

Church. One of his uncles, a brother of his father's, was dean

(primicier) of Metz; it was the highest dignity in the chapter.2

Cardinal John of Lorraine, son of duke Rene, who kept a large

establishment, showed much affection for the dean and his

nephew. The latter, notwithstanding his youth, had obtained

a prebend at the time that his attention was first awakened to

the Gospel. Might not the preaching of Chatelain and Leclerc,

possibly be that of Elias? Already, it is true, antichrist is

everywhere arming against it. But it matters not. "Let us

lift up our heads," says he, "to the Lord, who will come and

will not tarry .''S

The doctrines of the Gospel found their way into the first

families of Metz. A person of great consideration, the chevalier

d'Esch, an intimate friend of the dean's, became a convert. ^

The friends of the Gospel were overjoyed. "The knight, our

good master," . . . Peter would say, "if, nevertheless," he

would add with a noble candour, "if we are permitted to call any

man on earth master.'""^

Thus was Metz about to become a centre of illumination,

when the imprudent zeal of Leclerc put a speedy stop to this

slow but sure progress, and raised a storm that seemed likely

to cause the utter ruin of that rising church. The multitude

of common people continued to follow their ancient superstitions,

» Cum equitabam in arundine longa, memini saepe audisse me a matre, ven-

turum antichinstum cum potentia magna, perditurumque eos qui essent ad Eliae

prajdicationem conversi. (Tossanus Farello, 4th September, 1525; one of the

manuscripts of the conclave of Neucbatel.)
2 Tossanus Farello, 21st July, 1525; manuscript of the Neucbatel conclave.

» L«vemus interim capita nostra ad Dominum qui veniet et non tardahit

(Ibid. 4th September, 1535.)
* C larissimum ilium equitem . . . cui multum familiaritatis et amicitise,

cum primicerio Metensi, patruo meo. (Ibid. 2d August, 1624.
* Ibid. 21st July 1525. Neucbatel manuscript.
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and Leclerc's heart was crushed at beholding that city immersed

in idolatry. About a league off there stood a chapel, contain-

ing images of the Virgin and most celebrated saints of the coun-

try; and thither the inhabitants of Metz used to make a pil-

grimage, on a certain day of the year, for the purpose of worship-

ping those images and of obtaining the forgiveness of their sins.

On the evening before this holiday, Leclerc"'s godly and coura-

geous soul was violently agitated. Had not God said: Thou

sJialt not how down to their gods; hut thou sJialt utterly/ overthrow

them, and quite h'eah down their images?^ Leclerc took this com-

mand as addressed to himself, and without consulting either

Chatelain, or Esch, or any from whom he expected advice to the

contrary, he that evening, about nightfall, left the city, and

repaired to the neighbourhood of the chapel. There he sat some

time in silent meditation, gazing upon the statues. He still

had it in his power to fly; but . . . the day following,

within a few hours, a whole city whose duty it was to worship

none but the true God, would come to bow down before these

lumps of stone and wood. A conflict similar to that which we

find in the case of so many of the Christians of the first ages of

the Church, began to agitate the mind of the wool-carder. What
matters it to him that these are the images of saintly men and

women, and not of the gods and goddesses of paganism? does

not the worship to be given by the people to these images belong

to God alone? Like Polyeuctes, as he stood by the idols of the

temple, his heart shuddered and his courage rose:

No time be lost ! The sacrifice is ready.

Let the true God now find us at his service,

This foolish thunder, wherewith silly men
Would arm those rotting blocks, beneath our feet

Trampling in scorn. O let us now enlighten

A blinded people, and break down their gods

Of stone and brass ! Our days abandoning

To zeal so heav'nly, let us now for God
Secure the triumph that is his alone,

And, for the rest, commit ourselves-to Him. 2

Leclerc, in fact, rose, went up to the images, removed them

from their places, and breaking them in pieces, indignantly scat-

' Exodus XX. 4 ; xxiv. 24.
^ Polyeucte by Pierre Corneille—What many admire in verse they condemn

in history.
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tered the fragments before the altar. He had no douTbt that it

was the Spirit itself of the Lord that led him to commit this

deed, and so thought also Theodore de Beza.' 2 After this

Leclerc returned to Metz, which he entered at day break, and

was perceived by some persons just as he was passing the city

gate.3

Meanwhile, a universal movement might be observed in the

ancient city; the steeple bells were pealing, the confraterni-

ties^ were meeting, and preceded by the prebendaries, priests,

and monks, the whole inhabitants of Metz went forth in full

pomp; prayers were repeated and hymns sung to the saints

whom they were about to worship; crosses and banners passed

on in succession, and musical instruments or drums responded

to the singing of the faithful. At length, after an hour''s march,

the procession arrived at the resort of the pilgrimage. But

what was the astonishment of the priests when on presenting

themselves with the censers in their hands, they found the

images they had come to worship mutilated, and the ground

strewn with their fragments? They started back with horror;

announced the sacrilegious deed to the crowd; in a moment the

singing ceased, the musical instruments were hushed, the flags

lowered, and the multitude became agitated to an inconceivable

degree. The prebendaries, parish clergy, and friars, did their

utmost to inflame the minds of the people, stimulating them in

their eagerness to discover the guilty person, and to insist upon

1 Divini spiritus afflatu impulsus. (Bezse Icones.)
^ It may seem diflBcult, on the one hand, to form an impartial judgment on

the zeal of Leclerc. We have seen above, in the example of Mazurier, how
utterly wanting in firm and well-grounded conviction a hair-brained zeal may
be. Not such was Leclerc's, as was proved by his steadfastness to the very last.
Tet may it not be asked whether he did not yield too much to the warmth of
his feelings, and by his fervour mar much that he might have effected by greater
composure, for the benefit of the Reformation ? Thus does it at first sight
appear ; and yet in order to efi"ectual recovery from a deep-rooted evil such
decisive measures are at times necessary, and thus we may come to approve of
the judgment pronounced by Beza on the conduct of Leclerc. The man, how-
ever, who would wish to imitate him, would need narrowly to examine himself.
-L. R.

^ Mane apud urbis portam deprehensus.
* These associations {confreries) find their counterpart so far in the prayer-

meetings, fellowship-meetings, <tc., of Protestant communions. As, however,
the absolute subjection of lay Roman catholics in all such cases to their ecclesi-
astical chiefs, makes these associations entirely at their command, it may weU be
believed that they often form a tremendous engine in the hands of the popedom
tor making all things bow to its will. Tr.
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his death.i One shout now rose from all parts* "Death, death

to the sacrilegious wretch!" and the whole mass returned to

Metz in hurry and disorder.

Leclerc was known to all of them; he had often called images

idols; and, moreover, had he not been seen returning from the

chapel at day break? On being apprehended, he immediately

confessed what was laid to his charge, and conjured the people

to worship God alone. But this only further inflamed the zeal

of the mob, which would have dragged him to instant death.

Upon being brought before the judges, he boldly declared that

Jesus Christ, God manifest in the flesh, ought alone to be wor-

shipped and was condemned to be burned alive. He was then

conducted to the place of execution.

There a fearful scene awaited him. The cruelty of his per-

secutors had been at pains to discover whatever could add to

the horrors of his punishment, and near the fire which was to

consume him, men were seen heating the pincers that were to

serve as the instruments of their rage. Leclerc heard the

savage shouts of the monks and the people, without losing hia

firmness and self-possession. They began by cutting off his

right hand by the Avrist; next his nose was torn off with the

glowing hot pincers; next, with the same instrument they laid

hold of his arms, which they broke in sundry places, and ended

by burning him on the chest? 2 While the cruelty of his ene-

mies was thus exhausting its fury on his body, the mind of

Leclerc was at peace. He recited in a solemn and deep voice, 3

those words of David : Their idols are silver and gold, the works

of men's hands. They hate mouths, hut they spealc not; eyes have

they, but they see not: they have ears, hut they hear not; noses

have they, hut they smell not: they have hands, hut they handle

not; feet have they, but they walk not; neither speak they through

their throat. They that make tJiem are like unto them; so is every

on£ that trusteth in them. Israel, trust thou in the Lord, he is

the help and shield of all that call upon him.'^ The contempla-

Totam civitatem concitarunt ad auctorem ejus facinoris quaerendum. ( Act
Mart. lat. p. 189.)

* Naso candentibus abrepto, iisdemque brachio utroque, ipsisque maramig
crudelissime perustis. (Bezse Icones.) Meaux Manuscript; Crespin, Ac.

^ Altissima voce recitans. (Bezse Icones.)
* Psalm cv. 4—9.
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tion of such fortitude at once frightened the adversaries and

greatly confirmed believers ;l while the people at large, though

they had previously displayed such a pitch of anger, were now

wonder-struck and afFected.2 After undergoing these tortures,

Leclerc was burnt at a slow fire, in conformity with the terms

of his sentence. Such was the death of the first martyr of the

Gospel in France.^

The priests of Metz were still dissatisfied. In vain did they

attempt to shake the constancy of Chatelain. " Like the

adder," they would say, " he affects being deaf, and refuses to

hear the truth."^ He was apprehended by the cardinal of Lor-

raine's people, and carried away to the castle of Nommeny.

He was then degraded by the bishop's ofiicers, who took off

his vestments, and scraped his fingers with a bit of glass, say-

ing; " By this scraping we deprive thee of the power of sacri-

ficing, consecrating, and blessing, which thou hast received by

the anointing of hands-^^ Next, putting a lay dress on him,

they handed him over to the secular power, which condemned

him to be burnt alive. The fire was soon made ready, and

Christ's minister was consumed by the flames. "Lutheranism

diffused itself not a whit the less, in all the Metz country," say

the authors of the history of the Gallican Church, who, as for

the rest, approve of this rigour.

As soon as this storm began to beat upon the Church at Metz,

1 Adversanis territis, piis magnopere confirmatis. (Bezse Tcones.)
2 Nemo qui non coramoveretur, attonitus. (Act. Mart. lat. p, 189.)
y Nothing can more clearly show a total want of confidence in those promises

which Roman catholics, nevertheless, appropriate to themselves as the only
true Church, than their inhuman measures for silencing opposition where they
have the power, and their efforts, continued to this day, to suppress all theology
but their own. Instead of confidence in the divine aid, their policy is of that
desperate character which the dread of destruction to their whole system, and
the consciousness of its hollowness and weakness, must naturally inspire. Yet
Buch atrocities as the execution of Leclerc, must speedily have defeated the
end for which they were intended, by prompting enquiry and exciting interest
and sympathy for the sufferers. The martyr-ologies with which such execu-
tions soon enabled the Reformation to plead the cause of the persecuted Gos-
pel, with immense effect, at the bar of every person of high moral principle and
humane feeling, seem to have mortally annoyed their antagonists. Farel, Rac-
mond, in particular, betrays this feeling in speaking of France, in the first

chapter of his seventh book ; and there, among other absurdities, he broadly
accuses the Reformers of insufferable self-conceit, because such of them as
suffered persecution, ventured to praise the fortitude and constancy of tho
martyrs whom it destroyed ! Tr.

* Instar aspidis serpentis aures orani surditate affectas. CAct. Mart, lat., p.
183.)

" Utnusque manus digitos lamina vitrea erasit. (Ibid., lat. p. 66.)
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all was desolation in the house of Toussaint. His uncle, the

dean, without having taken any part in the prosecutions directed

against Leclerc and Chatelain, shuddered at the thought of his

nephew being one of these people. Still greater was the alarm

felt by his mother. Not a moment was to be lost; all who had

given heed to the Gospel, were threatened in their liberty and

in their lives. The blood shed by the inquisitors had only aug-

mented their thirst: fresh fires were in course of preparation.

Peter Toussaint, the Chevalier d'Esch, and others besides, left

Metz and sought refuge in Basel.

IX. Thus did the gales of persecution blow with violence, at

Meaux and at Metz. The north of France rejected the Gospel,

and for a time the Gospel gave way. But the Eeformation only

changed its place; the scene of its operations was transferred to

the south-eastern provinces.

Farel, who had taken refuge at the foot of the Alps, displayed

the utmost activity in that quarter. To him it was of small

moment, comparatively, that he could enjoy the sweets of domes-

tic life in the bosom of his own family. The report of what had

taken place at Paris, had filled his brothers with a certain degree

of terror, but an unknown power was alluring them towards

those new and admirable things with which William entertained

them. The latter sohcited them with all the impetuosity of his

zeal, to become a convert to the Gospel;^ and Daniel, Walter,

and Claud, were gained over at length to the God whom their

brother preached. They did not, at the first instant, forsake

the worship of their forefathers, but when persecution arose,

they had the courage to sacrifice their friends, their property,

and their country, in order that they might worship Jesus Christ

without constraint.2 The brothers of Luther and Zwingli do

not appear to have been as frankly converted to the Gospel ; from

its very commencement the French Keformation bore a character

of more domestic affection and intimacy .3

' Choupard's manuscript.
» Farel, a gentleman of good family, endowed with good means, the which

he lost for the sake of religion, as did also three brothers of his. (Geneva

Manuscript.)
3 The French Reformation had, indeed, quite a peculiar character. Its dis-

tinguishing characteristics were earnestness and ardour. It was purified and

promoted by persecution,' but within France itself, put down by being over-

powered. It had a healthful influence, however, on other lands through the
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Farel did not confine himself to his brothers; he announced

the Gospel to his relations and friends at Gap and the surround-

ing neighbourhood. It would even appear, if we are to believe

a manuscript, that, availing himself of the friendship of some

ecclesiastics, he applied himself to the preaching of the Gospel

in some of the Churches;^ but other authorities assure us that

he did not enter the pulpit at this period of his life. Be that

as it may, the doctrines which he professed, caused a mighty-

sensation. The mob and the clergy wished him to be silenced.

" A new and strange heresy !" it was said, " are all the practices

of piety, then, to be accounted vain? He is neither priest nor

friar; it belongs not to him to act the preacher."^

Ere long all the authorities, civil and ecclesiastical, of Gap,

were combined against Farel. He was evidently an agent of'

that sect which people were opposing everywhere. " Let us cast

utterly away from us," said they, " this brand of discord."

Farel was summoned to appear, and very roughly compelled to

fly .3

Still, he did not forsake his native land. Did not the villages

and hamlets, the banks of the Durance, Guisanne, and Isere,

contain many souls that had need of the Gospel? and though

some risk was to be encountered, might he not find shelter amid

the woods and the rugged rocks, which he had so often traversed

in his youth? He began, accordingly^, to itinerate through the

country, preaching in houses and secluded pasturages, and con-

cealing himself when necessary in the woods, and on the banks

of mountain streams.* Such was the school in which God was
forming him for labours of a difi'erent kind. " The crosses, the

persecutions, the machinations of Satan, of which I was fore-

warned," he would say, " have not been wanting, they have
even been much beyond what of myself I could have endured;

instrumentality of those that in any wise introduced its spirit among them.
Still it may serve as an exam_ple of that entire self-devotedness, without which,
no fundamental Reformation can ever be established, in as much as it has to
struggle at all times and everywhere with the spirit of the world.—L. R.

' He preached the Gospel in public with much freedom. (Choupard's Manu-
script.)

^
Ibid. Hist, des Eveques de Nismes, 1738.
He was expelled, and very rudely too, both by the bishop and by those of the

town. (Choupard's MS.)
* Olim errabundus in sylvis, in nemoribus, in aquis vagatus sum. (Farel ad

Capit. de Bucer. Basil. 25th Oct. 1526. Neuchatel manuscr. letters.)
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but God is my father, he has supplied me, and will ever supply

me, with the strength 1 require."^ Many of the inhabitants

of those rural districts, received the truth from his mouth.

Thus the persecution which expelled Farel from Paris and from

]\Ieaux, difiused the Reformation in the provinces of the Saone,

the Rhone, and the Alps. In all ages, that saying of Scripture

finds its accomplishment: Therefore they that icere scattered abroad

went everywhere preaching the Word of God.-

Among the Frenchmen who were then gained to the Gospel,

there was a gentleman of Dauphiny, the chevalier Anemond de

Coct, one of the younger sons of the auditor de Coct, lord of

Chastelard. Of a lively, ardent, and active temperament, sin-

cerely devout, a foe to relics, processions, and the clergy, Ane-

mond received the doctrines of the Gospel M'ith much prompti-

tude, and erelong he became wholly devoted to it. He could not

endure forms in religion, and would have had all the Church's

ceremonies abolished; the only true religion for him being the

inward worship of the heart, " Never," he would say, "has

my mind found rest in external things. The sum of Chris-

tianity is comprised in those words: John baptized icith water,

but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost; a man must be a neio

creature."^

Endued with all the vivacity of a Frenchman, Coct spoke and

wrote, sometimes in Latin, sometimes in French. He had read

and would quote the l)onat, Thomas Acquinas, Juvenal, and

the Bible. His phraseology was concise, and he would pass

abruptly from one idea to another. He was perpetually in move-

ment, and presented himself wherever a door seemed open to the

Gospel, or a celebrated doctor was to be heard. His warmth

of heart gained upon all with whom he formed any ties. " He
is distinguished by rank and learning," said Zwingli at a later

period, " but still more by his godliness and affability."-* Ane-

mond may be considered as a type of many of the French who

' Non defuere crux, persecutio et Satanas machinamenta . . . (Farel

Galeoto.)
^ Acts of the Apostles, viii. 4.

^ Nunquam in externis quievit spiritus meus. (Coctus Farello, Neuchaiel
conclave's manuscript.)

* Virum est gen ere, doctrinaque clarum, ita pietate humanitateque longo

claxiorem. (Zw. Epp. p. 319.)

II. 4 D
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became attached to the Keformation; vivacity, simplicity, and

zeal carried to imprudence, being often to be found among such

of his countrymen as embraced that cause. But at the other

extreme of the French character, we find the grave counten-

ance of Calvin, forming a powerful counterpoise to the light-

hearted vivacity of Coct. Calvin and Anemond are the two

opposite poles, between which revolves the whole religious world

in France.

Hardly had Anemond received from Farel the knowledge of

Jesus Christ,^ when he endeavoured himself to bring over men's

souls to that doctrine of spirit and of life. His father was dead;

his eldest brother, a man of a harsh and over-bearing temper,

treated him contemptuously. Lawrence, the youngest of the

family, loved him with the utmost affection, but could compre-

hend him only by halves. In short, Anemond found so little

congeniality among his kindred, that he directed his activity

to another quarter.

The awakening in Dauphiny had been confined hitherto to

the laity, but Farel, Anemond, and their friends, wished to see

a movement so hkely to unsettle the Alpine provinces, headed

by a priest. At Grenoble there was a parish priest, a friar

minorite, called Peter de Sebville, a preacher of great eloquence,

and a man of a good and honest heart, who conferred not with

flesh and blood, and whom God was gradually drawing to him-

self.2 Sebville soon perceived and acknowledged that the Word

of the Lord was the only sure doctor; and forsaking doctrines

based on the mere testimonies of men, he resolved in his own

mind, to preach the Word, " clearly, purely, holily.''^ The

whole Reformation is summed up in these three words. Coct

and Farel listened with delight as this new preacher of grace

raised his eloquent voice in their province, and thought that

henceforth their presence in it might be considered less neces-

sary.4

> In a letter to Farel, he subscribes himself, FiUus tims humilis, (2d Sept.,

1524.)
* Pacer ccelestis animum sic tuum ad se traxit. (Zwinglius Sebvillrs, Epp.,

p. 320
)

3 Nitide, pure, sancteque prtedicare in animum inducis. (Ibid.)

< I am surprised that mention is no where made in this part of the vrork of

Francis Lambert of Avignon, of whom the author has given so picturesque and

interesting a description in the 13th chap, of Book viii., and who must havo
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The more the awakening extended, the more violent was the

opposition it excited. Wishing to become acquaintedwith Luther,

done much to prepare the ground for the labours of Farel and his friends.

From a short account of that Reformer, to be found among other exquisite
biographical sketches in Dr. M'Crio's miscellaneous writings, we loarn, that
from his early youth Lambert was deeply impressed with a sense of religion ;

and afterwards, when his knowledge was greatly increased, and he had frankly
renounced his former errors, he could not deny the work of the Spirit of Christ
on his mind at this period. Being desirous to devote himself to religious medi-
tation and practice, he, in the loth year of his age, entered a Franciscan monas-
tery of the order of Minorites, called Observants, at Avignon. His youthful
mind was imposed upon by the exterior show of humility and sanctity which
these monks assumed. He expected to bo associated with persons who, having
retired from the world, were wholly occupied with religion, " prayer all their
business, all their pleasure praise." But how was he disappointed to find that
under a sanctimonious garb and outward carriage, were concealed all the pas-
sions and vices of men of the world! Let us hear his own words, in a writing
which he afterwards published, assigning his reasons for relinquishing the order.
" I admired their decent dress, their humble countenance, tlieir downcast eyes,
the deliglitful expressions of feigned piety which they uttered, their naked feet.

I praised the gravity of their gesture, their slow step, their folded arms, and
their exquisite and finished mode of preaching. I was ignorant of the heart of
the wolf which lay concealed under the clothing of the sheep. But God, in his

deep counsel, willed tliat I should be deceived by men, tliat I might discover
the reality of what was so much applauded ; nor do I doubt, that by the provi-
dence of God I was received into their society, and seduced by their artifice,

that in discovering the truth, I might be able to make public the abominations
hid within these whited sepulchres."

During his noviciate the true state of the monastery was concealed, but when
he had taken the vows, they no longer used the same reserve. Upon this it is

impossible (he tells us) to describe the anguish he felt, doomed to live among
men who vexed his soul with their unrighteous deeds, and then derided the
concern they had caused. Being appointed to the public ministry of the Word,
as soon as they found that he preached in a way opposite to tlieir wishes, they
violently opposed him. " The people." says he, " heard the Word of God and
received it with avidity ; but these, like deaf adders that stop their ears, refused
to hear the Word of the Highest." Yet such was his reputation, that after

some years he was made apostolical preacher, that is, was appointed to go about
like the apostles, and preach the Gospel everywhere. This, though a laboi-ious

office, was an unspeakable relief to him, as it took him much a\say from the
convent.

After the fatigue of preaching constantly for months together, he would return
to the monastery, and then, says he, " evil speeches, insults, and revilings were
my daily food." /n 1518, preaching in some toivn in France, he so impressed
the people, that they brought out pictures and other instruments of superstition to

he committed to the flames. When opposed by one of the preachers of indul-

gences, he made such an exposure of the man's wicked arts, that the magis-
trates expelled him from the city. When he came to the houses of notoriously
immoral persons who entertained the Minorites, he would secretly reprove and
counsel them, but this incensed the friars, "for they dreaded more," says he,
" the loss of a supper than the damnation of their hosts."

" It would be tedious," says Dr. M'Crie, " to rehearse the different instances

,

of persecution which our young divine suffered, and his struggles to exonerate
his conscience in the situation in which he found himself. Wearied out with
opposition, he wished to enter among the Carthusians." " I was afraid," says

he, " to return to the common society of men, lest I should be a stumbling-
block to those extensive regions in luhich I had preached the Gospel. I flattered

myself that though I could not preach the Gospel in peace, I might be allowed
to profit men by my writings. But this, also, was an illusion of Satan."
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Zwingli, and the countries in which the Eeformation had com-

menced, as well as ill pleased to see his fellow-countrymen reject

the truth, Ancmond resolved to bid adieu to his native land and

his family. He made his will, disposing of his property, which

was then in the hands of his eldest brother, the lord of Chate-

lard, in favour of his brother Lawrence; ^ he then left Dauphin

j

and France, making his way with all the impetuosity of a

Southern temperament, through countries which it was no easy

matter at that time to traverse, crossed through Switzerland,

and hardly stopping at Basel, arrived at Wittemberg and went

to see Luther. This happened soon after the second diet of

Nuremberg. The French gentleman addressed the Saxon doctor

Avith his usual liveliness; spoke to him enthusiastically of the

Gospel, and laid before him, with an engaging earnestness, the

plans he was forming, for the propagation of the truth. The

doctor's Saxon gravity smiled at the southern imagination of

the chevalier,- but Luther, notwithstanding certain prejudices

" The monks, having found some of Luther's writings in his possession, seized

upon them, and having condemned them as heretical, caused them to be hurned

in the capital of the province." See Miscellaneous Writings of the late Thomas
MCrie, D.D., p. 107.

Dr. M'Crie then relates that Lambert left his convent in 1522, at the age of

35, and after being 20 years a monk, that regard for his safety obliged him to

assume the name of John Serran; that, as has been noticed by M. M. d'A., he

first visited Switzerland, and met with Berchthold Haller at Berne, who, in

introducing him by letter to Zwingli, mentions that Lambert's sentiments were

not in all points scriptaral, but that in many articles he had made proficiency,

which, " considering that he was a Franciscan, an Observant, and a French-

man, was wonderful;" that soon after he went into Germany, there published

his reasons for renouncing the monastic order, expounded St. John's Gospel

about the close of 1522, at Isenac, and in 1523 was cordially received by Lu-

ther at Wittemberg. In 152'1, his eager desire to preach to his countrymen,

led him to accept an invitation to go to Metz, though much against the advice

of Luther and Melanchthon. After being joyfully received by the people of

Metz, and befriended by the magistrates there, the rage of the inquisitors and

monks compelled him to retire to Strasburgh, where he encouraged the friends

of the truth by his writings. The fame of his piety and talents led him to be

sent for by the landgrave of Hesse, and in 1527, he was made principal of the

newly erected college of Marpurgh, and there he laboured with indefatigable

industry until his death, in 1530. The landgrave appears under his instruc-

tions, to have abandoned Luther's views on the sacrament of the supper.

The reader will be struck with the remarkable similarity between the expe-

rience of Lambert and that of fficolanipadius. And although the views of the

former were but partially scriptural up to the time of his leaving France, there

can be no doubt, that while Lefevre was preparing the ground for the Reforma-

tion in Paris, as a professor, Francis Lambert must have powerfully contributed

to the same result, and that at a very early period, in the south-east of France.

Tr.
1 " Mon frere AnSmond Coct, chevalier, au partir du pays me feist son heri-

tier." (MS. letters in the library at Neuchatel.)
- Mire ardens in Evangelium, says Luther to Spalatin. (Epp. ii. p. 3i0.)
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against tlie French character, Mas fascinated and won by Ane-

mond. The thought of this gentleman's having come, for the

sake of the Gospel, from France to Wittemberg, touched his

feelings.' "Assuredly," said the Eeformer to his friends, "this

French knight is an excellent, learned, and godly person;"- no

less favourable was the impression he produced upon Zwingli.

On seeing what had been done by Luther and Zwingli, Ane-

mond thought that nothing could withstand them, were they

to devote their attention to France and Savoy; accordingly,

failing to persuade them to go there, he solicited them to consent

at least to write. He besought Luther, in particular, to address

a letter to duke Charles of Savoy, the brother of Louisa and of

Philibert, and uncle of Francis L, and Margaret. "That

prince," he told the doctor, "has a strong bent toward godli-

ness, and the true religion,^ and loves to converse about the

Reformation with some of the persons attached to his court.

He is made to comprehend you; for he has for his motto these

words: Nihil deest tirnentibiis Deum,^ and that motto is your

own. Smitten, in turn, by the empire and by France, humbled,

crushed at heart, in constant jeopardy, his soul is much in need

of God and his grace; all that he wants is some powerful im-

pulse, and once won over to the Gospel, the influence he might

exercise over Switzerland, Savoy, and France, is immense. For

goodness' sake, do write to him."

Luther was so purely a German, that out of Germany he must

have found himself ill at ease; however, in the spirit of true

Catholicism, he held out his hand wherever he recognised a

brother; and wherever he had a call to speak, he made his voice

be heard. He would sometimes write on one and the same

day, to the extremities of Europe, to the Netherlands, Savoy,

and Livonia.

"Certainly," he replied to Anemond's request, "love to the

Sehr briinstig in der Ilerrlichkeit des Evangelii, says he to the duke of Savoy.

(Ibid. p. 401.)

I Evangelii gratia hue profectus e Gallia. (L. Epp. ii. p. 340.)

- Hie Gallus eques . . . optiinns vir est, eruditus ac pius. (Ibid. p.

34'>.)

3 Ein grosser Liebhaber der wahren Religion und Gottseligkeit. (Ibid. p.

iOl.)
* Nothing is wanting to them that fear God. (Hist. gen. de la Maison de

Savoie, par Guichenon, ii. p. 228.)
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Gospel in a prince, is a rare and inestimable jewel;' and he

addressed a letter to the duke, which Anemond conveyed pro-

bably as far as Switzerland.

"Let your highness forgive me," wrote Luther, "if I, a hum-

ble and despised man, venture to write to you; or rather, do

you impute this hardihood to the glory of the Gospel; for I can-

not see that resplendent luminary rise and shine forth in any

quarter, without exulting with joy. . . . It is my desire

that my Lord Jesus Christ may gain many souls, by the

example of your most serene highness. Therefore do I wish to

tell you of our doctrines. . . . We believe that the com-

mencement of salvation, and the sum of Christianity, is faith in

Christ, who, by his blood alone, and not by our works, hath

made an atonement for sin and deprived death of its domina-

tion. We believe that this faith is a gift from God, and that

it is created in our hearts by the Holy Ghost, and not obtained

by our own labour. For faith is a living thing,^ by which man

is spiritually born again, and becomes a new creature."

Luther then goes on to the consequences of faith, and shows

liow a man cannot possess it without that scaffolding of false doc-

trines and human works, which had been so laboriously reared

by the Church, immediately coming to the ground. "If grace,"'

said he, "be obtained by the blood of Christ, it is not then gained

by our works. Therefore are all the laborious practices of all

the cloisters useless, and these institutions ought to be abolished

as contrary to the blood of Jesus Christ, and as leading men to

trust to their good works. Incorporated with Jesus Christ,

there remains for us nothing to do, but that which is good; for

having become good trees, we ought to give evidence that we

are so, by good fruits.

"Gracious prince and lord," says Luther, "in concluding, "let

your highness, after having begun so well, contribute to diffuse

this doctrine; not with the power of the sword, which would

injure the Gospel, but by calling for doctors who might preach

the Word, to come into your territories. It is by the breath of

' Eine selt same Gabe und hohes Kleinod unter den Fursten. (L. Epp. ii.

p. 401.)
2 Der Glanbe isfc ein lebendig Ding. . . . (Ibid. p. 402.) The Latin

original is wanting.
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his month that Jesus will destroy antichrist, in order that, as

saith Daniel (chap. viii. 25.) it may be broken without hands.

Wherefore, most serene prince, do you revive the spark that is

beginning to burn within you; let a fire go forth from the house

of Savoy, as of old from the house of Joseph ;l before that fire,

lot all France be like stubble; let it burn, and crackle, and

purify, so that that illustrious kingdom may truly bear the

name of most Christian Mngclom, which it has owed in time past

to nothing but the torrents of blood it has poured forth in the

service of antichrist
!

"

Such were Luther's endeavours to disseminate the Gospel in

France. It is not known what effect this letter had upon the

prince; but we do not perceive that he ever signified the slightest

desire to break off from Rome. In 1522, he asked Adrian VI.

to be godfather to his eldest born, and afterwards the pope pro-

mised him a cardinaFs hat for the second of his children. After

endeavouring to see the court and the elector of Saxony,^ and

receiving a letter from Luther for that purpose, Anemond
returned to Basel, more resolved than ever to peril his life for

the Gospel. He could have Avished, in his ardour, to shake, if

possible, all France. "All that I am," he would say, "all that

I shall be, all that I have, and all that I shall have, I desire

to consecrate to the glory of God."^

At Basel, Anemond found his fellow-countryman, Farel,whom

his letters had inspired with a strong desire to see the Refor-

mers of Switzerland and Germany, besides that he wanted some

sphere in which to exert his active energies with greater free-

dom. Accordingly, he quitted that France which even then

provided nothing but the punishment of death for the preachers

of the pure Gospel. By taking bye paths and concealing him-

self in the woods, he escaped, though with difficulty, from the

hands of his enemies. Having often lost his way, "God would

teach me by my weakness in these little things," he would say,

"what my weakness is in great things."'* At leno-th he

* D.ass ein Feuer von dem Hause Sophoy ausgehe. (L. Epp. li. p. 406.)
* Vult videre aulam et faciera Principis nostri. (Ibid. p. 340.)
3 Quidquid sum, habeo, ero, habebove, ad Dei gloriam insumere mens est.

(Coct Epp. Neuchatel Manuscript.)
* Voluit Dominus per infirma hsec docere quid possit homo in majoribus.

(Farel. Capitoni. Ibid.)
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reached Switzerland early in 1524. There he was destined to

spend his life in the service of the Gospel, and then it was that

France began to send into Helvetia those generous evangelists

who were to establish the Reformation in Burgundian Switzer-

land, i and to give it a new and powerful impulse in other parts

of the confederation, and throughout the world.

X. The catholic spirit manifested by the Reformation, consti-

tutes a fine trait in its character. Thus we find Germans pass-

ing into Switzerland, and Frenchmen into Germany; Enolish-

men and Scotchmen afterwards cross over to the continent, and

the doctors of the continent into Britain. The Reformations of

the various countries start into life, almost quite independently

of each other, but they are hardly born when they mutually

hold out a helping hand. We see one faith, one mind, one

Lord. Authors, it appears to me, have '^lone wrong in writing

as they have hitherto done, the history of the Reformation, each

for a single country only; the work was one; the protestant

churches from their origin form "one body, fitly joined together

and compacted by that which ever}' joint supplieth."- 3

There was at this time formed at Basel, by sundry refugees

from France and Lorraine, a French church which might be

said to be snatched from the flames. There Lefevre and Farel,

and the events that had taken place at Meaux, had been topics

of conversation; so that when Farel arrived in Switzerland, he

was already known there as one of the most devoted champions

of the Gospel.

He was immediately taken to see CEcolampadius, who had

returned to Basel some time before. Not often do two such

1 La Swisse romande. That part of Switzerland speaking French is no
doubt meant. Tb.

2 Eph. iv. 16.

* This, indeed, is true catholicity, entirely in accord with the mind of Christ,

and wrought by his Spirit. It reposes on heartful conviction and on clear
views. True love is the bond of union. It is altogether spontaneous, and can-
not remain absent, where the Spirit of Christ resides. It is altogether differ-

ent from the compulsory and purely exterral catholicity of the Roman Church,
yet is vainly to be sought for among those who call themselves Protestants,
without having the mind of Christ.—L. R.

One knows not whether most to lament the disunion that prevails, at the
present day. among the churches of the Reformation, arising from the various
degrees in which they have held by, or departed from the "one faith, mind, and
Lord" of their fathers in the sixteenth century, or to rejoice in the cordiality
that binds together in all those churches, those who desire to walk in the good
old paths of Scriptural doctrine. Tr.
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opposite characters happen to meet. CEcolampadius charmed
those who knew him with his gentleness; Farel carried them
away with him by his impetuosity; yet from the first moment,
those two men found themselves knit together by an indissolu-

ble tie.l It was like another meeting between a Luther and a

Melanchthon. CEcolampadius took Farel into his house, gave
him a modest chamber, a frugal table, and an introduction to

his friends; and soon all hearts were won by the young French-
man's learning, godliness, and courage. Pellican, Imeli, Wolf-
hard, and other Basel ministers, felt themselves strengthened in

the faith by his energetic discourses. CEcolampadius happened
at that time to be profoundly discouraged. "Alas," he would
say to Zwingli, " I speak in vain, and see not the slightest

ground for hope. Perhaps I might have more success amono-

the Turks .'2 3. . . Ah," he would add with a deep-drawn
sigh, "I blame nobody for this but myself." But the more he
saw of Farel, the more he felt his heart revive, and the courao-e

which the latter communicated to him, became the basis of an
imperishable affection. "0 my dear Farel," said he, "I trust

the Lord will render our friendship immortal! And if we can-

not be united here below, our joy will not be the less, when we
shall have one home with Christ in heaven."^ Devout and

> Amicum semper habui a primo colloquio, (Farel ad Bulling. 27th Mav
1556.)

'
^ Fortasse in mediis Turcis felicius docuissem, (Zw. et CEcol. Epp. p. 200.)
3 It is surprising that this idea was so slow of finding its way among the

Reformed, and that missions to the heathen should have been so eagerly be^un
by Jesuits whom no persecution drove abroad, while they continued to be neo--
lected by Protestants, even in circumstances which one would have thought
must have compelled them to go to the heathen. No doubt, every considera-
tion of duty and self-preservation must have led them, at first, to direct their
regards to the recovery from the thraldom and superstitions of the popedom,
those whom they found the victims of both, and to the consolidation and defence
of their own churches, beset as these were by the apostles of Rome, and ready
to relapse into their old errors under neglect or superficial teaching. Hence
the Reformed Churches became ric'a beyond measure in able polemical divines
and godly pastors, though poor in zealous missionaries. The tendency of our
own days is, perhaps, too little in the former direction. The Christian educa-
tion of youth is by no means so exact and profound now as it was in the six-
teenth century, and the various modifications of error by which it is apt to
creep in and undermine the truth, are not met by an equal amount of solid
systeniatic theology, carefully deduced from Scripture. We abound in mis-
sionaries

; but are wanting in a sufficient supply of able doctors of holy Scrip-
ture. Tr.

J if /^

* Mi Farelle, spero Dominum conservaturum amicitiam nostram immortalem;
et si hie conjungi nequimus, tanto beatius alibi apud Christum erit contuber-
nium. (Zw. et CEcol. Epp. p. 201.)

II. 4 E
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affecting sentiments! . . . Farel's arrival in Switzerland

was evidently succour from on high.

But while this Frenchman exceedingly enjoyed the society

of (Ecolampadius, he shrank with coldness and a noble disdain,

from intercourse with a man, at whose feet all the nations of

Christendom did obeisance. The prince of the schools, he from

whom a word or a look was an object of every one's ambition,

the master spirit of his age, Erasmus, was treated by Farel with

neglect. The young Dauphinese refused to go and do homage

to the old Rotterdam sage, for he despised those who are

never more than half on the side of truth, and who, with a full

comprehension of the dangerous nature of error, are tender in

the extreme to those who propagate it. Here we see Farel's

conduct marked by that decision which became one of the dis-

tinctive traits of the Reformation in France, and French Swit-

zerland, and which some have called stiffness, exclusiveness,

and intolerance. A dispute had arisen about the merits of the

Etaples doctor's commentaries, and at every entertainment that

happened to be given, the company present was sure to side,

some with Erasmus against Lefevre, others with Lefevre against

Erasmus. 1 Farel adhered without hesitation to his old master.

But what more than anything else made him indignant, was

the cowardice of the Rotterdam doctor, with respect to the

evangelical Christians, he having actually shut the door of his

house against them. What of that? Farel was not the man

to knock for admittance there. It was a small sacrifice to him,

for he was convinced that a godly heart, that foundation of all

true theology, was wanting in Erasmus. "Frobenius's wife,"

he would say, "has more theology than he;" and indignant at

Erasmus having written to the pope, asking what measures he

should take "for extinguishing Luther's conflagration," he

openly asserted that Erasmus wished to extinguish the Gospel.2

The illustrious scholar was irritated at this independence on

the part of young Farel. Princes, kings, doctors, bishops, popes.

Reformers, priests, people of the world, in short, all men, reck-

oned themselves happy in coming to pay him their tribute of

' Nullum est pene conviTium. . . . (Er. Epp. p. 179.)

» Consilium quo sic extinguatur incendium Lutheranum. (Er. Epp. p. 1 jO.)
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admiration; Luther himself had preserved some respect for him
personally; yet here was a young unknown exile from Dau-
phiny who dared to brave his power. This insolent liberty vext

Erasmus more than the homage of the whole world could gratify

him; he lost no opportunity, accordingly, of venting his spleen

against Farel ; and, besides, by attacking so notorious a heretic,

he cleared himself of the suspicion of heresy in the eyes of the

Roman catholics. "Never have I seen anything more menda-
cious, virulent, and seditious than that man,"' he would say;

"he has a vain heart and a malicious tongue."- Nor was the

spite and Avratli of Erasmus confined to Farel; it extended

to all the French refugees at Basel, whose frankness and deci-

sion offended him. They were observed to pay slight regard to

the persons of men ; and if the truth were not frankly professed,

cared little for the man, whatever might be his claims on the

score of genius. 3 Possibly they might be somewhat wanting

in the meekness of the Gospel; but their faithfulness had some-

thing in it of the energy of the prophets of old; and one loves

to meet with men that refuse to bow before that which the world

worships. Astonished at these tokens of high-minded disdain,

Erasmus complained of them to everybody. " What V he wrote

to Melanchthon, "shall we reject the pontiffs and bishops, but

to have still more cruel tyrants in those mangy rabid fellows;

. . . for such has France lately sent us?" 4—"SomeFrench-

' Quo nihil vidi mendacius, virulentius, et seditiosius. (Er. Epp. p. 79S.)
^ Acidse lingufe et vanissimus. (Ibid. p. 2120.)
3 Here, likewise, does the character of these French Reformers and Reformed

favourably distinguish itself. To reverence men's persons, or even to honour
them according to the fame they have acquired, or the reputation they have
made for themselves, involves our participating in their failings, and is prejudi-
cial to the good -svhich they either treat with indifference or directly oppose.
People appeal to their example and authority, as a pretext for their own indif-
ference or pusillanimity. They who would really stand by what is good, will
with Farel and his companions ask only for what is accordant with the mind of
Christ, not with that of an Erasmus.—L. R.

This was, no doubt, the character of the French Reformed in the sixteenth,
but I confess I have been struck with proofs of the reverse in the following cen-
tury. In the life of the celebrated preacher du Bosc it will be seen how fatal
a snare was presented to the French Reformed under Louis XIV., by the dread
of incurring the reproach of disloyalty, and disregard for politeness and etiquette.
The thought of bemg wanting in refinement of manners, or of failing in cour-
tesy to the great, even when they are manifestly encroaching on the dear-bought
franchises of the Church, proved in France then, as almost everywhere now,
one of those bugbears by which the best of men are sorely tempted to compro-
mise their allegiance to the Church and its divine Head. Te.

* Scabiosos . . . rabiosos . . . nam nuper nobis misit Gaiiia. (Er.
Epp. p. 350.)
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men," he wrote to the secretary of the pope, on presenting to

him his book on the Freedom of the Will, "are still more out of

their senses than are the Germans themselves. Those five

words are never out of their mouth, Gospel, Word of God, Faith^

Christ, Holy Spirit, and yet I have no doubt that they are actu-

ated by the spirit of Satan. ^ 2 Instead of Farellus he often

wrote Fallicus, thus insinuating that one of the most straight-

forward men of his age, was crafty and deceitful.

The ill humour and anger of Erasmus were at their utmost

height, when told that Farel had called him a Balaam. Farel

thought that Erasmus, like that prophet, allowed himself, possi-

bly without being aware of it, to be induced by presents to speak

against the people of God. Unable upon this to restrain himself

any longer, the learned Hollander resolved to take the high-

mettled Dauphinese to task; and one day that Farel was dis-

cussing certain points of Christian doctrine with some friends

in the presence of Erasmus, the latter, suddenly interrupting

him, said: "Why do you call me Balaam? "3 Though taken

by surprise at first, from the abruptness of the question, Farel

soon recollected himself, and replied, that it was not he that had

called him that; but on being pressed to name the guilty person,

he said itwas Du Blet of Lyons, a refugee, like himself, at Basel.*

"It was possibly he that said so," replied Erasmus, "but it is

you that must have put it into his head." Then, ashamed at

losing his temper, he promptly changed the topic of conversa-

tion. "Why," said he to Farel, "do you maintain that we

ought not to address prayer to the saints? Is it because there

is no command to that effect in Holy Scripture?"—"Yes," said

the Frenchman.—"Well now," replied the scholar, "I call upon

you to prove by the Scriptures, that we ought to invoke the

Holy Ghost." To this Farel made the following simple and

true reply: "If he be God, he is to be called upon in prayer."5

' Non dubitera qiiin agantur spiritu Satanae. (Er. Epp.)
2 IIow far was Erasmus, with all his learning and aversion to the grosser

superstitions, removed from the genuine spirit of the Gospel and from any true

reformation, when he ascribed to Satan, all upon -which these especially

depended ! These five words comprised, in fact, the very pith and marrow, both

of the doctrines and the practice of Cliristianity.—L. R.
3 Diremi disputationem. . . . (Er. Epp. p. 804.)
* Ut diceret negotiatorem quemdara Dupletum hoc dixisse. (Ibid. p.

2120.)
" Si Deus est, inquit, invocandus est. (Ibid. p. 804.)
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"I left the discussion," says Erasmus, "for night was coming

on"! From that time Farel's name never fell under his pen

but to represent him as an odious being, who was at every cost

to be shunned; whereas the Eeformer's letters, on the contrary,

are full of moderation towards Erasmus. The Gospel is milder

than philosophy, even in the most impassioned characters.-

Already could the Gospel reckon upon many friends in Basel,

both in the council and among the people; but the doctors of

the university combatted it with all their might. Against the

latter CEcolampadius and Stor, pastor of Liestal, had defended

certain theses. Farel thought it in Switzerland, too, his duty

to profess the grand principle of the evangelical school of Paris

and Meaux: The Word of God is sufficient. He craved leave

from the university to defend certain theses, "rather," he

modestly added, "that I may be reprehended, should I be in

error, than to instruct other people;"" 3 but the university refused

its consent.

Farel then applied to the council; and that body issued a

public intimation, that a Christian gentleman of the name of

William Farel having, from the outpouring of the Holy Ghost,

drawn up certain articles in accord with the Gospel,^ it had

sanctioned his defending these in Latin. The university pro-

hibited all priests or students from showing themselves at this

disputation, but the council issued orders to the contrary.

The following are some of the thirteen propositions posted up

by Farel.

"Christ hath given us the most perfect rule of life: it pertains

to no one to diminish auoht therefrom or to add ought thereto.

"To regulate one's self by any other precepts than those of

Christ, leads straight to impiety.^

' Omissa disputatione, nam imminebat nox. (Er. Epp.) We have only Eras-

mus's account of this conversation ; he himself tells us that Farel gave a very

different one of what took place.
* I doubt if Erasmus ought, indeed, to be ranked among philosophers, as the

author has done more than once, and if his errors ought thus to be especially

ascribed to philosophy. In my apprehension, he was a man of literature, but

no philosopher. But this is true : learning and knowledge, be it literary or

philosophical, without the mind of Christ, leave men to the guidance of their

own fancies and passions.—L. R.
3 Damit er gelehrt werde, ob er irre. (Fiissli Beytr. iv. p. 244.)
* Ausgiessung des heiligen Geistes ein Christlicher Mensch und Bruder.

(Ibid.)
* These two first propositions form the genuine foundation of our true and
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"The true ministry of priests, is to labour in the administra-

tion of the Word; and tliej have no higher function than that.

"To deprive Christ's good news of its certainty, is to des-

troy it.

"He who hopes to be justified by his own power, and his own
merits, and not by faith, sets himself up as God.

"Jesus Christ, whom all things obey, is our pole-star, and

the only star that we ought to follow."'"'

'

Thus was it that this "Frenchman" presented himself in

Basel.2 It was a child of the mountains of Dauphiny, edu-

cated at Paris at the feet of Lefevre, that came thus courage-

ously to expound the grand principles of the Eeformation, in

that illustrious Swiss university, and close to where Erasmus
had fixed his abode. FarePs theses comprehended two ideas:

one, that of a return to Holy Scripture; the other, that of a

return to faith: both these, at the commencement of the eigh-

teenth century, the popedom decidedly condemned as heretical

and impious, in the famous constitution, Unigenitus,^ and being

fundamental Reformation. Great now is the need of having a Farel, to instil

and to exercise these maxims, in order that the Church calling itself Reformed,
may he reformed anew and brought back again to her true purity.— L. R.

' Gulielmus Farellus Christianis lectoribus, die Martis post Reminiscere.
(Fussli. Beytr. iv. p. 247.) Flissli does not give the Latin text.

^ Schedam conclusionum a Gallo illo. (Zw. Epp. p. 333.)
^ The constitution Unigenitus, so called from tlie first word, that being the

usual way of distinguishing bulls, categorically stated and anathematised the
doctrines held by the Jansenists, which have been mentioned already in this

work, as approaching those of the Reformation on the subject of grace. Al-
though Jansenius himself was a Dutchman by birth, received a classical edu-
cation at Utrecht, where he changed Ids name from Olto, or Oltuo, to Jansen,
to avoid the odium of being recognised as of popish parentage, and spent hi3

life mostly in Spain and Flanders, under the patronage of Philip I V. of Spain,
he had by far the greatest number of followers in France. This was owing, no
doubt, in a great measure to the presence in that country, until the revocation
of the edict of Nantes, of an eminently Scriptural and learned Reformed
Church, and to the consequent enlightenment, even of the popish population,
by the Scriptures and Scriptural theology. The Bible could not be concealed
or slighted as long as its claims were pressed by the unrivalled polemical theo-
logians of that church, on such minds as those of the first French Jansenists,

Arnauld, Nicole, Pascal, Ac. Indeed, this powerful influence constantly
exerted on such members of the Romish communion by the Reformed, was
perhaps the chief cause of the rancorous hatred of the Jesuits, and of the mea-
sures that preceded and consummated the revocation of the edict of Nantes.
Jansenism has been condemned by several bulls from the Roman chancery,
under divers pontificates, as rash, impious, blasphemous, and heretical, and
these began to appear before the suppression of the French Reformed. On
the 15th of February, 16G5, pope Alexander VII. enjoined all the clergy ol

France, the only Romish country then where Jansenism in any degree was
maintained, to swear submission to the constitution of Innocent X., dated 31st
May, 1653, and to that of Alexander VII., October 16th, 1656, and to reject
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intimately united, they do in fact subvert the system of the

popedom. If faith in Christ be the beginning and the end of

Christianity, we ought then to cleave to the Word of Christ,

not to that of the Church. Nay, more; if faith in Christ unite

men's souls, what need then of any outward tie?l Is it with

crosses, bulls, and tiaras that their holy unity is formed? Faith

unites by a spiritual and true unity, all in whose hearts it fixes

its abode. Thus does there vanish at one stroke, the threefold

illusion, of meritorious works, human traditions, and false unity,

that is, the whole of Koman Catholicism.

The disputation began in Latin.- Farel and OEcolampadius

expounded and proved their articles, calling upon their oppo-

nents, several times successively, to reply; but none of them

made their appearance. These sophists, as CEcolampadius calls

them, meanly acted the part of braggarts, yet shunned the light

in their obscure retreats.^ The common people, accordingly,

began to despise the cowardice of their priests, as well as to

detest their tyranny.^

Thus did Farel take his place in the ranks of the Reforma-

tion. People were delighted at seeing so much learning and

godliness combined in a Frenchman; and the noblest triumphs

were straightway anticipated. "He is capable of himself," it

was said, "to discomfit, if not utterly to destroy, the whole

Sorbonne;5 men's hearts were won by his candour, his sincerity

and his frankness."^ Yet amid all his activity, he forgot not

that it is with our own soul that every mission ought to begin.

and condemn the five propositions taken from the hook called Augustinus of

Jansenius, in the sense intended by the author. This bull of Alexander VII.
was ratified by a declaration of Lewis XIV., in 1665. The parliament of Paris
opposed the bull, but the archbishop of Paris enjoined its being subscribed, on
his own authority. Still, however, Jansenism survived, its ranks recruited
probably by men whom persecution frightened from being Protestants. The
constitution Unigenitus appeared at last as if to give the death-blow to the
doctrines of grace, in their last refuge in France. Tr.

' As we saw above wherein true catholicity consists, we here see what true
unity involves. The two are intimately connected with each other, and are
manifest among all who honestly love the truth.— L. R.

* Schedam conclusionum latine apud nos disputatam. (Zw. Epp. p. 333.)
8 Agunt tamen magnos interim thrasones, sed in angulis lucifugje. (Ibid.)
* Incipit tamen plebs paulatim illorum ignaviam et tyrannidem verbo Dei

agnoscere. (Ibid.)

* Ad totam Sorbonicam afiBigendam si non et perdecdam. (CEcol. Luthero,
Epp. p. 200.)

^ Farello nihil candidiua ef*t. (CEcol. Luthero, Epp. p. 200.)
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The mild CEcolampadius entered into a covenant with the ardent

Farel, in which they engaged to exercise themselves during

their familiar conversations, in humility and gentleness; so

that we see even those men of courage, on the very field of

battle adapting themselves for peace. Be it observed, however,

that the impetuosity of a Luther and that of a Farel were neces-

sary virtues. Some eflfort must be put forth when the world

has to be shifted into a new position, and when the Church has

to be renovated—a truth acknowledged by men of the mildest

tempers then, though too often forgotten now.^ "Some,"" said

CEcolampadius to Luther, when introducing Farel to him,

"would have his zeal against the enemies of the truth to be more

tempered; but in that very zeal I only see an admirable good

quality, which, if seasonably exercised, is no less necessary than

mildness.""^ Posterity has ratified the judgment thus pro-

nounced by CEcolampadius.

In May, 1524, Farel, accompanied by some friends from

Lyons, went to Schafi"hausen, Zurich, and Constance. Great

was the joy with which Zwingli and Myconius received this

exile from France, and Farel remembered it all his life after.

But on returning to Basel, he found Erasmus and his other

enemies at work, and he received an order to quit that city. In

vain did his friends loudly signify their disapproval of such an

abuse of power; he found himself compelled to abandon the

Swiss territory, which from that time was devoted to great

reverses. "It is thus," said the indignant CEcolampadius,

"that we understand hospitality, we, true inhabitants of

Sodom!" 3 . . .

Farel formed a close friendship, when at Basel, with the che-

' And still is this most highlv necessary. It were well, could men like Farel
be found in our own days, to restore the deeply decayed condition of the so-
called Reformed Church. People speak of mildness and toleration, and allow
themselves, from dread of being accounted wanting in forbearance and love, to
be withheld from those vigorous efforts which probe the matter thoroughly, and
which will one day be indispensable, if Christendom is ever to be animated with
fresh vitality. Meanwhile all things are thus going more and more backwards.
But thus do all become only more and more ripe for those divine penal inflic-

tions, whereby God himself will probe to the quick, for the purpose of thoroughly
purifying his Church, while we are falling short of our duty under show of mo-
deration.—L. R.

' Vernm ego virtutem illam admirabilem et non minus placiditate, si tempea-
tive fuerit, neoessariam. fCEcol. Luthcro, Epp.)

' Adeo hospitum habemus rationem, veri Sodomitse. (Zw. Epp. p. 434.)
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valier d''Esch; the latter wished to accompany him, and they

set off, furnished by CKcolampadius with letters to Capito and

Luther, to whom the Basel doctor recommended Farel as "that

William who had laboured so much in the work of God."l At
Strasburg, Farel became the intimate friend of Capito, Bucer,

and Hedio, but it does not appear that he went so far as Wit-

temberg.2

' Gulielmus ille qui tarn probe navavit operam. (Zw. et fficol. Epp. p. 175.)
2 It will seem strange to readers little versed in modern history, that Stras-

bnrg, which was not, like Basel, one of the free states incorporated with the
Swiss confederation, and which has so long been a French city and fortress,

should have been able to give such effective protection and patronage, early in

the sixteenth century, to the Reformation, and to so many of the Reformers.
To such readers some explanation under tliis head will be interesting, and
particularly so, from the light thus thrown on the divine economy in watching
over the infancy of what the author calls the renovation of Christianity.

When the Gospel message was first preached, the whole civilized world was at

peace and lay included in the one powerful empire of Rome. This state of

things, as Principal Robertson has shown in his only published sermon, was
admirably calculated to promote the progress of the Gospel. As the Roman
government was essentially military and little influenced by interested or fana-

tical priests, or by zealous lay partisans of the popular creed, the unity of the

empire rather favoured, than otherwise, the preaching of a new doctrine. But
the same unity in the sixteenth century, when Rome itself had passed into the
power of a priest, and when Europe was crowded with the jealous guardians of

Romish orthodoxy, from the princely archbishop to the mendicant friar, might
have crushed every effort at Reformation in the bud. Wisely was it ordered,

therefore, that Christendom should have become partitioned into so many in-

dependent civil governments, amid whose mutual jealousies and diverse consti-

tutions, the religious unity of Rome found it impossible to crush the Reforma-
tion, at all points, at once.

The province of Alsace, of which Strasburg is the capital, was at the
commencement of the sixteenth century governed by a prefect, (some say two
prefects, one for upper, the other for lower Alsace), which officer was appointed

by the emperor of Germany, to exercise in his name the rights of sovereignty,

including the right of determining peace or war, all matters of higher adminis-
tration, and even public justice, after the decline in the jurisdiction of the
landgraves, had given the higher court at Ensisheim, an authority all of which
went to enhance the sovereign power.

But the whole province did not own the prefect's government. The free

city of Strasburg, in particular, professed to be exempt from swearing alle-

giance to the emperor. This anarchy led to bloody civil broils and devasta-

tions, which ended in the general peace of 1495. Strasburg was then a free

and powerful republic, exercising all the powers of sovereignty, and priding

itself in having the privilege of carrying the imperial standard in the wars
carried on by the Germanic body.

The constitution of the city was remarkably democratic, having its senate
composed of thirty senators, of whom twenty were plebeians chosen by the
tribes, or trades' corporations, and ten nobles, chosen by the senate itself.

The twenty plebeian senators appointed the consul called ammeister, who kept
the keys of the city and its seal. There were, also, six pretors, called stett-

meisters. These were noblemen, and they presided for three months at a time,

by turns. The provost, (schultheissj appointed by the bishop and chapter,

with the consent of the citizens, still existed, but with the shadow of authority

only.

The city enjoyed the most ample freedom and obtained from the emperor
Sigismond the privilege of holding fiefs, and the very singular one of receiv-

JL 4 F
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XL God does not ordinarily remove his servants to a distance

from the field of battle, unless it be to bring them back to it,

stronger men, and better armed. Farel and his friends from

Meaux, Metz, Lyons, and Dauphinv, on being driven out of

France by persecution, refreshed themselves in Switzerland and

in Germany with the oldest of the Reformers; and now, like an

army dispersed at first by the enemiy, only, however, instantly

to rally again, they were ready to wheel about and go straight

forward in the name of the Lord. Nor was it on the frontiers

alone that the friends of the Gospel rallied; they recovered their

courage in France itself, and began to prepare for renewing the

attack. Already the trumpets sounded the alarm, the soldiers

put on their armour, and ran together in groups that they

might multiply their blows; the principal persons among them

meditated the battle march; the signal: "Jesus, his Word and

his grace," mightier far than the din of warlike music at the

moment of an engagement, filled all hearts with the same enthu-

siasm; and everything was preparing in France for a second

campaign, to be signalised by fresh victories, and fresh and still

greater reverses.

Montbeliard called at that time for some one to labour there.

Duke Ulrich of Wiirtemberg, young, violent, and cruel, on being

dispossessed of his estates in 1539 by the Suabian league, had

fled into that country, being the only one of his possessions that

he had remaining. In Switzerland he saw the Reformers; his

calamities proved salutary to him; he relished the Gospel, l

CEcolampadius sent word to Farel that a door was open at

Montbeliard, upon which the latter secretly hastened to Basel.

Farel had never entered regularly into the ministry of the

Word; but we find that at this period of his life he possessed

every qualification requisite for a minister of the Lord. He
did not throw himself ultroneously, or inconsiderately, into the

ing into the numbrr of its inhabitants, citizens banished by the tribunals of the
empire and even by the emperor himself. This seemed as if purposely intended
to make Strasburg the refuge of the persecuted Reformers ; a result further

promoted by the city having been delivered, in 1491, from the last vestige of

the authority of the bishops, in conseo,uence of the emperor Frederick IV.
having authorized the inhabitants to refuse submission in temporal matters to

ecclesiastical judges. Favoured by the advantage of a regularly constituted
and free government, Strasburg rose to great wealth and power as a com-
mercial city. See liesume de riiistoire d'Ahace. Paris, 1825. Tr.

' Le prince qui avoit congnoissance de I'Evangile. (Farel, Summaire.)
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service of the Church. "Looking to my littleness," said he,

" I should not have dared to preach, waiting until God should

send out fitter persons. "^ But God now addressed a threefold

call to him. He was no sooner at Basel than QEcolampadius,

touched with the wants of France, conjured him to consecrate

himself to the service of that country. "See," said he to him,

"how little Jesus Christ is known hy all who speak the French

ianouao-e. Mi"ht vou not dve them some instruction in the

vulgar tongue, in order to their having a hotter understanding

of Holy Scripture?"- The people of Montbeliard at the same

time called him; the prince of the country consenting to their

doing so,3 Now, was not this triple vocation to be regarded as

a call from God? . . . "I did not think," says he, "that it

was lawful for me to resist. According to the will of God, I

obeyed."-^ Concealed in the house of OEcolampadius, struggling

against the responsibility which it was proposed to him to under-

take, and yet feeling himself compelled to yield to so clear a

manifestation of the will of God. Farel accepted that charge, and

CEcolampadius ordained him to it, with invocation of the name

of God,5 and addresses to his friend, replete with wisdom: "The

more your disposition naturally inclines you to violence," said

he, "the more ought you to exercise yourself to mildness;

temper your lion's courage with the modesty of the dove." ^

Farel's whole soul responded to this appeal.

Thus was Farel, after having been an ardent follower of the

old church, about to become a servant of God in the new. If

Rome insist that, in order to the validity of ordination, there

must be the imposition of hands by a bishop descended, in unin-

terrupted succession, from the apostles, this is because it puts

human authority above the Word of God. In every church in

which the authority of the Word is not absolute, some other

authority of course must elsewhere be sought for. And then,

what more natural than to ask from the most venerated minis-

' Summaire, that is, brief declaration of William Farel, in the epilogue.

" Ibid.
3 Etant requis et demands du peuple et du consentement du prince. ^^Ibid.)

* Ibid.

5 Avec I'invocation du nom de Dieu. (Ibid.)

« Leoninam magnaDimitatem columbina modestia frangas. ((Ecol. Epp. p.

198.)
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ters of God, what they know not how to find in God himselfl

If men do not speak in the name of Jesus Christ, is it not

something at least to speak in the name of St. John and St.

Paul? The man who speaks in the name of antiquity is stron-

ger than the rationalist who speaks in his own name alone.

But the Christian minister has a still higher authority; he

preaches, not because he derives his descent from St. Chrysos-

tom, or from St. Peter, but because the Word which he pro-

claims comes down from God himself. The idea of succession,

however respectable it may be in itself, is, notwithstanding,

only a human system, put in the place of the system of God.

There was no human succession in Farel's ordination. More

than this; it had not a thing that is necessary in the flocks of

the Lord, where all things must be done in order^ and whose God

is not a God of confusion. There was wanting in him the con-

secration of the Church; but extraordinary times justify extra-

ordinary measures. At that memorable epoch, God himself

intervened. By marvellous dispensations he consecrated those

whom he called to the task of renovating the world; and such

a consecration was well worth that bestowed by the Church.

In Farel's ordination there was the infallible Word of God,

given to a man of God, to be taken into the world; there was

a call from God and from the people; there was the consecra-

tion of the heart; and perhaps there is not a minister at Rome,

or at Geneva, who has been more legitimately ordained for the

holy ministry. Farel set out for Montbeliard, and d'Esch

accompanied him thither.

Farel thus found himself placed at an advanced post. In his

rear, Basel and Strasburg supported him with their counsels

and their printing presses; in his front lay stretched out the

provinces of Franche-Comte, Burgundy, Lorraine, the Lyonnais,

and the rest of France, where men of God were beginning to

struggle against error, amid profound darkness. He forthwith

applied himself to the preaching of Christ, and to exhorting the

faithful not to allow themselves to be turned aside from the

Scriptures, by threats or by cunning. Employed, long before

Calvin, at the work which that Reformer was to accomplish on

a more extensive scale, Farel was, at Montbeliard, like a com-

manding officer on a height, whose piercing view embraces the
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whole field of battle, animates those actually engaged with the

enemy, rallies such as may have been dispersed by the impetuosity

of the attack, and by his couraire inflames such as are laf^f^inor

in the rear.^ Erasmus wrote immediately to his Roman catho-

lic friends that a Frenchman, escaped from France, was makin""

a mighty stir in that part of the country .2 Nor were Farel's

labours in vain. "Everywhere," wrote to him one of his com-

patriots, "men may be seen springing up who employ their

active energies, their whole lives, in extending to the utmost

the kingdom of Jesus Christ.''^ The friends of the Gospel

blessed the Lord, in that the holy Word shone daily with more

and more lustre, in all the Gauls.^ This threw the adversar-

ies into consternation. "The /action," wrote Erasmus to the

bishop of Rochester, "is extending from day to day, and is pro-

pagating itself in Savoy, Lorraine, and France." 5 . . .

Lyons seemed to be for some time the centre of evangelical

action within the kingdom, as Basel had become beyond its

frontier.^ Francis L, on his way to the South, to conduct an

expedition against Charles V., arrived there with his mother,

his sister, and his court. Margaret took along with her several

persons who were devoted to the Gospel. "All others she dis-

> This is the comparison employed by a friend of Farel's during his residence
at Montbeliard. . . . Strenuum et oculatum imperatorem, qui iis etiam
animum facias qui in acie versantur. (Tossanus Farello, MS. of the Neu-
chatel conclave, 2d September, 1524.)

^
. . . Tumultuatur et Burgundia nobis proxima, per Phalicum quemdam

Galium qui e Gallia profugus. (Er. Epp. p. 400.)
3 Suppulhilare qui omnes conatus adferant. quo possit Christi regnum quam

latissime patere. (Nenchatel Manuscript, 2d August, 1524.)
* Quod in Galliis omnibus sacro-sanctum Dei Verbum in dies magis ac magis

elucescat. (Neuchatel Manuscript, 2d August, 1524.)
5 Factio crescit in dies latius, propagata in Sabaudiam, Lotharingiam, Fran-

ciam. (Er. Epp. p. 809.)
^ The position of Lyons, as well as that of Basel or Basle, is peculiarly

favourable for commerce, communicating by the Rhone with the Mediterranean
sea and the East, and being at no great distance from points by which it can
convey goods, by water carriage, to the north-east and north oif France. It
was then as it is now, next to Paris, by far the most considerable city of France,
and, like Basel, it became doubly influential by its printing-presses, and the num-
ber of books that issued from them. Its importance was too obvious not to
make it of the first consequence with the papists, to keep it entirely in their
own power, and long has it been a bulwark of superstition and bigotry. It is

represented in old accounts, as full of churches and monasteries, and the people
as much addicted to religious processions on the festivals of favourite saints.
It now derives its chief commercial importance from the vast extent of its

silk manufactures, and has become peculiarly interesting to the friends of the
Gospel of late years, as the scene of the conversion, persecution, and first

evangelical labours of the Rev. Adolphe Monod, now one of the theoloo'ical
professors at Montauban. Tr.
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missed and left behind," says a letter of that time.l While

Francis I. led through Lyons 14,000 Swiss, 6000 French, and

1500 lances of the French nobility, to repel the invasion of the

imperials in Provence; while the whole of that great city was

resounding with the clash of arms, the tread of horses, and the

sound of trumpets, the friends of the Gospel were marching

thither to more pacific conquests. They wished to attempt at

Lyons what they had failed to effect at Paris, thinking that at

such a distance from the Sorbonne and from Parliament, the

Word of God might perhaps have a freer course, and that pos-

sibly the second city in the kingdom might be destined to

become the first for the Gospel. Was it not there that near

four centuries before, the excellent Peter Waldo began to diffuse

the divine Word? He at that time shook all France. And

now that God had prepared all things for the deliverance of his

Church from her bondage, might not the prospect be entertained

of successes far more extensive, and far more decisive? Accord-

ingly, the men of Lyons, who were no longer, it is true, "poor,"

as in the twelfth century, began to wield with courage "the

sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God."2

« De Sebville to Coct 2Sth December, 1524. (Manuscript of the Neucha-

tcl conclave.)
2 Chapter xii. Book iii. of the Reverend G. S. Faher's "Inquiry into the

History and Theology of the ancient Vaklen^es and Albigenses," treats of

the Poor Men of Lyons or the missionary Valdenses of France. These must

not be confounded "with the ancient Valdenses of Piedmont ; they originated

with a person of whom Mr. Faber says: "Perhaps through the whole range of

ecclesiastical story, there can scarcely be mentioned an individual, who in the

hand of God has been more eminently an instrument for good than the rich and

holy merchant P(>ter of Lyons." He b-gan his labours about the year IIGO,

and is thought to have died in 11*79. He founded the comparatively modern

society of the Poor Men of Lyons, and gave them the name of Valdenses, from

his own asnomcn of Valdo or Valdez, or Valdensis, or Valdensius, or Valdius;

for in all these form«i it occurs.—Mr. Faber thinks that he derived this name

from a town or district, called Valdis or Vmidra or Valden, on the French

border, which according to difForent but not irreconcilable accounts, is said to

have been the seat of the family to which he belonged, his birth-place, and the

place of his citizenship. Assuming this spot to have been within the territories

of the ancient Vallenses or Waldeiises, Mr. Faber traces to early impressions

in favour of evangelical truth, as embraced by the inhabitants of that country,

the peculiar turn which Peter of Lyons took, on being brought to serious im-

pressions by an event very similar to that which led Luther to become a monk

at Erfvirt.
" Once that a meeting of some of the more wealthy citizens took

place, one of their number fell down dead; this impressed the wealthy Lyons

merchant as much as the sudden death of his friend by lightning impressed

Luther. The latter, trained in profound respect for the religion of Rome,

thereupon became a monk; the former, educated in Scriptural principles,

became an enlightened and indefatigably industrious and devoted Christian.

"Either by birth or by origin, or by early inhabitation," says Mr. Faber, "the
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Among the persons by whom Margaret was surrounded was

her ahnoner, Michael d'Araude. The duchess made him preach

the Gospel in public at Lyons; and master Michael openly and

purely announced the Word of God to a great many hearers,

attracted partly by the charm which everywhere attends the

good news when published, partly, also, by the favour in which

both the preaching and the preacher were held by the king's

beloved sister.^

wealthy merchant was a Valdensis or Vaudis or Vaudois. "With the pure and

primitive doctrine of the pious Dalesman, he had long, most probably from his

very childhood, been acquainted; but the full occupation of successful traflic,

and the consequent increase of worldly wealth and worldly respectability, had

choked the word, so that it became unfruitful, in a thorny soil of mere specu-

lative knowledge. But the Lord had a purpose of mercy for the individual

:

and through him had a purpose also of great and abiding, and extensive good

to his sincere Church. An awful dispensation , . . spake to his sleeping

conscience in a voice of thunder. And the result was precisely in accordance

with the previous speculative illumination of his understanding," p. 460.

The author proceeds to explain two apparently contradictory statements

respecting the Poor Men of Lyons—the one representing them as ancient, the

other as modern heretics.
" The proselyted French Valdenses," says he, "considered as a congregation

gathered out of those who were previously members of the Roman church, were

no older than Peter, the Valdo; but in point of ultimate theological pedigree,

when considered asabranch or continuationof theancient Valdenscsof Dauphiny
and Piedmont, they were, agreeably to their true and perpetual allegation, as

old as the times of the apostles themselves." ..." Thus wo see," he adds,

"how utterly repugnant to historical testimony is the assertion of Bossuet : that

the Valdenses so owed their origin to Peter Valdo, as to have had no existence

in any part of the world previous to his time." Boss. Hist, des Vaiiat. livr. xi.

§. 2, 3, 73.
" What distinguished Peter the Valdo, from the old Valdenses was mainly

this, that not content with a limited local testimony against papal errors, under
the name of the Poor Men of Lyons, he instituted a special order of preachers

or missionaries ; who instead of quietly vegetating at home from generation to

generation, should go forth, like the wandering Albigenses, into the world at

large, and should thus carry the Gospel to every quarter of Europe." See
Faber's "\^aldensos and Albigenses, pages 464-6.

That the labours of these godly missionaries in preparing the soil for the

Reformation harvest in the sixteenth century, have been greatly underrated by

historians, there seems much reason to conclude. Ultimately, Mr. Faber
believes, either directly or indirectly, they did thus carry the Gospel to every

quarter of Europe. Reinerius, in the thirteenth century, says : Fere mdla est

terra, in qwl hcec secta non sit.

It is a circumstance worth noting that the same period, the close of the

twelfth century, which was marked by the rise of the Poor INIen of Lyons, wit-

nessed the almost absolute extinction of the evangelical Christians called

Culdees, who from their head-quarters in the small island of lona and other

minor institutions, diffused much light for a time over the north-west of Europe.
Thus, just as one pure testimony was silenced, another succeeded it, in a dis-

tant quarter, to show that truth was the same everywhere, and was never to be

wholly banished from the earth. Erelong it may be universal Europe that is

to be buried in errors and buperstition, while the truth may find her only wit-

nesses in distant parts, now or lately the abodes of heathenism. Tr.
^ Elle a ung rtocteur de Paris appele maitre Michel Eleymosinarius, lequel re

prSclic devant elle que purement I'Evangile. (Sebvilleto Coct. Neuchatel MS.)
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Anthony Papillion, a man of biglily cultivated mind, an

elegant Latin writer, and a friend of Erasmus, "the first in

France that understood the Gospel well,"' also accompanied

the princess. At Margaret's request, he had translated Luther's

work on monastic vows, in consequence of which he had much

ado with that Parisian Yerm'mfde quoi il eut heaucoup daffaires

avec cette vermine parrhisienne) says Sebville;'^ but Margaret

had protected this learned person from the attacks of the Sor-

bonne, and had procured for him the office of first master of

requests to the Dauphin, together with a seat in the grand

council.^ Not the less did he serve the Gospel by his devoted-

ness and his prudence. A merchant of the name of Vaugris,

and still more, a gentleman of the name of Anthony du Blet, a

friend of Farel's, were then at the head of the Reformation

in Lyons. The latter, being a very active person, served as a

bond of connection between the Christians scattered over those

regions, and put them in communication with Basel. Whilo

the armed troops of Francis L merely passed through Lyons,

the spiritual soldiers of Jesus Christ halted there with Mar-

garet; and leaving the former to carry war into Provence

and the plains of Italy, they began the Gospel combat in Lyons

itself.

But they did not confine themselves to Lyons. They sur-

veyed the country all around them; the campaign opened at

many points at once; and the Lyonese Christians, by their

words and labours, encouraged all who confessed Christ in the

surrounding provinces. They did more than this; they even

went to preach it in parts where until then it was unknown.

The new doctrine ascended the Saone, and an evangelist tra-

versed the narrow and intricate streets of Macon. Michael

d'Arande himself, almoner to" the king's sister, went there in

1524, and with the aid of Margaret's name, obtained leave to

preach in that city,'* which was doomed afterwards to be deluged

with blood, and whose leaps will ever be famous. ^

I Ibid, « Ibid. 2 Ibid.

* Arandius prSche a Mascon. (Coct to Farel, December, 1524. Ibid.)

* The word sauteries, which seems to mean originally and is here translated

leaps, is not otherwise in use in the French tongue; yet being derived from

sauter (to leap) it appears to have been invented for the purpose of expressing

the inhuman punishments, inflicted on the Huguenots at Macon, after its being
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After having ascended the Saone side of the city, the Chris-

tians at Lyons, with ever watchful eye, ascended that towards

the Alps. There was at Lyons a Dominican friar of the name

of Maigret, who had been compelled to leave Dauphiny, where

he had preached the new doctrine without reserve, and who now

made urs^ent request that persons might be sent to encourage

the brethren at Grenoble and at Gap. Papillion and du Blet,

accordingly, went thither.l A storm was ready to burst upon

taken in 1562. A detailed account of this will be found in Bayle's Historical
and Critical Dictionary under the word Macon, derived from two relations to
which he refers, the one from Beza's Ecclesiastical History, book 15, p. 429,
the other from d'Aubign6 (is he not likely to have been one of M. Merle's
forefathers?) Hist. vol. I. p. 210. The main facts were the following: thataper-
son called St. Poinct (by d'Aubigne called St. Pont,) according to the testi-

mony of his mother, delivered for the disburthening of her conscience, the son
of a priest, and who had been appointed by the commanding ofScer Tavanes,
governor of the city, was wont, after giving a festive entertainment to women
of respectable station, to let two or throe imprisoned Huguenots be taken out
of prison, or sometimes other persons to be seized unawares, under pretence of
their being guilty of treason, and either to have them shot, or to make them
leap from tlie bridge over the Saone into the river and be drowned, and this
he sneeringly called an after-dinner entertainment for the amusement of these
ladies. Bayle not inappropriately compares the conduct of these women, nay,
he thinks it much more shameless than that of the Vestal Virgins who expressed
their delight at the sight of the gladiators when introduced upon the arena, so
powerfully reprobated by the poet Prudentius. The Macon leaps have else-
where been compared to the atrocities of the emperor Tiberius, as related by
Suetonius in the 62d chapter of his Life of that emperor, as inflicted on the
condemned persons whom, at the island of Caprea, that monster.after subjecting
them to exquisite tortures, caused to be thrown into the sea before his eyes
and killed by the seamen with oars and boat hooks. Shame on the abettors of
a church, from love to which, to say the least, such atrocities were perpetrated,
if they were not excited and caused by its priests and monks. We justly sus-
pect their most sweetly flattering words, and even now must impute violent and
hypocritical aims to all their efforts to agitate, until they confess and detest
with heart-felt aversion, that old passion for persecution. We do not wrong
religious freedom and liberty of conscience, but our object is to maintain them,
while we with our utmost endeavours would oppose the full restoration of the
Romish church to all her pretended privileges.—L. R.

' There have been two great personages at Grenoble. (CocttoFarsl

—

Neuchatel, MS.) The title of Messire given to du Blet, indicates a person
of rank. I suppose therefore that that of negotiator, refers to his activity

;

nevertheless he may have been a great merchant at Lyons.
There can be little doubt of this. The author seems puzzled to account for

a nobleman, as the very name preceded by the article Du, indicates, being also
a merchant. In any other part of France, and particularly in the provinces
remote from Italy, and where the maxims of the northern invaders most pre-
vailed, a nobleman engaging in trade would have been quite an anomaly. I
find, however, in the description of the Lionnois given in the DeHces de la
France (A. D. 1G70,) that the inhabitants of that small province, having the
great city of Lyons for its capital, universally partook of the mercantile char-
acter of that city. " The peasant is crafty," says the account I refer to, "the
man of condition," meaning, I presume, nobleman, "manages his affairs well;
traffic is their grand occupation, and all are alike bent upon gain." . .

Nay, it is not only possible, but even probable, perhaps, that the noble families
of the province, like many in Italy, might have originated in trade, and owed

II. 4 a
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Sebville and his pulpit ministrations. The Dominicans had

been moving heaven and earth; maddened at the sight of so

many evangelists, including Farel, Anemond, and Maigret,

they would fain have annihilated those within their reach. ^

They insisted that Sebville should be apprehended.

2

Upon this the friends of the Gospel in Grenoble were struck with

terror; they could not endure that Sebville, too, should be taken

from them. Margaret made an application in his behalf to her

brother; many of the most distinguished personages at Greno-

ble, among others, the king's advocate, all of them being either

avowed or secret friends of the Gospel, exerted themselves in

favour of the evangelical cordelier. Their combined efforts

rescued him at last from the rage of his adversaries.^

But although Sebville was saved, it was only on condition

that his mouth should be shut. "Hold your peace," it was

said to him, "else you will be sent to the stake." He wrote to

Anemond de Coct: "Silence has been imposed on me, upon

pain of death.""-* These threats of the adversaries, overawed

even those of whom the best hopes had been entertained. The
king's advocate and other friends of the Gospel, became not only

lukewarm but even cold;^ many went back to the Romish wor-

ship, pretending to worship God spiritually, in the secret hom-

age of their hearts, and to give a spiritual meaning to the

external rites of Roman Catholicism—a deplorable illusion,

leading from one degree of unfaithfulness to another, nor is

there any kind of hypocrisy which might not thus be justified.^

their fortunes, rank, and influence, to successful industry. Hence it were the
less remarkable that du Blet, a nobleman, should be addressed as Messire, while
he was described, also, as ncaotiator. Te.

' Conjicere potes ut post Macretum et me in Sebivillam exarserint. (Ane-
mond to Farel 7th September, 1524. Ncuchatel MS.)

- The Thomists wanted to proceed against me by inquisition and personal
caption. (Letter from Sebville, Ibid.)

3 But for certain secret friends I should have been delivered into the hands
of the Pharisees. (Ibid.)

< Neuchatel MS.
* Non solum tepidi, sed frigidi. (Ibid.)
« Calvin's attention was early called to this systematic conformity with Rome

among persons who had become fully convinced of its corruptions, as we learn
from the following passage in Th. Bcza's Life of that Reformer: "In the
mean time Calvin published two very elegant letters in the year ISSY, because
he observed many in France to be well acquainted, indeed, with divine truth in

their minds, who still indulged their old corrupt feelings, under the pretence of
its being sufficient to worship Christ in the heart while they attended mass,
one concerning the necessity of avoiding idolatrv, was directed to Kicholas
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lly means of this system of myths and allegories, the sceptic

will preach Christ from a Christian pulpit; and the follower of

some abominable superstition among the pagans might contrive,

with the aid of a little invention, to find it embody some pure

and lofty idea. The first thing in religion is truth. Some of

the Grenoble Christians, however, and among these were Ama-
deus Galbert, and a cousin of Anemcmd's, steadfastly held by

their faith.' These godly men met in secret with Sebville,

sometimes in the house of one, sometimes in the house of

another, and confabulated together about the Gospel. They
would repair to some secluded spot; would go under cover of

night to some brother's house; that they might pray to Jesus

Christ, would hide themselves like robbers meditating crime.

More than once a false alarm struck the humble meeting with

trepidation. The adversaries consented to wink at secret con-

venticles, but swore that the flames should do justice on Avho-

Cheminus, bishop of Orleans, whose friendship and hospitality he had very much
enjoyed while there, and who was afterwards appointed to a civil office in the
province of la Maine. Another related to the popish priesthood, written to
Gerard Roussel, already mentioned, who after the tumult of Paris, was first

presented with an abbacy, and then a bishopric, and, afterwards, so far from
pursuing the even tenor of his Christian course, gradually undermined, as
domestic chaplain, the faith of the queen of Navarre " See the Life of John
Calvin, by Th. Beza, translated by Francis Sibson, A. B. By the queen of
Navarre is meant the princess Margaret who became so by her second mar-
riage. Her conformity to the Church of Rome was more owing probably to
her regard for her brother Francis I. than to any other cause, but it seems to
have redoubled the gloom that attended the closing period of her life.

These conformists seem to have been misled, as many are at the present day,
by looking at the fair side only of the popedom ; and it is a singular fact that
after they had become much more numerous in the further course of the six-

teenth century, the atrocities of that body, and particularly the massacre of St.
Bartholomew's day, seem, by forcing the moral deformities of the papal system
on their regard, to have compelled them, even in the face of those horrors, to
join the ranks of the Reformed.
When the long course of crafty and malignant measures which gradually

undermined the establishment secured to the French Reformed, in their native
country, by the edict of Nantes, was finally consummated by the formal revo-
cation of that edict, a vast number of the Reformed, having shut their ears to
warnings by timely attending to which many thousands of their brethren had
found safety in flight, were debarred on the one hand from leaving France, and
subjected, on the other, to the most diabolical persecutions, if they refused to
conform to the Roman catholic worship. In such circumstances, the sophistry,
here so justly exposed, was peculiarly dangerous, and beguiled many unstable
souls into shameful conformity with a religion which their inmost conscience
rejected. It was then that four letters were sent to them from refugee minis-
ters admirably exposing such delusions, and animating them to fortitude under
such trials. See " Pastoral Letter to the Protestants of France who have fallen
by Force of Torments," and the three following letters in " Suppression of the
Reformation m France," itc, London, 1840. Tr.

' Tuo cognato, Amadeo Galberto exceptis. (Neuchatel MS.)
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.

soever mi"lit attempt to discourse in public from the Word of

God.l

Such were the circumstances in which Messires du Blet and

Papillion arrived at Grenoble. Seeing that Sebville's mouth

had been shut there, they exhorted him to come and preach

Christ at Lyons. Lent of the following year would present a

favourable opportunity for doing so, to a crowded congregation;

Michael d'Arande, Maigret, and Sebville, proposed to combat

at the head of the phalanxes of the Gospel; and thus everything

gave token that a striking manifestation of the truth was about

to be made in the second city of France. The report of this

evangelical Lent, spread even into Switzerland: "Sebville has

been set at liberty and is to preach the Lent sermons at Lyons,"

wroteAnemond to Farel.2 But a grievous disaster intervened

and prevented this spiritual combat, by filling the whole of

France with alarm and distress. It is during peace that the

conquests of the Gospel are made. The defeat of the French

at Pavia, happening in February, caused the miscarriage of this

bold plan of the Reformers,

Meanwhile, without waiting for Sebville, Maigret, from the

commencement of winter, preached at Lyons salvation by

Jesus Christ alone, in spite of warm opposition from the priests

and monks. 3 In his discourses there was no longer any ques-

tion about the worship of creatures, the saints, and the Virgin,

or about the power of priests. The great mystery of godliness,

God manifest in the flesh, was alone proclaimed. The old here-

sies of the Poor Men of Lyons, are re-appearing, it was said,

and are more dangerous than ever! But notwithstanding this

opposition, Maigret continued his ministrations; the faith by

which his soul was animated, found utterance in powerful words;

for it is of the nature of truth to embolden the heart that

receives it. Rome, however, was yet to have the mastery at

Lyons as well as at Grenoble, and Margaret's presence could

not save Maigret from being seized, dragged through the streets,

and thrown into prison. Vaugris, a merchant, who then left

that city to pass into Switzerland, having spread the news of

' Mais de en parlor publiquement, il n'y pend que le feu. (Neuchatel MS.)
^ Le samedi des Quater-Temps (December, 1524.) (Ibid.)

* Pour vray Maigret a preclie a Lion, maulgr^ les prStres et moines. (Ibid.)
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this on his way, it caused mingled astonishment and sorrow.

One thought alone reassured the friends of the Reformation:

"Maigret has been apprehended," it was said, "but, thank God,

Madame d'^Alencon is there!''''

^

These hopes were doomed to be disappointed. The Sorbonne

having condemned several propositions maintained by this faith-

ful minister,^ Margaret, who was now placed in a position be-

coming ever more and more difficult, beheld the boldness of the

friends of the Reformation, and the hatred of the great, simul-

taneously increasing. Francis I. began to lose patience at the

zeal of these evangelists; he regarded them as fanatics whom it

was right to put down. Distracted by her anxiety to be useful

to her brethren on the one hand, and by her inability to save

them on the other, Margaret caused it to be intimated to them,

that they must avoid throwing themselves into new perils, see-

ing that she should write no more to the king in their favour. 3

This resolution the friends of the Gospel did not consider irre-

vocable. "God give her grace," said they, "to say and to write

only what is necessary fur poor souls."^ But though this suc-

cour from man was taken from them, Christ still remained, and

it is well for the soul to be bereft of all human resource, that it

may stay itself on God alone.

1 Neuchatel MS.
2 Histoire de Francois T." par Gaillard. torn. iv. p. 233.
3 " Perhaps that princess," says Lacretelle, speaking of Margaret, "might

have procured a solid glory for Francis's reign, had she communicated to him
the principles of religious toleration, and had she not spoken in behalf of the

Protestants only in the name of pity." But why should she, or rather, why
should not Lefevre, and the other Reformers of the king's own sex, have failed

to appeal, like Luther and Knox, to divine authority for something beyond

either pity or toleration, in pleading for subjects who protested against errors of

deadly influence both to the governors and the governed—both to their coun-

trymen as individuals and to their country as a community? The apostles pro-

claimed that GOD commanded all men to repent and believe the Gospel. That

Gospel the Reformers had rescued from being buried under human traditions

and ordinances, not for themselves alone, but for all men. And I confess that

in France the Reformation, from the first, wears a kind of sectarian aspect,

which makes it less wonderful that it should have become so niuch a matter of

party spirit and civil war, from the low ground assumed by the first of its Re-
formers, and afterwards made the basis of the edict of Nantes. In that edict,

the French Reformed sought to secure themselves and to give peace to the

kingdom, by consenting to the limitation of their testimony to cert.nin towns

and places—consented, in fact, to the Word of God being bound. The result

demonstrated that they would have followed a wiser course, as well as a more
Scriptural one, had they refused all pledges to limit or suppress their testi-

mony. Tk.
' Peter Toussaint to Farel, Basel, 17th December, 1524. (Neuchatel MS.)
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XII, Meanwhile the efforts of the friends of the Gospel in

France, were paralysed. The great began to show themselves

hostile to Christianity; Margaret was terrified; disastrous news

came across the Alps, and one sad stroke following another,

threw all France into mourning, leaving but one thought to

engross all men's minds, and that was how France and her

king could be saved ! . . . But although the Christians of

Lyons were arrested in their labours, were there not at Easel

soldiers escaped from the battle, and ready to begin it anew?

Never have the exiles of France forgotten her. Ousted, for

nearly three centuries, from their country by the fanaticism of

Rome, their last descendants are seen carrying to the towns

and country villages of their forefathers, the treasures of which

the pope has deprived them. At the very time that the sol-

diers of Christ in France, were mournfully laying aside their

arms, the Easel refugees were preparing for the combat. As
they beheld the monarchy of St. Louis, and of Charlemagne,

ready to escape from the hands of Francis I. himself, could the

French avoid feeling that tliey were called upon to receive the

kingdom ichich cannot he moved ?^

Farel, Anemond, d'Esch, Toussaint, and their friends formed

in Switzerland an evangelical society whoso object it was to save

their country from spiritual darkness. They were written to

from all parts, that there was an increasing thirst for the Word
of God in France ;2 advantage was to be taken of this, to water

and to sow, while yet the seed-time lasted. (Ecolampadius,

Zwingli, and Oswald Myconius ceased not to encourage them;

holding out the hand of friendly s^-mpathy, and inspiring them

with their faith. The Swiss schoolmaster wrote as follows, in

January, 1525, to the French knight: "Banished as you are

from your country, by the tyranny of antichrist, your very pre-

sence in the midst of us, proves that you have boldly done your

part in the cause of the Gospel. The tyranny of Christian

bishops will compel the people at last to regard them as nothing

but liars. Continue steadfast; the time is not far off when we
shall enter the haven of rest, whether it be that the tyrants

' Hebrews, xii. 23.
- Gallis verborum Dei sitientibus. (Coct to Farel, 2d September, 1524.

NeucLatel MS.)
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Strike us or that they themselves are struck ;1 and all will be

well with us then, if we be but faithful to Jesus Christ."

These were precious encouragements to the French refuf^ees;

but at that very time their feelings were lacerated by a blow
that came from those very Christians of Switzerland and Ger-
many who were seeking to fortify them. Escaped Avith diffi-

culty from being burnt at the stake, they looked on with alarm,

as the evangelical Christians beyond the Rhine began to trouble

the repose they were enjoying, by the deplorable discords. The
disputes about the supper had commenced. With their feelinos

interested and agitated, and experiencing a keen sense of the

need there was for charity, the French would have given every-

thing for the sake of union among the minds that were thus

divided. This became the all-engrossing consideration with

them, and well it might, for at the epoch of the Eeformation

none needed Christian unity more than they: of this Calvin

was afterwards the proof. "Would to God," said Peter Tous-

saint, "that I might purchase peace, concord, and unitv in

Jesus Christ, with my whole blood which, indeed, is of fittle

value."- Endowed with great justness and quickness of appre-

hension, the French perceived immediately that the controversy

that now arose would check the progress of the Reformation.

"All would go on better than many suppose, were we but of

one mind. There are many people who would willingly come
to the light, but when they see these divisions among the clero-y,

they know not what to think.''^ 4

' Non longe abest enim, quo in portum tranquillum perveniamus. (Osw.
Myconius to An^mond de Coct. Neuchatel MS.)

^ Of 21st December, 1525. (MS. of the conclave of Neuchatel.)
3 Ibid.

* It is therefore .a false accusation, brought in later times against Calvin,
and the Reformers especially attached to him, and repeated even in our own
days, when they are charged with intolerance and want of love. No ! aIthou"-h
Calvin was a powerful opponent of the so-called Libertines, who stood up for
an unbridled liberty, not of thinldng only, but also, and especially, of living,

and although on that account he became the object of their deadly hatred, "a
hatred which among that sort of peo[ile subsists to the present day, still no
man was more cordially bent than he was, upon the maintenance of peace and
unanimity among brethren, notwithstanding some occasional differences of sen-
timent. These kindly feelings he endeavoured to promote to the utm.ost of his
power, and thus was it also with the Reformed, his genuine followers. It is

not on their side that peace with the Lutheran brethren is broken, nor are
they to blame, in that the bond of union is not renewed—an object to whicli
they have shown themselves all along inclined, without being thereby untrue
to their own convictions. Far are they, indeed, from the proper line, who
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The French were the first to thinlc of something being done

to conciliate the opposing parties. "Wherefore," said they in

writing from Strasburg, "is not a Bucer, or some other learned

man, sent to Luther? The longer people wait, these dissensions

will wax worse." Their fears went on increasing;^ until, at

length, these Christians gave up their efforts as hopeless,

averted their eyes with sorrow from Germany, and fixed them

exclusively on France.

either, on the one hand, continue to revile C.alvinistic orthodoxy and intoler-

ance, or, on the other hand, put themselves forward as the truest abettors of

Calvinistic orthodoxy, and who would make it consist in the strong condemna-

tion of whatever does not tally with their own narrow views. Both these oppo-

site extremes are now disturbing the peace of the Church.—L. R.

Speaking of this unhappy controversy, under the year 1524, Milner observes :

"It is one of the most mournful events attending the Reformation, that his-

torical truth and method should require us to mention at all the difference here

alluded to. Such as it -was, it had, as yet, hardly appeared with perspicuity;

but in the year 1524, and the several succeeding years, it grew into a tedious

and violent controversy concerning the manner in which the body and blood of

Christ are present in the Eucharist. This dispute, which has been called the

sacramental contest, after producing the most deplorable animosities, terminated

at length in the fatal division of those sincere friends of the Reformation who
had embarked in the same cause, and who equally professed the essentials of

godliness. The differences of sentiment among the contending parties were

frequently indistinct, and almost entirely verbal; and if the Church of Christ

could be viewed abstracted from every secular connection, such niceties would

scarcely deserve a moment's consideration. But Christians must class them-

selves with some communities, and are therefore compelled to give peculiar

attention to the distinguishing features of that denomination to which they

belong. Happy! did they but learn to do this in a spirit of candour and

charity! And still happier! did they employ their zeal, their firmness, their

perseverance in defending the foundations of religion, in imitation of St. Paul,

who would not give place to false brethren by subjection, no not for an hour,

that the truth of the Gospel might continue with the Galatians." (Milner's

History of the Church of Christ, vol. v. pp. 154-5.) Notwithstandmg what

Mr. Le Roy remarks, there can be no doubt that Calvin, in writing against the

Lutherans, indulged to an unwarrantable degree those feelings of animosity

which, in that age, even among persons of the most refined taste, seem to have

been invariably expressed in the coarsest and most vituperative terms. Bos-

suet, in his history of the Variations, takes advantage of this lamentable failing

in the Genevese Reformer, to hold him up to the contempt of his reader. As

for the Calvinistic churches in Germany, both in forbearance and in a steadier

orthodoxy in regard to the grand doctrines of Christianity, Dr. Pusey seems to

consider "them to have been all along superior to the Lutherans. It is deplor-

able to think that on the subject of the supper, an ordinance in which, besides

the testimony conveyed through the evangelists, we have an express revelation

to the apostle Paul to guide us in observing it, men, nevertheless, by travelling

out of the simple tract of Scripture, and deserting common sense, should have

so multiplied words without knowledge, in most useless, and worse than useless

controversies. The danger of embracing erroneous views is now much increased

partly by the Reformed churches being charged, as Sir James Mackintosh has

charged the Church of England, with expressing themselves nonsensically on

the subject, partly owing to the specious attempts of at least one living Roman
catholic doctor, to e-xplain away the revolting absurdities of transubstantia-

tion. Tb.
' Multis jam christianis Gallis dolet, quod a Zwinglii aliorumque de Euch-

aristia sententia, dissentiat Lutherus. (Tossanus Farello, I4th July, 1525.)
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France, and the conversion of France, became thenceforth

the exclusive concern of the hearts of those genei'ous men whom
history, which has inscribed on its pages so many names idly

puffed up with their own glory, has suffered three whole cen-

turies to pass without even having mentioned. Cast upon a

foreign soil, they there fell upon their knees, and daily, in the

stillness of their retirement, commended the land of their fore-

fathers in prayer to God.l Prayei-, that was the grand power

by which the Gospel diffused itself throughout the kingdom, and

the grand means of conquest employed by the Reformation.

But these Frenchmen were not only men of prayer: never

did the Gospel army comprise warriors more ready to sacrifice

their persons, when the time of conflict had arrived. They

saw the importance of filling their native land, which still lay

under the darkness of superstition, with the Holy Scriptures

and with godly books. The spirit of research breathed over the

whole kingdom; everywhere there was a call to spread the sails

to the wind. Anemond, ever prompt in action, and Michael

Bentin, another refugee, resolved to combine their zeal, their

talents, their means, and their labours. Bentin wished to found

a printing-press at Basel, and the knight to avail himself of the

slight knowledge of German he possessed, to translate the best

works of the Reformation into French. "Ah," would they say,

in the delight inspired by their project, "would to God that

France teemed with evangelical volumes, so as that everywhere,

alike in the cabins of the people, in the palaces of the great, in

the cloisters and the parsonages, and in the inner sanctuary of

men's hearts, a mighty testimony might be rendered to the grace

of Jesus Christ.*"-

Funds were required for such an enterprise, and the refugees

had none. Vaugris was then at Basel; Anemond sent him, at

his departure, a letter for the Lyons brethren, some of whom
were rich in this world's goods, and, though oppressed, undevi-

ating in their fidelity to the Gospel; he besought them to send

him some assistance ;3 but that could not suffice; the French

> Quam sollic.ite quotidianis precibus commendem. ( Tossanus Farello, 2d
September, 1524. Neuchatel MS.)

* Opto enim Galliam Evangelicis voluminibus abundare. (Coct to Farel,
Neuchatel manuscript.)

^ Ut pecuniae aliquid ad me mittant. (Ibid.)

II' 4 H
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>vanted to establish several presses. at Basel, which should be

worked day and night, so that France might be inundated with

the Word of God.^ At Meaux, at Metz, and other places too,

persons were to be found rich enough, and powerful enough, to

aid this enterprise. No one could address the French with so

much authority as Farel; to him, accordingly, Ane'mond

made application.-

It does not appear that the knight's enterprise was ever car-

ried into effect; but the work was done by others. The Basel

presses were constantly occupied in printing French books;

these were sent to Farel, and Farel introduced them with inces-

sant activity into France. One of the first publications sent

by this religious book society, was the Exposition of the Lord's

Prayer, by Luther. "We are selling," wrote the merchant

Vaugris to Farel, "the bale of Paters at four deniers Basel

money, by retail; but wholesale, we sell them at two florins for

the 200 copies, which does not amount to so much."3

Anemond sent from Basel to Farel, all the useful books pub-

lished there, or that might arrive from Germany; one, for

instance, might be something on the education of ministers of

the Gospel, another on the education of children.-* These works

were submitted to Farel's examination; he composed, trans-

lated, and superintended translations into French, and seemed

to be, at one and the same time, all action and all closet study;

Anemond printed and superintended the printing; and those

epistles, those prayers, those books, all those light leaves, were

the means of regenerating the age. While dissoluteness was

invading the country from the throne, and darkness from the

steps of the altar, those unperceived writings alone diffused

gleams of light and seeds of holiness throughout the nation.

But it was, above all, the Word of God which the Lyons

evangelical merchant called for in the name of his fellow-coun-

trymen. The men of the sixteenth century, in their keen appe-

tite for intellectual food, behoved to receive in their own lan-

^ Ut prsela multa erigere possimus. (Coctto Farel, Neuchatel manuscript.)
2 An censes inveniri posse Lugduni, Meldse, aut alibi in Galliis qui nos ad

hsec juvare velint. (Ibid.)
3 Vaugris to Farel ; Basel, 29tli August, 1524. (^bid.)
* Mitto tibi librum de instituendis ministris ecclesiie cum libro de instituen-

dis pucris. (Coct to Farel, 2d September, 152i. Ibid.)
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guage, those ancient monuments of the first ages of the world,

suffused with the fresh breath of primitive humanity, and those

sacred oracles of the times of the Gospel in which the plenitude

of the revelation of Christ shines forth.l Vaugris wrote to

Farel: "I pray you, obtain a translation, if possible, of the New

Testament, from some one capable of doing it well, for it would

prove a great blessing to France, Burgundy, and Savoy. And

if it were necessary to bring a French letter (printing types),

I would see to its being brought from Paris, or from Lyons;

and if we have any at Basel that are good, so much the better.""

Lefevre had already published at Meaux, but in a detached

manner, the books of the New Testament in French. Vaugris

called for some one who should revise the whole, and superin-

tend the bringing out of a complete edition. This task Lefevre

undertook and published the new edition, as we have seen, on

the 12th of October, 1524. An uncle of Vaugris's, of the name

of Conrard, a refugee at Basel, immediately sent for a copy.

The chevalier de Coct, happening to be with a friend on the

18th of November, there saw the book, and it gave him the

utmost delight. "Lose no time in throwing off a new impres-

sion," said he, "for I doubt not that a very large number will

be disposed off."-

Thus was the Word of God presented to France in opposi-

tion to the traditions of the Church, unceasingly presented to

it, down to this day, by Rome. "How are we to distinguish,"

said the Reformers, "what may be found derived from man, in

the traditions, from what is to be found there coming from God,

unless by the Scriptures of God? The declared opinions of the

fathers, the decretals of the Church's chiefs, cannot be the rules

of our faith. They show what were the sentiments of those old

doctors; but the Word of God alone enables us to know what

is the mind of God. All things should be submitted to the

Scriptures."

The principal means by which these writings were circulated

were as follows. Farel and his friends transmitted the sacred

This is surely a very unguarded description of the Old and New Testaments.

Were the old Testament Scriptures only " suffused with the fresh breath of pri-

mitive humanity," and not sacred oracles as well as the New? Tn.
2 Manuscript belonging to the conclave at Neuchatel.
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books to certain packmen, or hawkers (colporteursJ simple and

godly men, who with their precious burthen, went from town to

town, from village to village, and from house to house, in Franche

comte, Lorraine, Burgundy, and the adjacent provinces, knock-

ing at all men's doors. The volumes were given them at a low

price, "in order that they might be appetised to sell them." ^

Thus so early as in 1524, there was to be found at Basel, for the

benefit of France, a Bible, itinerating book, and religious tract

society. It is a mistake to suppose that such operations date

from our own times; in their essential objects, they may be

traced, not to the times of the Reformation only, but, beyond

these, to the earliest ages of the Church.

XIII. The attention bestowed by Farel on France, did not

make him forgetful of the places in which he lived. He arrived

at Montbeliard towards the close of July, 1524, and hardly had

he sown the grain, than, as GEcolampadius expresses it, the first

fruits of harvest already began to appear. In the joy of his

heart, Farel wrote to that friend, informing him of his success.

"It is easy," replied the Basel doctor, "to find admission for

certain dogmas into the ears of your hearers; but to change

their heart is the work of God.""-^

Overjoyed at such news, the chevalier de Coct repaired, with

all his usual vivacity, to the house of his friend Peter Tous-

saint. "I set ofi" to-morrow on a visit to Farel," said he hur-

riedly to Toussaint. The latter, who was of a calmer temperar

ment, wrote to the Montbeliard evangelist: "Be upon your

guard," said he to Farel, "it is a great cause that you are

maintaining; it won't bear being tarnished by the counsels of

men. The powerful promise you their favour, their support,

their mountains of gold. . . . But to trust in these things

is to desert Jesus Christ and to walk in darkness."^ Toussaint

closed this letter when the chevalier entered; the latter took it

up and set off for Montbeliard.

On his arrival there he found the town in great agitation.

Many of the great had taken alarm and were saying, looking

with a disdainful air at Farel: "What would this poor gentle-

' Vaugris to Farel. (Neuchatel manuscript.)
2 Animum autem immutare, divinum opus est. (CEcol. Epp. p. 200.)

. . Aquibus si pendemus, jamaChristodefecimus. (Neuchatel MS.)
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man want with us? Would that lie had never come! He can-

not remain here, for he will be the destruction of us all, as well

as of himself." These barons having taken refuge at Monbe-
liard with the duke, dreaded lest the noise that everywhere

accompanied the Reformation, should bring upon them the

notice of Charles V., and of Ferdinand, and thus lead to their

being driven from their last asylum. But it was the clergy

that resisted Farel the most. The superior of the Franciscans

at Besangon, had posted to Montbe'liard, and had there formed

a plan of defence in concert with the clergy of the place. On
the Lord's day following, Farel had hardly begun to preach

when he was interrupted by being told that he was a liar and a

heretic. Forthwith the whole congregation was in commotion.

People rose from their seats; silence was called for. The duke

hastened to the spot, ordered both the superior and Farel to be

apprehended, and ordained that the former should either prove

his accusations or retract them. The superior preferred the

latter alternative, and an official report was published detailing

the whole affair.

^

This attack only still further inflamed the zeal of Farel; he

considered that henceforth it was his duty to unmask without

reserve those self-interested priests; so, unsheathing the sword

of the Word, he struck some vigorous blows. He was led to

imitate Jesus rather when our Lord chased from the temple

those who bought and sold, and the money-changers, than when
the prophetic spirit bore this testimony to him: "He shall

not cry, nor lift up, nor cause his voice to be heard in

the street."2 CEcolampadius was terrified. In these two men
we find perfect types of two characters, diametrically opposite

to each other, yet both Avorthy of our admiration. "You have

been sent," wrote CEcolampadius to Farel, "gently to draw

men to the truth, not to drag them with violence, to preach the

Gospel, not to curse. Physicians do not employ amputations,

unless when they find applications useless. Conduct yourself

like a physician, not like an executioner. It is not enough for

' Der Christliche Handel zu Miimpelgard, verloffen mit griindlicher Wahrheit
^ The French version quoted by M. Merle d'Aubign6 runs thus: 11 ne cov-

ieste point, il ne crie point, on n'entend point sa voix dans les rues. The dif-

ference between this and our authorised English yersion seems to be immater-
ial. Tr.
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me that you are gentle towards the friends of the Word, you

ouo-ht, also, to gain over its opponents. If the wolves are

expelled from the sheep-fold, let the sheep at least hear the

shepherd's voice. Pour wine and oil into the wounds, and com-

port yourself as an evangelist, and not as a judge and a tyrant."^

The report of these labours spread through France and Lor-

raine, and people at the Sorbonne and at the cardinal's, began

to take alarm at this association of Basel and Montbeliard refu-

gees. They would fain have broken up an alliance that so

disquieted them; for error knows no greater triumph than to

gain over some renegade. Martial Mazurier and others had

already procured for the Gallican papacy, the satisfaction it

derived from shameful defections; now, could they but succeed

in seducing one of those confessors of Christ who were shelter-

in o- themselves on the banks of the Rhine, and had suffered

much for the Lord's name, what a victory would it be for

the pontifical hierarchy ! Accordingly, she put her batteries in

order, and the first against which they were pointed was the

youngest.

The dean, the cardinal of Lorraine, and all who met at the

numerous parties held at the house of that prelate, deplored the

melancholy fate of the Peter Toussaint who had given rise to

such high expectations. He is at Basel, it was said, in the very

house of (Ecolampadius, residing with one of the ring-leaders of

heresy ! They wrote to him fervently, and as if their great

concern were to save him from everlasting condemnation. The

poor youth was tortured by these letters, and the more so, as

he perceived in them the tokens of an affection that was dear

to him.^ One of his relations, probably the dean himself, sum-

moned him to repair to Paris, to Metz, or to any other place

whatever, provided it were at a distance from the Lutherans.

This relation, aware of the full extent of Toussaint's obligations

to him, doubted not that he would immediately comply with his

orders; accordingly, on finding his efforts useless, his affection

was changed into a violent hatred. This resistance exasperated

' Quod Evangelistam, non tyrannicum legislatorem pr^stes. (CEcol. Epp.

p. 206.)
2 Me in dies divexari legendis amicorum litteris qui me . . . ab institute

remorari nituntur. (Tossanus Farello, 2d September, 1524, Neuchatel MS.)
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at tlie same time against the youthful refugee, the \vhole of his

family, and all liis old friends. His mother -was applied to; she

v/as "under the power of the hood;"^ the priests surrounded

her, frightened her, persuaded her that her son had committed

actions not to be mentioned without horror. Upon this the

distracted mother wrote an affecting letter, "full of tears," he

says, and in which she depicted to him, in a heart-rending man-

ner, the whole amount of her calamity. "Ah! wretched

mother," she said, "ah! unnatural son! . . . cursed be

the knees that bare thee and the paps that gave thee suck! "2

Poor Toussaint was now in the utmost alarm, "What was

he to do? To return to France was impossible; and to leave

Basel to go to Zurich, or to Wittemberg, beyond the reach of

his relations, would only aggravate their distress. CEcolampa-

dius suggested to him a middle course. " You had better leave

my house," said he;3 and in fact he did so, with a heart sur-

charged with grief, and went to live with an obscure and ignor-

ant priest,'^ quite the person to re-assure his relations. What
a change was this for poor Toussaint! He met his host only

at meals, on which occasions they never ceased to have discus-

sions about matters of faith, but when the cloth Avas removed,

Toussaint hastened to his chamber again, and shutting himself

up there, alone, and far from noise and disputation, he carefully

studied the Word of God. "The Lord is my witness," said he,

"that in this valley of tears I have but one desire, that of

beholding the extension of Christ's kingdom, in such wise that

all with one mouth may glorify God. "5

Toussaint was comforted by this one circumstance; the friends

of the Gospel in Metz were becoming stronger and stronger

every day.^ At his entreaty the chevalier d'Esch set off, in

' Jam capulo proxima. (Neuchatel MS.)
^ Litteras ad me dedit plenas lacrymis quibus maledicit et uLeribus quae me

lactarunt, etc. . . , (Ibid.)
3 Visum est (Ecolampadio consultnm . , . ut a se secederem. (Ibid.)
* Utor domo eujusdam sacrificuli. (Ibid.)

6 Ut Christi regnum quam latissime pateat. (Neuchatel MS.)
* "We learn from that ponderous and voluminous work, the Civil and Ecclesi-

astical History of Lorraine, published at Nancy, in 1728, that duke Anthony,
who was the reigning prince at this time, was of a remarkably pacific disposi-

tion; that under him the country enjoyed profound tranquillity until invaded by
the peasants in their insurrectionary war, and. moreover, that the clergy of his

states were much oppressed by the ecclesiastical courts at Rome, an oppression
from which duke Anthony struggled to deliver them. All >b"se circumstances
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the course of January, 1525, to fortify the evangelical Chris-

tians of that city; he traversed the forests of the Vosges, and

reached the neighbourhood in which Leclerc had given up his

life, carrying with him several books, with which Farel had pro-

vided him.'

These French refugees did not confine their regards to Lor-

raine alone. The chevalier de Coct received letters from one of

Farel's brothers, picturing to him, under sombre colours, the

state of Dauphiny. These he took care not to show, dreading

lest they should intimidate the feeble, and contented himself

with ardently seeking from God the succour of his mighty liand.'^

In December, 1524, Peter Verrier, a messenger from Dau-

phiny, arrived at Montbeliard on horseback, charged with com-

missions for Farel and for Anemond; whereupon the knight,

with his habitual vivacity, proposed to return immediately into

France. " If Peter have brought with him money," he wrote to

Farel, "take it; if the said Peter have brought me letters, open

and, after taking a copy of them, send them to me. Neverthe-

less, don''t sell the horse; but keep it, for peradventure we may
require its services. I am inclined to think that I ought to

pass secretly into France, and try to find Jacobus Faber (Le-

fevre), and Arandius. Write me what you would advise."

^

Such was the confidence and open-heartedness that prevailed

among those refugees: one opened another's letters and took his

money. It is true that Coct was at that time owing thirty-six

crowns to Farel, whose purse was ever at the service of his

friends. There was more zeal than discretion in the knight's

wish to return to France. He was of too imprudent a charac-

ter not to expose himself thus to certain death; and this Farel,

no doubt, made him see. He left Basel, and retired to a small

must have gone to promote this growing strength among the friends of the
Gospel in Metz. The country was quiet, the prince henevolent, and Rome
unpopular. The superstition of the people, however, was gross and inveterate,
and seems to have presented the greatest obstacle to the Reformation of the
province, favoured as it was by the uniform tendency of the Romish worship to
divert the regards of man from the sublime simplicities of the Gospel, to the
miserable adoration of saints and relics, and to a stupid veneration for particu-
lar localities. Tr.

' " Let him return to Metz, where God's enemies are continually rising
against the Gospel." Toussaint to Farel, 1 7th December, 1524. Ibid.)

" Accepi ante horam a fratre tuo epistolam quam hie nulli manifestavi

;

terrentur enim inSrmi. (Coctus Farello. 2d September, 1524.)
* Coct to Farel, December, 1524. (Neuchatel MS.)
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town where lie had "great hope of acquiring the German lan-

guage, God helping/'l

Farel continued to act as an evangelist at Montbeliard. His

inmost soul was bitterly distressed as he contemplated the ma-

jority of the inhabitants wholly given up to the worship of

images. According to Farel, it was the ancient idolatry of

paganism that was i-eturniiig.

Nevertheless, he might possibly have been long restrained by

the exhortations of CEcolampadius, and by a dread of compro-

mising the truth, but for an unforeseen circumstance. One
day, towards the close of February (it was the festival of St.

Anthony), Farel was proceeding to the side of a small stream

which traverses the town, under the lofty rock crowned by the

citadel, when on reaching the bridge, he met a procession, recit-

ing prayers to St. Anthony, and headed by two priests carrying

an image of that saint. Farel thus found himself confronted

b}'^ those superstitions, without, however, having sought for them.

He felt a violent conflict within him. Was he to give way, or

should he conceal himself? But would not that act betray a

cowardly want of faith? Those lifeless images, borne upon the

shoulders of ignorant priests, made his very blood boil. . . .

Farel boldly stept forward, took out of the arms of the priests the

chest of the saintly hermit, and threw it from the bridge into the

river. Next, turning to the astonished people, he exclaimed:

"Poor idolaters, will you never leave off your idolatry?"-

Both priests and people halted, and were in consternation at

the deed. The whole multitude seemed paralysed with religious

fear. But this stupor did not last long. "The image is drown-

ing!" cried some one from amid the crowd, whereupon immo-

bility and silence were succeeded by transports and shouts of

rage. The crowd would fain have rushed headlong upon the

sacrilegious person who had thrown the object of their adoration

into the water, but Farel, we know not how, escaped from their

resentment.3

» Coct to Farel, January, 1525. (Neuchatel MS )

* Revue du Dauphin4, torn. ii. p. 38.— Choupard's MS.
' Mr. Kirchhofer, in his life of Farel. gives this event as a tradition of un-

certain authenticity; but it is related by several Protestants even, and it appears
to me to be quite accordant with the character of Farel and the fears of CEco-
lampadius. We ought to acknowledge the weaknesses of the Reformers.

II. 4

1
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We can well understand that there is matter for regret in

Farel's having allowed himself to be hurried into a course,

which, far from serving, rather checked the progress of the

truth. No one ought to consider that he is authorised to attack

with open violence what is of public institution. Nevertheless,

in the Reformer's zeal there is something of a nobler character

than in the cold prudence so often to be met with, which

shrinks from the slightest danger, and dreads making the smallest

sacrifice for the promotion of God's kingdom. Farel was not

unaware that he thus exposed himself to the risk of losing his

life, as Leclerc had done. But the testimony which his own

conscience gave him, that he sought only the glory of God,

raised him above every fear.'

After this affair of the bridge, so highly characteristic of

Farel's history, the Reformer was obliged to conceal himself,

and soon after to leave the town. He took refuge at Basel with

OEcolampadius; yet he still preserved that affection for Mont-

beliard which a servant of God never fails to entertain for the

first fruits of his ministry .2

Sad news met Farel on his reaching Basel. While he was

a fugitive, his friend Anemond de Coct, lay grievously ill.

Farel immediately sent him four golden crowns; but a letter

from Oswald Myconius, written on the 25th of March, informed

him of the chevalier's death. "Let us lite," said Oswald to

him, "in such a manner that we may enter into the repose

into which we hope that the spirit of Anemond has now

entered."^

Thus prematurely died Anemond, while yet young, full of

activity, full of vigour, willing to undergo the utmost hazards

for the evangelization of France, and who was in himself an

host. God's icays are not our ways. It was not long before,

• But did not this testimony of his conscience justify in some sort his deed?
That deed was verily unusual and if we are to doubt the God-dishonouring
character of image worship, or to reckon it a matter of indifference, then must
it be regarded as civilly punishable. Yet extraordinary circumstances justify
extraordinary measures. The blindness of superstition was not to be convinced
with words. And Farels were necessary, and were also provided by God's
Providence, for the purpose of putting it to shame by their bold doings.—L. R.

^ Ingens affectus, qui me cogit Mumpelgardum amare. (Farclli Epp.)
Quo Anemundi spiritum jam pervenisse speramus. (Myconius Farello.

Neuchatel MS.)
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that near Zurich also, another knight, Ulricli von Hutten,

breathed his last. Some points of resemblance may be traced

between the German and the French knight; but the godliness

and the Christian virtues of the Dauphinese Keformer, place him

far above the witty and fool-hardy enemy of the pope and the

monks.

Shortly after Anemond's death, Farel, unable to remain

longer at Basel, from which he had been banished once before,

repaired to his friends Capito and Bucer, at Strasburg.

Thus, at Montbeliard and Basel, as well as at Lyons, blows

were dealt with eflfect amid the ranks of the Reformation.

Among the most devoted combatants, some were removed by

death, others by persecution or exile. In vain did the soldiers

of the Gospel on all sides attempt the assault; they were every-

where driven back. But if the forces which they had concen-

trated first at Meaux, next at Lyons, after that at Basel, were

successively dispersed, there remained combatants scattered

here and there who in Lorraine, at Meaux, nay even in Paris,

struggled, more or less openly, to uphold the Word of God in

France. If the Reformation beheld its masses broken, still

it did not lose all its single soldiers. It was against them that

the Sorbonne and the Parliament proceeded to direct their

•wrath. The grand object was, that not one should be left upon

the territory of France of those generous men who had under-

taken to plant there the standard of Jesus Christ, and unheard-

of calamities seemed to conspire at the time with the enemies

of the Reformation, and to lend them powerful aid for the com-

plete accomplishment of their work.

XIV. In fact, during the latter part of Farel's residence at

Montbeliard, great things weie transacted on the scene of the

world. Charles V.'s generals, Lannoy and Pescaro, having

retreated out of France on the approach of Francis I., that

prince had crossed the Alps, and blockaded Pavia. He was

attacked by Pescaro on the 24th of February, 1525; Bonnivet,

la Tremouille, la Palisse, and Lescure, were slain near the king;

the duke d'Alengon, Margaret's husband, first prince of the

blood, had fled with the rear-guard and had gone to Lyons,

there to die of shame and vexation; and Francis himself, hav-

ing been thrown from his horse, had surrendered his sword to
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Charles de Lannoy, viceroy of Naples, who stooped with one

knee on the ground to receive it. The king of France was now

the emperor's prisoner, and his captivity seemed to be the direst

of calamities. "Nothing whatever is left me," the king wrote

to his mother, "save my honour and my life." But none felt

more acutely on this occasion than did Margaret. Her coun-

try's glory compromised, France bereft of her king and exposed

to the utmost peril, her beloved brother a prisoner in the hands

of his haughty adversary, her husband disgraced and dead . . .

what subjects of bitter thought were these! . . . But she

was not without a comforter; and while her brother repeated

for her consolation: "All is lost, save honour!" she could

say:

"AH save mv brother, Jesus, Son of God!" '
^

1 Les Marguerites de la Marguerite, i. p. 29.

2 Upon this occasion, the princess sent to her captive bi'other, her own copy

of St. Paul's epistles, with the following singularly characteristic letter to Mar-

shal de Montmorency who, having been taken prisoner along with the king,

remained with him. The original French will be found at p. 177 of Professor

Genin's " Lettres inedites de "Marguerite d'Angoul&me.
" My cousin, there is a certain very devout recluse, who for three years has

been constantly urging a man whom I know, to pray to God for the king, and

to do him service, the which he has done; and has sent me word that he is

assured, that if the king would be pleased by way of devotion (par maniere

d'oraison) daily when he shall be by himself, to read the epistles of St. Paul,

he will be delivered to the glory of God and to his own honour, for he promises

in his Gospel that whoso loves the truth, the truth will set him free. And in

as much as I -think he has them not, I send mine, begging that you will suppli-

cate on my part, that he will read them, and I firmly believe that the Holy

Spirit, who' abides in the letter, will do by him things as great as he did by

those who wrote them, for God is neither less powerful nor less good than he

has been, and his promises are ever true. He has humbled us by imprisonment

but he has not abandoned us, giving us patience and hope in his goodness,

which is ever accompanied with consolation and a more perfect knowledge of

him, a thing which I feel assured, is better than the king ever knows, not hav-

ing on account of the imprisonment of his body, his mind less at liberty and

fully supplied with the grace of him whom I supplicate to perfect his command-

ment in him. As to which cannot have greater uneasiness than to feel herself

useless for his service. Your good cousin, Margaret."
From the very next letter in the collection, being from the princess to the

king on affairs of state, and possibly too from the concluding expression in the

above, we may infer that Francis had repelled his sister's endeavours to lead

him to her own religious convictions, in such a manner as to prevent her from

addressing him directly on the subject, and to induce her to send him through

Montmorency an advice from a person of his own sex who had been three years

praying for him. How striking the contrast between this godly princess on the

one' hand, and the Sorbonne, the parliament, and other Roman catholics on the

other, at the crisis of the king's being made prisoner. The one urges upon the

captive monarch a devout perusal of St. Paul's epistles—the others, as will be

seen, hasten to take advantage of the king's absence, to exterminate the so-

called heretics, who had become such mainly throug'u their addiction to such

reading! Tn.
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France, with lier princes, parliament, and people, was over-

whelmed with consternation. Nor was it long before Chris-

tians, as in the three first centuries of the Church, began to be

accused as the cause of these national calamities, and fanatical

cries were raised on every side, demanding blood as the means

of warding off still worse disasters. Hence the opportunity was

favourable; it was not thought enough to have driven the evan-

gelical Christians from the three strong positions they had been

occupying; advantage behoved to be taken of the popular terror,

the iron was to be struck while hot, and, throughout the whole

kingdom, the opposition, now becoming so formidable to the

popedom, was to be utterly swept away.

This clamorous conspiracy was led on by Beda, Duchesne,

and Lecouturier, which three irreconcilable enemies of the Gos-

pel flattered themselves that they Mould easily obtain from the

public terror, victims that had hitherto been refused to them.

They instantly employed every device, fanatical conversations

and preaching, complaints, menaces, and defamatory writings,

to excite the animosity of the nation, and that especiall}'- of the

nation's chiefs. They vomited forth fire and flames, and loaded

the objects of their fury with the most scurrilous abuse.' All

means seemed good in their eyes; they pounced on certain

words found here and there, leaving out what was necessary to

explain the sentence quoted; substituted their own expressions

for those of the doctors whom they accused, and omitted or

added, as best suited their purpose of blackening their oppon-

ents. We have this on the testimony of Erasmus himself.^ 3

' Plus quam scurrilibus conriciis debacchantes. . . . (Er. Francisco

Regi. p. 1108.)
s'Pro nicis verbis supponit sua, prsptermittit, addit. . . . (Ibid. p. 887.)
3 "Erasmus," says Gaillard, "reckoned up the errors of Beda (we speak

only of voluntary errors), and without treating him rigorously, he found that

they amounted to four hundred and seventy-one simple lies, three hundred and
ten calumnies, and forty-seven blasphemies. Beda's only reply lay in pressing

the censure of the Sorbonne (against Erasmus)."

Francis I., according to the same author, was aware of Beda's indulgence of

slander, at least in so far as Erasmus was concerned, and on his return from

Spain made an odd enough diversion in favour of the Rotterdam doctor, by not

only commanding the parliament to stop the sale of Beda's books, and forbid

the publication of libels against Erasmus, but also by ordaining that the uni-

versity should examine a book written by Beda against Erasmus, and against

Lefev're of Staples. " I am assured," said the king, " that the book is full of

errors, and sure 1 am that it is full of calumnies, a fault equivalent to many
• errors." See Gaillard's Francis I., vol. iii. p. 555. Tr.
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Nothing SO much stirred their bile as the fundamental doc-

trine of Christianitv and of the Reformation, salvation by grace.

"When I see," said Eeda, "these three men, Lefevre, Erasnms,

and Luther endued in other respects with so penetrating a

genius, yet united in a conspiracy against meritorious works,

and for resting the whole weight of salvation on faith alone, '

I am no longer surprised that thousands of men, seduced by
these doctrines, have learned to say: ' Why should I fast and

martyrise my body?' Let us banish from France this odious

doctrine of grace. There is a dismal deception of the devil in

that neglect of merits."-

Thus did the syndic of the Sorbonne exert himself in com-
bating the faith. In this he required the support both of a

debauched court, and of another part of the nation, more respect-

able indeed, but not less opposed to the Gospel. I speak of

those men of grave tempers and severe morality, who, devoted

to the study of the laws and of the forms of jurisprudence, could

see nothing but a system of legislation in Christianity, and a

moral police in the Church ! and who from being unable to make
the doctrines of the spiritual incapacity of man, the new birth,

and justification by faith, enter into what with them were the

all-absorbing ideas of jurisprudence, regarded them as fantastic

dreams, equally dangerous to public morals and to the prosperity

of the state. This hostility towards the doctrine of grace^

' Cum itaque cerneram tres istos . . . uno animo in opera meritoria
conspirasse. (Natalis Bedse Apoloda adversus clandestinos Lutheranos, fol.

41.)

2 Here we see one cause, at least, which p^oes far to explain the strange ten-
dency to inhuman cruelty adopted by the Church of Rome, with so much else,
from the paganism by which she has succeeded, as the grand instrument, under
Satan, of gratifying man's hankering for idolatry. When a poor creature
imagines it to be his duty, whether he performs that duty or not, to punish
himself unmercifully for his sins, and that although he cannot accuse himself
of the deadly crime of heresy—when, moreover, he imagines that God himself
not only sanctions this, but accounts it highly meritorious, can we wonder at
such an one shutting up all his bowels of compassion to the sufferings even of a
brother who has no idea of inflicting such self-punishment, yet whom he retrards
as infinitely more guilty than himself? And this indifference to human suffer-
ing cannot fail to be increased, should the dupe of superstition perceive in the
child of God, a complete deliverance from that weight of conscious guilt which
oppresses himself, and the present enjoyment of a peace which he can hope to
realise, only perhaps after spending ages in purgatory. The cruelty of Roman-
ism is, in fact, so natural a result of the working of its principles on the natural
heart of man in certain given circumstances, that its return with these circum-
stances, the moment it can be safely exercised, may he regarded as no less
natural in itself than consistent with past experience. Tb.
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manifested itself in the sixteenth century in two very different

excesses; in Italy and in Poland, by the doctrine of Socinus,

who was descended from an illustrious family of juris-consults

at Sienna; and in France, by the persecuting decrees, and the

martyr fires of the parliament.^

The parliament, in fact, in its contempt for those great truths

of the Gospel, which the Reformers were preaching, and from

considering it as indispensable to do something on the occur-

rence of such an overwhelming calamity, warmly remonstrated

with Louisa of Savoy, on the conduct of the government, with

respect to the new doctrine. "Heresy," it said, "has lifted up

its head in the midst of us, and by not kindling fires for its

suppression, the king has drawn down the wrath of heaven upon

the kingdom."

The pulpits, at the same time, resounded with complaints,

threats, and maledictions; punishments, it was insisted, ought

to be promptly inflicted and those, too, of the most signal kind.

Among the preachers at Paris, Martial Mazurier particularly

distinguished himself; and endeavouring to obliterate by his

' There is much profound truth in these remarks—truth which lawyers them-

selves, and those especially who have much to do with the administration of

criminal justice, will, if Cliristians indeed, most readily acknowledge as im-

pressed on them by their own experience. No men know so much of the extent

and nature of crime throughout the country ; no men have such overwhelming

evidence constantly before them, of the comparative uselessness in repressing

crime of a system of legal intimidation, however expensive and curiously con-

trived ; no men are more perfectly aware that crimes are least frequent among
the members of Christian families and churches, where the peculiar doctrines

of the Gospel are inculcated on all, and where a discipline founded on those

doctrines is fully exercised; notwithstanding all which, the remarks called forth

by a heavy calendar, from our criminal lawyers, often seem as if dictated by the

conviction that in diminishing crime, law and police are everything, the Gospel

with its doctrines and discipline nothing. This is not to be attributed to jeal-

ousy of the Church as a rival power, though even to that it may require more
than ordinary magnanimity to be superior, but to the total ditfercnce of princi-

ple between these two spheres, and to the mental habits fostered in the admin-

istration of them. Detection, conviction, punishment, and, too often, harden-

ing in guilt, are the grand features of the one—offers of grace, persuasion,

confession, forgiveness and a holy life, are the distinguishing characteristics of

the other. The grand remedies for the evil complained of by the author, are

that the Church should bestow more than ordinary attention on the Christian

education of youths intended for the legal profession, and, still better, that she

should be so sedulous a nurse of the whole population especially committed to

her care, that criminal jurisprudence and police may be rendered more and

more obsolete by having ever less and less to do. It may further be remarked

that the similarity of principle between criminal jurisprudence and Roman
catholic theologv, multiplies the powers of persecution wherever they co-exist.

Te.
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violence the remembrance of the ties that once united him with

the partisans of the Reformation, he declaimed against the

secret disciples of Luther. "Know you," he Avould exclaim,

"the prompt operation of that poison? Know you its potency?""

Ah, let us tremble for France! for it acts with inconceivable

rapidity, and in a short space of time may prove the destruction

of thousands."'

It was no difficult matter to excite the regent against the

partisans of the Reformation. Her daughter, Margaret, the

first personages at the court, Louisa of Savoy herself, Louisa

who had ever been so devoted to the Roman pontiff, were sig-

nalised by some fanatics, as favouring Lefevre, Berquin, and

other innovators. "Had she not read," it was said, "their tracts

and translations of the Bible?" Now the king's mother wished

to wash her hands of such outrageous suspicions.^ Already had

she sent her confessor to the Sorbonne, to consult that society

upon the means of extirpating heresy. "Luther's detestable

doctrines," she had instructed her confessor to say, "are daily

gaining new adherents." This message provoked a smile from

' Mazurius contra occultos Lutheri discipulos declamat, ac recentis veneni

celeritatem vimque denunciat. (Lannoi, regii Navarrse gymnasii Historia, p.

621.)
2 This remarkable woman, who contrived to maintain an extraordinary ascen-

dancy over her son and daughter, and even to preserve their affection, amid
the most unprincipled gallantries, is thus described in the " Life and Times of

Francis I.": "She has been the object of much well-deserved reprobation.

Her influence during the greater part of her life, was exerted most fatally for

France ; and her persecution of Semblan9ai was a crime so odious and san-

guinary, that it is impossible to say one word in palliation of it. She has been
praised for having exercised discreetly and usefully the power which her son's

imprisonment placed in her hands ; but although she is entitled to some respect

on this score, it should be remembered that tlie nobles and the parliament kept

a jealous and vigilant eye upon her proceedings, and that the political circum-

stances of the other states of Europe protected the kingdom from any attack.

It is not improbable that in other hands than hers, the king's imprisonment
might have been of shorter duration, and it is some drawback from this praise

to know that it was during her government that the system of persecution for

religious opinions began, which afterwards caused much bloodshed m France."
Vol. ii. p. 115.

The author adds that she was " extremely superstitious." It is difficult to

determine whether this proneness to superstition, or her anxiety to cultivate

popularity, led her to favour persecution during her son's imprisonment. Dur-
ing that very period, it would appear, that she was her daughter's confident in

concerting plans for restoring to the cause of church reformation what it had
lost by Bri9onnet's recantation, and the persecution and dispersion of its other

friends; but it is quite consistent with what we know of her character, to sup-

pose that in thus affecting to agree with the princess Margaret, she made the

latter her dupe. Tr.
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the faculty. Previous to this, its representations had found no

willing ear to listen to them, and now people came with humble

petitions for their advice in this affair. It held at length within

its grasp the heresy which it had long been so desirous to stifle,

and instructed Noel Beda to reply to the regent forthwith.

"Inasmuch as the sermons, the disputations, and the books

which we have so often opposed to heresy," said the fanatical

syndic, "have failed to arrest its progress, all heretical writings

ought to.be prohibited by an ordinance; and should these means

prove still inadequate, force and constraint ought to be employed

against the very persons of these false doctors; for men who

resist the light, ought to be subjugated by punishments and by

terror.^ '^

Even this reply Louisa had anticipated. Hardly had Francis

I. fallen into the hands of Charles Y., when she wrote to the

pope, to ask what his good pleasure might be with respect to

lieretics. In a political point of view, it was of importance to

Louisa to secure the favour of a pontiff who had it in his power

to raise Italy against the conqueror of Pavia, and she was now

ready to conciliate him, at the cost of a little French blood.

Delighted at having it in his power to indulge his wrath in the

most Christian kingdom, against a heresy which he was unable

to check either in Switzerland or Germany, the pope immed-

iately ordained that the Inquisition should be introduced into

France, and to forward this object, he addressed a brief to the

parliament.^ At the same time, Duprat, whom the pope had

1 Ilistoire de I'Universit6, par Crevier, v. p. 196.

^ Although no nation, perhaps, has perpetrated greater or more extensive

cruelties, under the guise of zeal for religion, than France, from the ancient

crusades against the Albigenses to the Dragonades of Marillnc and Louvois, it

has ever resisted the establishment of the Inquisition within its own territories.

The secrecy of that tribunal must have made it formidable to the many free-

thinking conformists to Romanism in the French capital, and to their influence,

no doubt, at court and in parliament, we may ascribe this determined opposition

to the wishes and policy of Rome. The proceedings of the Inquisition are so

systematic, that the statistics of that Moloch can be more accurately ascer-

tained than the cruelties and victims of P'rench persecution, and hence cannot

be put aside, as the latter are, by Roman catholics who profess a horror for

such things, as historical falsehoods, or at least exaggerations. Meanwhile,
the reader may see what it was that the alleged vice-gerent of the meek
and compassionate Jesus urged at this conjuncture on the French, from the
following extract from Galloi's abridgement of Llorentes' History of the In-

quisition in Spain.

H. 4 K
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made a cardinal, and on whom he had bestowed the archbishop-

rick of Sens and a rich abbacy, endeavoured to respond to such

benefits from the court of Rome, by displaying an indefatigable

hostility against heretics. Thus the pope, the regent, the doc-

tors of the Sorbonne, the parliament, the chancellor, and the

ignorant and fanatical part of the nation, had all simultaneously

conspired to effect the ruin of the Gospel, and the death of its

confessors.

It Avas the parliament that began. Nothing less was required

than that the first body in the nation should take the lead in

this expedition against that doctrine; and, besides, was it not

its own affair, since the public safety was interested in it? " The

parliament, accordingly, urged by a holy zeal and fervour

against those novelties, ^ ordained, by an atret, that the bishop

of Paris, and other bishops, should be held bound to issue a

commission to M. M. Philip Pot, president of the court of

" General recapitulation of the victims of the Spanish Inquisition, ft-om tho

year 1481, to the year 1820.

From 1481 to 14S8, under the a 1 ministration of the Inquisitor fren-")

eral Torqupmada )

1498 to 1507, under that of Deza
1507 to 1517, under Cisneros
1517 to 1521, under Adrian
1521 to 1523, an Interregnum
1523 to 1538, under Manriquez
1538 to 1545, under Tabera
1545 to 1556, under Louisa, and during the reign of Charles V
1556 to 1597, Philip H.'sreigii
1597 to 16'JI. Philip IH.'s reign
1621 to 1665, Philip IV.'s reign
1665 to 1700, Charles ll.'s reign
1700 to 1746, Philip V.'s reign
1746 to 1759, Ferdinand VI.-s reign
1759 to 1788, Charles II I/s reign
1788 to 1808, Charles IV.'s reign
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in<juests, and Andrew Verjus, counsellor, and to M. M. William

Duchesne, and Nicolas Leclerc, doctors in theology, to commence

and carry through the prosecution of those who should be found

tainted Avith the doctrines of Luther.

"And to the end that it might appear that these gentlemen,

the commissioners, were labouring by authority of the Church

rather than of the parliament, his holiness was pleased to send

his brief (20th May, 1525), Avho approved of the commissioners

named.

"In consequence of this, all persons v.hom the bishops or

judges of the Church declared to these commissioners to be

Lutherans, were delivered over to the secular arm; that is, to

the said parliament, which, for that (offence), condemned them

to be burnt alive." ^ -

Thus speaks a manuscript of that time.

1 The Sainte Genevieve library manuscript at Paris, from which I took this

fragment, bears the name of Lezeau, but on the catalogue that of Lefebre.

2 Gaillard, accordingly, speaks withm the truth when he represents the par-

liament, which it will be borne in mind was a law court, not a house of com-

mons, as merely insinuating the necessity of exterminating heretics. That able

historian speaks of this conjuncture as follows: " During the king's absence

and imprisonment, the duchess of Angoul&me, governed by that despotic min-

ister and intolerate prelate, the chancellor Duprat, consulted the foculty of

theology on the means of extirpating heresy. Noel Beda failed not to reply in

substance, that all whom the Sorbonne had condemned should be burnt, and

had the Sorbonne desired to refer themselves always to him, the public execu-

tioners would have had enough of occupation ; it entered but too much into his

sentiments, the parliament, let us say rather, the whole kingdom remained still

jn the same principles, and up to this time Francis had resisted the torrent.

After the battle of Pavia, the parliament, in remonstrances full, in other

respects, of wise and useful suggestions, insinuated the necesnty of exterminat-

ing heretics ; it revived its old process against James Lcfevre, and compelled

him to leave France and the kingdom, together with Gerard Roussel." . . .

Gaillard, vol. iii. p. 537. It will be likewise observed that Gaillard endeavours

to screen the Sorbonne,byrcpresentingtheirreply as that of Beda only. There

is something very horrible in the idea that the consciences and understandings

of men who could come to such a decision, were guided by professed ministers

of the blessed Gospel, and that the parliament of Paris only gave the effect of

law, on this occasion, to the solemn opinions of doctors of divinity. Gaillard

remarks that almost all the doctrinal judgments pronounced at that time, cen-

rared the proposition that "the burning of heretics is contrary to the spirit of the

Gospel." That proposition, he says, was supported by Erasmus from love for

humanity, and by Luther possibly from hatred to the Church. But as he had

remarked on the preceding page, the no less significant fact that "almost all

the doctrinal judgments of those times, reject the use of translations of the

Scripture into the vulgar tongue," this surely might have suggested to him

t^at Erasmus and Luther disapproved of the burning of heretics, because it

was contrary to the spirit of the Gospel, and that the conviction of its being so,

was one secret but powerful reason for such repeated condemnations passed on

the use of the Scriptures in the vulgar tonguCc So true is it, that "every one

that doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh to the light, lest his deeds

should be reproved," John iii. 20. Ts-
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Such was the terrible commission of inquiry, appointed dur-

ing the captivity of Francis I. against the evangeHcal Christians

of France as a means of securing the public safety. It was

composed of two laymen, and two ecclesiastics, one of the la.tter

being Duchesne, who was, next to Beda, the greatest fanatic

among the doctors of the Sorbonne. Sufficient modesty was

shown not to place their leading man on the commission, but

his influence was not the less assured to them on that account.

Thus the machine was put in order; its springs were well pre-

pared; death was to be the result of i ts every blow. The question

now was, against whom they should direct the first attack, and

this formed the subject of a serious deliberation among Beda,

Duchesne, and Leclerc, together with president Philip Pot, and

counsellor Andrew Verjus. Was there not Briconnet, count

of Montbrun, the old friend of Louis XII,, ex-ambassador to

Rome and bishop of Meaux? The commission for the public

safety that met in Paris in 1525, thought that by beginning

with a person of such an elevated station, they might be sure

of spreading terror throughout the kingdom; and this reason-

ing being thought conclusive, it was resolved that that venera-

ble prelate should be impeached.

Far from allowing himself to be intimidated by the persecution

of the year 1523, Brigonnet, as well as Lefevre, had persisted

in his opposition to the popular superstitions. In proportion to

the eminent place he held alike in the Church and in the state,

the influence of his example was thought to be deadly, and the

greater the necessity of obtaining from him an open and explicit

retractation, or to strike him with a blow that would confound

the public more completely still. The commission of inquiry

eagerly admitted all the accusations that could be preferred

against him. It minuted proofs of the cordiality with which

the bishop had received heretics; it established the fact that a

week after the superior of the cordeliers, acting upon instruc-

tions from the Sorbonne, had preached in St. Martina's church

at Meaux, with the view of restoring orthodoxy there, Brigon-

net had gone himself into the pulpit, had refuted him, and

denounced both the preacher himself and the other cordeliers,

liis fellow friars, as bigots, false prophets, and hypocrites, and

that, not content with thus publicly afironting them, he had
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by his official intimated a day for the superior to appear in

person, and answer for his conduct.' ... It would seem

even, according to a manuscript of that time, that the bishop

had gone to much greater lengths than this, and that in the

autumn of 1524, in company with Lefevre of Etaples, he had

spent three months in itinerating through his diocese, and had

burnt all the images, with the exception of the crucifix. ISo

bold a procedure as this, showing that Brigonnet united great

hardihood with his remarkable timidity, could not, even if true,

bring upon his head the same blame that was attached to other

destroyers of images, inasmuch as he was at the head of the

Church in which he reformed these superstitions, and as all

that he had done was within the sphere of his rights and duties.2

Be that as it may, Brigonnet could not fail to be sufficiently

guilty in the eyes of the enemies of the Gospel. He had not

only assailed the Church in general, he had fallen foul of the

Sorbonne itself, a corporation which made it its first object to

seek its own glory and preservation. Great, therefore, was its

satisfaction when it learned that an impeachment had been

ordered to be brought against its adversary ; and John Bochart,

one of the most celebrated advocates of that time, when he

appeared before parliament to support the charge against Bri-

gonnet, raising his voice, exclaimed: "Against the faculty

neither the bishop of Meaux, nor any other individual can lift

his head or open his mouth. Nor is the faculty called upon to

enter into discussion, and to produce and set forth its reasons

before the said bishop, who ought not to oppose the wisdom of

that holy company, which, he ought to believe, is aided by

God." 3

In consequence of this requisition, the parliament issued an

1 Crevier's History of the University, v. p. 204.
^ There is to be found in the library of the Neuchatel pastors, a letter from

Sebville, containing the following passage :
" I notify to you that the bishop of

Meaux in Brie, near Paris, cum Jacobo Fahro Stapidensi, for three months
past, while visiting the bishopric, have burnt actu all the images, reserving

the crucifix, and are summoned to appear personally in Paris, next March, to
answer coram supreme curia et universitate." I am sufficiently inclined to believe

this fact to be authentic, although Sebville was not in those quarters, and
Mezeray, Daniel, and Maimbourg, have not mentioned it. These Roman
catholic authors are very brief, and may besides have had reasons for omitting

any notice of the fact, considering how the process ended; moreover, the news
reported by Sebville consists with all the facts that are known to us. Never-
tlieless the thing may be doubted.

2 Crevier's Hist, de I'UniversitS, v. p. 204.
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arret, on the Sd of October, 1525, by which, after decreehig

that all the persons denounced in it should be taken into cus-

tody, it ordained that the bishop should be interrogated by

masters James Menager and Andrew Verjus, counsellors of

court, upon the facts whereof he was accused.

^

This arret of the parliament threw the bishop into conster-

nation. Brieonnet, sent as ambassador from two kings to

Eome; Brieonnet, bishop and prince, the friend of Louis XII.

and of Francis I., had to stoop to be interrogated by two crown

counsellors. . . He who had hoped that God would kindle

in the hearts of the king, and the king's mother and sister, a

fire that should spread throughout the kingdom, beheld the

kingdom turn against him, and resolve to smother the flame

which he had received from heaven. The king was a prisoner,

his mother put herself forward at the head of the enemies of the

Gospel, and Margaret, terrified at the calamities that had burst

upon France, dared not turn aside the blows that were about

to descend upon her dearest friends, and, first and foremost, on

the spiritual father who had so often consoled her; or, suppos-

ing that she had the courage, she had not the power. It was

but shortly before that she had written to Brigonnet in a letter

full of devout sentiments: "Oh ! that my poor dead heart might

feel some spark of love, wherein I desire to be consumed to

ashes."- . . . But now that the question v/as about being

literally consumed to ashes, this mystic language was no

longer seasonable; the stake was to be braved, if a man had a

mind to confess his faith. The poor bishop who had hoped so

much to see an evangelical reform make calm and gradual pro-

gress in men's minds, was overcome with fear and trembling,

on perceiving the time arrive when such a reform was to cost

a man his life. This terrible thought had never perhaps pre-

sented itself to him, and he recoiled from it with anguish and

trepidation.^

' Maimbonrg, Hist, de Calv. p. 14.

- Manuscript in the Royal Library, S. F. No. 337.
* From this example it may be seen, how dangerous it is to comfort one's

pelf with such remote human prospects, and with the hope of protection from

man, when called upon to exercise self-devotedness and courage. Should that

hope fail, should those prospects vanish, people like Brieonnet lose courage

and leave the good cause to shift for itself. The warning is not uncalled for in

our own times.—L. R.
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Briconnet, however, had one hope still left; could he be per-

mitted to appear before a general meeting of all the chambers

composing the parliament, as was due to a person of his rank,

in so august and numerous a court, he would be sure to find

generous hearts to comprehend what he might have to say, and

to undertake his defence. He besought the court, accordingly,

to do him this favour; but his enemies, too, had guessed what

might be the result, were he granted such a hearing. Could

they forget that Luther had been seen unsettling even the best

established hearts, when he appeared at Worms before the

Germanic diet? Careful to remove "as far as possible every

chance of safety, in this they laboured so effectually that the

parliament refused Briconnet that favour, by an arret confirm-

ing the preceding one, and dated 25th October, 1525.^

Here, then, we see the bishop of Meaux ordered, like the

most obscure priest, to appear before masters James Menager

and Andrew Verjus. These two jurisconsults, docile instru-

ments of the Sorbonne, were incapable of being moved by tlie

elevated considerations to which the entire chamber might have

been sensible; they were matter-of-fact persons. Had the bishop

been in disaccordance with the company' 1 Their interrogato-

ries were all comprised in this question, and, accordingly, Bri-

^onnet''s condemnation was secured.

While the sword was thus suspended by the parliament over

the bishop's head, the monks, priests, and doctors were losing

no time; they saw that a retractation from Briconnet would

better serve their interests than his punishment could even do.

His death would give fresh ardour to all who shared his faith;

whereas his apostasy would throw them into profound discour-

agement. To the work then they went. He was visited, he

was urgently solicited; Martial Mazurier especially, as he had

fallen himself, striving to effect his fall. There was no lack of

reasons which might seem specious in the eyes of Briconnet.

"Did he really contemplate the forfeiture of his place? Might

he not, by remaining in the Church, employ his influence with

the king and the court, in doing an amount of good, the ulti-

mate effects of which might prove more extensive than could

Mainibourg, Histoire du Calv. p. 15.
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possibly be foreseen? What was to become of his old friends

on his ceasing to be in power? How much might he not, by

resistance, compromise a reform, which, to secure its being

really beneficial, behoved to work its way by means of the legi-

timate influence of the clergy ! How many souls should he not

by resisting the Church cause to stumble; how many should he

not on the contrary, attract by yielding! . . . They, as

well as he, desired a reformation. All things were insensibly

tending to it; at the court, in the city, in the provinces, every-

where in fact, progress was making . . . and from mere

whim, would he annihilate so cheering a prospect! . . .

In reality, he was not called upon to make a sacrifice of his doc-

trines, but only that he should subject himself to the order

established in the Church. Was it well, when France was

lying overwhelmed by so many reverses, that people should

call up still fresh troubles against her? In the name of reli-

gion, in the name of his country, in the name of his friends, in

the name of the Reformation itself, yield!" they said. Such

are the sophisms by which the noblest causes are ruined.

Meanwhile, not a word of that was said, failed so far to

impress the bishop. The tempter who wished to make Jesus

fall in the wilderness, in like manner presented himself to him

under specious pretences, but instead of exclaiming like his

Master: "Get thee behind me, Satan!" he gave heed to these

discourses, welcomed, and pondered them. From that moment

his allegiance was gone.

Brigonnet had never entered with his whole soul, like a

Farel, or a Luther, into the movement which was then regen-

erating the Church. He had a certain tendency to mysticism,

such as enervates men's souls, and deprives them of the firm-

ness and the courage springing from a faith that rests solely on

the Word of God. The cross which a man must take up, if he

would follow Jesus, was too heavy. ^ Agitated, frightened,

stupified, out of his proper mind,^ he stumbled against the stone

that had been artfully placed in his way . . . and fell.

Instead of throwin": himself into the arms of Jesus Christ, he

1 Crucis statim oblata; terrore perculsus. (Beza3 Icones.)
- Dementatus. (Ibid.)
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threw himself into those of Mazurier,^ and by a shameful recan-

tation, tarnished the glory of a noble fidelitj.^

Thus fell Bri^onnet, the friend of Lefevre and of Margaret,

thus was the good news of grace disowned by the main support

of the Gospel in France, and that from the culpable considera-

tion that were he to remain faithful, he should lose his influence

over the Church, over the court, and over France. But what

was urged upon him as his country""s salvation, became perhaps

its ruin. What would have been the result, had Brigonnet

had the courage of Luther? Had one of the leading bishops in

France, a man endeared alike to the king and to the people,

gone to the stake, and there, like a person of no consideration

in the eyes of the world, set the seal of a courageous confession

and Christian death, to the truth of the Gospel, would not

France have bestirred herself, and the bishop of Meaux's blood,

becoming the seed of the Church, like that of the Polycarps

and the Cyprians, might we not have seen those regions which

have been illustrious in so many respects, come forth, in the

sixteenth century, from that long-continued spiritual darkness

in which they still lie involved?^

Briconnet went through the formality of being interrogated

by James Menager and Andrew Verjus, and these declared that

he had sufficiently exculpated himself of the crime laid to his

charge. He was then subjected to penance, and convened a

synod in which he condemned Luther's writings, retracted all

that he had taught contrary to the Church's doctrines, re-esta-

blished the invocation of saints, strove to recall those who had

forsaken the Romish worship, and that he might leave no doubt

as to his reconciliation with the pope and the Sorbonne, on the

eve of Corpus Christi day he celebrated a solemn fast, and

ordered pompous processions, in which he himself bore a part,

giving on that occasion pledges of his faith, by the magnificence

he displayed as well as by all sorts of devotion.^

* Ut episcopus etiara desisteret suis consiliis cfFecit. (Launoi,rcgii Navarraj
gymnasii historia, p. 621.)

' Nisi turpi pulinodia gloriam hanc omncm ipse sibi inyidisset. (Bezse
Icones.)

^ Thus is it here still further established, how dangerous all such human
masonings are, and how they are worse than the heaviest persecutions in

thwarting the powerful progress of truth.— L. R.
^ Mezcray ii. p. 981 ; Daniel, v. p. 644; Moreri, article Briconnet.

11. 4 L
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Brigonnet is perhaps the most illustrious example of back-

slidiHg that the Keformation presents. No where do we behold

a man so deeply engaged in that work and withal so sineerel}^

pious, turn round so abruptly to oppose it. Notwithstanding,

let us not be mistaken in our estimate, both of his character

and his fall. Brigonnet, on the side of Rome, was what Le-

fevre was on the side of the Reformation. Both were of the

golden mean Qjuste milieu) section, and properly belonged to

neither of the two parties; but the one is of the right centre,

the other is of the left centre. The Etaples doctor ^ leans

towards the Word, whereas the bishop of Meaux leans towards

the hierarchy; and when these two men, after meeting on com-

mon ground, are called upon to make up their minds, the one

joins the ranks of Rome, the other those of Jesus Christ. As
for the rest, we cannot suppose Brigonnet to have been alto-

gether false to the convictions of his faith; the Romish doctors

never fully trusted him, even after his retractations. But he

did what was done at a later period by the bishop of Cambray,

whom he resembled in more than one trait of his character; he

thought he could submit outwardly to the pope, all the while

remaining inwardly subject to the divine Word. In this ho

displayed a moral weakness which was inconsistent with the

Reformation. Brieonnet was one of the chiefs of the mystical

or quietist school in France; and we know that one of its first

principles has ever been for a man to accommodate himself to

the Church to which he happens to belong, whatever that may be.

Brigonnefs scandalous fall had its natural effect upon the

hearts of his old friends, and was the melancholy harbinger of

those deplorable apostasies which the spirit of the world obtained

so often in a subsequent century. This personage, who seemed

to hold in his hand the reins of the Reformation, was suddenly

thrown from his seat; and the Reformation had thenceforth to

pursue its course in France, without chief, without human
leader, in humility and in obscurity. But the disciples of the

Gospel lifted their heads and looked from that time forward

with a still firmer confidence to that heavenly Chief, whose faith-

fulness, they knew, could never be shaken.

' The author of the Life and Times of Francis I. strangely mistakes Lefev-
re's connection with Etaples by calling him the bishop of that place. Tr.
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The Sorbonne triumphed; a great step was made towards

the utter destruction of the Reformation in France; and it was

proper, without further delay, to press to the gaining of another

victory. Lefevre stood first after Brigonnet; him, accordingly,

Beda proceeded immediately to attack, by publishing against

that illustrious doctor, a book containing calumnies so gross,

that "cobblers and blacksmiths might point them out with their

fingers," said Erasmus. What more especially moved his bile,

was that doctrine of justification by faith which Lefevre had

been the first to proclaim in Christendom, To this point Beda

incessantly returned; it was the article which, according to him,

subverted the Church. "What!" he would say, "Lefevre

affirms that whoever perils his salvation on his own strength

shall perish, whereas whoever putting away from him all powers

inherent in himself, casts himself exclusively into the arms of

Jesus Christ, shall be saved. . . . What heresy, thus to

preach the impotence of merits !
^ . . . What an infernal

error! what a pernicious cheat on the deviPs part! Let us

oppose it with all our might."^

Forthwith the persecution machine which leaves no alterna-

tive but retractation or death, was directed against the Etaples

doctor; and hopes were already indulged of seeing Lefevre com-

pelled to share either the lot of the poor wool-carder, Leclerc,

or that of the illustrious bishop, Brigonnet. The proceedings

against him were soon prepared ; and a decree of the parliament,

dated 28th August, 1525, condemned nine propositions extracted

from his commentaries on the Gospels, and placed the Holy

Scriptures translated by him in the list of prohibited books.^

This, as the doctor clearly saw, was but the prelude to what

was to follow. From the time that symptoms of persecution

» The expressions remind one of the charges brought against the grand doc-

trine of the Reformation, salvation by faith, as immoral, by a theological school

in our own day, which I have in a former Note compared to the Theatines of
,

Italy, and which, though now enjoying much of the same kind of popularity as

the romantic school in literature, the gothic school in architecture, &e., seems
destined soon to disappear by absorption into the papacy, like so many other
systems that have sought to find a place in the gulph that lies between Scrip-

tural Christianity and the papal antichrist. See an admirable refutation of the
main errors of that school, by M. Merle d'Aubigne, in the fifty-sixth Circular

of the Evangelical Society of Geneva. Tr.
^ Perpendens perniciosissimam demonis fallaciam . . . Occurri quantum

vnlui. (Nat. Bedge Apolog. adv. Lutheranos. fol. 42.)
^ I. Lelong. Biblioth. sacree, se9onde partic, p. 44.
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first appeared, he Lad felt that he must fall before the attacks

of his enemies, and that the moment had come for obeying the

Saviour's injunction: ''W/ien they persecute you in one city, Jiee

ye into another^ Lefevre left JMeaux, where, ever since the

bishop's fall, his life had become embittered at any rate, and

where he found all his activity paralysed. Withdrawing to a

distance from his persecutors, he shook off the dust from his

feet against them, not that he wished them any ill, but as a

token of the ills that awaited them; "for," says he somewhere,

"just as that dust is cast from our feet, shall they be cast off

from the face of the Lord."'

The persecutors had missed their victim; but comforted

themselves with the reflection that France was at least delivered

from the father of heretics.

Lefevre, now a fugitive, reached Strasburg under a borrowed

name; he lost no time in frankly attaching himseff to the

friends of the Reformation, and what joy must it not have given

him to listen to the public preaching of that Gospel, of the

return of which to the Church he was the first to have a pre-

sentiment! Lo, here was his faith! Here was precisely what

he would himself have said ! He seemed to be born a second

time to the Christian life. Gerard Roussel, one of those evan-

gelical men who, nevertheless, like the Etaples doctor, never

attained to a complete emancipation, had, like himself, been

under the necessity of leaving France. They attended together

the instructions of Capito and Bucer;^ they had private inter-

views with those faithful doctors,-^ and it was even reported

that they had been sent to that effect by Margaret, the king's

sister.4 5 But Lefevre was more taken up with admiring the

' Quod excussi sunt a facie Domini sicut pulvis ille excussus est a pedibus.
(Faberin Ev. Matth. p. 4o.)

* Faber Stapulensis et Gerardus Rufus, clam e Gallia profecti, Capitonem
et Bucerum audierunt. (Melch. Adam, vita Capitonis, p. 90.)

^ De omnibus doctrine prajcipuis locis cum ipsis disseruerint. '(Ibid.)
•* Missi a Margaretha regis Francisci sorore. (Melch. Adam. Vit. Capitonis,

p. no.)
^

s Among the friends of the Gospel at Strasburg, there was one at this timo
\vho seems to have escaped M. Merle d'Aubigne's notice, yet who holds a place
<)f the highest importance in this and the following year, in certain projected
measures in favour of the Reformation, the history of which seems now to be
lost except in the obscure traces left by four letters of Margaret of Angouleme,
being the only ones extant of an apparently long correspondence. The person
to whom I refer is Sigismond of Ilohenlohe, (in French, de HauUe Flammc)
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ways of God than with polemics. Looking abroad upon Chris-

tendom, filled with amazement at the great things that were

taking place there, touched with gratitude and with his heart

canon of Augsburg and dean of the grand Chapter of Strasburg. Professor
Genin says of him that "he had embraced Luther's opinions and laboured to
disseminate them. In 1525, he published at Strasburg t\ie Bookling of the

Cross, in German ; reprinted at Leipsick in 17i8, with notes and j astificatorv

pieces, from which I have taken these letters."

The count of Ilohenlohe had been at the pains to transLite them into Ger-
man, as they successively came to hand. The originals are lost, as also the
translations, except the four letters which M. Genin gives, and the first of

which will be found below.
In retranslating these four letters, introduced by Professor Genin with great

candour into his collection, seeing that they militate strongly against his idea
that the princess never really compromised her character as a good Roman
catholic, Sir. Genin endeavours to assimilate them, in point of style, to the
other letters in the princess's own French, by adopting the turns of expression
she usually employed, particularly in her mystical correspondence with the
bishop of Meaux. The German, he says, seems to have been a faithful ren-
dering of the French, but the edition is so horribly disfigured by a ridiculous
punctuation that he cannot answer for having always hit the true meaning.
" To my good cousin. Count Sigismond de Haulte Flamme, Dean of the grand

chapter of Strasburg.

"2ith June, 1525.

"May he whose works are no less known to us than his power, wisdom, and
will are concealed from us, be pleased to recompense you by his favour for that
which you have done to us, with such good and true aflfection, in visiting the
mother and the daughter, poor widows and not without affliction ; whereby you
show what spirit you are of. But we pray you to hold and believe that yoiir

letter has been most agreeable to us. Accordingly we have resolved to follow

your advice, in so far as the Father of all men shall therein be propitious to us.

For your opinion and judgment is so right and holy, that he who should gain-

say it, is already condemned. You show that you are a cousin not only accord-
ing to flesh and blood, but, also, according to the Spirit, in thus exercising your
solicitude, for you make us your debtors for the favours which the Father hath
promised us by the Son. Certainly, dear cousm, you bind us doubly to you, on
account of your afi"ectionate charity, for there are many friends according to

the world and appearance, but few who wish for their friends (the favour of)

the Lord God. Now, since it hath pleased him that you should be such to us,

I pray him to fortify in you that good will; also, that you would let us often

hear tidings of you.
" As for what betides us, believe this trusty bearer of something touching

our earthly sufiering; and this ill-composed and still worse written letter from
my hand, be so good as take and hold sufiicient for two letters, to wit, from the
mother and from the daughter, whom our Lord has conjoined in him. Hence
ought there not to be in faithful souls but one will, one God, and one hope

;

which is the confidence of all the elect.

"Pray for me, as your love commands you, and I promise you, for my part,

to do the same for you.
" Tour good useless cousin,

" Margaret."
This letter is known from a note by the count, to be the first of the corres-

pondence. But the parties seem to have met shortly before (the mother and
daughter being evidently Louisa of Savoy and Margaret), in consequence of

count Ilohenlohe having paid them a visit. And strange to say, that visit

seems to have been one of Christian sympathy, and to have been appreciated

by the dissolute Louisa as well as by her godly daughter. Both had doubtless

been softened by the terrible chastisement they had received in the loss of the

battle of Pavia, and the king's being a captive. Margaret had probably advised

with this valued Christian friend about measures for counteracting the torrent
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full of expectation, he fell upon his knees and besought the

Lord "to perfect that which he saw was then beginning."^

Great was the gladness that awaited him, particularly at

Strasburg; his disciple, his son, Farel, from whom persecution

had separated him for three years, had arrived there before him.

The old Sorbonne doctor found that his } oung pupil had grown

a man in the full vigour of life, and a Christian in all the energy

of the faith. Farel respectfully pressed the wrinkled hand

which had guided his early steps, and experienced inexpressible

delight on again finding his (spiritual) father in an evangelical

city, and on seeing him surrounded with faithful men. To-

gether they frequented the pure instructions of illustrious doc-

tors; they communicated at the Lord's Supper, administered

according to the institution of Jesus Christ; they received

affecting tokens of love from their_ brethren. "Do you remem
ber," said Farel to him, "what you once told me, while as yet

both of us were still immersed in darkness: 'William! God
will renovate the world; and you will see it! . . . Here

is the commencement of what you then toldmeof.""'—"Yes,"

replied the godly old man, "yes, God will renovate the world,

. . . my son, continue to preach with courage the Holy
Gospel of Jesus Christ!"-

Lefevre, no doubt from an excess of prudence, wished to

remain unknown in Strasburg, and had adopted the name of

Anthony Peregrine, while Roussel bore that of Solnin, But

the illustrious veteran could not remain concealed; soon the

whole city, even to the very children, respectfully saluted the

of persecution now rushing from the Sorbonne and the parliament, and no
longer driven back by the monarch's presence. His advice, -whatever it was,
Margaret could not have expressed her appreciation of in higher terms than
she uses, though she evidently questions the possibility of complying with it.

The three other letters belong to the year 152G, so that they fall not wiihin
the range of this volume of M. IMerle d'Aubigne's work, which he concludes
with the princess's departure for Spain to attend her brother during his illness

at Madrid, and to negotiate his release. Suffice it to say, that the count
offered to pay the court a visit—that the princess begs him to defer doing so
until April, when all their friends would be met, including the king, and that at
that period she seems to have brought over both her mother and brother to
consult with the count of ITohenlohe about the interests of protestantism, after
the recantation of poor Bri9onnet had deprived her of all hopes of effecting
any good thi-ough him. Tr.

1 Farel a tons Seigneurs, peuples et pasteurs.
- Quod et pius senex fatebatur ; meque hortabatur pergere in annunciations

sacri Evangelii. (Farellus Pellicano Hotting. II. L. vi. p. 17.)
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old French doctor.' He was not alone; he resided in the house

of Capito along with Farel, Eoussel, Vedaste, who was univer-

sally commended for his modesty, and a person called Simon, a

Jewish neophyte. The houses of Capito, CEcolampadius,

Zwingli, and Luther, were at that time like so many inns;

such was then the force of brotherly love. Many other

Frenchmen were still to be found in that Rhenish city;

there they formed a church, to which Farel often preached the

doctrines of salvation, and this Christian society alleviated

their exile."

While these brethren were thus enjoying the asylum opened

for them by fraternal charity, such as remained at Paris and in

France, were in imminent jeopardy. Brigonnet had retracted,

Lefevre had left France; this was something, no doubt, for the

Sorbonne; but it had still to wait for the punishments which it

had counselled. Beda and his crew saw themselves still with-

out victims. . . . There was one who caused them still

more irritation than Briconnet and Lefevre: it was Louis de

Berquin. The Artois gentiUwmme, having more decision of

character than either of his masters, missed no opportunity of

harassing the theologians and the monks, and unmasking their

hypocrisy. Living, by turns, at Paris, and in the provinces,

he collected the writings of Erasmus and Luther, and translat-

ed them;3 \^q himself composed controversial works; in fine,

he defended and propagated the new doctrine with all the

zeal of a new convert. The bishop of Amiens denounced him

;

Beda supported the bishop''s complaint, and the parliament threw

him into prison. "This fellow," it was said, "won't escape hke

Brigonnet or Lefevre." In fact he was kept under bolts and

bars. In vain did the prior of the Chartreux, and others

besides, beseech him to make the amende Jwnorahle; he openly

declared that he Avould not yield on a single point. "There-

' Nam latere cupiunt et tamen pueris noti sunt. (Capito Zwinglio Epp. p.

4.39.)

2 It also promoted the triumph of the Gospel over all opposition. People

dared to risk something for a cause, when even in banishment they were every-

where at home, and when, according to the promise of Jesus, they found fathers,

mothers, brothers, and sisters everywhere. There might something be accom-

plished now for the deeply fallen Church of Christ, were the same unanimity,

courage, and self-devotedness to prevail among the right-minded.—L. R.
3 Erasini Epp. p. 023.
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upon," says an old chronicle, "there seemed no alternative, bat

that he should be committed to the flames/"'^

Margaret, who had felt horror-struck at what had happened

to Brigonnet, shuddered at the thought of Berquin being drag-

ged to the stake from which the bishop had escaped so shame-

fully. She dared not enter his prison, but she endeavoured to

have conveyed to him some words of comfort, and possibly it

was for him that the princess composed that affecting complaint

of the prisoner, in which, addressing himself to the Lord, he is

made to exclaim:

O refuge, helpful, safe, accessible,

For the afflicted, and the orphan's judge

!

Treasure of consolation ever full

!

These iron-doors, those draw-bridges, that barrier,

That now enclose me, keep me far removed

From neighbours, brothers, sisters, and kind friends.

Nevertheless, where'er I may be placed.

Contrivance none can shut the door so close

That in an instant Thou art not with me.*

But Margaret did not confine herself to this; she imme-

diately wrote to her brother, to solicit at his hands the pardon

of this gentleman. Happy could she but deliver him in time

from the hatred of his enemies!

While waiting for this victim, Beda resolved to make the

adversaries of the Sorbonne and of the monks tremble, by beat-

ing down the most celebrated of them all. Erasmus had lifted

himself against Luther; but that was of no consequence! if the

ruin of Erasmus could be secured, by much the stronger reason

would that of Farel, Luther, and their associates be inevitable.

The surest method of reaching a mark is to aim beyond it.

When Rome should have planted her foot on the neck of the

Rotterdam philosopher, who was the heretical doctor that could

escape her vengeance? Already had Lecouturier, commonly

called, from his Latin name, Sutor, taken the lead by launching

against Erasmus, from his solitary chartreux cell, a publication

replete with violence, in which he called his opponents theolo-

gasters, and asslings, imputing to them scandals, heresies, and

* Actes des Martyrs, p. 10.3.

* Marguerites de la Marguerites des princesses, i. p. 445.
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blasphemies. Treating of matters of which he understood

nothing, he minded one, said Erasmus with a sneer, of the old

proverb: Ne sutor ultra crepidam: Let the cobbler keep to his

last.l

Beda flew to the aid of his colleague. He commanded Eras-

mus to write no more;- and, himself taking up the pen which

he had enjoined the greatest writer of his age to lay down, he

made a selection of all the calumnies invented by the monks

at the expense of the illustrious philosopher, translated them

into French, and composed a book of them, which he circulated

at the court and in the city, endeavouring to rouse all France

against him.^ This book was the signal for attack, and Eras-

mus was assailed from all parts. Nicolas d'Ecmond, an old

Louvain Carmelite, shouted every time he entered the pulpit:

"There is no difference between Erasmus and Lutlier, if it bo

not that Erasmus is the greater heretic of the two;'"-^ and

wherever the Carmelite happened to be, at table, or travelling

by land or water, he called Erasmus a heresiarch and a falsifier..")

Roused by these clamours, the faculty of Paris prepared a cen^

sure for that illustrious writer.^

1 The play upon the word couturier, or sutor, will be best understood by

Scottish readers, sutor being a common term for shoemaker in the north. Tn.
- Primum jubet ut desinam scribere. (Erasm. Epp. p. 921.)
^ Ut totam Galliam in me concitaret. (Ibid. p. 886.)
* Nisi quod Erasmus esset major hereticus. (Ibid. p. 915.)
' Quoties in conviciis, in vehiculis, in navibus. . . . (Ibid.)

^ GaiUard admits apparently the general propriety of the censures of tl;e

Sorbonne, but remarks that they might be carried too far. He points to the

danger, for example, of denouncing propositions -which, in their most natural

meaning, seem true to the common mass of believers, and the defects in -which

can be perceived only by eyes that have been practised in scrutinizing the sub-

tilties of the school ; or of allo-wing suspicions to be entertained of interested

motives having influenced the condemnation pronounced. He is too good a

Komanist to condemn the Sorbonne, and too much of a philosopher to approve

of its censures. As a respectable son of the Romish church he will not venture

to apply the standard of truth and falsehood to the recorded judgments of such

an awful authority, but thinks he may go so far as to question their occasional

expediency. The reader will be amused with the following examples he

adduces of censures which he thinks inconvenient, or, as we should say, unto-

ward.
"Every legitimate child succeeding to property from his parents, ought to

inform himself as to the manner in which they acquired that property."

This proposition, condemned by the Sorbonne, says Gaillard, is possibly

somewhat severe, but is it not edifying? Does it not tend to the reparation

of acts of injustice?
" The illegitimate children of priests cannot upon their marriage receive

Tiny sum from their fathers when these have no patrimony."

The faculty, says a Note, decided that the bastards of priests, may receive

11. 4 M
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Erasmus was terror-struck. Here, then, was the result of

all his plans to avoid giving offence, and even of his hostility to

Luther. He had more than any one else placed himself in the

breach; and now people would make him serve as a bridge, and

trample him under foot the more surely to reach their common
enemies. Eevolted at this idea he wheeled right about, and

was hardly done with his attack on Luther, when he turned

against the fanatical doctors who had struck him from behind.

Never Avas his correspondence more active. He looked all

around him, and his keen eye instantly discovered whose were

the hands that held his fate. He resolved without hesitation

at once to carry his loud complaints to the feet of the Sorbonne,

of the parliament, of the king, of the emperor himself. " What
has caused this immense Lutheran conflagration," he wrote

to those doctors of the Sorbonne from whom he still looked for

some impartiality, "what has fed it, if not the intemperate pro-

ceedings of Beda?^ In war, a soldier who has done his duty,

receives a recompense from his commanding officers; but as

for me, all the recompense I receive from you, the commanding

officers in this M'ar, is to be delivered over to the slanders of

Beda and Lecouturier!"^ ....
from the goods of the Church, and condemned the opposite proposition, as
false, rash, scandalous, and calculated to disquiet pious souls.

Might not the censuring of such a proposition, says Gaillard, authorise Pro-
testant ministers to say: "The (Roman) catholic priests reproach us for

marrying and having lawful children, yet they have no objections to having
bastards, and giving them a share of the property of the Church."
"No clergyman is entitled to demand burial fees. It is better to give six

wliite pieces to a poor man than to give them to a priest for saying mass."
These propositions are not all Luther's, says a Note ; but whether condem-

nable or not, they smack of his spirit, and those who have advanced them may
be regarded as his followers.

" No one is dispensed from obedience to the civil power."
" Should the emperor or the princes recall the exemption they have accorded

in favour of ecclesiastical persons and property, they cannot be resisted with-
out sin."

In whatever sense these propositions might be legitimately condemned, would
it not have been more prudent and more disinterested, says Gaillard, to say
nothing about them ?

Thus it will be seen that the censures even of that dignified corporation, the
.Sorbonne were dictated in some instances, by a sordid selfishness and spite, as
well as by a misdirected religious zeal. Tb.

' Hoc gravissimum Lutheri incendium, unde natum, unde hue progressum,
nisi ex Beddaicis intemperiis. (Er. Epp. p. 887.)

- This letter forms No. xlix. of the Appendix to Jortin's Life of Erasmus.
It may be seen from it, that if Luther had been disappointed at not finding in

tliut declining body the support which its former character had led him to
expect, so, also, was it now with Erasmus. " He had looked to it," he says.
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"What! '' he wrote to the parliament of Paris, "I was engaged

in encountering these Lutherans, and while by orders from the

emperor, the pope and other princes, I risked my very life in

that rude combat, Lecouturier and Beda attack me from behind

with their furious libels! Ah, had not fortune deprived us of

king Francis, I would have implored that avenger of the muses,

to rise against this new invasion of the barbarians.^ But now

it is for you to put a stop to so much iniquity!"....
To the king he wrote also, almost as soon as he could per-

ceive there was a possibility of having a letter conveyed to him.

His piercing ken could perceive in these fanatical doctors of the

Sorbonne the germs of the league, the predecessors of those

three priests who were one day to set up the sixteen against the

last of the Valois; his acute mind forewarned the king of the

crimes and the calamities with which his descendants were to

be too well acquainted. "They make a pretence of faith," said

he, "but they aspire to tyranny,^ even towards princes. They

advance with a sure step, although it be under ground. Let

the prince have no mind to submit in everything to their will,

they will forthwith declare that he ought to be deprived of his

" as a quiet haven and safe refuge, and yet it had sent forth bitterer attacks

upon him than any of its members had ever written against Luther." Mean-
while, in resolving not to desert the Church, he had made himself most hateful

to the Germans, after having been greatly liked by them, and had provoked

Luther, like a venomous beast, to attack him. lie complains that he was daily

enduring the murmurs, the threats, the reproaches, the defamatory and furious

libels of the whole faction (i. e.) of the whole of the Protestants and Reformers,

which faction, says he, is more powerful than one would believe, and is gather-

ina strength every day,

"No wonder that ail parties attached to the Reformation were incensed at

Erasmus. Not two years before he had addressed to Zwingli, the letter

immediately preceding the above in Jortin's Appendix, and begins it thus :

Salutem, Optime Zwingli! grata mihi fuit tuw epistolce confabulatio

.

" Health, most excellent Zwingli, I have been gratified by talking with you

through your letter." And from the tenor of that long reply, one would sup-

pose Erasmus to have been as bold and free in opposing the cruelties permitted

or committed by the Romanist princes, as we know him to have been servile

in flattering them. Nay, he almost avows himself a Lutheran, saying that he

seemed to himself to have taught almost all things that Luther was teaching, and

had refused every oifer to write against Luther, made to him by the pope, the

emperor, kings, princes, and most learned and dear friends. And now he repre-

sents himself to the faculty of Paris as in full conflict alike with the Lutherans

and the Zwinglians. Tr.
1 Musarum vindicem adversus barbarorum invasiones. (Er. Epp. p. 2070.)
" Simuloat religionis prsetextu, ventris tyrannidisque sua negotium agentes.

(Ibid. p. 962.)
3 Nisi princeps ipsorum voluntati per omnia paruerit, dicetur fautor hsereti-

eorum et destitui poterit per ecclesiam. (Ibid. p. 1108.)
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kingdom by the Church, that is to say, by certain false monks

and false divines, engaged in a conspiracy against the public

peace." Writing as he was to Francis I., Erasmus could not

have touched a more sensitive chord.

In fine, to make surer still of escaping from his enemies,

Erasmus appealed for protection to Charles V. himself. "In-

vincible emperor," said he to him, "men who under pretext of

religion, are pursuing the interests of their own appetites and

tyranny; are assailing me with horrible clamours. I combat

under your colours and those of Jesus Christ. Let your wis-

dom and your power be put forth in restoring peace to the

Christian world." . . .

Thus did the prince of literature address himself to all the

great powers of the world. Nor did he do so in vain. Danger

was averted from his head; the secular powers intervened; the

vultures had to quit the prey which they thought was already

in their clutches, ^ Thereupon they turned their eyes in another

direction, and looked about for other victims; nor were there

wanting such.

Lorraine was to be the scene of the first new bloodshed.

From the earliest days of the Reformation, the zeal of Paris

and of the native country of the Guises, had gone hand in hand.

If Paris rested for a while, Lorraine set to work, and then Paris

began anew, and went on until Nancy or Metz had recovered

their energies. The first blows seemed likely to fall upon an

excellent man, one of the Basel refugees and the friend of Farel

and of Toussaint. The chevalier d'Esch could not, when atjj.

Metz, escape the suspicions of the priests. It was perceived

that he was in correspondence with the evangelical Christians,

and he was made a prisoner at Pont-a-Mousson, five miles from

1 How clearly do we here perceive the difference between Erasmus, the Re-
former of literature, and those excellent men who sought the truth with their
whole hearts, and accounted all things vile, compared with the restoration of
the degenerate Church. The gross superstitions of the monks offended his
enlightened mind, yet the essential peculiarities of evangelical doctrine were
less appreciated by bim. He laboured for civilization only, not for a true and
fundamental reformation. Hence Ids courage sank, as soon as the cause of
truth called for suffering or sacrifice. He loved the honour that cometli from
men, and whenever he saw danger threaten, he sought protection from them.
He presents an example of those who imagine they can secure the welfare of
mankind by civilization alone, and m this regulate themselves by the wisdom of
this world, and by the opinions of the great ones of the earth.— L. E.
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^letz, on the banks of the Moselle.' This news greatly dis-

tressed the French refugees and even the Swiss themselves.

'0 most innocent heart," exclaimed GEcolampadius, "I have

this confidence in the I.ord," he added, '-that he will preserve

this person for us in life, to proclaim his name as a preacher of

righteousness, or in death to confess him as a martyr.''^ But

at the same time OEcolampadius disapproved of the vivacity,

the headlong impetuosity, the zeal, in his opinion untempered

by prudence, which distinguished the French refugees. "I

could wish," he would say, "that my very dear lords of France

would not be in such haste to return to their own country before

fully considering all things; for the devil is everywhere laying

his snares. Nevertheless, let them follow the spirit of Christ,

and never may that spirit forsake them."3

There was much ground, in fact, for trembling at the thought

of what might await the chevalier. Friar Bonaventura Renel,

provincial of the cordeliers, and confessor to duke Anthony,

surnamed the Good, a man noted for his effrontery, and little to

be commended in point of morals, allowed that weak prince, who

reif^ned from 1508 to 1544, great freedom in the gratification

of his appetites, and persuaded him, almost on the score of pen-

ance, to destroy all the innovators without mercy. "It suffi-

ces," this prince, so well counselled by Eenel, used often to

say, "that every man know his Pater and Ave Maria; the

greatest doctors have caused the greatest troubles."^

Towards the close of the year 1524, it became known at the

court of the duke, that a pastor, named Schuch, was preaching

a new doctrine in the town of Saint Hippolyte, situate at the

foot of the Vosges. "Let them return to the (old) order," said

Anthony the Good, "otherwise I march against the town, and

attack all there with fire and sword."^

Thereupon this faithful pastor formed the resolution of devo-

ting himself for his sheep; he repaired to Nancy, the residence

of the prince. He was scarce arrived when they threw him into

I Ncster captus detinetur in Bundamosa quinque millibiis a Metis. (QEco!.

Farello Epp. p. 201.)
- Vel vivum confessorem, vel mortuum martyrem servabit. (Ibid.)

^ Nollem carissimos dominos meos gallos properare in Galliam. . . . (Ibid.)

• Actes des Martyrs, p. 97.

* Actes des Martyrs, p. 05.
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a noisome prison, under the safe-keeping of brutally cruel men

;

and friar Bonaventura saw this heretic at last within his grasp.

He it was that presided at the inquest. "Heretic!" said he to

him, "Judas! Devil!" Calm and collected, to such insulting

language, Schuch made no reply, but holding up the Bible,

covered all over with notes which he had inscribed in it, he

mildly yet firmly confessed Christ crucified. Then of a sudden

becoming animated, he boldly stood up from his seat, raised his

voice, as if seized by the Spirit from on high, and looking his

judges full in the face, forewarned them of the terrible judg-

ments of God.

At once terrified and enraged, friar Bonaventura and his

companions threw themselves upon him with loud exclamations,

snatched from him the Bible in which he had read such mena-

cing words, "and like furious dogs," says the chronicler, "unable

to bite his doctrine, they burnt it in their monastery. "^

The whole court of Lorraine was loud in declaiming against

the obstinacy and audacity of the minister of Saint Hippolyte,

and the prince, who felt curious to hear the heretic, wished to

be present at his final appearance in court, oply in secret how-

ever, and so as that no one should see him. But as the exami-

nation was conducted in Latin, he could not understand it;

only he was struck at beholding the firm bearing of the minis-

ter, who seemed neither subdued nor disconcerted. Indignant

at such obstinacy, Anthony the Good rose and said as he with-

drew: "Why argue the matter any longer? he denies the sac-

rament of the mass ; let execution go forth against him."'''^ Schuch

was immediately condemned to be burnt alive. On being

apprized of his sentence, he looked up to heaven and mildly

said: "I was glad when they said unto me: Let us go into the

house of the Lord."^

On the 19 th of August, 1525, the whole city of Nancy was

in commotion. The Church bells announced the death of a

heretic. The doleful procession began its march. It had to

pass in front of the monastery of the cordeliers, and the friars,

waiting in high spirits for its arrival, stood drawn up before the

' Actes des Martyrs, collected by Crespin, in French, p. 97.
' Histoire de Franfois I." par Gaillard, iv. p. 233.
' Psalm exxii. 1.
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gate. Just as Schuch appeared, father Bonaventura, pointing

to the figures sculptured over the gate, exclaimed: "Heretic!

Avorship God, his mother and the saints!"—"0 hypocrites!"

replied Schuch with his head turned to those pieces of stone

and wood, "God will destroy you, and bring your cheats to

light!" ....
The martyr having arrived at the place of execution, first of

all his books were burnt in his presence; he was then called

upon to retract, but he refused, saying: "It is thou, God, who

hast called me, and thou wilt strengthen me to the last."l He

next proceeded to repeat aloud the fifty -first psalm: "Have

mercy upon me, God, according to thy loving-kindness!"

Having ascended the pile, he went on repeating the psalm,

until his utterance was choked by the smoke and the flames.

Thus did the persecutors of France and Lorraine behold a

recommencement of their triumphs, and find their counsels

listened to at last. Heretical ashes had been given to the wind

at Nancy, and thus a challenge was given to the capital of

France. What! shall Beda and Lecouturier be the last to

show their zeal for the pope? Let flames answer to flames, and

erelong heresy may be swept from the surface of the kingdom,

and effectually banished to countries beyond the Rhine,

But before succeeding, Beda had to sustain a conflict, half

serious, half diverting, with one of those persons with whom to

struggle Avith the popedom is but a mental recreation, not a con-

cern that interests the heart.

Among the men of learning whom Bri^onnet had induced to

come into his diocese, there was a doctor of the Sorbonne, of the

name of Peter Caroli, a vain and frivolous person, and no less

wrong-headed and cavilling than Beda himself. Caroli saw in

the new doctrine a means of giving himself importance and

thwarting Beda, whose domination was intolerable to him.

Accordingly, on returning from Meaux to Paris, he produced a

great sensation by introducing into all the pulpits what he

called "the new manner of preaching." Thereupon there com-

menced betwixt the two doctors an obstinate struggle, in which

blow was returned for blow, and artifice was opposed to artifice.

' Eum auctorem vocationis sure atque conservatorem, ad extremum usque

Bpiritum recognovit. (Acta Martyr, p. 202.)
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Beda impeached Caroli before the Sorbonne, and Caroli sum-

moned Beda to answer to the spiritual court, in reparation of

his honour. The faculty pursued its inquest, and Beda noti-

fied his intention of appealing to parliament. Though provi-

sionally interdicted from entering the pulpit, he preached in all

the Paris churches. Decided measures being taken for shut-

ting the pulpits against him, he gave public expositions of the

psalms in tlie college of Cambray. Forbidden by the faculty

to continue that exercise, he begged to be allowed to finish his

exposition of the 22d psalm which he had begun. At last, this

request was refused, on which he placarded the college gates

with the following notice: '•'Peter Caroli , desiring to comply with

the orders of the sacredfaculty, ceases to teach; he will resume his

lectures (when it shall please God) at the verse at which he has

stopt: They have pierced my hands and my feet." Thus did Beda

at length find an antagonist who was a match for him. Had

Caroli seriously defended the truth, the flames would soon have

made an end of him; but he had too profane a spirit for him to

be put to death. How put a man to death who perplexed and

confounded his judges? Neither the ecclesiastical court, nor

the parliament, nor the council (of state) could ever have deter-

mined his cause definitely. Two such persons as Caroli would

have put all the activity even of Beda to its last shift; but the

Reformation never saw two.l

On this impertinent contest being brought to a close, Beda

applied himself to matters of greater moment, and happily for

the Syndic of the Sorbonne, there were men who gave a better

handle to persecution than Caroli did. Brieonnet, it is true,

Erasmus, Lefevre, and Berquin had escaped, but since these great

persons were beyond his reach, he was willing to content himself

with less. That poor youth, James Pavanne, ever since his

abjuration at Christmas, 1524, had lived a life of sighs and tears.

He might be seen with an expression of deep melancholy, his eyes

fixed on the ground, groaning within himself, and bitterly re-

proaching himself for having denied his Saviour and his God.^

1 Gerdesius, Historia seculi xvi. renovati, p. 52.—D'ArgentrS, coUectio

jiidiciorum de novis erroribus, ii. p. 21.— Gaillard Hist, de Francois I-'er, torn,

iv. p. 233.
- Animi factum suum detestantis dolorpm, scope declaravcrit. (Acta Mart,

p. 203.)
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Pavanne, no doubt, was a most modest and innocent person;

but this was of no consequence! he had been at Meaux, which,

at that time, was thought enough. "Pavanne has relapsed!"

was the cry; the dog has returned to his vomit, and the sow that

was washed to its wallowing in the mire! He was immediately

seized, thrown into prison, and tried. This was all that young

master James wanted. He felt comfort in his irons, and reco-

vered the moral courage indispensably necessary to his openly

confessing Jesus Christ.^ Cruel men smiled when they saw

that nothing was to deprive them this time of their victim;

here there was to be no retractation, no flight, no intervention

of some powerful patron. The youth's gentle spirit, his can-

dour, his courage—all failed to soften his adversaries. He
looked on them with affection; for in throwing him into chains,

they had given him back his tranquillity and his joy; but this

tenderness of regard only still further hardened their hearts.

His trial was gone through with all speed, and soon the place

de Greve saw the stake prepared at which Pavanne died joy-

fully, fortifying by his example all who in that great city

believed, openly or secretly, the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

This did not satisfy the Sorbonne. If inconsiderable persons

only could be immolated, their number must compensate for

their defect in quality. The flames of the place de Greve

spread terror through Paris and even through France; but a

fresh pile, raised at some other public place, might be expected

to double such trepidation. The topic of conversation at court,

in the colleges, and in the people's work-shops, such examples,

it was thought, must convince men better than any ordinances

could do, that Louisa of Savoy, the Sorbonne and the parlia-

ment, were determined to sacrifice heretics to the anathemas of

Eome, until the very last victim should perish.

In the forest of Livry, three leagues distant from Paris, and

not far from the spot where stood the old abbey of the order of

St. Augustine, there lived a hermit who, meeting the Meaux
men in the course of his walks, had cordially received the doc-

trines of the Gospel.2 The poor hermit thought himself a

' Puram religionis Christianse confessionem addit. (Acta Mart. p. 203.)
- "This seed-corn of Faber (Lefevre), and his disciples taken from Luther's

granary, sprang in the foolish mind of a hermit, who kept himself near the city
of Pari.s." (Hist, catholique de notre temps, par S. Fontaine, Paris, 1562.)

II. 4 N
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wealthy man, indeed, in his tiny dwelling, on the day that saw

him return home, enriched not only with the poor loaf given

him by public charity, but, also, with Jesus Christ and his

grace. From that day he felt that it was better to give than

to receive. He went from house to house in the surrounding

villages, and hardly had he passed the thresholds of the poor

peasants whom he visited in their cabins, when he would speak

to tnem of the Gospel, of the complete forgiveness it bestows on

souls in anguish, and which is far better worth than absolu-

tions.l Erelong the good hermit of Livry became known in

the neighbourhood of Paris; people began to visit him in his

poor hermitage; to simple souls in those parts, he became a

mild yet fervent missionary.

The report of what was doing by the new evangelist, soon

reached the ears of the Sorbonne, and of the officers of justice

in Paris. The hermit was apprehended, dragged out of his

hermitage, hurried away from the sylvan and rural scenes which

he used daily to traverse, was thrown into a dungeon in the

city which he used ever to avoid, was tried, convicted, and con-

demned to be "exemplarily punished with the penalty of a slow

iire."2

In order that the example might be the more striking, it was

resolved that he should be burnt alive at the great entrance of

Notre-Dame, immediately in front of that illustrious temple and

majestic symbol of Koman Catholicism. The whole of the

clergy were called together, and there was a display of pomp

such as was usually observed only on the most solemn occa-

sions.3 "They would fain liave had all Paris to assemble round

the pile, having sounded,'' says an historian, "the great bell of

the church of Notre-Dame as on high holidays, in order that

the whole city might be set agog."^ The people crowded, in

fact, to the spot from all the streets leading into it. The awe-

inspiring sounds of the great bell stopt the artisan at his work,

the scholar at his studies, the merchant in his traffic, and the

' " "Who throughout the villaj:^es he frequented, under colour of asking for alms,

held heretical discourses." (Hist, catholique de notre temps, par S. Fontaine,

Paris, 1562.)
^ Ibid.
" Avec une grande ceremonie. (Hist, des Egl. ref., par Theodore de Beze»

i. p. 4.)
* Ibid.
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soldier in his idleness, and the concourse continued even after

the square was covered with people. The hermit, decked out

in the dress set apart for obstinate heretics, with his head and

feet bare, had been conducted to the front of the cathedral.

Calm, firm, and collected, he replied to the exhortations of the

confessors who presented the crucifix to him, only by telling

them that his hope rested solely on forgiveness from God. The

Sorbonne doctors, occupying the foremost rank among the spec-

tators, upon seeing his constancy and the effect it produced

among the people, shouted out: "It is a damned man whom
they are taking to hell-fire !"l Meanwhile the great bell con-

tinued to toll at full swing, and the din it made, by stunning

the ears of the crowd, augmented the solemn effect of this lugu-

brious festival. At length the bell ceased to toll, and the mar-

tyr having in reply to the last questions of his adversary, said

that he wished to die in the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ, was,

as his sentence bore, "burnt at a slow fire." Thus died peace-

ably, in front of Notre-Dame (cathedral), amid the shouts and

emotion of a whole people assembled beneath the towers raised

by the piety of Louis the Young,^ this Livry hermit, whose very

name history has failed to preserve.^

* Avec une grande ceremonie. (Hist, des Egl. ref., par Theodore dc Beze,

i. p. 4.)
* Louis the Young, the seventh French monarch ofthe name of Louis, succeed-

ed his father in 1137. He led a crusade into the Holy Land, returned without

glory, and in suppressing civil commotions in Champagne, burnt the town of

Vitri, on which occasion 1300 people who had sought shelter in the church,

were consumed in the flames. N5tre-Dame had thus a founder worthy of the

characteristic superstition and cruelty of its clergy. Tr.
* Who does not abominate a church that can permit such atrocities? They

may serve as a warning not to allow ourselves to be misled by the representa-

tions of her abettors in our day, however much these may speak about love.

Men that are shameless enough to slur over'or to embellish such atrocities, are

not to be trusted, however much they affect toleration. They only watch for

the opportunity, when by misleading the simple they have anew got the mas-

tery, to kindle new fires, or, should that be opposed by the increased civiliza-

tion of the age, at least to erect new scaffolds.—L. R.

In "the Historical Register" for 1Y20, at page 351, there appears a curious

account of an Auto da Fe, held at Lisbon, on the 10th of June of that year.

Among a great number of persons condemned on that occasion to lighter pun-

ishments, two were delivered over to the secular arm, but whether owing to the

advance of civilization referred to by Mr. Le Roy, or to British Influence, so

long powerfully felt in Portugal, though not improved as it ought to have been,

they were first strangled and then burnt. Even these, however, were not

obstinate heretics; they had only "wavered and faultercd in their confession."

Had thev been true confessors of Christ, possibly they might have been burnt

alive. Tk.
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XV. While the first confessors of Jesus Christ were thus

put to death in France, God was preparing others who were still

more powerful. In dragging to punishment a modest scholar

and a humble hermit, 13eda thought he had well nigh dragged

thither the whole Reformation along with them.^ But providence

has resources that the world knows not of. The Gospel, like

the fabled bird, bears in itself a principle of life which no flames

can consume, and rises again from its ashes. It is often when

the storm rages most fiercely, or when the lightning seems to

have smitten down the truth, or when profoundest night envel-

opes it, that a sudden gleam harbingers some great deliverance.

At the very time when all the powers of man were arming

themselves for the total destruction of the Reformation, God

was preparing an instrument, apparently feeble, who was one

day to assert his rights and to defend his cause, with almost

superhuman intrepidity. In the midst of the persecutions and

the martyr-fires that rapidly succeed each other, from the time

that Francis I. became the prisoner of Charles, let us pause to

contemplate a child who was one day to be placed at the head

of a mighty host, in the sacred conflicts of Israel,

Among the inhabitants of the city and the colleges of Paris,

who heard the pealing of the great bell, there was a young

student of sixteen, a native of Noyon in Picardy, of moderate

height, of a pale complexion, and whose flashing eyes and ani-

mated expression indicated a mind of no ordinary sagacity. 2

His dress, neat but simple, bespoke love of order and modesty. "*

This youth, whose name was John Cauvin or Calvin, was then

a student at the college of la Marche, under Mathurin Cordier,

a regent of distinguished probity, erudition, and fitness for the

instruction of youth. Brought up as he had been, amid all the

superstitions of the popedom, the Noyon student was a blindly

submissive subject of the Church, and a docile observer of its

practices,'* and he was persuaded that heretics well deserved the

' In his letter to the faculty of Paris, Erasmus ridicules Beda for foolishly

imagining that the Lutheran faction was at an end. Tr.
- Statura fuit mediocri, colore subpallido et nigricante, oculis ad mortem

usque limpidis, quique ingenii sagacitatem testarentur. (Bezpe, Vita Calvini.)

^ Cuitu corporis neque culto, neque sordido, sed qui singularem modestiam
deceret. (Ibid.)

* Prime quidom cum quum superstitionibus Papatus magis pertinaciter

addictus essem. (Calv. Pra;f. ad Psalm.)
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flames by which they were consumed. The blood which was

then flowing in Paris, still further enhanced the guilt of heresy

in his eyes. But although naturally timid and easily alarmed,

so that he calls himself soft and pusillanimous,^ he had the

uprightness and generosity that induce men to sacrifice every-

thing to their settled convictions. Accordingly, in vain had he

been struck, while a youth, with those frightful spectacles; in

vain for him were the faithful disciples of the Gospel consumed

by those murderous flames on the place de Greve, and in front

of Notre-Dame; the remembrance of these horrors was not to

prevent his one day entering upon that new course, where one

seemed to have nothing to look for but imprisonment and be-

ing burnt. As for the rest, already might there be discerned in

the character of the youthful Calvin, foretokens of what he was

one day to become. Severity of morals preluded in his case to

severitv of doctrine, and in the student of sixteen micht be

recognised the man who was never to trifle with his own con-

victions, and who was firmly to require of others what he him-

self should find to be simply his duty. A calm and serious

attendant on the prelections of his teachers, taking no pleasure

at the hours set apart for recreation, in the amusements and

the follies of his fellow-students, keeping himself aloof from

others,- and holding vice in abhorrence, he would at times cen-

sure their disorders with severity, and even with bitterness. ^

Hence we are told by a prebendary of Noyon, that by his

school-fellows he was nick-named "the accusative."^ Among
these he was the representative of conscience and of duty, so

far was he from what his slanderers would have us believe.

Already did the pale face and piercing looks of the student of

sixteen, command more respect among his comrades than the

black gowns of their masters; and this Picard boy, of low sta-

ture and timid appearance, who daily took his seat on the

benches of the college of la Marche, already, without being con-

scious of it, was by the gravity of his words and manners there,

as a kind of minister and reformer.

• Ego qui natura timida, moUi et pusillo animo me esse fateor. (Caly. Prsof.

ad Psalm.)
2 Summam in moribus affectabat gravitatem et paucorum hominum consue-

ludine utebatur. (Fl. Rsemundi. Hist. Hser. vii. 10.)

» Severus omnium in suis sodalibus censor. (Bezse, Vita Calvini.)

Annalfis de I'Eglise de Noyon, par Levasseur, chanoine, p. 1168.
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Nor was it in these respects alone that this youth from Noyon

showed his superiority to his fellow-students. His excessive

timidity hindered him at times from manifesting the horror with

which vanity and vice inspired him ; but even at that time, he

devoted to study the utmost energies of his fine genius and

strong will; and to look at him, one would, have said that he

was a man who would wear out his life in study. He compre-

hended everything with inconceivable facility; he ran through

his studies where his fellow-students dragged themselves slowly

on, and what others spent much time in superficially acquiring,

his young genius thoroughly mastered. His teachers, accord-

ingly, promoted him from the ranks of his contemporaries, and

made him pass, by himself, into a new course of study.

•

Among his fellow-students were the young de Mommors, a

family of the first rank in the Picard nobility. John Calvin

was intimately associated with these youths, but particu-

larly with Claud, wdio afterwards became Abbot of Saint Elias,

and to whom he dedicated his commentary upon Seneca, It

was as the companion of these young nobles that Calvin had

come to Paris. His father, Gerard Calvin, apostolic notary,

procurator fiscal for the county of Noyon, secretary to the

bishopric, and agent to the chapter,- was a man of no small

judgment and capacity, who owed to his talents promotion to

offices that were sought for by men of the best families, and who

had succeeded in gaining the esteem of all the gentils-Jiommes

of the surrounding country and, in particular, of the illustrious

family of Mommor.3 Gerard resided at Noj^on;^ he had mar-

ried Jane Lefrang, a young woman from Cambray, remarkable

for her beauty, and of an anxiously scrupulous piety. She had

already given him one son, called Charles, when on the lOtli of

July, 1509, she bore him a second son, who received the name

' Exculto ipsius ingenio quod ei jam turn erat acerrimum, ita profecit ut
caeteris sodalibus in grammaticcs curriculo relictis, ad dialecticos et aliarum
quas vocant artium studium promoveretur. (Beza.)

^ Levasseur, doctor of the Sorbonne, Annales de I'Eglise cathedrale de
Noyon, p. 1151. Drelincourt, Defense de Calvin, p. 193.

3 Erat is Gerardus non parvi judicii et consilii homo, ideoque nobilibus ejus

regionis plerisque carus. (Beza.)
* Dans la place ou est bastie maintenant la maison du Cerf. (Desmay, doc-

tenr de la Sorbonne. Vie de Jean Calvin, heresiarque, p. 30. Levasseur, Ann.
de Noyon, p. 1157.)
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of John, and was baptized in the church of Sainte Godeberte. '

A third son, called Anthony, who died young, and two daugh-

ters, completed the family of the procurator-fiscal of Noyon.

Living as he did on intimate terms with the chief clergymen

and leading persons of the province, Gerard Cauvin wished his

sons to receive tli^ same education with those of the best fami-

lies. John, whose precocious talents had not escaped his father's

notice, was brought up with the sons of the Mommor family;

in their house he was like one of themselves, and learned the

same lessons with their young Claud. In that family he

acquired the first elements of literature and moral life, and thus

enjoyed an education of a higher kind than had ever seemed

likely to fall to his lot.- At a later period he was sent to the

college of the Capettes, founded in the city of Noyon.3 When
a child his recreations were but few. The same severity that

characterized the son, marked the father also. Gerard brought

him up with unbending firmness; from his very infancy John
had to submit to the inflexible rule of duty; compliance soon

became habitual, and thus the influence of the Mommor family

was counterpoised by that of his father. Calvin, naturally of a

shrinking disposition and somewhat clownish, he himself tells

us,* having his timidity moreover increased by his father's

severity, used to shun the handsome apartments of his protec-

tors, and courted solitude and retirement.^ Thus was his young

soul inured in seclusion to high thoughts. It would appear

that he went occasionally to the village of Ponfe-Feveque, near

Noyon, where his grandfather occupied a cottage,^ and where

' Calumnies .and extravagant stories respecting Calvin began at an early-

date. J. Levasseur, afterwards dean of the canons of Noyon, relates that
when Calvin's mother brought him forth, "before the birth of the child, there
was produced a quantity of large flies, no doubtful presage that he was one day
to prove a slanderer and calumniator." (Annales de laCathedrale de Noyon,
p. 115Y.) These absurdities, and all others of the same sort, invented at the
expense of the Reformer, refute themselves, so as to save us the trouble of
doing so. Those Romanist doctors of our own day, who are not ashamed of
employing the weapons of calumny, select from among these low and ridiculous
stories, not daring to relate the whole ; but all are of the same value.

^ "Domi vestrae puer educatus, iisdem tecum studiis initiatus, primam vitse et
litterarum disciplinam familise vestrse nobilissimse acceptam refero. (Calv.
PrEef. in Senecam ad Claudium."

^ Desmay, Remarques, p. 31. Drelincourt. Defense, p. 158.
* Ego qui natura subrusticus. (Praef. ad Psalm.)
s Umbram et otium semper amavi . . . latebras captare. (Ibid.)
^ " It is reported that his grandfather was a cooper." (Drelincourt, p. 36.

Levasseur, ^Vjin. de Noyon, p. 1151,)
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other relations of his besides, who afterwards changed the name

from hatred to the arch-heretic, were wont at that time to give

the procurator-fiscal's son a kind reception. But young Calvin's

time was mainly devoted to study. While Luther, who was

destined to act upon the people, was brought up as a child of

the people, Calvin, who had chiefly to sustain the part of a

divine and a deep-thmker, besides being the legislator of the

renovated Church, from his earliest infancy received a more

liberal education.

l

A spirit of piety soon discovered itself in the heart of the

child. One author relates that his friends accustomed him,

while still young, to pray under the open vault of heaven; a

practice which contributed to awaken in his heart a sense of the

presence of God. 2 But although Calvin, from his infancy,

may have been enabled to hear the voice of God in his heart, no

one at Noyon was stricter than he was in observing ecclesiasti-

cal regulations, and, accordingly, Gerard, when he perceived

this disposition in his son, formed the design of devoting him

to theology. This prospect, no doubt, contributed to cast his

soul in the solemn mould, and to give it the theological charac-

ter by which he was afterwards distinguished. His mind was

fitted by nature to receive strong early impressions, and disposed

to familiarize itself, in early life, with thoughts of the highest

order. There is no truth in the report that he was at that time

one of the singing boys in the cathedral, as is admitted even by

his adversaries. But they state as a positive fact, that he had

been seen at processions, carrying a cross-hilted sword, as he

would have carried a cross. This, they add, was a presage of

what he w^as one day to become. "The Lord hath made my
mouth like a sharp sword," says the servant of the Lord in

Isaiah, and the same might be said of Calvin.

Gerard was poor; his son's education bore hard upon him,

and he wished to attach him irrevocably to the Church. The

cardinal of Lorraine had been made coadjutor of the bishop of

' Henry, Das Leben Calvins, p. 29.

^ Calvin's Leben von Fischer. Leipsig. 1794. The author does not give his

authority for this fact.

I may mention that my late venerable friend, Dr. M'Crie, who it is well

known was engaged in writing a life of Calvin at the time of his death, con-
sidered many such details in modern German biographies as apocryphal. Th.
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Metz, when only four years old; and in those days it was usual

to give ecclesiastical titles and revenues to children. Alphonso

of Portugal was made a cardinal by Leo X., at the age of eight

years, and Odet de Chatillon by Clement VII., at eleven; while,

at a later period, the celebrated mother Angelica of Port-Royal,

was made co-adjutrix of that monastery, at the age of seven.

Gerard who died a good catholic, stood well in the regards of

the bishop of Noyon, Messire Charles de Hengest, and his vicars-

general. Accordingly, on the chaplain of Gesine resigning his

charge, the bishop, on the 21st of May, 1521, bestowed that

living on John Calvin, who was at the time nearly twelve years

of age. This appointment was communicated to the chapter

about eight days afterwards. On the evening before the feast

of the Holy Sacrament, the bishop solemnly cut the boy's hair,l

and by that ceremony of the tonsure, John entered the clerical

life, and became capable of admission to holy orders and of pos-

sessing a benefice, without residence on the spot.

Thus was Calvin called to experience, in his own person, as

a child, the abuses of the church of Eome. There was no where

in the kingdom a shaven priest more in earnest in his piety than

the chaplain of Gesine, and the serious child was possibly him-

self astonished at what was done by the bishop and his vicars-

general. But in the simplicity of his heart he had too profound

a veneration for those high personages, to admit of his having

tJie least suspicion as to the legitimacy of his tonsure. He had

enjoyed this title two years when Noyon happened to be visited

by a terrible pestilence, on which occasion several of the pre-

bendaries addressed a petition to the chapter, praying that they

might be allowed to leave the town. Many of the inhabitants

had by this time been attacked, and Gerard began to have fears

that his son John, the hope of his life, might be snatched from

his affections in a moment, by this scourge of God. The chil-

dren of the Mommor family were about to proceed to Paris, to

continue their studies there; and it had ever been the summit

of the procurator fiscal's wishes, that his son John might do the

same. But why should John be separated from his school-

follows? Accordingly, on the 5th of August 1523, he presented

1 Vie de Calvin, par Dcsniay, p. 31. Levaesel-r, p. 1158.

4 o
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a petition to the chapter, praying that the young chaplain

'•might have permission to go wherever he pleased, as long as

the plague should last, without losing his emoluments; the

which leave of absence was granted until the feast of St. Remy."" ^

John Calvin, accordingly, left his father's home, being then at

the age of fourteen. Great, indeed, must be that man's bold-

ness in calumny who can attribute his leaving home to other

causes, and who, without the slightest compunction, can brave

the disgrace that justly falls on those who favour accusations,

the falsehood of which is so authentically demonstrated. On

reaching Paris, Calvin alighted, it would appear, at the house

of one of his uncles, Richard Calvin, who lived near the Church

of St. iDrermain TAuxerrois. "Thus while flying from the plague,"

says the prebendary of Noyon, "he was to carry it elsewhere."

A new world opened upon the young man in the metropolis

of letters, taking advantage of which he devoted himself to study,

and made great progress in latinity. He famiharised himself

with the writings of Cicero, and learnt from that great master a

facility, a purity, and a natural ease in using the language of

the Romans, which drew the admiration of his very enemies.

But he found, too, a copiousness in that language which he was

afterwards to transfer into his own.

Latin, down to that time, had been the only language of liter-

ature. It was then, and it remains to this day the language

of the church (of Rome); it was the Reformation that created,

or rather, that emancipated the vulgar tongues everywhere.

The exclusive functions of the priests had now ceased; the com-

mon people were invited to receive instruction and acquire know-

ledge; and in this single fact was involved the dismission of the

language of the priest and the inauguration of the language of

the people. It was not to the Sorbonne alone, not to some

monks, some clergymen, some literary men only, that the new

ideas were to be addressed; it was to noble, burgess, artisan, all

alike. All men were to be preached to; nay more, all men

were to preach; wool-combers and knights as well as parish

1 This is what the priest and vicar-general Desmay (Jean Calvin heresiargiie,

p. 32.) and the prebendary Levassour (Ann. de Noyon, p. 1160.) declare they

found in the registers of the chapter of Noyon. These Romish authors thus

refute the inventions or mistakes of Richelieu and other writers. See the pre-

face to the third volume of the French edition of this work.
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priests and doctors. A new language therefore became neces-

sary, or at least it was necessary that the vulgar tongue should

undergo an immense transformation, a mighty emancipation, and

that when set apart from the common uses of life, it should

receive from renovated Christianity its patent of nobility. The

Gospel, after a long slumber, had awoke; it spoke, it addressed

itself to the nation at large; it was enkindling everywhere the

most generous affections; it Avas opening the kingdom of heaven

to a generation that thought only of the little things of this lower

world; it was shaking the convictions of the masses; it spoke to

them of God, of man, of good and evil, of the pope, of the Bible,

of a crown in heaven, and perhaps of a death at the stake on earth.

The popular idiom which till then had been but the language of

chronicles and ballads (tromeres), was called upon by the Re-

formation to perform a new office, and consequently had to

undergo nev/ developments. A new world was opening upon

society, and a new world must have new languages. The Refor-

mation drew the French tongue fi'om the swaddling bands that

had hitherto confined it, and enabled it to attain to its majority.

Thenceforward it fully enjoyed those high rights that relate to

the things of the spirit and to heavenly possessions, and of which

it had been deprived while under the tutelage of Rome. No

doubt, a language is formed by the people themselves that use

it; it is they that find for themselves those felicitous words,

those figurative and energetic expressions, that give so much

colour and life to language. Still, there are resources beyond

the sphere of the common people, and which men of superior

intelligence alone can supply. Calvin, who was called to dis-

cuss reasons and to exhibit proofs, gave to his country's lan-

guage connecting and relative expressions, shades of meaning,

transitions, and dialectic forms which before his time it had

never possessed.^

' This seems to be admitted even by Roman catholics at the present day,

I have heard M. Gerruzez, one of the professors of French literature at the

Sorbonne, and a Roman catholic, pronounce Calvin to be thefather of French

prose.

It is pitiful to see Bossuet, who must have been well acquainted with some at

least of Calvin's writings, and was capable, in all respects but prejudice, of

itidging rightly of their merit, cxpi-ess himself so faintly on the subject. "Let

\is grant him," says he, "since he would have as much, the glory of having

written as well as any man of his age ; let us rank him even, if you please,
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Already had all these elements begun to work in the brains

of the youthful student of the college of la Marche. The child

who was destined to be so powerful in managing the human

heart, might be expected to become a perfect master, also, of the

particular language which he was to employ. Protestant France

afterwards accommodated itself to Calvin's French, and protes-

tant France comprised the best educated part of the nation;

from it went forth those families which in the walks of litera-

ture, and in the higher offices of magistracy, so powerfully

influence the intellectual culture of the people; from it Port-

Royal drew its origin,^ an institution which became one of the

great instruments that contributed to the formation of French

prose and even of French poesy, and which, in endeavouring to

carry the doctrines and language of the Reformation into Galil-

ean Catholicism, although it failed in one of these objects, suc-

ceeded in the other; for Roman catholic France could not but

learn, in the end, from her Jansenist and Reformist adver-

saries, how to wield those weapons of language without which

she could not have combatted them.-

While, however, there was thus forming at the college of la

Marche, the future Reformer of religion and even of language,

all was commotion around the young and sedate student, with-

out his having as yet taken any part in the grand movement

by which society was then agitated. The flames that had con-

sumed the hermit and Pavanne, had filled all Paris with horror.

But the persecutors were not satisfied; a system of terror was

put in operation throughout the whole of France. The friends

of the Reformation dared no longer correspond with each other,

dreading lest their letters should be intercepted; and thus both

•above Luther ; for albeit that Luther was somewhat more original and ani-

mated, Calvin, who was inferior to him in respect of genius, seems to have

excelled him in point of study. Luther triumphed as a public speaker, but

Calvin's pen was the more correct of the two, especially in Latin, and his style,

which was more heavy (triste) was also more connected and more chaste. Both
excelled in the use of their mother tongue ; both were men of extraordinary

vehemence." . . . (See Histoire des Variations, Book ix.) And in the

next paragraph he speaks of le beau stile de Calvin (Calvin's beautiful style),

but all this is very far from representing him as "the father of French
prose," an honour which I suspect Bossuet may have coveted for himself. Tr.

1 M. A. Arnauld, grandfather of mother Angelica, and of all the Arnaulds of

Port-Royal, was a protestant ; see Port-Royal by M. Sainte Beuve.
Etude litt6r. sur Calvin, par M. A. Sayous, Geneve, 1830, art. iv. It is

about to be followed by other etudes on Farel, Viret, and Beza.
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those who wrote them, and those to whom they were addressed,

should be marked out to the vengeance of the courts of justice.^

One man ventured, nevertheless, to convey news from Paris and

from France to the refugees at Basel, by sewing an unsigned

letter in the folds of his doublet. He escaped the patroles of

musketeers, the marshalsea of the various county districts, the

inquisitions of the provosts and intendants,^ and reached Basel

without having ever had the mysterious doublet searched. The

news thus conveyed struck Toussaint and his friends with terror.

"It is a dreadful thing," exclaimed Toussaint, "to hear him

relate the grievous cruelties that are done there !"3 Shortly

before this, there had come to Basel with the officers of justice

at their heels, two Franciscan friars, one of whom, of the name

of John Prevost, had preached at Meaux, and in consequence

had been thrown into one of the prisons at Paris."* What they

told about Paris and Lyons, through which they had passed,

excited the utmost commiseration on the part of the refugees.

"May our Lord send his grace thither," wrote Toussaint to

Farei; "I promise you, I find myself at times in great anguish

and tribulation."

Meanwhile those excellent men did not lose courage. In

vain were all the parliaments on the watch; in vain did the

spies of the Sorbonne and the monks go about, ready to catch

at any evangelical sentiments that might be uttered in the

churches, in colleges, and even in private families; in vain did

the king's men-at-arms lay their arrest, along the high-ways, on

whatever bore the stamp of the Reformation; the Frenchmen

who were thus tracked and overborne, believed in a better future,

and already hailed the termination of that Babylonish captivity,

as they called it. "The seventieth year will come at last, the

year of our deliverance," they would say, "and then we shall

have freedom of mind and conscience."^ But the seventy years

1 II n'y a personne qui ose m'ecrire. (Toussaint to Farel, 4th September,

It ''5 Neuchltel MS ^
' ^ The intendants were a kind of lord-lieutenants, xvhom De Rulhiere, in his

Ecclaircisscmens Historiques, describes as gradually encroaching on the juris-

diction of the civil magistracy, and at last engrossing to themselves powers ot

interference and authority that led to the greatest tyranny. Ik.

3 Toussaint a Farel, 4th September, 1525, Neuchatel MS.

'wveSt'^rnnufse^^^^^^ appetit ut tandem vindicenw

in libertatem spiritus et conscientiie. (Toussaint a Farel, 21st JuiUet, l^.S.j
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7/ere ordained to last for uear three centuries, and it was only

at the close ot unheard of calamities that these hopes were to

be realised. As for the rest, it was not from men that the

refugees hoped anything, "Those that have begun the dance,

won't stay on the road," said Farel. But they believed that

the Lord "knew those whom he had chosen and would deliver

his people with power."!

The chevalier d'Esch had, in fact, been delivered. Escaped

from the prisons of Pont-a-Mousson, he had hastened to Stras-

burg; but he did not long remain there. "For the honour of

God," Toussaint had immediately written to Farel, "endeavour

to make our good master,^ the chevalier, come back as soon as

possible, for our brethren greatly need such a captain." The

French refugees had indeed new causes for apprehension. They

trembled lest the dispute about the supper which had afilicted

them so much in Germany, should pass the Rhine, and add fresh

sorrows to those that already cast a gloom over France. Fran-

cis Lambert, the Avignon monk, after having visited Zurich

and Wittemberg, had gone to Metz; but he was not received

there with full confidence; it M'as feared that he might bring

Luther's sentiments along with him, and by controversies that

were useless, "monstrous," says Toussaint, stop the progress of

the Reformation.3 Esch accordingly returned to Lorraine,

but only to be exposed anew to great dangers, together with all

there who sought the glory of Jesus Christ.'^

Meanwhile Toussaint was not the man to send others to

battle without going there himself. Deprived of daily inter-

course with OEcolampadius, and obliged to content himself with

the society of a gross-minded priest, he had sought the presence

of Christ and felt his courage augmented. If he could not

return to Metz, might he not at least go to Paris? True, the

fires that had consumed Pavanne and the hermit of Livry, were

still smoking, and seemed to warn all who had a faith like

• Sed novit Dominus quos elegerit. (Toussaint to Farel, 21st July, 1525.)
- " Si nos magistrum in terris habere deceat, (if it becomes us to hare any

master on earth), he adds. (Tossanus Farello, Neuchatel MS.)
3 Vereor ne aliquid ne quid monstri alat. (Tossanus Farello, 27th Septem-

oer, 1525.)
* Audio etiam equitem periclitari, simul et omnes qui illic Christ! gloriae

favent. (Ibjd. 2'7th December, 1525.)
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tlieirs, to keep far aloof from the capital. But if the streets and

the colleges of Paris were so much under the spell of fear thai

no one dared to utter the words Gospel and the Keformation,

was not that a reason for his repairing thither? Toussaint left

Basel, and arrived within those walls where fanaticism had taken

the place of feasting and dissolution. He endeavoured, while

advancing in his studies as a Christian, to form connections

with the brethren in the colleges, and particularly in that oi

cardinal Lemoine, being that in which Lefevre and Farel had

taught.l But this he was not long free to do. The tyranny

of the commissioners appointed by the parliament and of the

theologians, reigned supreme in the capital, and whoever dis-

pleased them was accused of heresy.- A duke and an abbot^

whose names have not come down to us, denounced Toussaint

as a heretic; and one day the king's officers arrested the young

Lorrainer and threw him into prison. Separated from all his

friends, treated as a criminal, Toussaint felt his miserable posi-

tion so much the more keenly. "0 Lord," he exclaimed,

"withdraw not thy Spirit from me! for without him I am but

flesh and a sink of sin." He ran over in his memory, while his

body was in irons, the names of all who were still at large, and

engaged in combatting for the Gospel.^ There was Q^^colampa-

dius, his father, and "whose work we are in the Lord," said he.

There was Lefevre, whom he considered, no doubt because of

' Fratres qui in collegio cardinalis Monachi sunt, te salutant. (Tossanus

Far Ho, Neuchatel MS.)
_

V->

- Regnante hie tyrannide commissariorum et theologorum. (Ibid.)

' M. Genin makes no doubt of Lefovre having visited Africa and Asia. In

a Note upon a letter of Margaret d'Angouleme, dated in 1531, and in which
the princess speaks of him as le bon homme Fabry, M. G. gives the following

notice of the Etaples doctor:

—

"After having visited Asia and Africa, he returned to Paris and taught phi-

losophy in the college of Cardinal Lemoine. William Brifonnet on being

translated from the see of Lodeve to that of Meaux (1518), attached to himself

Lefebvre of Etaples as grand vicar and took him to his episcopal city. Lefebvre

then published certain theological dissertations, which cost him the censures

and the persecutions of the Sorbonne. He excused as best he could the rash-

ness of his private opinions on Saint Anne and Mary IMagdalen ; but, in addi-

tion to these, he had translated and written comments upon the New Testa-

ment, an unpardonable crime in the eyes of the hot-tempered Beda ; in fact,

an unequivocal proof of heresy. It had been wished that advantage should be
taken of the absence of the king, to destroy Lefebvre of Etaples, but the duch-
ess prevailed on her brother to write to the parliament and save the accused.
(Sainte-Marthe, Elog.)

" Nevertheless the shuffling tricks of the Sorbonists were repeated without
end. Lefebvre of Etaples, who after having finished the education of prince
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his age, as incapable of sustaining the weight^ of the Gospel;

Roussel, by whom he hoped that the Lord would yet work

great things; 2 Vaugris, who in his efforts to rescue him from

Charles, duke of Angouleme, had retired to the modest situation of librarian

at Blois, far from the ecclesiastical dignities oflPered him by the king, solicited

leave of absence, as we see here, through the intervention of his protectress.

The visit to one of his friends is a mere pretext ; he went to Nerac, where he

calmly closed his life at the age of ninety-one, in 1536. The queen of Navarre
(Margaret of AngoulSme) honoured his funeral with her presence. Solemnem
funeris pompam moerens proesentia sua honoravit. (Sc^. Sammarth, Elog.)

" That same year Erasmus died at Basel, and a comet appeared in the

heavens. Dolet connects these three events in a beautiful piece of Latin verse."

(Carm. 1. iv. p. 156. Lvgd. 1558.) (See Lcttrcs inedites de Margaret d'An-
goidime, p. 279.) Tr.

1 Faber impar est oneri evangelico ferendo. (Tossanus Farello.)
" Per Rufum magna operabitur Dominus. (Tossanus Farello.) The omis-

sion of Gerard Roussel's name in biographical dictionaries, has induced M.
Genin to make compensation to his memory by the following notice:

" Gerard Roussel (or le Roux) a celebrated scholar and theologian, was one
of those prot<'ges of the queen of Navarre who contributed most to bring upon
her accusations of heresy. He was a Dominican monk, who having laid down
the peculiar dress of his order, set himself to travel in Germany where he
seems to have imbibed Luther's doctrines. Others have maintained that he
in no wise adopted those either of Luther or of Calvin. On his return he was
persecuted by the Sorbonists ; Margaret delivered him from imprisonment,

oflfercd him an asylum in Beam, and gave him the abbacy of Clairac, hero

referred to," (in a letter, supposed of 1S50), "and it will be seen that this was
through the intervention of the grand-master de Montmorency. Afterwards,

in 1540, the queen (of Navarre) caused G, Roussel to be appointed to the

bishopric of Oleron. He hardly survived his benefactress. Sponde, who
charges Roussel with having corrupted the religion of the Basque country,

informs us of the circumstances that attended his death:
" Gerard Roussel had gone to preach at Mauleon in 1550. He particularly

assailed the practise of abstaining from labour {le ch'magc) on saints' days and
called for their being abolished. A fanatic of the name of Arnauld de Maytie,
went up to the pulpit, and with an axe which he had brought under his clothes,

cut the supporting timbers to pieces. The pulpit fell, the bishop was taken up
half dead and taken into Beam. Being advised to try the (mineral) waters he
set off to them and died upon the way.

" Arnauld was brought before the parliament of Bordeaux and was acquitted.
" Shortly afterwards heaven worthily recompensed his pious and noble deed,

ut da pio et eximio facinore convenicntissime remuneraretur ; his son was
appointed bishop of Oleron in the place of Gerard Roussel, who was assass-

inated in the open church by Arnauld the father, zelo fidei incensus, says

Sponde.
" That author acknowledges that Gerard Roussel lived a blameless life,

preached often, nourished whole battalions (des hataillons) of poor people, and
gave instruction to troops of children ; but all that made him only the more
dangerous. He was perfectly catholic externally, 5ew?per se catJiolicum exterius

projitebatur ; he openly abjured both Luther and Calvin ; the latter composed
a book against G. Roussel, intituled: Adversus Nicodemitas, but Sponde was
not to be duped by it, and his penetration easily discovered the heretical hypo-
crisy concealed under this preconcerted trick.

" G. Roussel was wicked enough to preach to the court at Nerac in a lay

dress ; it is said, also, that he gave the communion in both kinds."

So much for M. Genin, who speaks in jest, no doubt, of Sponde's sagacity

in the above instance. Nothing can be more certain than that G. Roussel
greatly offended the Reformed byiiis conformity with popery, and his lamcn-
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his enemies, displayed all the activity of the most affectionate

brother;! finally, there was Farel, to whom he wrote: "I recom-

mend myself to your prayers, dreading that I may succumb in

this combat/'2 Xh! how did the names of all these beloved

brethren, alleviate the bitterness of his imprisonment, for he

was not about to succumb. Death, it is true, threatened him

in that city, where the blood of a multitude of his brethren was

to be poured out like water;''^ the friends of his mother, of his

uncle the dean of Metz and the cardinal of Lorraine, made him

the most magnificent offers.^ ... "I despise them," said

he, "I know that it is a trial from God. I would rather be

hungry, I would rather be abject in the house of the Lord than

dwell with abundance of riches, in the palaces of the ungodly.""s

He at the same time made an open confession of his faith. "It

is my glory," he exclaimed, "to be called an heretic by those

whose life and doctrine I perceive to be opposed to Jesus Christ.""

And this interesting and courageous youth subscribed himself

in his letters: "Peter Toussaint, unworthy to be called a Chris-

tian. "7

table end mny be regarded as one of the many examples we find in history, of

the little that is to be gained, even in this life, by such compromises of principle.

"While Beza charges Rotisscl with having seduced the princess Margaret,

from the Reformed faith, Fl. Ksemond represents him as the grand agent in

seducing her from the Church of Rome. In the long notice of Roussel to be

found in the 7th book of his De origine hcereseon, he says that it was by his

advice that she gave herself wholly to the reading of the Bibles, lately trans-

lated into French and printed in large type, and even sent for comedians and

players from Italy, for the purpose of having scenic representations before her

husband, of the New Testament histories after being turned into rhyme. This

was quite of a piece with the policy that dictated her tales. How much that

sort of acting was then in vogue, may be seen by consulting an old history of

Lyons in the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh. If, as M Genin alleges, it was

Bri9onnet'8 object in inviting such men to Meaux, to allure them to remain

within the Church, he seems to have succeeded in Roussel's case. Tk.
' Fidelissimi fratris officio functum. (Tossanus Farello.)

8 Commendo me vestris precibus, ne succumbam in hac militia. (Ibid.)

^ Me periclitari dc vita. (Ibid.)
* Offerebantur hie mihi conditiones amplissimse. (Ibid.)

* Malo esurire et abjectus esse in dome Domini. . . . (Ibid.)

® Usee, hsec gloria me quod habeor hp^reticus ab his quoram vitam et doc-

trinam video pugnare cum Christo. (Ibid.)

^ Some good was to be expected from such entire self-devoteaness and such

harmonious co-operation as are presented by the history of the Reformation,

particularly in France. Albeit that God saw not meet to make the Reforma-
tion thoroughly penetrate France, the example had a salutary influence on

other countries, particularly on our fatherland (Holland), where like opprey-

sions had to be endured, and whore the French Reformed exercised so much
influence. How humiliating to us when wc therewith compare the present

lukewarmness of spirit in devotedly and harmoniously defending hard won pri-

vileges against various kinds of assailants.—L. R.

IL 4 P
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Thus was there a succession of fresh blows aimed at the Re-

formation, during the absence of the king. Berquin, Toussaint,

and manJ others were in prison; Schuch, Pavanne, and the

hermit of Livry, had been put to death; Farel, Lefevre, and

Eoussel, with many more defenders of sound doctrine, had been

driven into exile; mighty mouths had been rendered mute. The

light of the Gospel-day became more and more obscure, and the

storm, muttering incessantly, bent, shook, and seemed likely

altogether to uproot the tree, as yet but a sapling, which the

hand of God had planted on the soil of France.

All this, however, was still far from being thought enough.

More illustrious victims behoved to succeed to the humbler

ones already sacrificed. The enemies of the Reformation in

France, having failed in commencing from above, resigned them-

selves to the necessity of operating from below, but still with

the hope of continually carrying condemnation and death

into a higher and higher sphere, until the very pinnacles of

society should be reached. This reversal of their course suc-

ceeded with them. Hardly were the ashes with which perse-

cution had covered the place de Grhe and the ground in front

of Notre-Dame dispersed, when fresh blows were struck. Mes-

sire Anthony Du Blet, that excellent man, the Lyons "mer-

chant,"! (negotiator), fell beneath the persecutions of the foes of

truth, together with Francis Moulin, another disciple, without

our being informed as to the details of their death.2 Measures

were taken that went beyond this; higher objects were aimed

at; it was hoped that an illustrious head, though itself beyond

reach, might be wounded by attacking those that were dear to

it. This was no less than the duchess of Alencjon. Michael

d'Arande, chaplain to the queen's sister, for whom Margaret

had parted with all her other preachers, and who preached in

her presence the pure Gospel, became the object of attack among

the persecutors, and was threatened with imprisonment and

death.3 Almost at the same time, Anthony Papillon, for whom

* See Note at chapter XI. of this book.
" Poriit Franciscus Molinus ac Dubletus. (Erasm. Epp. p. 1109.) Eras-

mus, in the letter he addressed to Francis I. in July, 1526, names all who
during the prince's captivity had fallen victims to the fanatics of Rome.

* Periclitatus est Michael Arantius. (Ibid.)
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the princess had procured the office of first master of requests

to the Dauphin, died suddenly, and the universal report, even

among the adversaries, was that he had been poisoned.

^

Thus did persecution continue to spread throughout the

kingdom, and to reach nearer and nearer to Margaret. After

the scattering of the forces of the Reformation, when concen-

trated at Meaux, at Lyons, and at Easel, the isolated combat-

ants that here and there held out for it, were one after another

brought to the ground. A few more efforts and the soil of

France seemed likely to be rid of heresy. Covert manoeuvres

and secret practices succeeded to clamours and to sentences of

condemnation to the flames. War was to be waged in open

day; but measures were also to be taken for its being waged in

darkness. If fanaticism called upon the courts ofjustice and the

scaffold to act in the case of persons of little consideration, it

was at the same time to have poison and the poignard in reserve

for the great. The use of these has been too much patronised

by the doctors of a celebrated society; and even kings have

fallen under the assassin's knife.^ J3ut though Rome has at all

' Periit Papilio non sine gravi suspicione veaeni, says Erasmus. (Erasm.
Epp. p. 1109.)

2 The author here alludes to the society of the Jesuits, which he omits to
name, only because quite aware that every reader could sufficiently understand
what he meant. Such as are insufficiently informed and who have doubts on
the subject, may read Pascal's Provincial Letters, wherein, in general, the
abominable morality openly taught by leading men of that society, is clearly
demonstrated from various writings of theirs : as also, a small publication trans-
lated from the French : Secret Directions of the Society of Jesus, (fee, published
by Blusse and Van Braam at Dordrecht in 1825, and, in particular, the two
appendices on their principles and their deeds. A community, the members
of which have defended such principles and have committed other such deeds,
is even now not to be trusted, notwithstanding the fairest appearances of love
and toleration, and as little can we trust those who conspire with them.—L. R.
The latter of these works is best known in this country by its LatJ-n title,

Secreta Monita. A vast collection of documentary evidence, illustrative of the
vitious morality, the ambition, and the intrigues of the Jesuits, has been pub-
lished in a voluminous work, intitled : Annales de la Societe des Soi-disans
Jesuites, ou Recueil Historique— Chronolopique de toris les Actcs, Ecrits, De-
nonciations. Avis Doctrinaux, Reqw'tes, Ordonnances, Mandemens, Instructions
Pastorales, Decrets, Censures. Bidles, Brefs, Edits, Arrets, Sentences et Jvge-
mens eman's des Tribunaux Ecclesiastiqu'es et SecuUcrs : Centre la doctrine,
Venseignement, les entreprises et les forfaits des Soi-disans Jesuites, depuis
1552, ipoque de leur naissance en France, jusqu'en 1163. a Paris, 1761. Of
this immense repertory I have seen the iirst five volumes only, bringing the
collection down to 1608, and cannot say whether anymore were ever published.
The tide of accusation even among the Roman catholics themselves, continued
to roll on with an ever-augmented volume, until the suppression of the order
by pope Clement XIV. (Ganganelli.) But all the dark blots that then led to
the final suppression of the Jesuits, have been found by later popes to be more
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times had her hired ruffians (des Seicles), she has Hkewise seen

her Vincents de Paule and her Fenelons. These blows, aimed

in silence and obscurity, were well fitted to spread terror in all

quarters. This treacherous policy, and these fanatical persecu-

tions within the kingdom, joined to dismal disasters abroad,

seemed to diflPuse a universal gloom. There was hardly a

family, particularly among the nobility, in which there- were no

tears shed over a father, a husband, or a son, left upon the

plains of Italy,l and whose hearts trembled not for the liberty,

or even for the life, of one or other of its members. The sweep-

ing reverses that had overwhelmed the nation, diffused through

all its parts a leaven of hatred towards heretics. The people,

the parliament, the Church, the throne, leagued themselves

together.

Was it not enough for the duchess of Alengon that the defeat

of Pavia had caused her the loss of her husband and the impri-

sonment of her brother? Could she not have been spared the

sight possibly of the final extinction of the torch of the Gospel,

in whose mild radiance she had felt so much calm delight?

The news from Spain augmented the general sorrow. Disap-

pointment and disease threatened to shorten the days of the

haughty Francis I. Should the king remain a prisoner, or

should he die, should the regency of his mother be prolonged

for many years, would it not be all over with the Reformation?

"But when all seemed to be lost,"" said, at a later period, the

youthful scholar of Noyon, "God saves and guards his church

than compensated by their invaluable services to the popedom, and by the suc-

cess tvith which they have undermined Protestant institutions and influences

wherever they have penetrated.

Since %vriting some former Notes on the Jesuits, I have seen a very power-
ful exposition of their worst points in Free Thonghts on the Toleration of Popery,
deduced from, a Review of its Principles and History, ^c, Edinburgh, 1 780, p. 1 00.

The author gives a striking summary of the immoral tenets charged against them,
as proved by a mass of evidence in his foot Notes.

" They," (the Jesuits), says he, "have exempted mankind from love and all

inward homage to the Deity, and charity to men, and so dash in pieces both
tables of the law : thoy have made it almost as easy to practise all virtue, if

there can be such a thing upon their plan, and to avoid every fault, as it is to

breathe. They have put it into the power of every man to exculpate himself
in acting as he pleaseth, and committing every enormity under the sun by fur-

nishing him with the pleas of ignorance, surprise, or passion, convenience,
error of conscience, right intention, and the impious and sceptical device of

probabilism," <fec., cfcc, &c. Tr.
' Gaillard. Ilistoire de Fran9ois I.'er torn. ii. p. 255.
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in a marvellous manner. "^ The church of France which seemed,

as it were, in the pains of child-birth, required an interval of

rest before new pangs should come upon her; and God employed

for this purpose a feeble woman, who never pronounced herself

completely in favour of the Eeformation. She thought more

at the time of saving the king and the kingdom than about the

deliverance of some obscure Christians, who nevertheless were

reposing in her the most sanguine hopes.2 But beneath the

noise and bustle of this world's afiairs, God doth often conceal

the mysterious ways by which he governs his people. A noble

project occupied the mind of the duchess of Alencon, and she

seemed thenceforth to live only that she might traverse the

sea, or pass the Pyrenees, for the sake of rescuing Francis I.

from the power of Charles V.

Margaret of Valois gave notice of her design, and France

hailed it with a shout of gratitude. In the eyes of Louisa and

of Duprat, her attachment to the new doctrine was powerfully

counter-balanced by her greatness of soul, the high reputation

she had won for herself, the affection she bore her brother and

that which Francis bore to her. All eyes were directed to her,

as the sole person capable of delivering the kingdom from the

jeopardy in which it lay. All were content, therefore, that she

should go herself into Spain, that she should speak to the

pow'erful emperor and his ministers, and that she should avail

herself of the admirable genius with which Providence had

endowed her, for the deliverance of her brother and her king.

Meanwhile, the hearts of both the nobility and the people

were filled with a great diversity of sentiments, as they beheld

the duchess of Aleneon go to place herself amid the hostile

counsels and fierce soldiery of the catholic king.

Each admired without sharing, however, the courage and

devotedness of this young woman. The princess's friends felt

alarms on her account, and these were to be but too fully

realised. But the evangelical Christians were elated wi-th hope.

The captivity of Francis I. had led to the descent of unheard-

of severities upon the friends of the Reformation; they trusted

' Nam habet Deus modum, quo electos suos mirabiliter custodiat, ubi omnia
perdita videntur. (Calvinus in Ep. ad Rom. xi. 2.)

^. . . Beneficio illustrissimse Ducis Alan9oni£B. (Toussaint to i-arel)
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Ilis enlargement would put an end to these. The opening of

the gates of Spain for the king's deliverance, would involve the

closing of those of the ecclesiastical courts and of the strong-

holds into which the servants of God's Word were thrown.

Margaret fortified herself in a design into which she was led by

60 many diverse motives:

rieav'n's height my purpose can't make fail,

Nor all the mighty pow'rs of hell,

For lo ! its keys my Saviour keeps !
l

Her weak woman's heart was strengthened by that faith which

gives us the victory over the world, and her resolution was irre-

vocably taken; hasty preparations were made accordingly, for

this important and dangerous voyage.

The archbishop of Embrun, who became afterwards the car-

dinal de Tournon, and the president de Selves were already at

Madrid, to treat about the king's deliverance. Theywere placed

under Margaret's orders, together with the bishop of Tarbes,

afterwards the cardinal de Grammont, full powers having been

committed to the princess alone. At the same time Montmor-
ency, who was afterwards so hostile to the Eeformation, was

sent with the utmost expedition into Spain, to obtain a safe-

conduct for the king's sister.^ The emperor started difficulties,

saying that it was an affair that he must commit entirely to his

ministers. "One hour of conference," exclaimed Selves, "between

your majesty, the king mymaster, and madame d'Alenoon, would

do more to advance the treaty than a month of discussion among
jurisconsults.''^

In her impatience to reach the place while the king was lying

ill, Margaret set off without any safe-conduct, attended by an

imposing train.^ She quitted the court and passed through

Lyons on her way to the Mediterranean; but while still on her

way, Montmorency returned, bringing letters from Charles with

a warranty for the liberty of the princess during three months

]^
Marguerites de la Marguerite des princesses, torn. i. p. J 25.

Memoires de Du Bellay, p. 124.
^ Hi&toire de France par Gamier, torn. xxiv.
Pour taster au vix la voulunt6 de I'esleu empereur . . . madame Mar-

guerite, duchesse d'Alenoon, tres notahlement accompaignee de plusieurs am-
bassadeurs . . . (Les gestes de Franfois de Valois, par E. Dolet, 1540.)
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only. She reached Aigues-Mortes,^ and in that port the sister

of Francis I. embarked. Led by the hand of God into Spain

rather for the deliverance of humble and oppressed Christians

than that she might bring forth from captivity the mighty

king of France, Margaret committed herself to the waves of the

same sea that had borne away her captive brother, after the

disastrous defeat of Pavia.-

' Jam in itinere erat Margarita Francisci soror . . . e fossis Marianis

solvens, Barcinonem primum, deinde Cajsarem Augustam appulerat. (Bel-

carius, Rerum Gallicarum. Comment, p. 6G5.)
^ As a concluding Note for this volume, I may introduce the following curious

one from M. Genin's prsefatory Notice :

" I take this opportunity," says he at p. 86, " of directing attention to certain

points of resemblance by which chance seems to have amused itself with con-

necting the sister of Francis I., and the wife of Henry IV. Both had the

same pre-name, the same name, the same title : Margaret, of Valois, queen of

Navarre; both lived -within the same century; both were beautiful, learned,

and clever, protectors of literature and of learned men ; both have alike been

accused, at least by modern historians, of being too much inclined to gallantry.

The very names of" the places they lived at m.ike one apt to confound them :

the queen of Navarre, sister of Francis I. retired to Titsson ; the queen of

Navarre, wife of Henry IV., lived at Usson. This accidental co-incidence,

which looks as if it were the result of a combination, so far explains and excuses

the misrepresentations to which both princesses have been subject. Contem-
poraneous writers themselves, as BrantCme for example, not always having

been at the pains to distinguish them clearly, it is no easy matter to guard

against all mistake." Tr.
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